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Autltor's Note

This is the'fouth book of a sedes on the life and culture of
Roman Egypt. It is, however, complete in itself, though nanxal.ly
the more bne knows of the period the more one is awate of its
ways of thought and action, what it comes out of and what it is
moving towaids, and the richer becomes the background against
rrhich one views any particular aspect. The 6rst book dealt with
the more ordinary matters of daly life ; the second with "leisure
and pleasure" and the Dionysiac cult in its later phases; the thitd
rritti the life on the Nile and the role of that dver in Egyptian
teligion and world-outlook. Here I deal with the theory and
pra-tice of alchemy in its eadier centuties, its formative-period.
Iigypt is centre of the picture, but to comprehend all the ideas and
images flowing in to tliat centre we need to look also to the general
trends in Greek scientific and philosophic thinking, and to the
potent influences generated in the Innian wodd of the Mazdean
and Magian fire-cults.

Especlally in the earlier phases the pictute is involved and
complex; but for this very reison the inquiry into what happened
is,in many ways all the more interesting. For we find an extremely
rich and subtle merging of ideas and practices from a wide field
to beget a new science, a new deep-going set ofvalues and atti-
tudes. With strange insight the Greeks intuited and sketched out
systems of scientific thought which they were not able to explore
with exact methods. Their atomist hypotheses are well-known;
recently Sambutsky has shown how the Stoics grasped the con-
cept of fields of force, of continuou$ forces, of a cohesive and
tensional continuum. I ttust I have in turn shown how, amid
much fantasy and confusion, the alchemists were not only the
founders of expedmental science, but also urere struggling with
ideas that belong to the future of science rather than its past.

J. L.

Greek Scientific Thought before Alchemy

IF, as this book tries to show, the emergence of alchemy marked a

dccp crisis in ancient thought and science, a crisis which could not
bc resolved from within the given framewotk and its Precon-
ccptions, then it is cleady necessary to begin with a discussion of
what was achieved in the Classical and Hellenistic pedods, and

urhat were the limitations of that achievement, what v/ere the

boundaries that it was found so difficult to cross. But Greek
philosophy and science of the 5th and 4th centuries B.C., with
lhck roots in the 6th and 7th centuries, arc very rich and complex ;

' ;nd attempts to set them out in brief succinct definitions are liable
.,!o cnd by giving a very imperfect and devitalised effect of what
rcnrally happened. Still, the problem cannot be evaded. I7e must
try to genefalise on various asPects of the development, concen-

trrting on the main issues that were raised and their televance for
i' thc alchemic tevolt.

Wc begin then with the 7th century, with the growth of
Ionian thought which sought in various ways to explain the
uaivetse by finding its fundamental principles and substances (or
lubstance), and by concentrating on natural phenomena; and the

Pphagorean school of South ltaly, which had the same end in
ylew, but sought the explanation of reality in Number, in an

lbatractprinciple. As two imPortant exptessions of these opposing
vicwpoints in the ;th centurywe may take the atomic theory of
I*ukippos and Demokdtos, which saw all bodies as composed of
ultimate and indivisible elements or atoms moving in an empty
tpacc; and the hypothesis of the universe's construction by $e
Pythagorean Philolaos, who argued for a central condensed fire
rnd an outer fire surrounding the sphedcal universe, which itself
vrg divided into three spheres, Ofunpos (that of the fixed stars)

Cotnos (with the planets, sun, moon,) and Ouranos (the sublunar

tcgion in which is the earth and atheoreticalanti-eafih,Antichthon).
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Philolaos also defined the elements in terms of geometrical
figures: earth was made up by the cube, fire by the tetrahedron,
afu by the octahedron, water by the icosahedron, while a fifth
element, which comprehended the others and was the bond of
them all, v/as represented by the dodekahedron.

The Ionian thinkers had raised the question of what the universe
was composedof, what single underlying substance-water ot ait
orfi.re or some indefinable primary element, the apeiroa (that with-
out bounds or limits) of Anaximadros. Empedokles of Akragas in
Sicily devised a theory of the elements working in a system of
opposites, love and strife, attraction and repulsion; earth, water,
frre, ait floated in these two enclosing media which acted as

material forces. At first there had been an harmonious spherical
whole enveloped in Love, with strife extending on the outside.
Strife absorbed the four elements, drove out Love, and created
Chaos; but Love reassetted its powet with a revolving motion;
and in the central region, little affected by the universal rotation,
the wodd was rebuilt. Air escaped first, but compressed by the
limits of the universe it was changed into a hollow crystalline
sphere; fire accumulated in one half of the sphere, making it
luminous, while the other half remained dark-hence our earth,
at the centre, sees the alternation of day and night. (Argument has

gone on as to whether Empedokles saw the present wodd as

belonging to the pedod of disorganisation by strife or to that of
love-integration.l) Herakleitos had defined all things as moved by
the unity and conflict of opposites; Empedokles sought to caffy
this sort of outlook into a detailed application of the sttuggles
between the two conflicting forces, with Necessity as the sum of
their activity, together with the "contt^ct" that ties them to-
gether as they build and destroy-each of them limited by the
eflects of the other.

Thus, Love brings forth at first partial assemblages with what it finds
available at every point, and these assemblages undergo natural
selection by virtue of Strife, which thus cooperates from the other side
in creation; Love shapes forms out of drives caused by Strife, but also
reabsorbs all varieties in the end, while latet Stife sharpens, increases,
articulates the variety brought forth by Love, yet to a destructive end.
The forces remain constant in behaviour, but the featful intricacies of
theit interaction give the effect of chance. The pattern of this interac-
tion weaves together the obvious "intentionality", ot shall we say
functionality, seen in the order of life wittrr th.e rnechanica.l causality

GREEK SCIENTIFIC TIIOUGHT BEFORE ALCHEIIIY 3

wlrich ensutes the over-all pulsation, Everywhere elements of matter
pncl elements of function, of purpose and no-purpose, so to speak, ate

Ioched together in the universal mellay of process. (G' de Santillana)z

'l'he emphasis put by Herakleitos and Empedokles on opposites or
contraries continues in Greek thought, and is the source of both
its greatest sttengths and its greatest weaknesses. Aristotle, who
rrvrkes the principle an insistent feature of his physics, declares

tlrnt the theme was shared by Greek l.ational physics from the
outset.s Indeed it could hardly have been otherwise; for in this
m,rtter the Greeks were carrying on the deepest and most Perva-
sivc element in primitive tdbal thinking, where the dual organi-
ettion of society is reflected in every aspect of the way in which
thc universe and natural phenomena are regarded.a

'l'lrc main bases of Greek thinking have thus been laid: (r) the
irlczr of a unitarl PrlcesJ in nature, of some w/timate sabstance owt
r rl' which all things are built op, (.) the idea of a conflict of opposins

which are held together by the overriding unity, as the force
tlriving the universe onwards, (3) the idea of a defnite strwcture in
tlrc ultimate components of mattet, whether this structure is
exlrressed by varying aggregates of atoms (atomon, indivisible
rrnit) or by combinations of a set of basic geometrical forms at
tlrc atomic level. The two first positions were derived from the

lorms of thought created over very long periods by tribal
socicty as it grew aware of its unity with, and its diffetence ftom,
nirture. The third idea tras the product of a society in which
intlividualism with all its small local conflicts, endlessly splitting
ul) the general interest, had been born-above all, a society in
which money-systems and mathematics had arrived as the expres-

sion of the new divisive forces inside the overriding unity, the

st tt>ngly surviving tdbal elements.
'I'he whole of classical thinking was detetmined by the forms

irr which the problems of man and nature $/ere thus presented'
Action, movement, and change could be recognised and con-
sitlcred only undet the categories devised out of general ideas of
tlrc unity of process and the conflict of opposites within that
tunity; but the thinkers wete quite unable to arrive at concepts of
t:ntrsality in the sense of that term in the post-Galilean epoch.
'l'hcy could not fuse in any effective way the idea of the unity and

r.orrflict of opposites with that of the atomic substratum of teality.
'l'lrcy saw the individual as a summation of a simple whole, as
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embodying the unity of society, not that unity together with its
inner conflicts which linked him with the othet individuals in a
complex situation of agreement and dissent, likeness and unlike-
ness, union and opposition. They had carried too directly and
uncritically a tribal concept or image into a society divided by
all sorts of discords, conflicts, divisions of class, propety, and
pov/er. The individual (person or object) was seen as a sort of
largescale atom, complete in himself or itself. Men did not inquire
how each individual acted on another and affected him, or how
obiects impacted in motion; they thus avoided all problems of
mechanical causation and the many connected matters. fnstead,
they asked what the nature of substance or identity was, and what
were the links between the forms taken by substance. Relations
thus became of extreme importance-but re/ations regarded under
tbe aspect of tbe powers or capacities of action residing inside tbe subject.

"Relations were assumed to have the status of attributes
securely anchored in the independently existing substance"
(Cornford).5 Aristotle indeed has much to say of causes, but what
he considers under this term is forn and matter-that is, the
internal constituents into which a total thing can be analysed.
He seed three kinds of change: locomotion, or the movement
from one place to another; growth or diminution, a change in
quantity; alteration, a change in quality. So all changes are
defined and explained in terms of the likeness or unlikeness of
the things undergoing changes. We get comparisons of this sort,
but not any precise computation defining the mechanics or dyna-
mics of one object acting on another. Demokritos evolved his
idea of atomic aggregations on the basis of like to like:

All animals alike herd togethet with theit own kind: doves with doves
and cranes with ctanes. And so it is with inanimate things, as you may
see in the case of gtains shaken in a sieve ot the pebbles on the shore.
The whiding motions of the sieve artanges the gtains in distinct groups,
lentils rxtith lentils, badey with badey, wheat with wheat; and the
motion of the waves rolls all the longshaped pebbles into one place, all
the tound ones into another, showing that the likeness of things tends
to dravr them together.B

And Leukippos remarked that the atoms, circling in the cosmic
eddy, were "separated apart, like to like". Cleady the principle
is clrawn from some deep emotional need or predisposition, not
from obscrvation. If Demokritos had really watched the pebbles
lrt'irrri rollt'tl :rlrout on the beach, he woul<I, have noted the role
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'rrl'weight and size, r^ther than likeness in form, in determining

tlrc distribution. These examples might be indefinitely added to
Io bring out the overwhelming predisposition of the Greek mind
to find and apply the principle of "like to like". The Hippokratean
I rcatise Or the Constitution of Children accounts for the growth of
vrrrious parts of the body from the seed on the principle of like
to like: dense to dense, rate to tare, and so on. "Each thing
lrroves into its proper place according to its own amnity."? The
I lcrmetic work Apbrodite deals with the question why childten
look like their parents. The likeness is assumed; there is no ques-
tion of glancing at children themselves and asking if they do in
{itct resemble the parents-as often they do not.

Wlrcn nutritive blood tutns into a foam [? secretion] and the genital
r)rutns have ptovided seed, there is exhaled so to speak ftom the
rnr:rrrbers of the whole body a cettain substance, under the 

^ction 
of 

^
rlivine force, as if it were the same man being born, and the same

I i k cncss results in the case of the woman. \7hen the exhalation from the
rrrrrlc dominates and remains intact, the babe is born resembling the
l:rtlrer, just as, if the conditions are revetsed, it will similady resemble
tlrc mother.8

'l'lrc ancients were thus primarily interested in qualities: what
wrrs like or unlike in various obiects. paantities such as weight
secmed unimportant. In cosmic terms they sau/ the merging or
ficfl)xration of substances or elements with qualitative aspects such
ls hotness and coldness, wetness and dryness-or, when they
rk:rrlt with atoms, similarities or differences in shape. Therefore
tlrc notions of heaviness or lightness were subsidiary, invoked
only incidentally in describing the behaviout of like attracted to
likc or unlike repelled from unlike. Plato carried on the Empedo-
klcan principle by which the scattered oddments of each element
were always seen as tejoining the main mass. lWeighing appears
ns a sort of violence done to the nature of substances:

Wlren we weigh earthy substances, we forcibly lift them into an unlike
rctrqion [air] against theit natural tendency, and they cling to theit own
kind. But the lesser bulk is more easily constrained than the gte ter
rurrrl moves more quickly into the unlike tegion. Hence we have come
to call such a bulk light and the region to which we coflstrain it up,
nrrtl to call the opposites heavy and down. . . . So these determinatives
nrust be variable and telative. . . . The passage ofeach body towards the
kirrrlred-aggregate gives the name heavy to the moving body and down
to tlrc direction of the movement"
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Aristotle similady refused to allow heaviness or lightness to be
regarded as primary properties or pov/ers of narure; they merely
dedved, he thought, from the tendency of simple bodies to make
for their own proper region-earth to earth, ait to ait, and so on.
So he lacked the basis for even beginning to work out any laws
of movement, let alone a theory of gravitation. Things were
moved by the attraction of likeness, not for any reasons of weight
or mass. A free-falling body was seen as only one more example
of the desire or need of unformed matter (potentiality) to reach
the actuality of its form, as in the case of a seed becoming a fruit-
bearing tree. Only when a body has reached its "natural place"
at rest has it attained the completion of its form (lightness or
heaviness). e

In Greek physics weight was thus the innate force of a body
producing its natural motion towards its natural place at the
centre of the eatth; and the weight of a body was often compared
to the human soul. Just as a m^n was considered to move and act
by virtue of his soul (i.e.his form or eidos), so aheavy body moved
downwards by virtue of its weight, which also was nothing other
than its eidos.

So much for movement in space. As for changes in size, which
arc of great significance with regard to processes of nutrition
and growth in organic bodies, Empedokles, Anaxagoras, and
Plato all again invoked the cosmic principle of like calling to
like. "All the tissues," says Plato, "as they ate furigated with the
blood, rcpah what they have lost by evacuation. The character
of this depletion and restoration is the same as that of the move-
ment of the universe, where all things go towards their own
kind."lo Again, as for alteration in quality, Demokritos held
that "agent and patient must be the same or alike; for if different
things act on one another, it is only accidentally by virtue of some
identical property." Aristotle said only Demokritos insisted that
like alone could act on like, but elsewhere he saw the same prin-
ciple in Empedokles' doctrine of perception; and l'heophrastos
attributed it also to Diogenes of Apollonia.ll Flere indeed most
thinkers took the opposing view: that unlikes affected one anorher,
e ..g. the heat of fire warmed cold hands. But they were all agreed
in lool<ing for qualities which affected other qualities.

In carly thcories of knowledge the like-affectslike formula was
witlt:ly rc(:cl)t.cd. "'Ihe physical philosophers," says Sextus, "have
;r ,lor tlilrr.ol-lrir',lr rrntitlr-rity that like things are capable of l<nour-

GREEK SCIENTIFIC TI{OUGHT BEFORE ALCHEMY

ing one another."lz Empedokles declared, "By earth we see earth,

l,y'waterv/ater," and so on. lWhen attempts were made to explain

l,crception by the passage of effiuvia or exhalations from an object

i,r the affected sense-organs, this outlook was given a new force.

l,ikc was considered to molre to like. Theophrastos adds a furthet
rclrson: "It is natutal for all living creatures to recognise creatures

rrl'their own kind." In later antiquity, p^rtJy through the influence

ol'Stoicism, which we shall soon examine, the idea of magical con-

corclances and harmonies of force or influence entangling the

wlrole universe in one vast and infinitely complicated network
wirs general. Thus the Neoplatonist Plotinos says:

llow are magical p{actices to be explained? By sympathy, by the
fxistcnce of a concordance of like things and a contfariety of unlike
ilrings, and by a diversity of many operative powers in the one living
,,ilivtrse. Witirout any external contrivance, there is much drawing and

rlrcll-binding. The true magic is the Love and Strife in the universe. In
riragical practices men turn all this to their own uses.l3

I lc uses the same tems, Pbilia and Neikos, as did Empedokles

rrc;rrly 7oo years eailier.
I liave stressed tlne fact that cettain preoccupations born from

tlrc social situation, from the whole way of life of the Greeks,

lrclcl them up from breaking through into new fundamental

lrosi.tions. It was not any exhaustion of mathematics itself that
,'rr,-rsccl the hold-up, as is often stated. With the least change in
rocial pressrrt.r, ih.te was a continual fetment of ideas and

rrrcthods, which seem for a moment as if the leap into new posi-

tions is about to take place. An inability to conceptualise (to

gnrsp as a general factor ftee f.or apptcation in new ways) the

nrrc-of-change of the rate-of-change is what separates Archimedes

lronr Newton by a bartier that the fotmer could never cross.

l)rrrcly mathematically, there is nothing in Newton's PrinciTil that was

rrt;t familiat to Archimedes, except the notion of the rate of change of a

vclocity. And even here, only the notion was alien to Archimedes, and

rrot the power for fotmalising the notion mathematically, if by some

rcvcrsal of histoty it had come within his putview. In fact, purely

trruthematically Archimedes was much bettet equipped for dealing

witlr it formally than was Newton, seeing that Newton did not n;ran^ge

io tlc{ine really rigotously the notions of velocity and acceleration to
tlrc very end of his days' (Bochner)l4

( )nc characteristic of Greek society in almost all fields was the

t;rrrying-over of tribal ideas and methods of organisation, though
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the rapid development of the sysrem kept lifting these ideas and
methods on to new levels, with new centres and applications.
Hence, as I have argued, the confusion induced by attributing
to the new "atomic individual" with all his great powers of
initiative (and also of discord and violent self-asserion) the
simple refraction of the social whole which had been substantially
true in far-back days of tribal brotherhood and equality. A key-
aspect of the divisions introduced into society, denying the simple
refraction, was the advent of the cash-nexus, of money-values
continually disrupting old relationships and balances; another
was the growth of slavery in all sorts of new forms outside its
primitive aspect of chettel-slavety. The slave was the obvious
example of a man reduced to a thing, the complete reflection of
the cash-nexus with its "thingification" of relationships. The
eistence of large numbers of slaves, on whom was concentrated
the burden of manual labour, meant that the slave (a thing, not
a man) represented the mechanistic principle of his society. The
use of a man-machine had obvious limits in comparison with the
machine proper; but the latter, v/ith its necessary mathematical and
other scientific bases, could only develop in a society that felt
the pressuies urgently making for productive advances, yet could
not put the burden simply on the man-machine. Hence the way
in which the rTth century initiated the forms of modern science
making possible the largescale invention and application of all
sorts of rnachine-extensions of the human frame. Slavery as it
existed in the Graeco-Roman wodd created a social and psycho-
logical batrier to the development of mechanics and dynamics in
the post-Galilean sense. Not that we must think of it as a sort of
external system unfortunately imposed on its societies. In the
last resort it proceeded, not out of any purely economic motiva-
tion or need, but out of the total human situation, which in turn
it affected and modified. The concept of the "atomfc indi'u-idual"
as the free man (with all its virtues of liberating men from ancient
constraints) had as its teverse side the concept of the man-thing
or man-mechanism; the new sense of freedom was dogged all
the time by an increasing sense of f^te ot necessity. Hence the
dilemma of Greek thought, which on the one hand was richly

^w^re 
of the patterns of change and on the other hand could not

advance from dialectical generalisations to applications in
mechanics and dynamics.

'Ihe only quantitative fornula r,vhich Aristotle attempted
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Irsstrmed a proportionality, not between force and acceleration'

lrtrt betweei fotce and velocity. This was equivalent to saying,

irr<:orrectly, that the force is equal to the product of load and

vclocity-as against Newton's second law, in which acceleraion

t;rlics the placi of velocity. That is, Aristotle, like every other

;rpc:icnt thLker, was quite blank as to the existence of friction
irs lrn opposing force to be considered when defining relations

lrc,t,ween lot..J as causes-of-motion and the motions that in fact
rcsr-rlted. (The sole exception was Themistios in the later 4th
('entury ,t.o., who remriked, "Generally it is easier to further
tlrc motion of a moving body than to moYe a body at rest'")
Aristotle, considering m.tt "t work hauling a ship over land,

$nw as the only two factors the weight of the boat and the

lr:rLrling poril/ers of the men. These two factors were imagined

u,. .,*iJing in a sort of vacuum, with all othet factors (friction)
elinrinateJ. The notion of the men as abstfact things or machines

inhibited the thinker from approaching the situation concretely

lntl cliscovering the actual laws of mechanics.ls
It is perhaps not going too fat if we link the Greek refusal to

. ,,nsider the mathematical forms that would have led to mechanics

ol'the Galilean t),pe (or the phenomena that led to the rnathema-

tir:s), with the haired of the dominant thinkers for any form of
..1tirlity. Ploutarch in a discussion on Plato's statement (authentic

,,,: 
^polryphal) 

that "God is always busy geomettising", makes

onc of his speakers rematk:

l,or the Equality aimed at by the many [arithmetical eqrality] i9$e
llt.crrest of all iniustices, and God has removed it out of the world as

i,.i,.lg o.rutt"inable. But he protects and maintains the distribution of
tlrings according to merit, determining it geometrically, that is, in
rur:t:ordance with propottion and law.16

llcnce the liking for geometrical systems, such as we find in
l)hilolaos and Plato, where one set can be consideted superior to

:rnother. Certainly Plato and Aristotle held strong views that the

rlistribution of things to persons of unequalmefitwasunequal.The
linking of social and intellectual positions in this relation is not so

,,,1d almay seem at first sight when we recollect how much the

l)ythagoreans' concepts of "proportion and law" were deter-

,ni.r.Jot stimulated i:y theit political struggle as a middle force

:rlpinst both aristocrats and plebeians. once such a bias had been

csiablished, a bias that was powerfully in accord with the emo-

rional outlook of the main thinkers of the classical period, it
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became almost too deeply rooted to be questioned. To estimate
its strength we must again link it with the whole psychological
and intellectual complex set up by the existence of rlu.rery. In
defending the rejection of juridical equality by the Roman
system, Cicero attacked as unequal that kind of equality which
"does not recognise grades of dignity".r? Such an attitude, per-
vading all the spheres of thought and emotion, was , ,.cond-
nature for the dominant class and its spokesmen, and affected the
whole of society, limiting even the attempts at revolt.

The Greeks developed mathematics incomparably beyond the level
reached !f tft. previous most talented practitioners, the Baby-
lonians; but despite all the new ground they broke, the
limitations of outlook sketched above laid down in the last
resort the extent to which development here too .was possible.
Because of the concentration on the isolated object and its
qualities, its form, geometry played a key part in the scientific
approach and in defining the limits of mathematical expansion.
In the detailed development over the centuries the results were
hglly complex; for there v/as every now and then a strong
chafing against the barriers, momentary flashes of deeper insight,
or the promise of methods that would in fact break through,
above all by the Stoics and then by Neoplatonists of later antiquiy.
But always the barriers rose up again and prevented any effeitive
application of the new ideas. The sort of dilemma rhat kept coming
up may be illustrated from a paradox set out by Demokritos:
If a cone were cut by a plane parallel to the base, what must we think
of the surface of the sections? Are they equal or unequal? For if
unequal, they will rnake the cone irregular, as have many indentations,
like steps, and unevennesses; but if they are equal, the sections will be
equal, and the cone will appear to have the ptoperty ofthe cylinder and
to be made up of equal, not unequal circles, which is quite absutd.rs
His problem could not be met within the static concepts of atomic
len-gths, i.e. of constant magnitudes, however small those magni-
tudes were conceived. The instrument for solving the query
could only_be provided by the dynamic concept of the limiting
process and the other notions of the infinitesimal calculus. The
Stoic Chrysippos did evolve a conception of the limiting process
that made possible a deepet grasp of the nature oF lnfinite
sequences of inscdbed and circumscdbed figures, which Greek
mathematicians cautiously evaded when using methods of exhaus-
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tion. But the sort of breakthrough that came with Galileo and

Newton did not happen, and could flot happen, in a wodd where

thcre were so many assumptions and methods based in the older

classical positions.
Astroiomy was the field where the method was fully mathemati--

cnl. Other btanches of tesearch acquired varying degrees of
nrnthematical expression. Aristotle knew already a science of
()ptics subordinate to geometry and Harmonics subordinate to
rrrithmetic, not to mention a Mechanics subordinate to three-

rlimensional geometry; and temarks of his show that the Pythago-

rcirns visualiied some sort of mathematising of physics'le But
t lris was never brought about. Archimedes' laws on the balancing

of the lever and on floating bodies pertain to mathematical

physics and were the first of their kind, but they did not bflng
i,lrirot ,tty further movemeflt in the same direction.zo He and his

firlloweri artived in some covert and unexplained way at the con-

cept of the statical moment, but they left the concept untouched

irncl unquestioned in their formulations. ft was not conceptualised

that is, conciously grasped in its implications-till the rTth

ccrltufy. In the same way the Greek could not fotmanotion of the

rclation of relation, the property of properties, the aggregate of
lrllgfegares. Aristotle even polemised sharply againstthe possibility

,,fta motion of motion.2l Archimedes lacked coordinate systems

of mathematical functions; still in On Spirals he came close in his

.)wn way to forming the dedvative of a function:

4*:t
dx dx

(') :

which is the mathematical pretequirement for the "abstract" concep-

I ualisation of the notion of velocity. However, in order to advance to
tlre concept of acceleration, ofle has to be able to fotm a second

tlcrivative] This requires that one form the derivative (r) at each and

cvcry point x, then view the resulting mathematical obiect as a n€w

li,rrciion in x, and then apply the "abstract" process of diffetentiation
to this new function again. It is this kind ofintetation oflogico-ontolo-
gical abstractions to which Greek thinking was nevef able to penetfate

Io any noticeable extent (Bochner).2z

ll-rt we do not.want to go into detailed mathematics here. sre ate

concerned with the general points; and what has been said above

will suffice to bringbut on the one hand the limitations imposed

on Greek scientific thinking by certain deep preconceptions'
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ultimately social in origin, and on the other hand the way in
which they chafed against the limitations at various times but
could not break through and establish new basic positions from
which to advance in new directions.

How far late antiquity u/as able to devise a programme of
theoretical physics without being able to put it iirto"action can
be gauged from a passage in Iamblichos (who d.ied about a.n.
330)l

sometimes it is also the practise of mathematical science to attack
perceptible things with mathematical methods, such as the problem
of the four elements, with geometry or atithmetic or vdth the methods
of harmony, and similarly other problems. And as mathematics is prior
to nature, it constricts its laws as derived from prior causes.

This it does in several ways: either by abitraction, which means
stripping the form involved in matter ftom the considetation of mattet.
otb,y anifcation, which means by introducing mathemaical .on..pti
in19 

the physical gbjects _and 
joining them togethet; or by ronpletion,

which means-by adding the missing p^tt to the corpoteal fttms-which
af_e 1ot complete and thus making them complete; ot by representation,
which. means looking a_t the equal and symmetrical things-among the
changing objects from the viewpoint whence they can be b-est comliated
with mathematical forms- ; 

- 

or by parti cip a ti on, wihich means considiering
how concepts in other things participate in a certain way in th. prrrl
concepts; or-by giuing signifcance, which means by becoming awari of a
faint ttace of a mathematical form taking shape in the realm"of percept-
ible objects; or by diuision, which mJans considering the one and
indivisible mathematical form as divided and plurified ariong individual
things; or.by comparison,.which means looking at the puie forms of
mathematics and rhose of perceptible obiectslnd coniparing them;
ct.rby causal approaclt fromprior things, which means positing iuthemu-
tical things as causes and examining together how^the obJects of the
perceptible wodd arose from them.

rn this manner, I believe, we can mathematically attack evetything in
nature and in the wodd of change.za

lgt 9"1 purpose the most imporant work by plato was the
Tinaiot in which he set out his cosmogony, his ,ih.-. of physics.
He dtaws a bold and complex picture of the creatiori of the
universe by the dentiwrge (a word he took from philolaos). He
makes no reference to Demotritos, probably through .orri.-pt
for mechanistic systemsi let he draws from him thJassumptidn
that the phenomena known to ouf senses are rooted in diirete
invisible elements, whose aggregates and interactions cause or
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rrrrlcrlie all physical occurrence. However grudgingly, his theoty
la ln atomic one. From the Pythagoteans however he takes the

areurnption that Number forms the basis of all physical events.

I lc holds that there are certain symmetries in the structure of
lnirttcr, so that the correct apptoacb is one of three-dimensional
p,eornetry. Not that he sees simple systems of order' In his universe

tlrcrc is a deep and ceaseles struggle of the uniform and the non-
rrrriform, the ordered and the disotdered, which we can best

rlescribe as a stuggle of the symmetrical and asymmetrical

unl)ccts of structure. He himself uses these terms:

All that is good is beautiful, and the beautiful is not without measure.

, . . ()f symmetries we distinguish and reason about those that are

rrrrnll, but of the most important and the greatest vre have no rational

r'rrrrrlrrehension. With respect to health and disease, virtue and vice

llrerc is no symmetry or lack of symmetry greater than that which
exists between the soul itself and the body itself.z4

Asymmetry or non-uniform combinations and sttucture bring
nlrout instability and change. Speaking of Fire he writes:

Now the liquid kind, in so far as it partakes of those small rvater-

lulticlcs which are unequal, is mobile both in itself and by external

iorce resulting from its non-uniformity and the shape of its figuration

Itlrc idea of rts nltenaf. But the other kind, composed of large :Tf9T
i,rrrticles, is mote stable than the first, and is heavy, being solidified by
its uniformityi but u/hen fire entets and dissolves it, this causes it to
allrnclon its uniformity; and when this is lost, it partakes more largely
, rl' rnotion. And when it has become mobile, it is pushed by the adiacent

nir a.nd extended upon the eatth. For each modificationlpatbosl it has

ret:e ived a descriptive tetm: Melting and Fluiditl for its extension over
t lrc carth.z5

lror the four elements he followed Philolaos in taking fout perfect

lxrclies, omitting the fifth one for which he had no use. He made

tlrc same correlations as Philolaos. \Tanting to explain transitions
fr<rm liquid to gaseous states and back again, he needed common
Itatures in all or some of the four elements in order to show how
one could change into another. The first three figures were all

lrounded by equilateral triangles, which permitted the establish-

rrrcnt of relations between them; the cube was however bounded

lry squares so that it could not be resolved into such triangles by
lirrtlrer division. So there was no transition from earth to frte, air,
or water. Still, Plato did not take the equilatetal triangle or
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square as his basic structural unit; instead he divided all his
elements into rectangular triangles. The advantage of the break-
down into small structural units was that seti of equilateral
triangles or squares of vatying and increasing sizes could be
c_onstructed, to represent the series of elementary bodies of
different sizes. Plato was also thus able to differentiate between
various kinds of fire (including light) and so on. But within each
series the tetrahedron was the smallest body, being made up of
the least number of triangles; it thus provided two of frre,s
charactedstics: mobility (smallness) and penetrability (sharpness
of the solid angle). Demokritos had had to ,oppor.'thai two
sepanteproperties were owned by fire: smallness and sphericity;
Plato reduced them to a single basis.

We are not sure how much detail he borrowed from philolaos.
but in general we may say that he first worked orrt a scheme oi
intedocked structures in matter which permitted the change of one
element into another. He may then be claimed as the foirnder of
alchemy as a science, even if it was to take some time before the
implications were worked out. He saw metals as the product of
fusible water (not to be identified with ordinary -nt.r).
of all the kinds of water we have tetmed fusible, the densest is procluced
from the finest and most uniform particles: this is a kind of unique
form, tinged 

_with a glittering yellow hue, even that most precious of
possessions, cold,whjchhas been strained through stones and solidified.
And the offshoot of Gold, very hard because o? its clensity and black
in colour, is called adamas [pethaps haematite ot platinum].

And the kind that closely tesembles gold in its patticles but has more
forms than one, and in density is more dense than gold, and partakes
of small and fine portions of earth (so that it hardens), vzhile ii is also
lighter because of the large interstices within it, thii particular kind
of solid waters, being thus compounded, is termed BronTe. And the
portion of earth that it is mixed with becomes distinct by itself, when
both grow old and separate again ftom each other; and then it is
named Ru$fios).26

There is a strong suggestion of the possibility of the transmura_
tion_o_f metals with special reference to gold. ..Now imag ine a man
modelling all possible_ figures out of gold and then ploceeding
without stop to remodel each of these into every otheir, if somel
one w_ere to point to o{re of the figures and ask what it is, by far
the safest answer in point of truth would be that it is gold.,' Only
"the substratum which receives all bodies,, is stable and constant.z"z
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Wr: may note too the important role of fire, which suggests
rneltllurgical process as does the very term "fusible v/atef".

Ar the fire, on issuing ftom the water, does not pass into a void but'

llrcsscs on the adjacent air, this in tutn compresses the liquid mass which
ls still mobile into the abodes of fire and combines it with itself; and the
rrrrss, thus comptessed and again tegaining its unifotmity, through
tlrc clcparture of the fire, the author of its non-unifotmity, returns to
tlrc state of self-identity [symmetry]. And this cessation of fire is tetmed
( ,irnling, and the combination that follows on its departure Solidifcation.zs

It is important to note that the essential ideas of cosmic creation or
rurtural process arc all drawn from human crafts and industries.
'l'lrc term for the creatot (or fundamental creative activity) is

tloniourgos, craftsman. Like all ancient thinkers (and many othets
lresicles), Plato assumes that any form of purposive movement of
Hignificant development implies a prior act of decision carried out
I ry a person; he cannot rise to the concept ofpurpose as born out of
tlle totality of a situation with its inner formative pfocess, even
tlrough he himself has shown how development could occur
tlrrough the symmetry-asymmetry pdnciple. His demiurge works
Iry t paradeigma ot pattertt, a term used by Herodotos for an

rrrr:lritect's model or plan of a building, or for samples, e.g. of
rrrummies made of wood. The tetm is also used for a sculptor's or

1r:rinter's model. Plato himself uses the metaphor of modelling, as

irr the passage cited about gold and elsewhere: "Vrhen the

llenerating Father perceived it [the cosmos] in motion and alive,
ar'r agalma [honour, statue in honour of the gods], he too reioiced,
rrrrcl, well pleased, designed to make it resemble its paradeigna yet
nrore closely,"ze FIe also draws on the techniques of perfume-
rrrrrl<ing. Substance is voided of all forms "just as with all fragtant
oirrtment men bring about the condition by craft, technii, to make
thc odours as odoutless as possible; and all who set out to mould
ligures in any soft materials wholly refuse to allow any previous
ligure to remain visible in it, and begin by making it as smooth as

lrossible befote they catry out their wotk."3o He also uses the
rrndogy of winnowing with a sieve to explain how the particles
$cparate and fly about, the dissirnilar driven apaft, the similar
tlrtwing together.sl In a play on words he brings out how the
tclrn apeiros suggests the unskilled as well as the unlimited ot
chtotic: that is, it represents the wodd before craft-skill (forma-
tivc process) gets to work on it.32

llcsides the principle of symmetry-asymmetry as the source of
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movement and development. plato also uses his triadic formula.
'jI1 i-s.1o_t possible for two things to be joined together *itrroot u
third." on the principle of like-to-like he stateJthat the triadic
lut"l. of the soul (its fusion-of Identity, Otherness, and Essence)
is reflected in the structure of the universe. He puts ihe point in an
idealist way, turning the abstractions into subitan.., ,.rd *i"t"*them as plastic material to the demiurge to make souls out &; bot
the notion of a uiadic movement both in the sour and in n^i.r.,
making a dialectical unity of all process, is nonetheless present.Ba

$7e now come to two aspects of Aristotle's thought that concern
us: the way in which he developed the scheme ofllements able to
move round or be combined in various ways, and his definition of
metals and stones. He supposed the urtimatl basis to be a primitive
matter' ot prima materia, which had only potentiar exiJtence till
impressed by form. Form was not only the geometrical structure
but also the total inner organisation oi a thiig; it was tlr. ,or' or
its qualities and propertigs, and gave it its ideiiity. In its simplest
manifestation it turned the prirnal rnatter into thl four elemlnts,
fite, air, 

-water? 
earth,- through a vanation of qualities arising from

heat aqd cold, fluidity und dryness. Each ilement had iwo of
these qualities and no more. ilut the opposites, heat and. cold,
dryness and fiuidity, could not be mated. so ttte four possible sets
of combinations were: hot and dry (fire), hot and fluid (air), cold
and fluid (water), cold. and dry (earth). Ir, .rr.ry elemenr on. q"nlity
domirrated:.dryness in earth, coldness in water, fluidity in aia
heat in fire. Through the medium of shared qualiiies o.re'.r.ment
could pass into anothe4,e.g. fire into air through the heat they
shared, and so on. Two elements could pass togeiher into a third
through each discarding one quality, nriorrg althe effect was not
to leave two identical or two contrary qolfiti.r. Thus, air and
ea.rth, by dropping fluidity and cold, could produce fire (heat and
dryness). Aristotle taught that what *u, .iurg.d was only the
form; the undedying matt"'r was always the same.Ba

. Plato definitely bases his system of ciranges in matter on varia-
tions and combinations of geometrical 

-structures, 
which are

capable of mathematical definition. Aristotl. upp.u* to assume
vyying arithmetical combinations of the ditrer#t elements, plus
similar sorts of variation inside an element; but he gi.r.s ,roc'loe,
for example, as to how an element discards orr. oiit, qualities,
a.g. how air drops its fluidity and earth its coldness so thaithe two
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ul'them may ptoduce fire. Neithet are we given any idea how the

lrroportions work out in any precise way in substances:

'l'lrr:y contain eatth because every simple body is specially and most
nlrundantly in its own place. And they all contain water because the

cornpound must possess a definite outline and water alone of the simple

lrocliis is teadily adaptable in shape. Moreover earth has no power of
cohesion without the moist. On the contrary the moist is what holds it
logether. It would fall to pieces if the moist were completely eliminated
from it.

'fhey contain eatth and water then fot the reasons given; and they
contain ait. and fire because these are contrary to earth and watet-
crrth being contrary to air and .water to frre, in so far as one substance

eirrr be contrary to another. Now all compounds presuppose in their
corning-to-be constituents which ate contrary to one another; and in all
corupounds there is contained one set of the contrasted extremes, r.e.

colcl-dry [earth] and cold-fluid [water]. Hence the other set [hot-fluid,
uir, and hot-drn fire] must be contained in them also, so that every
conrpound will include all the simple bodies.35

S<r deep-rooted is the concept of any body as involving a union of
o1'rposites that Aristotle assumes it in his exposition. He imagines
t lre cosmos as made up of I 9 concentric spheres' with the earth at
tlrc centre, water making up the next sphere, then air, then fire-
tlrough with no hard boundary-lines. Each element has a natwtal
tendency to move to its own place. The union of contraries

l)revents what he has called "excesses". Ifearth gathers in excess,

it will destroy the intermovements among the elements which
crcate reality and its diversity of objects; and so on with each

elcment. fn fact then we find an enormous number of distinct
compounds, though any one of them will be changed into any

other if we altet the relative proportions of the composing
clcments in the required direction.

As for metals they are born of exhalations. Vaporous exhala-

tion is moist and cold, produced when the sun's raysfall on water;
the smoky is hot and dty, produced by the rays falling on dry
lnnd. In actuality the two vapours mix in varying degtees. The
heat of the dry one causes minerals, stones that cannot be melted

such as rcalgar (atsenious sulphide), ochre and ruddle (clayey iron
oxides), and sulphur. The heat of the moist one causes metals,

wlrich are fusible or malleable, such as iron, copper, gold' Though
rnctals and minerals like all things contain something of all four
clcments, water and air (chiefly water) predominate in metals, and
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earth and fire (chiefly earrh) in minerals.B' (The alchemists identi-
fied the dry vapour with sulphur, the moisr with mercury, and,
developed.the theory that allmetals were made up of mercu ry and
su$hur.) Aristotle distinguished chemicai combiiation , mixis, and,
mechanical mixture, slnthesis;the mixis of liquids had its o-r t.r-,
krasit. However his notion of chemical combination (as in drugs)
was unclear. He thought it a kind of mutual assimiiation if tie
components managed to form a homogeneous whole, and so was
led to insist that a weak component ivas merely absorbed by a
stfongef one-without wotking out any ratios for such a situation
to develop.3?

Exhalation is compressed (i.e. condensed) by the dryness of the
rocks,and congealed or solidified, apparently by cold. The admix_
ture of dry exhalation however prevents the metal from reverting
to water. "All metals are thus affected by fire and contain earth,
since they all contain the dry exhalation. only gold is unafected
by frte." The exposure to fire makes metal pr-oduce dross and
change.colour; olympiodoros adds thatfot thl same reason rhey
rust. The presence of earthy matter thus explains the difference
between the baser and more precious metals. Gold, with the least
amount of dry exhalation, is at one end of the scale, and iron, with
the largest amounr, at the other. Aristotle did not make this ioint,but it was duly noted by the alchemists.ss

^ Theophrastos in on stones worked these positions out further.
stones and (mined) earths are made of eartl as metals of water.
The earth becomes a pure and uniform mattet as the result of a
conflux, when it is a lump, or of filtering, when it is in veins, or of
some other process of separation. This uniform matte\ subjected
to heat or cold, undergoes solidification and forms the stones or
mined earths. At what stage is colour thought to be brought in?
At the stage of making marter uniform ot ihut of solidifiIation?
Presumably at either or both. But there seems an idea that only
solidification by heat will beget a change in colour at the frnil
stage of formation; for the change of yellow ochre inro red gets
the comment, "Fire would appiar to be the agent respo.rJibt.
for all these transformations." In the Tinaios plato had taken
colour to be a fire itself, which owns particles ..so proportioned
to the visual stream as to produce seniation',. Colo^ur iff..t, nr.
brought about by the diffedng sizes of the particles, which dilate
or contract the visual stream.se rhere was a strong fire-element
also in Aristotle's smoky exhalation, ..the most inflammable of
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rllriit:rnces", and "potentially like fife". He admits that it was

anrlcthing hard for us to em,isage, but in some of its states it was

Irrry and in others not unlike a gas. Hence, once thinkers took an

nr.tivc relatiofl to natufal pfocesses and wanted to fepeat them in a

lrrlrrrratory, it was nutrtil they should turn to fire, to fusion and

rlistillation, in the attempt to change one metal into another'4o
'l'here was already indeed a cliat idea that att (tecbne, which

errrlrraced any soft oi craft-activity, including scientific expriment)

wus a way of learning to understand and control process by

rclrroducing it under man-made conditions. Thus Theophrasto-s

rcinarks, in"connection with one of the colout-discoveries which

lrlayed an important part in developing the alchemic idea:

I lere [a spot above Ephesos where alone cinoabat was manufactured] a

u,,n,l *hi.h glows like the scaflet kermes-berries is collected and

tluirougtrly p6unded to a very fine powder in stone vessels. It is then

w,rsheJin iopp"t vessels and the-sediment is taken, pounded and

w^shed again.There is a knack in doing this, for from an equal amount

,,f rnaterial some workers secute a grc t amouflt of cinnabar, and

others little of none. However, use is made of the washings that float

Irlrove, especially as a wallpaint. The sediment which fotms below

lrrrns out io be cinnabar, while all that is above, which is the gteatpart,
is r.nerely washings.

The process isiaid to have been invented and studied by l(allias an

Atheniin from the silvermines, who collected and studied the sand,

thinking it contained gold owing to its glowing appe€rance' But when

lrc founi it containedno gold, te still admired its fine colour and so

c,rme to discovet the ptocess, which is by no means an old one, but
clates back some to ylars before the Archonship of Praxiboulos at

Athens.
From these examples it is clear that techn| imitates natue, p,b1sis, and

yct ptoduces its own peculiar substances,- some for utility, some

,rt.r.iy for their uppeutuicelike wallpaint, and some for both putPo,ses,

like quicksilv"t-ftt even this has its uses. It is made by pounding

cinnalat with vinegar in a copper mortar with a copper pesde' And
perhaps one might find sevetal things of this kind'ar

we see then that both Plato and Adstotle played a leading paft in
popularising the idea that mattef 'was composed of elements which
.o"ta rc changed into one another. The Aristotelean formulation
in paticula, 6..u-" very widely known and accepted' Plato's
'fiiaios however received a flew and deepened attention with the

rise of Alchemy, Gnosticism and Neoplatonic philosophy in
rleneral.
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There is one more important line of thought which we must
glance at before we turn to alchemy itself: that of the Stoics.
Stoic philosophy was the great creation which came up to sustain
men's minds after the breakdown of the city-state and of the
philosophic forms derived from the way of iiFe there. The free
expansion of thought and art which had occurred in atchaic and
classical Greek cannot be separated from the successful building-
up of the city-states, their elimination of the kingship and
the heavy hieratic culture which had everywhere accompanied the
growth of kingly state-forms. But now, after Alexander the
Great, the kingship had been imposed after all. The imposition
occurred, however, on a culture which had been developed in the
city-state's days; and the result was therefore complex. The
Stoics on the whole expressed the positive side of the new
situation, doing their best to get rid of what I have called the
atomic individual or object. However, under ancient conditions,
the isolation of the individual in his specific form, his qualities and
attributes considered as a sort of self-generated entity, could not be
overcome. The Stoic in one sense.was mofe than ever driven back
into himself, needing to work out ari ethic of self-sufficiency,
endurance, and apatheia; but in his struggle against isolation he
produced a ne'w conception of the unity of process and of the
interrelation of objects or beings inside it.

The key-concept was enclosed in the term pneama (breath, often
a synonym f.or air), defining the pervasive substratum in a
cohesive universe, which, unlike Aristotle's, was surrourlded by a
void. For Adstotle, coherence, gtnteclteia, involved the notion of
continuity in a geometrical or contiguous sense; the Stoics now
gave the term a. sense of dynamic cohesion in the physical wodd.
The concept of pneuma had had a long history. Anaximenes, with
his notion ofthe universe evolved out ofair by condensation and
tatefacion, declared, "As our soul, being air, holds us together,
so do breath and air surround the whole universe." There was
also in pneuma an association of in-and-out movement, of breath-
ing, a rhythmic participation in the life-process. For the Stoicr
pneamawas ah andfrre, active elements or forces of coid and heat;
they added the qualities of dry and moist in order to distinguish
between the pneuma of the soul and that of plants, p@sis, The
formet pneama was dry and warm; the latter moist and cold.az

The familiar Stoic aphorism, "Nature is a technikan fire, going
on its 'way to creation," stated emphatically the unity of craft-
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rrrr:tlr<rd and natural process. Technikon means "working like at,
lilic craft". Hippokrates had spoken of "innateheat", and Galen
tool< this to be the cause of metabolism. The Stoic Kleanthes
r lcclared, "This element of heat possesses in itself a vital force that

Ircrvades the whole universe."a3 Matter was seen as of fwo kinds,
lry/rlike or passive, andpneuna-like or actively cohesive. Coher-
cnce was a positive force, ynetike dlnarzis; and pneuma-like matter
wrrs characterised by tension, tonos, an inner heat of fire. As

ltrntrma entered into organic and inorganic matter alike with its
irrlrnixture of ak andfrte,itpervaded the whole univetse and made

it n single inter-related unit drawn togethet by an endless series of
tcnsions. In the consistent linking of pneuma with tonos the Stoics
tnade their greatest and most characteristic contribution to
ucicntific thought.aa

Pnewna, as an actsve force, generated all the physical qualities of
rrratter. Thus
tlrc Stoics generalised their continuum theory into a field theory; the

lrrrcuma is the physical field which is the cattier of all specific proPerties
ol: rnaterial bodies, and cohesion as such thus gets a more specific
rrrerning by becoming hexis, tt'e physical state of the body. The follow-
irrg quotation from Chrysippos' On Pfutsical States is very instructive:

"'Ihe physical states are nothing else but spitits, because the bodies
rulc rnade cohesive by them. And the binding air is the cause for those
I'or"rnd into such a state being imbued with a cettain property which is
ctllcd hardness in iron, solidity in stone, brightness in silver."

And a little later he continues, "Matter, being inet, by itself and
sltrggish, is the substratum of the propeties, which are pneamata and
rrirlike tensions giving definite fotm to those parts of matter in which
tlrcy reside."

'I'his gives some idea of the central position in the Stoic theory of
r)irtter of hexis, which denotes the structute of inorganic mattet in a

sirnilar way to whrch pl2ltsis expresses organic structure, and pslche the
structure of the living being. (Sambursky).45

ln<lrganic entities were classified as discrete, contiguous and
unified. Discrete entities might be in disorder ot in a certain kind
ol' order (like soldiers on parade); contiguous .were conjoined,
likc chainlinks ot stones in a wall; unified, like a stone or. a metal
"ruled by a single state". The co-existence of the elements in the
lrilllrest structure was sluztpatheia. A living body was a form of
rrrrifjed structure: Galen describes the faculties of the human body
rus structural elements of its physiology, extending throughout its
t o111ll1y. aB
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There are m^fly more important aspects of Stoic physical
theory; but here we may add three more points. First, each soul
had an hegenoai.kon, a dominant part (generally considered the
heart), The hegeruonikon centralised and coordinated impressions,
lifted theminto consciousness, and set offthe reacting impulses and
actions. Secondly, that there were four successive stages thought
to take place of increasing specification of an object, each stage
including those that had happened before it. These were sabstratww
(shapeless passive matter); gwalitjt (which the pervasive pneuma
imbued); state (the sum total of components, air and frre, in their
varying proportions); and relatiue (determining the relation
between the physical states of different bodies). ft has been
pointed out how well these categories corespond to the methodo-
logical scheme of Newtonian dynami.cs. Simplikios divided the
fourth stage into two kinds of relations: relatiae state (definedby
that of another thing outside the object)andrelatiue,whtchreferred
to things capable of change (a.g. bitter and sweet). Hexit was an
example of the relatiue, expressing the physical continuum that
covered an infinity of differing states, each of which could eyolve
from the other by a continuous trafisition brought about through
"the change of the former quality". Such a development involved
a series of changes in the pneumatic tensions permeating the body
in question. Thirdly, as we would expect from the notions of
pn€ama, hexis, and tonos, the Stoics deepened the whole concept of
mixture. Fusion, as distinct from Aristotelean composition, they
saw as a total rnixture, "Whereby," as Plotinos, dissenting, said,
"there is no pat of the mixed substance which does not participate
in the mixture as a whole." In order to show their opposition to
Aristotle, Chrysippos stated, "There is nothing to prevent one drop
of wine from mixing with the whole se a," arrd the Stoics were much
interested in cases of extreme dilution : gold finely suspended in cer-
tain <irugs or burnt frankincense mefiedin a vast volume of air..a?

The Platonic, Aristotelean, and Stoic ideas that we have here
outlined all played an important part in the development of
alchernic theory and practice as we shall see with the unfolding
story. The great period of Stoic physics was the 4th and 3rd
centuries n.c., when alchemy r,vas gradually coming to a head, if
we are right in dating its founder, Bolos, around zoo n.c.; and
Stoic ideas certainly did a great deal in making the work of Bolos
pos sible. The next five hundred years sav/ the m ataring of alchemy ;
they also saw the development of Neoplatonism. a"s the domina.nt
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lrlrilosophy of late antiquity. Alchemy and Neoplatonism shared
trrrrry characteristics. What Neoplatonism stood for will emerge
im oLlr story goes on. Here it will suffice to say that in certain
rsscntial respects it represented an attempt to feassert the Platonic
ttleu of hierarchical levels of being inside the organic pantheist
Sltric universe. The Platonic system, pafily modified and changed
lry the transposition, took ori new complexities and richnesses as a

rcsult. But in seeking thus to define the existence of qualitative
levcls inside the unitary cosmos, the Neoplatonists were driven
lrlclc to transcendental notions of deity, denying the pantheist
tnrrtcrialism of the early Stoics. The ancient wodd always saw
lrie r:archy or development as coming down by stages from above,
nr)t as a movement from below upwards. At most the upward-
rr( )vcment was conceivable as a return along the tracks laid down
lry clescending spitit or deity. Thus Neoplatonism was agitated
lry an innet tension between the notions of unity and of hierarchy,
rrl'<rrganic and continuous forces or processes and of a p^ttefft
irrrlrosed from above by a Monad outside the universe.

(inosticism and the Hermetic creeds shared with it a belief in
tlrc clescent of liFe or spirit through different levels or stages down
to the earthly ievel. They soughi to find the way aloft again, not
trrcrcly by philosophical reasoning, but by a gnosis, a knowledge
tlrtt was the gift of revelation. As part of the Stoic heritage,
toqslhsl with the vast amount of folklore and magical recipes
rvlrich were given a fresh force in the light of Stoic concepts, these
r rcccls, like Neoplatonism itself, had a ,profound sense of the
r orrrplex interrelationships and correspondences inside the organic
,rr vital (pneumatic) whole-while at the same time they suffeted
lror-n an intense sense of loss, of an agonising division that cut
rr('ross the face of life. ft was precisely, indeed, the dialectic of
tlrcse two opposed positions which gave such strength and
lrrscination to the period's dreams, fantasies, deep insights,
rorrrprehensions. Alchemy was richly a part of this wodd, torn
lry many of the same contradictions, but with a secure difference.
Alone it clung, despite confusions and ambiguities, both to the
lrclicf in varying levels and structures, and to the Stoic position
tlr:rt. the pslche was material, that there was a mutual penetration
rrl'sr>ul and body, of pfuiis and the wodd of plants, of. hexit and
tlrc world of inorganic matter. ft consistently saw all the mote
solicl or specific elements as permeated and held together in the
i r r { i r r i t cr network of prrelrrnafir: tensirins. 4 I
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Historical R.eferences

Osn way of getting at the difficult and elusive problem of the
origin of alchemy is to search for certain or probable references to
alchemic ideas and practices in the centuries before the art comes
out into the open. \7e need not expect direct references to be
frequent, as the alchemists lived an underground kind of existence.
Stiil, with the extreme diltrculty of dating their first definite
activities and the lack of any clear manuscript tradition, the quest
for signs of those activities in the broader fields of culture is the
only sure way of anchoring them in history. S7hat then are we to
seek for? First, any suggestion of the transmutation of metals.
But, beyond that, any unmistakable signs of a chemical ouflook
emerging, of a view of reaiity which looks to chemical processes
rather than to geometrical structures or arithmetical combina-
tions andproportions for the understanding of matter and cosmic
systems. This line of approach also has the value that it brings us
concretely into the cultural situation out of which alchemy was
born and which it played an importantpaftingradually changing.

First, there is a suggestive turn of phrase in a fragment from the
poet Kratinos, who belongs to Attic Old Comedy: "What lin the
town] seems golden becomes lead again in the country."l This
passage does not prove the existence of alchemical ideas, but it
implies some sort of, belief in a possible transformation of lead into
gold and gold into lead-in ahierarchical system of metals with
gold at the top and lead at the bottom. The notion that gold had
some special life-giving power was of course very ancient and
extremely widespread; and the gleam of gold eady suggested
sunlight. Findar links gold coins with the sun. Especially in
Egypt the concept of divinisation involved a transformation of
the body into precious stones or metals. In the tale of King
I{heops and the Magicians, the pious kings of the 5th Dynasty are
born rvith gold stamps that reveal and express their power:
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'l'lrc child slipped forth on to her hands, a child of one cubit with
atr<rrrg bones; the royal titulaly on his limbs was of gold and his head-
r=loth of true lapis lazuli. They washed him, cut his navelstting, and laid
Irirrr on a sheet on a btick. And Mesekhent [birthgoddessl drew near tc)

lrirrr and said: "A king that will exercise the kingship in the entire land."
Arrrl l{hnum gave health to his body.z

'l'lrc royal children are imagined as inlaid bronze figures. From
Mcsopotamia we have abronze figurine of a kneeling worshipper
who makes an offering for Hammurabi; the hands, face, and beard,
tlrough not the hair, arc piated with gold, while the left wrist
lrears a golden bracelet, the right one a bracelet of bronze. It
sccms that the man is supposed to have washed his face in rvater
l}om the lustral stoup projecting from the base; and the purified

ll,lrts of his body are shown as gold-in some serise they have
lrtcn transformed, approximated to the divine.s

'fhat the Greeks held the same sort of ideas in this respect as

tlrc Egyptians and Mesopotamians is shown by a passage in the
( )iy.rseJt:

'l'lrcn Athene, Zets' Daughter, made him taller to see and stronger,
Arrd down from his head she make the locks flow in cuds like the cuds
ol:the hyacinth-flower. And as when a man ovedays silver with gold, a

craFtsmen, wellskilled, whom Hephaistos and Pallas Athene have
Irrught all manner of cratt, and whose wotk, as he turns it out, is full of
,t [\r^,ce, so the goddess shed grace on his head and his shoulders . . .

'fhe cbaris shed by the goddess on Odysseus is a divinising

lx)wer, and is seen as a gold-and-silvef transformation. Alkman,
tlcscribing a Spartan blonde, says there is a bloom as of gold on
Ircr hair, then goes on to tell of her silver face. Here there is a hint
o{'divinisation, deliberately muted. The idea of the gods as gold-
lrodied is shown by the story of Pythagoras exhibiting his golden
tlrigh in a theatre, and the way in which Alexandros of Abono-
tcichos, anxious to show himself as of the same lineage, equipped
himself with a similar lirnb. \Vhen the gods supplied Pelops with
ru new shoulder, the spare part was of ivory; they could lend him
only their own substances.a

The long-held idea of gotrd as a divinising, and to some extent
transforming, substance does not in any way prove the existence
o[ alchemy, but is certainly a necessary precondition. I7e come
t:loser however when v/e meet schemes of history-periods linked
with metals in a graded series; for here the grading assumes some
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sort of hierarchy. Hesiod saw history as divided into the ages of
gold, silvet, btonze, hetoes, and iton (the present dispensation).
We may compare the Vision in Daniel:

You, O king, saw, and behold a gteat image. This great image, whose
brightness was excellent, stood befote you; and the form of it was
terrible. This image's head was of fine gold, his breast and his arms of
silver, his belly and his thighs of brass. His legs of iron, his feet part of
iron and patt of clay.

You saw till that a stone was cut without hands, which smote the
image upon his feet that were of iron and clay, and btake these to pieces.

Then was the iton, the clan the btass, the silver, and the gold, broken to
pieces together, and became like chaff of the summer threshing-floors;
and the wind carried them away, so that no place was found for them;
and the stone that smote the image became a great mountain and filled
the whole earth.s

r. Mithraic mosaic of the Seven Gates at Ostia

Here the four metals represent the four ages that are to be brought
to an end by the advent of the l(ngdom of God, the rule of the
righteous. There is cleady a stong harianinfluence. At the start of
the Bahman-Yasht Zoroaster in a dream (or in two dreams) sees a

tree whose metallic branches are explained by Ahura Mazda as

representing the successive reigns of Persian kings.6 The
Magousaioi of Asia Minor, who combined Mazdean doctrines
with Chaldean astrology, taught that the life of the wodd was
divided into seven millennia, each under aplanet and bearing the
name of an associated metal. For six millenia the God of Good and
the Spirit of Evil fought over the earth, till the Spirit established
his domination and spread calamities all round. Zeus (Ahura-
Mazda) decided to send Apollo (Mithras), a solar god, who would

liill off the wicked with a torrent of frre, resurrect the dead, and

csrrblish a reign of justice and felicity. The Seventh Millennium,
t lrrr t of the Sun, would assure ahappy Age of Gold. At its end the

SLrn-power too was ended, and all the domination of the planets;

rlrc liighth Millennium brought abour a general conflagration in
wlrich Fire took in and resolved the other Three Elements. Earth
wirs renovated, all corruptibility gone.?

It'he link of ages and metals had penetrated also into Egypt'Jn a

lnlrnuscfipt dated znd centufy B.c. 'we find the tale of a son of the

lrirrg, Neneferkaptah,who persists in seeking the writings.ni{a9n
in a nekropolis of Memphis as well as the stelai (stone-slabs) of the

I lor-rse of Life. One day, as he takes part in a procession in honour

ol- Ptah, he meets an old priest who reveals the place where
'l'lroth has secreted a book written in his own hand, which can tell
Irow to master Heaven, Earth, Underworld, Mountains and Sea'

'l;lre prince makes the iourney needed for exhuming the b-ook

I ru ried in seven coffers closed one inside the other-boxes made of

11olcl, silver, ebony, ivor|, another wood, btonze, and finally iron'
I lc then has to frght a fantastic dragon. In this myth of initiation
wc meet the fout metals of the Hesiodic ages combined with ivory,
clrony, and another wood, to make up the planetary seven. s

'I'he aphorism by Kratinos, with which we began, has a pro-

verbial iing about it and so would seem eadier than the poet

lrirnself. Inlts fight v/e may consider another proverbial turngf
lrlrrase, this time in Plato's RePablic- A speaker asks impatiently,
l'l)o yoo suppose.we've come here to smelt gold and not expressly

t,r hear discussion flogoif?" That Plato did not inventthephrase,
lrut was using a common idiom, is proved by its reappearance in
tlrc mouth ofihe orator Deinarchos, who declares in depreciation

olt someone, "He learned under the instruction of Aischines to
srnelt gold, not to do or suffer what was set before him." The idea

,,1' gol=d-smelting as somethirig chimerical and fruitless is odd'

Chiysocheein cannot mean "go prospectiflg for gold"; i! -:11t
" carry on the craft of goldsmith", and chrlsochoeion is a goldsmith's
worLshop, not a mine in any sense. The idea of goldsmelting as a

firntastic occupation may have afisen from the smith sometimes

t:rking for gold a substance that proved to be of base metal; but
that it shoold have begotten a proverb suggests widet implica-
tions. The story told in-the Souida to explain the saying is clearly a

lrttcr rationalisation. The Athenian populace were said to have

rlcserted all their usual work and rushed off to Mt Hymettos
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v/here a hgay of gold-dust had been found. The heap however
was _guarded by wadike ants. The populace, returning home,
mocked at one another,."So you thought you,d go gold_snielting !,;
This tale, though failing to explain the origin-of the phr"se,
sftesses the fact that there was indeed a strong association of h"r"-
brained schemes with goldsmiths.e

-_ 
It is possible that fragmentary aspects of Mazdean thought

filtered through to the Greeks long before the full systems 'u#reknown.,fn any event we may suggest that the graded scheme of
ages and metals presupposes some sort of link bEtween the metals
and cycles of the heavenly bodies. The first proof however that the
outlook suggested by I(ratinos' goldJead antithesis had become
connected with metallurgical or chemical experiment is to be
found in the Materia Medica of Dioskorides, who, a native of
Kilikia, seems to have flourished in the first half of the r st century
4.n., studying at Alexandreia and Tarsos, and serving u" un ur y_
surgeon. He described the roasting of stibnite to geithe pharma_
ceutically-imporranr white oxide of antimony; and like pfin]ius after
hirn, he warned the practitioners not to .^ity the reaction too fat
lest the product "turn to lead". He also remarked, .,Some record that

z. Mithras born from the rock, holding in his hand the grape which in
the sTest replaced the haoma of the"persians; x{ages"oti * r"u.r "iDaskvlion, {th centurlr B e
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rurrrcury is a constituent part of metals."l0 Both natural and manu-
l;rt:tured mercury were known to the Greeks and Romans; and
l )ioskorides described its production by distillation from cinna-
lrrr-crre. Plinius called it as "the eternal liquid, poison of all
tlrirrgs". The early Greek name, hldrargyros, meant silverwater;
tlrc l.,atin tetm, argentam uiuum, meant living-silver.11 Dioskorides
rv it h his catalogue of some 6oo useful plants was well known to the
;rk'lrcmists; we find extracts from his work following alchemic
rcr:i1res. Flere then we seem definitely on the alchemic trirl.rz

l)linius gives us the first record of an^ctvalalchemic experiment.
"l lope drew on the Princeps Gaius, who was most avid for gold,
Io <rrder a great weight of auripignentam, otpiment, to be cooked
Ir,x'roqail. The result was certainly excellent gold, but of small
rve'ight, so that hepuffered loss." An operation such as cupellation
rvls used to extract gold from metallic sulphurs which suggested
p,rld by their colouring; there was as yet no clear distinction
lrt:tween the extraction of already-existent gold and the fabrication
ol'gold from other materials.ls

'l'lrere is a striking alchemic image in the Panpkinifcati,on of
(,/ttdius, written soon after that emperor's death, probably by
Scrrcca. The poet is describing the Fates at work:

Thteads managed with a lucky hand change colour
as there they twist. The Sistets gazein wonder:
the cheap wool is changed to ptecious metal
and the Age of Gold descends on the lovely thtead.

l lclc colour-changes, in textile dyeing, suddenly bring about a
trrc:ttl transformation; the movement up the colour-scale drives
tlrc: whole process upwards so that gold is produced; and this
tcrnsformation spreads out into the entire wodd. The poet is
tlrinking of works like Virgil's Fourth Eclogu.e, where Nature
lrr li.cs over the work of dyeing and puts in its place a spontaneous
t',rkrur-enrichment expressive of the Golden Age in which the
ri( )urces of corruption, trade and luxury, have been eliminated and
rrran is one with natural pfocess; but instead of the redemption
lrcing simply the result of some Saviour's advent, it is here ex-
lrlrrined in terms of dyes and colour-changes in industrial process
(slrinning thread). The Saviour is indeed present; he is the young
Ncro ascending the throne; but the way in which the Golden Age
is inaugurated is decisively different from the way in the Eclogue.

Mnnilius fhe asfronorni.cal poet, tef,ers to th. alr-hqn i. l.tfo.eqc
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of diplosis, doubling, of a quantity of precious metal. He is dealing
with Capricorn and the sign's connection with Fire:

llence you influence arts and study. Whatever fire needs
for its uses, demanding new flames for its works,
under you is to be assessed.

To seek out the hidden metals
and buried tiches, calcine the veins of eatth,
double matter with a sute hand by art,
whatever is fabricated of silver or gold,
what iron and bronze the butning smithies smelt$oluant)
and the hearths of Cetes perfect, rise up your gifts . . .
Hence too the mobility of things, and the changed mind
often wavers.la

Note the link of nobilitu and change, ffiutata mens, with a liquid
metaphor (natat, swims, wavers). A passage from the anooymous
Aetna is atrso worth citing, not because it directly reflects alchemic
methods, but because of the way in which it merges human and
metallurgical processes. The earth is seen as being tortured like a
man on the rack who is forced to tell his sectets:

The seed of silver is sought, then a vein of gold.
Bits of e rt]i. ate flame-tortured and iron-tamed
till they ransom themselves at a pice. \fith the secret blabbed,
they ate silenced and left to beggary and contempt.rs

As we shall see, the alchemists looked on theit processes in just
the same way as a sort of torturing, killing, and resurtecting of
the life of matter. There is further perhaps a touch of alchemic
thinking in the connection of gold with fermentation in a phtase
from the Satyicon of Petronius: "She put a hundred gold pieces,
aurei,into my hand. That was theleaven,fermentam, of my fortune,
pecwliam." The gold is seen as doubling, increasing the money he
owns. The old image of interest or profit as takot, increase of
progency, yieids to a chemical idiom.l6

From Plinius, Columella, and Seneca we gain strong indications
that aheady a body of alchemic works had gathered round the
names of Demokritos and the mage Ostanes. In Columella, a

writer on agriculture, Demokritos appears as a prominent
magician. He is cited with Mago and Virgil for the generation
of bees from bullocks'cafcasses, and is called a great sage who
like Pythagoras was learned in the nature of the universe.ll
$7e shall discuss la.ter fhe telation of the magician Demokritos
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to the atomic philosopher writing under that name; for the

nr()ment we are concerned with his emergence in works of date-

rrble authors. Columella writes:

l)cmokritos in his book On Antipatbies declares that these little vermin

lcrterpillars] are killed if a menstruating woman walks thtice round each

ircd with hair loose and feet bate. After that all the litde worms fall to
clrrth and thus die.18

l,llsewhere, however, he brings out the fact that "Demokritos"
is often an Egyptian writer, Bolos of Mendes:

'l'lre celebrated vrritet of the Egyptian tace, whose Connentaries, calTed

(,)Lnirokneta in Greek, are published undet the pseudonym of Demokri-
I os, is of opinion that as a precaution against the disease [erysipelas] the

nlrccp-hides could be often and carefully examined, so that if any ttace
, rl' tlie disease is by chance found in any of them, we may at once dig a
lrcnch on the sheepfold's threshold, lay the affiicted beast on its back,

intcr it alive, then let the vrhole flock pass over the buried body. Thus
tlrc disease is driven away.le

I lcre we meet a passage-rite used to express or bring about the

t'lrange from one condition ot level of life to anothet; the disease

is left behind as the other sheep are itually rebotn out of its
tlca.d body.

l.'linius tells us that Demokritos was instructed in magic by
( )stanes, and repeats that he was conflected with the mages-
tlrough Solinus states that in his discussions he argued against
them. Plinius adds that he violated the tomb of Dardanos to get
rrrngic books buried there, and himself composed magic books.zo

Scneca, contradicting the statement by Poseidonios that Demo-
kritos invented the Arch, rematks, "It seems to have slipped yout
nrcmory that this same Demokritos discovered how ivory could
lrc softened and by boiling a pebble could be transformed

lconaertereturfinto an emerald: the same process used even today
lirr colouring stones amenable to this treatment." Plinius also

s1'reaks of works that taught the art of tinting attificial emeralds

:rnd other brilliant stones.21 S7hether the refetence is to Demo-
kritos proper or to Bolos is uncertain; and it is possible that
works which Seneca and Plinius read as mere recipes of faking
lrtd a hidden alchemic meaning. \[hat is clear is that the works of
l)olos, whom we may take to be the founder of Graeco-Roman
rlchemy, were now quite familiar. Bolos (as Demokritos) is later
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cited by Ailianos for the belief that lions did not sleep: "Demo-
kritos says that alone of living beasts the lion is born with wide-
open eyes." This notion was linked with that of the Lion as a
symbol of the Sun.22

There was much activity of astrologers in the rst century A.D.
at Rome and elsewhere; and there seem many links between
astrology and alchemy by this time. Tacitus mentions a Parnmenes
(the name is Egyptian) famed for the Art of the Chaldeans, who
was expelled from Rorne; there was also an alchemist Pammenes,
described as the teacher of Demokritos in the art of goldmaking.
George Synkellos, in a passage on Demokritos, says that Pam-
menes was blamed f,or expressing himself directly, not symboli-
cally. FIe may have been the Egyptian Phimenas of Sais, to
whom a recipe of Leyden Papyrus is attributed.z3 The astrologer
Petosiris appears in Plinius, and Juvenal says of the superstitious
'woman: "She wants to drive to the first milestone, consults her
book for the right hour. If her rubbed eye itches, she looks at
her horoscope ere she takes a salve. If ill abed, she thinks the
hour correct fot food that Petosiris prescribed."za There .v/as a
genuine astrologer of this name, cited by Manethos, Porphydos,
Ptolemaios, Vettius Valens, and Firmicus; the last calls him
"a most just ruler of the Egyptians and a very good astronomer".
He and Nechepso, probabiy living in the znd century 8.c., seem
to represent an Egyptian system of astrology as distinct from
that of the Chaldeans.zs fn an apocalypse he is described as hear-
ing a Divine Voice that reveals to hirn the truth about the stars.zo
Plinius says that a theory handed down by Petosiris and Nechepso
is still extant, called "the Theory of Numbers":

For it ciivides up the Zodiac into groups of three signs. This theory
shows it possible to attaifl t 24 yearc of life in the region of ltaly. These
thinkers declared that nobody exceeds the ascendant measure of 9oo
(what is called Rising) and stated that the pedod itself may be cut short
by the encountet ofrnaleficient stars or even their rays, and by those of
the sun.z?

In alchemical MSS we meet a Letter from Petosiris to King
Nechepso as well as an Organon (or Sphere) of Petosiris for linking
a set of numerical calculations with the issue of maladies. There
is also Petesis, priest and magician, who is called a ICng of
Armenia. Petasios is narned as the authof of Dernokritean
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l\lt,ttoranda; and the mage Ostanes addtesses him. Petesis (Greek
lsitkrros) means Gift-of-Isis; both the Greek and the Egyptian
trrrms of the name 

^ppear 
at the head of the MS of St Mark'28

A trcatise by Olympiodoros, is addressed to Petasios I{ing of
A rrnenia and mentions Petasios the Philosopher as if he were a
rlifl'crent person. Zosimos mentions a Petesis as an alchemical
(()ntemporary of Hetmes; and citations show him a follower of
Mlria's school.ze

All this entanglement does not get us far. Both Petesis and
l)ctosiris (Gift-of-Osiris) were commofl names; Petosiris appears

rrs carly as Aristophanes as a typical Egyptian. We can however
inltr a genetal connection of astrology and alchemy.s0 The for-
rrrula, "Nature rejoices in nature, flatvte conquersnature,flatufe
tlrrminates natrrte," fundamental in alchernical theory, is to be
lirtind in Firmicus, where it may be taken as part of the Petosiris-
Ncchepso corpus: "One natute conquers another nature . . ."
'l'lris summation of theory is cetainly at least Flellenistic in its
rrligin. It has been taken as a form of Stoic thought; and a

sclroliast tells us it was used by a "vety ancient fl-atin] poet",
.nvlrr> may have been Ennius. For Ennius seems to have been
rrctluainted with Pythagoreanisrn, another possible source of the

lrlrrase or at least a system congenial towards the thinking it
reveals.sl

lior the later rst and eaily znd century we have a passage from
l,)lriktetos the Stoic (4.n. 5o-r3o): "The power of the true staff
r rlr I'Iermes lies in the fact that it changes alI that it touched into
1';olcl."az He is thinking of the true philosophy (i.e. Stoicism), but
lris metaphor shows that he is aware of alchemic claims to
trrnsmute metals into gold-and even more important, that these

<'lrdms are associated with Hermes (Mercury). FIe may be thinking
ol: I-Iermes as the great revealer of alchemy among other things,
or of mercury the substarrce, or of both; but in any case his phrase

is most striking and suggestive. \7e may also cite a passage from
l)loutarch, in which he speaks of colour as a dye cast by light. He
is discussing the moon and remarks:

Whereas hete below shady places in the neighbouthood of lahes and
rivers, catching the sun, ate dyed and made brilliant in tobes of putple,
yr:s, even of scadet, and give forth many varied images of colour thtough
t hc reflection of the light, what wondet is it if the vast flood of shadow,
lrrlling as it were into a celestial ocean of light, not stable nor at rest, but
,u',itetcd bl.- stars infinite iil nurnl:er and receivinq :'ri::tures llC cbr"r:-er
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of all kind, should extract diffetent colours at different times and give
them out from the moon. A star or a fire would not in the shadow sfrow
itself black or glaucous or datkblue, but over mountains or plains or
sea, many vatiations of colour from the sun come and go; anJ he casts
the lustre of the dye, tempered with shatlows and mists is with the hues
of the painter's palette . . .

Sfe can say that men did not look on nature in these terms_
seeing mixtures and changes and a series of transformative dyes

-before -something of an alchemic climate of thought had
developed. Ploutarch was also aware of the existence of piocesses
to make-materials 

^ppeat 
golden. He speaks of (bronze or brass)

vessels that "imitate the glow and the glittering of gold,,, and
calls them "imitation gold" and ..counterfeit metall Such an
attitude to alchemic processes is what we would expect from
someone who knows of them only from the outside and lacks
the clues which the practitioners kept secret or misleading in
their recipes. Ploutarch further had learned of the associatioi of
the seven planets and the seven vowels found in Chaldean
teachings, as well as the connection of cefiain letters and
numbers.ss

There is also a suggestive passage in the so-called Meditations
of the emperor Marcus Aurelius in the mid-znd century. He is in
one sense expressing the old Greek idea of the continual break-
down of bodies into their component elements; but his terms
show the effect of Stoic theory together with something of an
alchemic idea of transformation. "There is to be seen in thJ things
of the wodd, not a bare succession, but an admirable corre"s_
pondence and affinity. Let that of Herakleitos never be out of
your mind, that the death of earth is water, and the death of water
is air, and the death of air is fire, and so on the cofltraty.',s4

The astrologic link of planets and merals was fully stated by
Celsus in the Book of Truth against the Christians, in tire late'ni
century:

Those things are obscurely hinted at in the accounts of the persians,
and esp_ecially in the Mysteries of Mithras, which ate cerebrated among
them. In the lattet there is a representation of the two heaved!
revolutions: of the movement of the fixed stars and of that taking phc!
aTo,ng the planets, and of the passage of the soul through them.

The representation is of the following nature. There is-a radder with
lofty gates, and on the top of it an eighth gate. The first gate consists of,
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It'ttl, the second of tin, the third of copper, the fourth of iton, the fifth
nI'iL mixture of metals, the sixth of silver, the seventh of gold.

'fhe fitst gate they assign to I(ronos, indicating by lead the slowness
ol:tl.ris star; the second to Aphtodite, compating her to the splendour
nntl softness of tin; the third to Zeus, being firm and solid; the fouth to
I le rnres, for both Hermes and iton ate fit to endure all things, and are

rnoneymaking and laborious; the fifth to Ares because, being composed
o| a mixture of metals, it is varied and unequal; the sixth, of silver, to
tlrc Moon; the seventh of gold, to the Sun-thus imitating the colours
oF the two latter.35

1. The still of Demokritos and reconstruction of the mercuty still of
Dioskorides

'l'he soul in its ascent was thought to give back the qualities it
lrtd absorbed at each stage of its descent. Thus each halt was a

sort of transmutation in terms of the relevant metal; after the
scventh change came the absorption into the luminous bliss of
the eighth sphere. Having come down from Ormuzd's presence
hy the low gate of the Crab, the soul went up by the lofty gate of
( )tpricorn.36 This creed was popularised by Noumenios of Syria,
rr thinker much esteemed by the Neoplationists and by Origen.37

In the Mithraic Mystedes the ascent \ilas expression by the
initiations into each of the sevefl stages, with rites, sacraments,
<>rdeals tefecting the tests and judgments of the soul after death,
lrcginning with the trial befote Mithras. In the Mithraion of the
Scven Spheres at Ostia, seven gates '\Irere depicted in mosaic on
the central floor; in front of the reclining-benches were shown
the planets, and on the borders of the podia the signs of the
r,odiac. In that of Felicissimus the symbols of seven grades
;rp1.,cared in mosaic on se\ren floor-panels of the cantral aisle; on
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the eighth panel was a 
'ase 

surrounded by twigs. In that of the
Seven Gateways at Ostia, straight behind the entrance, a black_
white mosaic of the central floor showe d a large pinnailed gate-
way flanked on each,side by three smaller gui.rf and agairithe
seven planets were added.38 seven played a key-role in tle rites.
The cultniche at Dura-Europos was reached by seven steps. A
crude relief (now at Mannheim) showed a big snake turnei to a
vessel; by it a priest, probably a Father, 

^nd. ^ 
libation in a

fri( @tnng-bowl) on a small alta4 with a dog, Mithras,
faithful companion at his side; a row of seven smalllltars were
also depicted. In Danubian reliefs selren cypresses (sun_trees)
were shown alternating with seven daggers, bn each'of which
hangs a Phrygian cap. A terra-sigillata-bowl, on which appear
lion, vase with serpent, rayen, and cock at the sacred ileal,
seems to set out the four elements (water, vessel; fire, lion;
earth, snake; air, bird). The persian mages revered the four
elements and took care not to pollute them.se

The three Mithraic crypts found at Rome near rhe church of
Santa Prisca deserve a special word. The paintings on the long
sjde-walls give glimpses of the liturgic fo?muhs-accompanying
the rites. Fach grade is once more represented by its iutelary
planet; and in one scene the six lower orders pay homage to the
seventh, that of the Fathers, using the formula: Noma-patribas.
I\oma is an lranian borrowing, so that the meaning is: ..Glory
to the Fathers." Another scene shows a procession of si* liorrr,
while on the grotto's left side we see the Feast of the Sun and
Mithras. verses have been added on some of the lower revels.
Above the comrnunion-scene the verses conclude: .,Accept also
these.Boughs, Holy Father, accept the Lions, through :who-
we give incense, though we ourselves are .orrsomid.,' Th.
incense has been taken as meant to purify the air and chase demons
aw:-y; but it seems cleat that Lion, fncense, Fire, Bough were all
linked, even identified. A holocaust with incense-buining sym_
bolised the sacrifice and burning of the initiate; the offerer"ofthe
sacrifice was also himself the victim, who died to be reborn. The
rite thus expressed a fire-transmutation, turning the initiate into
sun-gold.e o

We have noted the sevenfold division of time by the mages,
with each age owning a planet and a metal. Origen carried-thi
imagery into Christian th_ought, likening historylo a hdder up
which men climbed. The first steps were in time and space, where
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cvcnts lead up to the Mysteries and to the hidden meanings
;tr:ccssible only to those who scale the towering heights.

Altlrough to draw inmaterialhere from the Gnostic and Hermetic
systems is rather like trying to explain the obscure by the even
nrore obscure, it will perhaps be useful to point to the part played
lry llermes-Mercury in the soul-ascent. Hermes, the ancient soul-
pluide into the underworld, was given a celestial role with the
swing of popular belief from the dark realm of Hades below the
errrth as the site of the afterTlfe, to the bright spheres of the star-
world.al Ploutarch sees the Heavenly llermes as the patron of
tlre Second Death, slnoikos, contubernalis. On the tombstone of a

srdlor at Massilia vie read: "Among the Dead there are Two
()ompanies. One moves on earth, in aither the other goes, among
tlrc dance-groups, choroi, of the stars. The second is mine; for I
lrrve gained a god as guide." An epigram of the rst century A.D.
tlcclares: "\)Tingfooted Hermes took your hand and led you on
lrigh to Olympos and set you to shine among the stars of the
shy."az The acquisition of Hermes as guide implied some sort of
nlystery-initiation. In a Mithraic catacomb on the Appian Way
I lcrmes-Mercury leads the initiated before Hades and Persephone
(l'luto and Prosperpine). I{ere, though in the service of astral
rcligion, he reasserts his underworld-image; but he has to point
rr1;wards. Under Egyptian influences the Sun in his Boat also
bccame the death-guide. Near the end of Julian's satire on the
(laesars everyone is told to select his "guardian and leader", and

\iN
\\i

\t\

4. Relief of priest of Mithras (now at Mannheim); row of seven small
rrltars and a huge snake turning its head to a big vessel by the altar whete
the priest, possibly a Fathet, offers a libation in a krater, while the dog,

faithful compareion of Mithras, sits at his side
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Julian is advised by Hermes to turn to the Sun: .,I{eep his com_
mandment and thus procure yourself a cable and sure anchorage
in life, and when it is necessary to depart from this world, wilh
fair hope you'll find him a leadergod propitious to yourself.',aa

An Hermetic tradition links crafts of metallurgy, dyeing, and
so on with the Fallen Angels. The Christian form appears in
Tertullian:

Those indeed who first devised these things are held to be damned and
sentenced to the penalty of death. For they were the angels who fell
from heaven upon the daughters of men and thus added fiesh shame to
womankind. Certain substances well-hidden and many parts not well
tevealed they then first brought out into the light for thE benefit ofan
age much less skilled than ours. They taid bare the working of metals,
they divulged the qualities of herbs, they made known thi power of
incantations, they directed curious reseatch even to the inteipretation
of the stars.

_ 
But,. as a special and as it were peculiar gift for women, they offered

them the insttuments of female ptide. They brought the flashing stones
that give to necklaces their varied hues, the golden bracelet*s claspt
about the arm, the attificial dyes that add colour to white wool, arid
even the darh powder that enhances the effect ofeyelids and eyelashes.aa

He asks sarcastically if it was God who showed men how to dye
wool with herb-juices and shellfish-spit. "He perhaps forgot when
bidding the universe come to birth, to order purple ant scadet
sheep?" The Fallen Angels were the ones who ..betrayed the
secret ways of sin, delivered up gold, silver, and their works, and
among other things taught the att of dyeing fleeces,,. He lists
among those who have had their arts revealed by these Angels,
"astrologers and haruspices and augurs and mages,'. He merges
th-e Fall of the Angels with the Expulsions of the AstrologerJor
Matbenatici from Rome. '.fr.y are driven out like their angels.
The city and Italy are forbidden to the wathenatici as heaveln to
those angels, the same penalty falls on disciples and masters."
(An odd identification of the imperial City with Heaven!)

Similar views appeared in Gnostic, Hermetic and Apocalytic
writings. In Gnosticism the virtue of moving from Ignorarr.. to
Revealed I(nowledge or gnosis is at times opposed to the sin of
turning instead to evil lores or forbidden gnosis that ties the
quester more tightly in the snares of flesh. Tlte (Jniuerse Maiden
ot Kor7 Kosmou, comments on the "meddling atdacity,, in the
restless movement of souls, and the same phrase is used of rnen.
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,.,l,[rey seek what natufe conceals in the depths of inacces.sible

rirrnct;aries. They pursue reality up to the heights, avid to-learn

by their obr.rrrntion what is the established order of celestial

lll()vement."45
We meet here the theme of the seatch for hidden records of

divine lore, which v/e have akeady met ifr the tale of Nenefer-

l<a;rtah and in the tradition that Demokritos violated the tomb of
l)ardanos for magic books. Firmicus speaks of "whatever of the

clivine the ancienti brought forth from the Egyptian sanctuaries",

rrnd Loukian in a supposed account of an incarnation as Pythagoras :

In brief I was a sophist; for I must tell the ttuth, I take it' However, I
was not oneducatJd or unacquainted with the noblest sciences. I even

went to Egypt to study with the prophets, penetrated into their sanctu-

"ries, 
and-leirned the Books of Hoios and Isis by heart. Then I sailed

n*ny ,o Italy and worked on the folk in that quarter of the wodd so

wcll that they thought me a god.a6

,Ilre theme of the ancient book or sffle is embedded in eady

rulchemic accounts; and we shall hear more of it. But some further
(:xamples may be cited here. Euhemeros, the Hellenistic tomancet

Iiom'sicily, nanates hovr he found in the Red Sea, on the Isle of
Ptnchaia,'a stdl| hidden deep in the temple of Zeus Triphylios;
<rn it were engraved the Deeds ot Praxeis of Ouranos, I(ronos,

:rncl Zeus, b/Ze,ts' own hands. The aretologies of Isis from

Kyme, Andros and los, all announce their derivation from a

stila inthetemple of Ptah-Hephaistos at Memphis; and Diodoros

gives the same^origin for a stele he pr'rrpots to cite from Nysa in
Anbia.41 The author of the Axiochos, in the last century n'c',
rcfers to a revelation of the mage Gobryes on the fate of souls;

tlre mage's grandfather, aftet Xerxes' expedition, had found rwo

inscribJd blonze tablets at Delos, brought from the land of the

llyperboreans.as To support his myth of souls in the moon'
pltutarch cites ancient sacred parchments found at Carthage,

which "after tine destruction of th" first city, were sectetly

carried off, and, without anyone knowing, were left a long time

in the .urih".ob The Potter;s Oracle, after being dictated to the

sacred scribe, before the king and the priests' by the propht! li
1r state of trance, is deposited (the account runs) at Amenophis'

rrrclers in the sacred ur.ii.r., of Heliopolis, where all may consult

it.6o
Astrologic maruscripts have similar tales. Sacred scribes of
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perfect wisdom, pautophai, under I(ing Psammerichos wrote a
luuariuru in hieratic script, which was deposited in the holy-of-
holies of the temple of Heliopoiis and long after discovered. S7e
hear also of a Royal Book put into a ship, miraculously saved by
the gods, to reach the Tnpezoutik Coast, wherever that may
have been.51 The astronomer Ptolemaios falls back on a story of
an ancient roll, apparently to give prestige to his system:

Recently we have come on an Ancient Manuscript, much damaged,
which contains a natural and consistent explanation of the order and
number [in Egyptian nativities] ; and at the same time the degrees
reported in these nativities were found to agree with the tabulation of
the ancients. The book v/as very lengthy in expression and excessive in
demonstration, and its damaged state made it hard to read, so that f
could barely gain an idea ofits general purport. That too, in spite of the
heip offered by the tabulation of the terms, better pres.rrred because
they were placed at the end of the book.sz

The l(yraaider, a kind of Hermetic Bestiary, also uses the fiction
of the sacred book. In the original prologue (preserved in a Latin
text that holds an eaiier tradition than the Greek manuscripts)
we fead: "This book was engraved in Syriac letters on a column
lor ualal of iron." The more expanded account of Flarpokration
funs thus:

I happened to encounter an old man very leatned in foreign and Greek
literature. FIe called himself a Syrian, but he had been made captive and
remained there [at Seleukeia on the Tigris or a town nearby]. This old
man then made me go with him all round the town and he showed me
everything. Ardving at a spot some 4,ooo fpaces] distant from the town,
'we-saw, near alarge tower, a column that the people of Syria [Assyria]
said had been brought and set there for the health and cure of the
townsfolk.

- On scrutinising it closer, I saw that this column bore an inscription
in strange letters. The old man, on being questioned, soon ugr."d to
explain the matter to me, and I listened to his account of the .olomn us
well as the translation that he gladly made into the Aiolic [Greek]
tongue from the barbarian scrtpt.

"You see," he said, "my son, the disposition of these three towers,
one wfrich is y,ooo [paces] away, the other, z,;oo, the thitd, 4,ooo. They
vrere built by the Giants .vrhen they wanted to mount to the heavens. it
was because of this impious folly that they were struch by lightning or
stricken with madness fot the rest of their days by the Judgment of God

-or else, God, in his wrath, threw them into the island of Crete",,

'l'he old man, who showed me these matters' bade me measure with
n corcl the height of the stone. I worked out then the nearest one and

li runcl it 3, .obitt high, 78 wide; it included a staitcase of zo8 steps' \7e
s,,w 

"lso 
ihe sacred enclosure, in the midst of which there was a temple

with a staircase of 365 steps in silver and another of 6o steps in gold'

Wc ascended them to offer up prayers to God, while the old man

revealed to me mystefies of the divine power that it isn't fitting to re-

tcll.
As f<rt me, despite my wish to know mote, I set the test aside for later

on, and inquited only about the column. The old rnan then' lifting up a

t:'vering o? byttor, showed me the inscription in foteign letters' As he

knew tie language, I begged and implored him to explain the text,

without eousi6.rs or jealousy. Here then is what he read out from the

column.53

"\Tithout evasions or iealousy" is an Arab touch' From Al-
llazi on, the Arabs distinguished allegorising alchemy from the

;,rac1;.cai side, and vze find a pridg being taken at times in setting

out plainly what has been left hidden. The author of The Ain oJ

the iage states that he penerrated the secrets of the hieroglyphic

tcxts irgraved on Egyptian temples so as to show that he was not

"envious" like the (Greek) ancients.

The Golden Conpmdiwn of Flaccus Africus, which declares

itself a compilatiofl extracted from the l(yranides, tells the same soft

of tale as Florpokration, but substitutes tomb for sacfed column
.-r-ot srcle:

Flaccus Afticus, disciple of Belben, to claudius of Athens the calculator

(?), good continuatioo of studies and good success in tesearch', 
Ait"t the books of the ancient l{ltranides, which are known to you

and which are attributed to youf colleague Harpoktation, I have,dis-

covered in the town of Troy, hidden in a Tomb with the bones of the

first king I(ytanos, this little work entitled Corupendiun of Col/, because

it is a srimmary of extracts, made with cate, from the more important

wotk of the l(yranida.sa

Kyranos, though buried atTroy, is meant to be a Petsian king'

Books -.r. ,"-1d to be found also in the tombs of Kleopatra,

Alexander, Hetmes Trismegistos. According to the Atu!9'

llermes (the first one, living before the Flood) built the pyfamids

to deposit in them all the r-..t tr of knowledge before the wodd
was iestroyed by cataclysm' by water and fire' Then he and
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Agathodaimon were later buried there as vzell. Belben, of whom
Flaccus calls himself disciple, seems the sage Apollonios of
Tyana, the Balinas of the Arabs.

Finally we may note in magicalpapyri:

Sacrifice of petfumes to Moon, of Claudianos. This very book,
property of the Dozen Gods, has been discovered at Aphroiitopolis
[inEgypt], near the Very Great Goddess Aphtodite the Heavenly, who
embraces all the Universe.

[Prayer to Hermes] Your true name is inscribed on the sacted stele
of the adjton at Hermopolis, there where you were born . . .

Great is Lady Isis ! copy of the Sacred Book discovered in the
Archives of Hermes. It is the Method dealing with the 29 letters, thanks
to which rsis with llermes found her brothet and husband osiris,
yho"r. she wa_s seeking. Invoke Helios and all the Gods of the Abyss on
the subject of the things about which you desire to get a sign. Take a
male palm z9 leaves, inscribe on each leaf the names-of the 

-gods, 
and,

after saying aptayer,lift the leaves two by two. The remainirig teaq tne
last,-.r"ad it and you'll find your sign relating to what interests you, and
you'll have the revelation quite clear , , . -

[A scare-spell of Solomon, ..effective both for children and fot
adults"] come to by the i'termediary of this man or this child, so and
so, and enlighten me with ptecision, for I pronounce your names which
Hermes Trismesgistos has engraved at Heliopolii in hieroglyphic
chara.ctets. . . .

We have composed this moonbook by putting two small books
together: one is in the hand of the sacred strib" M.Iumpous, addressed.
to Nechepso I(ing of Egypt, the other has been found at Heliopolis in
nSryt,_11 the temple, in the holy-of-holies, engraved in hietogtlphics
under King Psammetichos. . .

Explanations given accotding to the temples, in use among the sacred
scribes' Because of the evil curiosity of the vurgar, they erigraved the
names of plants and other magical instruments on divine it"to.r, ,o
that no one, without the necessary precautions, might medclle indis-
creetly in magic, because of the errori that then resulted. N7e howevet
give the solution, drawn from a large number of copies and secret
writings of every kind. . .65

After this glance at secret and sacred sources, we may turn back
to the theme of forbidden knowledge. The Kore i(osmoa tells
further how God wafns the souls riot to commit afly act of revolt

-or else "by my sacred breath fpneumal, by this mixture fkrama]out of which I have created you, and by these soulmaking'hands,
f won't be long in forging chains and penalties for you.;But,
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Aftter taking what had been rnixed of matter, my son Horos, at frrst

they soughito understand it, then they worshipped the mixture, work
of ihe Father, and asked themselves of what it was composed' That
wasn't easy for them to tecognise. Then indeed, as they were given,up

t9 this very research, they were overcome rpith tertor of encountering

the Fathetts v/rath and they set themselves to c rry out his will.56

The apocryphal Book of Enoch (middle ot end of znd century) lays

dowrthat ih. soot.. of human sin is the fotbidden knowledge
taught to men by the angels overcome by love of women. In their
heavenly homes the angels knew no women' but now they

instilled into the daughters of men their own spirit of darkness,

with which they gorgid themselves before coupling. They poured

out all the hidden thittgs t "pbarmakeiai fdrugs or charms] and

spells and root-gatherings", and they disclosed the lore of herbs'
tbthers tevealed the workings of metals and precious stones, the

dyeing art, and t}re use of spells, astrology, J, m i o ti ka,statwatching,
moonlleading." Semiotika meatts Signlore; probably here it
refers to the an of interpreting the sky, but it could also refet to
the medical art of diagnosis. George Synkellos rnrrites of "the
signs lserneial of the earth, the signs of the sun, the signs of the

moon;'. In Enoclt these pursuits beget a great impiety; the women

bear giants to the ung"ls; the giants devour human beings-and
proba'bly through their example men learn to eat flesh. Men appeal

io God, who announces a day of iudgment. Similar ideas appear

in the Hermetic Avlepiws, in the Egyptian Gnostic works from
Chernoboskion, and in the Clementine Homilies (ptobably 4th
century).5?

Enoii Is of interest also as connecting the scheme of planetaty

metals with creation. The heavens ar.e rcgarded as made of
mountains of metals: "Then my eyes saw all the hidden things of
heaven that shall be, an iron mountain, and one of copper, and

one of silver, and one of gold, and one of soft metal, and one of
lead." Elsevzhere rre hear that silver and soft metal come from the

eatth; lead and tin from a fountain by which an eminent angel

stands. Also there are Seven Mountains of Magnificent Stones,

each differing ftom the other. and "Seven Mountains full of
choice nard and aromatic trees and cinnamon and pepper." As

for cteation:

And then I made firm the'waters, that is the depths, and I suttounded
the watefs with light, and I created Seven Circles and I fastened them
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like crystal, moist and dtn that is to say, like glass and. ice, and as for
the waters and also the other elements, I shoived each olthem their
paths' to the seven stars, each ofthem in their heaven, how they should
go.

This glance at hermetic and gnostic writings, which can generally
be dated of the 3rd cenfury, has not given-us any sure liiks with
alchemy; but it has helped us to feer something ohthe atmosphere
of the period, of the spiritual and intellectua--l climate when the
work of Bolos of Mendes was having its effect. The references to
baphifl, ay.ilg processes, lToog ihe forbidden arts, perhaps
orovides a link with the alchemic wodd. Thus, the rt"rrold
division of tinctures (gold, silver, precious stones, purple), which
we find with Bolos, is in effect found in Enoclt.,,fLe ingel Azael
taught men how to forge swords and he made them recolnise the
metals and the att of treating them . . . , precious ston-es of all
sorts' and tinctufes." rf we look at the twb important chemical
plpyn, we find the first (Leyden) deals with dyerng of gold and
silver, the second (stockholm) with dyeing preciois stlnes and
stuffs. Ancient alchemic treatises at timei Lave the names of
llyslkai Baphai. The fragmentary work of Boros is given no titlet: ,1.. MSS, but it probably was Baphika or BooEr of pQysikai

Prp!"i or merely Dlteing Books (Bib/ioi Baphikai).se Anj when we
look more closely at the cosmogonic pictures of the hermetic
yritgrs we feel yet closer to the alchemiits. Take the opening of
the Poimandrer. one day, as the nanatot meditates, he rails irrto a
sort of trance--as if all his senses were bound: ..as happens to
those overwhelmed by a heavy sleep after eating too ririch,, or
by extremefatigue. He has a vision of a huge p.tro'tr, who announ-
ces himself as Poimandres, "the Jltazzr [mind] of the Authentia
[absolute power]". The dreamer says, "r want io be instructed as
to beings, understand their nature, and know God. O, how I
wish to heat." Poimandres bids him remember all thathe is told.

At these words, he changed_in aspect and suddenly everything opened
before me in a moment and r saw a rimitless vision, everyttrinf bJ.o*"
light, serene and joyous, and at the sight I was smitten with loie. And a
little aftetvzards there was a darkness showing up below and coming
in its turn, fearful and sombre, which rolled i.-n tortoous spirals like i
snake, as it seemed to me. And this datkness changed inio a sort of
Iiquid nature, shaken in an indescribable manner andkhalng a vapour
such as comes from fire and producing a. sort of nojse, on ,-rirp62iu61s
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groaning. Then there jetted from it a voice of appeal, without articula-

t ion, such as I compared with a voice of [fire].se

'fhe imagery seems strongly alchemic; we see an experiment of
lroiling liquids, of smoky exhalations, of spiralling vapours.

liarliei demiurges put the elements together in direct composi-

tions; work like carpentefs or potters; compute like geometers

or mathematicians. But here God is working as a chemist. S7e

get the same sort of alchemic god in dne Kord Kotntou,

As he wanted the upper wodd to be no longer inert, but had decided

to fill it with pneamata fspitits], so that even in detail it might not
remain motionless and inactive, he began to play the Artisan [or, to
carry out the Art, Techne],using sacred substances for the production of
the work.

Taking from himself safficientpneutta, and by an intelligent- mixtute
uniting it with fire, he brevzed it up with certain unknown substances.

'fhen,laving unified this product, each element with another, while
accompanying himself with cettaLnsectet incantations, he very strongly
agitrterl the whole mixture, till there boiled up to the sutface of the

riixture a sort of matter, subtler, purer, mofe transparent from
the ingredients of which it was made' This was ttanslucent, and only
the Artisan saw it.

And as it did not melt in the heat when it was drawn out of the fire,

not grow cold when completed o:ut of the pneuma,bat fully kept, in its
pati-cular and appropriate nature, the composition of the mixture that
hrrmed it-composition that ptecisely, basing himself on the most

favourable name and the fact that it acted comforably with this name,

God called P sltchosis [Animation].
From this crust God made to be born in adequate number myriads

6f souls, fashioning for his design with otder and measute, as a rvorket
of experience and in fitting propertion, the foam issued from the mixture
itsel{ so that there was not the least diffetence between the souls more

than was necessafy: taking into consideration that the foam frothing to

the surface after God had done his stirring was not everywhere the

same. The first layer was better and denser than the second, and

altogethet purer; and the second layet, inferiot eriough to the firs-t, was

stil"much Letter than the third. And so on till the sixtieth rank of souls

completing the total numbet.
c-od estabtished by a law that the soul would all be eternal since

they came from a single substance that he alone had known how to
bring to perfection. And he assigned them sections and depots in the

heigf,ts of the celestial natute, so that they might turn the :yhid:t
acc6rding to a determined otdet and a suitable disposition, and might
nralie their Father teloicc.60
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The turn to a geometrical form, the cylinder, at the end comes as
a jarringnote after the fluid chemical idiom of the preceding parts,
which describe the processes transforming spirit into individual
solls, pneuma into psJcbaL These passages from Paimandres and
Kord Kosmou are highly sophisticated and do not suggesr rough
sketches by some tyro at an alchemic tlpe of cosmogony. How
farback did the type go? We have a valuable clue in the Ptolemaic
creation-myth set out at the entfy of the great hypostyle hall at
I(arnak. 'fhere Ptolernaios VII (Euergetes II), t4,5-rt6 n.c., in his
dedications on the second Pylon, covered with reliefs in his own
image the face of the gate, which seems to have been previously
undecorated; and he remade the reliefs of Rarnses II on the

5. Ancient Bgyptian goldsmith at crucible

southern wall of the window-opening. The operation can thus be
described as a fresh consecration in his narne. Cosmogonic ideas
are given a new form. "FIe made it [Thebes], he created it, he
cooked it with the Flame of his Eye as Land on the Water's edge.
He [still] gives so that it rejoices in the heat of his Uraeus, great-
of-flame."61 In the hymns of the Leyden papyrus going back to
Ramses ff we read, "Watet and Eath were in it [Thebesl at the
beginning. Sand came to establish a tercitory, to constitute a soil.
'When that emefged, the Earth was." There, as in Genesis, we find
expressed a division or separation-out of the two elements,
nothing more. And we find this idiom still repeated in Ptolemaic
days, e.g. "You are the Sand . . . from which was taken to create

tlre 'f'wo Lands." A halfway house, it is true, may be found in the

l)trrlemaic texts at Medient Habu on a little temple consecrated to
rhc primordial gods of Thebes. There we are told that Amun-Re

,-l,,.L the lightihine in the darkness and (made?) every-day and

cvcry night; he shone on the waters and the earth was in darkness ;

nll the oltirr"tt" was in the liquid abyss; by the light he produced

clryness; and organised everythiflg; at once the father and the

r.Ilother of the gods, he ordered the retutn of the sun after each

sctting . . . ; he made the sky for his soul's cradle, and the akbet

(horizon) hides his person. Here we see the heat of the sun's rays

used to lxpbin thJdrying-out process; and we can attribute the

rcasoning io a generalgrowth of rz;tional thinking, *H-.1 sought

lbr as nitural an explanation of phenonema as possible; there

seems no need to invoke a Jewish influence, that of Cenasis'62

ljlowever, v/e go muchfurther when the action of the sun's rays is

supplanted by that of a cooking process. S7e then move from a

n^iorul pro."st to one derived from human techniques. The

account gio"tt by the historian Diodoros of the wodd's origin in
the last .itrtoty B.c. shows a link with the I{arnak text rather than

with Greek cosmogonies. Thales seems to have taken over the

carlier Egyptian notion of a pdmitive cosmos of water, out of
which thi-earth merely emerged in division to float lll<e a taft'
Anaximandros had a more elabotate system in which fite or heat

played its part in bringing about the separations of the elements;

toi th. movements involved are wholly mechanical' Diodoros

on the cofltliary shows definite if sketchy chemical notions. First
was a primal unity; then came the separatings-out.

'Ihe air gained the power of ceaseless motion; and as it is light and

lruoyant Ly natute, the frery patt of it gathetedinto the highest tegions,

with the result that the sun and other heavenly bodies were caught up in
the total whid fdinel. Meanwhile the slimy muddy part, with the conden-

sation of the wet sections, settled by reason of its weight at the bottom.
Then, stirted up and churned ovet continually, the wet parts formed the

sea, while the hore solid pans became soft muddy soil. As the sun's

fire shone on the land, the lattet became first of all frtm; then, as its

surface was in a ferment because of the warmth, portions of the wet

svelled up in masses in many places, in which pustules covered with
clelicate membranes made their appea:r flce. Such a phenomenon may

sti[ be seen in matshland when very hot air passes suddenly over

frozen ground. From these, living creatures were generated by the

htrat.63
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And so on. Diodotos was much interested in Egypt and its
thoughl. The source of his imagery must be sought i" tt 

" 
Eglpt

of his day, in the intellectual circles of Alexandren nther tLai- i"
eadier Greek philosophy. The Karnak text and his formurations
do not look back; they look forward tovrards alchemy. At
Karnak we meet the notion of boiling; Diodoros adds fermenta-
tion; and a further stage appears in an herrnetic fragment from the
Discourse to Artmon:

The Nature of the All supplies the All with Two Movements, the one
according to the power [djnarzifl proper to it, the other according to
activity fenergeia]. One penetrates throughout the whole wodd -and

maintains it from within; the othet is coexrensive with the wodd and
envelops it from outside. And these two movements go and come
together throughout all things.

The Nature of the All, bringing to birth the things which come into
being, gives the facility of gtor.ving to all that is born, on one side
sowing its own seeds, on the other side having a rnobiie matter at its
disposal. Once moved, mattef warms itself up and becomes fire and
'u/ater, one full of vigour and force, the other passive. Fire, opposed to
water, dries sp 

^ 
patt of it, and thus is formed the earth floating on the

water. \Vater continues to be dried up all around, and so theri is dis-
engaged from the three [water, eatth, and fire] a vapour. Thus is born
the air.

These elements have entered into combination according to the
harmonic relation, and, of their own accord, there is a born i prrr*o
and a seed analogous to the enveloping pneuma. This pneum), once
fallen into the womb fot rnatrix] does not remain inactive in the
interior of the seed. And as it does not remain inactive, it transforms the
seed, and that, by this transformation, acquires growth and size.6a

Here we see various Aristotelian formulations in the process of
change under pressure from Stoic ideas, r.vhich introduie the idea
of d-lnanris penetrating all things and thus vitally linking them. As
part of this rnore active conception, the Aristotelian mixtures and
dissolutions of the elements cease to be merely a matter of
arithmetical proportions-the harmonic relation; ih"y take on a
chemical aspect, or at least are explained in terms of heat-processes
and organic changes. This passage perhaps gives us a clue as to the
way in which Stoic notions of pneama helped to break down the
old abstractions and make men search out dynamic and organic
l]nes 9f explanation for phenomena. By the 6th cenrury -" fi.rd
Simplikios, the last Neoplatonist, stating, .oMatter is always truly

rlrc last sediment. Hence also the Egyptians call it the dregs of the

lirst life, which they symbolically denomirlate water, matter being
us it were a certain mire." Perhaps we can recognise a sort of
t:onfused transition between the old and the new attitudes in the

t:rcation-formulas in magical texts, e.g. a spell to be said over
rl<rgbites: "Heatthese words of Hor who smothered the heat, who
lrts descended to the eternal waters and cast a solid foundation to
tlre earth." It is not clear thete, howevet, if the heat-smothering

lrrings about the emergence of the earth.05

Atlempts have been made to explain the Karnak text as the

rcsult olideas of Ionian Presocratic philosophy inttuding on the

ligyptian wodd in the 6th century r.c. and spreading with Greek
irrlluences under the Saite kings. This however is a most implaus-
iblc explanation for a znd*century text; it is much more natural

to look to contemporary Alexandreia for the place-of-origin of
llre new ideas. In afly event, as rrze noted, eatly Greek philosophy
rkrcs not shov any impact of cooking or smelting processes. Such

Iur impact does,not arrive till the 4th century 4.c., when Aristotle
,"morks, "Techniques ^te 

a copy of nature; it is all the same

wlrether the processes take place in kitchen utensils or in the
()rllans of plants and animals."e 0 Biological science is beginning,
with atteniion paid to processes of organic growth. The verb
wlrich Diodoros uses to express the earth in fermentation seems

lirst used by Theophrastos in dealing with plants.6? A big advance

wns being made; but it took the Stoic concept of pnenrua, of
1',crvasive tensions in the whole universe, of unifying fields of
iirrce, to provide an effective system in which to incorporate the

rrcw approaches. Processes of cooking ot boiling and processes-of

brewing or fermenting were among those which laid the basis for
alchemy. Their intrusion into the thought of the 4th century B.c.

thus represents 'v/hat we may call proto-alcherny in its first

lrhases.
Diodoros' account of the effect of the sun in producing minerals

is also worth citing; for it uses the irnagery of dyeing or tinctuting
which was playing a key-part in the alchemic concepts. Thus,
r<rck-crystali "ut composed of pure water hardened, not by
action of cold, but by the influence of divine fire, and thus they are

never subject to corruption, and they are dyed many hues when

brcathed on". Srnaragdi (probably emeralds) and beryllia (diminu-
tive of beryl), "found in the shafts of coppermines, get their colout
lrom being dipped and bound. together in a ha.th of sutphur"
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Chrysolites "are produced, they say, by a smoky exhalation due to
the sun's heat and thus get their colour. So what is carled false-
gold, we are told, is fabricated by mortal fire, made by man, by
dipping the rock-crystal into it." Dark red stones have been madl
by gteater compression of light; and the colours of birds and
flowers, as well as the smells of the latter, have been brought about
by effects of the sun similar to those begetting the 

-coloured

stones.68 A chemical idiom drawn from dyeing hai been imposed
on the Aristotelean conceptions.

3

More Historical References

Wr have now teached the period when alchemy was venturing
rrrore in the open. One aspect of the alchemic climate of thought
is the way in which colour is more and more seen, not as an

irrcidental quality of objects, but as an integral pat of their
n,rture. rWe saw that kind of idea becoming strong in Ploutarch.
Wc find it again in Plotinos, the great NeoPlatonist of the later znd
(:cntury. Colour is felt to be an essential quality thrown out by a
(:cr"rtre of life or power. "That light known, then indeed we are

stirr:ed towards those beings in longing and rejoicing over the
rn<liance about them. Each one of them exists for itself, but
lrccomes an object of desire by the colour cast upon it from the
Ci<lod, source of those graces and the love they eYoke." Here the
colour is viewed as an expression or revelation of the qualities
errrbodied in the being, its power of dynamic attraction. "As soon
:rs the glow from above has pervaded it, the soul gathers strength,
trurly spreads its wings," and rises in quest of the higher obiect.
'l'he psltche is itself like gold covered with dirt. That is, it owns the
lrighest constellation of qualities, but has to regain or liberate
tlrcse from a contamination or ovedaying by matter of a lower
lcvel.l

Some elements of these positions go very far. back. We are

rcminded of the Homeric passage where divinising gold and silver
rrre shed as a charis at gtace on the hero. But what had once been

tn unstable intuition has now become part of an elaborate and

t horoughly worked-out system of thought. Many ingtedients have

tr1one into this system-Pythagorean, Platonic, and Stoic; but to
t lrc Stoic concept of pervasive tensional force has been added ideas

clrawn from alchemy: the idea of a hierarchical system of levels in
matter, with gold as highest level, expressing complete stability
lncl inner hatmony. There is an interesting phrase in Loukian's
ruccount of Peregrinos' self*imrnolation by fire at Olyrnpos: "he
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hoped to be set up golden." The verb used, anistdmi, can mean
both "set up a statue" and "resurrect from the dead".z And vze
may note the phrase in Latin "to have a gold beard", meaning
"to be a god".3 The origin here however seems to lie in the days
when Roman lootets came up against the ivory-and-gold tech-
niques of Greek statuary.

Further, in an argument about MatteL Plotinos makes a direct
reference to alchemy, assuming the possibility of both an upward-
transformation into gold and a downward one into watef :

. . . Corruption is of that which is composite. But if this be so, each
sensible thing consists of mattet and form. This too rvitnesses induction,
demonstrating that the thing which is corrupted is a composite.
Analysis likewise proves the same thing : as if, for instanc e, 

^ 
pot should

be resolved into gold; but gold into water; and the water being
corrupted wili require an analogous process.

The viev's of Plotinos about gold and dirt can be found also
among the Valentinian Gnostics, who divided men into pneumatikoi ,
who possess ed gnosis, and animal, who were rnerely bound to obey
the nrora.l law. The men of pneutna could take no harm from the
wodd any more than gold lost its essential quality when dipped in
excrement.a Iamblichos, a Neoplatonist around A.D. ,oo, linked
the theurgic art or tecltn7-the art of controlling the gods or divine
force in various ways-with the discovery of "suitable receiving
instruments". The art thus "often connects together stones,
plants, animals, perfumes, and other sacred objects, perfect and
divine, and of all this makes a petfect and pure receiver". He says:

The custom that invokers have of bearing stones and herbs, of
binding certain sacred bonds and unbinding them, of opening what
is closed and of changing the intentions of those who receive the god,
by making them praisewotthy instead of hatmful, as they were-all
this shows well that the pneama comes from outside.s

These passages must be read in tetms of the thesis of sacrifice he is
setting out, according to which the fire suppresses and also assimi-
lates the matter of the offerings, transforming it upwards inside a

hierarchical systern. F{e discourses on
the offerings of sacrifices by fire which devours their matter and
suppresses it and assimiiates it without being assimilated. For this
offering leads to the divine fite, celestial and immaterial, but is not
dragged down by its weight to below, in the direction of matter and
genefatiofl,.
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ll tlrcrc were some pleasure or joy coming from the vapours of
rn;rller that charms the daimones, mutt t would remain in its integrity;
lol tlrc cf1lux coming from it would then be more abundant for those
to wlrorn it is destined, instead of it being wholly consumed and
rlcst royed and transformed into a pure and subtle fire.

llc sces the processes of transfomation of matter as simultane-
ously processes of transfomation of man, exactly in the key of the
:rlclrcmists:

All that is in us becomes like to gods, just as the fire assimilates all
lr:rr<l and solid objects to subtle and luminous bodies; and it carries us
:rlso by sacrifice and the fire of the altars to the divine fire, just as fire
nr{)turts to fire, and this assumption draws up to the divine and celestial
lrcirrgs what is heavy and solid.6

'l'lrc theurgic process of transforming man and matter by means of
lirc corresponds very closely to the alchemic fires of transforma-
t ion. As ^ thaun:o:t:orge, a wondefwofker, Iamblichos himself
s'ught to transform his body; and Eunapios records the ideas
lrt'ltl about him:

"A rurnout has reached us through your slaves that when you pray
to tlre gods you rise aloft from the earth more than ten cubits to all
rl)lrcarance-that your body and yout garments change to a beautiful
l',rltlsn hue-and ptesently when your prayer is ended your body
I'ct:orncs as it was before you prayed. And then you come down to
t':rt'tlr and associate with us."

larnblichos was not at all given to laughter, but he laughed at these
rcrrrirrhs. And he answered them: "FIe who thus deluded you was a
witty fellov/."?

iir-rnapios, however, probably believed the account. He tells how
lrrrnblichos raised up an Eros and an Anteros from two springs,
rrncl how once at a seance when an Egyptian invoked Apollo (Hor),
lo cveryone's amazement the god appeared, but Iamblichos said:
"My friends, stop wondering: this is only the ghost, eidolon, of a
ghdiator."s In alchemic MSS Iamblichos appears as the author
of trvo processes of transmutation, though we cannot trust the
lttribution. Some magicians at this time, 'we may note, wefe
thought capable of completely changing their shape. Ammianus
tclls us of charges against Papa, I(ing of Armenia: that he was
"wonderf-ully skilled through the spells fincentiones: pipe-
lrlowings] of Circe in changing and weakening men's bodies; and
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they added that, having by arts of that kind struck them blind and
by changing his own form and that of his followers, he passed
through their lines." e

Some later historians tell us that Diocletian destroyed the alchemic
books in Eg1pt. John of Antioch, writing under Heraklios in the
7th century, is the first we know to tell the story, though it has
been suggested that he is following the historian Panodoros, an
Egyptian monk, of the eady 4th century. Panodoros, who found
many faults in the work of Eusebios while drawing extensively on
it, was often cited by George Synkellos. "Diocletian," we are
told, "hadburned about z9o of the ancient books of Cltenia dealing
with gold and silver so that men might not enrich themselves by
this art and draw sources of wealth from it, which would enable
them to revolt against the Romans."lo The story is also told in the
Acts of St Prokopios. Our version of these Acts seems of the roth
century, though they were cited at the Second Council of Nikaia
in the eady 8th and the first reduction may go back to the time of
Julian in the 4th.11 If we may trust the accounr, alchemic activi-
ties must have been widespread and have become linked with the
growth of Egyptian nationalism in a protest against the imperial
system.

No alchemic text however refers to the persecution. This lack
may be due to prudence. Throughout its eady years alchemy had
treen associated with arts such as astrology which were liable to
atttact unwelcome attention from the authorities; and the
practitioners may have felt averse frompefpetuating any memories
of suppression. To own magic books had becorne a cdme that
involved the burning of the books and the exile of the owners to
an i.sland. Poor folk, huniliores, found with such books, were liable
to suffer capital punishment.l2 Constantius, Valentinian f, and
Valens strove to put down the arts of divination, astrology, and
magic. Constantius rnade the consultation of a professor of magic
an offence punishable by death.l3 Certainly there is no reason to
consider an attack on alchernists at all unlikely in such a wodd.

Quite possibly there u/as something of a campatgn against
alchemy as part of the drive to reform the mints in the period of
Diocletian and Constantine. The empire had undergone arl acute
period of inflation and monetary collapse; and there was a need to
reorganise the coinage on a new level. In the decades of confusion
there seem to have been many attempts by the moneyers tct twist
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tlrrnrls to their own profit. About 1zo, fot instance, Pannonia
Hlr,,wc(l vast enterprises in the production of false money, gold
,rrrrl l,ronzc both being involved.la The clearest statement of the
l:nv ol'r:ounterfeiting occufs in two constitutions of Constantine.
'l'lrc lirst, of November 3r8, is addressed to the Vicar of Africa,
lrrrt its lcrms suggest a general application all over the empire.
Still, tlrc Carthage mint had treen closed down a few years before,

'rltcr llrc suppression of. a 3rr revolt, and the government of
Alrit'rL rnay have had a pafiicwlatly grave problem of money-
l;rliirrg to tackle. Constantine laid down that the punishment fot
,t,ttr/ltritn numismata was to depend on sex and social status. A
r k'r'rrrion or his son was liable to perpetual exile, with confiscation
rrl lrrolrcrty at the emperor's discretion; a plebeias was to gointo
lr rrt'c:rl labour for the rest of his life, losing all his property i ^ 

sl^ye
\r,;r:i l() clie. On 6 July 326 afutther constitution, addressed to the
I'r oconsul of Africa, tightened up the previous provisions, making
llr;s ol: property automatic for anyone found guilty. The reason
lor tlrc law was stated as the need to keep the mints fully
rtr rlrloyccl.ls

lrrrrt;hcr enactments went on during the 4th century. Fof,
ansl:incc, a constitution of r8 February 34 offered a fewafd to
irrl, rrmers who brought about the conviction of counterfeiters of
;r,rltl coins. Men who forged the coins or clipped genuine ones

6. Workshop of a moneyer at Rome
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'were to be burned aiive. That forgeries were being extensively
caried out is suggested by a constitution of rz Febru^ry t49,
which, while ordering that metal-wotkers who "purged" bronze
coins of their silver coating should incur the capital punishment,
added that those on whose estates and in whose houses the opera-
tion was conducted, should lose their property.lG

The 326 constitution, we may note, used the odd term "false
fusion of coins", thus referring not to the coins' falsehood but to
the composing metal. Ulpian had described two ways of tampering
coins, using theverbsfngere and tingere. Fingere, to touch, probably
meant the temoval of gold by rubbing, which was less easy to
detect than the use of a frle; tingere, to wash or dye, has been taken
to refer to the use of aqwa regia to remove gold-many coins of the
early 1tL'L century found at Alexandreia had thus been treated.lT
But in view of the common alchemic usage of the term o'dyeing"

for the production of colour-changes in metals, we may ask
whether tingere didnot have a wider sphere of reference, including
attempts to colour coins, to give a golden or silver look to copper
coins.

Certainly we should expect at least some membets or groups of
mintworkers, monetarii, to become interested in alchemy in these
disturbed years. They were certainly suspected of all kinds of
adulteration, though Constantine's wording suggests that they
u/ere thought to do their counterfeiting, not in the superintended
workshops, but on premises provided by accomplices. Suspicions
about their activites reached such a point that the anonymous
reformer-and-inventor of the 4th century, who made a rcport to
the government, thought they should all be forced to work on an
island where they would have no contact at all with the outer
wodd.18

The story about the suppression of alchemists linked them with
the forces of national revolt in Egypt. Certainly the monetarii could
become leaders of discontent. Aurelian had to suppress a revolt
of theirs at Rome with some 7,ooo deadl and fear of the mint-
workers and the public leathetworkers in Kyzikos made Julian
forbid the Christians in his retinue to enter the town lest they
should join those societies in some sedition.le There thus seems

nothing unlikely in the theory that alchemists were lumped
together with counterfeiters in general by the imperial authorities
at this time, and that any of their books, coming under the cate-
gories of both magic and forgety, would have been burned.
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'l'lre monetary situation in Egypt as inflation gathered speed in
I lre second half of the yd centary is shown by an order issued in
{to:
lirour .Aurelios Ftolemaios also called Nemesianos, Sttategos of the
{ )xyrhynchite Nome.

Since the officials have assembled and accused the bankers of the
lrnrrl<s-of-exchange of having closed these thtough their unwillingness
l(, rcccpt the Divine Coin of the Emperots, it has become necessary
tlrtt an injunction should be issued to all the owners of the banks to
olren these and to accept and change all coin except what is plainly
xprrrious and counterfeit, and not to them only, but to all who engage
irr business transactions of any kind whatever, understanding that if
tlrcy clisobey this injunction they will encounter the penalties which
Irr ftlrmer years his Highness the Prefect ordained for their case.

Signccl by me.

'l'he coin was divine through bearing the image of the emperof.
'l'lrc money being refused was no doubt the silvet issues of Alex-
irntlreia which had become very debased. In such a situation the
tcrrrptation for capable moneyers and casters to produce yet more
tlcbased coins would be strong.

( )Ificial correspondence from Panopolis, dated z981oo, shows
tlrc governmental anxiety over the depteciation of the currency.
'l'lrcrc was much official buying of gold, and the authorities wete
r'orrcerned that the correct price should be paid for it. The tetms
rrsccl for spurious coins in the order of z6o are paratypos and
kilnlclos, badly-struck and adultetated. The first tetm is odd; for
itrr;rerfectly struck coins seem to have been usually acceptable
throughout antiquity; perhaps it here means merely counterfeit
irr general. The word sapros (ased propedy of things like bone,
wood, fish), rneaning rotten, appears in a papyrus about r5o of
lrronze coins:

When you said as to the banker that he should have checked the btonze,
wc should have examined the rotten staters. I neglected the bronze,
wondering as a man who's trusted does. Yet I found them rotten and by
your life and that of my children, I disposed of three. Being worthless, I
rcnt the five to you. Let him swear they aren't his and let him change
tlrcm,

llr<rnze, chalkot, seems used of small change; silver, argyion,is the
rusual word for money. To find bronze coins of small value
r'<rnnterfeited is strange. (Ife meet hierntamtene,fate, called sapros

in a magic text.)
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Not only the authorities were interested in counterfeiting of all
kinds. Such activities were suificiently widespread and significant
to find their reflection in religious and philosophic thought of a
dissident kind. We meet a Gnostic image of the Counterfeiting
Spirit as that which the Archons of Fatality put into a man at his
creation to make him sin. That is, the Rulers of the Spheres (the
planets) alloyed the original spitit (gold) with baser materials,
which steadily increased in powet, weakening the fotce of the
pure element. The intruding spirit grew errer stronger in the
body and contradicted the motions of the spirit. A I{optic passage
compares its presence there to the copper which, mixed with
silver, was used as an alloy in the piece of money that served to
illustrate the saying: Render unto Caesar the things that ate
Caesar's and unto God the things that are God's. After death the
Counterfeiting Spirit bore witness against the soul of ail the evils
that it had drawn the latter into committing. Thus evil and good
were conceived as a sort of alloy in the body's mixture. The problem
was to drive out the baser compounds and to release the ptecious
metals, of which the soul, freed from the counterfeiting ot
adulterating forces, would be purely composed.2o

Though we are not yet concerned with alchemic texts, we may
here cite a letter addressed by the alchemist Zosimos, who
flourished about 1oo, to his sister:

Zosimos to Theosebeia, gteeting: The whole Kingdom of Egypt
subsists thanks to these Two Atts: that of timely and that of natural
sands [alchemy cattied out by empiric and mechanical systems, and
alchemy that follows the formative methods of nature: sands : earths,
minetals]. Indeed the art that is called divine-that is, the dogmatic
art [working on general or theoretical principles as opposed to
empiricism]-to which are devoted all those who give themselves up
to the quest for all man-made ptoducts and noble techniques, I mean
the four arts considered effective-this art was handed ovet only to
the priests.

As for the treatment of natutal minetals, it was a royal monopoly,
and so, if it happened that a priest or a man reputed skilful interpreted
the sayings of the ancients or the lore inherited ftom his ancestors-
even though he knew these matters and saw his knowledge free from
hindrances-yet he did not ptactise. Fot he would have been punished.

Just as the workets capable of striking royal money did not strike
it on theit own account-since they'd have been punished-so, undet
the Kings of Eg1pt, the smelting ctaftsmen, though they knew all
about washing minerals and the seties of operations, did not practise
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rr lol lhcrnselves. Fat from that, it was precisely to prevent such activity
tlr;rt llrcy were organised in militaty fashion as wotkers for the royal
lr('rrsurics. They had further individual chiefs, tteasuty-overseers, and
,rrt'lrislriitegoi. In shott, they were all sorts of tyrannous rules for
r,rrrcltirrg. In effect, according to an Egyptian law, it was eve11 forbidden
ro write on these matters and publish them abroad.2l

'l'lrc olrposition of empiricism and theory we shall discuss later
rvlrcrr we come to Zosimos' treatises; what is relevant here is the
lonc of the document, which accords very well with a period when
;rlt lrcrrrists wete lumped together with forgers, and were being
lrrl'1''rcssed. We may note here thatZosimos links the tradition of
ic('rccy with the need to escape persecution and prosecution. A
v;rri:rnt text ends by saying the tyrannous rules applied not only to
I I rc smeltets, but to all goldminers. "If anyone was caught digging
,r nrinc, by an Egyptian law he had to deliver up his product after
r le l)( )siting the account in writing." The Egyptian kings to rvhom
Zosimos refers cannot be the Roman emperors; he is protrably
tlrinliing of the Ptolemaic kings. The account by Agatharkides
(pr,ive n jn Diodoros) of the goldmines in Nubia undet the Ptolemies
rL'lricts work-conditions of desperate misery, in which death
(;rrnc as a welcome release. Under the Romans the r'vorkers in
rrrirrr,s and quarries were often condemned criminals; they wete
rrrrtlct military control, with a statio generally adjoining the
rrrirrct:'s carnp.22

'l'hat alchemy and counterfeiting were closely entangled at this
g,c'riocl is furthet suggested by the Leyden and Stockholm Papyri
tk'rrling with tinctures for imitating metals, peads, precious stones

;rrrrl other such mattets, and dated to the second half of the 3rd
( cntury. Recipes for countetfeiting gold and silvet are included,
rvitlr clirections that show they were intended to deceive.

..!rlr/lcration of Gold. An equal part of nisl and Sinopic red to an equal

lrrr tt of gold. Put the gold in a furnace and when it's bright, add each

ol' tlrc other ingredients. Take out and let cool when the quantity of

1'oltl is doubled. (Leyden, recipe r7.)
Mtking of Siluer. Clean white soft tin 4 times, melt 6 parts of same

willr r mna of white Galaian copper. It becomes prime silver that vdll
rlc<:cive even skilled workmen, who won't suppose it made by such

r lrcttment. (Stockholm, 3,,)

,,1nother reciPe. Add 6 patts purified tin and 7 p^rts Ga\atian copper
l() 4 parts silvet, and the tesulting ptoduct will pass unnoticed for
:;i I vt.'r' Lrlrllion. (Stockholm, 4.)23
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Tlre word for adulteration is dolos: trick, cheat. Miy, mentioned
by Dioskotides and Flinius, seems a mixture of basic iron and
copper sulphates produced by a natural oxidation of pyrites;
apParently used for the surface removal of copper from base
gold and as a mordant in dyeing (chemical papyri), arsenical
mixtures for whitening copper, in surface cleaning or coloration
of metals, in yellow varnishes for such colourings , and in what
was called "yellow sulphur" (alchemic MSS).

Julius Firmicus Maternus, astrologer of the 4th century, is the
first known writer to use the term Alchemy. "ff it is the House of
Metcury, it gives Astronomy. That ofVenus announces Songs and

Joy. That of Mars, Arms . . . That of Jupiter, the Divine Cult and
the I(nowledge of Laws. That of Saturn, the Science of Alchemy."
The prefix al- had no doubt been added by some later copyist, who
knew the Arabic term; and we may assume that Firmicus wrote
Chenia ot C/:jtmia, Saturn 'was master of lead; and according to
Olympiodoros, Osiris was both a synonym for lead and his tomb
the emblem of. Cheruia. (For that tomb was the place of resurrec-
tion as well as of death.) Firmicus, we noted, drawing it seems on
Petosiris-Nechepso, cited the aphorism of nature rejoicing in
natufe, and so on.2a

Proklos in the 5th century was well aware of alchemy. In a
passage setting out the Neoplatonic creed of the vital unity of
matter and the kosmos, he begins by cornmenting on the attempts
of astronomers to explain by mechanical means the irregular
motions of the heavens as made up of regular and circular ofles,
and on those of the calendar-makers to imitate nature w-hich had
cteated everything before they started with their calculations. He
goes on:

And thete are those claiming to make gold out of the mixture of
certain species, while natute makes the one species of gold before the
mixture of those species of which they speak. And everywhere we
see the same attitude: that the human soul hunts after nature with
skilful devices to find how things are genented. As for the stars, thete
is a purpose in this, which, not by chance, has given men success in
their inquiries into the regular motions of the bodies moviag in citcles ;
for this, they assert, is fitting to divine bodies.z5

Froklos is so filled with a sense of wholeness that he cannot quite
stomach any analytic or decomposing processes, e\ren if their aim
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r:; to fr'rlisc<>vcr or reaffirm the unitary nature of process. Howevef,
lrr:r lrosition is pervaded by astrologic and alchemic attitudes:
(i,rlrl ;rrrtl silver and every metal, like other substances, grow in the
t'.rrtlr trnrlcr the influence of the celestial gods and their emanations.
( ioltl is attributed to the Sun, silver to the Moon, lead to Kronos,
irrrrl iron to Ates. These metals have their origin in heaven, but exist
irr llrr: c:erth and not on those that emit these emanations. For nothing
irrvolvcd in matter is admitted in heaven. And though all substances
(,r'i,',in,llc from all the gods, there is yet in everything another specific
I'r'cvulcnce, some belonging to Kronos, others to the Sun. The men
Ir,ivcn to meditating on these matters compare these and attribute to
tlrcrrr various faculties. These substances as a result are not the ptivate
l)11 )l)crty of gods, but ate common property; for they otiginate in all
ll'llrcrn, but do not reside in them. The active pou/ers do not need
tlrcrn; but they ate compounded on earth through the influence
crrr:rnrting from the gods.26

I lc is explaining why in Plato's Republic the city-guardians do nor
r,,rrsicler gold and silver, or any other things whatever, as their
orvn lrrivate property. His tefrns are simultaneously astrologic
;rrrrl alchemic. Again, in commenting on the meaning of Plato's
worrls about the invisible rivets that weld together the patticles of
r r n l I cr, he employs vafious technical terms such as are to be found
irr tlre Leyden and Stockholm papyri; and further he cites what
i;('crlls an alchemic aphorism: "All things are dissolved by fire and
l lrrccl together by water."z? Perhaps another such aphorism under-
lics his remark, "The better cause always conquefs the 1esser".28

'l'he passage above about gold and silver seeks to express both
tlrc unity of the metals and their differentiation. The techniques
rrrrl calculations of astrology had done a great deal to enable men
t( ) grasp the concept of a vast complexity of interacting influences
rrlron and inside a single situation, which continued to possess its
r rwn living unity. Thus Ptolemaios inhis Tetrabiblos, argaing that
llrowlege is obtainable by astronomical means, and discussing
lrow far such knowledge can go, remafks:

A very ferw considerations would make it clear to alL that a certain
lx)wer, emanating ftom the eternal aitherial sustance, is dispersed
tlrrough and permeates the whole region about the eanh, which is
cvcrywhere subject to change, since, of the primary sublunar elements,
f irc and air ate encompassed and changed by the motions of the aithet,
:rrrcl in turn encompass and change everything else, earth and watet
:rncl the planets and animals therein.ze
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Then after discussing the various effects of sun and moon on the
earth and its creatures, he adds: "Then, too, their aspects relative
to one another, by the meeting and minglingof theirdispensations,
bring about many and motley changes." Dispensations is
diadoseis, which gives a strong effect of theinterpenetrationofthe
distributed influences; and motley is poikilai, which suggesrs
many-coloured, dappled, as well as the more abstfact "various".so
Ptolemaios goes on to consider how "there are circumstances of
no small importance and no trifling character, which merge to-
gether to cause the special qualities of those who are born. For
differences of seed exert a very gfeat influence on the special
traits of the genus." This leads him to discuss the differences
caused in individual lives by the places where they are born, the
ways of rcaring and the customs there, and so on. On such lines
as these astrology helped meri to think concretely at once of both
multiplicity and unity in processes, and played its part in bringing
about the alchemic disciplines.

Aineias of Gaza was a Neoplatonist who wrote a dialogue on the
immortality of the soul and the body's resurrection. Flourishing
in the late 5th century, he seems connected with a highly educated
rnonastic circle who were the first to cite from the corpus of works
attributed to Dionysios the Areopagite; and he finally went over
to Christianity.sl In his dialogue, after arguing that the body,
fonned by the union of the four elements, reproduced them by its
decomposition, he went to discuss the permanence of Form as

cornpared rvith N4atter.
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'l'lrt: lornr subsists while the matter undergoes change; fot the latter is
rrur,lc st.r as to take all qualities. Letit be abronze statue of Achilleus.
llrrlrlrosc it destroyed and its pieces reduced to small fragments. If
r()w 

^n 
artisan gathers the f,ra.gments up, putifies them, and by a

r;irrllrrlirt science transforrns them into goid, which he again gives the
lilirrlc of Achilleus, there will be gold instead of btonze in it. But it
u,ill still be Achiller.rs. Thus behaves the matter of the perishable and
r',,rltrptible body, which by the creative art becomes pure and
lrcuLItiftrl.s2

A incias is giving his version of the eternal Platonic ldeas, using a

( ( )ltlnton theme (tlie broken-down, reconstituted state) in his own
ru',ry; he is the first we know to introduce overtly the alchemic
trrrrrsformation in this connection. He goes on with a dircct
, lt'st'ri1rt ion of alcherrLists.

'l'lrc changing of matter fot the better has nothing inctedible in it.
'l'lrrrs it is that those learned in the art of m tter take silver and tin,
rrrrrlic their externals disappear, colout and change the matter into
t':ict:llcnt gold.-With divided sand and soluble natron, glass is made:
tlr:rt is, a new and shining thing.33

I lc speaks in pure alckrernic idiorn; for the practitioners saw their
lyorlr, as we have noted, as b process of death and resufrection.
'l'lrrrs Stephaflos says, "S(/e must strip matter of its qualities to
;rllive at perfection; fot the airn of philosophy [i.a. alchemy] is the
rlissolution of bodies and the separation of the soul from the

Ir,,.1y."34
lr- is likely indeed that the Christians had already, some time

lrcli>re, taken ovelalchemic imagery to express the death and
rclrjrth of the Martyr. In the account of the death of Polykarpos
o1'Smyrna (who died in ry6) we read:

Wlrcn Polykarp had launched this Amen heavenward in completing
lris prayer, the pyre-men lighted the fire. A gteat flame burst out,
slrur:lding. Then we saw a miracle; and we, to whom was granted the
siglrt, have been spared so as to relate to others what happened. The
lirt:, tahing the shape of a vault, like a ship's sail bellied out by the wind,
r;rrrrcrunded the mattyr's body in a citcle. And the nartyt was in the
rrrirlst, not like a body being burned, but like a loaf being baked, or
lihc gold and silvet that is purified in the furnace. As for us, indeed,
tlrtrrc was wafted a delicious perfume, as strong as that of incense or
:;( )nr(' other of the precioi-rs aromatics.ss
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7. Smiths from the region of Laoclikeia
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Eusebios reproduced the narrative, omitting the bread but
keeping the gold and silver; Syriac and Koptt versions follow
his History. The ultimate source of the furnac.-i-ug. wu, no doubt
Daniel III; but the form here taken shows alchemic influence.Bc
The bread-image brings in the idea of the leaven, of fermentation.
A transitional stage to the version of Aineias appears when the
Fathers of the Church describe, in the case of Folykarpos and
other martyrs, the resurrected body as a statue of noble metal,
purified in the fire.'? We may note also that Gregory of Nazianzen
speaks of "the lead of the flesh,,-that is, oithe unregenerate
condition that needs to be transformed into heavenly gold.rt
- Such, imagery was indeed very rcal and heartening to the

devoted Christian in the days before the Church's triom"ph, since
he was liable to be persecured and burned to death. poi him the
Fire had a dual meaning. ft represented an ordeal. ,,The apostle
has promised that a like thing will happen to us,,, cried AmLrose,
dealing with fables of Phoenix and Eagle, ..when he said: Fire
will prove what is the work of each.,, He refers to a plunge into
the spirit (fire) and v/ater; the fire here is also that whicliat the
wodd's end will flood the earth with destroying flames, proving,
purifying,. div_iding.3e ft, horvever, is also a redeerning an?
transforming force.

Then when the clay of out flesh, as has already been said, has been
cooked by the fire into a vessel fasta] so that ihis flesh, previously
ptessed down to the earth by a heavy burden, may with ttre aia of
angels fly av/ay towards hea'en after receiving the wings of spiritual
gtace, it has here etetnity as a genuinc and aipeasing "pledge'for 

its
saFety. ao

In this set of confused metaphors we meet the imagery of the
potteryJ<iln. !f baptism th9 worshipper is baked irlto u pot,
hardened by frre into a new birth.

Several Byzantine historians-I(edrenos, John Malalas, Theo_
phanes-tell of an alchemist Johannes fsthmeos who gave the
empefor Anastasios a horse-bit of massive gold. ..yo'u .w.on,t

deceive me like the others," said the emp*eror and. clapped
Johannes into the fortress of Petra, where ni aiea. $7e ass^ome
that Johannes failed to produce any more gold. FIis tale gives the
impression that claimants to the power of gord-transirutatio'
were now fairly common and t'hat they did not hide their claims.ar
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.f 
olrrrrrrcs Philoponos, Byzantine scientist of the 6th century,

ru';rs rnuch interested in the telation of colours to various fuels.a2

Irr tliscussing the relation of soul and body, and denying thatit
r ;rn lrc clefined as iuxtaposition, mixture, ot intertwining (as with
r()lrcs), he states, "The soul neither merges with the body into
urrc substance as in the case of fusion, e.g. in drugs and chemicals,
rr,rr is it completely lacking in affinity and relationship to it, as is
tlrc case of supramundane powers."ag

.f ohn of Damas (Damascus) in the first half of the 8th centuty
rrsctl alchemy in a poem, tlre Dioptra, a dialogue between body
rrrrtl soul" The body argues that man's state cannot possibly be
lrr,,ught near to God's, and the soul replies:

ll's just the same as when lead and gold are exiled far apart, a distance
yrwns between their homes, a vastness separates them. A cettain
rnrljsman then might come and seek to show his skill, the opetation
ol'lris art and his scientific lore; he'd take the lead and melt it down
turitlc his frery furnace, he'd show the lead ttansformed to gold, the
I resl. in quality. All this is marvellous indeed, it's strange beyond belief,
I lr:r t what was never gold before should turn to actual gold, what wasn't

1',okl should turn to gold, though different at the statt. O great display
ol'exccllence! O great display ofreason.aa

liut by this time alchemists were no longer shrouded in such
nrystcry or worked in such a secluded way, even if they remained
ritrrnge figures of esoteric lore. The alchemist Olympiodoros
sccrns certainly the historian of the 5th century; and by the time of
( icorge Synkellos, chtonicler ofthe later 8th century, the tradition
lrrs come largely into the open. George knows the main authors
wsll, recounts the initiation of Demokritos by Ostanes, Maria the

.f crwess, and Pammenes. He cites his four books on Gold, Silver,
Stones, and Purple, in almost the same tefms as the alchemist
Synesios. (Scaliger thought he was drawing on Panodoros, whom
lrc cetainly knew and praised.)a5 Synkellos also cited passages

lrr>m the alchemists Zosimos and Synesios; and some of his
t:itrtions have come down in their place in the alchemic
nrrnuscripts.

'Ihen about 8 5 o Ibn-Abi-Yakub-An-Nadim in his encyclopedia,
Kl)itab-al-Fibrist, gave a list of writers on alchemy: Hermes has

pride of place.

Works of Hermes on Magic, Books of Hetmes to his Son on Magic,
llook of fusing Gold, Booh addressed to Thoth, on Magic etc. Ostanes
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of Alexandreia: he has written a thousand dissertations on Secrets and
Enigmas etc. Zosimos has followed the same w^y as Cstanes. lle has
written the l(eys of Magic, which includ e a large number of books and
treatises.

The names of t}te philosophers who have occupied themselves with
magic include Hermes, Agathodaimon, Onatos, Pythagorean Fhilo-
sopher of Crete, Plato, Zosimos, Demokritos, Cstanes, Herakles [or
Heraklios], Maria, Stephanos, Chymes, Alexandros, Archelaos, the
Christian Priest Ares.a6

Then follow several narnes we canrrot link with known Greek
alchemists. $7e are also given a list of book titles, which the author
cites as having himself seen or found recorded in a reliable soufce.
Among unknown works, we find many thatare extant: Dioskoros
on Magic, the works of Mariathe l{opt, Alexandros on the Stone,
the Book of the Red Stone, Dioskoros in reply to Fetasios, the
Book of Stephanos, the Great Boolc of Maria, the Book of
Eugenios, the Book of Queen Kleopatra, the Book of Sergios
addressed to the Bishop of Edessa, the Great Book of Ares (or
Horos), the Little Book of Ares, the Book of the Nazarean, the
Book of Demokritos, the Book of Zosimos addressed to All the
Sages, the Book of the A.{onk Sergios on Magic, the Disseration
of Pelagios, and so on.

\7hen we review the evidence collected in these two chapters, we
must admit that it is very fragmentary and oblique till we come to
the 8th century. Yet in view of the srrange way in which Alchemy,
as the first stage of chemical science, arose and developed, we
could hardly expect otherwise. It is only with the first century A.D.,
with the references by Columella, Plinius and Seneca to Bolos-
Demokritos, and with the comments of Dioskoddes on lead and
mercufy, that we reach anything like sure ground. Even then the
aspects of alchemy that have reached the more open fields of
culture ate siight and obscure. There is however the account of
the emperor Gaius'attempt and{allure to produce gold, to back
up the other references.

Some authorities have set Bolos-Demokritos only a generation
or two before Plinius and Columella. tsut this seems unlikely. rJfith
such a deeply-buried lore as that of alchemy we must allow a much
longer time for the ideas to percolate upwards from the level of
secret practices. I7e have seen how ideas from cooking and
brewing impacted on Greek theorerical thinking in the 4th
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rrntrrry n.c., especially thtough the study of botany in the
Ar ilrto(clcan school. The I(arnak text of the end century shows

tlrrrl strt:h ideas were sufEciently current to affect the cosmological
l'r=rrrtrlltions of the Egyptian priests. S7e can then reasonably

rorrjct'lr-rrc that the riexus of ideas from metallutgy, brewing,
rlycirrg, lrcrfume-making and so on, which lies behind alchemy,

lr;r,l lrcctr active for some time in Alexandreia and had been moving
t,w:rrrls its final synthesis. Bolos of Mendes seems the thinker
rt'r;lr,,rrsiblc for the first definite step, which brought together a

rrrrtrrlrcr <'lf lores and concepts in a coherent fofm. The znd century
E('('nls tl)e best period in which to place him. By the rst century
a,rr. rrlchcmical ideas in a limited scope were beginning to be

rrr,,rc rvidcly known. By the 3rd century they were at their phase
ll trrost powerful expansion, linked with a large number of
l,itrtlt'ccl developments in the religious and philosophic spheres.

'l'lrcsc clates are supported by what seems an early alchemic
lr,xl,:r papyrus written in a round uncial hand of the late rst or
r;r tly ztrcl century a.n. It is fragmentary, but some treatment of
nrlv,'r scems the main theme. We meet something moonlit, the
w.r; l r i rrr4 <f a stjpter'ia "which the dyers use", processes of rubbing
nrr,l rrrixing "untii the silver" shows a colour which may be of
l,,,ltl, sotnething described as pure. If the missing word of which
w,' lur vc ow(s) was in fact chrysoa, we could be sure that the text was

,r lr lrt'rnic. (What seems the s of oas was added later on the papyrus.)
A rlyft/cria was an astringent substance containing alum or ferrous
,,xitl,.:! lrere it is doubtless alum. It the papyrus is indeed aichemic
it rilr,ws that recipes were being \fr/ritten out in a town like
( )xyrlrynchos round about a.p. roo.

lrr tny event this'text will serve us for the turn into the con-
riirlcr:rti<rn of the alchemic mateial itself; and first we must
tnrluirc into the enigmatic name of the new science.

ilililillll
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The Name Alchemy

Tur, name Alchemy has come down to us through the Arabs,
to whom we owe the prefix a/-. Bst exactly what the cltg,tia-art
meant is not so easy to make out. There were two forms in Greek
for the name of the art: cbemeia and cblnia. But as they were at
first used for long only in alchemic rreatises, of which -L hurr" ,ro
eady texts, with no clear references in non-alchemic works, we
have no proof as to which was the eadier form.

Let us start with chlznia, This word may be connected with
cheein, to pour or let flow, from which came the verb choaneuein,
to cast in a mould, to smelt, and also the term ch1tma,..that which
is poured out or flows, a fluid.', We find this uiage for clyma in
Aristotle. Alkiphron later has chltma nipltadar, ,rro,ifluk.; ind the
astronomer Ptolemaios speaks of thefoar clryruata or.humours: the
hot and the moist, the dry and the cold. Already in the 3rd
century B.c. we find clt-yma used for ingot or ba4 in an inscription
from Oropos; in the znd century, in another at Delos dealing with
gold. The term thus intrudes from the metallurgical wo-rld as
commonly-used for a cast or smelted product; andlhis fact gives
it a great claim to undedie the name of Alchemy.r Cblnia w"ould
mean the att of casting or alloying metals. ft seems to occur in a
passage cited by George Synkellos from Zosimos; our Greek
manuscript gives chEneia, bwt the Syriac version has khwnia.
Again,_in Olympiodoros we meet clrymia, though Johannes of
Antioch gives cbdmeia, as do the Souidaand other hle sturces.z The
claims of clgmia are again suppoted by the name given to an
alchemist, Chymes; but here again we come up agaiist variants,
Chymes, Chemas, Cheimas. Still, it seems plausiblelhat at least by
the time of Zosimos a genetal term chlnia had developed out of
the metallurgical use of chlma to describe, not only all,cying, but
also the transformarion of metals. We may urro-. a long feriod
when the tefm was evolving underground.
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I trrrlier than any of the verbs the term choanos is attested,
rrrc:Lning a hollow or melting-pot into which metal is poured. fn
tlrc lliad, in the forge of Hephaistos:

'l'lrc bellows, twenty in all, blew on the choanoi sending out a ready
lrlrrst of every force to help him along as he laboured hard and agun
Irr whatever way Hephaistos might wish his work go on. And over the
lire he put stubborn bronze, and tin, and precious gold and silvet;
urrrl then he set a gre^t anvil on the bloch and grasped a massive
Irrrrnmer in one hand, the tongs in the other.

Ancl l-Iesiod writes of the earth-convulsions during the battle of
Zcrrs with Typhon (Tlphoios):

A great part of the earth was scotched by the terrible vapout and
rrrcltccl as tin melts, heated by men's att in well-bored choanoi, ot as

ilorr, hardest of things, is softened by glowing fire in mountain-glens
lrrrl melts in divine earth through Hephaistos' strength. Even so the
eurth melted in the glow of the blazing fire.

I wrctoi, well-bored, probably refers to the spouts of the pots or
ct'ucibles, meaning "we1l-channelled". Choanos itself means
"lrouring-pot or channel", fot a cognate form choand was used for
"lirnnel", and the two terms chlna and choanos show how deep-
rr rotcd and ancient was the root cheein in the craft-jargofl of miners
rrtrtl smelters.

(iltyruia (cfuineia) belongs in fact to a series that refet to afl
rrctivity or occupation. This, mageia refers to the profession of the
ilM,qli as magician; taricheia to that of the embalmer, taricheates;
aulalleia to that of the miner, metalleutes (mineral-quester). Chlnia
is the work of the metallurgist or alloyer; and we would expect a
rclrrted noun fot the man who carded it out-probably chltneutes.

lh.rt we have no record of such a word, though the adjective
rl.ryuteutikos occurs in the alchemist Zosimos. Indeed metallurgical
rrrrcl mining terms were slow in getting into literary Greek, though
tlrcre must have been many of them in commofl usage.s In the
Orlyrrc1, metallaein mealls simply to search or inquite in general. By
tlrc time of Plato melallewein was used for mining (though we find
only the passive in his writings); the verb was used actively by
l)hilon the Mechanic (1rd or znd century n.c.). Plato also used
rtctaileia for the quest after rninerals or underground channels, the
pluralof netalleionfor minerals, and netalleus for the man seeking
rninerals orv/ater. The searchet is metal/eutes in Strabon.
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Herodotos knew netalloa for mine or qvartyt but it is not till the
rst or znd century A.D. that we find texts in which it means
mineral. llowever, in such technological matters the literary
evidence can be highly deceptive. $7e have to look to inscriptions
fot chlna as ingot. When zuetal/oiosis was first used for the trans-
formative process of metallurgy, it is hard to say. The word means
"an alteration into another state". By chance it sounds as if it
incorporates neta/lon; and no doubt because the idea of trans-
formation had become so imbedded in the very idea of metals and
metallurgy, Flinius madethe baseless derivation of metallonfrom met'
alldn, as if it also held a meaning of changing-inro-something-else.a

But how then did the other tetm, cb|meia ot chemia, come about?
The form may have occurred as a chance .variant of a non-literary
word used for centuries by workers in and around the metal-
lurgical field. But it has been suggested that it arose through
contamination with chem, F,gypnan for. "black", or that clteneia
had nothing at all to do with the terms chlnta-chlnia but was born
solely out of cbem. Egypt was called the Land of the Black or
Fertile Soil, especially with reference to the Delta where much silt
was deposited. The Egyptian word was Knt, and the hiero-
glyphic sign has been taken to represent a charcoal-heap, a
crocodile's tail, or a piece of fish-skin; in Koptic we find two
forms, Saharic and Boharic, pronounced Kime and Khime. The
adjective, however, .was expressed by a periphrasis, Pmn-Kime,
"People of the Black".5

Philologically then there is not much to be said for the
interpretation of Chemeia as the Black or Egyptian Art. But that
does not disprove some soft of linkage between Kl:ime-Kmt and
Chltnia in the minds of alchemical practitioners. $7e continually
find that the ancients were liable to take similarities in sound as
expressive of some secret or deeply-significant connection; and
if it is true that much of early alchemic developments was carried
on by groups in Egypt, someone or other may have noted a
certain echo of soundin Cfuimia and Khirne and considered it to be
mysteriously suggestive. Ploutarch tells us:

The Ox kept at Heliopolis, which they call Mnevis [sacted to Osiris
and thought by some to be the sire of the Apis], is black and receives
secondary honours to those paid to Apis. Also, Egypt, which is of a
black soil in the highest degree as well as the black part of the eye,
they call Chenia and compare it to a heart. For it is hot and moist . . .6

{ ,lc'rrt'ly then people were generally awarc, in Graeco-Egyptian
t ilclcs, of the way the term "black" was used in Egypt, with its
vrrrious points of reference. We may note also an odd symbolic
r',lrrivrlence of Black and Gold in Greek thought. Eady in July
,14( ), when the Samian war was being fought, the Proxenos of the
r\ tlrcnians in Chios invited the poet los of that island to meet the
tllrrrrrirtist Sophokles, who had been sent as one of the strategoi of
tlrr: ycar to collect contingents from Chios and Lesbos. A school-
n rrs I cr from Eretria, present at the patty, questioned the propriety
,rl rL line by Phrynichos which Sophokles quoted: "There shines
,rn lris crimson cheeks the light of love." Sophokles in reply

lrointcd out that colours v/ere used symbolically in vetse and aft.
'l'lrus, a poet v/rote of Goidenhaired Apollo, but "if a painter had
rrrrrrlc the god's locks golden instead of black, the picture would
rrot be so good."7 So Apollo was shown with black hair, though
irr r:itual or symbolic terms it was golden.

ln, the Kore Kosmou,Kamephis transmits the gnosis to Isis, "when
lrt'lras-gratified her with the gift of the Ferfect Black," and in a

rrurgical papyrus we read, "I conjure you, Lady trsis, whom the
A1,;rthos Daimon [the Good Spirit] agreed should rule in
llre Perfect Black."8 There seems to be some conflection of the
f )t'rl-cct Black with reveiation or magical activity; and indeed the
tcrn l-eleian Me/ashas been taken to refer to alchemy as the Black
Art or Black Ritual-it could be translated as "the Black Rite".
'l'lrc geographical explanation indeed seems the more likely, since

irr lhese late days Isis was looked on as the Lady of Egypt.e But
rvc need not all the same rule out an emotional identification of
llrlypt, the Black Land, as the source of all ancient lores and
nrrgics, with those lbres and magics themselves-and in particular,
lrcre, with the alchemic art. In an alchemic text, presented as a

rcvelation of Isis to Horos, we afe told how the goddess q/ent to
llormanouthi (the temple of Horos at Edfu) to receive the
science of Alchemy. She encounters an angel, then a superior
one, Amnael, to whom she gives herself. Amnael tells her the
sccret lore on condition she hands it on only to her son.10

Itrmephis, whom we shall see later as Kneph-Agathodaimon, carl

rrls<r be seen here as Amnael. So we may say that he gave Isis both
()lttnia the Blackland ar'd Chenia the Art.rr

fhere is yet another point. The desire to identify chltnia-cheruia

tlrc art and knt-cbdnia theland may have derived from a wish to
:rsscrt the Egyotian origin of alchemy against other claimants.

TIIE NAME ALCHEMY lt:
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Frorn the texts we car'make out t$/o schools, that of the Egyptians
andthat of the Jews. There was rivalry between the two nationali-
ties here, as in the hermetic or gnostic wodds. A magical text
states: "ft is this very Book that Hermes plagiarised when he
named the Seven Perfumes of Sacrifice in his sacred book The
IYing." Hermes-Thoth, exemplar of the Egyptian school, is
accused of stealing fuom Tbe Book of Moser.lz Stephanos writes,
differentiating the Egyptian techniques, which he links with
Hermes and which he approves:

There ate certain of the things that suffer restoration. For he [Hermes]
says, that the rainwater [?] of the true att is burned and is fugitive in
fire, but suffers from the fire, and, crossing ovet, it is not melted. And
[in] the roasting of the projections according to the Egyptian, which
he uses, the drug is not melted in the tincture. So has said the cdtical
fkritikotl teacher and philosopher and guide: just as a sling passing by
someone may wound him [that which is gone is a result of the strength
of the thrower], so then is gone the wound of the man standing in the
way. But he who has it, has it whoever he is, if indeed it truly is gone.
So also the ash itself runs and tinges indelibly and makes indelible the
cause of the tincture, or the drug is dissolved into its kindred fire and
air, as being fugitive and burnt up in the bellies of its parents.

He thus stresses projection as the Egyptian method.

The meltets of gold . . . employ projections according to the methods
of the Egyptian: rruhich matters, corrupted, the Etesian Stone itself
operates when well managed, as also do we. And do not wonder if
from many stones and various species the stone, being one, is born
and is so spoken of. Do you not see that those who cultivate the Muse
and Things of Beauty, as they mahe animals and glasses and dyes,
make a single stone from many species? Especially they make it from
lead and that which has become btonze-like, so that they may not lack
a carving. And as such useful stones make ali such things, from many
stones they make one stone, which they call the Etesian Stone.

Natibnal differences also in spells and spellbinders were
recognised. A prayerand-exorcism by Gregorios asks for
protection against any ill-bringer, "whether a slave or a fteeman,
a wizatd or a v/itch, a Persian man or woman, a Chaldean tn^n or
woman, a Jew or Jewess, an Egyptian man orwoman, in short
anyone whatever."l3 The existence of the two alchemic schools is
declared in A Cenuine Discourse fut Sophe lKheopsl tbe Egyptian and
b1 the God tlte Hehreps the Lord of Power.r Sabaoth: "For there are

'l'wo Sciences and Two Wisdoms: that of the Egyptians and that
o{' thc Hebrews."14 Further in the works of Maria 'we meet a curt
clrrim to a Jewish monopoly of the innermost secrets of the art.
"l)o not take it in your hands. It is the Igneous Remedy' It is
nr()rtal." To this general prohibition she adds the direct order to
rron-Jews: "Do not touch it with your hands. You are not of the
rilce of Atrraham. You are not of our race."l5 Zosimos says that
tlrc Jews gained knowledge of the sacred artby fraudand then
rcvcaled it.16 Perhaps behind Maria's remarks lies a generalfear. of
touching gold as something with too grcataflifln te power' which
rrright blast as well as aid. Only the Jews, she insists, can safely

ignore the taboo. We find such a taboo urged in the life of the
liopt Saint Senuti in the 6th century.lT Further the Letter of
l)cuokritas to Lenkippos states that the writer is going to set out in
orclinary Greek the secrets he has found in the books of Persian

l)rol)hets: works with a series of riddles, which had long past been

confided to the Phoinikians by "the ancestots and kings of divine
lip1ypt".- The writet is seeking to show the pdority of the
ligyptians over the Phoinikians. The same national rwaky
irl)l)ears in a tale told by Rufinus that Petsian fire-worshippers
:rsscrted the superiority of the element fire over all the gods of
I igypt. So a priest of Kanopos took a perforated vessel of the sort
rrscd for filtering water, stopped up the pores with wax, and set it
,,rr fire; but the fire was soon put out by water issuing from the
holes as the wax melted. After that, I{anopos was reptesented
rvith a waterjarshaped body, a short neck, and very small feet.18

l:Iowever, knt as "black" is not the only possible Egyptian
source of chenia. ft has been suggested that the term derives from
thc Book of Wisdort'r, the ancient kni.t', often cited by scribes

l}om about 2,ooo B.c. onwards. Zosimos mistook this work for
tl'tc Satire of Trades, in which the toilsome lot of the smith and

other craftsmen is described and compared with the easiet life of
tlre scribe. Cheznew,it is argued, could be derived without difficulty
l:r<'trn knj.t'; andZosimos and other alchemists linked this rhemeu

lry using the Greek wotd chlmeuter, metalfounders, for chemists.le
Such a line of argument is highly farfetched and does not caffy
rnuch conviction. However, one advocate of the claims of knj.t'
lras argued that the word is derived from the verb km, meaning
"to complete, bring to a close, execute (the preparation of oint-
rrrcnts), finish off (metalwork)".s0 Flence the title of the Wisdom

tlookirnpliedthat the work gave the advice needed for completing

TI{E NAME ALCHEMY 7i
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or_fulfilling what the gods had aheady made inherent or poten_
tial in human actions and material objects in the pro.ess of
creating them. Km would thus in one sense mean the repetition of
the original creation- of the world-expressing human creativity
as derived from, and imitating, the divine u.tirrity. Such an idea
was Egyptian enough: that men merely worked out, repeated,
completed what had been planned and made inherent in-things
from the beginning, and that, in doing so, they needed guidancle.

The detivation of Kimfua from-this ancient Egyptian verb is certainly
more logical than deriving it from the otheiroot km, which means
Black and has been used to form the exptession (Coptic) KHME, or
LHMI -.-ulilg_ Egypt from the black ferile soil of tn.'Nit" valley.
The use of this km, Black, for Chemeia might imply that there was a
contrast between the "Black Art,,, Egyptian chemisiry, and a ..S7hite
A.rt", such as is often mentioned in ttri l,naate Ages when alchemy
was proscribed as an occult occupation, but whichlo my knowledgl
does not exist in Gteek chemical documents of an eafly peti#.
(Forbes). 21

But, as we have seen, there is no need to postulate a $7hite Art
against the Black; the contrast is berween Black (Egyptian) and
Jewish. It is possible however rhat some Egypiian- derivntion
from km in the sense of fulfilment did enter iiio cheweia, on the
lines of the fanciful etymological identifications already mentioned.
rf so, it is of interest to note that we have aduplication in the term
Teleion Melas. For then melas wouldbe a transllarion of kn (black)
while- teleion expresses in Greek exactly the meaning of kn'(f .i,frll
*gtr|. But this is no doubt only an odd accidenirrot the only
oddity that tums up in this trail of possible derivations of thl
word Alchemy. (Teleion, incidentally, iould be used to define the
full inundation of Egyptian soil.)2z

No soonet however dd we decide that the term cbEmeia, as
developed by the time of Zosimos, perhaps cornbinecl a Gieek
metallurgical term with various Egyptian overtones as the
tesult of the broodings of Graeco-Egyptian practitioners, than we
find that there is an altogether ne*- clairiant for the original
basis of Alchemy. $7e must not forget that we do not t nJu' ir
cherneia o1 cblnia was the eady term. IFit was cltlruia,we must look
1_lso 

at chltmos, which is Greek for plantjuic.uidi, etymologically
linked with cheein like cfutmia. Cbj,ruot extended its *.urrirrg to
include animal i'ices or humours" Tndeed it is hard to say iFthe

THI] NAME ALCHEMY

tt. Lakonian relief from Chrysapha, about 5io-jo B.c.: man with
llrrrtharos, squeezing juice; wife holding pomegranate; boy with cock
;rnrl egg; girl with flower (lotus or pomegranate). Also, terracotta of

I(ore dsing up out of ahalf a pomegranaie.

lrlrtnt or the animal usage was eadier. Aristotle and Theophratos
I roth use the term of plants; but Adstotle also applies it to animals
;rncl further uses it for juice in general. He also uses it to mean
"{rrste."23 Chlnos is in fact cognate wit}':- chllos, which in its turn
nrcant plantjuice, was applied also to animals, and further defined
;r tlccoction, gruel or badeywater. It too was used fof "taste." As
Lhyle it was employed by Galen for the iuice ot fluid produced by
t I rc digestion of food. C h1 m a and c h1 m o s could indeed be confused,
,rs we see when Ptolemaios describes the four humours as cblnata,
n<ft chltmoi.za There thus seems a close link between fused metal
;rrrd plantjuice in the Greek terms derived from cheein; a link
bctween metailurgical and digestive processes. S7e noted above
the way in which cooking, digestive, and fermentative processes

lirrced their way into the thought of the 4th century n.c. Clarifica-
tion in the use of the various words from cheein-ch1mos, cbllos,

i.ryrua-may well have occurred at that time, as the first stage to the
crnergence of the idea of chemical action in general: chlnia ot
i:Luneia.

Cllymia may perhaps have referred primarily to the production

7t
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of juices used in drugs, in magic, and in digestion, and. to the
processes that these juices brought about. The juices in question
would be those that had, or were thought to have, a transfolmative
action on human bodies and on material objects. S7e may seem
here__wandeing far from the realm of metallurgy; but we must
rcca1ll that juices or other plant-products had i wide usage in
magl! apartfrom medical recipes and the like. They *"". orid in
metallurgy. A traveller in r86z in Cypros met the Turkish pasha of
Nikosia, "who spoke eloquently over flowers and at tiries over

!?tl!,-"herb having the virtue of converring metals into gold,'.zr
This juice was the active principle in an alchimical procesi, and it
strangely had the very name of our quest. The persian poet
Firdausi had a couplet:

Not one of the Dead by the l{erb was tesurrected.
Poody they all by the Kini-ya were effected.

rt is seen then that Kinja as a resurrecting and transmuting herb
had a long history in the regions of Arab influences. Not thlat the
magic herb was restricted to those regions. In an account of
fndian superstitions we are told how a master (Bhagatjee or
devotee):

ordered a large half-anna copper coin (which was current in fi93
and was the size of a rupee or of a florin) to be brought, and taking
one out of my pocket it was produced at once. Then he directed i
H-uqqa claypipe to be made ready. I also sent for some pure tobacco
of my own. Bhagatjee handed over to me a little of sonle fresh herb
saying that it rvas to be mixed with the tobacco and the copper coin,
which was in my hand, was to be placed ofl top of it. -il7hen^the pipe
was ready (with its charcoal glowing) r was ordered to start r-ot i.rg
which I continued to do for a little while when he asked -. to tif
over the clay_pipe, and having done so I found the copper coin hab
instantaneously tumed into gold.26

S7e are not told the name of this herb; but the name of that used in
the Arab wodd is indeed striking. was it transferred to the herb
after the introduction of Greek alchemy? or does it give us the
clue to some eadier connection of metallurgical maglc of -vhich
we know nothing? fn any event its existence -uli., us pause
before-rejecting chltnos-cb1tlos as a candidate for the origin or tn.
term chlmia. The notion of the resurrecting and transmuting herb
or herbjuice cleady links with that of the herb o, *ut.r_lf_If"

rvlrich plays a.very important part in folklore and myth, yhich i1
tlrc Near East is-found in the epic of Gilgamesh, and which

rclll)pears among the alchemists as the divine.watef.
'ihe transmuiing or resurrecting drug certainly existed in

c:rrly Greek rites and myths. Poppy and pomegranate,for.IuTpt"'
scem to have been importantly used in dtuals going back to

Minoan-Mykenean days. Associated with the Earthmother, they

nr> doubr played their part in death-birth ordeals and initiations.

Mckone, ih.t. Prometheus met and cheated the gods in the

lllocation of the parts of sacrifices, seems to mean Poppyland' In
Asia Minor the production of opium went on into the Roman

lrcriod in a big way. Coins of several towns show the poppy'

i'ry-rr.rro, (the nearest ancient town to Afiom Kara Hissar,

tliium Black Fortress, where is a chief modern centre of opium

production) struck a design of two ears of corn and poppyl
bynnada and Beudos, close by, had a similar design or one of
,,urt-.u, and poppy-head side by side. The Synnada, coins are of
the last ..tttoiy n.c.; those of Beudos Vetus, of Haddan' A coin

o[.Ankyia, minted under Fhilip, shows the city-goddess holding
in her left-hand a "pomegranate" in a scene closed in by clpress-

lrees: the "pomegranate" may well be a popPy-capsule ripe for
s llt tlng. "'

The-wotdpapon ot papa seems to mearl poppy in Anatolian' It
occufs on several altars; thlnelai or incense-altats of. ltapon. One

rledicatory altar with a 15jlief of a ripe poppy-capsule is described

in the inscription as a Hermes; it had a saucer-like hollow on the

top where the dedicator (? a priest Diomedes) burned poppy-

,rpirr-. (The local folk said thit nin-water collected there cured

sitk people.) Coins of'Colonia Antiocheia show the Tyche of the

towri holding in het right hand a lustral branch turned down-

wards or pou-ting the contents of a horn-of-plenty on to an altat'
'Ihe altaris a tfumele pap1n, andwhat she pours is opium, the chief

product of the territory and the source of its-wealth. It is associated

-itt^, piLuiosyme and her scales, as the goddess of fair dealing' The

word. Papai occufs alone on one side of alarge sepulchral altar at

Piribeyli on a pass orrer Emir Dagh. At Hierapolis-we find an

inscription thaf teils how a council of the official of a guild of
purpli-dyers carried out the burning of papa "on-the customary

.lnyt' ott." a year, using the interest ofi ,,ooo denars to meet

.*i.tr"r. (If tirey neglecled the proper investment and caused a

loss, the remaining ,orn -ut to pass to the ergasia threwtttatike, the
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cattle-raising-society-an odd injunction: it has been suggested
that thremma here has the sense of thrEtos and the society'iir or.
for looking after orphans.) x7e are not told what deity;s festival
was involved. At Abassos, near Amorion, a fwneral..r.*ory *u,
to be celebrated. at the L{ithrakana; andwe may note the associa-
tion of the poppy-offering and sepulchral altar:s, of the Tyche of
Ankyrawith acypress-grove (?cemetery).As a drug of communion
with the gods it was perhaps thought to aid the dead in their
spirit-journey, in their afterlife.28 Frometheus seems to contact
the gods by entering Poppyland: by entering an opium_trance.
As a drug of initiation and death-birth, opium had the value of an
elixir ftansforming the condition of its uier. on an Apulian vase
'we see a male and female worshipper approaching an aedicula with
alarge poppy growing our of a tomb: an epiphany of the dead man
in plant form. On a higher level are shown beings in a godlike
state.2 e

On a grave-relief of t jo-t 30 s.c. from Chrysapha in Lakonia we
see two dead persons (man and wife) in heroisedbr divinised form.
Jhe m1n holds a big kant/taros and squeezes some juice into it
through a long piece of cloth; the wornan holds a pomegranate

!r:"t:. of the juice) and helps in the operation of'strairiing or
filtering. Below, and in front of their thione, stand a boy aid a
girl: the boy holding a cock and an egg, the gid a flower liotus or
pomegranate?) and a pornegranate.30 \fr/e certainly have here a
representation of rebirth through fruitjuice. The fruit of the
pamegt,'ate is a rich red; in the Balkans it is still considered that
the red flowers stimulate blood.Bl rt was similarly venerated in
china, though there it was only one among various immortalising
agents. We may nore also that ahetb prometheion was said to grori,
on the Caucasus from the bloodlike ichor of prometheus; iiwas
golden and caused an earthquake when plucked; Medeia used it to
give Iason invincible or deathless power. And prometheus was
closely connected r.vith the cults, with the mystery-initiations, of
various fire-crafts such as metallurgy and pottery.s2

That the prorzetheion itself had some part in iuch initiations is
s|ggested ty the role of a herb in a myth of the Kabeiric Mysteries.
Clement of Alexandreia tells us:

If you would like a vision of the orgies forgia; secretrites ot mysteries]
of the l(orybantes, here is the story.

- 
Two of the tr{orybantes slew a third one, their btother. They covered

the corpse's head rn'ith a purple cloak, then wreathed and turiecl it,
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'rltt:r carrying it on a brazen shield to the skitts of Mt. O1ympos. So

,r,.r ,"" *irut the mysteries are: in a word, murders and burials'
'l'lrc priests of these mysteries, whom those interested call Presidents

,,1 tr|c Rites of tfie Frinces [the Korybafltes or Kabeitoi], add a portent
trr tlre dismal tale. They forbade wild-celery, selinan, toot and all, to be

rict on the table; for they actually believe that selinon grows out of
tlrc blood that flowed from the murderecl brother.

It's a similar custom, of course, that is obsetved by the women

cclcbrating the Thesmophoria. They are careful not to eat any

1,,,,o"grrtut" seeds that fall to the ground, being of opinion that

l)()nregranates spring from the Blood of Dionysos.' 'I'h; Korybantes ire called by the name Kabeiroi, which tells us all

rrlr<rut the Kabiric rite. For this very pait of fratricides got possession

of the chest in which the genitals of Dionysos were deposited, and

Iook it off to Tyrrhenia [Tuscany], taders in such glorious wates'

'l'hcre they stayed, being exiles, and communicated theit precious

Icss<lns of piety, the genitals, and the chests to Tynhenoi for purpose-s

,,l worship. For this reason, flot unnaturally, some want to call

l)ionysos Attis, because he was castrated'33

We see here the pomegranate as blood-fruit linked with seliaon'

'l'hat the murder-rite was metallurgical is shown by Zenobios:
"'I'he brothers put their third brother to death. They bury him
trnder a mountain. His body changes to iron'"34 The myth was

tlrtrs one of the birth of iron; and selinon had some close link with
tlrc iron's myth and craft-ritual. Se/inon was an immortalising or
rcsurrecting herb; for it was used to crown the victors of the

lsthmian uttd N.m.un Games, and chaplets of it were hung on
tombs. ft was also a synonym for the vagina and thus was an

cmblem for the Eatthmother's genitals as well as of the murdered

llrother. The Kabeir'ic connection with metallurgy is further
slrown by the representation of a Kabeiros with a hammer, e.g' on

coins of Thessal-onika, where he also holds a rhyton. !ile also find
a l(abeiros with hammer on the back of a Mithtaic stone; on the

fiont Mithras slays the Bul1.35 An odd survival of one of the

l)aktyls (another cult-fraternity or mythical reflection of such a

metallurgical group) occurs in a late magical text v/here we find

"f)amnamanulos uttd Adonaios and Sabaoth;" Damnamanaios is a

variant of Damnameneus, one of the Idian Daktyls associated

with the Great Mothet. Damnarneneus, associated vdth Nikato-
plex, appears on rnagical gems.36' 

Attempts have been made to find direct alchernic ideas in the
l(rbeiric deities and myths' The Kabeiric tria.d has been thus
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analysed: Axiokersos srands f,or the Sun (Apollo-Helios), Axio-
kersa for the moon, Axieros as the completed Hermes, the fused
alchemic Hermes-'uvith the fourth figure Kasmilos as symbol of
the Hermetic essence, of harmony and gradation. But this sort of
interpretation makes the early mystery-ideas far too definite; it
mistakes a necessary pre-alchemic phase of simpler fire-magic and
of intuitive images of union and change as rhe highly sophisti-
cated product that could only emerge after cnft-mysteries had
united with various philosophic schemes and systems.3? A
pharrtakon was used in the Mysteries of Eleusis. The qynthema or
password, expressing the novice's fit state for initiation, began,
"f have fasted, f have drunk the ,kykeon." The fast seerns to 6ave
lasted nine days. I{1keon merely means "a mixed and (if necessary)
stirred drink", but from the Homeric l71mn to Demeler we leain
thatit consisted of badey-groats and water mingled with ,.tender

cb/er1n." Ovid adds the detail that the badey was roasted before
being crushed into groats. Such groats, im water, produce malt
which may taste sweet and become alcoholic after short fermenta-
tion. Arnobius, speaking of the rite, says, "I drank out,,, that is,
emptied the potion. No doubt the small pots carried by the men in
the procession held a precise measure. Chl|r1n or blech6n, used in a
tender (fresh) state, was some variety of pennyroyal. This plant
produces the peppermint-tea drunk widely still in CentralEurope;
in North Afuicathe green leaves are used to make a mild stimulant.
The main ingredient of the poley-oil from the plant, mentha
pakgiam, is an aromatic substance pulegone, which in large doses
can bring about delirium, loss of consciousness, spasms. A plant
of the same family in the Sierra Mazateca,Mexico, has the effect of
a phantasticun.sB

It is thus likely that the kltkean, imbibed on top of a long and
thorough fast, would produce an extfeme responsiveneis in
which the imagery and rites of the mystery would have a pro-
foundly exciting effect, making the experience seem indeed a
divine revelation. Blachan-glachAn suggests a carminative or anti-
spasmodic, but that does not remove it fat fuom a narcottc. Pindar
uses the adjective for the rivers of the underwodd from which
darkness flows out: "The sluggish rivers of the dusky night,,, and
Quintos Smyrnaios speaks of the "the sluggish gift of sleep',. fn
Aristophanes' Peace, Hermes recommends a Klkean with Mint to
Trygaios who is to wed Opora (Fruit-abundance) and feats that
such a bride will make him sick. Herakleitos, asked by the

rclrcllious Ephesians for advice, took a 9"p -"! cold. water'

nlrr:inkled barley in, stirred it with a branch of the herb' then

rllLnL it down. Hippottu*, a tumultuous character, cried out for a

whole bushelful oi badey to make a klkedn and combat his

lrurlrid, his bad (motal) state. These three last examples suggest
'r,rcrngty that chleron was thought to have a pacrtYinlg effect'.a

,r^.rqiiilir^rion of the sott thut -" noted as effective for the

lrcigitened reception of the messages and symbols of the

^'t;;;;)';ined an immense reputation among thelater botanists'

'l'lrey teclmmended. it fot t".r.t. thirst, fainting, headaches'

,,',,rr[hr, colics, renal troubles, indigestion' tertiary fev-er, nervous

nr^lidi.r, liver-affections, womb-disorders, stings of poisonous

(^rcatures, miscarriages. The Romans called it a panacea,-0nfii-

rtorbia. Ho* far this high esteem went back we do not know'
'l,he tefm omnimorbiasug[ests something of an elixir that pfotected

rugainst all the ills of the-6ody; and this suits well enough with the

t,'irb', position in the mysteries, its link with the mother-

lpddess.ao
We can now feturn to the pomegranate' Its connection with

'l)cmeter and l{ord ,".*, ..riuinly to point back to a period

bcfore Demeter wad a grain-goddess, to Minoan-Mykenean

times. The archaic cult-image of Athtt'u on the Athenian Akro-

lrolis held a pomegranute in the right hand; Polykleitos put a

i,,r-.g.rtur" irr,o ih. h^nd of his Hera at Argo, and Pausanias

i'.,o^t"kt that he may not tell the reasofl' Near the great sanctuary

of Hera at Paestum large numbers of tetracott^ pomegranates

lrtve been found. Trails ihen from DemetegHera and Athena all

lead back to an ancient goddess of earth and under-earth'al I(or€

herself, though not at Eleusis, is shown with the pomegran-ate'

'l'he ciose liik with the mystery-mother appears in the ?bo-"
against eating pomegranates or apples.at certain feasts in Eleusis

rrncl Athens: at the Mystedes and at the Haloa (a winter-festival

l'or women in honour of D.-.t.r, I{ore, and Dionysos, which was

characterised by wine-drinking, obscenities, and veneration of
gcnital symbols). At the Thesmophoria, anothet woman's

icstivat tretd soon aftet the Great N{ysteries, in which joy alternated

with mourning, the womerl ate nothing but pomeglanates' at

lctst on orr. f# day; and they were fotbidden to touch the seeds

that fell to the earth.4z
"fhe pomegranate was not a fertility symbol (as appears in some
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parts of rnodern Greece). It represents blood, the blood of murder
and of the broken maidenhead. Clement says that the reason why
the women could not pick up the seeds was because the tree had
sprung from the drops of Dionysos' blood. Another iegend tells
how the tree sprang from the grave of Menoikeus at the gates of
Thebes, where he killed himself to save the city. $7e are aiso told
that a pomegranate tree grew from the grave of the Theban
brothers, Eteokles and Polyneikes, who killed each other and
one of r,vhom died for the city like Menoikeus. Pausanias states:

On the tomb of Menoikeus grows a pomegranate-tree. If you break
through the outer part of the ripe fruit, you will then find the inside
like blood. This tree is still flourishing. The Thebans assert they \r/ere
the first men among wtrrom the vine gtew, . .nt

There was also a connection between the pomegranate and the
death of Attis. Initiates in the mysteries of I(ybele and Attis were
forbidden to eat the fruit; the priests of Attis bore pomegranates
in their hands, as did their statues, or wore pomegranate-wreaths.
Nana (another name for the Great Goddess) ate a p()megtanate
and conceived Attis; and the fruit was the pledge of imrnortality
for the initiates. Agdistis (a bisexual or hermaphroditic form of
the same Goddess) was castrated in her sacred legend; the tree
sprang from her flowing blood. Here the female genitals with
their menstruation are imagined as castrated male-genitals. The
narne of the tree in Eoiotia and elsewhere $/as sidA. Side in myth
v/as the wife of the hunter Orion and went on ari underworid-
journey; we also find her as a virgin who killed herself on her
mother's grave to escape her father who sought to rape her-
ftom her blood grew the tree. In an Orphic version l(ore was
raped by her f,ather in snake-form. (The name Side was given to
several cities: there we see Side as the fostering Mother.)aa

In the passage cited above from Pausanias there was a direct
transition from pomegr^n te to vine; and we have seen how the
pomegranate was linked with Dionysos. Rhoio, the personified
pomegranate, was daughter of Staphylos, the Grape (at least on
Deios and Buboia); she bore Anios, who fathered Oino, Spermo,
Elais, I7ine-rnaid, Seed-maid, Oil-maid. a5

S7e are thus brought back to the Kabeiroi with their selinon as

the product of a mystery-murder, connected with both Dionysos
and pornegranates. The whole complex we have examined makes
rnore than lihely that dne craft-fraternities linked with the Great
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N4other, Kabeitic, I(orybantic, Daktylic, took over her plant-
rrrrpic of death-birth and used it in their craft-dtuals and pro-
r.csses to ensure the secure movement through critical mornents of
clrrnge, especially in metallurgy.

'-thi theme of plant-magic is a vast one. Still, here we may find
slrace for some examPles from the book of Martianus Capella on
tirc Matriage of Mercurius and Phiiologia. We heat of herbs used

lirr apotheosis or immortality. One recipe is attributed to Demo-
liritos of Abdera; Plinius cites a book of his on magic herbs. To
srrve Philologia from being burned up in the fire of the celestial

sphetes, she is rubbed ruith an uriguent, in the cornposition of
which is a vonderful herb that seems the I{undred-headed Fiant
linown to Plinius. This plant the latter connects with the l\4ages

:rncl the Pythagoreans; out of it were made a talisman, a love-

lrhylactery, an electuary of beauty. Its use in Nfartianus Capella

slrr:ws that it could protect against file and thus live in it; a

nrctallutgical link seems possible.aG

Another passage describing how Fhilologia is immortalised and

rrLised to the level of her divine husband also brings in a herb.

When the goddess saw that she had drunh the cup of imnaortality, so

rrs to teach het in some sort by the symbol laenignaf of a filiet that she

wrrs leaving earth for heaven and that she had become immortal, she

clowned the virgin with a certain ineadow-herb that bears the name

ol' . . . , while counselling her to reiect ali that which, as yet mortal,
slrc had attached to herself as defence against the power from above;
lirr, said she, there lay the inferior marks of a clecayed and mortal
csscnce.4T

'l'lre narne of the herb is not sure. It has been taken as aeiTpan

(cverliving), but the MSS give ki4os, leaqos, leakas-in the trast case

with a gloss "a white leerb like some lily". I7e may then tai<e the

r)ltme to be leukot or leukas (white) and link the herb with that
<:ilIed candida by Plinius. The interpolator of Dioskorides cails it
.r,ltrgoneion; and Damaskios says the root is like "the maiden whose
lrcad is covered with snaky hair".4B From Psellos we learn that
the plant grew mostly under earth, but that it popped up to watch
it'a girt mated nearby. The interpolator of, Dioskorides adds the
synonyms of hundred-headed and nofu. The talismanic nofu in
I lomer was black-rooted and milky-floweted; but the variety
linown to Theophrastos and Dioskorides was yellow-floweted.ae
'l'lrc narne /eakos saggests thr'Promontory l-,eulias where Sappho
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was said to have leapt to her death. In the Pythagorean basrbca at
the Potte Maggiore in Rorne where Sappho's ritual-leap of
death-rebirth is depicted, a Victory stands above holding out a
wreath and palm; and there is also in the basilica a winged Orante
with a flower in each hand-the shape suggests a thistleflower.bo

Plants and juices apper in alchemic texts, mostly in reference
to the dyeing and colouring of materials. Thus, saffron seems
used in a yellow dyeJiquor for staining metal, which would later
be lacquered. (Donne in his 8th Elegie wrote, "And like vile lying
stones in saffroned tinne," and Van Helmont in 1618 described
the Philosopher's Stone as "of colour, such as is the Saffron in its
powder, yet weighty, and shining like unto powdered Floss".;Er
Plinius said the best variety of saffron was that of the crocus of
Kilikia; and Apollonios of Rhodes compared the prometheion
with this flower.52 Among the juices applied to the surface of
polished metal, beside that of the I(likian krokos, was that of
grapes, togethet with efudrion, a yellow dye-stuff.53 "Make a wash
as usual. Dye the silver out of petals till the colour pleases. If the
petal is bronzen, all the better." Sometimes kroku may represent
a mineral; we may compare crocus martis, ferric oxide. Pseudo-
Demokritos remarks, "Saffron has the same action as coppef."
Anagallis, generally translated as pimpernel, seems cited by
Demoktitos for a yellow dye. Its character. for dye-uses is con-
firmed by its a1,pearance among other materials in a work by
Moses. Demokritos also mentions Pontic rhubarb, rha, as a
material for ptoducing dyeJiquor. The root in fact has a deep
yellow colour thtough its chrysarobin. (Synesios was ptnzledby
this passage, thinking that Demokritos intended an analc>gy

between the river Rha flowing into the Pontic Sea and the
liquefaction of a solid.)5a A recipe from the Stockholm chemical
papyrus is of interest as using both mercury and poppy-extract:

To make siiver: putchase coals such as coppersmiths use and steep
them one day in vinegar. Then take an ounce of copper, fix it well
with alum, and melt in this condition. Then take 8 ounces of mercury
and empty it into poppy-extract. Take also r ounce of silver, and having
incorporated these ingredients together, melt. (Recipe 8).

Incense and resin (called opos, jaice) appear in a recipe for auto-
matic fire to be used in warfare. The text, which cannot be
eadier than 55o 4.n., is given in a manuscript of Julius
Africanus:

Au(oruatic fire is made up of equal parts of native sulphur, rocksalt,
inccuse, thr-inderbolt stone of pyrites, ground in a black mortar in the
rr( )()l'r-sun, and mixed with equal parts of the juice of the black sycamore
lrrcl liquid asphalt of Zakynthos into a greasy paste. Then some quick-
lirne is added. The mass must be stirted at noon with care and the face
kcpt protected, as the composition easily enflames. It must be put in
brooze boxes with tight covers, protected ftom the sun's rays till
wnnted. If the engines of the enemy are to be burned, they are smeated
with it in the evening, and when the sun tises they'll be burned.s5

'l'[re idea of the Elixir is not as strong in Graeco-Roman alchemy
ls it is in Arab and $Testern medieval developments. But it is

l)rcsent and tutns up now and then: for example, "Good prcpara'
tion and completion of the Created Thing and of the S7otk and
l,ong Duration of Life.'"56

'l'lrere is thus no reason why the use of certalfi plant-juices in
rnctallurgical craft-magic might not have given the name to
:rlchemy; but we have no evidence on the philological side for the
crrrly phases of this developrnent. fn Arabic, kimja was used both
li rr a substance and for an art. But as it came to be used mainly fot
tlre latter, the synonym iksir was kept for the substance: hence out
olix-ir from el iksir.In Greek the substancewas chymos, with cfuttnia

rrlrparently an abstract formation from it. But there is no sign of
tlrc word chltmos having been used fot a transfomative agent; in
:rlchemy that role was played by the divine water, mercury, and
s() on. Despite the evidence for magical herbs or juices in craft-
ritual, we are then far ftom being convinced that chlrnorclg,nia

11ives us the sequence leading to the term alchemy.
'Ihe situation is futhet complicated by the intrusion of China

into the problem. There the words Huaru-Tan and Chin-I were
trsed for alchemy. Chin-I or Jin-Yi has been translated "goldfluid,
goldjuice, gold-spetm", which brings it into line with ch1ruos

ntther than ch1ma. The Lie-sien Yuaru (ptrcbably written by some
rrlchemist between A.D. 2oo-4zo) tells a tale of how Master Ma
Ming got frorn the ancient Master An Ch'i the recipe for the
nrcdtcine j in-1 i, which he compounded on Mt Hua-yin. However,
nr>t wanting to ascend to heaven, he took a half-dose and became
rrn carthlyimmortal. Thepoet ShenYo (+q-S,) sang: "Iwantto
1ir:t a tablet with tbe jin-1i rccipe, which will inform me hov/ to
lirow wings." And the T'ang empefors gave the name Jin-Yi
r. the audience h.all in their main pala.ce The ptonunciation of
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of jin-1i in T'ang times would be ki'n-idk; and it is also claimed
that Chiru-I in Southern China would be ptonounced Kin-I1ah ot
Kern-I1tah, the l in Ilab meaninE fresh plantjuice as well as fluid;
and that therefore the Chinese Chin-I or Jin-Yi is the origin of the
Arabic Kimi,ah. Similady it is claimed the el iksir cornes from a

Chinese phrase pronounced iak-ts'i't in T'ang times-now -yit<b;
this phrase denoted the substance of a fluid secretion.s?

What are we to make of all this? There is scant evidence for a

metallurgical type of alchemy in early China, despite the great
importance of the bronze industry. The notion of an elixir
however does seem to go well back into the pre-Christian age.
When we consider the abundance of evidence for metallurgical
alchemy in the Hellenistic wodd, in an area reaching from
Mesopotamia to Egypt, and when we consider how essential for
the maturing of alchemic theory was the background of Greek
philosophy and mystery-religion, it is incredible that the system
should have been imported from China via India and the pre-
Islamic Arabs. Cfuiios-clgtrua, with or without its Egyptian
associations and fusions, lies firmly in the bed of the ancient
Greek language; and it is hard to see what can disturb its claim to
have provided the basis from which the chdrzteia-chlnia of Zosimos
came (about A.D. 3oo). To suppose that a similarly-sounding
Chinese term, with exactly the same meaning, came into the
Greek-Egyptian spere via Indians and early Arabs is to enter a

9. Travelling merchants in China: three T'ang figutines showing
Semitic, Persian, and Western t;'pes
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lrlril rkruical madhouse. There is no space or need here to discuss

tlre crrrly telations of China and the Iranian-Mesopotamiatr arca.

llrt onc example may be cited. About r,ooo r.c. horn-thytons
rve rc bcing turned out by ltanian craftsmen; a doe-headed one

irlrlrclrrs on a Sassanid silver dish; a Chinese stone-relief of the 6th
r cntrrry a.r. shows a horn-rhyton of the Intian type being used.
'l'mtlc-relations along the steppe-lands or via South-East Asia
ccrtrinly have an indefinitely ancient histoty.

Not that it is irrelevant for us to explore Indian and lranian
t'rrltr.rrc for plant-lores. Those lores shed light on the general

lrrt'kground of alchemic otigins. The lndian Buddhist Auatanska
,\'tlnt. (clated znd to 4th century A.D.) states' "Thete exists a

I lrrl:rl<a juice or essence. One liang of this solution can transfom
a tlrousand liangs of bronze into pute gold." The Mahaprajna-

/,tr,tuitashastra of Nagarjuna (translated into Chinese in the 4th
i.rrrtrrry) counts among the siddhi or miraculous powers the

lliursrrutation of "stone into gold and gold into stone"' The
r lrrrnrlc can be brought about by herbs or by yoga. The
Al,tlttrlrajnaparanitopadesha (translated into Chinese in the early

1t!r r:cntury) says, "By means of drugs and incantations one can

llnngc bronze into gold. By a skiiful use of dtugs, silver may be

tr';rnslirrmed into gold and gold into silver. By spiritual strength
lrl;ll c:iln change clay or stone into gold."58 In the myth of Indra's
,lir;nrcmberment the divine body, intoxicated by an excess of
tttil/i,J)egan to "flow out", giving birth to every creature, plant,
nrrtl nrctai. "From his navel the lifebreath flowed out and became

lr;r.1, not iron, not silver; from his seed his form flowed out and

l,ccnttrc gold."so
Allrcruni in the rrth century stated that the Hindus "have a

sr icrtcc similar to alchemy which is quite peculiar to them. They
, rll it Rasayana. It means thLe att which is restricted to certain
llrcrttions, drugs, compounds, and medicines, most of which are

trl\cn from Plants. Its principles restored the health of those who
rvclc ill beyond hope and gave back youth to fading old age." A
rvri(cr on Cutch in fi39 said that all the folk there "believe in the

possibility of obtaining eternal youth and unwasting riches by
rurlrns of the -Waters-of-Life (which corresponds with the Persian

te'rl:n z4.be-Haltat) and the Philosopher's Stone (Hajre Mukwrran, a

srrlrsllrnce best developed by the Muslim alchemists) and many
lrrtli:rn works contain gtaYe tteatises on the trest means of
'.r'r'l.irrL' them."60 S(/e are told that originally "rfie rel1n rrrac
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z11,tus/t-yani, or the securing of long life and health, which occurs in
the Atltaraa-Veda and rras converted later into Rasaytana which is
practically equivalent to alchemy. Even in the Atharua-Veda gold
is regarded as the elixir-ofJife, and thus fthat work] can be said to
be the first book of I{nowledge of, medicine and alchemy in
ancient fndia."61 Rasa1ana seems at the outset a herbal drug or
elixir; it appears as such in the epic Mahabhfirata. Later. it came to
mean mercury ot 

^ 
mercurial substance, then alchemy as a whole.

$7e may thus say in general that in the eadier Indian phases we
find elixirs and herbal substances believed to o.wn immortalising
powers; the aspect of transmutation of metals may come in later
through the Arabs-though there may well have been in India
from the first centuries of metallurgical activity some sort of
primitive alchemy. Much the same picture seems to exist in
China, where the main emphasis is also on the elixir.62

Indian andharian ideas and myths were closely connected. It
is enough for us here to note that fact without entering into the
question of which influenced which, and in what r,vay. S7e are
concerned with the general way in which the lranian-Indian
complex lay behind the alchemic wodd-outlook in Graeco-Roman
days. In Persia the primordial man, Gayomalt, murdered by the
corruptor, "allowed his seed to flow over the earth"-just as

Indra did. As his body was composed of metals, the seven basic
kinds thus flowed out.63 We are also told that at his death eight
minerals came from his lirnbs: gold, silver, iron, brass, tin, lead,
quicksilver, and diamond. "Gold, in virtue of its perfection,
issued from actaal life and from the seed."64 The diamond there
seems intrusive. From Gayomart's seed, purified by the heaven's
rotation, was bom the first human couple in the form of a rhubarb-
plant.65 Gold and the human essence were thus closely linked.

In Persia the haona-plant played much the same role as soma in
India. It lzas an elixir, with a stock epithet: "from whom death
flees". The haorua rite v/as the central liturgical act of Zoroastrian-
ism. The sacrifi.ce was twice performed. At its first preparation it
was accompanied by the offering of sacred bread, r,vhich was
ritually consumed. The Haoma Yasht was recited: hymns in
praise of the divine plant. The priests alone drank the sacted
liquid. Then came the profession of faith acknowledging Ahura-
Mazda as the Good Lord. After three most sacred prayers carne
the second preparation of baoma, its consecration and consump-
f,inn, urith the laif-rr nnt;r iflrriqerl tn chare 'I'he sqeri€.e of t-l:e r.lant

THE NAME ALC}{EMY

w:rs alr act of communion. The plant itself was identi{ied with the
Sor1 of God, who was bruised and mangled in the mortar so that
tlrc lifegiving fluid from his body might give new strength to the
rvrrr:shipper. (Haoma seems to have been aplant like out rhubarb,
rvlrich grows to this day in the franian mountains.66 'We have
rrotcd the use of rhubarb with its deep yellow roots in alchemy,
rvhcre it had value as a dye giving a golden effect and $/as thus
<'.,nsidered as owning transmutative powets.) The way in which
rrnnkind and the plant were identified in the processes of juice-
grroduction was exactly paralleled by the way in which mankind
;rncl the metals were identified in the alchemic processes, as we
slrall see when we come to the visions of Zosimos.

It is clear then that ideas of the elixir entered into the myths and
irrvrges of metallurgical transmutation in Greece as well as

clscwhere; but without more definite etymological evidence it
rvor,rld be rash to deprive cherueia-chlruia from chlmos rather than
,/y'1,21a. It- is best to suppose that at the eady stages there was no
vt,ry clear differentiation between juice-extraction and smelting or
:rlloying. That is, all the processes were felt to have deep-going
rrn:rlogies which made them in the last resort expressions of a

tlrrrrsmutative process. That was lnow chlmos, clrylos, and chlna all
crrrcrged from the root shown in cheein, "to pour out". In latet
rit:rges the notion of the unity in the processes weakened, but was
rrcver obliterated. Ideas and imagery from plant-magic flowed in
,rrr those from rnetallurgical craft-magic, and uice uersa. Prcbably
t I rc metallur gical chlrna dominated in the formation of the general
tt'tlm clJAmeia-cblmia fot chemical activity, plus influences from the
lirlyptian kn. Tbat seems as far as we can go in untavelling this
tlitlicult etymological knot-the very di{ficulty of which, however,
crr;rbles us to penetrate into the complex odgins of alchemic ideas

,rrrd practices.
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Dernokritos and Bolos of Mendes

Now we come to the alchemists themselves. ff we look at the
manuscripts, we find them lavish with names, but with no
historical reiiability.

Exposition of the Rules of Goldmaking, beginning with the names of
the exponents. Hermes Trismegistos wrote first on the Great Mystery.
He was followed by Johannes, Archptiest of Tuthia in Euagia and
the sanctuaries there found. Demoktitos, the celebrated philosopher of
Abdera, spoke aftet them as well as the excellent prophets following.
Then the very wise Zosimos is named. These are the oecumenical and
famed philosophers, the commentators of the theories of Plato and
Aristode, Olympiodoros and Stephanos, having made researches and
discoveries, wrote great accounts of the goldmaking att. Such were
the vety wise books, the authority of which is going to guide us.1

Ornitting Hermes and Johannes, this account is faidy sober. But
we also get hasty lists:

Names of the Philosophers of the Sacred Science and Art. These are:
Moses, Demokritos, Synesios, Paseris, Pebichios, Xenokrates, Afti-
kanos, I-oukas, Diogenes, Hippasos, Stephanos, Chimes, the Christian,
Maria, Petasios, Hermes, Theosebeia, Agathodamion, Theophilos,
Isidoros, Thales, Herakleitos, Zosimos, Philatetes, Juliana, Sergios.z

Flere Flermes is relegated low down in the list and Moses is the
great founder ieading on to Demokritos, with famous eady Greek
thinkets like Thales and Herakleitos in the tale. In yet another
list Plato and Aristotle lead on to Hermes, Johannes and
Demokritos.

Plato and Aristode, Iletmes, Johannes the Archpriest in divine
Ettagria, Demokritos, the great Zosimos, Olympiodoros, Stephanos
the Philosopher, Sophar the Persian, Synesios, Dioskoros the priest
of great Sarapis at Alexandreia, Ostanes and I{omarios initiates of
F,gyf,t, \tatia, Kleopatra" wife of King Ptolernaios [XII] Potphyrios,
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lLlribechios, Pelagios, Agathodaimon, the emperor Hetaklios, Theo-

lrlrrrstos, Archelaos, Petasios, Klaudianos, Anon, Menos, Panseris,

icrgios. These ate the Master everywhere famed and oecumenical,

tlrc new Commentators on Plato and Atistode. The Places whete the

rlivine vrork is accomplished are Egypt, Thrace [? Byzantion], Alex-
anclreia, Clpros, and the Temple of Memphis'3

'l'lre manuscript must date from long after the temple of Sarapis

lrrrd been r^zed arTd that of Memphis also destroyed; but it
rcl)cats ancient traditions. To claim Plato and Aristotle as

rricestors was flot altogether untflle; for many aspects of the

nlchemic cosmogony v/erit back to their work. In joining Hermes
or Orpheus with famous Greek thinkers or poets (Hesiod, Aratos)

tlrc compilers 'were probably exp{essing a genuine confusion in

lrrrrt, in patt seeking to raise the prestige of their art. Such

irll,qbmerations were not unusual at the time. The Sethean
( inostics mingled Biblical themes with Orphic mysteries. Furthet,
no one wanted to claim originality. The more one could shelter

lrclrind the gteat names, the safer one felt' Wheteas apologists

toclay seek to stress the new elements in the Christian dispensation,

ir writer like Eusebios in the 4th century A.D. goes out of his way

to insist that there is nothing neur'whateYer in it:

'l'lris must suffice as introduction to my story proper. It was necessary

irr order to guard against any inclination to think of our Saviour and

l,ord, Jesus Christ, as novel, because of the date of his soioutn in the

llcsh. But to Prevent anyofle ftom imagining that his teaching rlzas

citlrcr new u.td st.uttg", as being put together by a man of recent date,

rr, , clifferent ftom his fellows, let us now deal bdefly with this point . . .
'I'hus the practice of religion as communicated to us by Christ's

tcaching is shown to be not modern and strange, but, in all conscience,

lrrirnitive, unique, and ttue.a

Wc cannot do bettet than begin our quest by considering the role
ol Demokritos in the alchemic tradition. There, what are called

thc works of Demokritos seem almost wholly the products of
llrlos of Mendes; but there could not have been such a use of a

11rcat philosopher's name unless he was felt to have some close

rr{linity with the alchemic wotldview. We have akeady had some

lilimpies of Bolos-Demokritos from the pages of Columella and

I'linius; and at times in the stories that 
^re 

told, and the

rrttributions thatare made, it is hard to be sure whether we are

tlt:rling with Bolos or the 5th-centurJr philosophet.

ullil
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Today Demokritos is mainly recalled as the founder, with
Leukippos, of the atomic theory. According to this theory all
bodies arc made of atoms, which are complete, indivisible,
simple, eternally existent in empty space, but differing in form and
magnitude, with proportional weight. All change comes through
combinations or dissociations of atoms in a purely mechanical
way. If we think we see a distant action, there in an intermediate
medium transmitting it. Atoms are caught in a whiding move-
ment, which brings about their combinations. The soul is made of
round tenuous atoms of the igneous kind; they keep on trying to
escape, but breathing renews their number. Sensations imply a
direct contact with objects or their emanations. All this (apat
from the role of breathing and the concept of ceaseless movement)
seems very far from alcliemy, which, pirhaps on account of the
difficulties of finding ways to u/eigh atoms, never made any attempt
to apply or develop the atomic theory in dealing with its problems.

But Demokritos was interested in much more than atoms. The
works that he or his school wrote formed a sort of encyclopedia
analogous to the collection of treatises under the name of Aris-
totle. They were classified and gathered together by the
grammaitan and astrologer Thrasyllos under whom Tiberius
studied at Rhodes and who accompanied his master to Rome. He
is named in Juvenal's sixth satire, just before Petosiris. Now only
a few fr.agments of the collection survive. But we are told that its
contents included works on ethics, natutal science, mathematics,
astronomy, music, poetry, rhythm and poetic beauty, Flomer,
linguistics and grammar, medicine, agriculture, painting, myth-
ology, history. Diogenes Laertes mentions works on the sap or
iuice of plants, as does Petronius; on stones, minerals, coloufs,
metals, glass-tinting. Anecdotes describe Demokdtos' incredible
diligence, and he is said to have died in poverty. Diogenes says
that he was esteemed, not only for philosophy, "but because he
had foretold some things that the events proved to be true," and
adds that he died at the age of ro9. FIe was called the Smiling
Philosopher, laughing at the follies of men; his aim was eutbynia
or peace of mind through abstinence and moderation. Plinius
says, "Demokritos condemned Venus as the act by which one
human being springs from another."s

Legends seem to have gathered faidy soon around him, so that it
is hard to say where the fantasies about the atomist end and begin
to merge uiith the fantasies about the alchemist. I{e belonged to
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Alrdcra, an Ionian colony from Teos founded in the 5th century
rr.r;. But we also find him called a Milesian and his father's name
is variously spelt. He travelled widely and was thought to have
rq:rched even India and Aithiopia; he 'v/rote of Babylon and
Mcroe.6 Diodoros says that the Egyptians asserted that "Demo-
liritos also [as well as Pythagoras] spent five years among them
lrrcl was instructed in many mattefs relating to astrology."
l)iogenes, perhaps basing himself on Antisthenes (almost a
(:()ntemporary of Demokritos), says that he learned geometry
l'rom the priests of Egypt and visited Persia and the Red Sea.

'l'lrcophrastos mentions him as ^ man who had visited many
r:ountries; and according to Clement he declared that no man of
lris age had made greatet journeys or met more men distinguished
irr cvery kind of knowledge, mages and priests. Among the
lrrttct he cited the Egyptian geometers, arpedonaptai.T

It is certain then that he was an adventurous and striking
t'lrirracter; of the sort likely to atftact legends; and presumably it
wrrs his interest in stones, minerals, colouts, dyes, that in large

lrur:t drew the alchemists to him. A citation by Theophrastos
nlrows him interested in fire and colour. "hon and other bodies
rurc brighter when they contain more fire of highet tenuity, and
rrlc redder when they contain little fire in a coarset state. Thus,
rcrldcr bodies are less hot." He seems to be establishing a relation
lrct:wcen colour and temperature.s Theophrastos himself wasmuch
loncerned with metals, stones, plants, and perfumes; but he was
ncvcr claimed by the alchemic tradition.

Wc can read Demokritos' bold and untrammelled chancter im
vurious sayings of his which have come down and which seem

il u t hcntic.

Mrtn must know that he is far removed from how things really ate.
And it will be cleat that it is most difficult to know how each thing

ln in reality.
As things stand, we perceive nothing that is reliable, but only

wh:lt changes according to our constitution and to the onrushing or
corr nteracting patterns.

I alone know that I know nothing.
'l'hc wrongdoer is mote unfortunate than the man wronged,
(lr,rlture is an adornment for the foltunate and a tefuge fot the

r r rr li rrtunate.
'lir a wise man the whole earth is open; for the native land of a good

', 'rrl is fhe u'hole ea-rth

il1ilill
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Povetty undet democracy is as much to be preferred to so-called
prosperity undet an autoctacy as freedom to slavery.

People are fools who hate life and yet wish to live through fear ot
Hades.

One must not respect the opinion of other mefi more than one's
own; nor must one be rnore ready to do wtong if no one will know
thatif. all will know. One must respect one's own opinion most, and
this must stand as the law of one's soul, preventing one from doing
anything improper.

A year without feasts is like a long toad without inns.
Man is a universe in little.
Nature and instruction are similar; for insttuction transforms the

man, and in ttansforming, creates his nature.

Aristotle was outraged at the way in which Pythagoreans and
f)emokritos were obsessed with mathematical combinations or
with "the concurrence and entanglement" of bodies. "They say
there is always movement. But why and what this movement is
they do not say, nof, if the wodd moves in this way or that, nor do
they tell us the calrse of it doing so."

Now 1et us look at some of the things that Plinius says about
Demokritos, and find if we can distinguish legend from fact. Thus,
ure are told that Pythagoras, Empedokles, Demokritos, Plato,
vent overseas to leam the magian lores.

Democritus expounded Apollobechis the Coptite [of Koptos] and
Datdanus the Phoenician, entering the latter's tomb to obtain his
works and basing his own on his doctrines. That these wete accepted
by any human beings and transmitted by rnemory is the most extra-
ordinary thing in history, so uttedy do they lack credibiiity and decency
that those who like the other works of Democritus deny that the
magical books are his. But it is all to no purpose. It is certain that
Democtitus in particular distilled into men's minds the sweets of
rnagic. Anothet strange thing is that both the arts of medicine and
magic flourished together, Democritus expounding magic in the same
age as Hippocrates medicine. e

Loukian further colours the tradition of tomb-frequenting. In
his Lie-Louer he writes ofl the subject of ghosts:

"A vety wondetful man that Demokritos," said I, "the Abderite, who
it seems was completely convinced that nothing of the sort can exist,
He shut himself up in a tomb outside the gates and continually wrote
and composed there night and clav. Some of the young chaps, wanting
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t() annoy and alatmhim, dressed up tike dead men in black robes and

shull-paitetned masks, encircled him, and danced round and round in
,luick time, leaping into the air. Yet he neither feared the tfayesty nof
lirokecl up at them at all, but as he wrote he said, 'Stop yout fooling!'
So firmly did he believe that souls are nothing aftet they have gone

orrt of theit bodies."lo

What lies behind these tales appeafs to be some expefiments that

l)cmokritos made onwhathecalledeidola: images (a termalso used

lirr ghosts). Ploutarch tells us that like Epikouros he explained

tlrcins as the result in general of eidola which urere ceaselessly

cnritted by objects of all sorts, including living bodies, andvhich

l)cnetrated through the pores of the sleeper. Demokritos (though

irr rt Epikouros) considered that the eidola caffied fepfesentations,

t'uphaleis, of the mental activities, thoughts, characters, emotions

ol the person frorn whom they came. "And, thus chatged, they

lrlrve the effect of living agents. By their impact they communicate

lrrrcl transrnit to the recipients the opinions, thoughts' and

irnpulsds of their senders, when they reach their goal .with the-

irnages intact and undistorted." Distortions or weakness of
irnpact could arise through the weather, throug! frequency of
c,rnission, or through the initial velocity. "Those that spdng out
liom persons in an excited and infamed condition yield, owing to
tlrcir tigh frequency and rapid transit, particularly vivid and

s i gnifi cant representations."ll
Tn this passage Floutarch deals only with dreams; but Demo-

l.ritos ceriainly thought that the eidola cowldimpact on othefs than

slccpers; for elsewhere Ploutarch mentions that he explained the

cvil-eye on the same principle. The sender ssed eidola charged

with a hostile and harmful content.lz So it seems that the emission

o[ eidola.was a continuous pfocess, which under certaifl conditions

r:<iuld assume a special strength and velocity. Apparently then

l)cmokritos went to tombs or deserted places to tfy out the effects

ol- cidola there on his mind and senses. Diogenes Laettes says: "He
would train himself, asserts Antisthenes ,by a variety of means to
tcst his sense-impressions by going at times into solitude and

l'rcquenting tombs."13 Sile see then that, though a-consistent
nurterialist, he was extremely interested in strange phenomena,

in occult fotces, which he believed had a physical or scientifi"c

exlrlanation if enough was known about them. Probably indeed

it was this mixture of attitudes that drew the alchemists to him-
:rrr :rtdent quest for definite explanations, and an open mind
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towards forces of sympathy and antipathy, at:;:action and repul-
sion, which acted at a distance and iould not yet be explairied:
together with an omnivorous curiosity and persistence of risearch.

The tales in Plinius and Loukian, it then appears, have a certain
connection with the historical Demokritosi |et they contain
legendary elements such as we shall find when we discuss
Dardanos and Apollobechis. Why did such legends thicken
round Demokritos? And what were the stages by which they
arose? It is hardly enough to say that they were created aftit
Demokritos has been taken over as a hero or a disguise by the
alchemists. Plinius is completely convinced that the atomic
philosopher was a thorough-going devotee of magian ideas and
practices; and he is not so uncritical as to be thus taken in unless
there had been a long accumulation of legendary confusions. No
doubt the core of those confusions lay in the work of Bolos of
Mendes, What then of this man, who took the name of Demo_
kritean and also was either mistaken for Demokritos or else hid
himself behind that philosopher's name-in homage or in an
ai.chemic system of secrecy? The Byzantine dictionaiy called the
Soada tries-to disting'ish two men called Bolos, one a pythagorean
concerned with sympathies and antipathies, the othei u b.-o-
kritean, who wrote on medicine and history. But this is unlikely.
Columella seems to know only one Bolos; and Stephanos of
Byzantion, dealing with Apsynthios, a town in Thrace, adds that
Bolos the Demokritean cited Theophrasto s, Book of ptants for the
statement that "the cattle in Pontos cropping a plant with the
same name lack galls". Columella says that Bolos wrote on
sympathies and antipathies, and calls his books cbeirokmeta.ta
Vitluvir19, .lealing with methods of distinguishing silver mixed
with gold, adduces Archimedes' experiment with the displacement
of watef and Eratosthenes' method for calculating twice the
cubic content of Apollo's altar atDelos. He speaks of-the pleasure
to be got from considering such inventions, and remarkJ that he
cannot help admiring "the works of Demokritos on the Nature of
Things and his Commentary entitled Cbeirokmeta, wherein he
sealed with a dng, on red wax, the accounts of those experiments
he had tried out".15 Cheirokmeta, howevef, seems to mean
"arttficial substances": that is the meaning we frndfor cbeirokmetos
in Aristotle-and so the attempt to link it with hand-sealing is an
error. rt seems indeed from the letter from zosimos to his sister
ei+eA o^"lin- +1,^, .1,";'.^L.,.^t. 1^, 1 r r ' :v,Jtt/ut\t//t,u trut ryLLt4, i.rtd{1jiiB {tr., 4jr_t![iiLsN_:.
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/,r,sirn<ls calls his fellows "those who give themselves up to the
rlrrcst for ta cheirokrueta"-ms12ls produced by the art, not those

iust dug up from the earth. But we are still left with the problem
wlrcther both Demokritos and Bolos wrote works with this title,
or whether Vitruvius is confounding tsolos with Demokritos.lo

Now let us look at Plinius on the author of a book about plants,

whom he considers Demokritos. This author he consistently links
with the mages of Persia. In a section on Sflonder-Plants, he says

tlrtt he will start with the Magical. "They were flrst brought to
thc notice of our part of the wodd by Pythagoras and Democritus,
wlro followed the Magi as their authority." He goes on about two

lrltnts that Democritus says congeal watet, another used in
lirnrcntation against snakebite, and atootthat catches frteata
rlistance like naphtha.lT

'l'lrLt Democritus was the author of a book calledC/teirokmetais a well-
irrtcstcd tradition, Yet in it this famous scientist, the keenest student

n('xt to Pythagoras of the Magi, has told us of far mote marvellous
grlrcnrjnrena. Thus, the plant aglaophoti: fbrig}rd'jght ? peony], which

;1ot its name from men's wonder at his magnificent colour, being native
t r r tlrc rnarble quarries of Atabia on the Persian side, is called marutaritis'
'l'lrc rlages use it when they want to call up gods.

'l'lte achaemenir is of an amber colout, leafless, found among the
'l':rrtclastili of India; criminals, on ddnking it in wine, confess all their
rristlceds because they suffet tortures from divets phantoms of spirits
tlrrrl haunt them; Democtitus also called it ltippopbobas since mates
Ir;rvc an extfeme aversion from it.

'l'Lconbroton [godfood] grows ,o schoeni leach about ; miles] from
tlre (ihoaspes, like a peacock in its hues and very finely-scented. He
r;:rys the Persian kings tahe it in drink fot all their bodily disorders as

well as fot instability of intellect and of the sense of iustice (?); and

tlrrrt it is also called sennion [solemn, august] from the maiesty of its
l)( )wcr.

llc also mentions another plant, the adanantis [unbreakable], native
,l' Armenia and Cappadocia; if set neat lions, they lie on their backs
rrrrtl weatily yawn. The teason fot the name is that the plant cannot
lrr crtrshed. Ariata is named as home of the arianis, a fire-coloured

1,I:rrrt; it is gathered when the sun is in the Lion and pieces of oil-
r;,,rrlrccl wood catch fire at its touch. The therionarca fbeast-numbing],
gr.owing in Cappadocia and Mysia, makes all wild beasts turn torpid
r,o lhat they can't be tevived unless sptinkled with hyena-piss. The
,trtlriopit grows in Metoe, so its other name is Merois. It has the leaf of
x l('ttuce and is vety good fot dropsy if taken in honeywine.
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The plants here cited do indeed show a strong Persian aspect, in
their names, places of origin, and magical uses. Note how many
are coRnected with some sort of possession. The way in which
names beginning with A and TFI dominare suggesr that he was
glancing at tlte start of a work with the iterns alphabetically
auanged. The aglaophotis, we rnay riote, is a flower of the stom-
raising and maddening series to which the pronetheion and the
mandragota belonged.ls Fire-elements appear in the inflammat'le
root and in arianis, Plinius goes on, using indirect speech to make
clear he is citing his author and taking no responsibility for the
statements.

The ophiasa [snakeplant] grows in Elephantine, also part of Ethiopia,
a plant livid in colour and revolting to look at. Taken in drink, it
causes such terrible visions of menacing serpents that fezr of them
drives men to suicide. So those guilty of sacrilege are forced to drink
it. Palmwine is an antidote. The thalassaegle [seabright] is found along
the river Indus and is so called fuom patamaugis [rivergleam]. Drunk,
it makes men rave while weird visions beset their minds. Tlteangelis

[godmessenger ?] grows on Mt. Lebanon in Syria, Mt. Dicte in Crete,
and Babylon and Susa in Persia; the mages take it to drink so as to
become divine.

Gelotopfuillis [aughtetleaved] grows in Bacuia and along the
Botysthenes. Taken in myrrh and wine, it makes all sorts of phantoms
haunt the drinker, provoking laughter that keeps on till pinenut
kernels ate taken with pepper and honey in palmwine. Hestiateris
[hearthplant] is Petsian, so named from its promotiofl of goodfellow-
ship, as it makes the cornpany gay; it is aiso called protonedia [Median
headship] from its use to gain the highest position at Court; casignete

[sistetplant] as it grows only in companionship with its own species
and not with any other plants. Helianthes [sunflowet] is the name of a
plant with myrtle-like leaves, growing in the district of Themiscyra
and on the mountains along the Cilician coast. A decoction of it in
lionfat, with saffton and palrnwine added, is used as ointmenr by the
mages and by the Persian king to give the body a pleasing look;
hence its name lteliocallis fsunbeauty].

He gives the name of berneias to an agent for procreating handsome
and good children. This isn't a plant but a compound of gtound
kernels of pineouts with honey, myrrh, saffron, and palmwine, and
with the latet addition of theombroton and milk. He prescribes a draught
of it for those about to become parents, after conception, and to nursing
mothers; thus are bom children excelling in mind and body as well as
good. Of all these plants he adds also the magical names.le
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lilsewhere he links Demokritos and Pythagoras. 'fhe latter' he

$ays, first composed a book on plants, assigning his discoveries to

Apollo, Aesculapius (Asklepios), and other gods.

l)cmocritus composed a similat work. Both men visited the Mages of
Pcrsia, Arabia, Ethiopia, and Egypt; and so amazed u/efe the ancients

nt these books that ihey positively made even incredible statements.

Xanthos, historian, relrieJ in his first book that a young snake, killed,

was restored by its father, using a plant that Xanthos caIls balis, atd
that the same piant tevived Ty1o, whom the snake had killed' Juba
t'trrr recotds the resurrection of a man in Arabia through a giant'

I)emocritus stated, and Theophrastus credited him, that there was a

plant, which, carried by a bird I have mentioned, fotced out by its
iouch a wedge ddven into a tree by shepherds.zo

I le adds that ..most authorities hold there is nothing that cannot

hc achieved by the power of plants, but the properties of most are

still unknown". Tylon is a divine youth and reminds us of the
(lrctan Glaukos, son of Minos, who was similady healed by a

hcrb-that a snake had used. There afe stfong tfaces of initiation-
ritual and myth in these tales' Plinius is fiercely anti-magian and

nevef loses a chance to stfess how fantastic or repulsive is magian

rnagic. We shall hear more of what he has to say on the sublect

when we come to Ostanes.2l For the moment hete is what he says

of Asklepiades of Bithynia, who came to Rome early in last

century f.c. "Above all he was helped by magian deceits, w-hich

prcvaiied to such a degree that they were strong enough to
.l"rtroy confidence in all herbal femedies. It was believed that the

fi*nt aethiopz'r ddes up rivers and pools; that onothuris opens

rrnything shut; that acbaemenis, thrown into the ranks of an enemy'

*nL.t tleir lines turn their backs in panic." Two of these herbs

ilfc among those of whom Demokritos .wrote.zz

lJolos then seems to be shown as eadier than Asklepiades; and

we may add that he seems eadiet than Anaxilaos of Larissa, who is

mentioned in the Stockholm papyrus and v/ho flourished about

z8 n.c.

Another recipe: Anaxilaos relates this also to Demokritos : Pound some

common sali into a fine powder together rrith schistose alum, with
rrcicl, make pellets of it. Let them dry thtee days in a bathroom' Then

pound theri afresh, fuse copper with this powdet, three times, and

ixrol and tefresh it v/ith r.u*lt".. The trial will bring out the quality
oI- the product.
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There were several other-writers on plants. Bolos may have usedplant-material in apocryphal works under the rrurrr. of Zoroulrr,
Ostanes, and other mog.r. Then there was pamphito, of An.*_
andreia (rst century a.n.) -ith a peri Botandnin six books, -t i.t ,Galen tells us, gave the incantations to be spoken *fr." g^rh.ri;g
herbs; it also indicated the use to be made of tarismans, ribarions,
and fumigations in dealing with plants.ea

. . 
But though Bolos was ileady much interested in plant_magic,

his main claim to fame lies in Us positio* u, ,A.'i"""i.7"f
a-lchemy' He musr have drawn together the many ailied strands oftho-ught and practice concerned with transformurirr. prol.rr.r,
and given them a unity which they had not previously'attained.
But exactly what that unity was, and how f* U, a."a"p.arfr"
ll::.I:f d.l.fy,. it is haid to determine. presumabty h'i, ;;i"
alchemrc work lies behind the plrysika and fu!:tika,which survivesonly in tragmentary form in th. tttSS.ri Let us .orrria., iiu
contents. ft opens flatly with two recipes for purple ay.ing. it .o
comes a passage more suitablefor apreface, in wtrictr beniolritos
invokes the shade of Ostanes. After that we gef ten goldmaking
I.:jp.r, .a shorr polemic against the ..young"- 

(neoi)"who _r"f,
believe in the virtue of thi ar:.. The pol.-I., 

"ddr.ssed ,o ,h"
colleagues, ytzpropltetai, of the writer, rirrLes a sort of conclusion.
"There then is enough said on ttre dry tinctures und on ih"attention that should b.., p^14 to the scripture.,, It is followed,
however,- by three goldmaking recipes,'of which the last-i,
addressed to Pammenes,,who f,us t lrgtt the Egyptian O*rr."I1i.s up t" !!r: point, that in the phlsika tfr" ,iuit.r-"f;;jJ.
making goes."zb Then comes a theoretical statement, that a sinEle
species suffices for the production of a multitua. "r.r.*r.-fti"pass on to silvermaking, which ends the manuscript, Nothins issaid of tinting precioui- srones. (The title p,yik; ;;;"i;;;ik;,.l"lgt 

-be simply ,tuyt?t:i- phltsicat and Mittical M"rrrir;-'i;;
phjtsika here refers to the hidden?orces in nature. rt is equivulenito pbltsikai dlnameis, w_ith special reference to sympathies andantipathies. The an€r phltsik i *u, the man who in ,r.i rrar*irii"
epoch was learned in occult relationships and forces; h. ;;;;
mage.26 Bolos seems to have founded the genre of phlsika.)

^ 
Th: complete text vr'as much larger"than oor-frugrlr"rrrr.

Synesi_os in the 4th century states: ..After getting Iri, i'_p"toufrom Ostanes, Demokritos composed Four dookr"on fi".r'"rlr,
bibloi bapltikaz, on gold, silver, stones, purple.,,2? fn. sn-*
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lrosition is implied by the title of a treatise that Demokritos is
srrirl to address to Leukippos: "Fifth Book of Demokritos."28
1lt is odd that the alchemists, who do not try to make use of the
lrtornjc theory, thus go out of their way to link their Demokritos
witlr the other atomic philosopher. Bolos-Demokritos says to
l,cLrldppos: "f have made use of enigmas, but they won't hold
yoLr up, you physical scientist who know all things.") There are
:rlso some indications in the diction of the MS that the compiler
w:Ls working under the empire. The work klaudianos is used to
tlerrote a substance that seems a minetal, fiot an alloy; but what-
cvcr the material, the term can hatdly be eadier than the reign of
(llrr-rdius.2e (An alchemist l{laudianos appears in a list of gold-
rrrrl<crs; and we meet a moonbook of I{laudianos in a magic

lrrrlryrus.)3o Further a plant laccha is cited, the roots of which
scrve fot tinting in red. Normally this plant is called anchousa.

Laccha is a term borrowed from fndia, and is not found again till
tlrc 8th century (/acca). Presumably it had come in through the
trncle-links with India in the rst and znd centuries A.D., which
wc:rc responsible for the statuette of the goddess Lakshmi found
rrl: I)r:mpeii.3l

lWe may add the point that the compiler aheady feels a conflict
lrctween the old and the new schools of alchemy. The young
school is rejecting a manwal that has become sacred to the

IOI

I

rl. Urt-hetr<au. the Cobra goddess of magical soell;
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traditionalists; and we can only assume that the manual in
question was the original and complete work of Bolos.

Somehow that manaal seems to have been lost and its place
taken by the fragmentary Phlsika and fulystika, which all theiatet
alchemists know and cite, and which itself cites only one Egyptian
worker in the art, Pammenes, together with the mage Ostinis. It
is surp,rising that there is no reference to Hermes, Alathodaimon,
rsis, I{leopatra, or Maria. r7e assume that the authJr uses works
written under the names of ostanes, but knows none of the many
treatises composed in the first couple of centuries a.n.

Bolos-Demokritos tells us at the outset that he came to Egypt
to teach ta phjtsika-though our text keeps only a dispti.ed
fragment of this preamble, "Yes, f too cami to Egypt. I brought
with me the lore of occult virtues, so that y"" *ight rise abJve
pyltlpte tdiffused] curiosity and confused materiJs for matter],
h1le". Then after dealing with the pfutsika,.rr"uLd by tlr.
philosophy (alchemy) he recounts:

After learning these things from the master named ostanes and, aware
of the diversity of the rnatte\ I set myself to make the combination of
natures. But, as our master had died before our initiation was completed
and we were still all taken up in learning the matter, it was from frudes,
as one says' that r tried to evoke him. I applied myself to the task, and,
as soon as he appeared,. I apostrophised him in these terms, ..ArL you
going to give me nothing in teturn for what I have done'for you?,,I spoke in vain. He kept silent.

llowever when I addressed him as well I courd and asked him howI should combine the natures, he told me that it was difficult fot him
to speak; the dairuon wouldn't allour it. He said only, ,.The books are
in the temple."

- 
Turning back, I then went to make searches in the temple on the

chance of being able to lay my hands on the books. For he had said
nothing about them while alive and he had died intestare-according
to some, through usinga poison to separate sour from body; accordin!
to his son, through swallowing a poison by mistake. And he had takei
precautions before dying that no one should know ofthe books exceot
his son on reaching maturity. so none of us knew anything of tire
matter.

But despite all our searching we found nothing; and so we gave
outselves a terrible lot of ttouble io trying to lea"rn how subst#ces
and natutes were united and combined in a single substance. well,
when we had tealised the synthesis of mattet, somi time passed by rrri
a festival was held in the temple. \7e took patt, all of ,s,'in , lrrrqo"t,
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'['lrcn, as we we(e in the temple, a17 of a sudden a column of its own
*t:cortl opened up in the middle. But at first glance there seemed nothing
irrsidc. Howerr"i lthe son] Ostanes told us that it was in this column

lris lirther's books had been placed. And, taking chatge of the situation,

lrc lrrcught the thing out into the open' But when we bent to look, we
grw in surprise that nothing had escaped us except this wholly valuable
lirrnrula -hi.h *" found there. "A nature is delighted by another

lrrture, a natute conquers another nature, a natgte dominate another
prltute," Gfeat was our admiration for the way he had concentrated

in a few words all the Scripture.sz

I lc seems to mean that the text had escaped their notice when they

Iirst looked into the column; but he may meanthatit summarised

tlrc linal clatifrcation of the art, which had evaded them in their
own studies. The account is typical of the quests for knowledge
of the later Hellenistic and Roman periods. The seeker is

prrssionately devoted to the search for the tflrth-the particular
slthcre of knowledge which for him sums up all truth and-assures

liis salvation; he feels sure that he cannot attain his goal by his
()wn resources, he needs some revelation from on high; so he

nlxnages to conjure up a god or a divine master; he finds in some

tcmpli a st\Ie on which a secret is inscribed. Commonly, esoteric

l.,rc is handed on only to a son. How deeply the idea of an urgent

rrced to seek and find had gone into the people of this wodd we

rnay judge by two sayings attributed to Jesus. "lfherever there

*t"-. . . und th.t. is one . . . alone, I am with him' Raise the stone

rrtrcl there you will find me, cleave the wood and there am I'"
And, "Let not him who seeks . . . cease until he finds, and when
lre finds he will be astonished. Astonished he will reach the

liingdom, and having teached the kingdom he will rest." A deep

inner disquiet drove these people on.
The auihor of Poinandrer tells us of the after-effects of such a

vision as this of Bolos-Demokritos:

And I began to preach to men the beauty of piety and knowledge:

"O people, m"t bottt of the earth, you who have given yourselves

up to diunkenness, sleep, and ignorance of God, be abstemious, cease

to wallow in debauchery, spelled as you are by brutish sleep'"

And.rhen they had heard, they came to me with one accord, and I
srid: "tWhy, O men botn of the earth, have you delivered yourselves

up to death when you have the power of sharing in immortality? Tutn
to repentance, you who taken the way of ertor and had ignotance-for

comfanion. Ftie yourself from the dark light, take part in immortality,
lcaving perdition behind you once fot all."
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. . . And I sowed in thern the worcls cif rvisclorn antl they u,ere

nourished with the watet of amblosia. The dusk came and tire liglit
ofthe sun had begun quite to disappear. I invited them to give thaiks
to God. And when they had completed the offering of tilanks, each
fell asleep on his couch.

{s-for_me, I engraved on myself the benefaction of poimandtes,
and after being thus filled full of what I desired, I felt an e*treme joy.
For in me the_ sleep of the body had become a sober vigil of the soj,
the closing_of the eyes a 

-veritable 
vision, my silence ipr.gnon y oi

good, and the utterance of the word a bringing-forth of gtoJ things.:a

rz. Cobta-goddesses ofLower and Upper Egypt

Bolos-Demokritos as an alchemist cannot preach in public, but
he can and must do his -best to spread the glad tidings among
those vowed to the sacred art. Bolos says, ..I came to Egypt.,, Th;
prophet of Poinandrei says, "f have come, filled with-the breath
of-truth." The password for the order of pneumatikoi among the
followers of the Gnostic Markos .was ..I have come.,' Jesus"says,"I have come that they might have life.,,ra The great al.hemic
formula which Bolos sets out was almost certainly taken from one
of the works to which the names of ostanes had been attached in
the Hellenistic period. Synesios says, .,This Ostanes is he who
first gave the formula: a natare r/yc.,' The commentator called the
Christian remarks, "A natare d2c., as Dernokritos and his master
Ostanes have said." We noted how the formula was cited by
Nechepso-Petosiris. Bolos uses it as a sort of rcfrain, repeating ii
at the end of each of his three recipes for rnaking gold by meanJof
liquids, wa_sh9s, qdmoi. It appears similady in the silvermaking
recipes and it turns up again in the theoretical or doctrina-i
passages that surround the recipes. rn the first section after the
goldmaking recipes it takes the follorvins frirm. -O narures thar
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lrrt,cluce natures, O natures wholly gteat that by your changes

i',,'-r.1oer natures, O natures that beyond nature delight natures."

An-rid the polemic against the young we find: "In effect they do

rrot linow the antipathies of natures' how a single kind destroys

Icn others; for a single drop ofoil caneffaceagteat deal ofpurple,
rr little sulphur can burn many kinds." And at the end of the

.goldmaking partz "Whatneed have we of the coming-together of
rnany kinds since a single nature suffices to conquer the 411."35

$7e may assume that the pervasive use of this rcfnin in Ph1ika
ttud A[lstika goes back to the original wotk of Bolos. Indeed it
sccms plausible that it summed up and expressed the new element
lrc brought into the field of treatises on dyeing and tinting. No
tloubt he drew onNlazdean and Stoic sources for the idea and its
lirrmulation; what was new was his more specific application of it
to a seties of processes which had previously been treated in a
nlore or less ptagmatic way. A late commentatot thus sums up
t:lrc issue of sympathy-attttpathy in alchemy and looks back to
"l)emokritos" for the concise formulation:

And so, by necessity, we must fitst learn the natures, the genus, the

l<inds, the afRnities, the sympathies and the antipathies, the mixtures
lncl the separations, the loves and hates, the aversions and all analogous

tlrings, and by this means attive at the composition that we want to
lrring about, as the exceilent Demoktitos sets it out in short.

In effect, we must not ignore the fact that it is by vittue of a natwnl
sympathy that the magrLet draws the iron to itself, by virtue of. a

riatural antipathy that gailtc, rubbed on the magnet, takes away its
rratural p.opetty" In the same way agait, if there is a mixture made by

lrr,uring watet into wine and a separation made by oil pouted into
water, w'e must not neglect the things that come together by teason of
t natt.Lal sympathy and we must at the same time take note of those

that oppose one anothet through ant$athy.
Th;; it is by reason of a natutal sympathy and a substantsal affinity

that ceftain liquids mix together and amicably unite their substances,

tlclight one another, and maintain themselves in this state of coexis-

lcnc-e, which is proper to them, while others oppose one another and

scparate out by teason of an antipathy, ahate, an aversion.36

'l'he tale of Demokritos and the ghost of Ostanes travelled far' and
long. fn tbe Book of Krates, a Greek text that survives in an Arab
vcrsion, an angel appeam to the nartatotl

"llave I not told you," he replied to me, "that the master of Demo-
I r r .r r' .r ....-1.:^-.'"-- ^c ^-^+.:-.-a --J L-J l^f"
l! I I l, )i 
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him in a painful doubt about it. So Demokritos had to study books,
make researches, multiply experiences and informations, and ondergo
serious mortifications, before arriving at the right way. According io
what he tells, he found,nothing so difficult ai the obtaining of'the
intimate mixture needed for realising the combination of matte?s . . .,,8?

Another Arab text displaces Demokritos:

The Sage [hete Balinos: Ap_ollonios of Tyana) said: ..Nature grasps

Trry:, Nature conquers Nature, and Nature rejoices in Nitore.,,
consider the wisdom of this Sage, how he gathered in a few words so

3:h k"gyledge; for he means by this three marriages between
Males and Females: . . .38

$7e noted above the legendary links of Demokritos with Dardanos
and Apollobeches (Apollobex). Dardanos is not the Greek hero,
w_ho among other things was a mythical ancestor of the Trojans.Be
He. represents Phoenikian, anti-Jewish magic, and was the rival
of l(ng Solomon.ao

And sotromon's wisdom excelred the wisdom of alr the childre. of the
east country, and all the wisdom of Egypt. For he was wiser than all
men; than Ethan the E3rahite, and Hirnan, and Chalcol, and Darda,
the sons of Mahol; and his fame was in all nation, ,oo.rd about. (r
I{ings iv 3r.)

H-ere again we meet the rivalry of Eglptians and Jews in rnatters
of wisdom and magic. Josephos addi to Kings:

He spoke a pa.rable upon,every sort of tree, from the hyssop to the
cedar; and in like manner about beasts, about a1i sorts ofliving cierro..r,
on the eatth, in the seas, or in the afu; fot he was not unacquainted
with any of their natures, nor omitted inquiries about them, but
described them all like a philosopher and demonstrated his exquisite
knowledge of their several prope?ties. God arso enabled him to'rearn
that skill which expels demons, a science useful and healthgiving to
T"t._Hg composed such incantations also as alleviate diitemiers.
And he left behind him the-manner of using exorcisms to drive iway
demons and prevent them from retorning;-and his way of .or" is o'f
great force to this day. I,ve seen a man Lf my countrv, Eleazat, ftee
peopie that 

-were,possessed, 
in the ptesence of Vespasiun, fris ,orrr, hi.

captains and a whole host of soldiets.

E.leazar put to the man's nostrils a ring with a rootin it, and drew
the demon out; then bade the demon overturn a basin of water
set some distance awlry, to prove that he had left the man,s body.
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We have a lovecharm , The Sword of Dardanos, of which we shall

lntcr have more to say. Columella speaks of Dardanos as if he

rlcrrlt in the sort of spells that we have seen attached to Bolos-

l)emolcritos; he is dealing with ways of banishing caterpillars:

But if no medicine can the pest tepel,
Let the Dardanian Arts be called to quell'41

A girl ather. first menstruation is led with bare feet and bteasts,

anii with hair loose, thrice tound the beds and garden-hedge. "To
e,uth at once in twisted shapes the caterpillars toll." Apuleius,

clcnying the charge of magical ptactices, declares, "If you can

;rrove that I thus got the least bit of gain, then may I be held a

itl'ttynondas [? Carmendas], a Damigeron, a Moses, an fannes, an

Apollonios, or even Dardanos himself, or anyone else who,

siirce the days of Zoroaster and Ostanes, has been famous among

rnagicians."
fhe themes of books-in-a-tomb became so attached to Demo-

liritos that we find in a Latin MS of the 9th century (from St

()all): "he wrote [a work] on ivory tablets and ordered it to be put
in his own tomb."4z As for Apollobex, he seems the same as the

l)ibechios who appears in alchemical MSS, who writes to Osron
nsking for the Divine Books of Ostanes, or who deals with
ycllowing substances without whitening.a3

llefore we end this chapter we shall glance at some more tales

a|:out sacred lore found ot stdlai or pillars. Such tales help us to
cnter into the minds of the men of these times, with their ceaseless

cluest for revelation and for lost secrets. Manethos speaks of the

mysterious st\lai of all-knowing Hermes. Iamblichos says: "ff
you propose some difficulty in philosophy, we'll settle it according

i,r the ancient stdlai of Hermes that Plato and Pythagoras read in
entirety and from which they constituted their philosophy'"
Olympiodoros says the secrets of the mystic 

^rt 
are inscribed on

the obelisks in hieroglyphs.aa Josephos tells us of Seth's children:

'fhey were the inventors of that peculiar sott of wisdom that is con-

."..rld with the heavenly bodies and their order. And that theit
inventions might not be lost before they wete enough known, on

Adam's predicltion that the wodd was to be destroyed- at one time by
the forcJ of fire, and 

^t ^rLother 
time by the violence and mass of water,

they made tvo pillars: one of brick, the other of stone' They inscribed

their discoveriei on them both so that if the brick pillar was destroyed

bv the flood, the stone pillar might temain. ' .45
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Josephos sajd $e pillars were stil to be seen in the rand of siriad.Till the end of the Byzantine period, writers repeated that Seth,inspired b.y.:l angel,- had taught men asrronomy and evenastrology.46 Tales of other sages irriting their lore 
",'pilur, -.r.also told.az Zoroaster, cailJd the ind"r of ,turlr.i*.. 

-u,
Babylon, was said to have ,.:.t 

"p-r4 
pillars, 7 of bronze,T of lri.t r,on which he inscribed the libeial aris, "so as to preserve them for

the use.of oosterity in the case of either flood.,, S.tf, 
""a Z*ourt.,

were identified; and it was due to a S*ipture in Seth,.r l{aae thatthe author.of the Opus Inperfectwm in M)ubaearu arew t is tate oftne apparitron to the Mages of the star that informed them of theMessiah's birth.as
rilZe noted above that the Arabs told of Hermes building thepyramids.,llhey had received from the Sabians "f Urrr"i iir"works of Hermes as the greatest old Greek philosopher, and they

accepted the view that the pyramids were sticks ,f;;i;;;J;;;,
yi h 

-th-. pictures and hiiroglyphs as insrructions ir, ,u.r.tknowledge, alchemical urrd ,J-iogical. ,Edrisi (al_fdris- rooo_
1166) .who composed his Geograpist at the Nr;;;-;;;;i4r"
Sicily in r r y4, records:

In,,Achmim {Panopolis on easrein bank of Nile] one sees a buildinscalled al-Berba, which was built by the gt".i""'r;;;; #J,",;:Flood. lle foresaw, by virtue of his arti thut tt e world would be

*":::r:1lt .i,l,.r.:pl:, though h. diJ ;"; Lnow whether by fire orwater. And so he first raised u.alls of earthy matr.er,free frorn combust_ible parts, and covered them with pi.torls lr.a s.ientific emblems inorder that in the event of the-wodd b.i.rg .o.r.o,,'ed by fue ,h"y;;;i;
l-"11".3"d even gain in solidity and thoie coming after could i.^airr"InsclrptlOns.

Then, however, he ca-used a building of the hardest stone to beerected, 
thug.providing {or the preservition of all sciences "r.i; ;;man, and said, '.fn case the catasirophe by water occurs, the buildingsof eath will fall, but these rvill remain and preserve science fromdesttuction."

$7hen the Flood occurred, everything bappened as Hermes predicted.Buildings of rhe same kind are r"""a"a.i'i, Esna and n*ia.-, 
-i"i

those in Achmim are the most sorid and remarkabr" ro, trru rrr,ou", oitheir pictures, which represent not only the stars but also th" JiC;;;arts, and further the number of inscriptions i, -r.ry gte t.4s

I,y S?angt?r 0f !H..Ly*ybn Arfa, Ra (died r r97) Hermes is calleda genefic notron,,.'I'he real name is Ahmun, that is Henoch:
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:rrrrl llctroch was the same as Adam's son ldris. FIis home was

{ )lrin^; but coming through fndia to Ceylon, he found the Cave of
I lcrrncs rvith vast treasores, a pofitait of his father Adam, and the

l,,vclicst iewels, including one especially large and costly (pre-

r;rlrralrly the Tabula snaragdina); he was an alchemist. Psellos

linlis Plato's voyage to Egypt with the legend of mysterious

rc:vclations and tabiets in the Pyramids. Arab writings on alchem-

isrrr are full of hidden books: The Treasure of Alexander the Creat,

tlrc Book of the Discoaerlt of the Hidden Secret af the Kof,lh? Book of
I lrrnes oi the Cawses of Beings. There are also the Arab hermetic

rv.rrl<s, such as t}re Book of Krates (based on a Greek original)

wlrcre we meet not only the hidden book and its discovery, but
rrlsti the ravishing-up-to-heaven and the celestial vision, a book
rk'livered by some divine person (here Hetmes Trismegistos), the

tlictrted book, the heavenly temple with open door, the fight
with a dragon. Further, for books in tombs, we have the tale told
l,y Ploutar-ch.5o Numa, the legendary king of-Rome, wlrgm fe
,',,r'rnects in vatious ways with Pythagoras, had his sacred books

rrt cleath put in a stone coilfrn to be buried fiext to that with his

1,,,,1y. N,ima said that he had fully tauglrt his doctrines to the

1,ricsts, and that he did not want such holy pfecepts to citculate

i,, un irrevefent way. Some four hundred years later a gre t
r':rinstorm washed the earth from the coffins on the Janiculum;
r )nc was quite empty, the other had tz books of hoiy wtit, r z of
( ircck phiiosophy. The praetor read the books and reported tothe
Scnate-they -itt t ot fit to be made known to the public' So they

rvcrc all. burned in the Comitium.sl
'-fhe Christians tooL over the idea of books of revelation' \J7e

tirrcl them in visionary form in Tlte shepherd of st Hermes. In the

sccond Vision "I saw ovet against me the Old Woman whom I
lrrrcl seen the last year, walking and reading in a certain Book'

A nd she said unto me : Can'st thou tell these things to the E'lect of
(lod? I answer'd and said unto her, I cannot retain so many

things in my Memory, but give ." tq" Book, and I will wtite
rlrcil down.;' A ftug-.ntary Coptic tale, near the rrth centuty,

lrrings in Solomon and the Queen of Sheba' The Queen says,

" t" ty country there is a column, O Shelemo, Master of I{ings:
i[ you send to seek it and if you can,have it transported he-te, it
."lil be useful for your palace." He calls up all his demons and asks

lrow long they will take to fetch it.
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The-first demon replie4 "I,ll bdng it this evening.,,
The second said, "I'll bring it in an hour.,,
The tlrird, who had no more thanhatf fabody], said to Shelemo, ..I,ll

brlnS- th9 column [between] two respitatiom of yoo. breath.,,
Tndeed the word was still in the rnouth of shelemo when the demon

wlro had only a half was alteady on the way back. The column -u, o,
fris 

wjng, it was turning this way and that like . . . All eady t rro*t.ag"
is written on this column. There is inscribed [the course] oith. ,o., uid
[the moon].. . .52

The account given by Pausanias of a rite at pheneos in Arkadia
plhaps gives us a clue to some of the ultimate origins of these
tales. There were "two great stones fitted to each otfrer,, . yeaily:,
"when they ate celebrating the Greater Mysteries, tlr.y op.r,
these stones. Taking out certain writings, which t.ut tt, tt.
Mysteries,, they rcad them out in the hearing of the initiates, then
put them track in their place that same night.,, The books taken
from a secret place in a shrine ate read o.it to initiates in certain
rites; then they ate put 6_ack into a place that represents the
spiritwodd or underwodd. In the rite at pheneos a masked
priest "beat at the Underground Folk with rods',_presumably
to keep them at bay during the time when the stones were opened
up and the entry-exit of the spiritworld was dangerously open.ra

a
0

More on Bolos

(f uorarroNs from Bolos-Demokritos are scattered through the

,riher alchemic writings. S7e gather that he was responsible for the

irlca of the four basic metals.In ThirQfue chapters froru zosinos

to Iiuseltios we are told

l)crnokritos has named as substarices the fout bodies: that is, copper,

iron, tin, lead. . . . Ali these substances ate employed in the Two
,t,inctures 

[of gold and silvet]. All the substances have been recognised

by the F,gyptians as produced by lead alone. For it's from lead that the

otlrer thtee bodies come.l

'l'he Phllsika calls this lead "out lead"- It was doubtless antimony,

the lead which is richest in watet and so the most fusible' For
this reason the alchemists took itto a sort of primary matter' And
so, to turn it into other metals, their first problem'was to change

its colour.z
Colour from far back had been one of the simplest ways in

which craftsmen might identify ores, metals, stones. It also had

rrlways had a strong magical value, and propertles 11er9 
ascribed

to stones largely oL account of their colours. Simila4y, certain

colours -."e ptes.ribed for magical figures. Thus, the Ophites,

snys Origen, used colouted citcles in their mantic practices. In
I igyptian spells we find instructions like the following:

Say on seven images of Jackals drawn on a piece.of fine linen in
colour . , . and again-once in colour, and wtap the man's body in it ' ' '

[Book of Ap"pt] Say fthis fotmula] on Apepi made out of wax, on

which has been writt.n in green colour his name that is wtitten also on

a new sheet ofPaPYtus....3

Ilor the alchemists, from the outset, colour had a ptactical
significance and was taken at the same time to teveal the inner

nnior. of the metal and its changes. Colour was regatded as a form
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of activity and so as spirit or pueana, which could be removed
from one substance and infused into another. "A tingein g pneuna
gives its colour to me_tals." The colour of prants was tEefujirumn.u
Generally the steps of transformation began with an eartt'or sorne
identifiable solid or an alloy or base -.trr rik. lead, the tetrasomy
(lead, tin, copper, iron), or ..metal of magnesia',. I7hat the
y"t|:t sought was 

-to 
impose on these bodies the qualities of

liquidity.(w?tet) o! fusiL'ility and brilliancy (att, fire). The metal
or material had often first to be broken down into 

'a ,,body,,: 
a

degeneration that might be _brought about by fusing it'with
sllghur. This step was called blackening, melinosis. Tten ."me
whitening, /eakosis: often a fusion with thi "fement', or ..seed. of
silver", in which ingredients like arsenic of mercury were used.
Here was the counterpatt of making or faking silver and its
alloys. The third step was the produition of u iiol.t or Durole
colour, i6sis. The violet ferment changed the gold tt-,ro.rjn ulra
through inro an ios of gol.d, which was the pJ-ununt tiicture,
and, if cast on common gold, produced more.

-This 
interpreration-of iosis (tefrntne) has been chalrenged. one

scholar has suggested that the i6sis w"t u formation o"r porol"
bronze like the Japanese shaku-do; but such a formation ao., iot
fit into the scheme of changes and there is no evidence for it.
Another suggestion is that iosis was the final removal of any ios:
rust or tarnish on the surface of the metal. Howevef, it seems
sure that iosis was a third colour-change expressing the culmina-
tion of the alchemic process, so that ioi here meanskolet and not
fust.

Indeed we see in the pro-cess a very ancient scheme of mystery_
changes. The Soada, identifying Io and fsis, says that whe; Ze;s
carried Io off from Argos he changed her inio a cow throush
feat of Hera; and this cow was by turns, white, black, violEt.A linked triad of colours appears in the Byzanine io-urr."
Dosikles and Rbodanthe (rzth century), where ttre life-giving herb
is white at the roor, rosy in the flower, purplish in th"e ,r"it . W"
are here back at the theme of the life-giving herb which we noted
above in connecrion with the myths of fylon and Glaukos. rn
the,version given by Hyginus of the Glaukos_myth we meet a
riddle, associated with the lad's return to life: sfhat changes
from white to red, and from red ro black? The answer i, it 

"Mulberry. f'he Glaukos-myth has clear signs throughout of
being derived from initiation-ritual; and riddles were #ten osed
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ir sr rt'l r ot:deals, in which the secret lore of the tribe or group was

lrlrrtlcrl <>n to the initiate. (Thete also seems colour-symbolism in
l'irrrlrrr's account of the birth of the prophet lamos inadarkblue
or: liyutrcan thicket where the mother puts down her crimson

zorrc and silver pitcher, and the baby is steeped by the violets,

ir, in gold and deep-purple light. Hence Iamos, it is supposed,

piets his name.) There can be no doubt that there .was an ancient

iink of the three colours with a herb of tesurtection.s Violets,
we lnay further note, were taken as symbols of the rebirth of the

y()ung man god Attis and of the rape-blood of Persephone;

itr"y iirot link with the blood-plants like the pomegranate. In view
,,[' ihe close connection between the magics of plant and metal in
tlre lores we have been considering, we may assume that the

eolour-triad of the flower of death-rebirth was sought for in the

lrtrtlies, metals, of transformation-so that when such a triad of
clrirnges were noted in the bodies, it was felt to be significant of a
,'l,rn[e from death to life inside them. fndeed, we know the

ruk:lrcmists used those very terms' Thus, Stephanos, speaking of
tlrc ltoros (standard or definition) of Philosophy, Alchemy, calls it
"the dissolution ofbody and the separation of soul from body".
'l'ln Book of Krates says, "Know that copper, just like aman,has a

npirit and a body."6
lf we see the process as involving a further change, xant/tdsis ot

ycllowing, between the vihite and the violet, so that it is "quad-
rilrartite'; (as the Anonymous states), the principle is not altered.

Zirsimos addtessing Theodoros says that "the yellow becomes

lrl<rod-coloured and stable and frnally like dried saffron". Ibn
lJrnail, writing in the roth centuty and citing the Egyptian
tradition, tells us:

Marqunas said to Sanqaja, "O Sanqaia, similar is the habit of that
Water. Consequently the men of the Bgyptian Temples gave it supe{o-
rity over all things and made it the Head of the wodd. The r)fodd is

l,toghult\a. Hermes [Hutmus] called it by that name, fot he said: It is
thc'Miciocosm, and it is alive, not dying till the Day of Resurrection,

1s long as the wodd will last-it revives all dead and it manifests the

hiclden and concealed colours and takes away the external colours."
Sanquala said, "llow does this take place, O King?"
Marqunas replied, "fn it is a wondet. \When you pour it orr! 9n

tSose tiree, the mixed things, and leave it [awhile], the $7hite will help

the Yellow and the Red, and [in turn] it will whiten them and convett
tlrcm to the whiteness of pute Silvet' Then the Yellor,v will help the
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rJThite and the Red, and convert them into yeilow, and make them
the colour of Goid- The Red witl help the white and the yellow,
and will redden them and convert them into the Redness of the serpent
of the Sea. SThen you see them in this state, pour away iltat Witer,
because, if it remains in them, it will blacken thim after tire reddening.
rf you let it remain, then uuly you will have committed a mistake in
the operatio.n- and spoiled everything which you have correctly prepared.
And you will die from thepain of etror, poverty, and giei it[losing]
wealth. ] have explained ali this in my book, Kgt of tlte Greater iviilo*,
by mentioning, the Water that comes out of " *om., before giving
birth to a child. This sTater womall name the Guide as it comls out
before the child and the child is then perfect.,,

Sanqaja asked the King Matqunas about the knowledge of the stone
and said, "Does everyone know this?,,

Marqunas replied, "Yes, thete is no one who does not know this,
and everyone has advantages in it not found in anything else. But no
one knows the advantages that you desire, save thJ men of the
Egyptian Ternples."z

That is, the alchemists working in the secret tradirion of Eg1pt.
In the L, etter of Denokritos to Leukippar rhe colour-changei-are

compared with those of the chameleon.

Take only two parts of treated copper, of arsenic and of sandanch
Irealgarl, a,patt of each, alum in ahalf part, two parts of saffron paste,
and pound for er days, or 14, or 7. After the teduction to poivder,
add water, and when you've let it filter, you,ll see, in the cours^e of the
levigatio', differing colours like those of the chameleon. when there
are no_ more changes in many appearances, know that you have
succeeded in the reduction.s

The Bolos-Demokritos of Flinius was very interested in the
chameleon itself. The account begins:

Democritus relates that its head and throat, burnt on logs of oak, cause
storms of rain and thunder, as does the liver if burnt in tiles. The rest
of his remarks smack of sorcery; and though I think them false, I,ll
omit them all save whete a point must be refuted by mockery, e.g., the
right eye, plucked from the living creature and added to-goaimilk,
removes white ulcets on the eyes; the tongue, worn as an amulet, the
pedls of childbirth. The same eye, in the house, favours childbirth; if
btought right in, very dangsl.us. The tongue, taken frorn the living
animaT, controls the results of courtcases; the heatt, tied on rpith bhcf,
wool of the first shearing, overcornes qtrattan fevers.

The right front foot, tied as an amulet to the left arm by a hyena-
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ulrirr, is r strong protection against robbery and night-terrots; and the

rrl,lrt crrr: [c,r faw] against fears and panics. The left foot however is
r, r;r;IctI in a f.,rnace with the plant also called chameleon; an unguent is

,r,l,lc,l ; uld the lozenges thus made are stored away in a wooden vessel,

irrrrl, il'wc lnay believe it, make the owner invisibie to othets' The right
r.lr,rrrlrlcr has power to oYercome adversaries and public enemies,

.ri1,r'cillly if a person throws away sinews of the same animal and treads

,,,i tlr.'u. But as to the left shoulder, I'm ashamed to tepeat the

ytr)tcs(luc magic that Democritus assigns to it: how any dreams you
Itl,c rrrlry be sent to afiy pefsofl you like, and how these dreams are

rlislrcllcil by the right foot, just as the torpor caused by the right foot is
rlirlrr:llccl by the left flank . . .e

t\rrrl so on. The livet acts against lovecharrns; the juice of
ltrlutirrrtt (elecampane), drunk in the shin, cutes melancholy; the

t;ril lrllts ot divides rushing tivets, and lulls snakes to sleep'

Arrlrrs Gellius, foltrowing Plinius, also wrote scathingly of
l )enrocritos for having composed a book On the Power and

l\,lrrlrrrs oJ' the Chanteleon. "The hawk, swiftest of all birds, if it
r.llrnccs to fly over a chameleon crawling on the ground, is
rlrrrrlg;cd down and fails thtough sorne force to the ground.",He
irrkls, "Many fictions of this kind seem to have been attached to
rlrc nrrne of Demokritus by ignorant men sheltering under his

rclrutution and authority."lo

r 1, l{clicf of CampasPe riding Atistotle, cathedral of Lyon, Iate r lth or
<':illy r4.th centur^y eio.; 

"ttd-Psyche 
ridden by Aphrodite and burned. 

bli fire on the Sr'vord-of-f)amokles gem
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This interest in the chameleon makes all the more likely that the
Letter to Leukippos is by Bolos or at leasr draws ,trorrgly on his
writings. The process described in the Letter brings ou"t another
philosophic principle that we may attlbute to hit: that of the
unity of matter in all its diverse iorms and quaritative changes.
The stages at either end of the scale, and il the intermed?ate

:tag:s, are equally upheld by a unitary stream or substratum, the
hlpokeimenon rt has been pointed out ihat this position is not that
of Aristotle or Plato, but rather that of the pre^sokratics, who had
also a unitary notion of matter as something with a predetermined
narure or form undedyrng its accidentar 

-or 
incidental changes.

Plato's. c/tora-(spa,ce), and even more Aristo tle,s pr6t, hltta (p,itiary
matter), had only a sorr of potential existenie 

"rri .o.rld ,rot
themselves be defined as being here or there, in a specific plu.. o,
with a specific form.ll But that does not m.u'urryi.gress^ive step
on the part of the alchemists. They hold fast io tt. idea of a
continual movement from the potential to the actaali but add the
stoic concept of at endiess seiies of, tensional forces controilino
the movement (both from local or cosmic viewpoints) Th; .G
pick up the presokratic unity at a new level, 

^much'subtler 
and

more complex, and they see it in terms of a hierarchical system of
varying degrees of organisation, in which changes oi quality

^p-pear. 
(Not, indeed, that we need to bring in thelresoLratics at

all; Diogenes Laertes tells us.of the Egyp?ans: ..They ,",y,L^,
matter was the first principle, next the four elemints were
derived from matter, and thus living things of every species
were produced.")

The change in quality, which was also a change in inner
organisation, was linked or identified with the cololr-changes.
I,yd, a pimaty common metal, had to be broken up, .hanfed,
driven up the scale, towards silver or gold; it had t" .frr"gE i;
colour. So fire was invoked; and orrd., its action the"lead
was reduced to a fluid state. The fluidity thus brought about was
what constituted the primary level, in which nerv-potentialities
were actively present. It represented, in orre ..rrri, the amor_
phous state of Platonic spa-e or Aristoterean primary Mattet.
Also the liquefaction of lead involved its blackening. so the
blackne-ss of the liquid condition above all expressed tie 

"tt"in-ment-of a primary level, a state of chaos. Having produced chaos,
the alchemist v/as in a position to act the role-oif demiurge ani
drive matter up its hierarchicar ladder, with gold as the h"ighest
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i,rr.1r, 'l'o lrring about this upward-movetnent the principle of
ayrrrlr:rllry ot 

^ttr^ction 
rras invoked. Somehow the Primary

lll;rt k lrtcl to be transformed into White ot Yellow, which
rxl)r'csric(l the nobler metals. This could be done, it was believed,
rl r )nr: (:()ulcl find a metal which had certain a{inities with both the
L,rvcr rrncl the higher substances, which sympathised with both of
tlrctrr rLtrcl which exerted its attractive pov/er in both directions
(rl,rwnwtrds and upwardt). By using the right kind of metal, in
tlrt' rirllrt ldnd of proportions, one could swing the balance
I r r rv rrltls the upper levels and thus transform the material into the
I ripi lrcr.

'l'lrc principle of this operation was expressed in the famous
tri:rtlit: {irrmula of Ostanes which Bolos-Demokritos discoveted.
'l'lrc two materiais, that of primary matter or liquid blackness and

tlr;rl o[ the alloying and transforming addition, must have
hr,!nctlring in common, some etrement of harmony. That is, they
,lllililrlccl in one another.But if thatwereall,astate of equilibrium
rv;rs crcqted and nothing happened; the first level was not trans-
r rtrrlc:tl. So one nature must conquer the other. The concluering
irr I wils the moment of transformation, when the equilibrium v/as

I'r'rrltct'r and a new relationship established. The new fused
nrrlrslluce existed at a higher level and involved the creation of a
n,'rv ,1r-rality, which revealed itself in the colour-change. But that
\r,;Ii n()t enough. The new state must be stabilised, so that it
rrrililrt provide the basis for yet another upward-movement'
I lcrrcc the third section of the formula: one natufe must dominate
orrollrcr. The three stages of the alchemic act might then be
,lclirrecl: mixture on the original level, introduction of a dynamic
l;rr.tor which changes the original relations and creates a new
rlrirrlitutive level, then stabilisation of this new level. fn an Arab
t('xt wc saw the process described as three matriages, the two
rrrlrstnnces acting on one another being called male and female.

Wc rnay take some simple examples of the process, vrhich
irrvolvc materials we have aheady discussed in other relations:
rlrrrlrnrb, saffron, and magnet. Coat silverleaf with a mixture of
I'onric rhubarb and Aminaion wine (Italian), then warm gently
till thcr:e is complete penetration. Finally melt the leaf and you
rvill find gold. "If the thubarb is old, add an equal quantity of
t'|1,/rlon (chelidonion) that you have had macerated as is usual; for
rltulion has affinity with rhubard."l2 Both thubarb and chelidonion

1'r,rvirlcd a yellow dye-stuff. Here then we see plant-rnagic used
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to change silver into gold. In another recipe which arso dears with
the coating of. a mateital, Kilikian saffrin is used: ..rt has the
same action as mercury, just as cassia has the same action as
cinnamon." In a silvermaking recipe that deals with projectio'o'
to copper or iron: "you will soften the iron by adding'magnesia
or an equal_quantity of sulphur and a small quantity o? mulrreti.
stone ; for the magnet has affinity with iron.'ig

The idea of the fusion as a mating or marrying of substances
y"! " magical affiruly. rllas already*presenr. hor"silvermaking:
"Take 4 ounces of whitish copper, I iaean orichalk, melt it, urld
ghlow in little by little t o-ot.e of ti' previously purified, ,hrfd"g
it from below with your hand so the-substanc.r -ry be married
together."l4 The.question of affinities is stressed iy Zosimos
addressing Eusebios:

Take-white sulphur, whiten by dilution in the sun with urine or alum
or salt-btine. Native sulphur is much the whitest. Dilute it vrith san-
datach [resin] or a heifet,s mitk, for 6 days, until the p."puruiio.,
resembles marble. If it succeeds, it vrill be a great mystery,; for it
whitens cgpper, softens iton, makes tin not .rikl" 1rrrra""lj, -"t.,lead non-fusible, metallic substances unbreakabre, u.rd fi"", ,i'".,"r...
Fot sulphur mixed with sulphur makes metallic tloctutes s,,lpfrororr,
since sulphur and metals haie a great affinity with one anothir.ls

In theory it was the qualities of the bodies, nor the bodies them-
selves, that did the interpenetration and fusing. "only the qualities
bring an action about. For a body, accord."to Aristotle, .urrrro,
penetrate through another-b_ody-. Only qualities are able io p"rr._
trate one another together."ra rhis formulation cannot meni that
the- qualities existed as things-in-thernselves, 

^patt from the
bodies; it asserts that.the key-aspect of the mornen^t of change ries
in the action of qualities in the bbdies on one another. The ciange
does not come about through the mechanical addition or mixtu?e
of the quantities in the bodies, but in an unseizable moment of
chemical qualitative change. In that moment, the qualitative
change produces a new sortofunity, which cannot be reiuced to a
merely additive mixture.

!7e saw above the link of Demokritos in legend wirh Dardanos,
whose tomb he was said to have dfled foi magicar se.rets. It
would be worth while. citing here a spell and an"engraved gem,
which help us to illuminate the questiin of Dardani# mugi.'nni
to show how it links on the one hand with initiation-tlsts or
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rirtlcrls and on the other hand with alchemic process. The
lexl runs:

Srv.rrl of Datdanos. Recipe called Sword, without its like for efficiency.
1,, rr it bends and drives the soul at once, whetevet you wish, as soon as

y,,rr rccite the formula, while saying, "I bend so-and-so's soul."
'l'tl<c a magnetic stone, the breathing stone, design on it Aphrodite

ri,lirrg Psyche as on horseback, holding her with the left hand and
t l, rirrg up the locks of her hair. Above her head engrave acltnagerarpepni.

llclow Aphtodite and Psyche, Eros, standing upright onaglobe; he

lrolcls a lighted totch with which he butns Psyche' Below Eros these

nrlncs: acltapa Addnaie batna charako Iakob Iad 0; pltarpharei.
( )n the other side of the stone, Eros and Psyche embracing, and undet

tlrc lrcct of Eros rrrJllrr, below Psyche E1id1E1i.Lz

r.1. (iem of Mithras slaying the Bull, with Eros and Psyche on the
reverse ftroken)

'l'lrcre follows the indication of 
^ 

prayer to the Principle of All
ItirtJr, which the magician is to utter after putting the engraved
;rrrtl consecrated gem under his tongue. A Syrian gem shows

cxtctly the scene here described. Aphrodite rides on Psyche, who
struggles along naked on all fours while Eros burns her from
lrr:low. Aphrodite is calmly doing up her hair. The stone is a

lrLLck jasper, evidently meant to correspond with the breathing
rrr;rgnetic stone of the papyrus. The inscdptions reptoduce with
vrrriants those that the charm laid down: Acb aag egar gerph epsi

;rtrtl . . . cblado naiebacnhha . . . dia kabisaka. On the smaller face of
tlfc stone the two lovers kiss, but the inscription runs iasiru d ma,

rvlrich may be taken as isasirnlonf |ma, "cutable [ove-]wound".
'l'hc series of Ss and long Es have been omitted because they
!'('present, not magical words, but the eight breaths taken before
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uttering the prayer. (After an invocation for spell_loosing we
meet a direction for-eight breaths.)18 For our-spel the light
breaths se€m a part of the consecration of the gem, which .ofi.,
between the engraving and the praying. As the itorr" i, thought to
breathe, they may be meant t" urin[ about an active harLony
between stone and magician. on the back of the gem the artist has
not attempt_ed a speil, but.merely adds a witty comment. Similady
on a stone from Arados there has been cut, ,.Happy the fmeetingor embraces] of lovers."le This comment ,..om[urri.s the image
of Aphrodite seated left in the backed chair, naked and reaning Jn
a sceptre (?); in front of her, below, Eros and psyche (?)"em_
bracing.zo On other Syrian magic gems we n"i Rpi.roaite
standing naked at her toilet or riding alion with her hands in her
falling tresses, her drape rolled roord her right leg.zl rilZe also find
on other gems Eros riding psyche in a racing-.6,rrr. where the
goals are Psyche's butterfly and Eros, *.^plrrr; psyche being
burned by Eros; Psyche tied to a tree while he borns h.r; psych!
tied to a griffin-topped pillar; Eros burning a small ,rruiuirr,
apparently a buttefffy. On the gem that sho-, psyche being
burnt by the tree, the inscription in front of her runs, ..1.s yoo me,;'
that is, "As you have treated me,'so I treat yolf .',22

In the Sword-of-Dardanos charm and the gem representing it
w; fnd the child's-game of ephedritmos tumeJinto nir.*pr..rlo'
of triumph; the victim is ridden and tortured-borr,t. s76 at once
think of the fable of Psyche and Eros in Apuleius' Metamorphoses,
wh9r9 Psyche after her fall from gmce is subjected to tJrt, o,
ordeals_ by Aphrodite. Not that the charm or gem are likely to be
derived from Apuleius; rather we must thinli of both art-works
and story as deriving from folktales on the theme, in which no
doubt there were many variants. But for us here what matters is
the connection of Dardanos and his magics with Demokritos
(whether or not Bolos-Demokritos), the u1e of the magnet (the
stonewith-pneuma)and sympathetic forces, and the -uyL which
Psyche is burned into her new birth or redemption. The myth
represents the three stages of the alchemi. pro-"ss, the primary
stage of ignorance or unconsciousness, with the fall of 

^psyche-

Eve-Pandora through curiosity; the purgation or moment of
chagqg through pain (by fire); the iedemption in union re_
established on a new level, of secure knowledge. Love with his
torch here has become identified with the Sunl especially in the
Egyptianised form of Horos; and it is his transforming flames
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tlrrrl both torture and release.zs AU this does not signify any
tlircct relation of the myth or the charms with alchemy, but it
lrclyrs to bring out the close inter-connections of so many of the
clcnrcnts of culture in this period.

lJcfore we pass on, we may note that Psyche developed an

inrl)ortant relation to fire as the active ensouling ptinciple or
l()r(:c. In the Chaldean Oracles she is identified rrtith fire itself.
"l)syche is a Fire, luminous with the Father's Power; she remains
irrrrnortal and Mistress of Life is she." Etos in turn is first issue of
tlrc Paternal fntellect and introduces his "binding fire" into the
Itlels of that Intellect. No myth here connects them; but we can

scrc how the binding fire might be used in an ordeal test on the
crrsouling principle if a tale of the initiation-myth type were told
ul'liros and Psyche.

Among the staternents attributed to Demokritos is that by
rrlchcmy "you will coriquer poverty, that incurable malady".
Syncsios makes this attribution; but the phrase is handed over to
/,r rsimos by The Book of Sophe, and it appears again in the treatise
,,1 Agathodaimon: alchemy "dtives away poverty in this wodd
rrrrtl will bring great teward in the next."24 Alchemy thus makes

lrovcrty a curable malady as the gem made love a curable wound.
lirom the brevity of the aphorism it is not clear if the alchemist
lool<s only to his own escape from poverty or to a general
<'lirnination of hardships. The more personal interpretation no
rlotrlrt dominated in latet phases; but at the outset alchemy may
rvcll have shared in the deepening revolt against the social system

rvlrich is expressed in the many prophecies and apocalypses.

Wlrat more likely to be a key-force in inaugurating the age of
11olcl than the science of transmutation into gold? In any event the
;rlrlrorism about poverty seems to belong to the ea{iet sttata of
:rlclremic thought.

ln an Arabic treatise d:rat appears to hold genuine Greek
rn:rterial we find Zosimos declaring that the ten processes, to
.uvhich the sage Demokritos gave different names, are truly only
()nc process and result in a single compound. Demokritos, he

s:rys, declared that nothing was mofe difficult than combination,
rvlrich brought the Natures into a single Mercury' In another
( )rriro MS we read: "They have called this secret the Egg; but
rrll <rf them mean Metcury." And later,"The Ten that overcame
tlrc One are the Colouts that proceed from the Tincture of the
lllls. This is not found save in the Sea of Egypt, and it is its

lilliln
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Water." These statements arc in the key of what we know of
Bolos-Demokritos.

Oddln the conflict of Bolos-Demokritos with the young
school seems to c rry on in some tradition that appears i" ,rr.
medieval Latin crowd of Pbilo;opbers, where near th-e-start Lucas
says that all things are from the Four Natures. Demokritus his
93:ipt. _ 

agrees and is rebuked by Arisleus. Lucas remarks,
"Though Demokritos received from me the science of naturar
things, that knowledge was derived from the philosopher, ;i;h"
Indies and from the Babyronians. r think he'sorpasie, thor. lf
his own age in learning.,, The Crowd answer, ..\i/hen he attains
to that age, he will give no small sarisfacion, but being in his
youth he should keep silence.,, The tables seem to be tuLed on
him as a rash youth. rn the Geponikathe teachingr 

"r o.*ot iito,
are opposed to those of Zoroaster.

S7e may now glance at the papyri of Stockholm and Leyden that
have often been linked with the pfuisika. The methods'of Bol,os
do not seem essentially Egyptian. They derive rather from
Syrian, Jewish, Babylonian, hintan roor..r. Bodies nr. .hurrg.d
by embedding them in chemicars which penerrate th.m riit t
through in a prolonged heating of the mass; the Egypfran
method on the contrary was by projection 1-it p"-f;b ;,
sublimation (conversion.to vap_ou? by heat and bicL "giiil;chemicals 

lvere pr-ojgcted- into it-,. lojy to be chang.a, irtiJt
might first be conditioned by roasting. ,i"he Egypti""Jnua nuJ 

"long traditiSl "f dy.eiry of materiais, ,, ,lsJ'iud tt. iyrlu.r,
and. others. They had also long adapted dyeing techniques ;" ,h.
,Fd1g or tingeing of metalq they thus deiised pri.urr., of
dipping into mordanting baths, alloying, and tr'eating wit;
Royal Cement and Sulphur Watet. This water .was a te gerfi, 

^solution of sulphuretted hydrogen, also called Holy iVrrlr,
perhaps on account of its horrible smell. ft was made by heating
sulphur with lime, then .pouring vr'ater in. ..On 

"pelri"g ,h!
cover," Zosimos warned, ..do noi put your nose too ilose io the
mouth of the ja*'

Bolos used the data gathered by craftsmen, who seem to have
compiled textbooks on alloying, dyeing, imitating precious merals
and gems. ft has often been suggested-that pupyi", X of Leyden
andthe Stockholm papyrus are such te*tbookri'a corruptJd oi
mutilated form; but it has been shown that their recipes iirr" ,ro
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jrr.rt rit'irl results. !7e have however a Koptic MS, dated 7th-8th
r t'ntrrrics, which reveals a system t:;ther like that of the Stockholm

lr;rlryrus; and from it teconstructions have been made of the
nr rliirrrrl clyeing recipes of that papyrus as well as of that of Leyden.
'l'lrc two papyri (which, b,eing found in a magician's tomb at
'I 'l rclrcs, 

^re 
acttral examples of tomb-derived secrets) arc certainly

,,1 lrqy;rtian origin. For example, silver, arg)rzs, is described in a

t(t'11t, d.temls, chatacteristic of Egypt. (Asemwas properly elektron,

.r rrrtrrral alloy of gold and silver, from which, by separation,
t'itlrct {rold or silver could be drawn; this fact may have stimulated
tlrc irlca that by such methods a man could change any metal into
rrrrrrtlrcr.)z5 But the papyri are rro longer mere craft-manuals on
rlrc <'olouring of metals and textiles. Th.y may go back to the
ll,rl,/ika of Anaxilaos, written in Eglpt where he had been

lr;rnishcd by Augustus for practising magic.26 If so, he was

r;rrrying on the work of Bolos, who had studied the craft-manuals
rrr lris cluest for clues as to the changes in matter; he and his
:;, lrrol drew on the books of the ctaft-dyers of textiles and their
l('r'n1in()logy so as to find ways of describing the alchemic changes
, il t'olour in metals and stones.2? Terrns used to define the de-

lirt'rriirrg, mordanting (stlpsis), and dyeing (baphe) of cloth, were
ririctl to define changes of form in metals. Transformation into
r;rlvcr became baphe, that into gold katabap,&a, superdyeing.
( )lllcr terms, such as varnishing, bronzing, waxing were taken
,,vt'r l-1rom old recipes for metal-tinting. Using extracts from the
, r';rl't-lrandbooks, the alchemists carried out their experiments,
rrl;in.s or adapting recipes that seemed to effect or promise
tr';rrrsfrrfmations. To exclude the uninitiated, they often only gave

| ';r 
rt ( )f the recipe; and this sort of omission occurs in the Leyden

r 5. Pompeian painting of the torture of Psyche
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and stockholm papyri. Alchemists admitted, "There is all that is
needed for gold and silver; nothing has been forgotten, nothing
lacks, except the vapour and evapoiaL:ion of water."I have deliber-
atelyleftthem out, as r clearly set them out in my other writings.,,2e
New tems and cryptograms were also brougirt in to denol the
chemicals,of the dyers and metallurgists. The aim had completely
changed. rt was now a philosophical inquiry into the n"tore of
matetjal changes. colour-changes (that is, qualitative effects)
were the main ctiteria, but there were a few efforts to control the
situation by means of weights.

Because of the attempt to make an esoteric doctrine or philo-
sophy out the data of craft-recipes and the like, the .r..d of
secre-cy grew- up from the start, together with the use of symbolic
words: wolf's milk, seafoam, cat,s eye, dragon,s blooi. Flere
there was again affinity with magical procedlores. Thus in the
Leyden magtcal papyrus V we find Eiplanationq Hermdneumata,
dealing with the symbolic names of certain plants and stones,
names engraved on divine images to prevent the profane frorn
getting control of the practices.z e

Now that we have had a glance at what can be made of
the shadowy but crucial figure of Bolos, let us look back at the
historical Demokritos and see if we are at ar crearer of the
relationship. Both Plinius and Aulus Geliius were very pwzzled. at
what seemed a contrast between the rigorously- materialist
scientist and the champion of syrnpathetic magic in its mosf
fantastic forms. Gellius says the tales ,,ate orr*ort-hy of the name
of Democritus". Plinius, speaking of the twin palmbranch,
remarks, "Would that Democritus had been touched with such a
branch, since he assures us that by it wild prattling is restrainecl.
It is clear that a man, in other respects of sound juigment and of
great service to humanity, was brought low through his zeal to
aid mankind."3o Petronius, with his keen critical Li.rd, pays a
high tribute to Demokritos, turning to him for an.*"-pl. 

"fentire scientific dedication in contrast with the prevailing de-
generation under the Empire. "Love of money Jtarted oF this
reversal propical, rn former times virtue was still ioved for its own
sake, the noble arts flourished, and there \x/ere the sharpest
struggles among mankind to prevent anything being discovered
that might benefit posterity. so Democritus extracteJ the juice of
every plant on earth, and spent his r.vh.le life in experiments to
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rli:;r'ovcr the virtues of stones and twigs."31 (He uses an astro-
rr, ,nr ictl metaphor for the turn-back in human affaits; the reference

in to Otpricotn, where the sun turns back.) Note that it is to the
n,orli on plants and stone, not to atomist theory, that he looks as

tlrc t:haracteristic scientifrc activity of Demokritos.
It is impossible to believe that the whole tradition of Demo-

liritos'studies had become perverted by the rst century a.n. and
t ln t no Hellenistic scholar noted how a lot of alien treatises 'were

lrcing foisted on to the philosopher. We must ask again if the
trcirtises on plants and on the chameleon were the work of the

Sllr or the znd century a.c.? That the historical Demokritos
tr:rvclled extensively and rcally did know the work of the mages

tnd rtagousaioi, we may accept More than any other classical
( irc:cl< thinket he seems to have been respectfully interested in the
irlcrrs and practices of the barbarai. Nfe have seen that the strange

tulc:s of his tomb-haunting seem certainly to have their origin in
tlrc world of fact and to be connected vrith his theory rtf eidola.

'l'lrrrt theory presupposes the idea of sympathetic and antipathetic
lirrt:cs; for otherwise it would be impossible to explain why the
aiirt/a, swatming furiously everywhere around us, impact on only
rr' l)crson here or thete. Demokritos carried out his experiments, it
ricrrns, precisely to find out r,vhat conditions aided the impact or
rlcrrtlened it. We have no accourlt from him of how the eido/awerc
constructed, but we may assume that he saw all spiritual activity
;rs the construction and emission of bodies of finer atomic
t , rrrrposition than that of palpable bodies. Even inotganic bodies
nccm to have been considered to own the power of emitting
eiiola, and so the forms of energy were seeo at work in all bodies
wlrrtever. How the eidola emitted by a stone were differentiated
from those emitted by a man we do not know, but the theory
rvould seem to assume both a unity of energy at all its levels, plus
;r differentiation. ff so, it was in accord with the alchemic attitude
to mattef, though the addition of Stoic concepts of. pneurna, of
lickls of fotce, was needed to make the system more coherently
rlynamic.

'fhe doctrine of the eidola seems certainly to go back to the
nlrlses. Diogenes Laertes says of the latter: "They practice divina-
r ion and forecast the future, declaring that the gods appeat to them
itr visible form. Moreover they state that the air is full of \ido/a,

rvhir:h, emitted vaporously, enter the eyes of keen-sighted seers."

Wc have here the basis of all the views attributed to Demokritos
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in this rnatteri a doctrine of emanatio ns, aporrbiai, which result in
a hos.t of flying images all around os. Th. application of the
doctrine by the mages, howevef, seems much mlre timited than
that of the philosophe-r. They seem to have devised it to explain
celyain phenomena of second-sight and prophecy. Demokiitos,
with his airn of findin g a rational and mat€iafist explanation of all
the strange phenomena in the universe, took ii over and in_
corporated it in his atomic system. However, the link with the
mages is striking.3z

ff we knew more of the collection of Demokritos' works made
by Thrasyllos in the first half of the first century A.D., we should
be able to estimate more cleady the difference between Demo_
kritos and Bolos. But we must assume that the coilection included
the works that Plinius cites, even if he was quoting from some
intermediary Latin version. On the whole *. ur. drirr.r, to the
conclusion that there was much in the writings of the historical
Demokdtos that had affinities with the later iradition of Bolos,
Anaxilaos, and Dioskorides. sThat Bolos seems to have added was
a 1or9 precise comprehension of the principle of sympathy_
anttpathy, a more dynamic and orgafuc conceptior, "f tt.
interrelationships of all bodies in the cosmos, und th. triadic
formula of transformation, with its notion of a hiemchy of
levels. He thus founded what we may call the d.ialectics of
alchemy, the first fully based theory of development in forms and.
bodies. This theory still lacked any evolutionary background; it
saw development as involving only the changes of singlJbodies or
groups of bodies inside a universe where the hierarchical system
had been established for all time. ft was therefore cyclic, en_
visaging a movement down as equally possible u, u -orrl*eflt up
the scale. But it was none the less a tremendous achievemeni,
charged with endless potentialities.

To bring out how the idea of vital co*espondences had become
more and morc a ,part of the culture of this wodd, we may carty
further the analysis of the sibillations in the sword-of-D"id"tro,
charm' The seven vowels in varying combinations were used both
in magic spells and in formulas of religious incantation. The work
9: S_?h that goes under the name of Demetrios phalareus states,*In Egy_pt too the priests celebrate the gods in hymns through the
Seven Vowels, which they utter in dui order; and the ,oorrd of
these letters is so euphonious that men listen to them in preference

r') l)il)c and lyre. So, if we do away with the clashing of the
1,, ,rvcls, we simply take away the melody and clashing of speech."33

I )t'rnctrios has been praising the euphonic effect of a succession of
v,rrvcls in composition, citing Homeric forms like Eelios or oreion-

Strrrrrgc riames and vowel-combinations play a considerable part
ttr slrclls:
\',,rrr Name composed of Seven Letters according to the Harmony of
tlre Scven Tones which have their sound accotding to the Twenty-
rililrt. Lights of the Moon, Sataphara, Atzphair'a, Braamarapha,
Alrrurch, Pertaomech, Akmech, fa6: oue€, ia6, oue, eiou, aE6,e €ou,

rcort, [ao.
I invoke you Lotd in a hymnic song, I celebtate yout Holy Might,
;r c i: i <r o 6 6. Sacdfice after song: E i o v 6 . . .

;rntl so on with a string of more vowels. It has been argued that,
r;irrr:c the seven vowels were used by the Gnostics in place of the

r('vcr1 tones of the seven-sttinged lyre (tuned on the two conjunct
tctr:rclrords of the Dorian scale) we can tead the letters as notes.

Ar cording to Pythagorean doctrine each tone of the scale

rclrrcsented the note of one of the seven planets; and so e19h

v,lrucl was a magical symbol of the music of the spheres.sa The
r lr rt: ft>r determinlng the pitch of each of the tones reptesented by
;r v,rwel was found in the Harmonics of Nikomachos of Gerasa,

rvlro held the Pythagorean creed of the harmony of the wodd.35

I lr: stated that motion of each sphere made a sound, to which the

nrlncs of the seven vowels were given. (According to Anaximan-
tllos' system, accepted by the Pythagoreans, the spheres carried

tlrt: heavenly bodies in revolutions round the eath. The later

lr,rrn rif these notions however came from Aristotle. Eudoxos had

rvurticd out a single-centred system in a purely mathematical

rrr, rtlcl, with the aim of correcting the angular displacement of the

lllrlncts as observed; Aristotle made out of this model a system

ivirlr substantial and definite spheres.) The concordance of
v,,wcls, planets, tones, was taken over by the Gnostics.s6 Markos
in lris iihun said (according to lrenaios): "The first heaven

r;, ,u nrls the A, the next the E, the third the long E, the fourth in the

rrrirltlle cries out the Might (funanis) of the I, the fifth the O, the

:;rxtlr the U, the seventh and fourth from the middle calls out the

I ilcrrrent of the Omega." (The symbolism is increased by the facts

tlrrrl tlre same word, ttoicheion, was used for letter and for element,

iur(l lhat the Greeks had no numbers, but used letters for them')
l,o rVC qet the system,

MORE ON BOLOS I2J
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A Moon Nete d,E Venus paranete c'
E (long) Mercury paramese bbI Sun Mere aO Mars Lichanos gU Jupiter parhypate F
Omega Saturn Hypate e

So much for the mystical correspondences. But it does not appear
that the vowel-notes were ever ictaary sung. Nicho-^.ho, J.im,
to be considelng? sort of mystical utteraice, since he says that
the initiates invoke the god by,hissings and sibillatiorr, by
inarticulate and incoherent sounds.a? Tfre vowels *.r. ,h.r"
so that the initiate might transfer the souncl from an earthly
to a heavenly sphere; the earth-notes were to be transformed into
the music of the spheres. Silence, Sige,was..the first companion of
the divine name".'8 (A confused firtering of these ideas into com-
mon padance appears in a letter of the 3rd or 4th century, where
the.writer, complaining of a lack of replies, iemarks, ;A*ong
philosophers silence is an answer.,,)

When in the first chapter of Revelation Christ says, ..I am

llpt r. and Omega, the beginning and the ending,,, the rlfererr.e
is probably not to the alphabet, bur to the son! of the magical
vowels of the Egyptians and the Gnostics. For tf,e vowels in"that
song repfesented the whole cosmos: the whole nexus of tllnaneis
and planetary influence and harmonies that made up thJ fiving
universe. Alphu and Omega in this sense have u .rnri and poten't
meaning, which is hardly shared by the alphabet as a thing by
itself.se On magic gems .we find stars prrt ooi., vowels or -rJ*.t',
put at the end of rays round the head of Khnoubis, whose solar
aspect connects him with the planets. One papyrus recommends
us to say Alpha to the east, Epsilon to the rorth, Eta to the west,
fota to the south, Omicron to the earth, Upsilon to the afu, anil
omega to the sky. Sometimes the tone of ihe voice uttering the
vowels is prescdbed: thus alpha is to be spoken ,.with a ,-ifi.rg
tone and an open mouth".ao

The play with vowels probably goes far back, though not in the
systematic w^y that we find in the later periods. Thui it has been
noted that Pindar starts his first olympiin andpythian odes with
syllables in which five different voweri appearin succession, as if
he were announcing the musical theme of ,o-" grent fogoe. The
sequences set out the five main tones of his vowel scaG.at The
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( irec'lts wcre very sensitive to such effects, and this broad state-

nrcnt ()f vowel-sounds at the outset may well have been felt to
cstrllrlish some sort of harmony between the poem and its theme,

lrclwccn the activities of men and the divine life. The suggestion

in rrot so fadetched as it may seem at first glance' Pythagorean

itlcls about numbets, names and harmonies were already well-
liflrrwoi Empedokles was using stoicheion for element; Plato was

Rr )( rn to or. ih. same word for a simple sound of speech-later' it
( irrnc to mean much the same as gramflllt,letter. In the Kratllos of
Plrrto Sokrates discusses words, not as signals or instruments fot
rlistinguishing the various aspects of reality, but as vocal- re-

l! re' sr: ntations or imitations of the obiect : as direct mimetic effects

iike haa-baa or as phonetic expression of the inner nature of
tlrings. It is argued that certain letters naturally express physical

rlrrrrlities by the positions and movements of tongue and lips; even

rjt lricrrl and dimensional qualities, it is suggested, can be thus

rrllcrccl. Though Sokrates inds by pointing ro the limitations and

rvotlinesses of these positions, they had a strong basis in Greek
tf rirrl<ing and wete to affect men for a long time. The Stoics were

rrrrrt'h cbncerned with matters of phonetics and euphony' orl

rit'corrnt of their doctrine of etymology: eQrno-logia' the true
ucrrsc of a word according to its origin as discovered by analysis.a2

l.orrliian tells of a lawsuit between Sigma (S) and Tau (T) before

tlrc (loutt of the Seven Vowels, in which S accuses T of stealing

lris 1-rroperty, especially in Attic. Dionysios of Halikarnassos
,lis.,,,urses on th;tone-qualities of various letters aswellas onthe
vlrying emotional or ethical effects of metres. He also puts the

,,,ti.',ton viewpoint that euphonious or melodious speech was a

rort <-rf spell cast on the listener:

Vlro is not swayed and held as if by magical incantation, by one

rrrclrrrly of speech, yet quite unaffected in such a way by another, or

lrlrrcrrtcd by one kind of thythm and exasperated by others . ' .

f'l'lre author should] ioin together words that ate melodious,
r lr y t hmical, and euphonious, by which the hearing is touched with a

i.,:li,rg of sweetness and s.weetness . . . or he should intertwine and

i rr tt:rweave those which have so much natural effect with those that can

l,cwitch lgoeteuetaif the ear so that the unatttactiveness of the one set is

,,vcrshadoril/ed by the grace of the other.ag

'l'lrus a general idea of words as capable of magically captivating
ellf.cts led to precise and detailed formulations about particular
v,,wcls or sibillations, which, playing their part in cosmic
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correspondences, could compel both gods and men in desired
directions. Magic, we may ntte, did n"ot merely operate bt ;;
(supposed) laws of sympathy-antipathy; it also 'r""glrt io u
great extent to change a given situation_to introd"uce new
qualities into it. To send lovi into the mind and body or r*"-
".?.. 

yh" previously did not feel that love. To this exient it was
allied 16 alchemy, as it was_also in many of the materials ieor.a,
and in the frequent use of fire to bring about the desired .fru"g..

7

Ostanes

W ri, have seen the important role that Ostanes the Mage was said

tu lvrve played in the crucial moment that brought about the

I'irtlr of Alchemy. His formula it was that enlightened Bolos, who
lr:rtl lreen wandering ir:. a maze of facts or recipes about the

lr,,ssilrle combinations and mixtures of mattet, the diaphorai of fuile-

W:rs the tale of his role as master of Bolos-Demokritos a mere

l;rnttsy? or does it hold an essential clue to the meeting of
llrirrlicrs, or the confluence of traditions, which created the new
rit'icncc? Diogenes Laertes tells us:

ll)crrrokritos] was a pupil of cettain Mages and Chaldaioi. For when

liirrg Xerxei [dudng his invasion of Gteece] was entertained by the
l;rtlrcr of Demokritos [at Abdera], he left men in charge, as in fact is
rlrrled by Herodotos; and while yet a boy, he learned theology and
;rslronomy.l

'f 'lris is a vety free interpretation of what Hetodotos says. The
st( xy may have come from the latet writers of treatises Aboat the

h'l4Eti or. from Hekataios, also of Abdera. Plinius adds that the

rrr;rgc Ostanes accompanied Xenes on his expedition; but no one

ric'cins to have said that Demokritos as a boy met him at Abdera.
I lowever the latter may well have seen and heard of the mages at

tlrc: time when the Persian army passed through his town. For
lilinius, as for the pseudo-Damigeron' Ostanes seems the chief of
tlrc mages, not Zotoaster. \7e also find him called, in an oracle,

Iting ol the Heptathorigos, revealer of the invocation-formulas
rvitlr special effect on planetary deites. The Heptathzngzs 

^pqears 
to

,,r.',,n ihe seven-corded lyre, emblem of the harmony of the spheres

:rntl suggesting the seven vowels.2 But for Plinius the masters

ol'I)emokritos are Dardanos and Apollobeches. He also knows of
rrrrothet mage Ostanes who accompanied Alexander on his

victorious travels. (Here there is a suspicious patallelism with the
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fifst ostanes who accompanied Xerxes. perhaps the persians
wanted to say: Our.own great invasion undei Xelxes fa1led.,
though Ostanes was there; but we still had our prophet with the
counter-expedition of Alexander, which won.) Howiver the name
may have been common or handed on by father to son, as we find
in the story of the initiation of Bolos-Demokritos.

Plinius, who looks .on the mages as the inventors and pro_
pagarofs of magic, is bitter against ostanes. He cites the mosiun-
pleasant recipes. Thus for an aphrodisiac,"Thedght testicle of an
ass taken in wine or a bit of it worn as an amulet 6n a bracelet; or
the foam of an ass after copulation, collected in a red cloth and
enclosed, as Ostanes tell us, in silver.,,s The great powef of the
mages, he says, built up over many ug.r, ,.rilt, from an inter_
weaving of medicine, religion, astrology. Thus, ..magic rose to
such a height that even._tod1f it has s*ay over a gteat patt of
mankind." He asserts, ,'without doubt it arose in persl with
Zoroastet. On this our authorities are agreed.',
The first fnan, as far asr can discover, to \Mrite a yet-extant treatise on
Magic was ostanes, who- accompanied the petsian king Xerxes on his
invasion of Greece, and sovzed what r may cail th! seeds of this
monsrfous craft, infecting the whoie wodd by the way at each stage
of thei.r journeying. A little before ostanes, the more clrefurinquire?s
place anothc r zoroastel, a native of proconnesus. one thing is ."rtuirr.
It was this Ostanes who chiefly roused among the Greek peJfl". ,rot ,o
much an eager appetite for this lore as a sheer manja,a

Elsewhere he speaks of the_blood of gladiators drunk by epileptics,
"though we shudder with horror when in the same "r.rri *.look at even the beasrs doing the same rhing.,, They liked best to
suck blood from a living man.
others seek to secure the legmartow and the brain of infants. Not a
ferl a,m9ng the Greeks has even spoken of the flavout of each organ
and limb, going into all the details and nor excluding nailparingi_
as though it could be thought health for a m^n to becom-e , b"n.t 

"rr? 
to

deserve disease for the very remedies he begs. And by Hercules, well
deserved- is the disappointrnent if these -.?i.i.r., p-.r. .rr.l.rr. To
look at human entrails is considered a sin. vhat mrrst it be to eat
them? rJ7ho was the first, Ostanes, to think of such devices as yours?
For it is you who must bear. the blame, you desrroyet of human rights
and contriver of monstrosities.b

Then he 
-goes on: "Granted that foreigners and barbarians

discovered the rites, did the Greeks also hire to make these rites

oSTANES IJ3

llrcir r rrvn? 'Ihere is extant a tteatise by Demokritos stating that a

( , )rnl)l,rint is more benefited by bones from the head of a criminal,
;rlr(l {)tlrcr complaints by those of a fiend or guest."

'l'lrc works written under Ostanes' name dealt with plants and

rit()n()s, as did those of Bolos. In these works as in those attributed
Irr'/,t>r>nstet, stones were considered alive; they are described as

,rcting together with animals and herbs in the composition of
r lltrrns. Th. pro..s of differentiation that sets jn later does not
lrctcr sccm veiy advanced.6 Thus in an extract from Tatian (which

;rl1rc:c:s with a passage in Nepoualios, who is himself full of
lr,rlrowings from Bolos) we read how in dealing with derange-

rrrcnts <>f ihe spirit roots and herbs act together with a mixture of
riirrcws and bones; then there is the question of the instinct that

rlrivcs animals to eat hetbs that will cure their maladies.T

linclcr Nero, Pamphilos of Alexandreia composed a sort of
pr,lylllot dictionary of plant-names (source of manv items in the

llt'r'lnrias of the pseudo-.Apuleius as rvell of marginal notes on

ri,,rrrc MSS of DiJokorides); he noted Petsian or Aramaic words
t lr:rt ()stanes had used.8 At least in parthe seems certainly to have

l,rr,n using works of Bolos. Plinius in the passage dealing with the

r,|u,irokmia of Bolos-Demokritos, stated that his author had

rt'l,rocluced also the magical names of all the plants mentioned'
lfr rlos no doubt had found in the works of Ostanes andZotoastet
r rr their successors nornina barbara which the thaumaturges

rccommended for use in spells. ft was this part of his work that
l)rrlrr;rhilos drew on.e If however we may trust the pseudo-

AlrLrleius and pseudo-Dioskorides, the wotks under Zoroastet's
,r,ir'',c osed only Greek terms, often explaining the plants' vittues
lry t heir etynology, while Ostanes seems to use almost all foreign
w, rrcls. It would follow that the Alexandrian scholars had a book
ott Natu"e by Zoroaster with practically everything, 

^p^tt
lr('rl)aps froma few Atamaic names, done into Greek, while the

vcrsion of those under Ostanes' name largely transiiterated the
nnrlrcs and formulas.

As for stones, Plinius mentions Zotoastet among his con-

srrltcd authors, but not Ostanes, 'who, though cited for other
nl;rtters, is never singled out as an authority. Plinius' sources

t'otrld not have mentioned any specific wotk of his.10 Only the

lrscrudo-Damigeron in his Latin lapidary mentions the name. This
i;rpidary, ostensibly dedicated by the I{ing of Arabia,.EYax, to
'l'ilrerius,'was at least rvritten two or three centuries later; the

lllilffi/
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text on which the work was based however was cleady Heilen_
istic.11 From this latter many lapidaries give us _*rru.rJ, ).i. ,norphic Lithika in verse (4th century) or" Aetios of Amida] The
pseudo-Damigeron omits the 

^orc 
bjrurr. bits of pagan magic,

e.g. the stone slnoicrtiter, which evokes the dead i"'pu"i"rl i,
sobedy described. But, though he brings new elements in, he
preserves much of his original. $7hen he iemarks that the mages,
statements, though they _may seem odd, rest on g.rlirr.
expedences, he is perhaps drawing on Bolos and Xenok?ates in
their borrowings from Demokritoi.l2

We must now look in a broader way at the hanian tradition
represented by ostanes. rn Roman times there was in circulation a
literature composed in Greek and headed with the names of the
three mages , Zoroaster, Ostanes, Hystaspes. Tt . bu.tlrooJ_r,
I','nian, The universe was seen as foimed ty t*"-.""*.rG
principles or forces, light and dark, and a Saviolr, born of Zoro_
aster's seed was to descend into the lower wodd. $Ze meet
traditions of Zoroaster changing his appearance so as to be
identified with the prophet Settr,-son of Adurrr, and of his des_
cendant-Saoshyant becoming a fotm of Jesus. For this reason we
get the journey of the Mages to pay homage to the baby Jesus.The books under the names of tne three hages went bick at
least to the znd century and helped to provide riuch of the dd-ological framework of Egyptian Gno'sticism. Under Uyrturp.r,
name otacles predicted the end of the wodd, which -r, ti U.
preceded by the fall of Roman power. The authoriti., ,orrghr io
!u" ,l: predictions. So wide was the fame of the mage! that
Arnobius i31S11t.r an unbeliever saying of Christ, .,FIE was a
lnagus, He did all his deeds with ,e.r.t uits, he stole the name of
mighty angels and far-off disciprines from the sanctuaries of the
Egyptians."13

The contact of Greek and persian cultures went far back. In
the 5th century, before Herodotos, Xanthos the Lydian mentioned
7-otoaster. Mages had already moved in from the east 

"nd 
light"J

their pyres in Lydia. Anaitis, the persian Artemis, had a teipls at
Hypaipa and at Hierocaesareum, the latter reputed to have
been founded by l{yros. And, before Artaxerxes Ochos put up
a statue of her at Sardeis, she seems to have had another i._ptl
tle_re.la Dionysios of Miletos, who composecl in fonian 

" 
Hi;;rry

of Persia from the death of Dareios jn 5t6, dealt with tt 
" -"g.J.

OSTANES rt'
I't'r'sirns wete established in colonies in the plain which tooli
Irrrrr lhcm the name of the Hyrkanion Pedion and which had

'r 
villrrge Dareiou I(6m6.15 Othet Persians lived at Ephesos by the

:i;rrr('(uery of Artemis, to which they had given the Highpriest, the
Mcllrrbyzos. The great altar at Pergamon was a fire-altar like
tlrc lryraitbeia of the Persians, as also was that at Magnesia where
Arte:mis was identified with Anaitis. In the north at Daskylion a
5tlr-ccntury relief represented the mages sacrificing according
tu tlrc Mazdean rite.16 The list of authors dealing with the mages
is cxtensive and shows that there was considerable interest
irr tlrcm.

Already Herakleitos of Ephesos, who flourished at the end of
tlrcr 6th century 8.c., knew of the mages: "Nightwalkets, magoi,

lrrcchantes, revellers and paticipants in the mysteries! what are

t=cllLrcled as mysteries among men are unholy rituals." But though
lrc tlrus expressed distaste for the popular festival-excitations, he
lrirnsclf was deeply affected by the mysteries and wrote his book
irr tlrc hetmetic style of a mystery-book or of the orphic hieroi
/rt.r'1ti; the few liturgicaL fragments surviving of the Eleusinian
N4 ysteries shovz the same antithetical form as his writings. Born of
:rrl rrncient rcyalfamily, he was by right of birth a priest-king and
lrc <'omposed in an hieratic idiom.1? The importance of fire in his
tlrinl<ing suggests a strong magian influence. Though it would be
irrcorrect to call his terms alchemic, we can see in them the
cle:rnents that were coming together to form the science of Bolos.

I iirc for him was neithet a mere symbol of the univetsal process nor a
sul)strate petsisting as identical throughout its qualitative alterations.
I lc s;reaks of it both as a token for exchange like gold in trade and
;rs involved in change itself; and it was the easiet fot him in tl:ris case

to identify the sign and the thing signified, since fire does appeat to be
llrc one existing phenomenon that is nothing but change.l8

lrr comparing fire with gold he is equating the way fire changes all
tlrings with the v/ay money upsets and thows into flux all human
lcrlritionships; but the link is none the less interesting for us here.
llrrsic in his thought is the notion of the ceaseless conflict of
olrlrosites; and he sees fire as a transformative force, as in the
t'ryptic statements:

l'[he phases offire are] craving and satiety.
It throws apart and then brings together again; it advances and

rct i rcs.
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Tire transforrnations of fire are rirst sea, and .F sea, half becomes
earth, and half the lightning-flash.

The thunderbolt pilots all things.re

The flash and the thunder are not opposed in ancient thought; each
term 

-suggests 
both something seen and something fre rd. fne

thunderbolt here seems to represent fite as aformatiie as weil as a
destructive principle, so thai there is a suggestion of a guiding
force in the transfomation, though in view & the hermet# idiom
we.cannot press the point. The flash,prdsler,however, seems the
active principle operating on water and earh. In a wildflorid way
we find the same ideas and images in the Chaldean Oracles, eight
centuries or more later: From the First fntellect, we there Zre
told, "spring in abundance the implacable Thunderbolt, the
fiShtninS-receiving Wombs of the ail-illuminating Rays of the
father-begotten l-Iekate, rhe guiding Blossom of FirJand t'h. rrrorrg
Pneuma beyond the fiery poles.',

There is no need here to trace further the writers concerned
with the Mages, but we may mention I(tesias who was physician
at the court of Attaxerxes Mnemon in the rater ;th^.entory;Dinon in the 4th century who feels the need to defend the magls
against the charge of wizardry and to define mageia as the servlce
of the gods; Eudoxos of I(nidos, an important astroriorner, who
denies the value of horoscopes, but firids varue in the dualistic
outlook, identifying the two principles with Zeus and. Hades_he
is- probably the main source bf infottun.tion about the mages for
Plato and his school. Plato,s myth of Er, the man returned from
the dead, seems rranian. other writers much concerned with the
mages were l{ermodoros of Syrakousa, Flerakleides of Bithynia,
Eudemos of Rhodes (who studie d the Zervanism being na"pt.j
by some groups of mages, with its idea of resurrection fo"no-.i by
immortality), I{learchos of soloi (who was interested in fakir-type's
of endurance), Theopompos, Hekataios of Abdera, p"r.idippos
the stoic, and so on. Aristotle in his work on pltiksipfu aeatt'#ittr
the harmony of the wodd conceived as a gre^t templ-e, the Great
Year, the periodical return of the same idlas in h.rmr' thought:
views that are linked with those in the platoni c Epinonb a"a iritr,
those set out by the mages around X.o.r. He- seems to have
th-ought the foundation of plato's Academy represented a rebirth
of the spirit of Zoroastey; he mentions 6,ooo yinm as intervening
between zoroastff and plato.s' Aftet Alexancrer's victoriei
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i

!'r'r'rii:r was opened up to Greek inquiries and influences, and

i ,rrtintrccl its own westward flow of ideas and images. Stoicism in
ruirny wtys provided somethiflg of a meeting ground fot east and

tt'e'r;l.rl
( i rrlrmon among the tales ot motives borrowed from the mages

rvclr: tlrose dealing with visits to the underwodd or callings-up of
tlrc tlc:ircl. We have noted Plato's tale of Er' In the Axiochoswe
Ircrrl ol: a description of the underworld inscribed on ancient

.tlttl,ti li>und, in Apollo's Delian temple; the author of this fiction
lx )r'r1 )ws from a t?aditionai list of mages the name of his Gobryes,

tlrc rcvealer of a new eschatology. Klearchos in his book On

.\lrrt/t rccilledthe interest of Aristotle in the way the "psychagogic
rv,rrrrl" drew a child's soul from his body. The child had fallen into
rr lcllrrrrgy ( ? how induced); and the wand gave him hallucinations'
( )rr wnl<ing he recounted all that had apparently happened as if it
rvcrc lirct, so that the event seemed a death followed by resurrec-

rirrrr.xe In Herakleides, Zoroaster was presented as the prototype
nl'tlrc initiate who, by the gift of second-sight, penetrated the

nrystcries of the otherworld and was able to testify as to the
y,,y,'g., of the soul borne by its aithereal body into the spheres

lri.y,r1c1.23 Further tales of resurrections of supefnatural visions

;r rc told by Cornelius Labeo or by Loukian. The latter makes his

Mcnippos say, "I tesolved on going to Babylon to beg the aid of
,r,,,r'..r.,rr. of theit mages, the disciples and successors of Zoroaster;
lrrr I heatd that by certain incantations and rites they open the
( i;rlcs of Hades, lead safely down anyone they choose, and bring
lrirrr back again." In Babylon Menippos after much trouble

l,crstraded a mage, Mithrobarzanes, to help.

llrrrlcr the mage's tuition, he enters ofl a course of putificatory and

rryst.ic rites, wlth, strict dietetic tegimen, till he is propetly prepared

lor tfic clreadful descent. Embatking on the Euphrates, they sail to a
|fltuin prescribed piace, where they leave their boat, and begin the

1,r.r:scribed infernal rites and sacrifices-still faithfully following the

rrrrtlr<rrity of the poet of the OdJssei-invoking Hekate, the F'rinyes,

lnrl all the Daimons. The earth opens and the various infetnal sights are

rcvcalecl, Descending, with much difficulty, the travellets secure places

,,rr lrr;ard Charon's ioat, akeady ovedaden with dead men, who have

rrrostly come to their end in battle' . . .24

It is therefore significant that the one case whete the conjuring-up
, rl' ;r. clead *nt o..ttrt in the alchemic manuscripts, it is in
r'()nncction with the mage Ostanes. This detail supports the
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afgument that ostanes in the legend of,Boros stands for a genu^ine
mage-master or for kanianinfluences in Bolos, thought. "

$7e then have abundafit evidence that from the 6th-centufy B.c.
onwards the Greeks wefe a'wafe of Mazdeanideas; and tu/o maiofthinkers, Herakleitos and plato, seem to h^; b.;; 

-j..iry
affected. The lranian influences which thus flowed i";;;h. Cri.tworld was however very fat ftom the eadier Zorourtrir., bur.r.
$7hen l(yros took Babylon, he introd.uced there -""y;;;d'",indeed he did all over Mesopotamia. In official dtes thev took
precedence over the native .l.rgy of the Cbaldaior_ nulytorr'*u', utthis time the centre of the scilntific worrd, r.;did;h;--r/i"
astronomy and mathematics. There the mages leained ho.rl tointerpret eclipses according to astronomical syJems. Their supreme
principle became Time regulating the movements of the sky: and
thelife of the world, till the destruition, was divided i; -ilil;;,each.under.a_ planet. Ahura-Mazdu, ih.i, beneficient C;;;;,
identified with Bel and other Avestlc deities were assimilut.a i"the Babylonian pantheon. The magowsaioi who carried. the newform of the Mazdean creed intJ western Asia N{inor spoke
Aramaic and could doubtless nor read th. ,n.r.J^ir"li""r
Zoroastfiatism. Nlithraism emerged as fusion of persian andChaldaic cults.25 TIte magoutaioi long survived in Asia Minor.
Strabon saw them at worL in Iftp"padolia, where A;-;;;.
called plraithoi, fire-kjndlers, wirh ,hrir., called pyaitbeia.'
In the middle of these is an arta4 on which is a gteatamount of ashes,
whete the magoi maintai.n an unextinguished fuel They auily 

"rrt., 
urrac^rry on their incantation neady 

"n ho,,r, hording il.rotJ ,h.il^;
bundle of tods, and wear tound iheir freads nigh toibr.r, of felt whi.hreach down on each side so as to cover the lips and the ,id"" of;h"
cheeks. The same customs ate kept in the tempres of Anaitis ;-;fomanos'.Belonging to these tempris are shrines, ind a wooden statue ofOmanos is ca*ied in ptocession.hhese things we have ,."r, oorr.l_."r.ii
victims .were not slit with a knife but beaten to death with a rog ofwood as with a mallet. pausanias in Lydia, saw the sanctuarie! ofHyryipa and Hierokaisareia; in each was a chamber with ur urh_
piled altar. "But the colour of these ashes is not the usual colour of
ashes- Entering the chamber, a magician landr maposf pites drvwood on the altar; he first sets a tiari or hi, rr*a ,ii',ri." ,i"rlto some god or other in a foreign tongue uninte'igibr. t" ct..l-r,
reciting the invocation from a book. -So it is with6ut fire that the
wood must catch and bright flames dart from it.', pausaniu, ,uf,
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lrc lrrs sccn the marvel.z1 Persian colonies were still there at the

t r rrt' ,I' St Basil.z8 One aspect of the later beliefs may be mentioned

\cr'<'. '/,ervan, we learn from Syriac sources' was four-shaped.
'l'lrlt'c rctivities or manifestations of Tirne were personified and

Irrr[ctl with him to make up the supreme being. It has been

nrr1,,1,,ested that the tiad or trinity represented three stages of life;
rrr,,r'e: iikely they stood for three stages of development in a

g,lrilrsophic sense like those we found in the formula of Ostanes,

with'/,ervan himself as the all-inclusive unity within which the

nt;r1,,r:s worked out their conflicts, changes, stabilities.2e Mani the

1ir t':r t llabylonian reformer put at the head of the divine hierarchy

tlrc lirrther of Greatness (Megetbos) with Four Faces, his hypostases

rvclc l,ight, Power, Wisdom; and Iranian texts translated his

ruuue as Zewan. In Zervatism, as in Mithraism, Time has for its
rrlrnilbstation the Heavens; and all good and evil is the work of
tlre r7 Zctdiacal Signs and the 7 Planets.3o It is important to note
tlrrrt the mathematical and geometical sciences had in essence

l,r'cn clealing with a timeless wodd, that it was the ideal of the

, l:rssical Greeks in general to get rid of time as a nuisance which
, ,rtrsccl accidents, distortions, confusions disturbing the rule of

lrrrrc abstractions, and that it was only with alchemy that time
i.,rlly comes into the picture in the scheme of a tdadic set of
(lulrlitative changes. The affinity with the fused Iranian-Babv-
li,rri,rn systems is clear. Not that we can look for definite alchemic

rrr lrcrmes amoflg the ruagousaioi. But the notion of time as consisting
ol <lifferent phases, all leading to a coherent conclusion, was

rrorrrcthing quite unlike the Greek systems, which either saw a

,lc,11cnerary in general or a cyclic movement' It was a precondition
ol' tlre more precise and dynamic formulation of Ostanes-Bolos,

rvlrich g^o. Chutg. a specific p^ttetn of qualities (colours) and

lrrw it as issuing in something new.
Wc may note that the term pyaithes tarns up oddly in a mort-

1i,,g" .otit ct of Oxyrhynchos, dated 3o March rt4 A.D.; both

lrrrrl.ics are there described as priests of "Athena Thoeris the

Mighty Goddess", Megiste. Family-names, Fsenephthas and

lle,phaistas, show a connection with Ptah and Hephaistos,

rrrcilllurgical gods, so probably the work of fire-lighting was

lrcrcditary. (The link of Thoeris with Ptah is rate, but a Ptoiemaic

irrst:ription calls her Beloved of Ptah.) \7e have no .way of, as-

r,,t'izLting these fire-kindlers withthe pltraithoi of Kappadokia; but
tlrc similadty of name is interesting.
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Now if we tum to the alchemical methods attributed to ostaneswe find that they do not consist of Egyptian methocls of nriili;;or of projection; they take the persianlway of ro"f.i"g ";?h*r;?heating, cooking.3r' The commrnt^r1, 'of Synesios savs that
Ostanes remained truejg the metallurgy of hi"io*;i;"j;';;;
only 

.the wet way.sz This statem.rrr"rgr.., with the Lefier toI-eukippos where Bolos-Demokritos, ,.riirrg our the doctrines ofthe.Persian prophets, also rejects the ilgyptian ways. ..$7e don,t doit like that," i.e., not like the Egyptii'.r'proph.i, *ho hurr. lurtbeen.cited. Synesios also refers r"o ir" .iorJg"., il;ffi;;;
listed the wet and the dry ways of making go"ld and sitverp" W.find ostanes linked with Maiia the Jew&s*in the o.-ot rit.u,tradition, according to the Kitab a/_ ifabib:
"Explain to me," she said,. "what you have related about ostanes,who
spoke of the two. coppers, iron, lead, tin, and silver, who h", ,.;;;;;';parucurar operatlon fbr each oF these metars, and vrho has declared thaithrough the operation they become goid.,,
. "That is impossible and absolutetf atse. only the ignorant berievein such a thiog. ostanes said that only to p,,rt the'ignor#t 

"rtrr" ,.""t.t**::-r::*11,,I-.: 
-,r.", 

we d.o'ot .,."d'urL ;h; ;;,* ;; ;;;","::
f"ii::'*;.Y.Y:,Il,li". is a1 unlr.ue b"dy, ;;;l;'i;; ;';;tL::
tincture._Arwavs this tints onry when it'has i,r"ii#" ii"i5a:";i r],:
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lrio cyes; he has forbidden the handing of them over to unworthy
rlinciples.

That is why all philosophers have veiled the language of their
rliacoutses and have put one sense in place of another, one name in
plnce of anothet, one passage in place of another, one species in place

lrf another, one vision in place of anothet.s6

'l'his attitude went back to Bolos. Synesios wrote to Dioskoros,

"'fhe philosopher [Demokritos] called things by many names,

l:oth individually and collectively, so that he might train and

cxercise us and see if we were understanding." The Stone is
cnlled "the manynamed and nameless". \7e hear: "I speak to you

men of good sense . . . so that we may escape the incurable

disease of poverty." Kedrenos says that Demokritos "taught that
it is necessary to keep apartftomall bad men". There was indeed a

widespread feeling that secrecy was in the nature of things; that
Becfecy lay at the beginning and end of quest, discovery, revela-

lion. S7hen an Epicurean accused Plato of giving up demonstrable

truth fot falsehood in the guise of poetic myth, Porphyrios
replied that myth was natural. "Nature loves to hide herself."3?

We have a Letter of O$anes to Petasiot, written in a deliberately
'obscute style. It deals with the making of the Divine \)Vater by
Ineans of various opefations carried out in a glass alembic; then

nn immetsion of two mingled mixtures for a day and a night in
scawater. The product can kill the living and tevive the dead. A
nmall drop is enough to cteate light or darkness, to vapotise sea-

waves or dissipate fire, give lead the look of gold, give sight to the

blind, hearing to the deaf, and speech to the dumb. But the
writer is using allegories and warns the readet as to the real

bearing of his text by putting alchemic signs (of gold, mercuty,
cinnabar, magnesia, sulphut, silver) above wotds that do not
mean those substances. He concludes with the triadic formula.
Perhaps we can see a trace of ltanian dualism in the stress on
cleath and life, dark and 1ight.38 The geographical arca suggested

by the Letter is not Egyptian, Syrian, or Mesopotamian, but
Asianic; there is a reference to Mt. Olympus (of Lykia), Libanos,
and Tauros. The writer seems connected with a part of Asia Minor
where there were many mages.se

Petasios (Isis-gift) here appears as a fellow-disciple of Ostanes or
n disciple of Demokdtos. He is given the authorship of Demo'

kritean Memoranda,andappeafs sevefal times in alchemic literature,
tnostly in the work of Olympiodoros, where he is mentioned as

only at that moment it tints. fhat's why Demokritos has said: If vou
I""j,".{1i the composition, you wil te ab]e to ,i",liii.A.r,'Jiir,
God's aid."3a

This book derives from the Greek alchemists, and particwrafly
from the Pfutsika and fu{1$ika. The point of the "rg#;il;;,there is only one operation or principre at work in tiansformation.
Bolos-Demokritos repeated this idea several times, ..Th;;;-i;;;
need of these" fthe bodies], and so on.BE

From an alchemic e*trait in a syriac MS we rearn thatostanes
was stfong on the need for sectecy:

As for ostanes . . . [h" orders] that no one is to dare to alter his books. . . not to dare to make additions or suppressions . . . He otders everv_one and lays down that his words are not to be -^J. r.".*" i"7"vulgar' He utters terrible oaths against theit reveration to anvone-
save to.a man worth-y of them, a man who seeks the tr"rt, uni iorr"]bocl, who owns the fear of God, a man who is fu]l of pitv for the noor
and distant from all evildoing, and rx,ho doesn't ;;J;ir-;r";X jj
abandoned men and \vomen.

He has covered up the mysteries with the same care as the apple of

t,
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one of the initiated who could speak of the art without too rnuchobscurity.ao.A Syriac text, if rigitly amended, makes him sav thatmeditation is necessary and lhat't"". oi-,i" Iri?arr-r*.rla
research) is enough for success.al

An Arab MS entitled rhe Twelue cbapters b1t ostanes the philo-
toplter on the philosopber,t Stone deserves Jf.w *ords.
Those who have defended the secret at s$/ord-point and. have abstainedfrom giving it a name or at least fro.r, gi_ri.rg it the name under whichthe crowd knows it: they have hidden ; ;;'., ,rr. 

""ii "r .Jgl", I . .

.O*:tr* the epithets they have upplJ we find: runffi-;;;"r,etemal water, burning fire, frre thai'thi.kenr, d"ad earth, ifrr'frrrastone, the tender stone,-the fugitive, the fixed, the generous, the rapid,that which purs to flight, thai *hi;h ,t;;;;i., _?;';;"i##inkills by fire, that which has bcen unjustly 
-*it.a, 

tnut *ti.t,-t;r';;"taken by violence, the precious objeci, tt J .,ruio.t"., 
"fr;..i, ". 

a.r"""ant glory, rl-re debasedlgnominy.
Ho'ry dear it is to him that k.ro*, it. How glorious for him whopractices it' How mean for him who ignores it."How i"n"ir.J", iri",who does not know it. Everyday ev.ry#n"* *" heat the cryrO fr"ri "fseekers, take me, kill me, thi.r, ufter t ittirrg 

^., burn me, for 
',ll 

revive.after all that and I,ll enrich *ir""rr", frm Fiii.a and burned me.a2

Jhe -cgncept of initiation-ordeals and death-rebirth is applied tothe alchemic bodies in their changes. fni, urrutogy is not;r.;;;by any accident; for it was in inltiation-e*p.ri.n.. that men had
fTg."q.r"" express and-develop the idea o?*orr._.rrr-fr"* 

"""revel of rlte to another level quaritativery differ.ttt-rro* .t-,iti-hood with irs mother-wo'd to adulthood with ir, toruiif Jitr;;set of relations and responsibilities, its new lor.s nod ,;;;_standings, and so on. Alchemy abov! ail represents the scientificapplication of these initiation_ideas of a t.up from "". d;li;r;level of life to another; and that i, ;;; tn. ut.t.riiri;"l..;teturning to the analogy of ordeals, tests, rlsurrections. And thevdo not do so for anv simple r.uroo, .f ;;;;;;;;^*i;;il;;i
from human life that helps to pr";;;;;.hernatuof stages andto make the whole mysterious pro..r, of chemiJ ;r;"*". ;;;comprehensible. They do so also because ,lr"y g.""i;.ilf..i',union between natural.and h,rman;r;;, they arcaffirming avital. and organic relationship to ,ritor.-*hich the ubrtru.t-oitimeless approach, with its emphasis on the alienated inte'ect ofmen, had denied.

Further, in the continual paradoxes of glory and infamy,
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lrretrtimrble value and despised cheapness, we feel a link with the
gt,spel creed that the last shall be first, the despised will turn out
lo lrc the chosen. Behind the antitheses lurks an element of social

rcvolt, nurtuted to some exteflt by the feeling that the alchemist is
outsicle all the accepted cultural values and that in his obscurity he

lrr rtruggling for a secret of change that can give him mastery over

l)roccss. We find the assertion of the disregarded omnipresence of
ilrc Water, the Stone, as a commonplace in alchemy as it develops.
'l'lrus, Ibn Umail, after the passage cited where he says that only
tlre Men in the Egyptian Temples can make effective use of the

Wuter, goes, " 'O King, is it to be found when sought fot?'
Marqunas said, 'Yes, no commodity is sold in the wodd more
llranlt, and evetyone requires it, and everyone possesses it, and

ll is necessary for everyone to have it.' He means by his statement
fl'his Water, because the lilfatet is found in every place, in the

lrldns and in the mountains, with rich and poor, with strong and

wsrlc. This is the panble that all the Sages quote about their
Storrc; it is the \Vater, the Humid Spirit." It is the essence of life,
ol'rlevelopment, but only the alchemists seek to grasp and under-
Etlncl its laws, enter consciously into its processes.

'L'he Twe/ue Chapters go on:

I )on't you see that it fights fire, nothing is more hostile to fire than it is.
\ff/hen put in fire, it makes a crackling like congealed watet that dis-

lrrlegrates by action of cold and snow.
Itnow, seekets, that it is a white v/ater which is found buried in the

er rth of India, a black water which is found buried in the land of Chad-

ier, a red brilliant water which is found buded in Andalusia.
It is a liquid that bursts in flame at contact with wood into a violent

lirc; a fire that lights itself at stones in the countries of Persia; a tree

llint grows on the peaks of mountains; a young man botn in Egypt; a
prince come from Andalusia urho desires the torture of the seekers' He
irqs ldlled theit chiefs and made of some of them the runnets of princes.
'l'he wise men are powedess to fight him' I see no arms against him but
rcsignation, no othet steed than science, no other shield but intelligence.
lf tlie seeker confronts him with these three weapons and kills him, he'll
(1)rnc to hfe again after his death, he'll lose all power against him and

will give the sEeker the highest power so that he'll ardve at the goal of
lris desites.

And so on. We ate reminded of the wood on the Lydian altars

tlrnt catches fire of its own accord, and of the experiments (we
t'itcrl one recipe of automatic fire in chapter 3) leading on to
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Greek,Fire. The y3ung man.born in Egypt perhaps refers to the
l_t*ggt. "f I .y"T.g man against u arrgE' u.rid. ,,i_,; N;;, .,o"n,.n
rs recounted jn Tbe Book af Kra*.r_an?therversi"".f i"iri"ri"r_otdeal.aB

The style of the Tyelrll Cbapters shows that itderives from theperiod when alchemic ideas *.r. ,.i ""t i' erabonte rhetoricalfashion, with much antithesis ,"d l.;;;g_up of synonyms. Butthe essential ideas are much earlier, "ri,;rr; p"i;;r;;;r;rrrgryand cleady made, v/e may cite some more passages that seek tostress the paradoxical,ruior. of the ,.li.t.\..d-t.r, io-*r.rn.Aristotle here cited is an apocryph"id;;;,
f have heard Aristotle say.: 

_..Why do these seekers tu.rn 
^wayfrom the

;i:::, 
It is however, *.ltkto-., ,rt"g, .t"r".*rir.J,-##"r*"r_

r replied, "what are its quarities? $zhere is it found? $Vhat is itspossibility?',
He told me, ..1'll chatacerise it by telling you it,s.like lightning on adark night. How can,on. a;r-to ,J."g"ir3 L,".rlring white showingup against a black background? Th" ,.;;;;;;n isn,r painful for anyoneaccusromed ro distance. Night cannor'f. i"ll"", 

';il;;;;.J;,tw'o eyes,"

We are again reminded of Flerakleitos, lighrning flash that guidesall things. There is no direct .rrr..ii""l'l"t ,r.r,i_ui+;,-'.. ;:concepts are the same. The alchemic *o_.rrt is that when thereality of change, process, d.".top*.rriir'uUroptty realised in itsfullness. The univers.,"f.p.rr.ty i.f*t,t;; or quantirative move_ments, circular and reducill. to _.fhuni.l forirrotrr;r;;fi;;
force which exists outside at those f;;;;i;r; and the vision of the
i:T 

*lr q'^1'.9: what is happeningtras similarly l."pr;;;;;;;;rever or comprehensj."": 
-A -guiding princiile ff q*fi*i".change, a formative principle, h-n, b;;; r5Jir."i.;nri;; il"#;;;;process. The difference between the alchemrc,.rmage and that ofF,erakleitos is that the la*er i, I;rg;i;Jntuitive, whereas theformer has a more p_r..1:. body 

"f i;?;'.rlu,;on, abour the natureot process associated with it.
As for the places where one finds this stone, they are the houses, shops,bazaars, roadwavs. public stores, *;r;;;.,'Uu,nr, towns, cities. onefinds it in the earth and rn the sea.

. ^r :o 
its possibility, f,ll state that it is a stone bound up in a stone, astone fitted into a stone, a stone englobed in a st.:ne. The philosophers
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lr,r vr r'lrt:tl tcats on this stone, and when they've flooded it, its darkness
lr,r,: rli:;:rlrlrcared, its sombre colour has been lightened, it has appeared

lilit';r lrrrc pead. Its possession has been assuted and the seehers

f r,rvc Ircctr amazed.

'l'lrc lroint here is that there is nothing in the quest that carries the
art'licr into strange and remote aspects of life or matter. The

lrrr)('rsscs of transformation ate going on all the while, every-
w lrcr'(!, tll round one. The difficulty is not to track them out, but to
rrrr,lcrsland them. The mystefy lies in the transfomation itself, not
irr srrrnc situation ot material cut away from common life. The
It';rrs o[ the sages are the divine water of transformation, which
rcrirlcs in human beings as much as in any metals or minerals, any
lrt'r'lrs or flowers, any stafs or planets. The reference to a stone-in-
tlrc rit()ne is then not to magic stones like the aetites, ot eaglestone,
,rlrrrLrt which may strange things were said: for instance that "it
lr;rrl irrsicle itself another stone as if pregnant," and so has various
rrrics :riding a woman's pregnancy and preventing abortion'aa The
,trlilrtr is merely a peculiar instance of birth-powers concentrated
irr rr stone. What the alchemists were talking about was an

{rnrrripresent fotmative movement, which is shared by both men
irr(l tlrc organic and inotganic objects of natute.

'l'lrc Sage has said, In the following words Atistotle has indicated the
nlorre's qualities and given a desctiption of it. "It is a Lion reared in a
l,rrcst. -i\ man has wanted to make use of it as a steed by putting on it
,,,r,l,llc and bridle. Vainly he has tried; he cannot succeed. He has then
lr;rrl lecourse to a shrewder strategem, which has petmitted him to keep

rt in stroflget bonds, and so has managed in saddling and bridling it.
'!'lrc'n he has tamed it vrith a whip, giving it grievous blows. Later,
lrc le is it loose from the bonds and makes it walk along like a degraded

lrcirrg, so that anyone would say it had never been wild for a single day."
'l'lrc Stone is the Lion; the Bonds are the Prepatations-that is, the
nr:rttcrs I'll discuss in the next chaptet. The Whip is the Fite. \7hat do
y()u r;?ry, seeker, ofthis so-clear description.

I lcre is another account given by the Sage. "What then ate men

tlrirrking of? They talk of the stone but get nothing out of it. They
wlrrlr it up, they use it as salves for dealing with scab that covers the
I'otly and they draw no advantage from it. They tread it underfoot and
ye| ncver get hold ofit."

Arrother Sage has said, "I've lived now forty yeats and I've nevet
!lrcnl. a single day without seeing the Stone day and night so weil that I
wus fcaring nobody could help seeing it too. f then used yet mote
rrrillrrrntic exptessions than those I'd used at first and f have increased
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il"?.9:t*nt 
of the phrases out of fear that their sense was already too

Know then that the authors in their books have used a gfeat numberof wotds to denote the Stone. i* g;q? mendon thelasiest ones,leaving aside the maiodty 
"f 

,".h;:;J;?oi .noo.i.rg those which are,as fat as I know, the onls b.ut trro*olrril" .ola. It is called: Iion,dtagon, serpent, viper, scotpiorr, *utaa, fire, torrent, congealed ordjssolved [bodyl, oil^.*ul, oi, atg, 
-l{"i..r, *.....,ry, jackal, page,serving-maid, gazelle, 

.courser, Joq purr*er, monkey, sulphor,arsenic, tutty, foam of silver, Iron, .opp.f, ilJ, n",'ir"*,,*;r:,t;;.,tulac, tuac, tarc, dumb ,rrrr,, oppr"rror', ioil*rr*a [being], magnet, fat,spirit, soul, oil, collvrium, .rriri, b;;;,;;;, saturn, Barkhis [Balti :Venus?]. Mars, Sun, Moon . . .ai

We see here a contradiction. The alchemists insist on theuniversal nature of 
.their 

qu.r, 
"nd-ir, gou-I, il ;;;;;;r:"which the examined processes n , f^ri of common life. Theytalk of curing poverti; they want tfrii, ,.i..r.. to enter into lifeat every point. And yet they fteattheir learning u, ,o*.rhi.r;;;,must at all costs be kept among a few dedicatJ-i..'i.ri ,"anever unyeiled to the masses. fie shal t^t.. .o*id." ,fr. Irffreasons for this oosition, but here *. _uy note one point. Thealchemists rv.r. ,ro, concerned with producing gold for their ownbenefit' even if a oracttaner 

".- ,;e ,l;i- tried to cash in on hislores and impress'a ruler (Gaius 
", a"^rr^rirs). They felt them_selves forever trembling o" ,lr.-i";r;tr, ,..r., of universalprocess, and they wanted to clarify and stabilise ,h.ir;d;f ,hLsecret before thev worked out the appli.;;;;", of their knowledse.They were convinced ;;;;;5"""*.'i" which they fouidthemsetves the divurging of th.i, _.?r."a, ;;;ld ;J"';;;debasemenr. Men wo,iid 6. .ug.r orfyi" n"a gold for reasons of

9,1..9 
uld setf-aggtandis.m.ri; 

""Jih; i..p., modves of thequest-the search for pure knowledge r"d il;;h;ilil#,with a-hope of some kind of 
"tri-ut.-.ti*i, and contror of nature(and of human life itself) -*""fa i. .o-plo_ir.a, corrupted, anddissipated., \X/e may uid thut pJrp, IG were also only tooa1v3re of the gap between their a.t.,at k;*i.l;;ri ,i.rr-',_,-,claims they madt, o.y::i ln" ^*l;;;;? rr,,.rr'i"p.i"'ments and the exalting intuitions and mtmen hty cefiatnties thevproduced. Thev felt rirur ro make their pr";;;;;#ffiffj

be to expose themserves to ridicure. rfi"i, a..p convictions, st'rincapable of clear and direct p-.i;;;;;le mocked_ at and, they
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tlrc'rrrsclvcs would lose their sustaining faith. I do not mean that
tlrcy I lrought quite in these terms but that something of this sort
ol t:onflict went on in their minds and emotions.

ln tlrc same manuscript as the Twelue Chapters is anothe4 The

llrut[: rf 'I'hir! Cbapters, in which we gain a picture of the ordeal of
( lstrrncs himself.

Wlrcrr I realised that love of the Gteat \7otk had fallen into my heart
srrrl t:hat the preoccupations I felt about it had chased sleep from my
eycs, that they ptevented me from eating and drinking so that my body
wrrr wasting away and my 

^pPeatat'tce 
was bad, I gave myself up to

pruycr and fasting. I begged God to drive out the miseries and cares

llrnt had taken hold of my heart, and put an end to the perplexed
aiturrtion in which I found myself.

Wlrite I lay asleep on my couch, a being appeared to me in a dream
nrrtl told me, "Rise up and undetstand what I am going to show you."'

I rose up and went offwith this petson fHermes Trismegistos?]. Soon
wc nrrived befote Seven Gates so fine that I had never seefi the like.
"l lcfc," my guide said to mq "ate found the treasutes of the science

y, rtt scek."
"'l'hank you," I replied. "Now guide me so that I may penetrate into

tlrt.sc clwellings where you say are found the treasures of the universe."
"You will never penetf ate there," he answered, "uftless you have in

]/{ )u r power the keys of those doots. But come with me. I'll show you
tirc heys of those doors."46

'f 'lrc Seven Doots arc the seven planetary metals conceived as

rsscrntial steps in the construction of matter; they are also the
licvcn stages of the Mithraic initiate and the seven planet-gates
,l' the ascending soul. The imagery goes back to the ancient
Mcsolrotamian ritual-myth of the goddess Ishtar coming down to
tlrc underworld and discarding a veIL at each gate; the naked
p1oclcless at the end is truth in its pure revelation.

()stanes goes on with his guide and comes on an animal such
rus lre'd never seeri the like. It had vulture-wings, elephant-head,
rlr:r.gon-tail, and each of the three parts v/as trying to devour the
oI hcr.

Whcn I saw it, I was filled with a keen tetrot and changed colour. My
grrirle, seeing my condition, said, "Go up to this anirrraL and tell it: In
llrc name of mighty God, give me the keys of the doots of wisdom."

'l'lren, though full of tertor and dread, I made my v/ay to this animal
runtl said to hirn the prescribed words. He handed me the keys. I
o|r('11gd the gates and arrived at the last one. I found myself conftonting
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a plaque with a shining and multicoroured aspect. !7hen I looked at it,I couldn't possibly sustain the lustre.

The monster is the triadic formula, ot rather the metals under-
going the ordeal-transformation in its terms. (This symboric fact
obscures the difficulty.of wings or a tail preying o' u t .ua.; ft .
bright plaque is the ulrimate ,rt ity i' which ud .oToors ur. *"ig.a;
the philosopher's stone which in medieval days was caled f,oth
peacock and rainbow. Now in the nanative we again meet the
magical number seven; for the plaque was inscr6ed in seven
tongues. The seven tongues ate another seven gates through
yhi.l the goal of gnosis can be reached. The motivJwas probab'ly
introduced because of the tradition, found in Syriac tJ*ts, thut
Zotoastet produced the Aaesta in seven torrgo.r; the list varies
but seems to be meant to refer to the seven ,.lgioo, or climates of
the earth. Perhaps the seven versions of the Zuesta in turn were
invented as a counrerblast to the propaganda of the prophet Mani,
who had boasted that he himself wrbtJ his scriptori, *hil. ;.ro,and zoroaster had to get others to do it for them. Mani hai dso
ordered a translation of his works in seven tongues. An Arab
evangel of Christ's infancy- says, .,She, 

[Mary -iil brirrg forth],
without breaking the seal of her virginity and . . . her g"6a ,r";,
in the seven climates of the eatth.,,ai

The first inscription was in Egyptian and. ostanes read it. s7e
meet the triadic principle applied to the individual and his
struggles towards a deepened consciousness; we are reminded of
Mani's trinity of Light, power, $7isdom.

I am going to set out for you the allegory ofthe body, the vital spirit,
and the soul [i.a. rrma, pnefima, prlrbr].Siudy it with'yout ,eusori und
your intelligence, and, if you give it all your attention, you will be
set well oo your way to accomplish each work and to leatn all that is
hidden.

Rody, soul, and spirit are like lamp, oil, and wick. Just as the wick
can't serve a 

-lamp 
without oil, so_ the spirit cannot be Lf use in a body

without soul. The vital spitit of the body is the blood; the soul it's
breath 

.vrhich- spreads itself out in blood and. heaft tigi,t op ,o at 
"extremities of the body-and this last, you know, coisists tf flesh,

blood, sinews.

- Know that if you lodge the spirit alone in the body without bringing
the soul il, ghe body would have no source of lighi; it would U"?, fr
wrapt in darkness. S7hen you make the soul peneiate it, the body finds
affinity with it, is purified and takes on a hatdsome aspect.
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(inrsp well what I'm going to tell you, for it's an important-mat!::
errtl rrobocly could be led to the hidden science of which I speak if he did
nrlt know this chapter. Don't you see that fite possesses a brightness, of
rayr urd of lustre. If you sprinkle it with watet, the brightness and the

luitre vanish and it becomes darkness after having been brightness.

,l f y ou take Ete and water, and by working as we set out in the present

lrooli you succeed in mingling and combining them, neither of the two
will bc able to hurt the othet any more and theit union will give twice

er rluch brightness and rays as when they were in their pfimitive state.

'l'lrtt is how you must begin; for that's the way your predec_essors

lregnn. At the outset the primitive elements were fire and water. It's by

cor"rpling water and fire, by combining them, that ate fotmed numerous

bodics, itees and stones. The right course is then to ptoceed by analogy,

ccting fof the final science in confornrity with the method followed in
tlrc primitive science.

Itnosrna is that in every man which links his body-soul with the

tlving univetse. Soul is the individual life activating the body and

enalrling it through the pneuma to achieve universality. The lamp-

trrctalrhor, dealing with separated things, is not very illuminating

firr a matter of process; but its general implications show how
tlrc nlchemist connected the body-soul-spirit relationship with the

ffilclic formula. Soul penetrated body like the more active of the

two chemical substances in an experiment of alchemic change; it
lrrought about the existence of a thitd and higher substance,

ltntnria, which put the body-soul mixture into a new and active

rclationship to th. cosmos. fn short, human life was a perperual

llchemic pto..rt by which the dynamic body-soul union spatked
olf the vitatr linL with the various fields of force surrounding the

individual. The problem for the alchernist \ilas to grasp the full
nuture of the life-process as revealed in himself and in all men, and

thcn to apply and realise its pattern in other fields.
There u?e t*o further points. First, we may note the similat

notion of pneuma and souis in the passage from the (:.ore Kosmou

rluoted in out first chapter, where, in an idiom better suited to a

lihilosophy of ptocess, we meet the view of the soul-stuff or
rrrther soul-activity, pslchosis, as produced chemically (that is, by a

transformative process) out of the universal forces ot pneanata'

Since theprychal arc individual souls, the assumption is that they
link body atdpneurta. Secondly, the Ostanes-passage states water

nnd fite ut th. primitive elements: a dualistic view that looks
I owards fran and the mages. fn another (Latin-Arab) text Ostanes
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says that there are four elements, but .,of these watet a\d. fite
afe the roots, radice.r, Earth and att afe composed out of them.,,
And he tells Maria, *Out water has our earih, remaini"g i,'it. It
t_t- gl."t, lucl{..yd pute; for our of the thickenirrg of-;r.; i,
earth created."as

Ostanes looks again ar rhe shining plaque and finds that the
second inscription is written in persiai. lt rorru
The Land of-Misr [Egypt] is superior to all other cities and towns onaccount of the wisdom and knowledge of arl things thai c"J-rr^
bestowed on its inhabitants. Flowever tf,e folk of Misi-, u, -.tt ", tt or"ofthe rest ofthe wodd, have need ofthe inhabitants ofpersia and cannot
succeed in any of their works without the aid they draw fr"_ ,frirlur,
country. Don't you see that all the philosopheri who have d;;;.:
themselves to the Science have addressed ti.mrelves ,o p.rror* of
Persia whom they have adopted as brothers.

T.l ft goes on to give in detail a letter sent by someone askino
the Persians to send 

^ 
man able to translate a book that has beei

found. sfle shall find the same motive in the retters of pibechios
soon to be considered. The third inscription was in Indian. This
claims in rurn that the Hindus from eirfiest times have had the
superiority over other men. The sun is nearer to them, hence .,the
yigour of nafure in our land. If we had not need of persia we,d
be able to achieve the entire work with only what .o-." fro_
our soil and our seas.,'A tale is added about a sage sending to
India for the urine of a white elephant as sort of"punr."u. ?herestof the inscriptions, we are tolj, were effaced by time, ;";;
don't hear of the other four nationalities.

However, Ostanes, adventures v/ere not yet over.

YII-e 
l,yas examining the part I hadn,t managed to decipher in this

lll1t": j n*:!.? rr:ng voice crying out to me, ..Man, geiaway from
here betore all the Gates are shut; for the moment of croiure is come.',
_*""ft"Tb-hg all over and afraid it was too late to leave, I went out.Wh".l 

-I frld passed through all the gates, I met an old man of un_paralleled beauty. ..Approach,,' he iold Le, ..man whose t .u,i i,thlrsty for this science. I am going to make you understand. many things
that have seemed obscure to yoo, and explain what remain, friaa"rr?lf approached the old man, who then took my hand and raiseJ hisown tov/ards the heaven, swearing by the God of th" H""o"rr th"il
possessed the whole science and that ail the secrets of wisdom were in
me. I praised God who had showed me all that and who had made allthe science's secrets manifest to me.

OSTANES I J I

Wlrile I was in this state, the three-bodied animal, whose parts

rlevoured one another, cried out in a strong voice, "All the science can

bc perfected only by me, and it is in me that is found the key of the

scicpce. He who wants to accomplish the work in its petfection, let him
rccognise my true powet and he will laclc nothing of what the

plrilosophers have said about the work."' 
1 learing these words, the old man said to me, "Man, go and find that

nnimal, give him an intelligence in place of yours, a vital spirit in place

,,f yorrrs, a life in place of youts; then he'll submit to you and give you
ull you need."

"[s I wondered how I could give anyone an intelligence in place of
Irrine, a vital spirit in place of mine, an existence in place of mine, the

oltl man said, ';Take the body that is like your o\Mn, take from it what I
hnve just told you, and hand it over to him."

I clid as the old man bade me, and I acquited then the whole science,

Ad complete as that described by Hetmes.

We see that the alchemist has to be able to identify himself with
the tdadic beast, the formula of transformation or development.

lle must realise the unity of man and natute-not as a general

itlca, but by a concentration of his entire mind, body, and spirit

,on the work he is doing, so that he truly feels himself disinte-

grating, tortrap^rtandputtogether, rebornin a new form. This
iclentificatiott of th. scientist-artisan with the processes he is

llroducing, is perhaps the hardest aspect of alchemy fot anyone

n.,wadayJ to understand or enter into' To men in whom the

nlienation of the intellect from the wodd of nature has been

crrried very much further than among classical Greek thinkers,
the whole ihittg te"-t fantastic and overstressed, unteal. But in
tirct it was passionately real, and in my opinion it held an element

of truth -tti.tt 'we must strive to grasp and recapture if our
science is to measure up to the full demands of reality. Of this

point I shall have more to say later.
Who was the old man? It has been suggested that he was

Agathodaimon, of whom we shall hear more later; but the

,"f"r"tt." to Hermes (Trismegistos) at the end makes it more
likely that he was Hermes himself. In that case the guide at the

bcginning of the vision must be someone else. The vision is an

odd document which on the whole inclines towards making the

Persians the true centre of alchemic lore, yet shows traces of a
vetsion in which homage was paid to Egypt and its great seer

I lermes-Thoth.ae
The link of Ostanes with Demokritos and with Egypt is again
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brought out in the .f hawaltid of Ar*Razi, which quotes Apo'onios
of Tyana as saying that when Demokritos accompanied Ostanesto Egypt they found alchemy there to be based "; ,h. ,rr..r" 

"rHermes that it all proceeds irom the one Thing. ih;-E;;;i"".
were using as their main marerial pigbrain oi, 

"..o,r# ti ir.
likeness to the human brain. The visitors held that eses hJ the
same essential natarc as brains and produced the rulti. ,.*trr;
Tj ,i: F'gyptian sages accepted ihis viewpoint a.rpli.--irr"
difficulties in the alchemical maaipulation of e!gs. Til;J;g
aphorism ("He who acquires 

-the 
philosopt .r,, Elg *"r, ,"..*a,for it is the Tincture and is found in evlry horrJ.:,; ,..*, iur"a

on the Hermetic theory, thgugh Hermes naa Uia a"*" tfrrt orrfy
substances of mineral origin-were to be used in experiments;
nothing organic. Ar-Razi iommented that by rrr" rrtii"r"frr.r,,
Egg the Hair was meant, and. that, as eggs could be Ei, u, utrifling price, the saying of Demokrito, ("u"boot u Sr""Jifrui"i,
not a Stone) was confirmed. It has been suggested that the use of
eggs by Demokritos-ostanes imptied a i-hool which nuJ dir-covered the chemical_ activity of Sal_Amm oniac, a,"rg.rr, ,h",
could. be made by the distillation of organic-robrt#.", ,ody"yll thus su,ggest the use of such substancles in place of -ir.rd,in alchemy. More of this later.50 Before.\r/e pass on, we mav look
at.another passage in the MS which holds^ the Trrlu, i;";;;rr,
which throws further right on the account of ostanes, initia'tion.
(The initiation-rite ol the alchemisr, we must remember, was asymbolising of the alchemic process itself.) fn" mu"or*ipi i.
fuagmettary.

lad]ure you, in the name of the immortal gods and in the name of the
God of gods, by th-e power . . . unfathomabie in itserf, that warms bv itsfire, that turns and circles before the.figute of the ineffable image.It is not ro the son nor to the btothei . . . nor to the farse fti#d norto the ffaithless] confident ofthe sectet that one should revear . . . irr.r.
books r have written for the rove of God: above a[ that who g.ia ;"1
silver. You must know also this: I_haveprayed the imm"r,rLg.:r;;.
fet 

my uJold9 penetrate the ears of the foolish. As for "d6r.i;;;;;;betrayed the] mystery, they must not even see one of *y Looi, . . . 

-O.
not be mad_ engugh to dare to claim the ttansmission of the tr"ai,i.*.
them, for the book is guatded by God . . . [It treats] of the art and itsoperations, but the 

^rt 
. . . to God who . . .

. . . thus it has been offered to him [who deserves it]. His master givesit to him and makes him know._. . Tho, you are very happy . . .'it i;teserved for those worthy. , . The art is not given to #i; ;* : .:

OSTANES

llc lrointed out the road with his staff. .. He questioned me and
wrrrtccl to leatn where I claimed to be going. I persuaded him to be my
nrrrriler and direct me in the way that ieads to the hidden treasures' He
rrntlcrstood my secret desire . . . He took thus and pointed with his
nttfl'. . . I persuaded him to be my master and direct me in the way that
lel<ls [to the hidden treasures]. He undetstood my wish, but he feared
tlrc irnmortal gods and did not wish to travel vzith me . . . I promised
. . . that I'd give him the double . . . we atrived thus at the hidden
troxsures. FIe made me a sign with his hand [to offet] on my patt the
rirrr:ri(ice that the gods demand. I cartied out his desire and gave soul fot
roul and body for body. But even so there was no agreement as to
holcling up the fast-and I lost my life. . . Then I stayed 40 [days] . . .

A sccond god opened for me [the dwelling place of] the sages, coveted
witlr a mound of herbs and dew, clothing of body and soul. I knocked
elicr having stayed 4 times 4o days before each door. Then I went in
tlrrough the door . . . aftet having offered many and suitable gifts. . . .61

',t'h,is passage, multilated as it is, helps to fill out the picture of
( )stanes' ordeals, which are here described as a death. The
initiate surrendets his double, his other self. All sacrifice has an

n$pect of killing another creature so as to ensure one's own life;
qlrc victim is the image of the killer, who rescues his own life by
offering up that of anothet. (This had its litetal ttuth since the
vjctim was in pafieaterL by the sacrificer, in part by the gods.)
llut this aspect came up more sharply and consciously in the
Semitic wodd than anywhere else. The cuneiform tablets plainly
stute the idea of the victim as a substitute for someone threatened
by death; Porphyrios attributes the same idea to the Carthaginians;
rncl a sedes of dedications in Africa to Saturn (Baal) deal with the
night-offedng of a lamb, "soul for soul, blood for blood, life fot
life". fn the African sacrifices it is uncertain whether the lamb
talies the place of a child, who had pteviously been sacrificed, or
whether it is merely a question of a substitute of lamb for sacd-
ficer.62 The whole concept of the redemption of worshipperby a

dying god represents the system on a higher level, especially
wl'ren the god is imaged in animal form (Dionysos as bull, Christ
ns lamb) and is eaten in some direct or symbolic meal of com-
munion. Here the self-sacrifice of the initiate takes up the redemp-
tion-theme but applies it to the death-rebirth of the metals,
which is also the death-rebitth of the alchemist. "The double"
is n strange phrase. Perhaps it means that the initiate offers up his
prcvious self, which othetwise u'ould hang on and accompany
the new self; perhaps it means that the metals, realised in their

rt3
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alchemic values, become a second self, which the initiate offers
".P 

by dliving them through the triadic process of qualitative
clanqg. fn any event the initiate is assumed to reach ,;;;;;yof self, in which dJ F, facilities, thoughts, u"a ._o,i";-;;"
concentrated on, and dedicated to, the Gieat }7ork.

Finally y" *uy note the Syriac texts of letters supposed to have
been exchanged between pebechios and. Osron, a persian, which
1l-::: ytrlt th1 ptaque-inscdption said "b;;;.G;'?;,transtatlons trom persian-wise_men, and which thus seJm part ofthe propaganda on behalf of persia as the great source of alchemic
lore.

Pebechios, humblest of philosophets to Osron, greeting. I have foundin Egypt the divine 
"nd 

niaden Books of ostanes, writren in persian
script, and f cannot make them out. I beg you then io iudee _; ;;;;;
9f your grace and send me the persian i"rr.r, .o ,nJJ?;;.#i"i
the hidden words set down in these books. F., i i;;;;;H;;J#;
and a liveJy desire to gain this knowledge.

f ask then the favour of being ratei worthy to receive without
iealousy this man's doctrine, whofossessed the spirit of God, .; ;il;
::""::"pJ_rh,.^y,t_,:t:_ry."-posedinEgyptandriveatthose;"*p;;; 

j
rn refslan. r ask tor those Letters to be sent to me so as to be 

-made

availabTe to all the wodd. As soon as f have succeeded i" ".pil;;;*:::.1-.:51],ll :lu you back again the tabrer tn^, l,* ".ri"gl"r;;"1-tnswer qurckly before death [?word effaced] comes on me.5a

Osron, "the humblest of the mages," sends his reply:

OSTANES rtt

NThen I got your letters I felt a greatjw ucrr I gor your reffefs I telt a gfeat joy and r received a gteat honoursince you judged me worthy .f hi"g sinqled out from amono rhcng singled out from among themages my coileagues. [He sends on the ieque"sted. Letters 
""d 

t;;;?";;
sent. the revelation.] For ord age has seized on me and I fear that theweakening of intellect which is a malady-of the spirit is.."ilg-;;_;;
:j"'"1'1:::*::::iL",:kt[a1may.bln 

jai'.iJ"i""6;ii;ffi ;;;
:: ffjfl,lllq y*rly^.f the divine"spitit. r sat"te y;ilI,;;;;tr"
:f,*.Pl*_:_looks of ostanes, and ab'ove 

"n it;;;Ji""f ;#l;;;chief. Pebechios, as well as thosi who receive-ilil;hl"g.

Lrntl. All this book was undet the protection of God's name; and the

vlrrilc book treated of minerals, purples, and divine tinctufes of precious

6tones. I have transctibed it by means [word lost?] of Egyptian and
( ircclc writings , and I have thus rendeted it clear for all the wotld. I
luve transctibed the Seven Scriptutes such as I have found them'

I lrave found a divine book, more precious than all the others' With

f 
rrnticc the divine Ostanes called it The Ctown; for it is the Crown of all

ilrc Gods, the Mastet of Books. It has been named Sun [Gold] and

rr,t|iug is more excellent, except God. fn transcribing, in readrng, and

ltr ncqJring the earthly fvirtues ?] embedded among the things written,

I wns astounded to find words free of all envy; to see how complete

llrcy were, how rational and pure; how Ostanes was animated with
(iorl's spirit, he who, bring a univetsal wdter and a doctor, did not

tlirrtltin ihe role of disciple, although all these sciences in reality came

I'ronr him [wotd lost ?].

As For me I have fotced myself to write according to his doctrine' My
sorrl has got the profit, but my body is wotn out with the labout

ilccrlccl to make the divine words emerge from this gift Put at our

r I ir1rosal.

Notc the lack-of-jealousy motive again. Pebechios (hawk) was a

c(|rnmori Egyptian flame; but our Pebechios here is no doubt the

rnrrn who ,pp."tt in the alchemic lists and in a magic papyrus'54

'l'f re clivision of the matenal (minerals, purples, stone-tinctures)

ruill{csts the Ph1sika and Atlsika. The theme of a Persian book
,l,iric into Greek appeafs again in the l-etter of Dertokritos to

Lerkippos, where alio the invention of alchemy is attributed to
tlrc I(ings of Egypt.55 The Seven Scriptures, we saw, was a
'l,orctastiian motive-do we see the popularity of this number in
Btrc:h a context, in the name .fep tuagint or Seuen{t giventothe version
ul' the Hebrew Bible made at Alexandreia, though the story

rrctually ran that six elders wefe sent from each of the twelve

lribcs of Israel, that is, seventy-two men, who worked for
Bcventy-two daYs?56

Next comes a fngmentary passage where Osron speaks of 565

Hcetions of some w-ork, which perhaps Hermes confided to the

liings of Egypt and on which his disciples wrote commentaries'

ln tiiese lattef they explained the 365 days of the year "plus the

rxtra day added to comPlete time".

'l'lrey explained what was written on the priestly $Elai of Hetmes, on

",r,.1 
i(,[ these st\ tai. They read there the six days and shovred the true art

ro tlrc l{ing. The King, after re]oicing at the fulfilment of his desire and

1,ivinrl tha-nks, const;ucted secret plzces in Egypt. He inscribed the

Pebechios answers, after many compliments:
I have opened the book and have found there the whole art ofasrology,
1l,j"l1Tll lhifoso,ghy, "philology [fine literature], magism, ;y;;;r:;;and sacnhces; finally, that art-so dreaded by many persons and sonecessary' that of working gold. This art was *riit.., d";; 

-firl;
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divine and unuttetabre ar_t of seven tables [or sterail as much with hisown hand as with those of the philosophers; then he placeJ ,rc_ ;" ,fr"
sectet place. He set at the end of thi, pL". Seven Gates: 

^ 
g r;;i;^a, 

^gate of elec*.o'm, a gate of iron. For ihe Sun that fight, 
"f,ih. ;;i;r"he established a gate of gold; for Kronos [read Aihtod'it.l. , sut. of

cop,p_er; for-Hermes, a gate of tin; and for ihe Moirr, 
" ;r;; ;f"Ji;"r.

. {Marginal note] In a manuscript we have found: 
" 

gut"?f t."a *ni.n
is Ktonos; a.gate of electron whlch is an alloy, rvhich is Zeus: asate ofiron, which is Ares ; a gate of gold, which i. ifr" S""; ; g*;f ;;;r,
vzlrich is_ Aphrodite; a gate of tirr, which is Hermes;'and. , g"iJ'"fsilvet, which is the Moon.

Here once again we have the seven steps, the seven planets, though
the metals do not correspond. exactlj, with the Mirrrr"i.';;rr;il
But there was ofren a divergence in particular links. a paiis l,ts
says, for instance, ,,Zeus, tin; the pirsians do not ,ry ,frir, U",
diarglros fin Hebrew letters]; Hermes. . . mef,cury /tjdrargyosl;The Persians [say] ti1.l'oz rhe margin-wtiter'u*olgilt ,"?iiiir.
gaps in our texr, which goes on mintion the initiatiSn U*ri, ,-fri,
time in the form of a drawing:

S7ith all the lustre and force (two lines lost) . . . he drew a drason
eating its tail [the outoboros] . . . images and'arwork. 

"i " ,y-i?ii.
charactet.. . He advised agalnst op"iir,g the door of tn" ,"'.."i, io
3nyofl-e n91 of good birth, anyone uninstructed; but thought it,ljfrt i"
keep the.divine mysteries for ihe master's adepts. It was thus the priests
sealed all the mysteries; then each of them *.nt ho-.;; ;i;;;; il;:;,
"ofgood birth" presumably means: born of the families to whom
the lore was restricted. We may compare the statement in th"
IQiranider: "Heffies the Thricegreat ctd took the gifr v/hich he
handed on to all men of mind @Tetikoi).Do nor haniit on ro menwithout right feeling (agna zn 6n i, senseies s).,, r s

SThat then do we make of Ostanes as an historical figure, the
teacher of Bolos-Demokritos ? He certainry srands for th"e kinianor magian tradition of alchemy, and yet we find him located inEgypt. FIe comes there with Dbmokriios, or he ir *.tr.i"jir**.
His deepest secret, the triadic formula, is found hiddei in an
Egyptian holy-of-holies. one list of narres calls him an initiate o?Egypt. Demokriros finds his secrer, and pebechio, *rit", to
Persia for the clues to transrate his books. His retter to n.t"rior,
howevSl,.clearly gives Asia Minor, the regions where th. *ne.,
were thicl<ly settled, as the provenance of'the writer. 

-- --'-b'"

OSTANES 1J7

$7hen we consider how strong is the magian tradition in the

elchemic and botanical lore attdbuted to him, we feel that these

rcgions of Asia Minor were the most likely source of his doctrines.

I lis Persian line is stressed by Zosimos, who says that his master

wrrs Sophar the Persian, and who calls Ostanes himself a Mede.60

As it seems possible that Ostanes was a name borne by many

rllnges, perhaps a traditional magian name or title, there is no
rcnion why an Ostanes may not have been the author of the works
that went under his name. That the libraty at Alexandreia under
the Ptolemies acguired large numbers of magian books, presum-

ebly many of them from Asia Minor or from mote inland areas

ruch as that of Harran, is attested by the peripatetic philosopher
I letmippos. He says that it had many works ascribed to Zotoaster,
probably at least 8oo rolls (z,ooo,ooo lines); and in addition there

would have been many Greek works dealing with magian

cloctrines.ol It would seem than in the lrd and znd centuries n.c.

nt Alexandreia therc went on a considerable fusion of Greek and

Itanian thought. This fusion was expressed by bdnging together
tl're two gteat fi.gures of Zoroaster the Persian and Hermes-
'Jlhoth the Egyptianinalarge new corPus of magical tecipes and

icleas, above all in an endless sedes of pantheist cotrespondences

hctween men, animals, plants, stones, stars and planets. V7e have

neen how Hermes-Thoth haunts the initiation passage-rite of
Ostanes, who played his part in the fusion of the two cultures as a

lcsser figure than Zoroaster, but one who loomed larger in the

nlchemic field. By about A.D. 3oo, Zosimos the alchemist saw a

conflict between the positions of Zoroaster and Hermes, but this
was no doubt the result of the increasing pressure of the problem
of astrology which seemed to tie all lives down in a rigid deter-

minism. Zoroaste4 he said, agteed with Hermes that men could
rnise themselves above fatahty, but he took the way of magic;
I-Iermes on the other hand took the way of self-knowledge.62

But around 2oo B.c. this issue of freewill against determinism had

not yet matured and there must have been many harmonious
minglings of Graeco-Egyptian and Asianic-Syrian ideas, especially

in the trita of sympathies and correspondences of one thing with
nnother. Stoicism with its concept of pneama \ilas to preside

ultimately over such cultural developments.
This seems the period and the intellectual climate best suited

for the linking of Ostanes and Bolos-Demokritos. The tensions
which later brought about rivalries between the different schools
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are quieted' and no national jealousies are aroused by the rinkingof Ostanes and Demokritos or by the location "f ,fr. nr.u,
secret in lgyptirn shrines. Demokiitos, the Greek, who stTnds
between Egyptian andhanian, is ready to take over,fr. *ffi
emphasis on fire and on penetrative processes.

-rt is possible that Bolos dramatised the union of curtures by
lglling stories of Ostanes as a visiror or resident i" ggypt u.rJ bv
linking him with Demokritos, the classical philosophE;'*h;1;a
been recognised as the pathfinder, the pioneJr, in searchin! i;.;;
magian doctrines for stimuration or fllumination. It is porJut. ,t u,
magian scholars, surrounded with much mysterious au'ra, had come
to_ Egypt and discus sed things with him, and that they rrr.i tt . ou*.
of Ostanes, as the name of one or more of them, o, ", th" oo*.of a revered master who had originated their doctrines. The
neafest we can get to what seem the facts is to assume that around
2oo B.c. the fusion of rranianand Greek-Eglptian ideas in Bolos of
{epd1s brought abour the legends of De-mokritor .otturorutirrg
with.Ostanes-legends that no doubt took vadous forms, o"; ;?
which we have in the story of the opening pillar and tr.. ttirai.
formula.

I
Hermes Trismegistos

Wtt have seen how Hermes appears in a shadowy way 1 the
fcthet of a1l knowledge, including alchemy' Psellos, echoing

whnt seems a genuine{t old tradition, stat€s that he taught the

rcience before 
-Ostanes and Pebechios, and wtote a book on it

ttu."a Khida (which seems conrrected with the title Kleis, Ke1'

li*",o r"rr.rul such works)- He-adds, "Anoubis alone interpreted

iti.u. ,rrd.rrtood] his Seven Books, Heptabiblon, and not even he

i-lcnrly."r Several mythical or divine persons of Egypt thus come

rrl) tmoflg the alchernists, Hermes-Thoth, Isis, Anoubis, Aga-

tlroclairnon.
lletmes is a highly impottant figure, not only,in alchemy' but

ln ,rlmort all the E.lds -hete revelation was involved-and as we

ii*u. .".rr, those fields at this time covered a very large part of

culture. Tire quest for the truth in a breaking-down society gulitq
nR cver-greater urgeflcy, vrhile in general losing faith.in unaided

hurman Jffortr. Not only in matte?s of religion but in those of

elmnrt 
"rry 

field ofinquiry, whether astrology, alchemy,physiology,

hotany, iattomathematics (medicine linked with astrology), 
-o-r

cven ih"toric, the seeker turned despairingly to the spiritworld'

'l'hus Aristeides records that the god Asklepios advised him in

r'lr"n*r, not only about remedies for his iilnesses, but also aboul

prn."dor., in rhetoric. The Jew who-composed The Wisdon of
',folo*ooprobably lived in Alexandreia; he was strongly influenced

iry Ct.Jt Hellenistic thought; and he thus described what he

owcd to his God:

In his hand are both we and our words; all understanding' and all

iaq uoirr,"rr." with divers crafts. For himself gave me an unerring know-

ir.lg" of tn" things that are, to know the constitution of the world' and

ii,"%p.rrtiott of"th" el"m"nts; the beginning and end and middle of

tlrrres, the altetnations of the solstices and the change of seasons' the

,ir.,,lit of years and the positions of stats; the natutes of living
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cfeatufes and the fagings of vdld beasts, the violences ofwinds and thet]igughts of men, the divetsities of plants and the 

"irr"...?r".iilUthings that are either secret or manifest I learned . . .z

The old oracles had littre-or nothing to say on things that worried.
men apatt from immediate practical matters; oniy the KlarianApollo had-had anything to ieveal on the question of the divine
essence, and the thaumaturge Julian forged documents i" i;;;_tion. Men wanted 

^ more direct form oi.ooru.r, more personal
and mote complete .B ft was their duty to start off on ,fr. q""rii",
the revelation of reality:

There was indeed something worthy of contempration and of emotionar
agitatio.n, the beauty of the heavens with its representation of the eodstill unknown, the solemnity_ of night linked with 

^ 
Ugiri *."f.* ,?^"the sun's, but still alive, and.the Jther mysreries ,";i"g ;r;;;,tum across tle sky, gi"lg order and gro*ih accotding aJrfr" _orlo*

and regulated-periods of time by."rtoi"r, secret emissi 
"X, Vprrririlil ithe totality of things here below.

And so. fear kept on always increasing, there were indescribable

::.LTq::1,"d 
as long as the attisan yunn;7i4of th" orrio"rr.;;;;;

rn hls dental, rgnorance enwtapped the whole wotld. But when he had
decided to reveal himself suchli he is, he inspired. in gods ."rb"r." 

"fJo".",.uli he spread more generously in theirintelligei.., tt 
" 
16;;;;

he held in his breasts, so that they had first ofall thi desire ,o ,3.t rri*out, then will to find him, then also the power of succeedin;,-aK;;,
Kotmou).a

The Hermetic writings give us the revelation of the supreme
Mind or Noas, of Hermes-Thoth, ot of adisciple of H.r_.r', iutl
Asklepios, Ammon. The frame, as we have sein, is oftenthat of i
dream.s Flermes is thus the great source of revelation:

HERMES rRrsMrcrsros t6r

lrr tlre irrllnity a cettait number of vowels, then the other letters u/hich
Itutl souncls, but were not pure vowels [i'e. the semi-vowels] I these too
rnirit in a definite number; and lastly he distinguished a third class of
lettcrs, 'which we now call mutes, without voice ot sound, and divided
tlrcsc up, and likewise the two other classes of vowels and semi-

vowcls, into the individual sounds . . . [Finally] he assigned them all to a

ringle art.

Sokrntes also tells a story he heard at Naukratis about one of the

sncicnt gods of Egypt, whose sacred bird was the ibis, Theuth.
"lle it was who invented numbers and arithmetic and geometry
nncl astronomy, also draughts and dice, and, most important of
rll, letters." The king at that time, the god Thamos, lived at
'I'hebes. Theuth came to him and showed his inventions. Thamos
llkecl some and disapptoved of others. !flhen they came to letters'
'J'heuth said it v-ould make the Egyptians wiset, with better
nlcmories. Thamos replied that an inventor was not always the

hest judge of his inventions; as for letters, they would bring
nlrout the disuse of memories. "Men will trust themselves to the

cxlernal written characters and not remember of themselves."
l,ctters were"apharmakon [dtug, remedy, spell], not of memory,
lrrrt <rf reminding; and you offet rnen the appearance of wisdom,
not true wisdom. They will read many things without instruction,
$ncl will thus seem to know how many things, when they are

nrostly ignorant and titesome company-not being wise but only

fl:t:::^':yl\-r:j"!,y of things. Having ye1, he understood. Having
understood, he had the power to reveal *a,rri* ffiilJJ#fi:, --_ --_j_ Lv rwvv4l 4uu Drluw. -rlncl ln
Knew, he wrote down._What he wrote, he mostlyhidaawaR keeping

,:1":::::-1.:*1 1n""t 
l*s out, so thai .v.,y 6;;; ;; ;;,#;;into the wodd had tb seek"out tirese things. ifr.f.l.

IT "tf 
for writing down here_ is ..engraved,,. 

He engraved hislore, we have seen, on ste/ai and tables. And so he wal taken as
the inventor of writing. plato knew this tradition well.
Some god or divine man,,who in the Egyptian legend is said to be
Theuth, observing that the human voice wisinfinitejfirst Ji.rirg"irlr.J 16^ Thoth in Ibis-fotm with Shu and Tefnut as lions
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have the show of it.,, At the end of Sokrates, parable, phaidros
says, "Yes, Sokrateq you can easily invent tales "f niypt-", ofany other courltry.,'?

Diodoros sets out the general Hellenistic view:

flordinS to them [the Egyptians], it was by Hermes that the commonranguage ot manhnd. was first further atticulated and many obiects
stiu. nameless got an appeTarion ; that the arphabet ;r fi r,t#,,,.? r"aotdinances dgllng witi the honours and olfferings a"","ifr" g"Jr;"r"propedy established. He was the first also t6 observe ,fr? 

"ra.rfyarrangement of the stars and trre harmony of musical sounds 
""J 

it .i,nature,. to_ set up a wrestling schooi, ancl to give thought ;"-;i."rhythmical movement of the himan body and its pi"p".e;;i;;*;";.
.r^l:1ro" made a lyre.and gave it 3 stiings, i-lt"tlng ,f," ,.i*n, ofme year; ror he adopted- , tones, a high, a low, and 

" 
_idirr.., , the hiEhrrom summer, the low from winter, and the medium f.om ,pri.re. ii;Greeks were arso taught by him ih. 

"*pou.rJa, t)rilri",'"F',r-,.r.
dlsrrghts, and for thi*, ,.uron he was irr.".a -Flermes. fn a word,Osiris, taking him for his priestly scribe, communicated with him onevery ma*er and used his counsel above that "f ,X 

"th;;:- i;"olive_ tree also, they assert, .was his discovery, not Athena,s as theGreeks say.8

Tte Souda-says he was the discoverer of metals, especially goid,silver, and iron. No doubt this attribution came about throush
fis. 

place. in alchemy. Tertullian for the Chrir;;, ;il il;;";rrrsmegrstos as the master of all who concern themselves with
Ttyre (scientists of any kind). Iamblichos and Galen rntionrrir.d
the legends. The first wrote, i'our ancestors dedicated to hirn ihe
discoveries oftheir science, having agreed. to attribute evervthino
to tr-{ermes." The la*er, ..In Egypf ilthathas been dir.";;;;l;
the arts was submitted to the g# irar approbation of the t"g.r riir."it was inscribed without its airthor's r,r,'" on corumns r..it i" tr*
sanctuary. Hence the multitude of works ascribed to HJrmes.,, e

Iambliches_ put the total of his books at 2o,ooo, according to
Seleukos, Manethds made it 36,rzr. As the seco.ra ,ro_U& l,divisible by r46t, the number 

"f yri^ in the Sothic peri.d ;f ,t;Egyptian cal_endar, it seems thai some astronomic calculations
have intruded.

^ 
rn ancient Eglpt Thoth was indeed the holder of the DivineBook;.but the system of the gods was based on the gorr.ro_"orrl

administation of the earthlyltate. The pharaot go;r.por;fr;
his ministers and officials; details of all administritive *ork _.r.

HERMI]S TRISMEGISTOS fi1

crtrcfully recorded in writing. So the Sungod, I{ing of fe-'Wor-l{'
ncecled a similar system. Thoth as his minister and scribe kept hi-s

llook of Government, not so much as a doomsbook or book-of-
firte as a record of the ptactical side of the god's dominion'lo
'l'l*rth sailed on the Sunbbat of Re and had as title Great of Magic

in the Ship of Millions; by his magic he defeated the DragonApepi
thrt sought to swallow the Sun. One of his staffs had an eye

through which the indwelling god could see.11 By Graeco-Roman

timcs thoth as the highgod's scribe had turned into the supreme

lrhilosopher and natutal scientist; and as we see from Diodoros,

ite *uJ in some respects supplanted by Osiris. Thoth's secrets

wcre engraved and hidden 
^wayl

At last he reached the clearcut decision to deposit the sacted symbols of
rlrc cosmic elements near secret obiects of Osiris, then, aftet making

rrs well a prayer and ptonouncing such and such words, to teturn to the

Ircavens . . .
"'I'here are those," said Hermes, "who will thoroughly know all the

$ccfets of my writings and interpret them, and even if they tetain some

.lf them for ihemselves alone, othets among them that are for mankind's

lrcnefit they'Il engmve on $clai and obelisks."l2

'l'hoth thus had his beneficient aspects, which linked him with the

rrrt of healing. An Edfu natrative of the Birth of the Ogdoad

(eight gods) tells of a shrine of his at Medinet Habu erected by

i'tirl"*uiot-IX Euergetes If, where he was called Lord of
lishmunein and where a healing god Teos was also honoured' fn
tlris temple the deified sage Imhotep, identified by the-Greeks

with Asllepios, had a cull as well; and this fact has led to the

ccrnjecture that Teos, Dhr, was himself a deified priest- of
Memphis.ls This Dbr, a Sn-priest, may have been the Theban

llcrnies whom Clement cited with Asklepios of Memphis as

examples of deified men. But the epithet {tn, a late form of sn,

in inicriptions of the temple is used only for T]roth-, -not for
'feos; itieems an epithet of Thoth as oracular god and helleyra

In any event there was a cult of Thoth at Thebes long before

the Ptollmaic temple; in the New l(ngdom he had been identified

with the Theban iroongod Khonsu. It would be natural enough

ftrr a human sage, Teos, if deified, to be honoured in the same

slr.rine as Thoth-, god of wisdom-iust as we find Imhotep and

Amenhotep, two more human sages, as shrine-sharers with the

,,od. Tn linking Thoth -x'ith deified sages, Ptolemaios TX. who
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more than any other ptolemy loved Egyptian lore, did not wantto lessen his role; rather he wished t" iir"ss the connecdon with
human wisdom. In the texr of the shrine dedication, ih;;h (*
p..thnpr_ Teos) is said to descend every evening on the i.-pt. ur)r,
ibis and go f,orth in the morning. Ii seems t-hen that h.r. *u, ,
place_ of night-oracles 

-through incubation. perhaps tfr. *ui'
worshippers were sick foik_come ro get advice from ihe g"a, ;;;
appeared in dreams. Thoth,s epithet here, Atm, t._*i"-ir.u.r,
would suit such a situation. 1b

The later function of Thoth-Hermes as the great revealer is
perhaps linked with his role in a number of d"emotic 

"ppl}r,which seem to be descendants of the ancient Lettert to ti buni.
We find them addressed both to him and to frnfrrr.p. O".,
written on a_jar, was posted at the grave of three p..ro""li _r",7'woman, and a second man who ieems the sori of theirst). A

I{ERMES TRISMEGISTOS fi,

&*
F 3ff

w()rnun-attendant of the Ibises greets the trio by the name

"lrcforc Thoth" and launches out in a complaint to the god about

tlre seizure of her property by a man she names. Another appeal,

{ul pllpyrus, of the Ptolemaic period, was written on behalf of a
lr,,y and a gid minot, complaining of their father's treatment of
rhern after- the mother's death and his rcmatiage. Another

lltl)yrus, also Ptolemaic, is a request by a son to be spared death

ilri,iugtr an illness; in return he promises, among other things, to

1',,,y ^-to* in monthly instalments fot the burial of the ibises.l6 A
ii,urth on a coarse-textured piece of linen (dated to the reign of
Amasis or Dareios I) makes a wild complaint against someone

not of this earth:
(hl'amity O Thoth, Twice Great, Lotd of Hermopolis! O Great
( lruncilsl O every god who is here! It happened to Bsnekenbo son of
I [or, whose mother is Hapenais, from the Hand of the Evil Daimon'

Lt

s
-a

I
.[
)0

]t6.e

The weighing of the heart of Osiris Ani (the deadman Arri
great company of the go,l,,

,lelllerl) lry Anubis and Asten, with Thoth as register, and the
,'l l lrliopolis as witnesses
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The mastet is the one who ptotects his servant who is maltreated.
Protect me from it-

Our Great Lord, f am too old for the troubles in which I stand. He
who_is cast into the Justification [?] at an old age [?], those who [are
dea,d] 611 be gracious to him and bring him in. be-giacious to *.1 O
gods who are here. Propitiate for me the gods agalnst whom I have
committed wrongs and propitiate for me my Good Daimon. Cause
them to be gracious to me. Save me ftom your destruction of wrong_
doing.

Protect me from the Evil Daimon. Save me ftom it. Do not give me
to the Evil Daimon. Take me to yourself. Do not give me to It. save
me from it from this day on. Do not let it come n"ui u p"r.o' of mine.
Do not let it come near a possession of mine. Do not lit another have
power over me except you [Thoth].l?

The term r have here translated as Evil Daimon appears in demotic
lg1or:op:r.in_application to the Sixth Hour-ind is given as
Kake Tjtcbe in Greek, while the term translated as Good-Daimon
appears in the opposed Fifth House as Agatha T1che. The same
terms appear in the sentence: "ft is in women that Good Fortune
and Bad Fortune exist upon eatth,,, Again in a frfth letter the
s-uppliant has no human master to protext him; he has only the
divine master Thoth; this man *orls at an ibis-farm.re

Thoth also appears in healing spells. Thus on the base of
magically cufative statue, where are eleven spells against snakes
and scorpions, Thoth appears with a claim to avert-poison from
young Horos or from the patient, attributing to Horoi the various
parts of the latter's body with appropriate epithets.l0

The importance of the appeal-letters is thut *. find Thoth
coming down from his high remote position in the Sunboat and
ready to listen to the most humble cries for aid. None of the
affiicted here ask for a revelation of knowledge, but Thoth is
seen as accessible to human pleas. Since he was supremely the god
of knowledge, it was only a further step, though, bota orr., *L.o
he was asked to share out that knowledge, ai least among those
who were striving to make themselves wothy of it.

The-all-knowing revealer was llermes Trismegistos. In the appeal
cited above Thoth is the Twice Great. W- n"a the phrase,
megistos and megistot, Greatest and Greatest, on afl inscription oi
the Greek itulary of Ptolemaios Philopator; and the hieroglypoc
version also agrees in thus describing Thoth. The Rosetta*stlne

HBRMES TRISMEGISTOS

has Great and Great, negas and negas. A paPyrus with royal
titles of Ptolemaios IV may have a trtple rnegistor to fill a gag.zo

IJut the triple title certainly occurs on a Greek ostrakon from north
Sagqara: "Gteatest and Greatest God and Great Fletmes". Two
more ostraka arc of. interest, found in a small building to the vrest

of a sloping dromos cut in limestone that led down to an entry
into the catacombs of ibis-mummies. The building opened out of
tlre hall from which the dromos ran down; it consisted of a cellat

and niche apptopriate to an oracular statue, and we may assume

that a dream-oracle existed here. The date is fixed by the type of
script and the reference to two Ptolemies, VI and WI, and
l(leopatra II, with a joint reign lasting ryo-64 s.c.21The writer is
trIoros, pastophoros of Isis "of the sarictuary in the city of Isis,

Sebennyto". In one text we have the draft record of an oracle

delivered to him by negi$os and megistos god rnegas Hermes: then a

new draft with some additions that mention "the rulers"; then

the writer's own name and title; finally the god's triple title again.

In another text Hermes is omitted; the form is that of a letter to
the rulers about otacles and an obsure reference to what had been

spid: "[The army] of the Eglptians will be routed and the king is
to advance into [ot up to] the Thebaid." Cleady Horos was

writing at the time of some disturbances mentioned in two
fragments of Diodoros. Fitst an Egyptian notable Dionysios
Petosa.rapis had tded to cause trouble between the two reigning
brothers in Alexandteia, failed, and retired to the suburb of
Oleusis, where he gathered some 4,ooo men. Defeated, he fled "to
the Egyptialls"-2pp21sfltly to the chara or countryside-where he

rlrganised furthet revolt. The second fragment tells of "anothef
disturbance" in the Thebaid. There is no certainty that this one

links with the first; but we hear that the king oYeffan the Thebaid
except fot Panopolis, which the staunchest of the rebels fortified
and which had to be taken by siege. After punishing the rebels,

the king returned to Alexandreia. fn our oracle it seems that
Hermes-Thoth is on the side of the Ptolemies, at least to the extent

of prophesying their victory. N7e see that Hermes could be

appealed to for infotmation as well as for aid.22
- 
In ancient Egyptian texts the threefold repetition of a hiero-

glyphic expressed the plura1.23 The triple titles should then strictly
mean only Hermes the Greatest; but they were taken as meaning
Thrice-Great as is shown by the paraphrase Trismegistos. Magic
papyri c,f the Hellenistic and later periods used as synonymous with

ft7
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Trismegistos the surnames Trismegas, Trismegalos, and. late
texts expanded the names to Nine_Times_Great#.ra There wasno connection with the designation of the pillared busts or
Hermai as Trikephalos, Three-headed; such hirms stood at the
crossings of three roads-as the Four-headed stood at those of
four. P-eople who claimed ro possess all the parts of philosophy or
other fields of knowledge *.]e jokingly given these ,ru*.r".r/

In the later working.-out of the place if H.r-., in Egyptian
thought he was divided into two p&rorrr. George Synt.if?Jtuffs
us of Manethos:

rn the time of Ptolemaios philaderphos he was styred Highpriest of trre
faSa.n-femplgs 9f Egypt and wrote from inscriptions i"n ih" S.riudi"I and [Egypt] which had.been traced, he says, iri sacred fr"!""g" 

""aloly charactets by Thoth the First Hermes and transrated" afier tL"
Flood into,hieroglyphic. $fhen the wotk had b."r, "rr"rrj";;;;L,by ngathodalmon' son of the Second He'nes [Trismegist6s] and fatheroj T*,_9 the temple-shrines of Egypt, Manithos delaicatea it to it 

"ab.ove King Ptolemaios II philade$iiou i' hi, n*n o7 Sotii, "ri;; ;"foilowing words:
Letter of Manethos of sebenntytos to ptoremaios Fhiladerphos:
To the Great King ptolemaios philadelphos Augustus: C;.;H;;"

my Lord Ptolemaios from Manethos Highptiest"and scdbe of'the
sacred shrines oj Egypr,-g.orn at Seb,ennyt6s and living at fl"ii.p.U.,it is my duty, Gteatest I(ing, to reflect on such ,rru,,!.. ;y;;;y
desire me to inquire into. So-, as you are making researches "'b;;;.Future of the universe, in obedience to your comLand r shal set before
you the Sacred Books which I,have stuiied, wri*en by your f.r.fr,fr.,
Hetmes Trismegistos. Farewell, I pran my Lord King.iro

This letter is not genuine Maneth6s; Augustus was a titre of the
l"^-u" emperors, not of the ptolemaic klgs. But Manethos did
il {lo write a Hlsnry of Egyp,r, of which -. Trurr. frug.."rr. a, u
Heliopolitan priest, he must have known the Sacrei Tree in the
great hall of the temple, where Seshat, the Lady of Letters, the
Mistress of the universe, wrote with her own hand the names and
deeds of rulers' she was shown with rhoth and Atum makins
inscriptions on the leaves and fruits of the tree. r7e find rr,l"".droi
and Hermes linked in a list of medical writers in an MS of celsus.The list includes Ffermes Trismegistos, Manethos, a".;;Kleopatra, Nechepso.z?

In the hermetic Asklepiot Hermes refers to his grandfather
Hermes; and Augustine .wrote, ..At the time when fUor., *u,

born, Atlas is found to have lived, that great astrologer,brother of
prometheus , maternal grandfather of the elder Mercurius, whose

grandson was that Trismegistus Mercurius'28

lfhe Books of Thoth certainly existed in Hellenistic-Roman

times, if not eadier, since Clement of Alexandreia gives u-s an

elaboiate account of a procession in vrhich they were carried:

The Singet is the one opening the march,_bearing one,of the attributes

._,f musiJ FIe must know by hiart two of the Books of Hermes : the first

that contains the hymns to ihe gods, the second that sets out the rules of
the royal life. Afier the singir comes, forward the Asttologet who

holds in his hand the clock and the palm, symbols of astfoflomy. He

r]lust know and have unceasingly on his lips the Books of Hermes

treating of this science. These numbet fout: one deals with the systems

of ,t"ri that appeat fixed; another on the meetings of the sun's and

moon,s light; th; other two on theif risings. Jn the third place comes the

sacred Sciibe with plumes on his head and in his hand a book and a

r.r1", o' which are sit also the ink and reed he uses in writing. He inhis
turn is held to know what coficefns the hieroglyphs, cosmogtaphy,

geography, the course of the sun' moon, and seven planets, 
-the

if-tgi.gtrpfty of Egypt and the description of the Nile' He should be

abie tI ieciie the sacted instruments and decotatiofls as urell as the

places destined for them, the measutes, and generally all that belongs

to the cetemonial.
After these three persons comes on the one called the Master ol

Ceremonies, who hotds a cubit, attribute of justice, and a cup- for
making libations. He must be instructed in all that concefns the cult of
th" go?, and sacrifices. There ate teri things that the cult of the gods

arrd"the whole Egyptian religion embtaces:.sactifices, first ftuits or

offerings, hymns, ptry"tt, proiessions,festivals, etc' etc' At last, to end

the maici, .o*"r ttt" eroph"t bearing the ewer, followed by those with

the offeted loaves. For tle ptophetls in addition charged among tbe

Egyptians with the distdbuiion of food. In his role of supreme p-ongtr

he" must know the ten books called sacerdotal. These deal with the

laws, the gods, and all that relates to discipline'

TL.r. lr. then forty-two Books of Hetmes extfemely necessafy:

thiity-six, which hold ail the Egyptian philosophy, ate caref't\ty .syaiea
Uf tdot" of -hom we huve ;"st .p-oken. As for the six othets, which deal

#th medicin e and trcat the body's constitution, maladies, instruments,

eye-temedies , and' frnalIy..-.di"s for women, they ate the obiect^of

assiduoos study by thosi vrho wear the cloak-that is, the doctots.2e

Thoth was indeed at the head of the healing gods' The Egyptians

were much concerned with the toxins cfeated in the body by

HERMES TRISMEGISTOS fi9
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food-residues; and rhoth was said to have invented the enema_just as the ibis used its.long cSved beak, according to pfi"i"r, to
clean our-that part of his got from which residuo rrTaruirJto"g.t
evacuated.8.o Hompollon speaks of a scribe aird"!"ir-fri"g
"berween life and death" ani of a hory book used uy irrE ,.riu.,
and called by them (mbr-es,..by means of which,h.;;;id"-;h"
fate o.f a sick man lying down: whether he will live or not. Thi,
they judge from the poiition of the sick mafl.,, Ambres is obscure.
An-attempt has been made to link it with im,t-pr ", _"g*A
tricks rather than as house-utensil, or with the nam'e or tne ,ri"ni
cian cited by st Paur: "Now'as rannes 

"nd 
Iumbrer-*irrrraS'a

Moses, so do these also resist the truth.,, paul is here drawins on a
Jewiqh- apocrypha which goes back to Heilenisti. .i-.riirii"i",
puts Moses and fannes^ on the- same level, perhap, dr"_;t ;; ;anti-Jewish tract of Apion.sr Ambres hu. how.oer arsi bee'
derived from an Egyptian term for word or sacred formula, so
that_ perhaps the reference is to curative magic, a fheme in'the
books cTrded by Clement,spastophoroi. This iiterpr.t"tior, r.*.,
better than the linking of 

-Anires 
with a gross'of H"rt;hi;;,

ambriTein, "to serrre in the sanctuaries,,.
Thoth and Tat both appear in spells. Where the Greek sorcerer

called on Apoll.o for presages, thi Egyptian called "" frr, nr.i
or the Moon. Thus an evoiation -ith'iir" aid of a lantern hu, tt.formula:

Boel Boel Boel Boel r r r r A A A ATatTatTat Tat you who spread the
immense light, companion of fire, in whose mouth is ,, irr."'tirrgoirt -able flame,-great god who dwells in the fire, who are in the midst of the
flames, in the celestial lake, between whose irands is the dt"t;;;;;;
and the di_vine pow.er, 

^pper to this boy who has today *y 
"ir" i" fri,power so that he wiltlep]y1o me truthfuily, infallibly. . . O...."a io *"

centre of this fire which is here before y"", yoo who belongt. t;, ;
Aniel.32

{._ *?y note the stress on fire. Thoth through his connectionwith the Sunboat be-cgqes a sorr of guide ior the ;;gi;il.
"T,aunch yourself on high to heavens arid make the lofty e.;J_
spirit sigh after the lofty mistress. Hasten to the etemal waters and
make Thoth wish to voyage. Awaken the desire. . . .,, Here the
spell is of love.ss Another formula for inspiring love in u _orrrurl,
hea,rt opens with Isis complaining to Thoth, ialled both baboon
and grandfather, rhat she has foun"d her sisterNephthys i, .opoin_
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r I. Sekhait, Thoth, and Atum tegister a king's name on the Fleavenly
Tree, Placing the king within it

tion rrrith their brother Osiris. The latter section uses the metaphor

of metallurgy to bring about the sexual fusion of the lovets in the

etnbrace:

llelf, son of Belf, who has feet of copper' talons of iron, fixed with
,l,rutle nails of iron, who has... ahead, alert feet, a knotted tongue

rncl a light sword: bring it to mq tempered with the blood of Osiris,

rrrrcl put"it in the hand of Irir . . . This mystefious frre . . . all frre, all

nnpe'-of-neck, all sigh, all plaint, all . - . that you fotge i1 this stove .of
f irc, breathe it ulso Into thi heart and the liver, into the loins and beily

of N daughter of N. Lead her into the house of N son of N, and let her

llive to hi"s hand rvhat is in her hand, to his mouth what is in her mouth,

I' his body what is in her body, to his wand [penis] what is in het rvomb.

Qrlick, quick, at once' at once.34

'l'he metallurgical mystery here is very complex' The summonecl

spirit is madJ of -itul; the svzord he bringl is tempered..with
()siris' blood; it seems further forged in the fire of the spell, the

Iirc of love, as in a stove, to eflter into body of the beloved; and

this magical thrust of the fire-sword becomes the entry of the

lover into the gid's bodY.
ln the spells Thoth is connected with the number seven' In a
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:Ht , of Agathokles, for the procuring of a dream, we find:"Thoth, whom every god invo^kes, of ivhom .o.r1'a.*o' i,afraid, and whose orderJevery angel obeys. your name has Seyen
Y ow els.a e.0 i ol o i cgt o e i ao o-y y o i a. i,rttJ, yo,r, fu_oo,,ru*.,,ru*. *irt,constraining powers of every kind.,,es rn anorher d";i" ;"magician thus addresses rhe sun in consecrati"g ,h;;";;.,i"g.r
Hermes:

I am Thoth, inventor and initiator of magical means and masicwriting. Come here tofy place, you who "r";;;;rr,l,,;";#ri",the gteatest demon, N"n of Ae 
"nderwodd, and you, i"J, .tN"".fthe underwodd, for I am Heton,.e";oyi.rg!i. 

^t 
glory,ifr" lUl".y", if."falcon-eye, the phoenix-eye travelling 

"..3ri tn" ,1rr, Lrrrr.tof; *--l"and. . . skin . . . If I do not understind what i, tr," ,""i-"i;ll;;;_
tians, Grceks, Syrians,, an-d Ethiopia"r, urro ot every other tribe ornation whatever, if I don't, understand the past and'tfr. f"tor", lifunderstand nothing about their art and oc..r'prtiorrs, their works andway of life, their names and rhe names of tfr'eir fathers 

""d 
,rr-;;h;rr,b_tothers, sisters, and dead, then I'Il pooi tt " brood of the brackKynokep.halos {dog-headed, Anoubis] irr,o *y vase, without hurtin'myself,J'll put [the vase] on.a new pedistul'Iioirri.i;;i, #ffi;:of the Drowned.One [Osiris] und'ut tt" port of Bousiris I,ll crv lthename ofl him who remainedthree days *a tnr.. ;il; il;;trfi;

[Osiris]; the Drowned one, vrho, carried or, ,h" .io".lorr.rrt, ;;. ;;,into the sea and was enveloped-by the wave,s of the sea 
""d ;; ;;clouds of the air. His belty and ail his body wiil b;.;;;;; ffi;rf#;won't stop the fishes from eating him ani they won't close their iaws.

-,-t_tl 
rlur.l, [Horos] -the orphin without dther from 

-rrrr' 
*,jir*r.rne axrs v/lil be cast down and its two ends will come together.a6

The last threat is to destroy the whole universe. We find it in
11.i:tt Egyptian spells directed against crocodiles, *fr.i" 1fr.maglclan says:
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llermetic beliefs, including much connected with alchemy,
persisted among the Sabians of Harcan in Mesopotamia. They
survived 

^s 
a Pagan sect inside Islam, with Syriac as their ritual

lnnguage, fot at least two centuries, and turned out talismans,

rlcmbics, and astrolabes (needed to fix the times ofthefivedaily
l)rayers of the Moslems)-though manyorthodox Moslem thinkers
clisliked magic, astrology, alchemy, as impugning Allah's omni-

l)otence. In the rrth century their name was said to be derived

1.1:f *:,:T:: of miilions, who have come out of the Duat [under_
Il111l:-y-h,:'..,'"T"isnotknown.-rf my";;;;;;";;."";;;; j;
the riverbank, the river would turn dry.li";;; earth, the .urth _oolJ
:1s I? I,I am S-h1 [sod-of air], itJtr,ge 

"in., ;;;;"r;;;; t" ,h:
*J:,3tj:-_t^:\::'!:!.]{th: diagfni ofTe vater opened his i

r9. Hetm in Dionysiac fotm vdth implements of wotship

from Sab b. Idris, identified with Tat, son of Trismegistos.ss (We

nnw above how among the Arabs Hermes was identified with
Idris or Enoch, son of Adam.) The Sabian prophets were Hermes
r,nd Agathodaimon (Ahaydimon); and they seem to have had a

very large collection of. Hermetika, including documents now
Iost, at the time they adopted these works as their scdptures.se

The tinking of Hermes and Enoch may have come under Islam;
in any event the Sabians raise a number of difificult problems we

shall later consider. Here we may note that in the Kitab al-uluf the
astrologer Abu Ma'shar (died 886) makes Hermes Adam's
grandson. Adam taught him the hours of the day and night, and

he, Enoch-Hermes, first spoke of "upper things such as the

motion of the stafs". He first built sanctuaries, developed

medicine, and wrote many books on earthly and heavenly

subjects. "He was the first to prophesy the coming of the Flood
and he saw that heavenly plague by water and frr.e threatened the

::::*f_.J^.T::11,,1Is craws, r,d wherm ih.;;H;;;;.I ;water and the south would change to the north _i;t;11 ;;;;id;;
well.sT

The belief in Hermes as the revealer of nature's secrets and of thedivine essence spread wide and lusted long. A strange f".f."r-"i

J^w

d
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earth."40 All this is connected with what was said eadier of Hermes
ald the Pyramids; and through such traditions it is porrilt" tt rt
the Hermetic Krarer or Bowl later on in medieval amis devetooed
into the Holy Graal. rn Hermes to Tat, Tlte Krater * Mouod il'u*
told that Hermes filled a great krater with Noas,Mind, and sent it
down to earth. "And he has appointed aherald, wiih orders to
proclaim to the hearts of men: plonge, you who can, into this
bowl here, you who believe you will ur.."a towards rri- -rr" rru,
sent the bowl on to eatth, you who know for what you have
come into being"' And so the reborn initiate of Hermes cries, ..r
have entered an immortal body . . . f am in heaven and on earth,
in water and in ait,I amin animals and plants, I am in the womb,
not yet begotten, and aftet birth, I am everywhere.,, He has
become vlta]ly part of rhe universe, rearising his kinship *irrr"il
things and thus entering into them as the ai-chemist enters in the
rnetals of transformation.

. Y" *^y add that rhe creative voice of Thoth, under the
influence of Hellenistic thought, became the creative sTisdom,
SEhia, of God, which in tum L..urrr" the Logos,$ilorcl or Reason,
of Philon, Neoplatonists, and finafly of ch-ristians. Two hiero-
glyphic inscriptions, under Nero, at Dendera read as follows:
Thoth the great and great, the most ancient, the master of the citv
Hermopolis the Great, the great god at Tentyris, th" ,o,rrun-noi
creator of the Good, heart-oFRe, tong.r" of Ai"m, rfrrou, "iin.-gotwhose name is hidden, lord of Time, king of the years, ,.ril. of*"
annals of the Ennead. Reveration of the go-d of righi Re, he *t o 

""iri.from the beginning, Thoth, he who ,.J, on tn! trotfr. Wf,^i,pd"e.
from his heart has at once existence. what he "".* ,"irirlr-?3,
etemity.4l

chemistry in medieval times was still called the Hermetic science;
but no Greek work under the name of Flermes has come do-r, to
us, though we hear of titles of his such as Tlte lyork of tbe Sun.We
have. only three fragments and various quotations ty Zosimos,
Stephanos, and others. However -" .u.r-boild, tp a'faitly ;l;;;
view of his doctdnes. First, he is now and thet finkei with
Demokdtos. "Hemes and Demokritos are known u.rotairr! io
th-e Cata]-ogle to have spoken briefly of an Uniqu. Tirr.tor.,'urrJ
others allude to it." "Every sublimated ,ruporri is a pneunn ani
such are the tincturing quarities; thus ii is that 

-the 
divine

Demokritos speaks of the whitening and Hermes of the smoke.,,az
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'l'he main stress in his thought seems to be on the unitary nature

of process.

Othcrs say that the Watet is multicomplex, resulting as it does from
two complex unities. . . iust as the wodd is numerically one, though

c,rmposed of multiple elements. Thus Hermes declares that the totality
of things, though multiple, is called One. (The Christian.)

Thisls the operation [zbrzr] of which Hermes speaks under the name:

the Good with many flames.
Ilor the truth of my temark I take Hermes to witness. He states:

Co to Achab the labouter and leatn that he who sews wheat makes

whcat come to birth. [Zosimos']€

Aa a result Hermes saw man as a microcosm. Olympiodoros tells

u8:

I lcrmes imagines man as a microcosm. All that the macrocosrn con-

tnins, he also contains. The macrocosm contains cteatures of eatth and

weter; man has fleas, lice, and intestinal wotms' The mactocosm has

rlvcrs, springs, seas; rnan has entrails. The macrocosm has creatures of
thc air; man has gnats. The macrocosm contains exhalations that burst

out in its bosom, fot example the winds; man has his flatulences. The

mhcfocosm has sun and moon; man has two eyes, and the right eye is

relatcd to the sun, the left eye to the moon' The mactocosm has

mountains and hills; man has bones. The macrocosm has the sky; and

man has the head. The macrocosm has the twelve sky-signs; and man

contains them too, from the head, i.e. the Ram, down to the feet, which
nrs assimilated to the Fishes. There then is what they [the Hermetists]
csll the Cosmic Image lmindmaf, as Zosimos notes in his book of
Virtue.aa

'Ihis system had been built up out of the mass of correspondences

worked out in tetms of the theory of Sympathy-Antipathy,
cnpecially through the merging of medicine and astrology.

Firmicus Maternus in dealing with the offspring of the wodd-
the position of the planets in the zodiacal signs at the beginning
of things, informs us:

Thc God fabricating the wodd has constituted man's body, like the

world's, out of a mixture of the four elements, fire and wateq ait and

corth, so that the happy combination of all these elements makes of the

llving a fine wotk according to the form of the divine model. And by
the artifices of his creative att he has so made man up that undet the

constraint of nature thete gathers in a small body [mictocosm] every
force and every substance in such a way that at the powetful celestial
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breath that descends from the divine spirit to vivify the mortal bodv heprepares. a dwelli ng, fragile indeed, but still,.r._lti"g it ; ;;r;d.,'
. And that is why man, like a-Iittle wodd, is vivified f,y ,f_r. nrrr" 

""athe etetnal course of the_ five planets und the sun and _oorr, so that theIiving being created in the w6rld,s image may likewise b;;;;;;y
the same substance of the divinity. He"nce com.s it that the two divinemen who merit every admiration, petosiris and Necheps;,-;;;"
wisdom has had access to the inner .".r.t, of the divinity, fi"". frr"J.aon to us, instructed as they.were by a divine master of knowledge, thetheme of the world in its birth_products to declare ,"a pr"_r"ifrr??*,
f*f".d according to nature and the wodd,s image,is sustained cease-
lessly by the same principres that direct r.,d ,rr.t"i., th" -";iJ;;r""ghthe rays that warm it vzith a perpetual heat.ab

The source of this declataion, he says, was ..the Book of
*:Ut.pa: called. A(yriogeneis,' ; and. AsLlepios,rg.,lr*-;;
Anubrs, he mentions elsewhere, draw theii lore fr"om Hermes
Trismegistos, "the divine -urt.i of knowledge,,.ao

Hermes seeks to work our correspondei.., o. intedinked
forces of .sympathy between various obj..,, or materials. The
effect of thg phases of the moon on silver, for instance, or-o,
magnesia, "which becomes lunar in its nature,, Hermes nlld thatall the materials were alive in some way or other. ..Thus the
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active qualities [of the metallic bodies] take life under the action
rrl'lrcat andare chiiled under the action of cold. Hence the metal is

cnlled a Living Animal, qQdn enpychon, by the very speculative
I lcrmes."aT

T'he remarks on method show the notion of dynamic and dia-

lectical process. "If you do not strip the bodies of bodies and if
you do hot give body to the bodiless, the expected result will be

void." (Olympiodoros attributes this statement also to Maria the

Jewess.)a8 It seems then that'we can hand over to Hermes the

rrphorism linked with that just cited: "If the two do not become

one, and the three one, and the totality of the composition one,

the expected result will be void."ae These ideas have a close

tflinity with those of Demokritos-Ostanes and I{leopatra; and it
ln hard indeed to say which writer has priority. Perhaps they all
were drawing on eady anonymous traditions. At any rate

Zosimos looked to Hermes as the originator of the notion of the

slchemic process as triadic:
'fhe present [chemical] composition, once set in movement, leaves the
Etrte-of monad in order to constitute itself as a uiad by driving out the
llrctcury. Constituted as a monad that overflows as a triad, it is a

cirtrtinuum; but in return, constituted as a triad with three sepatated

elernents, it constitutes the wodd by the providence of the First Author,
( ltu se and Demiurge of Creation, who henceforth is called Trismegistos
ilr the sense that he has envisaged what he has produced, and what

1rr<rcluces it, under a uiadic mode.5o

'l'his impotant statement deepens the tdadic concept by applying
It directly to the moment of change, in which simultaneously
tlrcre occur ar act of union,and an act of expulsion, of negation.
'l'his pattern is not a chance product, is not something that has

only a limited application; it is the creative or formative pattern of
nll process. The alchemist is te-enacting the role of the demiurge.

A lut. commentator puts the matter in a less comprehensive
form:
'l'[re first of the chiefs of Goldmaking is Hetmes, called Trismegistos,
who has received this name, not only because the present opetation is

lnacle accotding to three activities of the powet, but because he observed

thot other operations than this are also made according to three distinct
ontological essences. He it is then who has first written on the gteat
rnystery.6l

Vnrious operations u/ere attributed to Hermes. As we would

zo. Ptah-as Guardian of one of the Arits of Ositis (pap. of Ani); and asthe magician's lord of prim_al and cie-a-tive;;;, as well as of the ereat
serpent_gods of Upper and Lower Egypt - -----
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expect from his concern with correspondences, he was interestedin determining rhe right time for ariexperiment.

rt is necessaty arso to examioe the question of favourabre times. The
P*r7o he [? Hermes] says, should b6 separated f."-,h;fl.;;;;r;"
sun's action and maceration should conti^nrre up to the ,prirrg, 

".rJilr"o,Z*t "!?:,^::,-"1.t{ 
f, u""" rabte timer ?neuna siould. U"''*plr"a .o it 

"flre, so that the gold may be good for using. Broad sunlig^ht jndeed. hesays, produces that, since, hi says, it,s bf the ,"" af*""".ryrfri""'!'i.
accomplished.

Listen to what Hermes says: that the softening of substances aDt rogrow softened is made by cold. He has e"plaine8 hr"rJi;;;gri';"
this point at the end of \iThitening of Leai. He says tn".. 

"rr"-ri-,ir"subject of gold: ..Thus in some ,oi, op"rut", he who prepares ,h;l[.,,He has rreated there also p" -tl" w^y'of sieving tn. AU^Uy ""f *r, "fsieve whatever. And Agathodaimon hasn,t fritih to "*" ,ir"'p,.ri"i, f.,
*,:::::T,"f:1*"lyrshins and porincrtion of the min&ai;i,;;,pulverlsed and become liquid, the-minetal passes through th. sierr. orfilter. Hermes says: ,Tt becomes tit 

" ".uli'rlgom 
in drops.,, But of asediment is produced, that's proof that neithlr the substances nor themineral have been pulverised enough.

Hermes has himserf-expounded-these matters at rength in sieuet,when he repeats at the beginning and tfr" 
""a, 

..If the *Jt"r, ;;;;,the sieve itseFseems to flow awa:y,,,.Accordin! to the great H"r-;;;rh"vraters indeed descend a[ togeiher, and thJn at once they remountthrough the utensil in which ih"y .".- ,o boil.u,

The operation descdb-ed in the first paragraphseems to consist ofvarious treatments of a goldbeuri"g -i-rr.rd for the porp.;;;;
::r:1i1,T f:pu1e.gold. The spirit,) ne//md, would be th. ir;;;ot subtlmatlon; it is then exposed to the winter_sun to ieparateit from the effiorescences or ixcretions; next to the action of salt(? natron), then to that of fire. The other paragraphs indicate
recipes of the same sort. lead_whitening *o uli,igiil;,lre ;^*^gifrom lead to silver. As for tinctures wE are told:
lletmes has said in effect that by purple and by purple_coloured stonethe ancients meant the ,ost of.'copp.r. H.r*.r, writing to pauseris,
said, "If you 

f1d_1he purple-coloui.d ,to.r., hnow that it,s indeed themrng lyou seekj. you can find ir, pausEris, described in my Little Ke-1t.,,Hermes never combosed a worl on the ,in.,ur. of stonls ". p;;;l;,but he wrote the Liale Ke1 
.on.tt . .o-fioritlol of konaritaccording tothe two formulas, so as to-clarify th. difficoltf over the rust. fn additionhe was much taken up with quicklirns.sr 

r -
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I lcrnrcs used many symbolic tefms: choir-of-gold for c/trytsokollos;

tlre Creat God for the sun; midge-blood for red kobatbia-sheTls;

nry-of-honey for mercury; virgin's tail; cock-man and mole-man' 54

llis love of the Sun aPPears:

,l,hc ancients had the habit of making sulphurous substances incom-

lrrrstil:le by means of a light fire and whitening materials. Wfii 1ne
{irc e l-Iects in an arificial way, the effects with the concourse of divine

nnturc. And great Hermes says: "The sun which makes all things"'And
tlrc snme Hermes has not ceased from repeating everywhere, "Expose
Iu thc sun," and "dilute the vapour in the sunlight," zfld ftom one end

to tlre othet lano kai katolhe mentions the sun. Everything is brought

slrout in sorne sort by the action of solat fire, as we have already said.

(Zosirnos).55

A rcference by Zosimos interestingly links Hermes with the

liurtasies about Failen Angels which we found eaflier in Tertullian,

tlte Book of Enoch, and the Hermetics.

It is said in the Holy Scriptures, woman, that thete exists a race of
rlcurons who have .ommetie rvith women. Ilermes mentions it in his

Itlry.rika-indeed almost all the work, openly or covertly, deals with it.
Ir'i$ then related in the ancient and divine Scriptures that certain angels

wcrc smitten with women, came down from heaven, and taught them
pll tfie atts of nature. Because of this, says the Scripture, they oft-ended

( iOcl and dwelt outside heaven; for they had taught men all the wicked
rrts that have no utility for the soul.56

I lermes then seems to have known the Book of Enoch, as Zosimos

tlrrcs. This link would put the Phj'sika of Hermes on to a date

sometime in the znd century ,t.o.-unless there was an eatliet
, tmdition of the fallen angels teaching arts and crafts, which has

been lost to us. st Paul evidently knew of tales about the angels

c:orning down to coputrate with women; otherwise there is no

point in his rebuking the Corinthian women for praying or

irtophesying without covered heads' They should be shorn or
c,lvered, he says; 'womari was created for man. "For this cause

ought the woman to have power on her head because of the

,r',r[.h."ut No doubt he was thinking of Genesis, where we are told
the sons of God saw that the daughters of men were fait, and

they took "wives of all which they chose". But he would hardly

have felt that this remote event was going to be re-enacted in
( lorinth unless there were more topical records of such goings-on'
Srill, the statement by Zosimos does make us feel that the
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Plrysika passing under the name of Hermes could not be very
ancient, especially as v/e are told that the theme of the fallen
angels pervaded the work.
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l'or tlrc Metal being treated. We hear of copper-mall, asem-man

nnrl gold-man, and we shall later see the imagery at work in the

vision of Zosimos. In one MS we see the metals and various
rubstnnces represented as men and kings shut up in the phials

wherc the operatiofis are going on.61

Ancl indeed as for the Man, we can dilute him and transmute him by
proiection, as said the Philosopher [Hermes] to Zosimos. He said in
eflect, "I have demonstratedthat this living thing here is on the model
rrf' tlre cosmic living thing. And again in the Pyaruis Hetmes, making

nu cnigmatic allusion to the living thing, said that the living thing is in
tlre lrroper sense the essence of. the chrysokolla and of silver. Hetmes

rccriunti in effect that the Man is the Cock cutsed by the Sun. He tells

tlrat in the Atchaic Book. He also mentions thete the Mole. He says

llrnt the Mole also was once aMan, but came undet God's cutse for
lroving revealed the mysteries of the Sun [Gold] and been made blind.
Antl indeed, if it comes to be seen by the Sun, the earth does not
reccive it into its breast again until the evening' He says that it's
lrecanrse of having seen the fotm of the Sun [Gold] such as it was [or,
lhc nature of Goldmaking]. And it has exiled the Mole into the black

cnrth for having btoken the rule and revealed the mystery to men.62

We also find a reference to Hermes' book in a tfeatise on the

Iteony: "It is called consecrated in the preceding book called
'l'ltu Archaic Book." The consecration of the flower was by attaching

t() it, with a thread of raw silk, a piece of the skin of seal which
lrnd also been consecrated at the moment of dissection: "as you
Itrrve been told in The Sacred Book, in the chapter on dissections."
Some stones (kerarnite, siderite, and beryllite) are also somehow

rrsccl, and the plant is fumigated in a circle while two Ptayerc ^re
'rrricl; then it has its roots laid bzre and is taken up.63

lrVe meet the seal in other magic relations, as a prophylactic ot a
goodJuck talisman. The cosmic blood in the following passa-ge

wns made from the little black pismites found at the heart of a

r:hrysanthemum.

'l'ake then ftom a sea-seal the hairs between nostrils and iaw, a stone

of green jasper, the heatt and liver of a peewit, a ndicle of peony.or

,qbdyida, vervain seed, cosmic blood of the chrysanthemum? the point
rl[a seal's heart, 

^ndagainthe 
crest on the peewit's head' Then you'll

lrnve a recipe more powerful than all those that have been given. After
rolling thelot, with a little musk, in a balsam of fout ingredients,,put it
in the skin of ichneumon or seal or young peacock ot vultute, and carry
it, being in a state of putity.6a

th::. is another angle from which.we can approach the question
of Hermes; that of the Koiranider which form a Bestiarv with the
animals.studied in alphabetical order. The short Boo,Q of Hermes
Trismegistos is a work by aByzantine editor, who had also"brought
together two versions of the l{-yranfu, that of Hermes and, thai of
Halpokration. This Book deals also with plants and stones, as was
notmal in P h1 s i ka, e. g. that of Bolo s. b s Further, the prologue of the
I{yanis, in the two editions of Hermes and Harpikrati"on, tefers

zr. Mithraic cameo: Mithras botn ftom the tock between the dioscures,
sutrounded by various symbols, including the cup and bread oi his
eucharist ; reverse two s n akes twined o n sta"ff wi th di; 

"t 
in g_[o ",1,;;;;,and altar between-note the two more stylised snakes .i irr" .i"tria"

with heads going the other way

to an earlier work, the Archaic Book. The connections here are
with Syria rathe'r than with Egypt; both the works of Hermes and
Harpokration_give a Syrian provenance. Thus Harpokration says
the book had "come from Syria, from the ,.gion where the
Euphrates fl.ows," as also had the K-yranis, Both bo-oks he mentions
as sunk in a Syrian lake.se In the Kjtranfu we read:
Peewit: 

^ 
cre twre that flies in the air, called the peewit. It has a crest of

seven. colours, two-fingers-long, which stands up and comes down. ft
is itself of fout colours, as in relation with the fo^o, ,"u.or* of the year,It is called koakowphas ot p,up,s, as is written on the subject in the
preceding work called tl.'e Arcltaic Book. The creature is sacred.60

There is anorher reference, by Olympiodoros. In reading this
passage we must remember that the alchemists used the t"t-.-Murt
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We see then that these citations support the view of Hermes as
a" strong partisan of,the unitary .orri.pt of the .oro,or, *iih ,ftthings bound together wjth iorrespondences 

"; ,;;;"rhi.r.He seems close to Bolos. We .arrnoi prove that his works werewritten before the rst century a.o.; urrt so on the whole *. _uytake his Pfuisika and related work, 1wti.r, incrude trr. ur.rr.-igas later than Bolos, the product, oi u general ftend that Bolosseems largely to have initiated. But this Eo., ,ro, -.u.r-ir,urii.r.were not works or aphorisms going under trr. tru-. tiH"*.,much eadier.

Y^. .rl""ld expect the.,Egyptian approach to alchemy to betypified by the works attribtJei to Herrires, whether rhti; "".author or severar. rf this were so, Hermes would u. rrr.'ng"l ;oup to oppose Demokritos and Ostanes, and would ,ri"J- io,varnishing, tincturing methods n, oppor.d . ^[";;;. #;;;""aheady noted the definite existence or two schools. A small workwith the title TlLe True Boo,k of SophelCfreopsl the Egpt; )rilili,
Cod of tbe Hebrews, Lord of rie pirri, sno)oh, 

^^tr:';-;;;;;'Jruil,ment of the opposing views. The iorrupt j t.*t ,."ir,, ,o-Jui"sometime after e.n. 3oo. The author is a s.rpporter of the Esyptianway: he wanrs to obtui., g"td b;;;;;, #;;;;;;,i:ilt'il,
imitates the colour witho-ut alloying uny purr* of the metal inquesrion with common metal. He .7ls ilri, *ry rrr. ii"ltil ofDemokritos: also the Tincture with the name of Monad, whichyields the ko maris of Skythia, that is, the reJ coloration aru-orit -

the root of the ,o*nri, palustre. The other method, which heconsiders imperfect, consists of ..making], 
*qrd Ur'ri6[';small quantity of gold with alatge quu.i,rry ot common metal.This way is the Tiniture of fsis, ..#hi.i, i.ro'has made known,,.ft corresponds to that set_out ty FI.r"*r, which is also the wavadvoca.ted by Isis: to multipty !"fa tf g"id;^,rr;";;#;;.i

multiplies whear by sowing the sJed of wr.,E^t. (Wr.,y H.r";rpp;;;;in the matter is not cleur."flrere *^, 
^ 

g.a -t_leron in ptolemaic

Iryl:l of a complex character. For our !urpor., here it is suffi_clent to see him as a form of Horos.)os '
The Book of sopbe opens with a statement which directlv c.,r.,_

nects alchemic process with the move-.rrt orrr,.l."rl" ,rr""rrr",
The True Book of Sonhe.the F.gyptian and of the God of the Hebrews,Lord of the powers, Sabaothllior .h.;;;;; tv,o sciences and twowisdoms, that of the Egyptians and that oi rlr" Hebrews_is moresolid than divine justice. Indeed tru. Uro*l"age and *i;i"*-";^;;;
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lrost excellent things has issued from the depth of the ages. No master
lrrn produced it; it is autonomous. It is immatetial and seeks nothing
l'i'orn bodies plunged into mattet and wholly perishable; fot it operates
without itself having to undergo itself any changes. Now you possess it
cr u free gift. In effect, for those who save and pudfy the divine soul
cnclrairred in the elements, or tather the divine pneuna mixed in the
tlrrrrgh of the flesh, the symbol of cheneia is dtavvn from woddmaking,
leo.rnopoiia, by way of example, iust as the sun, flower of fite, is celestial
sun and right-hand eye of the cosmos, and as copper, if it becomes
Ilower thtough purification, is an eathly sun, who is king on the earth

ar the sun is in the sky.

'.l'he touch about the sun as the dght-hand eye of the cosmos is
genuinely Egyptian. "The Egyptians compare the Sun to a King
nnrl to the Right Eye" (Sextus Empiricus); "The Sun rules the
hcnrt . . . and the right-hand vision of man, the left hand of
wr)man" (Porphyrios).

T'his high-flown language, important in shorving how the
slchemist saw himself as a demiurge recoveriflg the secrets of
creative process, suggests alate date (4th or 5th century,e"'n.) for
thc treatise; but the distinction it makes between the two schools
'r:cttainly vrent far back. The Egyptian type of recipe appeats in
the following from Phlsika and Mlstika, with its two powders
of projection:

'l'uke mercury, fix it with the body [metal] of magnesia or with the body
of stibium of ltaly ot with sulphur that has not passed through fire, or
with aphroselinon, or with quicklime, or the alum of Melos, ot arsenic,
()r as you like, and thtow the white powder on the copper. Then you'll
have copper that has lost its datk colour. Pout the red powder on the
silver, you'll get gold. If it's on gold you thtow it, then you'll have
gold-coral embodied. Sandatic produces this yellow powder as well as

well-prepated arzenic or cinnabar after it has been entitely changed.
Mercury alone can remove the dark colout ftom coppet. Nature
triumphs over nature,

Still, can we apply at all easily the simple difierentiation of the two
schools to the various facts or statements of theory uze have
brought together in connection with Demokritos-Bolos and
I'lermes? The triadic formula of Ostanes, with its conception of a
progressive state of order developed out of chaos, the primary
black, could not have been devised out of purely tinctorial
methods. It presupposes a genuine chemical sedes of changes, in
which the whole nature of the fused substances undergoes

i8t
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qualitative shifts; it presupposes the use of fire as an active force
disintegrating and reinteglrri"g the substances and tlr"i, q,rntiti.rl
Again, both Demokritos-Bolo; and Herrnes insist on the^ unitary
nature.of process; both are profoundly affected by the ,."""-"i
dynamic corresponderro., urid interrelationships, #hich rr.,-rt 

"whole universe and provide a ceaseless and unbrok.r, ,.ri.r-of
tensions, of fields of force.

However, there can be no doubt that the two lines of approach
did exist at an eady date and that they generated fierce contro_
versies among the alchemists. But_probably various .orro.rg.r..,
also.began eaily, and the strict lines of'dem"r."ri"" bA;;;
!:r|jr*". $7e may safely take the trio, Demokritos, O:;^;;
and trermes,. to lepfesent the fact that from the outset Greek.
.tr,gyptlan and lranian elements came together, in conflict and in
"yi:y, tob_ring aboutthe basic concepts o?alchemy and to d.v"loo
the broad lines of technical apptoach. At root ,fr.'.or.ni., ;;;;r;
between the methods of miLilurgy and. those of the dyeingor
colouring industries-though maiy other crafr_procesr., ("o.r_
fume-making, cooking, fermentatitn) contributJJ rh.i;"qH;;,
of ideas and methods.

wrc may add two trifles connected with the name of Hermes.
First, aa Organon or In$rument fot fotetelling the issue of ,i.L.r.r,
according to a numbel applied in a cettain way. A .ril;;;;
IT ifl; starting with the rise of Sirius in the month E;;ip;,
and was then referred to the table. The nurnbers run frori ,'to
34in Greek, in a special order. A similar orgaaon -u, u*ritor.a
to Demokritos; and we may compare the system with that men_
tioned by Horapollon for dealing with i1lness.66 Secondly, fi;;
the names of Hermes and Agathidaimon we meet a comtnentaty
on a Riddle about the Stone: "r have 9 Letters and a syllables,
know me. The first 3 have z letters,,, uri ,o on. This ricldle is alsofound.in the Sibylline Books; ii fascinated the alchemirii;,
cited by Demokdtos and Olympiodoros, and discussed bv
Stephanos. Various ansu/ers were ariived uri zoa, ryrn,1iiy""lrLlfe), 

ffeo.s 
S o ter .(Saiour. G od), A nex pltonot lVolcelesi), i, ;r;;

phoros (Light-bearing); andlatet on Cardan and i,eibnitz took it to
le lyrcnifon. Blthot, by the way, was the fountain_source of lifein valentinian theologR throwing offa succession of emanntiorrr;
sometimes it was given the name of Charis, Grace.6?

$7e gain from the Arab alchemi.t, muny statements about
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llerntes, some of which seem certainly of Greek origin. Most
irrterrcsting is The Enzerald Table of Herntes, a sLtmrrraly of alchemic
tlrough.t, vzhich exists in Arabic and in Latin versions'68 It cannot
be trrlcen in any way as citing early works of Hermes, but it has its
roots deep in Gtaeco-Roman alchemy, including that of Hermes.
lt, is mentioned in an Arab work of the 8th century; and in the
l,rrtin text the Greek word telesmus is embedded. fn one Latin
vcrsion the translator tells us that the precious sentences of
llcrmes were found by Galienus Alfachim, or the Physician, on a

lrlnclue of emerald in a cave, which was ciasped in the hands of
ilre corpse of Hermes Trismegistos. The reader is exhorted to
kccp the text in strict secrecy frorn all but men of proved good-
will. Galienus is cited as saying, "When I entered into the cave I
reccived from between the hands of Hermes the inscribed Table

of Zaradi, on which I found these words." The name Galienus
lras l:een taken as Galen, but is seems a corruption of Balinas
(Apnllonios of 'lyana). Ernerald was a term given by Egyptians
luncl Greeks to almost any green substance, not only the true
bcryl, but also green granite and perhaps green iasper' The
cmcrald vessels of medieval times, however, were made of green
ghss, like the emerald table of the Gothic kings of Spain or the
Srrcro Catino of Genoa (a great dish taken by Crusaders at the
nrrck of Caesatea in r ror, which was said to have been brought by
Slrcba to Solomon and used at the Last Suppet.) The term laradi
$ecms as well to beavariantof a Persian word for an underground
chamber.oe Variants of the legend declared that the emerald slab

with its precepts inscribed in Phoinikian cltaractets was found
in [Iermes' Tomb by Alexander the Great; or that awomanZara,
nt times indentified r,vith Sarah, Abraham's wife, took the table
ftom the hands of the dead Hermes in a cave near Hebron some

nges after the Flood. The text had a great effect on \Testern
medieval alchemy; its words were often endowed with talismanic
fcrrce and engraved on laboratory walls or interspersed through
writings:

'frue it is, without falsehood, certain and most true'
$7hat is below is like what is above, and what is above is like what is

hclow, for accomplishing the marvels of the One Thing.
And as all things were ftom one thing, by the mediation of one thing,

so all things were born of this one thing, by adaptation.
Its fathet is the Sun, its mother is the Moon. The Wind carried it in

its womb, its nutse is the Earth.

r8t
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It is the father of all the pedection of the whole wodd.
Its power is integral, if it be turned into Earth.
separate the Earth from the Fire, the subtle from the Gross, smoothryand with judgment.
rt ascends from the Earth into the Heaven and, again descends intothe Earth and unites in itself the powers of thing, ,if"ri.. ;"; ;n;g,infetior' Thus you w'l receive the brightn"ss of the whole wodd andall_obscurity will fly far from you.
rt.is the strong fortitude of an fortitude, for it will overcome evervsubtle thing and penetrate every solicl. v vvL-J

Thus was the wodd created.
Hence there will be marvellous adaptations of which this is themeans.
Therefore am r called Hermes Trismegistus, having three parts of thewisdom of the whole wodd.
What I had to say about the operation of Sol is completed.

The Tabh rhus states the doctrine of the unity of all things, thecommon o-flgi., of all forms of mattet,the common soul or essencethat is to be found unde'ying all tLe forms, the belief that all
substances arc the result of a d"evelopmental pro.ess ,rrJu[?o,
glprPt of-undergoing transfomation. Sun, Moon, Wina, anaEath (gold, silver, sulphur, mercury) are seen as the sources ofthe Stone, as the mairstages of change ; and the,._urf. ulo",up-and-down movement sogg.rt, the"kirotakis or later v;-;i-
Hermes in which the Stone wli held to be prepared.? 0 (fn medievat
3lchemy the mosr importanr vessel was i"lea atoa.j, d;;;;Vase, Vase of the philosophers, philosophers, Egg,;J-;;,
shaped 

l*.__1" egg; sornetimes ii was shown with an enclosinsserpent.)'l $7e see then that the main elements .f ,h;dil;;:
Table are in accord with the doctrines attributed i" ci..r. nriito Hermes.

There are also rnany citations from Hermes in Arab manu_scripts; and some of these can be taken as carried over from theGreek with reasonable certainty. Thus, we know FI.rm., 
", 

Ip-hilosopher of the Microcosm;'and Ibn Umail wrires, ;;A;J"r;
Hermes l{yrrylE named it [the Egg] Microcosm, from which
and by which this thing of theirs is o;. They calledi, n".ryrrri"g
and they called it Every Body and Every Drug that is in the i{rndi
of Men." Greek texts deal with the parts of th"e Egg il;;;;l;;
attempts were made to assimilate or classify ail?e *ut.ri"tr-oi
alchemy-as these oarts. ..One 

is All,, is a basic Greek ^ph;;i;;;is inscribed in the egg-shape,J space of I{eopatra,s Goldruaking.
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l)rug, pltarmakon, was a common term for the preparation meant
lo crrlouf metals.lz

Again Ibn Umail writes:

llerrncs said, "The thing agrees with the thing nearest to it in its
N r t tr rc. Then a Child, like to them in appearance, is born from them."

li now too that the Humidity is from the influence of the Moon, and

thc ()iliness ftom the influence of the Sun; and consequently the Oil
rincs above the \X/ater. The Element of all Heat is Oiliness, and the

clcrnent of all Cold is Humidity. The thing that comes into existence

li'orn the subtlety of its Element, then becomes gross and strong and

lrnrd in proportion to the moderation of its Nature and in proportion
t(, the sttength which Altah-glotified and honourable is He-has
;qnrntcd to it, Some of it is immoveable and some moveable, and some is

arrlirl and some is liquid. This corresponds to the statement of the sage

n rrs to the King that the lfater does not adhere save with that which
trns n similar sulphutous constituent in it, and nothing will be found in it
olr similar sulphurous constituent except that from which it came into
ex istcnce.

It is iust like the words of Hermes : "The thing agrees with the thing
neilrest to it." He followed this with his words "in its Nature" and did
not say "other than its Natute;" and this is manifest and clear from the
wr'rrcls of Hermes. The Stone of the Sages is [produced] from it, and by
It it is pefected.?3

llcrc we have an echo of the Ostanes-formula about a nature
leioicing in a nature. \What Ibn Umail is btinging out is that
r lchcmic combination is not just the union of any two substances;
tlrc latter must have a living relationship to one another, a dialec'
tir:tl unity, before their coming-togethet can be productive of a

(lu,rlitative change. We do not know in Greek MSS a reference

lo Oiliness as the Element of Heat; but in an Arabic treatise of
I [trmes to his son Tat, Hetmes defines Oil, the Master of rWater, as

cxisting midway between W'ater and Fire, and asserts that through
( )il or the Oils there is a close relationship between mercury,
nulphur, and frte. "Just as the Fite is kindled in the Oil, so also
is it kindled in the Sulphur." It is therefore quite likely that Greek
thcory did deal with the function of Oiliness.

The notion of Up-and-Down, Ano kai Katd, is important in
(lrcek alchemy: on the one hand because of the microcosmic
irnage in which things below reflect things above or correspond
with thern, and on the other hand because in processes such as

rlistillation and condensation the producrion of vapour and water



seemed to reflect the evaporation,
at work in a circular movement
Umail says:
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ia thc Body, and its content of the conttolling earthly power which
inrparts the colours. For there lie in it those highet powets, as well as

tlrc carthly powers, which were submerged in it. The natural operation
entl clecay causes it to be manifest, and hence the strength of the Eatth,
end of the Air, and of the Highet Fire, passed into it.

Later he said, "It will overcome the High and the Low, because in
It ie found the Light of Lights; and so the Darkness will flee from it."?a

This is a commentary on the Emerald Table and brings out the
tignificance of the movement up-and-down, down-and-up. The
une of the term, the Raising of the Water, occurs in Greek as early
as l)emokritos-Bolos' Pfutsika arud fultstika; and the term Bird for
e volatile substance is found in Zosimos.z5 Thus Ibn Umail
femarhs further on this point:

Aras in his discussion with Quisat, King of Rum, regarding this \fhite,
Olcar, Red, Hidden STater, spoke as follows, "llermes said, 'It is
fleccssary to extract the Spirit with gentle fire because this Spirit,
whose exttaction must be cartied out by a gentle fite lihe [the heat of]
c brooding bitd, is the Spirit that imparts Tinctures to the Natures and
torments the Natures because its sulphur was ffotmedy] combustible,
trtrt now becomes incombustible and tinctures like the Tincture of
Purple; and it is the Spirit of the Bodies because it is a Spirit that has
hcen extracted.' "76

?lre Heat of the Brooding Bird is prescribed in the Diakgue of
Komarios and Kleopatra. We may recall also how Hermes in Greek
texts liked a slow and lengthy operation, and preferred the use of
tun-heat.

Such quotations as these from Ibn Umail, which might be
multiplied from his writings or from those of al-Raziand Maslama
el-Majriti, show that there was among the Arabs a genuine
literature of Hermes, translated from or closely connected with
Greek works, as well as alatge amount of treatises which merely
uscd the name of the master to gain prestige. They do not add
much to the picture given by the Greek passages, but help to
convince us of the importance of the Hermetic side of the alchemic
tradition.

Before, howevet, vre pass on, it is of interest to note that the
notion of up-and-down, down-and-up, as distinct from that of
the lower wodd merely reflecting the upper, is to be found in
encient Egyptian thought. The caduceus of Hermes has prototypes
that can be found in eady eastern imagery, from India to Egypt.

mists, clouds, and rains seen
between earth and sky. Ibn

Regarding this spirituar $,ater and the sanctified and rhirsty Earth,
I:rp.r the Great, c.r.owned with the Cfoa"*-iild;;';;1;"
Sublime Sciences, said,..,Truth it ir, indobiiable, certain and correcrthat the High is ftom the Low and ;t;;; is from the High. Theybring about wonders through ,t" O".;,]iust as things are producedfrom that One Essence by a iingle p..pr.rd'on. L^ter, byhis siatement,"rts father is the sun andits *""tn"l ir'th. ttroo.r,,, he meant their Mareand their Female. They ate the Two Birds t# 

"re 
lioL.d t; ;h;;;;;;;,

LI ll"q given of the ieginning 
"f rh. ;ffiron; and from them theSpidtual Tinctures ,r. piodo.Jd. A"d ,;;i;;g tLey u,. ri-,f." ."alrthe opetation.

Later in his statement, ,.The Subtle is more honourable than theGross," he means by the Subtle the Oi"i"" Spl';"iV;;;ffi;;
the Gross the Earthly Body. As f", fr[j"i., ,rarement, .,With gentle_ness and wisdom it will ascend from the Earthto the Sky, ""J;ii.;Lfireftomthe Higher Lights,,, t 

" -"u", uy-irri^, arr" Distillation and theraising of the $Zater inio the Air.
As for his rater statement, "It wjll descend to the Earth, containinsthe strength of the HiEhand the f"*,,,t . _.,nr;;;;;ir;;;#i#in of the Ait and thelaking 

"f ;; Sp;i; irl_ ,., and its subsequentelevation to the highest degiee 
"r n.ui,loJi;;;,h: ;i;;';;; ;i."il";

zz. Mummiform
figure with two

figures_ on staff with snakes undulating across andcrossed snakes. from the Book of if." -U"iJr*"rfa
(tomb of Osorkon trI at Tanis)
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The rod or staff can be linked in a general way with rhe sacred
Tree, Mounrain, or- Ded-pillar that"are prominent i" ngyfiiun
mythology andritual; aig -y:h light is .urt on the inneno'.iri"g
:f th:t. symbols by Indian ideas.-There we find the idea of aninvisible canal called nddt,jn sanskrit (fuom ndda, *"".*.",).
various translations have been made oi the term: suur. .ri"r,
(tubes), luminous arteries, psychic canals or nerves. Thete were
many nadi, but three chief ones : Ida, pingala, und, Snrrn*. Th"
last-named, the most important, .orrerpirrd.d to the o.rt.brul
column, Brahma-danda:'ihe microcorm' of the -^.ro.oro'.,1-r,was-the great road for the moyement of the spiritual f"r.o "fthe body; and around it were twined, like the t*o ,rrt* o'
Hermes' stafl the two other nadi,Ida onthe left, femaf. urrJfrrri"",
and Pingala on the right, male and active. On the ,"p oi iorilur,
at,apoint corresponding to the top of the skulr, rrro". ,rr. ioi.Alolg the central axis were locatld six main centres o, ,nprn,(^ol.l:r, wheels, represented in the shamanist rituals of Centralnsla by the six cuts made in the Tree before which the shaman
falls in his possessed fit of initiation and which i" ,"ri *pr.r.",
the six heavens through which he ascends, with mimed .;i;;;,
at each stage.) At the base of the spine, lilie a snake ."il;'J;;l;
spirals, sleeps Kandalinz, the ..igneorrs ,"rpentine po.wer,,, -fri.f,awakens dudng the initiation and rises ,p, from base to rop,
through the various cakras till it reaches Sohnrrnro,l;.;;i;r";i"
suture on the crown where the two paietal bones meet. Tti,aperture, the Brahme 

.(Brahme-randhra), is the place _h.r. lth.
l"1t::.".The_ original text thus .*pr.rr., the im"gery,-..Th-"
Bide lKundalinz.l entedng into the Royal High-uy iinJ ..r,*tn2di] and resting at certain spots lthe six cakraslt..t, urra .mbru..,
the Supreme Bridegroom and in the embra.e makes ,prir.j, of
nectar gush out." A B.rahmin of Malaba4 speaking of ti. D?^;-
dian caduceus, said, ..The snakes that enlace represent the two
cuffents that run, in opposite directions, along the ,pi.r..,;*

But can we definitely transport these notioi, i.rto'ancient
Pgyprl ft seems that we .un. Gk. such a representation as that
from the tomb of Ramses Vf of a staffon which stands a mummi_
fied figure; between him and the staff_top is a pair of horns, and.
wriggling across the stafl lower down, in oppoiite directions, are
two snakes. The dead man, at the last Hooi in the Book of the
Underwodd, leaves his mortal remains, sloughs th.-, u.rd-i,
reborn as the scarab Khepri. A stele sets out tf,. id.u, ,,ilo^"g.
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lo you, Mummy, that arc perpetually rejuvenated and reborn."
'i'lrc h<rrns on top of the staffare called Wpt,"summit of the skull,
to ()l)cn, divide sepafate"-1hat is, the parietal bones are thought
rrl'rrs opening to release the reborn dead-man. lYpt also means the
Zerrith of the Heaven. A figure in the tomb of Osorkon II at
'l'unis stands with a snake in each hand; the snakes criss-cross in
llrcir undulant movement, forming an X across the body. A
rryrrrbol often cut on scarabs and scaraboids is that of the Ded-

lrilllr with a snake hanging on either side, the heads going in
()l)l)osite directions. The word Imakh (Blessed) in its ending and
cslrccially in its determinative is represented by the spinal column
with an indication of the medulla; the ending also denotes the
t'untl or channel of the spine of the snake through which the
l{trn passes-the Night Sun in the Undervrodd. So the one symbol
lrrings together the ideas of Blessedness, Spine, Spinal Canal
(ol' the Sun). The Sun emerging at the end of the snake staff is
lroth the dead man reborn and the newborn Sun (I{hepri); the
tlcrcl man emerges from the spinal column at the top of the shull,
rrrrtl is reborn-the sun emerges from the spinal night-canal and
is rclrorn; the dead man and the sun ate one. $7e may add that
,1'rl, which means the Back, the Spine, and which enters into the
p,orl name Besa, is homonymous with Ja, which means Protection.
'l'lrc determinate connected with Inaklt appears also in Pesedj,

rvlrich takes on the meaning of both Spine and lllumination-a
nrcnning attested from the time of the Pyramid Texts. The root
lrta of Inakh merges again with the homonymous Tree assimi-
lrrlccl to the Ded-pillat and expressing the luminosity of the sun.?8

We see, then, in ancient Egyptian thought a system closely
analogous to that of India which we discussed. The individual
nlrine and the w'odd-pillar are identified; there is a concept of
lifc-forces moving up and down this axis; the skull top is also the
rky-zenith; the new birth of the life-force is one with the rising of
tlre sun. The microcosm-macrocosm relationship is very close to
what we find in alchemy, but with the latter the uzhole system
operates on a nev/ and higher level of philosophic and scientific
thinking.

In Greek thought we do not find anything so precise as the
$ystems in Sanskrit and Egyptian; but with the growth of ideas
alrout the pervasive pfteama the notion of forces descending into
thc body and ascending out of it appears. Porphyrios cites an
()racle of Apollo:

r9r
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The stream separating from phoibos, splendour on high
and enveloped in the pure Air,s sorrotoou breath
falls enchanted by songs and by ineffable rvords
about the Head of the blameleis recipient:
it fills the soft integument of the tenier membranes,
ascerids through the Stomach and rises up again
and produces a lovely song from the moitallipe.

Porphyrios comments that the descending pneamaentefs into thebody, "and, using the soul as abase, gives out a sound through
the mourh as through an instrumerri.; W. ur. ".*lna.J;;L.ecstatic noises of the Gnostics which were thought to ..ho it.music of the spheres. The lovely song from ,i, 

^orrni-nrto,seems to go straight up to the celestial soutce of pneama in the
sun. The down-and-up, up-and-down pattern i, .ompl"t.d.ro 

--

- Pglhaps a confused ,r.trio., of the idias we saw associared witrr
Imakb, Sa, Pesedj, appears ina magicalintaglio ottenaco,ta;h;;.
we see a serpent twining round a st"r_topped staff; parallel with
the staffrise an altar surmounted with a ,,'^ff1rrrrr.d nt .ltt .r 

"rra;on theright and a schematic human form standing on its lr.ra o'the left. Here there 
,seems depicted an up-andldown flow offorces. On a blue-flecked-onyxl monstrouJ figure (with ,.urnb_

body, humag l.gl, head of a maned animal) stanis .ro-rr.a, noia_ing in each hand a staff round which a snaLe twines. One staff
has a goat-head, the other a dog_head; and under th. .r.ut*J.
feet is an Ouroboros.enclosing"a man, perhaps itfrypfrrfU.,-""a
what seems a thunderbolt. ThJead of the Ooiotoro, i, do_n utthe bottom. The crown is made of a disk set on long horns andflanked with four uraei. There seem here defined two contrarv
motions: one of the scarab-surr (upwards to the large ;-;;j;i
one of the cosmic serpent (downwards into the irrd.r*orid of
{eaf), fnterpretation -of 

such obscure objects ."rrro, b;; ;;doubtful though there does seem a link with ,fr. ""*pf.* of
ideas and lnages we have discussed.s0 A passage in Hippolytos;
account of the Peratai also reveals this comfle* in a'slishtlv
confused form. He is discussing an up_and_iown _;";;;;;.
The Son, 

lre 9a,ys, brings down from ubo,r. tlr" p^t.*Jstil;;;
again canies "aloft those Signs when they have 6een ..roorld fro_a dormant condition and"made i"to ir.rn ar charactetistics-
substantial from unsubstantial being; transferring th.- iriiL..
from thence". The Son,s cerebellurn iii.in the form"of a S.ar."r;,
that is, a serpent-head, ..and they allege that this, Uy an inifalte

HERMES TRISMEGISTOS r9t

;urrl irrscrutable process, attracts through the pineal gland the

lrtrcumatic and life-giving substance emanating from the vaulted
t'lrirrnber [? both the skull and the heavenly vautrt]. And on receiv-
irrg tlris, the cerebellum in an ineffable way imparts the ldea, just
ns t:hc Son does, to Matter; or, in other words, the seeds and geneta
ol'things produced according to the flesh flow along into the
nlrinnl marrow." Though the description is unclear, t}re idea of. an

rrp-and-down, down-and-up flow of pneuma is certainly present,
ir s irlso that of anentry of divine force through the cerebellum into
tlrc spinal column. The Peratai thus interpreted the phrase, "I am
llre Door," tn John.sL

S7e may add that the idea of the staff of Hermes as a resolving
or balancing power between two opposing principles (the snakes)

$ppears in a tale, given by Hyginus, that Mercury sa\il/ two snakes

lighting in Arcadia and put his staffbetween them, thus atresting
tlrc conflict; hence the caduceus as an emblem of peace'8z

ft0t
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4. Combinations of signs to express modifications of gold
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Isis

]_:lt, Ohn only a slight part in alchemic literature apart from onework, whlch we have in two versions. The opening mythological
sections differ, but the more purely alchemic'co"r;;1;;-r";.
in both versions and has been taken to date closery to tt. -ui'Demokritean texts. The titre is Isis tbe prophetets to ber son Horo.r,
and the narrative deserves quotation in fui. The two o.rrior* a,,not differ radirally, but where it has seemed advisable ,o uai u
passage from the version I have not used, I have don. so ;i;;r.
brackets.

You, my Son, you decided to set out fot the battle with Typhon, so asto dispute with him the kingdom of your father. As for me, after vourdeparture, f went offto Hoimaroot*, where the a;.;;;;;;,
is.practised in secret. And after staying tt.re, tong-."."gfr'r"iJi
vrished to come back.

$7ell, when I was about to leave, one of the prophets or angels whodwell in the first firmament ca-oghi sight of ,,'i, 1Uy ,fr" p"r"r,?rrio' ofa fayouring season and accotdiig to 
"the 

necessary movement of thespheres]. He advanced tov/ards m"e und wanted to mate _irh *; i; ;;intercourse oflove.

. [He yas just about .to {o a-s he wanted] but I refused to yield. Idemanded first from him that he should teil me of the prepar;ri;;.f
gold and silver.

However he answered that he wasn,t allowed to explain such matters,for this mystery went b.eyond every description. [But next day ,h.r;,;
come to me an angel, his superior, Amnae[, and he would U" po_"rfot
en_o_ugh to reply to my question.]

- Next day there came to me the 6rst angel and prophet among them,by name Amnael, and once more f qoestiorred t i* o., ,h" pr.p?;;r;;;ofgold and silver.
IJe however exhibited a certain sign that he had on his head, and

a vase that had not been 
99a5d w-ithpi"tch, filled with trr.rrpur.r,;Jl,]

which he held between his hands. ti"t h" refused to teil me ,n" i."rrr]

rsls r9t

Ncxt day, having returned towards me, Amnael was seized with
rlesire on my account and [unable to contain his impatience] he hastened
to a,chieve the object for which he had come. But as for me, I deliberately
took no notice [and did not ask him about those things].

He however did not stop ftom trying to win me ovet and to invite
nre to the business, but I tefused to let him take me. I triumphed over
lris lust till he was ready to show me the sign on his head and reveal to
rrrc, generously and without hiding anything, the sought-for mysteries.

So he decided then to show me the sign and teveal the mysteries' He
began by retailing the warnings and the oaths-and this is how he

phrased it:
"I adjure you by heaven and earth, light and datkness. I adiure you

by frre, water, air and earth. I adjure you by the height of the heaven
ond by the depth of the Tattaros. I adjute you by Hermes and Anubis,
nnd by the roaring of the Serpent Ouroboros and of the Thteeheaded
I)og, I{erberos, guardian of Hades. I adjure you by the Ferry and by
tl're Boatman who ctosses Acheton. I adjure you by the Thtee Goddesses

of Fate, by their Whips and by theit Swotd."
When he had made me swear by all these words, he went on to

enioin upon me that I must never communicate the revelation to
onyone except you, my beloved and legitimate son [so that he might be
you, and you, he].
' So go then, my child, to a certain labouret [Achaab] and ask him what
he has sown and what he has harvested, and you will learn from him
that the man who sows wheat also harvests wheat, and the man who
sows badey hatvests also batley.

Now that you've heard this discoutse, my child, learn to comprehend
tlre whole fabdcaaon, deniourgia, and generation of these things, and
know that it is the condition of man to sow 

^ 
rnan, of a lion to sow a

lion, ofa dog to sow a dog, and ifit happens that one ofthese beings is
produced against the order of nature, he has been engendered in the
state of a monster and cannot subsist.

For a nature rejoices anothet fiatute, and a nature conquers another
natufe.

[So then, having shated in this divine power and been favouied with
this divine presence, illuminated in turn as a tesult of Isis's demand]
we must prepare the matter with the aid of minetals alone without
using other substances fand attarn our goal by the fact that matter
added was of the same natute as that which was ptepared]' Just as. I
have told you, wheat engenders wheat, man engenders man, and simi-
lady gold engendets gold.

See, there is the whole of the mystery.
Then, having taken some metcury . . .1

And recipes for operations follow.
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_ we find there, in truncated foffi, the triad"ic formula of ostanes-Demokritos; but the main bias-of ihe doctrine is towards H.riliwith his insistence that like begets like. Further, Hermes 
";;J;;parable of Achaab, a name -.ilo not seem to meet in the Jewishtradition,ltrgirSh the general principle of like from like ir'f;";;

in.{erenialt (xii r3), Priuerbs ("rii s) ind, Job(iv r7). Ofy-piJ*rl
tells us:

AndZosimos says in the book Accordingto Energy: "For the ttuth of mvwords. I take Hermes to witness. H"e declar'er, e;-;-;;l;;'il:
labouret and learn that he who sows .rrh.rt briings wheat to birth.
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nt lrool cif Flelmes, it rvould be most plausible to take Amnael as

llcttrtcs, the original revealer of her kind of doctrine'5 There is

sls, a irad-ition"making Isis the daughtet of Thoth. Ploutarch

it rltcs:

Many have made her out to be the daughtet of F{ermes; many othets, of
lir,rriietheus, whom they hold to be the inventot of wisdom and

li,rcknowleige, while H"t*"t invented gralnmar and music' So, of
tlrc Muses aiHermopolis fHermes' Town] they call the fofemost on€

lris and Justice-\7isdorn. And they show the divine mysteries to such

cB rrre trr;ly and rightfully styled Catriers-of-sacred-things and tWearers-

0l'-sacred-rob.r, ih.r" are those that catty in the soul, as it were in a

(:()l)per, the sacred stories of the gods that cleanses the recipient from

nll superstition and magical follies. . . .6

I lere we find Isis and her mysteries connected with the temple of
ll.crmes; and we may note the odd metaphor of the soul as a

('ol)per in which are put the genuine myths that have a cleansing

etl'cci-apparently biboiling or some such process' The magical

pnlryri show Thoth-Hermes 
^iding 

Isis with his counsel to find

i,"r'broth., Osiris. Diodoros cites from his supposed $EIe, "I
urrl Isis, Queen of every land, she who was instructed by Hermes'''
'l'lic ntetJlogies use the same opening, "I am Isis, the mistress of
cvery land. i *o, taught by Hermes uli by his aid I found out

rlernotic letters, so th; a11 ihings should not be written with the

nlnte lettefs,"T
'fhe formula of you-as-he, he-as-you, is found in Hermetic

texts. Hermes ta his-son Tat deals with the revelation of a god:

tlrrrt is, with the process of initiation. The author deals with the

(:fclrtion of a human being in the womb: "examine with care the

ttcbn| of this production,-d0niourgenata, and learn to know who

lirshions, demiowrgon, this beautiful and divine image, ,eikon, 
that

is man.'i Then, tutning to this dj-vine craftsman, he cries:

when shall I sing you ? one cannot conceive season or time that concefn

you. And for -liui shall I sing you? For the-things you have created or

ilrat you have not created? Fot those you have made appeat 
-or.those

y,ro it^o. hidden? And on account of what shall I sing you? As-be-

i,,,.,gi.rg to myself, as having something all my own, as being otherthan

y,r,-il F?t yorr u.. ult thatlim, you ate all that I make, you are all that I
nity.8

'I"hese passages confirm the idea that the drama defined inlsis the

Propheiess is that of revealing god and initiate'

similady I too have told you that substances are tincirrr"d by r,ru.turr..,
as it is written: as to the.uT;turing, it is divided irrto twJ kt;;;;"bodily and the incotporear. T}re aij lmits itserf to these ,*o Hrrir.,

The formula "so that he may be you, and you, he,,, occurs in amagical papyrus and in a 
lyp-lecSt of Zoroatir surviving in Syriac

texts.s The latter deals with the prophecy by Zarado:ur, oi ,fr"virgin-born saviour whose brrtn'witt be'marked uy u urirurrrt
sta.r. *FIe will.rise up {rom my family and my line. I am t 

" 
,rrJ t .ts I, 1 am in him and he is in me.,, Zarathustra is defininq theslviour,- Saoshyant, as his avatar; he has himself ;.;;; ;;.

Auesta the title Saoshyant that is to mark the wodd-rerr.*.r.* i.,ouf text it seems then that Horos is in some soft an incarnation
of Amnael-unless all the true pfactitioners of the att atefrom on"
aspect spiritually identified wiih one anorhef. Jusr as the devotee
of a mystery-religion might seek to become thJ god, tn. f"..f.rrrtto become a bacchor, to th. true alchemic seekerie;^*. H;;;;;,ostanes, Demokritos, or whomever he took to be the di;in;founder of his art. lle became, infact,the Alchemic Man. W.;;y
"9F :hil-i" the Syriac prophecy citecl above the saviouri, I*_cflbed: "you, my Son, you the seed of life, issue of the treasure
[or, storehouse] of light and of spirit, that iras been ,"_;i;-;;
soil of fire and water.,, This. Iranian imagery would r.rrr. _r.ry
-^d1u: a description of the vjtal seed, the ."gg o, the divine watet,of alchemy.

The name Amnael does not_appear in the Book of Enoch or in
Synkellos. ft means: Elhas-deckied. perhaps it appJared; ,;;Egyptian version of the Fallen Angers who ieach t'hi crafts ,. *.".Attempts have been made ro idenlify the angel here with H;;;:Also.with Agathodaimg" Td with the Egiptian goa lruir, wh;could be calied Heron in Greek. As Isis !..*, to" belong to the
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fn general lris is represented as teaching her son Horos.Diodoros describes how she -urrif.ri, t-Jr.f u, ahealet...Srand_ing above the sick in thei*'..p, ,h. ;;ves them aid, fot theirdiseases and works r-emarkable .;;;pL such as submit them-selves to her.,' She discovered th,ritriiln* of immortality andrevived Horos when,. afrer tn. fitui., 

j 
u ri^r., n *^;;;;;#,

lh. -l::r:*'giving him back f-,i, ,."fl"a;r";;ii;;;;j;
mortal'" (There are severar confusions there: Horos is mergedwith both Dionvsos and his f^*r., Orirlr; and. the idea that fsismade him immoital ir- u a.ri"ution AJr _rgr."f practices. He wasan ancient,god in his.own fght.) OioJ"ro, adds that Horos"instructed bv his mother rsis ln ri"rrr ri.ai.ine and divinationis now a benefactor of manrcind ,',t""gr.' irrr oracles and his hearlings."s rhe He*netic books .r*t;;-r"h. truditio' of rhe aretoro_gies that rsis as the great ci"'isitig teacn.. *u, herself taLrsht bvHermes. In the Kai Kosmoa,r.,.i.irr-^i-r."grrrlirn. _-,r.rilcarried out by herself and. osiris, 

""d 
l;*, his lore in rerms ofthe analogy of Above with Below, oi Ur.rorosm with Micro_cosm, which was a part of the atchemic creed.

There are those who. having learned from -Flermes that the atmosphereis full of daimons, huoe engruved it on hidden s/d/ai.
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Il::.^:'.^.t*::, ilo"., 
"*rr.", 

1"rrru.rJii 
"H.r*., 

in the secret

:J,::H'""'":'::*"1T'i:iid;l;;;i";;;':'UT"""ff :sciences, a nd occuoati"ff 
:!,?ri i;;;; j,;iffij;!. "iTr"i, l".li j,learnino f"^- r+--l--^ -r^^! ,rr ., .

13::*f if T:fr .."1oular.tr,i"gsffi ffi;;";.J.',"Ju,?J"Xin?Demiurge the order of ' 
vvavw '4vt rEuclveo' rfom the

insrit,te.l on pat+r -"- ^::1q I 
slgnatfl with those on high, have

H,',,",,,;1:::$Xli.i".uu","8io,,.iffi ;il;.w;Ji,,n#*f ?;:

M itlrraics) or on the atm or hands. On a k1lix with white grould
tlrc ,I.hraiian Mainad who kills Orpheus is tattooed with a little
rtirg on the upper part of her right arm; another vase has a Mainad

puir"l.rg Otpi."i-the is tattooed on the right arm and both
i.stcps -it6 a ladderpattern.ls The ritual practice_was later

.interpreted as a punishment for the death of Orpheus; and

l)louiarch tells us the husbands of the guilty women tattooed

tlrcm for their crime andlater husbands continued to do likewise

with their descendants right down to his time; he comments that

Irc cannot praise them as long-protracted punishment is "the
prerogative of the deity".r+ But Isiacs had-their heads shaven, so

ih^t d*rru.l might weli have been tatrooed on the brow or skull.
( )rtl'r and tattooing are connected in a papyrus.l5

'I'tr-is account is vzorth citing since it brings out the close

rclation of such a text as ours about Isis and Amnael to initiation-
cxperience. The oath is fragmentary, but may be amended some-

thing like the following:

lln the name of the god who selparated Earth from lleaven, [Light
i'rorn Dark], Day from Night, ftVorld from Chaos] Life from Death,

Jnrrcl Geneiatiottl' f.or1} Corruption, I swear.[in all good faith] 
-to 

keep

iu'lr.r.g the seciets] the Mysteties transmitted to me [by the very

irious]"Father Satapion [and the most re-verend] Sacred-Herlld K1 ' ' ,
i,,lr whom this] divolvis, and by my Fellow- [initiates and my dear]
jlrothets. Faithful to my oath [may I fate well, but] may the conttaty

bcfall me [if I reveal anything of it all] . ' --

I{autau [pates? . . . with thi aid of needles] shatpened lhas tattooed

on rny two handsl seals [so as to] mark [the mystery fot ever ' t ' {hen]
to the initiates the Father will tell [the sacted discourses or logoi]'

Despite the mutilations the essential points ate cleat. The sect

ln question has been taken as l{abeiric (by the emendation made

of Ka .. .) or as composed of devotees of Sarapis (by tr9 emenda-

tion of Ka . . . as I(anopos.) However, it seems more likely to be

Mithraic, despite the comparative lack of remains left by that cult
in Egipt. Thi Mithraics had the title of Father for a high stage of
initia=tiln; they also had sacred hetalds. The hierokeryx played an

important pari at Eleusis, assisting at the initiations, calling for the

lr'iy Silence, and reciting the secret formula the initiates repreated

rfter him. We also find him joined with priests at the oath-taking

required from functionaries; and he was often named in connec-

ri<rn with mystery-cults, e.8. at Andania' Kautau. . . is probably the

mysteries of heaven.ro

Thus the prophets .31 
"r;..nnilosophy (the occult sciences) andmageia,, magical pract.ices, ,.to nourish'the so,rl and medicine tocure the affiicted body,'.

There is one more Doint in the tale of Isis that needs considera_tion. Som^e emphasis is 
'aid 

on ,nu ,igo,";e*eion, on the head ofAmnael. S?meion means some distincriie sign, especially one of aphvsical naturs 
:.s. .'T!: Hish p;i;;; iniqoir.a of the leadersthere present if the child ha..l i re'rueiau, uri tfr.y ,.pil ,Iili;was,without a, sign, arefrlo.t,, (a text aut a 

^.o. r7r).LL Here wewould expecr the sign to be a.tatto"__uri.io.h as was put on theinitiates ofvarious nivsrery_cults : those of Mithr"r, A;;;;,tDi";;;Atrrgatis.l2 Ofterr thc taitooing *u, d.rn. ,ro the brows (as with
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start of an unusual form of I(autopates, who in
mysteries stood for the Setting Sun as opposed to
Sun of the Morning.

(:onnect the Angel in a precise way with the movement of bodies

or sphere in the sky. S7e are told that he needed to revolve

l.,r.rn.l to the coffect point in time and space before he could see

Isis, and, it follows, [re could descend, only at that moment and

1,.,sitiot. Here it seems that an unconsideted effort has been made

i. link revelarion with astrologic position; and we could assume

tlrat the lesser angel represents the spirit of a dekan or some

smaller measufe of sky-iime, whiie Amnael represents the spirit

'f a planet. But there is no precedent for such a spirit leaving his

l)()st on a mission of revelation or a love-adventufe, so that we

can only assume that the author of the text in question_has over-

rcached himself in tryiflg to work out a precision which ends by

bccoming illogical. There is no need then to interpret the sign as

n pi"netiy symbol or something of the sort set on the angel's

head, e.g. the waterplants orr the head of the \(/aterman,

AquariuJ $X/aterpourer in Greek) in his Egyptian guise'16

Acluarius is shown holding two water-jars.; Amnael has one such

irrr, which has no role in the story slless it is intended to define

iris character as an inhabitant of the first firmameflt, Still, there

seems no point in linking Amnael with Aquarius' More likely

thc picture- is that of the Egyptian prophet who bore the sacred

vase of Isis in procession.l? Apuleius calls this hldreion ot wate1.ia1l

'tthe revered effigy of the godhead"-
not formed like any beast, bird, wild thing ot human shape" but, the

rcsult of a sagaciooi invention and by its very novelty something t9 b5

venerated uid un ineffable emblem of a teligion of a higher kind,

tlrat should be shrouded in a gfeatsilence: and so fashioned in glittering

gold: a vessel wrought v/ith hollow bottom, hollowed with the utmost

siill, with pictures outside matvellously done in the Eglptian style;

the mouth .rot rr".y high but iutting in a long funnel; on the other side

a handle which stuck far oot, on it standing an asp tearing its swelling

and scaly neck, and entwining it all as in a knot.18

In an Isiac procession (in the vatican) 'v/e see the priest holding
with both aims, before his chest, alarge oinochoe decotated with a
uraeus-head at the poinr where the handle joins the orifice. This

hydreion, which Apuleius seys fepfesented Isis herself, cettainly

neta tlte holy water^of the Nile.le lWe may say then that Amlael 1
prophet holds the hydreion of trsis, emblem of a cult "that should

fe shro.tded in a great silence". Howevet, he does thus oddly

merge with Aquarius, who in his Egyptian fon'n hacl affinities

with Hapi, the god of Nilewater.

EGYPT

the Mithraic
I{autes, the
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Y: -uy note also an odd passage in Dion concerning Augustus
and the year 7 A.D.

He made a vow with reference to the Megalensian Games; for somev/oman had cut cerrain lerters on her arir and ptactised'" r.i"J^ordivination. He knew well indeed that she had not t."., po.r.rrJtu ugod but had done the thing. of set purpose. Still, ,;;;'p;;i;;",
ternbiy wotked up over boih the w"rs und the famine, *t i.L nuJr.o*
set in again, he too affected to creclit the common fepoft and proceededto do something which would make the crowd 

"#.rf"i. HJr.grrJ"a
such measures as necessafy.

There is a further aspect of Amnael. perhaps in a primitive
version of the encounterhe w11 slmply, reveulirg g"a,h.*.r;
but here his advent has been rinked with the l'aii "or 

ihe rustful
Angels. Not that the mystery-revealer might not exact , ,.*out
price for his secrer. crement oFArexandreiaiays that the uo"yriu.
Phallus was the emblern 

".f 
,!: god.,s inrercourse with u p.rron

who told him the way to the Un-derwodd.

Dionysos was anxious to go down into Hades, but did not know theway. So a certajn Froshymnos promises to tell him, not *itlroot
payment. The price .was not a pretty one, though Dionysos thouelrtlt
was. The god was asked to enjoy the feilow; u"E nrr*o'r.;ilrh. :ili,of returning, to do to proshymnos what he wanted, conformins hispromise with an oath. Learning the way, he went down, ir.."l.i"i".J.
He didn't find Proshym.ror, *ho was'dead. To fulfil ifr" "._ i. f*lover, ulonysos hurried, 

-all 
agog, to the tomb. Cutting a branch from u

fiS11ee at hand,.he shaped it ai a penis and then cartiei out his p;";lr;
to. the corpse. As a mystic rrt.rnoriul of this passio 

" 
pt ottol ate {e; *;Dionysos in cities.

The descent into the underwodd has its ritual mime in the passage
of the phallus into the-bowels of the corpse, into the cavern of the
dead. (The w,ord, prothlmnos, only o..orlirrg thus as ";;;;;l;mean something like ,.a hymn sung in addition,,; ,t. ,..rU
prosh.lrunein means ..to sing besides,,. Froshymnos thus suggesis
the personificarion of sorne momenr of riinr..l.brutiffiio
enter into a mother-goddess would be to go do*n insid! the
earth, into the cave-womb or secret chamber of initiation. How_
ever that may be, in one of our texts an effort has b"., -ud. to



2O2 ORIGINS OF ALCHEMY IN GRAECO-ROMAN EGYPT
If we m1f ju{S_e bf the srories, ir was the correct thinE ro so tothe temples ot Bgypt to be initiated by a vision into soire hi"Ehertsnowledge. l)emokritos and ostanes are described as .oriirrnfrom some foreign place. We have seen how ofren th, ;;e/;;-"iultimate knowledge-are rocated in a temple, That or ltemotris
was esFecially venerated by the seekers oiknowredg. 

""a^2irrmos describes rhe things he saw there. The *yrr?rir", fi"f*,Arch-priest of ruthia inEuagia "and the sanctuaries rhere found,,seems of Eglptian provenance_whatever ptu."_ru*., t *Jbeen corrupted in his description. An alchemic ,.*, ,,ur.r, .il i,necessary to know in-what parts of the Land of the fn.tuia isql:p-* the mysterious pbwder: Kleopoli, 6f.rrti.opofirl,Al\opfo3 (Lykopolis), Aphrodite, Apolenos (,$;il0"$;6,
and Elephantine."2' There seems behind this list u *.-Jru orplaces of metallurgical exploitation in ngyp,.-ifrtk;;;;,';i"
seems an historical cha.racter, Sextus J"Ti"s Aff.u""i-'rrrr.a
(cited by the Synkellos), ,.Soupiris', of the'4thdynasty of Memohi.ruled "for 63 years. H. t.ut.d th. cr.ut-ryriffilJd.;'ti#
dotos says was built by Kheops. Souphis conceived a contemDtfor the gods"-perhaps Afrikano, -ur'trf.i"ftf,. ilr;;iilid
as a sort of Tower oF Bebel. ..ile also compos'ed tn. S".r.igo;l
whichl acquired on myvisit to Egypt b".u,is. ofits greatrerro_r.li
Eusebios says much the sameif Soophis; bot"the ar_.Junversion of his Chroruika, add.s, ,,Souphis 'behaved 

;;;;;;",1y
towards the_ gods themselves; then in p'enitence t. .o,oporlJ-tn"
Sacred Book, in which the Egyptians'believe ,fr"t ,f..yiorr.rr"u
great treasute."2l The place_name Hormanouthi, wheie'Isis *.tAmnael, has been taken as an el:or for Harnachlttbi1,.""rfr. pi"..of Horos of Edfu,,) and this site as the sear of 

^icheriy 
i" Ap'dii;_nopolis. Orpheus in the Orphic Argonautika speaks oi th. ;"j";_wodd-journey and the necessary rivelation at Memphis u, ,n.

same sort of thing:

I've told you other things f've med,itated
and grasped when I -.rrt by Tainaton,s dark road
to llades, trusting in my life, my love
for het my wife; and how I brought forth the holy
Egyptian Word, when f entered jivine Memphis, 

,

Zosimos writes, ..At the,eastern 
-eltry of Isis, Temple you,ll

see characters dealin_g with the white substance [silver] ; it tt.westem enfty you,ll find the yellow mineral [gold] ""ur 
rt 

" "rifi;

rsrs zot

0l-Ihc 'Ilhree Springs."2z We may add that the Gnosticwritings
slrow much interesi in the life led in and round the Egyptian

torrples, those centres of economic activity as well as of teligious

rit.,*.ru If Afrikanos the alchemist was also the historian of the

crrlly 3rd century, we know that he did go to Egypt, presumably

I'r,,rn 
-Emmaos jn Palestine where he rnostly lived; he visited

Alcxandreia to meet the philosopher Heraklas.2a St Jerome in his

Li[c of Hilarion says, "]Le went to Memphis so that, after confes-

*iiig hir wound [of love] he might return to the girl,-armed with
tlrc magical arts; and so, after a ye r' taught !y- llt prophets

It,atr.rl if Aesculapius fAsklepios, Imhotep]," he left.zs

Lrf
to
-n

.r.i. 'l'he Sungod, with ram-head, standing under a circular,canoPl Pi4'
lrv tlrc serpelnt N{ahen, and sailing on the river o[the underworld; hts

; 
''.'; 

;,;;;ittt of Isis, Sia, Heka ("god of magic), Horos of Heken'.Ka-
M:r:rt, Nehes (lookout), ^"U 

tua;Jl}lmagical steering-pole (-Book ot

llut the most extfaordinaty, because most detailed, account of a

e prcst for tevelation in Egypt is that of Thessalos' Though he-was

sccking medical ancl boianical knowledge, we may cite it here

l,.,rror". it helps considerably to illuminate the psychological

cxlrcrience whiih is so important for all these lletmetic quests

^,'.f 
dir.orr.ries, includi.tg ulth.-y. It is possible that he was, in

lrrcf, Thessalos of Tralles in Lydia, who lived in the rst century,

tlvins under Nero at Rome. In the time of Plinius his tomb was

n,itt lo be seen on the Via Appia with the arroganttigeof latro.-

rtriket, Healing-Victot. Son of a weavef,' he had followed his

flrrher,s trade"for a while; then, despite his siight education, he

rook up medicine and soon acquited both a great name and a

lrrrge f<r'rtune. He was exttemely vain and constantly asserted that
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2O4 ORIGINS OF ALCHEMY IN GRAECO.ROMAN EGYPT
medicine was the highest art and. he the best physician. He be_longed to the school of the Metltadikoi, but deve^lop.d rt, d*trirr.
and practice so thoroughly that he has been taken as orre of the
school's founders. His way, in extfeme cases, was to brinE about athorough commodon or disturbance in the .."r,ii"ii"""lr ir."organjsm: synkrisis. For this purpose he used, irrt.rrutiy uia .*_ternally, strong.vegetable remedies for three iays, ,og.i'., *irf,
^:r:y strict regirnen and the use of emerics at inierval"s. a p.rioaof fasting following, and then a course of restoratives. Hisreputation seeffis to have soon waned, though Galen often rnen_tioned him with scorn and ridicule.26

.This proud and opinionated. character seerns to fit fai'y wellwith the tone of the narrative of rhe revelation; and irr. .-fr."ri,on vegetable remedies harmonises with a jeep botaniJri i"_
terest. The identificarion is thus by no means imptssible. thoush
the obsession with magicar pro..ior.. is hard ,i t*r"iii. -i?r,the career of an acceptuUt. ii eccentric doctor at Rome. At leastwe should :xpect 

plinius to have some sinister tales;";i,;,
Juvenal to have written a blistering line or two on the doctorfrom Lydia. However that may be,"the naratjve is a fascinatinodocument: 6

To Caesar-Augusrus, 
,Greetingl Many have tded during their life,Augustus caesar, to deliver uplh. ...r.r, of lots of marver'ioos things,

but none of them has been adle to complete hi, p;;i;.;;;;;;';?;?;
fatal datkness thar came to overwherm his spirit; and I th.r, .""* a b"the only one of all those who have lived sinie the U.gi""iig oi;;;;;
have- composed a marvellous treatise. Indeed, ttrouglit rr"a'"r.a..i"u."
a task that goes beyond the limits of human powers, r have been abre tocrown it with the end that it required_no't, it is true, ;rh;;;;;
trials and dangers.zz

After being trained in the science of gtammar in Asia and becomino
more learned than the people of that iountry, t decideJ to ;;;;;?
knowledge to accounr for a whire. So I set ,"if . irrr,-,"*;;;.;.';ir
flocked, Alexandteia, Furnished with a good sum of money, ifr.q;.;;l
the mosr accomplished philologists, 

"id ".r.ryooe p.aisei _" fo, *ylove of study and quicknes, in uid"rst"nding.'

^,1:?*. lliaaitl assiduous in learning"ftom the diatectical physi_
crans; tor I was consumed by an incredible passion for that ..i.r,..
Then, as the time had come for me to return dom._fo, f *r. ufr.ray.far enough advanced in medicine-r began to scour the libraries in
quest of knowledge. There I came on a b6ok by Nechepso, d;r,bi;;
24w^ys of meating the whole body aad 

"-r"ry -rludy, ,.i"rai"g i" .".f;

'/,o,Jircalsign, with stones and' plants' I wa-s-confounded by the wonder-

l ,t gt""a"# of the undertaking. But it held appatently nothing b-1t.1he

uri,iphrrrtorn of a royal futilitylFot I prepared to no purpose th: T"ii?"
pill rlcommended by rhe author tog.th"i with other recipes. I failed in

nll rny attempts to treat illnesses.

This mistake I felt as something more cruel than death' I was eaten

,,p-*itt .tt"grin. Indeed I had ttuited so blindly in the book that,I Pq
birasted about the virtue of these remedies to my parents' and hact

tolcl them I'd return home as soon as I had tried them out' Now I could

not remain at Alexandreia because of my colleagues' mockeries; for it's

tlrc way of fine exploits to arouse iealousy' Besides I wasn't eager to re-

turn as I had been convinced of my incapacity to catry out my promlses'

So I began to ttavel about Egypt, dtivett on by this- goad that

r,r.*a"i riy .ool, seeking to*" i"y of making my rash hope' or' if
i fuit"a, ,..olrr"d io ubuttJot fife by suicide' As my soul predicted to

r',re ceaselessly that I'd have communication with the gods' I went ofl

,^iring my hands to heaven, begging the gods to accord me' by a

,lrcorri-oirio., or by an inspiration-fro- ott high, some favout of which

I might be proud, retorning, ioyou,s, to Alexandreia and my homeland'

Tfios Iaiived'atDiospolis fThebes], the most ancient capitall-mean

oF Egypt, which posses."t u hott of temples; and there I established

;;y;ii'In effect ttere livecl there priests,-friends of letters and learned

in'many sciences. Time passed. My friendshig with the ptiests went on

ii;.;;;ti"g all the while. one day I asked them if something of the

,rperuti-r""force of magic survived. I noticed.that most of them were

,tlo.t"a at my boldnis in conceiving such hopes; but one, who in-

sr:ired confidence by the gravity of hii manners and his great age, did

rrot disappoint my itiendship' He assured me that he had the power

of prod"cing visions by means.of a basin.filled with water'

ithen invlted him to sttoll with me in the most deserted part o{ the

"ity -itftl"t 
telling him what I wanted' \7e came to a woodland

."iritl".a with a p"rofoond peace, and there I suddenly threw- myself

i";; ." the groind, and, 
-weeping, 

embraced his feet' And as he'

berrildered at;his unexpected act, asked me why I -had 
done it' I

cleclared that my life vas in his hands, that it was absolutely necessafy

for me to convetse with a god, and that, if this desire vzas not satisfied' I
*ttl*ay to give up livirig. Raising me up ftom the eatth, he quieted

me with it 
" 

tiott ,.t iubl" lit"outsg promised cordially to yield to my

prayet, and bade me fast for three days'

As for me, my soul was completily melted at the declatation of

tn"t" fto-ites. I kiss.d his hand and tteaped him with thanks' weeping

like a iountain. For it's a law of nature thai an unhoped-for ioy provokes

,rro." a""r, than gtief. Then, emerging ftom the wood, we began to

fast; and those tlree days, in my impatient conc,lition seemed to me

as many yeafs'
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And there I was seated, annih'ated in body and sour at the sight ofso wondetful a thing_for no human word could render the features ofthal fy;.or the sFlendours of the ornameni, tfrrt set it off_when thegod, liFting his right hand, saluted me thus:
"O blessed Thessalos, toda-y-agod honours you, and soon, when menlearn of your success, tney wiit.trita yo' ir, ,._..r"nce as a god yourself.O.f_T.,ynu, you please, I will reply ,o yoo airnfully in iil ;;;;;.;r courcl scarcely speak, so much was I carried out of myself and somuch fascinated bv .1" g"{: 

-be_auty. 
Still, I asked tirn,;;; ii"afailed in trying the recipei of Nech.p*. 
*''

The god answered m., ..Kirrg 
Necirepso, highly intelligent man as hewas, and possessing every magic power, hid not rr.#.".t ,..J".afrom any divine voice the-secreti thai you want to learn. Br,ao*"J _iit,a natwral sagacitn he had gtasped the affinities [:-ltntpatbeial.i;;;;;and plants with the stars; 6ut te did ,,ot k.ro- the moments or theplaces were the plants must be gathered. rt'r. g.o*t'' or the witheringof all fruits of the season deperid on the "ffi"?1"e;;;;)i"tli.'.rril1*l"l the divine spirit[pniuna], which in irr.*rr._. subtlety passesrnrougn every substance_, is spread in particular abundance in ,t"spots which the astrar influx suicessivery reached in the course 

"r iir.cosmic revolution.,'2 8

The.god then expounds a pneumatic explanation of the diversitvof virtues in plants u..ordirrg to the aif.r.", .U_^;;;i:il
they grow; and ends with lechnical advice as to the wavs of
pafler1ng them, with a fina' prayer. fn.rr^tor-t u, ;;;;:; ;;hold the revelation secret: "ti r...p with care the discourse de-livered to you without transmittingi, to urryorr. who is ",;;;to owt art."

. $7e may note a few points in- the story which help to authen_ticate a rst-century baikground, tho.rgd they do ,rfa prorr. ir.

zo6 oRrcrNs oF ALCrrEMy rN GRAECo_RoMAN Ecypr

_"Yl:: *,:Tti,Url was come,from the moment of dawn, f went to
f:::::t::":f l 1"- 3,1 tlpared a suitabl" 

"hamu; ;;,h ?vJril;
ff:i:*"t::-11: ..:Td,T,o.,. o.'. my side, ;l-,l''p'.r;,.0,'iH5
lJ:lgl,:;^1,1.:,_:t::*r*. th" p;i; p;;;i # til i";i;d& ;.i;L:
il,t_ 1,1,.T chance, of anyihing'.rid. Td ;;i;;; il'#;, iTff:T::
"ll.yjih the ghost 

?.f 3 d;1d m"an or -irr-r i g.a.

^,Yill 
Asklepios,,, I totd him, adding ,h;1. would crown his

5::f:::':::l.T t.' T" ""1,"*:,. y',r ;i-* ;;;; ;#. ;i:x',#,iwithout pteasute, as I coutd tell clearly-h;;;;';;.i, il;#illiT
l#TTIl TT:1.,*:: r: rn 

1le 
cfravf 

"', 
t;; ;;';; ;;;;;:,:i,:

lli" i:::"-li li.lT :.' 1 y: "rd 
ta ke t'i 

" 
;, ;; i ;"[Ji ; *iip- ::

i::l5'-,:"3j::::"gmysrerious*";;;.1'r;;",i;;;;#ff 
t;il',

Iocking the door with a kiy.
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' | 'lrc priests are indignant at Thessalos' question because magic is a

cnpital oflbnce. The description of Thebes accords with that given
l,y Strabon:

I ivcn now traces ofits magnitude are pointed out, extending as they do

firr a distance of 8o stadia in length; and there are sevetal temples, but
rrrost of these too were mutilated by Kambyses, and now it is a collec-

r irrn of villages, part of it in Arabia (the eastern side of the Nile) where

was the citn and a p^rt on tlne far side of the tiver, where was the

Mcmnonion.2e

Wlrat perhaps most strongly suggests a faiiy eady date is the

<lircctrress and coherence of the natr.ative, despite supernatural

ilspects. Divinations have been classified under three headings:

(lj theurgic, in a sort of ecstatic state, when the gods mlkes hl1
irnmistakiable advent: the petson concerned may feel himself
rrwake or dreaming; (b) magical, where the god or the divine
lirrce makes an indirect advent or impact, thtough matetial
olrjccts (lamp flame or basin of watet) or thtough a medium whom
Irc'possessei; (c) goetic, where the force animates an object by
inrpinting on it cettain movements or modifies certain of its
lrrtrportions.s0 Thessalos' experience was of the first type; and it
lrls been asked whefher he vras in an hallucinatoty state as a

rcsult of fasting, excitement, strain, or whether the initiator had

hypnotised himand suggested the vision to his already heightened

scnsibilities. We cannot tell. Certainly, as we know from the

cviclence of what primitive folk have been capable of imagining
rrncl feeling as reiltty during initiation-ordeals accompanied by
lirstings, men like Thessalos wete able in these centuries to con-

vince themselves of strange things' What is hard to harmonise is

tlrc direct experience of the advent, which we can pass off as the

rcsult of a dream-hallucinatory state contfolled by an intense

lrope of contacting the sources of truth and certainty, and the

rrftcrmath of detailed recipes and so on. Unless we are to take the

whole thing as a fabrication-and that is 
^ 

very unlikely hypo-
ilrcsis-we must assume that the priest-initiato4 after playing his

lrrrt in directing the liberated fantasies of Thessalos, provides the

rccipes and assures his disciple that they have been left by the

g,,d. Thessalos, in a mixture of good faith and desire to tell as

t'rrnvincing a tale as possible, then makes the transition from
vision to recipes much less abrupt or unclear than it actually

wlts.
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__.Th.l. certainly were magicians who faked their effects.
Hippolytos informs ": g{ the magician who ..after making
obscurity in the 6h2ff1fs1,,-oikos, {he same word as that usedby Thesallos for the place of advent*..boasts of Uri"gi"g
about his presentation with the aid of gods or demons, 

""? if3ty9l. happens to ask to be shown Asklepios, invo(es him
by this prayer." We are then given eleven h."-um"i.rs of invoca_tiol or epiklesis. "$7hen he has finished with this pt.ururrtry, n'
Asklepios of fire appears on the wall at the back.,"Th rn ir' n 

"told of a performance_ of lekanomancy, basin_divination, and
recipe for falsifying seals. At rast Hippolyros comes back to the
explanation of the fire-revealed god. The'magician,,,after draw-
ing on the wall the silhouette he wants, .out, it, surface secretry
ytth 

_u 
pharmakon composed of the following mixrure: I,utorrin'

Purple and Bitumen of zante. Then, as if in'an ecstatic deririum,
he moves near the vgl\ a flarnng torch and the arog tut u, ir.,
throwing our a grear lighr."sr As the bitumen courd bJdang.r";;,
phosphorescenf substances were commonly used. Ersewrr-.* 

"r.are 
-told: "ff you wanr to draw on the ivall any living thing

Qald;-an) you like, even with night coming on, whoever sJes it in
the dark will run ofl thinkinglt dernons'or gocls.,'sz

But we'musr remember that Fripporytos iJa christian anxious
to debunk such phenomena. Fakings certainly existed, but also
experiences such as that of Thessalos, which, however indoced
were subjectively honest and sincere.

Two prayers or incantations to be uttered at herb_gathering
may be given here to bdng our how close were the priiciples ii
such procedures to alchemic doctrine. The first d"".roi, th.
notion ?{ |yTp"rt y into that of the Union of Oppositer. i, orr",
to be said before the rising ofthe sun:

Lord, Master of the universe, Author of all creation, invisibre an<l
visible, you who of this Visible Creation have made ."rtoi' pu.i,
naturally allied and harmonious one with another so that they owi the
sam€ power in their beings that are born by'reans of it, and who have
made_ other parts in return flot sympathetic, not harrnonious, except
that, in this state, from their fusion together and from tt .i, 

".riorr, 
tt.'r"

results. a. weU-tempeted mixtute, u.rd th"r" things are the heralds
proclairning from afat your Majesty: you then ai this moment still*l:".I gather ile plant here_ NN which you have made smyputt iue
with the planet NN, consent that it may be strong ancr fi[ed *ith yol:.
rnight and fully efficaciotLs for use in medicines .i'hi.h 

"r" dou*r, i.or'
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it l11ui6st the maladies tfiat amict youf cfeatilfe, with the aid of this

nlrle lrcginning that obeys your command, for your name is blessed

nrrtl glorified ages in ages Amen.s3

,l'lre same pfayef is to be said in preparing the medicine and irr

trsing it.
'I'te second pr yq shows the magician making himself into

I lcrmes by the ritwal act.It is remarkable also for the lavish way

i. which ii personifies the fiower or herb as deity after deity, thus

lxrth glorifying and magnifying the virtues inherent in it, and

,,l,r.ati"ns it. winnine it ovet so that it will flot resent the act of

i,l,tL6erinlg, tut will"allow ail the magnified virtues to be taken

( )vcf :

You have been sown by I(ronos, conceived in the womb of Hera,

Itcpt from all evil by Ammon, brought folt! by Isis, noutished by Zeus

ol' ltain, taised to maturity by Helios and Dew.
Yeru ate the Dew of all the Gods, you are the Heart of Hermes, you

nr.c the seed of the Ancestral Gods, you afe the Eye of I-Ielios, you afe

tlre l.,ight of the lVloon, you are the ashes of osiris, you afe the Beauty

rrrrtl th! Splendour of the Heaven, you are the Soul of the Daimon of
t tsiris wtrich goes dancing in every place, you arc the Vital Bteath of
Arrrtnon.

As you have lifted up Osiris, so lift up youtself. Rise up.as Helios

rise. 
"v"ry 

day. Your Fi"iglrt is equal to that of Helios at the zenith,

y,,.,r Roois are as deep as ahe Itoots of the Abyss, your Powers ate in
ilrc l.leart of llermes, your Stalk and your Branches are the Bones of
Mncvis, yout Flowers are the Eye of Horos, your Seed is the Seed of
l'ttr [Min].

I iastr you of this Bitch as I wash the Gods. Be you then also

lrrrified by -y pffiyff for your Salvation and give us your Fotce like

Ares and Att ."u. I'am Hermes. I gather you with Good Fortune, with
tlrc Good Spirit, at the right hour of the day, on the day when every-

Ilring must succeed.sa

Note the mixture of Greek and Egyptian deities. Another magical

lcxt has, "I amlsis vzho is called Dew." The Dairnon of Osiris is

tlre I(a (which we may call roughly the Doutrle in Egyptian reli-

piious psychology). The little piant is swollen in the ritual rnoment

lnt,, u-.ou-ic tree, linking the Above and the Below'
In all primitive religion there is a sense in which the earth

itsclf and the spitit-wo{d are one, though the unity is only

rcalised norrnal$ at a ritual moment. The relation is thus a

rlynamic one, continuous and yet only sporadically grasped'
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with the growth of civilisation the unity tends to break up and
the secular world from which the impacttf spirit 

", g"Jl"Jrrl.r,
eliminated extends its range. Apart irom ritual -orfi.rrrr, ii l, ,,
moments of fear and ancettainty, when the unknown i, f.lt to l.invading the individual or coilective existence, that the sense of apervasive spirit-world reasserts itself. rn ritual-myth l"a- i"
meditations about the gods, efforts are made, .orr.i6oJy or or_
consciously, to define the relations of the two wodds orrd to ,.,
up certain boundaries. A culture like that of the trr"ropotu*iurrr,
with its steady concefn for the wodd of the srafs, i, i"'-;t;riti""
to work out elaborate systems in which the other -"laiffityseen nov/ as a sky_wodd) is both separated from the earth ?nd
then reconnected with it, both in geneiar schemes u"Ji'p;;;ili".
networks. Flence it seems that thii curture, or set of culiures, first
at all fully elaborated schemes of heaven_earth corresp;;#";;r.
A text of the Kassite era (the second harf of the znd -itt.rr*o-n'c.), together with the fragmenr of an Assyrian ,"ri.i ^i- ^tablet of the seleukid epoch, serves to show how far back such
schemes went and how strong was their persistence.

Here is a summary of the third tablet:
Gypsumis the god Ninurtu [watgod]. The pear is the demon asakku.
The meal mashis Lugalgirra anJMistamta'e [lesser gods of N;;;;i;,
?*,-""d::y9rtd godsl. Three meal_cakes are the g"Er;"" 1i;;;*f,Enlil [ea-rth] tra [$/aters]. A great bult,s skin is akJthe g;Jl;;'fi.
copper drum is Enlil. Seven big reed-poles are the *".ti!t.ri g"a, .rIshara [an aspect of fshtar, a Eoddess of fertility]. Tt;'r*p&; i,
Ninamashazagga, spirit of herdi.

The censer is l(usud ..1he g1e1t libation_pout ef , for agtain goddess :it appears undet both mare and femarc aspects]. The'torch"is rv,irr., -.1of fire in the pantheon of the town of illpprr, but also Glbii;;i;f
fire in the pantheon of the town of Eridu. '

Then comes the assimilation of metars to certain gods, though the
text is defective, and then the various parts of the"boiy witf ;h;i;
correspondences. Now let us look ai the tablet of ih. furrit.
epoch:

The vase.agubbu is Ninhabutkuddu, queen of incantations.... The
tamarisk is Anu. The palmtree-head is 

-Tu 
^oz. 

The prant *nrlrii)t
1l ygg is Ea, the reed salalu is. Ninurta. The plant elf? ineteg:urj ir-iir.
goddess Nina. The wood bar is the god Girra. sitvei ir th. ir.it coJ
[moon]. Gold is Enmesharra [sun]. Copper is Ea. Lead is Ni";;h
[here a great mother-goddessl . . . 

-
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'l'he cypress is Adad. Variegated wool is Lamashtu, daughter of
Arru. The aromatic Zu is Ninurta. The censer is the god Urash' The
torch is the god Gibil. The pure incense is the god Negun [son of
Nirrlil, consort of Enlil]. The amphora [?] is Igi.-balag, gardener of
Nclgal. The skin of a great bull is Ninda-Gud fptiest of Enlil]. Gypsum
is the stormgod [Ninurta]. Bitumen is the tivergod. The scapegoat is

liushu [demon of plague, son of Anu]. The Living Lamb is Gitra [god
of herds, not Girra of plague]. The goatbitch of sactifice by butning is

M uhru.
'I'he barley grains, the dining-table, the pots gdg{ ate Ninurra-Ea

llrcre gods of pottets]. The weapon with seven lautel-wood heads is the

$l()rm, the weapon is Marduk. The goat of Ungal [patron god] of Nip-

lrrrr. The ctane is the god Ninsig [Ea of metallurgists]. The ' . . of
cc<lar is the weapon of Zu [the birdgod who stole the tablets of fate] . . .

'I'he white wine and its vessel ate the eyes of the consultant [?]. The
wlrite fig is his chest. Tlne nar fig is his knees. The fig is his loins. The
swcct wine is his lower-stomach. The god Kushu [is] in the ceiling of
tlrc room. The god Muhru before the city-gate. The god Sakkut in
rniclst of the ponds. Tlre god Silakku in the ruins. The god Equrum in
tltc lcg-muscles. The god Abbagula in the wall . . '35

Ihe,text ends with the formula: "I-et the initiated explain it to
thc initiated; he who has not been initiated must not tead it."
And we are told it is a copy of an ancient tablet owned by the
tcmple Eshumera at Nippur. We see that everything on earth has

its divine exernplar; the two aspects, the divine and the earthly,
rrrc both fused together and separate, the earthly reflecting ot
(:xl)ressing the divine. Under the extreme intellectualising pressure

rrt work in Greek philosophic circles, the divine was cut away and
bccame the transcendent Ideas of Plato. rffith the Stoics a more
organic sense reasseted itself; and among the alchemists the
rlivine aspect (that of energy, of formative and transformative
process with its dynamic element of extending significant struc-
t ure) became fully fused afresh in theoty with the material aspect.
'i'hat is, in alchemy we find the eadier correspondence-schemes
lil'ted on to a new. level, still holding rn ny f^ntasy-elements, but
t ending towards scientifi c systems of inter-relationship.

el
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Ancient and Contemporary Crafts

BnroRn we tuffi to the historical figures of alchemy, we should
glance briefly at the various craft-traditions which undeday the
ideas and methods of the art. From the very first, metaliurgy
must have involved various magics and ritual-practices with thJir
expression in myth. The extraction of metal from or. was itself
a form of transmutation, which must have produced a great awe
and sense of wonder translated into rituals meaflt to sifeguard,
analyse and- help the processes. The same situation apfeared
in other crafts connected with fire as a transformi.rg ugeniicook-
ing. which- changed flesh or plant in various *uyr, 

"rrd 
pottery_

making rvhich changed a soft, pervious substance into-a hard.
impervious or., gio"irg eurth-slmething of tn" ,n**tu- J*i,
stone. In all these p{ocesses the qualities of the materials were
changed. Such important craft-systems, considered to involve
dangerous potencies and crucial moments of change, were hedged
round with ritual secrecies, oaths, mysteries ofall kinds. fhe
operators formed afraternity fiercely guatding its lore. There was
cleady a period when the smith was a sort ofiemi-divine shaman
owning hidden forms of contact with the spirit-wodd. S7e can-
not here explore this field, but may point to the abundant evidence
in Africa and Asia for this phase; to the identi fr,cation of the smith
with the shaman-heroes of the Finnish Kaleuala.r

There would appe,' to have existed at several different cultural levels
(which is a mark of very great antiquity), a close connection between
the art of the smith, the occult sciences (shamanism, magic, healing
etc.) and the art of song, dance, and poetry. These Jvedappin!
techniques, moreover, 

^ppe* 
to have been handed down in un 

^iiu 
ot

sacred mystery comprising inititations, specific rituals and ,,ttad.e

secrets." . . , One element is constant-that is the sacredness of metal
and consequently the ambivalent, eccenttic and mysterious character of
all mining ancl metallurgical operations. certain mythological themes of

the cadier stone ages re'ere integrated in the rnythology 9f.1he ug: :f
rrrctals. \fhat is esfecially significant is the fact that symbolism of the
,,thunderstone,,, ii which piojectiles and stone missiles ate compared

with the thunderbolt, onde-rwent a great development in the mytholo-

gies of metallurgy. The weapons which the smith-gods or divine+miths

ii,rgu fot the cJestial gods are thunder and lightning' (Eliade)''

\Ve cannot follow up these points; but we must femember

that the craft-lores of miners and metallurgists had existed for
rnillennia and had developed rich traditions. sumerian terms,

curied on by the latet A[kadians, Assyrians and Babylonians,

can often be identified; and we meet many minerals as well as

terms for pfocesses, such as cooking, leaching, washing, roasting,

which play 
^nimportant 

part in due timein alchemy'B Texts-show,

lrowevir, ihat thet" -^t , ki.rd of secret language, using effects of
similar sounds. Thus, a recipe fot making glass dating back to the

rTth century B.c. uses erw, eagle,fot |ril, copper'- A-b.a-an (stone)

is written hi-bor-oo,the signsTa and bar having also the values,of

u and. ba. Crude sulphur ii called the bank-of-the-dver. We also

meet cf^f'iarson. a|breviations and Sumerian values imposed on

Akkadian i.tirt i" technical works as well as in those of astro-

nomers and phyiicians' Cryptograms occur in medical texts:

lion-fat, homi.r-fat for opium and blood-of-a-black-snake for
castor-oil are common. '1let him that knows show him that

knows; but he that knows shall not show him that does not

l.now,'; says a 7th-century work' On tablets concerned with
glass-rnaking in the l(assite period 9f ,!. znd millennium there

ire prohibitions against making the lore l<nown' There is also an

insistence on correct and exactiopying that springs from a belief

in the magical efficacy of the text as it has been used'a

Artificii'l alloys were also known. Inlays and metalwork show

the use of both natural and synthetic alloys; the delight in rich

colours led to various combinations and experiments' Sardeis,

the city of the Lydian empire ruled by l{toisos, which played an

impori"rrt partiflthe creition of coinage Pt9P.1 has.revealed a

6th-..ttrty workshop near the torfent of the Paktolos, which

ancient -iitittgt replrted to be rich in gold-bearing 
-sands'

Fragments of gild, piarts of crucibles, blow-pipe nozzles and.othet

^pp?ru,os -.t! 
foottd; in the atea were more than 5oo small clay

butit t in which gold was refined from ore by t'lowing intense

flame through pipes, and furnaces in which silver had been

I
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separat€d from gold. Some of the gold appeared to contain bits
of silver and it has been conjectured that the king may have
deliberately debased one ofthe earliest currencies.b

The Babylonians knew an excellent rest for gold-cupellation.
A mixture of metals, including gold and silver, is heated strongly
for a while in air, plus some lead, in a cupel, a porous vessel made
of bone-ash. The lead and copper, oxidised, pass through the
cupel, while the gold-silver remains as a metallic button. The silver
can then be removed by heating againinacupel with some sulphur
compounds, which convert the silver into its sulphide and allow
it in turn to pass through the cupel. Thus only the gold is left.
This quite sophisticated process .was invented in north-east
Asia Minor in the first half of the third millennium Lc.d The
fining-pot of the refiner's-fire are often mentioned in the Bible.?

In the r4th century B.c. the pharaoh Akhenaten was in corres-
pondence with Burrahuriash II, king of Babylon. A letter from
the latter complained, "The zo mnas of gold were not complete.
When it was put in the furnace, it did not come forth J nnas.,,s
The metallurgists of these days would not easily be deceived by
faked or adulterated metals; but at the same time their power of
manipulating metals, a.g. converting silver into its sulphides, must
have stimulated ideas of yet further conversions. Egyp, was the
most abundant source of gold in the ancient wodd, and we should
have expected its smiths to acquire what technological skills
were available, for dealing with it.e They were able to make
extensive use of gold in colouring decorative work; the hues
range from bright yellow, grey, various shades of red, reddish-
brown, brick-colour, to dull purple-plum and an odd rose-pink.ro
Much was no doubt due to chance and the natural mixtures of
silver, copper, and iron in varying quantities, but in some cases
the stain was caused by organic matter. The rose-pink was a
heat-resisting coat of oxide of iron, produced by dipping the
object in an iron solution and heating it.11 This process was used
many ceflturies before the oldest written recipes for tinting
vessels. Old Akkadian texts describe ways of staining mineral, and
stones by cooking them in solutions or embedding them in chemi-
cals to produce faked gems. The importance of colour is brought
out by the syllabaries. The sixteen Akkadian terms for gold include
nine referring to colour or shade. The colours were valued for
their beauty but they also had their magical virtues.

The Assyrian hbnry of Assurbanipal has left many tablets
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tlcaling with glass. In all glass-making the essentials are silica,

an alkali, and lime (or less often lead oxide); a decolorising agent

like manganese is generally added. Analysis of window-glass
ltom Pompeii shows silica 69, soda 17, lime 7, alumina 1, iron
oxide r, mu.rg"tt.t. und copper ttaces. Many colouring agents have

been found in ancient glass. Assyrian blue glass used copper'

red. glass used cuprous oxide. Assyrian white glass has tin oxide,

lead antimonate has been found in yellow' One recipe seems to
have in rudimentary form the Purple-of-Cassius, the aim being

apparently a pink or ted coral. The ingredients are 7,2oo parls- 9f
,oiitruty glasi, 3z of oxide of tin, zo of antimony' an unreadable

portiorr o? salt or saltpetre, and t part of gold. The proportion
here of gold ('or4o/o) is the usual order of magnitude in the pre-

paration of ruby glass. A Mesopotamian text going back to.the
i 7th century 8.c., to the reign of Gulkizat, gives us several recipes

of metallurgical chemistrY :

T o a mina of Tuku glass add ro shekels of lead, r 5 of coppet, I shekel of
'saltpetre, I oi time. Put it on to smelt and you'll obtain Copper of
1,"ead.

To a mim of quku glass add ro shekels of lead, r4 of copper, e of
lime, r of saltpeire. Put it on to smelt and you'll obtain Copper of
Lead.12

'fhese recipes are rrot alchemic, but they show alteady a sophisti-

cated sense of fusing and modifying metals.

Ife noted that we shouid expect Egyptian smiths to be in the

forefront of gold-techniques. However gold does not seem to
have been refined or pudfied till the Persian period (StS-tl,
r.c.) when the method presumably came in through Persian and

Syrian influences-and with it much of the myth and ritual con-

nlcted with the techniclues.ls Agatharkides described in the later

Ptolemaic period the way of refining gold with lead, salt, tin and

barley-bran; no provisiorl seems made for recovering the silver,
which would have been lost. Debasement of gold, however, is

found far back, near the end of the r8th dynasty; rings have up

ta 7r% of copper.la Cobalt was used in glass coloudng from the

r8th dynastli as in Egypt it occurs only as traces in other

minerais, the glass-makers rnust have been in contact with the

industries abroad, in Fetsia and the Caucasus. The eady use of
cobalt is of interest in general, since the ore is not blue and does

not suggest its colour-possibilitie s.15 The Egyptians eady learned

d
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how to glaze; a piece of glazed steatite comes from the Badaean
epoch, glazed powdered qaartz faience and then glazed solid
lua:tz from predynastic times, then glazed pottery- on till the
Atab period.16 fn faience a vitreous ulkulirre-puste is used; the
colours were mostly blue, green, or greenish-tlue, but at times
we meet violet, white, yellow, of tv/o or more colours; an extta
layer was also used to enhance or modify the effects. Tire period
when lead glazes came in is uncertain and much debated.lz'

The magical effects of colours were often deduced on the
principle of sympathies. Galactitite (evidently white) was thought
to promote the flow of milk in women; amethyst ieems to hive
been consider.ed a defence against drunkenness on account of
its winelike hues.l' An old_sumerian hymn compares the change
61ep lighr to darkness with that of gypsum inL bitumer; ,ia
y"t9r like "night" and "day,', salnu ind pisA, are often used for
black and whire.le By neo-Babylonian 6r chaldean times the
correlation of stars or gods with metal has developed. Silver
becomes the metal of Marduk, gold that of En.Me.Shar.Ra,
copper that of F;a; atablet allots silver, gold, copper, tin, to Anu,
Enlil, Ea, Nin-a-mal; other tablets connect gods, metals, plants,
stafs.2 o

Il Egypt, Ptah of Memphis was "master of gold-smelters and
goldsmith", histemple was the Goldsmithy, hiJpriests had titles
like Great !ilielder of the Hammer, or lle who Knows the secret
of the Goldsnriths. The tradition of Memphis as a gold-centre
was remembered by the alchemists; Zo;imos said ..I have
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examined in detail a furnace in the ancient temple of Memphis."
Ptah was a creatot-god, and his cosmic role had been fotmulated
aheady by his priests in the Old ICngdom.zl Echoes of their
thought can be found in texts of all periods; but v/hat seems the
original statement was copied under Shabako (about 7oo n.c.).
It accepts the gods of Heliopolis and Hermopolis but subordinates
them to Ptah, of whom they ate seen as forms. First comes Ptah
who is upon the great (primeval) place; then Ptah as the \Vaters;
then Ptah-Naunet, the female counterpart of the spirit of the
abyss; then Ptah "the very great lancientl one who is the heart
and tongue of the divine company." As cf,eator, he represents the
seat of intelligence (heart) and the organ of spech that ttanslates

thought into command (action). In ail he takes eight forms, of
which the last is the lotus. "The supreme god is Ptah, who has

endowed all the gods and their Ka's through that heart fof his]
which appeared in the form of Horos and that tongue [of his]
which appearcd in the form of Thoth, both of which were forms
of Ptah."zz S7e thus see him in a hietarchical sedes of manifesta-
tions ot transformations while remaining a single person. If the
priests or craftsmen applied this conception of him to the metal-
lurgical processes over which he presided (and in which in a

sense he would be incatnated), they v/ere aPproaching a proto-
alchemic position.

There is much more .we might profitably consider in eaily metal-
lurg!, but the above points are sufficient for our purposes. If we
turn to the alchemists we find that they seem to have used four
main methods in goldmaking: they ptoduced yellow alloys of
base metals like brass; they prepared debased gold; they super-
ficially coloured metals or alloys; they tried a set of complicated
processes in which distilled liquids were used or in which metals

were subjected to the action of vapours. The last method was the
important one.

The brass-like alloys (including some of the alloys of copper, tin,
zinc), which have been made in modern times under names like
ormolu or mannheim-gold, were known to the alchemists. They
prepared them by smelting mixtures of copper, tin, etc., with
kadnia (a mixture of metallic oxides with a variable proportion
of zinc, found in the flues of the furnaces). This impure and un-
certain material cannot have yieldecl regular results, which may
be the reason for the differing recipes for its use. As for the brass
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alloys, the alchemists seem to have prepated a number of them
with copper as the main ingredient, plus t1n, lead, zinc,iron, silver,
mercury, or some of these. Doublings of gold, so_called, probably
often involved copper and silver. Silvei gives gold a greenish,

:opp-.r a reddish tinge; the admixture of both copper u.rd silo.,
hardly altered the hue. The alchemist would interpret the effect
as showing fal gold as a seed acted on the silvei and copper,
growing-at their expense, till the whole amounr became gjj.

Superficial coloudng was probably understood for what-it was,
at least to some extent; it is called tinging, not making, of gold.
Then as now three main methods were usecl. The Letal"was
coated with a tinted lacquer of gums; solutions were laid on to
form a thin layer of sulphides; the base metal in debased gold was
removed from the surface by corrosive substances so th; a layer
of faidy pure gold was left showing. (The corrosive would be
something like sulphur trioxide gor by calcining sulphates of iron
and copper.) But the typical alchemic pro..ssln rolved volatile
substances, spirits, and was done by m.un, of distillations and
sublimations._ All pictures of apparutus or workshops show
instruments for dealing with volatile substances. Only such ap_
par.^ttrs could be imagined as extracting the spirit from a body or
re-infusing it.23

!/e may novr pause to glance at the random indications we get in
the papyri of the rrades which played their part in bringirig al_
chemy about. First, the metallurgical. The mining of melals-and
semi-precious or precious stones remained a government mono_
poll i" Egypt under the Romans.za The government also con_
ttolled the quarrying of granite, porphyry, marble and the like.
Silorking conditions seem to have been miserable; and more than
elsewhere in the empire compulsion was used to get labour.2b

26. Egyptian unguent-maker's workshop
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(lriminals were also sent to the mines. V7e know little, however,
of the minerals mined. Copper, gold, iron, lead, and manganese

ores are still found in the eastern desert and in the Sinai peninsula,
lrut how far they were worked by the Romans is uncertain. Some

gold still came down the Nile from Aithiopia. Antimony, cobalt,
and tin were imported. Philostratos gives us a picture of the
barter-system on the borders of Egypt and Aithiopia: "Nfhen he

[Apolloniosl arrived at the frontier-^t a place named Sykaminos
".-he came across a quantity of uncoined gold, an elephant, and

various roots, myrrh, and spices, all lying there without anyone
to guard them at the crossroads." Apollonios contrasted the
honest ways of the folk there with the commercial greeds of the
Greeks:

Contrast our good Hellenes. They ptetend they can't live unless one

penny begets anothet, and unless they can drive up the pdce of their
wares by chaffering or by creating a scarcity. One pretends he's got a
daughter due for matriage, another that his son is iust reaching man-
hood, a thitd has to pay his subscription to his club, a fourth is having
a house built, a fifth would be ashamed to be thought a wotse man of
business than his fathet before him. nflhat a splendid thing if wealth were
less'honoured and equality flourished a bit mote, and"if the black iron
were left to rust in the ground." Then all men would be in accord and
the whole eath like one btotherhood.26

We gain a few glimpses of the premises of goldsmiths in con-
tracts. Thus, in r 8 n.c. at Alexandreia Apollonios, son of Sarapion,
made a contract to cede his goldsmith's shop to Euangelos, son
of Archoneus, on "receiving the balance of 3oo silver drachmai
on or before 9 Phamenoth". The premises include "the shop, the
tables built for the trade and . . . belonging to him in the innet
circle of the square portico on the street(?) leading westward,
The neighbours on the south being Eirenaios, on the north
Apollophanes, olr the east Sosibios, and Facing the street on the
west." There were several strict terms:

The costs of the cession are botne by Euangelos himself. In addition it
is agreed that Apollonios shall give undisturbed possession, inviolate
and free from tental charges up to the present month Mecheit of
Caesat's rztlr- Year. And Apollonios shall at his expense withstand
anyone, who may proceed against him ot lay claim to the property for
pdvate debts, nor shall he himself take possession nor use the law and

custom about any such transactions. But if he violates any of these

provisions, apart from the agreement being val.id, he shall pay what he
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has.received on the principai rx'ith a penalty of 5oo/o immediately and
besides 5oo dr. in silvet asz.pri.tate debt, and damages and costs as
well as the prescribed penalty.

Euangelos shall have the right of exaction from Apollonios himself
and from all his property as if legal judgment had been pronounced.
And if Apollonios makes any evasion in the matter of cession, it shall
be possible for Euangelos, on depositing the balance of 3oo silver dr.
at an awthorised bank in the name of Apollonios, the risk of the bank
falling on Apollonios, and on transferring a copy of this agreemenr ro
the Record Ofice of the Potch, to effect a cession from the name of
Apollonios and those associated with him to his own name or to whom-
soever he chooses without petsonal recognition and without requiring
the presence of Apollonios himself, the cost of the transfer falling upon
the latter.

But if in his turn Apollonios is ready to make the cession in accordance
writh the agreement and Euangelos does not p^y the balance of 3oo
silvet dr. in the prescribed time, he shall pay them with a penalty of 5oo/o
increase and for over time he shall pay interest at the rate of z dr. per
mna a month. Nfe request that this agreement be recorded. Registeied
in Caesat's rzt!r,Yea4 8 Mecheir.2?

A similar cession dated r z 8 from the village of Euhe mereiais much
shorter:

Ftom . . . , registered in the ward of Horion Hierax, and from Gaius
Longinus Priscus, honourably dischatged ftom the Army as he claims,
we wish you to cede to us for a further term r>f 4 years from the month
Sebastos of the present r3th Year of Our Lord Hadrianus Caesar the
Goldsmith's Industry at the Village of Euhemerei a at a yeatly inclusive
tental of 264 dr. in silver, which we shall pay in equal instalments on the
roth, zoth, and Soth of each month, all other charges to the treasury
being botne by . . .rt

$7e are given a rough view of the accumulation of trades in a
town of the eady Byzantine period in a document probably
dealing with Panopolis, which Strabon had called "an old setde-
ment of linen-workers and stone-workers". ffl this, the town of
Zosimos, the poet Nonnos, and several other interesting writers,
we meet weaver, oilmaker, fuller, potter, miller, scent-maker,
carpenter, perhaps machine-constructor (fot krigation-works),
linen-weaver, weaver of rush-ropes or mats, smith of bronze
(chalkotj,pos), and four goldsmiths as well as a workshop, ergasterion,
without qualification. There seems a tendency for the v/ofkers of
the same trade to gather in the same district" Thele were also
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scllets of bread and wine, bath-attendant, sailor, shepherd, school-

rnaster, lawyer, doctor, banket, not to mention trumpet-player,

lrriests ancl magistfates. Intefestingly there was a temple dedicated

i, , Agathodaimlon, though whether he was merely a town-guardian

,,r hid any special link with smiths we do not know'2e

Occasionaily goldsmiths come up in letters or legal documents.

ln a.n. r78 six!.rro.rr, superintendents of the golden statue of
Athene-Theoris] were involved in a case of peculation' They

rppealed to a prefect who had fecently decided the case. A statue

,,fine goddert hud been made and someone embezzled a qtlanttty

of goli in the process. A previous pr9!e9t had given the verdict

thai the loss, r8 talents of silver, should be met by the craftsmen

tncl the municipal oflfrcers of the year. The new prefect substan-

rially upheld this verdict, distributing the responsibility between

the cor.jtractor, the inspector, the officials who paid out the money,

xnd the overseers, -ho t o- apply for relief. They do not deny

tcsponsibility, but ask that t-., gy-tt"tiarchs and a third official

whbm (they allege) had been concerned in the disbursements,

slrould L. or.l.r.d io aid them; they also ask for an extension of
time, offeringayeaily payment of two taleflts and claiming that

tlre existing order would bring them to ruin. The craftsmen afe

rlcscribed as tscbneitai chrlsoc/tooi.io

In a petition dated 5 September 296 two women, Thadsiorr and

liyriilJus, daughters of Kopres of the village 9f--I!ar1nis, lere
n.ii.rg thiough-their maternil uncle Ammonios. Their father had

<lied"(probaily in zs3-4) and they assert that before his death

their itepmotirer admitted that her husband owed her nothing,

yct lateipersuaded her father to remove seven sheeP from-the

ilock he ieft. As feason for the act, she insisted that her dead

Lrusband had owed het a mna in gold; but she failed to prove her

case. So she brought up a contracisupposed to have been made by

l{oprEs which a-ssigned her a half-interest in a slave-gid as

se.urity for her dowry. The daughters in reply stated that by law

all dowries recorded in writing must be evalued by a goldsmith

(for i ewellery and metal obi ects) and a tailot (for clothes), ?"+ ih:y
6enied that the contract of dowry or that of security upheld the

stepmother's demands.sl
iVe get some idea of what a goldsmith's workshop was-like

l.rom o"ne of the panels of the Black Room in the Flouse of the

Vettii at Pompeii. A big furnace stands on the right-; behind it a
workman (reiresented by a Cupid) is busy chiselling a metal

j
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clitln't write all this in the tablet, as I was going out, being unable
to. . .32

A end-century letter expresses delight at the recovery of a friend
frrim illness. A goldsmith named Serenos has arrived and btought
I lrc news that "he is now free from fever. This is the good rlews we
wished for."33 A 5th-century letter shows a goldsmith occupied
with various matters that have no connection with his craft:

't'o my truly beloved btothet Aphyngios, from Ptolemaios of Takona.
Since your Chadty has pleased God, it's our Duty to laud your
I lonoured State, btother. Deign, if it be your Pleasure, to meet . . . the
t:a,rnel-drivet until you speedily receive the aticles sent to me by
lsah: z pairs of loaves, r vessel of tadish-oil holding z sextarii, r
rlouble jar of good vinegar, and r flagon of wine, r..., r ..., j
e:lrceses and $ a. . ., and r pair of [?] bellows, and. . . whatever the
cninel-driver gets from the said man, give me a complete account,
wtrat this is, so that the camel-driver may take it. I greet my Honouted
Mother Kyta and all my ftiends. I could not . . . dispatch him, but
with God's help I shall soon send you a present [4. I pray fot your
lrealth.

To my ttulyBeloved Brother Aphyngios Goldsmith ftomPtolemaios
of Takona.sa

Naturally goldsmiths figure in many accounts. From the Ptolemaic

lrcriod ril/e may take an expense-account, perhaps made up on a

journey, in which is recorded, as well as four copper drachmai
oflered to the sacred ibis, something "ftom Horos gold fsmith]
through Agathon". In a papyrus that seems to give a statement of
lrrnker's daily business goldsmiths appe t, Semthis and Opos
(several times) as well as "the goldsmiths of the town". An account
of z r -zo n.c. of expenditure in copper has "to the priest of ThoEris,
to I{ephalas goldsmith", and so on. Payments in the eaiy 4th
ccntury include as tecipients a high priest, linen-dealer, women
bakers, a goldsmith, stoket, dyer and bankers.ss

A goldsmith who played a minor pat in history was Aetios
of Antioch in l(oil€ Syria, who founded the Anomoian form of
Arianism. Left fatherless and penniless as a child, he became the
slave of a vine-dresser's wife, then a wandering tinker or gold-
smith. A scandal, or impulse of ambition led him to turn to
medicine under a quack (some herbalist ot the like?); and he set

himself up at Antioch. The schools of medicine, having a materi-
nlist outlook, favoured the Arian heresy with its more rational
rheology-the Son seen as not mystically identical in substance

27. Egyptians using a torsion_press

bowl, probably one of broflze)which is being prepared for silver-
inlays-such a bowl was found in the shop oia tiader in bronze-
;qork, negotiator aerariws. A second Cupid-vorker keeps the furnace

lh?ilg. with a blowpipe_and heats 
" 

piec" of metal ireld in tongs.
A third hammers a small bit of metri on an anvil. Near him ii a
counter with three open drawers and two pairs of scales, one large,
one smaller..A lady-customer discusses with the goldsmith lhe
weight of a jewel and beyond them two mor" -oik.rs hammer
a big piece of metal on an anvil.

Goldsmiths were used by hard-up persons for thesale ofvaluable
objects. A letter, probably of the ind century a.u., shows a marr
in trouble,-writing to some one (perhaps his wife) about the dis-
position of articles:

I paid you 3z dt.by weight for the . . . of the embroiderer. f wrote to
you by letter.telling you to get go dr. ftom Krissa who,s staying with
. . . on the mirror's account. I wrote that Epiktetos has my big"silver
ring_, making a . . . weighing a stater of ptolemaic silver, so iirut -ymight-sell it. I 

.sent you a message that Kornelis [Kornelios] the Goli-
smith-has my silver dng-key [or finger-key] of $ (l of 

" 
dr.iweight, to

be sold. You have z btonze strainers, o.r" .r"-, one in -"a"ri "o.r_dition, and_a new cup [o-r pint-measute] and you have my white cloak
and the white cloak of woollen felt and the seH-coloured [undyed]trimmings and those made of Xoitic wool and the near-wtrit. or.r,
apartfromthe. . ., but the big walking stick which is under the . . . i
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with the Father-and, Aetios took up the Arian position with
exfteme fervour. He frequented the meetings of tire physicians
where theory was fiercely argued out, and becime such i keen and
expert debater that he was paid by less eloquent thinkers to set
out their principles. After his mother's death he studied under an
Arian bishop, but was driven out of Antio chto Anazarbos, where,
about a.o. 33r,he resurned his work as a goldsmith. A piofessor
of grammar employed him as a servant,*but dismissei him for
publicly algu,rng for views rhat he, the professor, opposed. Again
an Arian bishop took him up and he rerurned.-to Antioch,iot
was again driven our. This time (before t.n. 34s) he went to
Kilikia, where he debated with the Boborian'Gnostics. via
Antioch he travelled now to Alexandreia, where he debated with
the. Manichee Aphthonios. Once again he took up medicine,
givigg his services free to the sick aid earning his livelihood by
goldsmith-work at night. His opponents, how-ever, declared that
lh.-til occupation at the time -", ur irreverent application of
l-ogical figures and geometrical diagnms to the ,rrtoi" of God,s
$Zord. On a former master of his becoming bishop at Antioch,
he went back there, but his enemies forced. him out of his ordina-
tion-as deacon(in whi.ch he was accepted only for teaching work).

The reinainder of his career -u, ori the same stormy urrJr.rtl.r,
pattem. $7ith the rise of Arianism he defended the sharpest and
most explicit form of the heresy, at one time becoming bishop at
constantinople. During a period of exile at Amblada,"in pisihia,

l
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he composed what the orthodox described as 3oo Blasphemies;

,rnd we know that he called his opponents Chronites (Temporals)

with an apparent allusion to their coutly obsequiousness. Unfor-
tunately we do not own any complete work of his and arc

clependent on the abuse of the orthodox for the account of his

life and ideas. They attacked his morals; but his wickedness seems

to have consisted in following various Gnostics in denying the

need of fasting and self-mortification. \7hile we cannot prove that

fiis heretical positions were linked with his training as goldsmith
rnd physician, the connection is likely and suggestive.s.

Bronzesrniths were scattered often in small localities. A docu-

ment of the late 3rdor eady 4th century, drawn up by some official
,rpparently with a view to exacting contributions from each of
them, mentions Pasion bronzesmith, and then "in the village TEis

workshop of Ammonios with his sons and bronzesmith Euan-

gelos". trn the Byzantine period we find them on the big estates.

l,ate 6th-century documents, probably of the Apion family, name

Ioannes and Petros as cbalkeit, and

T'o Phib, smith, when working on the 6 irregatos outside the gate,

irn account of.pay, ro art. of corn by kank. measure, of which 5 att'
were given through the cultivators outside the gate, temainder through
us , art. by kank. measure, 5 art' by kank. measure'

'fhen we have a piece of yellbw sandstone inscribed in Greek,

which must have been let into the wall of a foundry; the date is

perhaps r October 64r. "With the Help of the One GodtoAppa
i,x.phiot Bishop who Built this Bronze Foundry for the Holy-
Chuich in the Name of J. C. Amen in the Month Phaophi of
the 4th Year of the Indiction." The term used for foundry
cbalkeutikan ergasterion, is not found elsewhere. At this time the

Church had gained a very strong economic position, acquiring
<>r building workshops of many kinds.3?

In 3fi we find a guild of itonsmiths at Oxythynchos gave a
receipt to the authorities through their monthly president,

Aurelios Severos son of Sarmates:

I have received from Aurelios Agathoboulos son of Alexandros, banker
in charge of the Public Receipts in the Official Bank of Oxythynchos
in accoidance with the Order of the said Most Estimable Logistes,

the appointed sum which was to be ordered to be paid to us as the p-tice

of one hondred-weight of usable iron intended for public works of the
Oity, namely 6 talants in fu1l.38

d
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$7e may note that though the term chalkews above is translatecl
bronzesmith, in fact it was used for almost any kind of smith.
The ironsmiths are called ridertchalkeiq literaliy "itonbronze-
smiths". Already, in the Od1sse1t, chalkeus is used of a goldsmith
andfor an ironsmith. A lead-worker, Aurelios Famoithios, in
t79 stood as surety to the heirs of Flavios Apion that Aurelios
'Prbraham, son of l-Ierminos and Herais, who came from the estate
Grcat Tarowthinos (also belonging to the heirs), would remain
where he was, "together with his dear ones and wife and. herds and
all his possession". If Ab rahamdefaulted andwent off, pamouthios,
s9n o{ Georgios and Anniana, ..coming from the City of Oxy_
thynchos", would have to pay 8 gold solidi.t,

Gems and- semi-precious stones found in Egypt, included agate,
amethyst,- betyl, calcite, chalcedony, carneliin, garr.et, haema"tite,
jasper red and brown, peridot (from an island in the Red Sea;,
qlraftz, tafquoise, sard, sardonyx, onyx, green felspar (ama zonite,
probably the stone called emerald, the gem itself 6eing imported
from India). The stockholm papyror iit.r as materiils used in
making a-rtificial gems and dyes: Cyprian and Galatian copper,
IGppadokian salt, asphalt, Spanish tin, mercury, ICmolian
earth, Makedonian chryokolla, Knidian and. Syrian kokkos,
Pontic honey, Indian crystal, Armenian biue, aibestos, resin
from Palestine or Tomoi, Pontic henna, indigo, Shythian bark,Plyry" stone, Sinopic earth, orpiment, lithaige.ao

In.T/te Paradirc of the Hofu Fathert, which *. hurr. in a Syriac
version, r.ve hear how the Abba Makarios practised a holy fraud
on a rich, unmarried wornan of Alexandreiar
From his- youth up he had been a skilful workman in the cutting of
gems and he went to her and said, ,.Cettain very precious 

"-.r-uld.and gems have fallen into my hands, and whetirei they have been
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stolen or not I do not know; their value caflnot be ascertained, because

they are above price, but the man who has them will sell them for {ive
hundted dinars.al

'Ihe woman gave him the money, which he gave to the poor.
l-ater she asked what he had done, and he took her to his house,

where she saw the decrepit folk he kept.
Plinius remarks that to tell genuine from false gems 'ilras

extremely difficult:

especially as we have discovered how to transfer genuine stones ofone
vatiety into false stones of another. For example, a satdonyx can be
ghred-up so convincingly by sticking thtee gems together that the
artifice cannot be detected. A black stone is taken from one species, a

white ftom another, and a vermilion-colouted stone from a thitd, all
being excellent in theit way. And further, there are tteatises by
authorities, which I at least shall not deign to mention by name,
clescribing how by means of clyestuffs, emeralds and other transparent
colouted gems are made from rock-crystal, or a sardonyx from a satd,
and similady all the other gemstones from one stone or another. And
there is no other trickery that is practised against people more
profitably.

'fhis reference to books on tinctures suggests that alchemic or
near-alchemic works were partly misunderstood. Plinius goes on
to give some rules for testing gems. First, do it early, not latet
than ro a.m., and then look for weight, coolness, and structure.

It artifriral stones globules deep below the surface, toughparticles on
the surface itself, filaments, inconsistent lustre, and bdghtness that
fails to strike the eye. The most effective test is to knock off a piece of
the stone so that it can be baked on an iton plate; but dealets in precious
stones do not unnaturally object to this, as likewise to testing with a
file.az

Clement recotds an odd belief that had grown up about the cult-
statue of Sarapis at Alexandreia, which had, in fact, been made
under Ptolemaios f. The historian Athenodoros, he declares,
wfote that:

Sesostris, the [legendary] Egyptian king, after subduing most of the
nations of Greece, brought back to Egypt a number of skilled crafts-
rnen. FIe thetefore gave personal orders that a statue of Osiris his
ancestor should be elaborately wrought 

^t 
gteat cost; and the statue

was made by the artist Bryaxis, not the famous Athinian but another of

d
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the same name, who used a mixed and varied [poiki/.r] set of material
in its construction. He had filings of gold, siirr.r, bronze, iron, lead,
and even tin; and not a single Egyptiao stone was reft out, there being
bits of sapphire, haemetite, .m.tuld, and,topaz as weli. After reducino
them all to powder and mixing them, he stuirred tfr. -i"i"l" a;;G
so that the statue's colour is neady black and mingled the whole with
the pigment lefr over from the funeral rites of osiri-s and Apis. Thus he
moulded Sarapis: whose very name implies this rink with iuneral rites
and the const.rction ou,t of burial mateiial, osirapis being a compound
from Osiris and Apis.ag

Here we meet the dyeing of metals and stones, the connection of
this process with death-rebirth ritual, the notion thttt a cosmic
god ought to be made up our of all the main metals (planetary
systems), and the further notion that this god in his underwodd
or 

-death-aspect 
should be black (like the "primury 

rnatter of the
alchemist).

. The Empire exported both gems and false precious_stones to
f. :.":r. At 

-Virapatnam, the Roman-Indiari emporium near
Pondicherry, large numbers have been found, soine made of
glass-, dating from the first half of the rst century a.n. Accounts
of Chinese embassies abowt 97, zzo-64, and, 4zo_7g refer to
imitatiori-gems from syria.aa Records dealing wiih western
contacts mention the Nightshining Stone, a Syrian product, and
western sources tell of precious stofles luminous in the dark:
perhaps chlorophane, which, despite synonyms like pyrosm aragd,
is not an emerald or beryl but a fluorspar, oL which -urry ,rrri"ii.,have strong phosphorescence and fluorescence on being heated
or scratched in a dim light.cs rhere may be a link with th"e Indian
cobra-stone or naga-kallu, said to be used by cobras to attract
fireflies and to lie behind the sacred jewel famous in Japan as
hothi-no-tama. The wealth of gold and jewels described ii ancient
and eaily medieval writings about the East Roman palaces and
temples were, in fact, gilt copper and coloured glass.i6

Fire-effects were used by the westem juggiei taken home ro
9li"? by.the embassy gl t1" to Shan (on ihe Burmese border).
The jugglers performed before the emperor An on New yearis
Day tzt; they could "conjure, spit fire, bind and release their
limbs without aid, interchange the heads of cows and horses, and
dance clevedy with up to a thousand balls". Jugglers had aheady
been menrioned in ihe parthian missions 

"oii:t 
rrrg Chhienk

time, about rzo 8.c.4?
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As for colouring materials, deposits of gypsum between

lsmailia and the ReJ Sea, and along the Red Sea coast, wete used

rrrainly for making plastet; the Romans also taught the-Egyptians

Irow to use lirne for this purpose; and both gypsum and lime were

used for whiting. Near Syene and in the western oases red and

ycllow ochres ri,ere found; the yellow, calcined, becomes ted,

und to doubt both kinds rvere used in red paint' Ochre and san-

dmaca also came from Topazos, a Red Sea island; and the blue

yrigment called caeruleum that came from Egypt may have.been

i,irit , found in the eastern deserts and Sinai, or an artif,cial

fruit. Ilyeing had been practised from predynastic days' The five

1o. Cones of incense; lady and servant with cones

main dyes cited in the Leyden Papyrus X and the Stockholm

I'apyrus arc archTl (orchil), a purple got from certain sea-algae-

uriro.t, in the Mediterra-neai; afkamet, a red from the roots of
the Aikanna tinctoria; madder, a red from the roots of the Rubia

tinctorum and Rubia peregrina; kermes, a red from the dried

body of a female inseci found on an evergreen oak; and woad,

got by fermenting the leaves of the Isatis-tinctoria' \road was

Tertainly grorr/n in the Fayum from tbe Christian era, and pro-

bably eatfer. In several documents of the znd century A'D'. we

findit prohibited as a crop, though no,reason is given'a8 As a

mordani or fixing agent, alum seems chiefly used. Plinius describes

the method without naming the mordant:

I
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After pressing the material, which is white at {irst, trrey saturate it, notwith colours, but rvith mordants carcurated to absorb.oioor. trrir-ior*,
,th9,tissu.t, 

still. apparently unchanged, are plunged into a cauldron ofDot[ng dye and are taken out the next moment fuily coloured, It is a
singular fact too that though the dye in the pan is of one unifor;.;i;,
the material when taken out is of variou's colours, ".;il;;-;;nature of the mordants that have been respecti".ty uppl.al ifr.r"
colours too will never wash out.4e

He mentions also a secret method known to the Egyptians for
bringing out the design on stuffs.

The industry- of dyeing and fulting was closely connected withweaving. The bids or reports of friners and dyers ru.r. i.tuili
but some sort of government control is irnplied.'Th. 

^...""rr^"fthe temple at Soknopaiou Nesos show payment made for taxes
on a fulling works at Neilopolis; and the'g,r;td of dyers evidentlv
requested a cession of the lease of the lemple.rr p-U^frfy if_,1
temple held the lease from the state and subLt to others. t' tt e
r6os:

The Fullers Dyers from the Arsinoite Nome were summoned and
appeared. Longeinos, advocate, stated:

, "Of these men, sorne are fullers and others dyets by trade, and fotthe tax on trades the fullers p^y rogz dr. y.urty and'the ;)_;;-;;;;
according to tariff andorrrtor''. A'.ert"i' Mrri-os, appointed inspector,wtongly enter€d against the-m a larget sum tfrurr'#u, d;-Si" il;appealed to the prefect, who referied them ro his Highness thiEpistrategos Crassus. The latter summoned the Eklogiste, o?rn. No_"
and ordered him to vedfy the accounts of the last i*.",y y.url u.ra,
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on his reporting that no more had been paid than was sanctioned by

the tariff, decided that they should pay on this scale, and they have done

s() up to the present time. A superintendent of the tax on trades has

now be"tt appointed, who rfi/ants to demand from them alarget amount

tlran that in th e ta:.Irff, and they thetefore petitioned the strategos, adding

fl statement. . . , but as nothing was done by the strategos, they were

obliged to appeal to you."
Piotatchoi, advocate, said: ". . . in accordance with the decision of

Crassus. . . a report on the sublect was laid before his Highness

Libetalis, who made an endorsement tfrat they should be obliged to
pay."- 

Sevetianos said, "When the Eklogistes is ptesent . . ."51

In ryz an offer was made by Heron to the ten superintendents
of the leasing of the dyeing monopoly at Arsinoe for a rcttal of
1oo drachmai. Heron, who lived in the quarter of the Temple of
Sekneptynis, was to make himself responsible for other charges

falling in on the lessee if he gained the right of superintenlinq
tlre weaving-business in Archelais village.5z To the znd-3td
centuries belongs an order "to the head-policeman of Tarouthinou
lipoikion: send Andromachos and Paous, weavers ... at the

petition of the collectors of the dyeing trade".53- 
In sorne abstracts of contracts of the late znd century we meet

sales connected with a dyeing-shop:

. . . and the drains in vacant spaces to the west of the workshop, the

use of ] the above-cited being reserved fot Epeus son of Sarapi6n,

freedman of Demetrous daughter of Ploutarchos, of the said city

[Oxyrhynchos], for his lifetime in accotdance rnith the aforesaid will,
and , . . at the workshop and drains. The adiacent areas 

^re 
on the

south land of the heirs of Damas, on the north land of Philoneikos, on

the east a street, on the west a gatden.
Sarapias and Aunchis, both daughtets of Harthonis son of Paapis,

and their mothet Terathonis, daughter of Z6ilos son of Sarapidn son of
Petdousatapis, have sold the ptoduce and roofs and dyeing-workshops
jointly conitructed, which belongs to them in the aforesaid dyeing-
place, and the leaden Pot and earthenware cask which they possess

ihere, and futthet the vacant spaces they possess to the west of wotk-
shop.sa

In a document of 38r, Aurelios Ploutarchos of the village of
Phoboou in the 5th Pagus or District of the Oxyrhynchite Nome
made himself the guarantor. of a loan made by a dyer Autelios . . .

son of Heraklas of the city to a fnend of his, Philonikos, son of

d

3, r. Relief of Roman goldwotker, aurifer
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Besammon. The loan \yas 4,2oo myriads of denars of silver .,on
account of extra payments in accordance with the contracts if . . .
made. by me [Plourarchos] in order that you fthe dyer] may have
security from me until the repayment of the ium".'ss 

" '
6th century document a purple-dyer from Alexandreia

hires out his services to tw'o businessmen. Andreas and petros,
for a period of two years, during which he is to work at their
premises. fn return he is to get r r solidi less , cafats, with 9z
carats as advance payment. I{is name is Aurelios Menas, son of tLe
blessed Abramios.s6 1n a document of 399,also from Hermopolis,
we meet in a fragmentary petition to the rytktostratego.r the 

-name

Aurelios Annan Ios6s. Apparently the Jewish narie .,Annan,,
has been left unhellenised.5? And about 5lo the lessee of a shop,
in the southern agota of Antinopolis below the dwelling-horrse
of the lessor, was a Jew Peret who meant to turn the sitE into a
dyeing-works at a monthly rent. The lease was determinable
(as often at this time) at the lessor's will. peret, son of rouab and
Rhosyne, paid rg carats of gold at the end of each month.
Previously the place had been a general store.b8

In the Gnostic Gospels of Pbilip rnuch use is made of imagery
from the crafts. God is compared at length with a good dyer irho
blends his colours. The breath of the glass-blowerllowi.rg , our.
is the simile for the pneama. The destiny of men is rinked w]th that
:f rh: ass turning 

^ 
rr:{! walking miles and miles, but finding

himself at the end, for all tris pains, wretchedly where he started.b'e

W.- Tnt complete this chapter with a glance at drugs, cosmetics
and fermenting processes.-The papyri have -urry iiri, of drugs
and medicines, which need not, however, detain us. A documeit
of r8 May ztt, concerned wjth the registration of druggist's
stock, shows how carefully such matters wire controlled. Arir"elios
Neoptolemos, son of Dioskoros of Oxyrhynchos, was writing to
three men, lessees of the monopoly of the alum industry:

rn accordance with the orders of Aerius Sabeinos the most excellent
procurator of Hetmes, I make a punctual return of the items which I
have teceived from the previous lesees of the indusrry as listed below:

Alan ftom Psobthis, zrL tzlants weight; and spi;t alum, 3o mnar
weight Melanteria, rz tal. Miltos. 7 tal. Mit1t,4;o loaves for pelleis] . . . 5tal. Ocltre from the Oasis,3 tal. Salt,5 ti| ...,5 tal...z' -"^ror.r. ihave rernitted the price of all these, in full, as is customary in accordance
with the receipts I hold.6o
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The five items that survive in the text all havea medical use;

foar arealso pigments, and the fifth is a mordant (alum)' Deposits

of alum and ochre were found in all the oases, but here we are

referred to Psobthis, capital of the Little Oasis, from which alum

was brought on camel-tack to the Fayum' The alum monopoly

there is -nrill-attested. Camel-drivers paid a toll at the gate of town

or village. In r45:

Through the Bank of sabeionos in the Tteasuries Quarter. Ischyrion,

son ofaphrodisios, and his fellow supervisors of the alum monopoly

in the Arsinoite Nome, to Panouphis, son of Tesenouphis and of
stotoetis, of the village of Soknopaiou Nesos in the Division of
Hetakleiies, Camel-Dr]ver, stating that he has received, for the toll

[paid to him] on the 3o light talants of alum which he transported from

iire Little Oaiis to the Arsinoite Nome through the toll-gate of Nynpou,

^tther 
te of r dt. 3 ob. pet talant,45 dr.

And as the said q.,utrtity equals rz metal talants, he has received for

theit transpo fi, at &te tuti o{ 7 dr. 3 ob., 9o dr., making in all 
-r 3 5 dr'

Ischyrion ias received from the supervisors in the Little Oasis through

the above-named camel-driver ttte tz metal talants of alum ' ' ' the

customary 6+o/o.ut

The 6$0/, iayment is obscure; in some cases the government

deducted tiai amqunt for payments in advance, but that hardly

seems the case here. The ioutney in question took 8 to 9 days by

camel. From a document of zz9 in which a superintendent (of
the Prefect,s Boats) wfites to three ex-magistfates of oxyrhynchos,

who superintend the alum monopoly, w-e learn how many state-

ments had to be made out. "The 6 frve-day accouflts of the alum

monopoly, from the rst to 5th of the month Thoth of the present

y.ut, -hi.h you have sent, 2 for the dept. of the Dioiketes, r fot
ih. h.ortrntt i?] Archives, r for the Nome's Ptocurator, r for his

Bureau, r for-the Oikonomos' w'ere received by me on the, zoth

of the month and forwatded." We also have a letter, dated 3oo,

from a lessee:

Aurelios Makrobios, Lessee of the Administtation of Alum, thtough

me, I(aisados, cletk, to Aurelios Isak, greeting' I have-sent you r
Itaiian lb. of alum through Isid6ros, and z ounces 8 catats of nastuttium,

powdet. r6th, r5th, and 8th Year, Tybi 28.62

To judge from the connection with kardan\n, the alum here was

to be for medical use.

In eaily days drugs and medicines were closely connected with
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cosmetics and incense: all were life-giving substances. Hence the
wodd of-the gods was depicted 

"s 
drench-"d in perfumes and cos-

metical elements; and scents and incense were ohered up to them.
In ancient ngy,pt the priesl who supervised embalm'i ng had a
name connected with the knowledge of herbs, wt. The Alkadian
word for ointment is closery connected with the name of the
priest who made up the incense offerings, with the word for
anointing-oil and the vase_ holding it or i"he spatula distributing
it. The word for aromatic herbs denotes also resins and gums, a[
substances oozing or filtering from the plants, and is ,?hr.i ,o
words.denoting-samples, medical herbs, inguents or pastes. The
Egyptian word for the gums, kmjt,became-in Greek'konni, and.
ultimately owt own gaTt/.68 Though the Egyptians had u *ori fo,
smell, they-always called perfumes ,,thefli[rance of the gods,,.oa

The smell of incense accompanied a god Ind macle his ir.r"r."known. This connection of the smelf and the g"a,, uirr*t i,
brought out, for instance, in the legend of eueJn Hutrlr.proJ,
begetting, birth, and education. So,1n turn, ierfum., h.tf.d to
lure gods or luminous spirits (those of the just dead) o, ,J ,.pa
evil spirits (those of the unjust dead). The dead (the spirits 

"f ih.
unjust) fled before the gods; they therefore also ried from incense.
A captured town was fumigated to drive out the pr.oioo, god,
and.bring in the Pgypti"n ones; and the maladies iaosed bylvil
spirits were cured by fumigation.'E Thus in a rantern-ritl the
Ptolemaic magician evoked the gods:

You-will say the formula_ 7 times on the boy [medium]. So that he won,r
see the lantern, he has his eyes closed. Thin you,ll thro* por" i.r.*r"
into the stove and p,.ta finger on the boy's head wrth.tor.i.y"r. wr.i
you've done that, order him to open hi, .y., before the lantern and
he'll see a god-shadow by the lantitn.66

. B1d smells repelled.-Maladies caused by the gods might be cured
by fumigating the sick man with unpleasint thinls. ..pound
together honey, fresh olives, northern sait, piss of a m"enstruating
'woman, ass-shit, tomcat-sh-it, pig-shit, the plant ewnek .. . .o ,I
to make a compact mass and oi.?or fumigaiion round the man.',
{s places from which the gods have gJne are opened up for
daimons, the appeannce of the latter caribest be precl rd"d dy th;
concoction of stinks. Thus a magician evor.es the spirit of a
damned person by burning ass-shif in a cauldron. In &ocations
with the aid of a vase and a medium:
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llow to spell a vase quickly so that the gods may come-and tell you

;i;;y. thi ruth. Thiow into the fire a ctocodile's eggshell or what

u.,r-. hrd there: the vase will be at once spelled' How to force them to

ln."k. Thro* a frog's head into the stove and they'll speak' How to

fr"i"g ,ft. fod, *itf,t-ting force: Throw into the stove crocodile bile

,roroi.r"dlwith incense. io forc. them to come at once, throw into

l; 
";; " 

small anise-bough and the above-cited eggshell and you'll

rpJiift" vase at once' To fe"tch a living man, thtow in blue vitdol and

h'"'11 com". To evoke a luminous spitit, throw in a Targe amulet with

ro-" 
"tytr^f, 

and the luminous spitit will come' If you throw in the

heart of ahyena or hare, it'd be very good'--Toevokeadto.rrnedman'thfowinaseactab.Toevokeadeadman,

throwinsomeass-dungandtheamuletofNephthys,andhe'llcome.
To fetch a tobber, throiv in powdered saffron and alum' To make the

goar .o^" and the ,rur" *ort qu-ic$Y the spells, take a scarab' dtown

it in the milk of a black .o-, uid thiow inio the stove' The vase will

be spelled at once and the iight-wi11.appeat' If you,want ?lytry"g
;h;;"t to go off' throw in mlonkey-shit and each will go to his place

when you recite the formula of dismissal'

arnrrt"t recommended for binding on the body of him pe-rfo1ging

tf'r" t""gi. vdth a vase's help, f9t quick spells' Take aband of 16 linen

thteadi 4 white, [a green], 4 blue, 4 t"d' Kttt't it and water it with

pi"*i ifl"a. tf..l',i" ir ,o , r.urab in its solar form, dtowned enveloped

i;; ;";t" of the finest weave' and tie it 9n tlre body of the boy who

o"r&r", the magic vdth a vase's help' Then he quickly creates spells'

without hesitation.6T

The method for making perfumes was probably some primitive

form of distillation. Thus iome tribes near the Nile soufces macef-

ate herbs in water, cover the vessels with strips of cloth steeped

i., gr.ur" or fat, ihen boil till all the scents, evaporatirig' lrave
beeir fi*ed in the fat or' grease' which can be scraped off' Such

methods must have been"used in very ancient times' But certainly

flowers were steeped in layers of fat, being replacg{ as soon.as

,f."it p".f"-., hub been atrsorbed' S[e see the resulting pomades

as balls or cones attachedto the heads of people at metrymakings;

;;t ;it" provided a notmalpart of the make-up of-an Egyptian

i"Jjt. r" tiraceration the floders were dipped into fat or, oils at

about 65'C. and the mixtute was strained off' Also' men leatned

io 
""ptot 

the flowers or seeds. First they trod the materials in a

tob, tien used a simple press of linen-cloth twisted at either end

by a stick. By the 3id dyttutty they had improved the device by

tJpl^.ittg orr. of the sticks with a'noose attached to one of two
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uprights carrying the bag-press. No advance was made tin the
classical wodd invented the beam-press and the screw_press.68

.fSrctinn eye-paints were groond on a palette, the'name of
which seems connected with the word ,.to 

irotecl,,: not simply
from disease, but in the religous-magical r.t r.. Th. paints or tt'eir
ingredients were often offered to th" gods or were used on the
divine s!1.t:.r l they are often mentioneJ with regard to the Eye of
Horos. Till a late stage in_ Egyptian hisrory it rias usual to paint
the upper eyelid black with galena, the lower green.6e The ikt<a_
dian term for galena gave birth to the Arabic"wor d, ,kobr, -t-ri.ir,from.meaning a specific glepaint, came to denote a finely divided
powder, thena subtle spirit, and frnal|y emerged. u, oo, alcohol.
In Egypt the cheeks and lips were coloured with red. ochre, often
yjrh I lipstick of reed holding a small piece of ochre at ench end.
The Sumerians seem to havJpreferred yelow ochre, ,n-.ti*",
called golden_clay or face-bloom (the face as a flowerj.zo
- fncense in Egypt was the F'ruit of the Gods; a later term seems
linked with the word for peace and happiness. The ptolemaic
period saw the greatest €xpansion of varietlies. By the rst century
e.1. th3 more costly kinds of incense *.r. ,.ur.., replaced by
resins from coniferous trees or terebinth, which -"y hurr. b..i,
the original incense used before the pyramid Age.zr Al.*u.rdr.iu
was_the gteat manrfacturing centre for cosmetiis and perfumes,
outdistarrcing towns like Antiocheia or Laodikeia, let alone oli
Greek sites like I(orinth or chaironeia with its kr;roi-lily ointment.
$7e must not, however forget, Mendes, the home of Bolos, which
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wrrs an impo ttantplacefor scent-production' Plinius, commenting

on change's in fasliion, says that the perfume of Delos had to make

way for"that of Mendes as that of I(orinth for that of I(yzikos

",r.i 
.o on. Athenaios remarks of henna, "the metopion and the

Mendesian are made best in Egypt; the metopion is produced

with the oil got from bitter almonds." Despite the- pre-eminence

.f AlexandrJa there was much local production of unguents and

the like. A tovrn such as oxyrhynchos had its Street of the oint-
ment-Makets. For a while a manufacturing centre in Campania

competed with Alexandteia. There was a guild of 
-ungaentarii 

at

Pompeii, but Capua with its Seplasia Quarter u/as the main pro-

,lrr.er. \Xl" h.ut tf various fakes, e.g. white drops interspersing

the resin from pitchpine-"ctrosely resembling frankincense, so

that rwhen mixed together rhey're indistinguishable to the eye;

hence the adulteration practised in the Seplasia'" This 
-quarter

also faked its medical -ut.s. "Ready-made plastets and salves

afe now on the matket,and deteriorated goods and the deliberate

falsifications of the Seplasia find their way into the mortar."
,fhe Capuans thus ende[ by ruining their name and losing trade.lz

Magical qualities .wefe at times attributed to cosmetics. Thus,

at Rote, the olive-oil mixed with dust and sweat scraped by

strigils from the dirtied body of gladiators and athletes 'was

coli-ected and sold as rblpas for the manufactute of unguents,

which were believed tJ 
-confer 

something of the power and

fascination of the fighters on the ladies'

In a passage whire Philon sees the whole universe and its

,rro..rr.^, svribolised in scents, we are made to feel how close
',h. .or-.,ical and the alchemic workers could be. Philon is

clealing with Exodus xxx (34):

And tr imagine these four ingredients of which the whole perfume is

.or"por.a ire emblems of the four elernents of which the whole wotld

i, *ia". Ile likens the statk1 to water' the onlcba to land, t1'e galbanon

to air, and the pure transparent frankincense to fire' For $akt|, deriving

i* .ru-" ftom the drops-lstagoner] in which it falls, is liquid; and onltcha

is dry and earthlike; the sweetsmelling galbanon is added to give a

,"p..'r..tution of ait, for thete is ftagtance in the air; and the

t.i.rrpur"t"y in frankincense serves to represeflt fire'

On this account too he has separated the things with weight from

those that are light, uniting th" ot " class by a 
-closely-connecting

combination anJbringing fotth the other in a disunited form: as

where he says, "Take to yourself sweet odours, stakti, onycl:a"' Tlrese

et

32. Egyptian lady using powderpufi
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things, weighty, he mentions unconnectedly, as they ate syrnbols of
earth and water. But afterwards he starts afresh with the other class,
which he cites in combination: "And the sweet spice of the galbanon
and the transparent frankincense," as these agatn arc in theiinature
emblems of the light things, ak and fire.

And the harmonious,composition and mixture of these things is
truly his most ancient and most petfect holy work. That is, the univ-erse.
Speaking of it under the emblem of petfume, he thinks it is bound to
show gtatitude to its creatot. So that in name the composition care_
fully fabricated by the apothecary's 

^rt 
may be offered up-but in

reality the whole wodd, created by divine wisdom, mry be corr_
sectated and dedicated, being a burnt offeting of eatly morning and
again of evening. Fot such a life as this becomes the wodd: contiiually
and unceasingly to be giving thanks to its Father and Creator, so as
to stop short ofnothing but evaporating and reducing it into its original
element, to show that it stores up and hides nothing, but dediiates
itself wholly as a pious offering to the god who created it.zg

The Talmad remarked that "the wodd cannot exist without a
perfumer or a tanner.')14

- Behind all these processes, of metallurgy as of perfumery,
there lay the work of the kitchen. An examination of Akkadian
and Egyptian terms shows that many which originated from some
operation concerning food were taken over by various craftsmen
and applied to the operations of the unguent-cooker, the miner,
the metallurgist, the dyer. Similady kitchen-apparatus provided
the basis on which alchemic apparatus were developed.zs

An alchemic text, probably of the 3rd-4th cenluries, states,
"This I7ater acts like leaven, producing the like by the like. As the
leaven of bread, little as it is, ferments 

^ 
great quantity of dough,

so also a little gold can ferment the whole dry matter.,, ft seels
thataleaf of gold was dissolved first in the water on this fermenra-
tive principle.T6

Zosimos is said to have given a recipe for beer. The drying in
the sun was no doubt meant to peel off the bitter husks:

Take well-selected fine baiey, macerate it a day with water, then spreacl
it for a day in a spot exposed to an air current. Then moisten the whole
agun fot. y houts and set in a handled vessel with its bottom pietced
like a sieve. The rest must be ground up and a dough made with it
after yeast is added, iust as in breadmaking. Next the whole is put away
in a warm place; and as soon as fermentation has set in enough, thl
mass is squeezed through a cloth of coatse wool or a fine sieve, and
the sweet liquid is collected. But others put the parched loaves into a

wrtcrfilled vessel and subiect this to some heating, but not enough to

bring the.v/atef to a boil. Then they femo,ve the vessel ftom the fire,

1r.,oii,, contents into a sieve, warm the fluid again, and then put it
asi cle.77

We see there a pdmitive system of malting.
Finatly -" rr*y cite alatet text from Paracelsus, which finely

brings out the way in which alchemy was bound up with all

craft]techniques of transformation: "The baker is an alchemist

when he bakes bread, the vinegrower when he make wine, the

weaver when he makes cloth; therefore whatever grows in
natufe useful to man-whoever brings it to the point to which

if was ordered by nature is an alchemist."
Now we may tatflback to the alchemists. Sflith Maia we find

ourselves on comParatively solid ground.
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13. Pompeian painting of loves as chemists
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Maria the Jewess

There is one other Egyptian alchemist who must be mentioned,
though he is a somewhat shadowy figure: Chymes or Chemes,
cited by Zosimos as an eminent author. Olympiodoros also
mentions him a few times. His name seems to peisonify the art
and he is made to take Parmenides as authoritt for the axioms:
The All is One; by it the All is engendered; One is All and if the
All did not contain everything it could nor engender it. These
axioms were written round magic circles and s-rpents with the
figures of metals or plants in the middle. Zosimos associates
Chymes with Mada, and it is possible he is of her period and
school.l There is also a teference, in a text on Goldmaking, to
Chyth, Orpheus, and Kleopatra, but Chyth may well be a copJiing
ettot.z

$7e have noted how famous names are brought into the motley
lists of alchemists, as also into spells, or else titles are added to
famlliar flames. Petasios becomes King of Armenia; I{leopatra,
the Queen of Egypt; Gebir among the Arabs, I{ing of india.
Alexander heads some Greek MSS; the emperor Hlraklios is
inserted, and we hear of "the Precepts of the Emperor Julian,'.a
The Christians and the Jews brought in Biblical numei. Mor.s
natunlly plays a considerable part. One MS opens: ..And the
Lord said to Moses, I have chosen by name Bezaleel, priest of the
Tribe of Juda, to work gold, silver, copper, iron, ail objects of
stone, of wood, and to be the mastef, of all the arts.,, The reference
'was to Exodus xxxi. This MS is perhaps the treatise elsewhere
mentioned as The Dornestic Chenislry of A,Ioset.a S/e meet also a
diplotis, or gold-doubling, of Moses:

Copper of I{alais, r ounce, orpiment, native sulphur, r ounce, and
native lead, r ounce, decornposed rcalgat [arsenic sulphide] r ounce.
Boil in radish oil, with lead, 3 days. Put it in a ro"sting pan and set
this on the coal till the sulphur is driven out, then take it otr and you,lt
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(intl your ptoduct. Of this copper take r part and , patts of gold.
Mclt it, fusing strongly, and, with God's help, you'll find it all changed

to gold.s

'f'he text is cotrupt. The product would contain about 66 o/o gold,

1 11o/o of an allcly of copper, lead, and arsenic, and in colour and

rcsistance to chemical action would closely resemble pure gold.
'l'he alchemist might well think he had got gold by means of the
gold-yellow colour of the otpiment. He rvould then argue that if
gold could convert something like its own weight of copper and

silver into gold, why should it not do the same to large quantities
of base metals? S7hile silvet gives gold a greenish colour, and
copper gives it a reddish one, the admixture of both copper and

silv-r hardly alter the look. The alchernists though the gold acted

as a seed which grew at the expense of the copper and silver till
the whole mass became gold. He might have argued that a plant-
seed drew on the eatth around it and transformed it into a plant
vastly larger than the seed.

In the Hermetic text XIII, Tat is given his instruction by
.[{ermes "upon the Mountain"-suggesting both the Sinai of
Moses and the mystery-mountains of Zoroastrian revelation.
Magical and astrologic spells are attributed to Moses in the Leyden

ltapyri; and in a demotic spellbook he is brought oddly into a

charm to gain a woman's love:

My heart languishes, my heart loves. As a she-cat sighs after a tomc^t,
as a shewolf sighs after a wolf, as a bitch sighs after a dog, as the son

of Sopdet sighs after Moses coming to the walls of Ninaret [Os] to
offer up water to his god, to his supreme master, to his Yaho, Sabaho,

to his Glemora, Moses, Plerobe, Su, Mio, Abrasakso Senklau, so N
claughter of N sighs after N son of N.6

Solomon appears especially in exorcisms; his Labyrinth is drawn
in a couple of alchemic I\{SS.? Zosimos refers to Judaic writings,
some going back, he says, to Noah; he also mentions the transla-
tion of the Bibte into Greek and Egyptian, attributing the work
to a single person-an old erroneous idea. A recipe is assigned

to Oseas King of Israel; and other texts gave the riames of Abra-
ham, Isaac, Jacob, Sabaoth, and so on.8

The hope of understanding and controlling material,process
was seen as the struggle to bring about the regeflefation of m tter,
which in turn was indissolubly linked with the struggle to rise
above the realm of necessity (slavery) into the freedom of ttue

d
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human integration. 'fhe reaim of necessity was above all regarded
as the realm of mechanics, of mathematically determined laws,
of the planetary systems considered to rule the lives of men in all
details large or small. The realm of necessity was identified with
the realm of the body, an organism controlled by a deterministic
mechanism; the realm of freedom was variously taken as that of
pure thought, abstract thought on Platonic lines; that of philoso-
phic escape into regions felt emotionally to lie beyond the deter-
ministic mechanism; and that of alchemic transformation into
levels of qualitatively higher organisation. Only the alchemic way
sought both to lay hold of reality and to change it. It took in
both the aspiration to generalised and philosophic thought, and
the passionate emotional desire to transcend the existent wodd
in its totality; but it linked these aspirations and desires with the
effort to understand and change the concrete wodd of process.
Its one close affinity was thus, as we noted before, with the reli-
gious mass-movements that had a powerful element of social
and political discontent undedying their formulations, and which
looked to some kind of social reversal ("last shall be first", day
of judgment, millennary peace and plenty) even if there was little
awareness of the link except perhaps in some broad simple ways.

We can illustrate these points and at the same time show how
Jewish and Iranian elements mingled with Greek in the images
and ideas that most deeply moved men at this time. Thus we may
take some connected prayers from magical papyri. In the Judais-
ing version, the oldest of those in question, vre find the sketch
of an arcltaic gnosticism. It is a prayff for salvation (of the kind
called a $ele) and seems to derive from a yet more important
secret work (now lost). Its liturgical form suiggests an association
with the cult of Seth-Typhon, in which all sorts of mysteries
were celebrated. The reciter identifies himself with Man, "the
most beautiful creation of the god who is in heaven": Man, rrho is
"made of spirit, of dew, and of earth"-1l1v1is, Adam. Man longs
to escape from the rule of Fate and to return to the original form
from which he has fallen. The god invoked is the Propator or All-
father, the Aion dwelling in the zenith of heaven. He is called Master
of the Pole enthroned on the constellation of the Chariot: that is,
he is the Biblical Sabaoth on his throne and in his chariot. He is
served by myriads of angels and nearby at his side is the aion
Sophia, Wisdom. Adam is here proclaiming that he knows the
divine name of Salvation from the Demon of the Air and from Fate.
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'I'wo more obscure texts have the same basis: the Greek magical

p^pyrus Mimaut, where a Pnyer to Heiios is phrased as if spoken

iry Adu-, and a Greek formulary (often called the Mithraic
l,iturgy) where the being from whose mouth comes the incanta-

tionsls a Perfect Body made by the right hand of deity: that is,

he is Adam. Born of an impure womt), he laments and hopes that

lrsychic povier will be restored when the Fatality dispensed by
ilt" sphei.s is wiped out. s The alchemists took over the symbol of
Adam for the knowledge which liberates man and gives him
mastery over living process. Zosimos and Olympiodoros see

Adam as the Universal Man' who is identified with Hermes-

'fhoth. The four letters of his name-that there were only three in
I Iebrew was unknown-represent the four elements' Olympio-
cloros calls Adam virgin eatth, igneous eaf,th, carnal earth, and

sanguineous earth. Eve was assimilated to Pandora, with Prome-

theus and Epimetheus taken to represent soul and body. In the

Geponika, a recipe for keeping serpents out of pigeon-houses,

nttributed to Demokdtos, advises the writing of the name of
.Adam on the four corners.lo

Maria the Jewess belongs to the eaiier alchemic traditions. She

probably existed not very long after Bolos, and was much cited

iry Zosimos and other later writers. Zosimos knew her as Maria
,,i Mitiu*, the sister of Moses; and we must not forget the role
of Nlary, mother of Jesus, in Gnostic evangels. But though there

was the usual tendency to turn eady alchemists into mythical
[igures, there is no reason why Maria should not have been an

liiitorical person with that name-iust as l(leopatra may also have

lrcen, despite the inevitable identification with the great Queen.
Maria and I(leopatra were common erlough names. Though Maria's
writings survive only in quotations, she stands out as a Yery

definitE character, indeed the first alchemist without arry of
the indetetminate elements that sutround Demokritos-Bolos,
Ostanes, Flermes. She was highly inventive and deeply interested

in chemical expedments and in the instruments that made them
effective and ptecise. She elaborated all the essential appliance

on which alchemy or chemistry was to c rry on for near two mil-
lennia: kerotakis, hot-ash bath, dung-bed, water-bath. And she

seems to have perfected the apparatus for distilling liquids. She des-

cribed het methods of construction in much detail' even to the

point of telling how to make copper tubes from sheet metal. She
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seems to have varied her experiments a great deal, but to have
been specially absorbed in alloys of copper and lead. She speaks
of Our Lead as distinct from common lead, perhaps me^aning
arrtimony or some metallic sulphide. Like Hermes and Agatho-_
daimon, she is credited with the aphorism, ..IJnless you strip
bodies of the corporeal state, you will not advance,' that is,
unless you take the metallic state from metals.

54. The three-armed still of Mada the Jewess

The alchemists seem to have been the first investigators of
distillation. At times some sort of sublimation of liquids had been
attempted, e.g. se water had been heated in a covered cauldron,
then the drops condensed on the lid were shaken off and used as
ddnking water. Also oil-of-pitch was made by heating pitch and
condensing the vapour on fleeces; and mercury was produced by
heating cinnabar on an iron saucer in a pan covered by a pot
called ambix, on which the mercury vapour condensed. But none
of these crude devices was truly a still or an alembic, which con-
sists of three parts: the vessel in which the material is heated, a
cool part for condensing the vapour, a receiver. Ma'"ia describes
the still and seems to have invented it. The balneum Mariae or
baine-marie seems first used as a name by Arnald of Villanova in
the r4th century. Zosimos cites Maria's account:
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I'll describe t}re lribikos to you. For so is called the apparatus made of
copper and set out by Matia, the transmitter of the art. She says as

follows:

Make thtee tubes of ductile copPer a little thicker than that of a
pastrycook's coPPer ftying-pan. Their length should be about a cubit
and a half. MakJ thtee such tubes and also make a tube of a hands-

breadth width and an opening proportioned to that of the still-head.

The three tubes should have theit openings adapted like a nail to the

neck of a light receiver, so that they have the thumb-tube and the two
finger-tubes joined laterally on either hand. Towards the bottom of
the stillhead ate thtee holes adiusted to the tubes; and when these ate

litted, they are soldered in place-the one above receiving the vapour
in a diffeient fashion. Then, setting the stillhead on the earthenwate

pan containing the sulphut, and luting the ioints with flourpaste, place

at the tube-ends glass flasks, large and strong so that they won't
break with the heat coming from the w.ater in the middle. Here is the

figure.11

Our manuscript dates from 7oo yearc after Zosimos wfote' so

that the dtawing has become rather schematised during its
repetitions; but ii is still recognisable as based on the original
ill-ustration by Maria. The standard type of still was described by
Synesios, commenting on a work by Demokritos:

What he [Demokritos] says, Dioskoros, is as follows . . . And put it
into a flask on the hot-ash bed, not over a direct fite but on a gentle

hot-ash bed, which is a kerotakis. During the action of the heat there

is adapted, to the flask above, a glass apparatus witha mastarionfbreast'

shaped cup] fitting on to it. And put it on top of it, and receive the

waGr thaf io^.t-np thtough the breast and keep it and puttefy it'
This is called Divine \7atet.12

Zosimos describes another type of still that rbmained popular
till the r8th century and ulas called a Cold Still, as the liquid in
the body was oot boiled but only gently warmed. Recall Hetmes'
Heat of the Btooding Bird.

Iile can construct a series to show the development of the still'
First came a simple condensation of seauratet otr a pot-lid as men-
tioned above: there is a description of the method by Alexandros
of Aphrodisias, a commentator on Aristotle. Then the mercury
was iondensed in a flask-like vessel turned upside-down; there is a

description by Dioskorides. Then, probably, the lid was turnedin
to pr6vide a container for the distillate. The next and crucial
.t"p *ut the addition of a pipe to lead the distillate off. But such

sl

dC=tx{
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a pipe was liable to cause trouble if the liquid boiled up quickly,
right over the still-head. So Maria put in the wide vertical tube
between boiling-pan and still-head. Demokritos got something
of the same effect by using a long-necked flask; and Zosimoi,
who didn't want ro boil liqiids, keit to the old type.ls

In all, some 8o pieces of appantas are known: furnaces, lamps,
water-baths, ash-baths, dung-beds, reverberatory furnaces, scolri-
fying pans, crucibles, dishes, beakers, jars, flasks, phials, pestles
and mortars, filters, strainers, ladles, string-rods, stills, s,iblima-
tories, all make their first known appea;tance as laboratory app^ra-
tus in.the_workshops of the alchemists; and they have persiited,
in variously modified forms, up till today.

There was a reflux apparatus for treating metals with vapours.
The most important of this type was calledthe ,kerotakis, m6aning
an artist's palette. An artist painted with a mixture of pigment, ,"J
melted wax, and he had to keep his colouts on th; kerotakis, a
metal sheet shaped like a bricklayer's trowel, which was kept hot
over a pot of charcoal. The alchemist no doubt took over the
palette in his attempts to soften metals and impregnate them with
colours-just as the artist softened his wa* 

^nd 
mixed it up with

the colours, which were thus given a new quality of permi.nence
and used to create earthly forms in a new dimension, that of the
picture. First the alchemist tried to adapt the kerotakis for the
treatment of metals by means of heated vapoufs. A vessel below
the kerota/<is held a vaporised substance capable of attacking
metals, while an inverted cup, set ovef the sheet, condensed thi
vapour into a liquid which flowed back. (The reflux extractor is
the closed modern analogy.) Then came attempts to refine and
elaborate the heating and condensing systems, and to use some
kind of grating or strainer-perhaps to stop solicl fragments of
metal from dropping back into the base.la

The MSS give us no clear account of how the kerotakit was
used. ft has been suggested rhat something like the following
occurred. The alchemist took sulphur (sometimes mixed with
arsenic sulphides) and put it in the lower part, while the kerotakis
proper held the metal to be treated: copper and perhaps some golcl
and silver too. The covers were then luted on, witha smal Lole
left for the escape of heated air. A small cup v/as put over the hole.
The alchemist then started off his fire. The v"poor of sulphur
made its attack on the metal. The resulting sulphide dissolved in,
or mixed with, the excess of liquid sulphur and ran through the
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sieve ot grating back into the lower part or llacles. Tlre blacli

mixture of sulphur and sulphides remaining there was the scoria

or black lead. The alchemist desulphurised it by heating or by
treating it with lime or oil-of-nitre, and then smelted it. \X/hat

.ttr.rg.d was an alloy of the original metals, doubtless with the

addition of some sulphur and atsenic (if arsenic 'was present in

the attacking vapouts). Kadmia or arsenic (the Etesian Stone)

seem brought in at some stage' During the gentle roasting and

smelting that followed,the kadnia perhaps added zincto the alloy

and thus created a sort of brass or latten containing copper'

tead,, zinc. The alloy thus thus produced was at times used in gold-
doutling.

3 5. Reconstruction of the three-armed still

A11 this may seem, it has been pointed out, a very complicated
way of preparing an alloy. But we must remembet that with his

limited means of testing and his almost total lack of quantitative
methods for assessing and determining what happened at each

phase of his operations, the alchemist had very little hope of
Eliminating chance factors, unnecessafy factors, and working
out just what were the essential factors for bringing about the

desired results. He could not be precise as to v/hat composition
he had achieved. His aim throughout was to change the colour
of metals in a certain direction; and even when he did something
that was successful ot seemed to be, he had no clear method for

*l

I
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deciding just what substances or processes had brought the
result about. FIe could no doubt tepiut experiments and"get rid
of certain obviously unimportant factors, Lut he -u, ,rrritl" to
grasp the patteffi of the process in a truly concise and adequate
way. And the inability to grasp and define the pattern thus in any
one experiment meant in turn that he .ould not effectively
correlate 

9ne qxperiment with another and build up a coherent
body of chemical knowledge. He had to content himself with
endless drudgery of inconclusive results and marvellous moments
when he seemed to have stumbled on the pure secret of
transformation.

_ 
Some operations on the kerotakh were yet mofe complicated

than the operation described. The alchemist strove to uJhi.rr" u
series of continuous. colour-changes, blackening, whitening,
yellowing, and then rising to the vioret grow oflatter-in-th!-
highest. Perhaps he got his blackness by thi conversion ofcopper
and other merals into their black su$hides. Then he smelted it
into a yellow metal. The whitening was doubtless more difficult.
.If the- black product had been dried before smelting, it might
have been whitened as a result of the efflorescence of salts frim
the Divine Water; or some white material (compounds of
mercury, arserric, antimony) might have been added. Some final
tincture or a cleaning of the produced metal may have begot_
ten the i6sis.Btx all this is largely guesswork.ls

fn any event it seems to have been Maria who was mainly
responsible for the apparatus which enabled the alchemist to
produce such results as he did get, and which in the end provided
the basis on which chemistry proper could develop.

She seems to have had a strong conviction of the unitary nature of
pfocess. we saw earliet how the Kitab al-Habib thss described
her.16 fbn Umail attributes to her imagery of the above_and_
below-t1pe, which accords with her interest in the processes of
the still or the alembic. These processes ,oere seen ai the move-
ment up and down of vapours and water; condensation was a
kind of rain, bringing down the water in a pudfied form from
the heavens.

The Strength of the Lowest and the Highest-as Hermes the Crown
of the Sages, has said to us-has pu.r.d into that \Vater, and con-
sequently it will not leave that which has been dissolved in it in dark-
ness, the water reviving the dust like the rainbearing cloucl . . .
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Maria [Mariya] also said: The \Vater which I have mentioned is an

Angel and des.Lnds from the sky and the earthacceptt Jt-9" account of
its fthe eatth's] moistfless. The watet of the sky is held by the water

ofthe eath, ,ttd th" water ofthe earth acts as its servant, and its Sand

[serves] for the pufpose of honouring it. Both the watets are gathered

iog"ther and the \Vatet holds the lWater. The Vital Pdnciple lKian]
ho-ids the Vital Principle, and the Vital Principle is whitened bI !h."
vital Pfinciple. She meant the coction of the Soul with the spirit
until both mix and ate thoroughly cooked together and become a

single thing like Marble. . . .

[Ls for tle Angel] she meant by this the Divine \Vater which is the

Sout. Stre named it Angel because it is spititual and because that ryater

has tisen from the earth to the sky of the Birba [from bottom to top of
the Alembicl.

As for hei statement [the \7atet] descends ftom the sky, she meant

by this its return to their Earth; and this Angel she mentioned I shall

e"plain to you anotherway so that you mayle aware of both explana-

tions, if Ailah will. She meant by this the Child which they said will
be born for them in the Ait while conception has taken place in the

Lower [region]-this being thtough the Higher Celestial Strength

which the tX/aier has gained by its absorption of the Air' Regarding

this, lletmes said: The strength of the Highest and the Lowest will
be found in it.u

These passages seem genuinely to refer to Maria's theory, for
they fitin so-well with her devices. 

'We may say that she developed

the conception set out by Hermes of the macrocosm-microcosm

relationsh,ip and gave it a more dynamic and concrete basis by

linking the above-below system with the actval process- of
alcheriy in a direct way. We cannot prove that she also worked

out th; analogy of mating and childbirth as.expression of the

triadic formula; but it is quite possible that she did so. We perhaps

see her woman's-interesis in her use of cooking irnagery, her

comparison of the still-tube's thickness with that of a pastry-

.ooli', copper frying-pan, and her use of flour paste for-luting'
It would t. itt .itrtucier for her to use the sexual metaphor for
the fusion of substances. That metaphor did exist among the

Greek alchemists, though not in such an expanded fotm as among

the Arabs and the medieval alchemists of the West. In a wotk
attributed to John the Atchptiest, but actually consisting of
excelpts from Zosimos' 'we meet the analogy of the.alchemical
proce^ss to the conception and birth of a child.l8 The imagery of
ih" *ut"t reviving the dust is closely paralleled by passages in
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,6. Stages in the evolution of the still

Kleopatra's Dialogue: "how the highest descends to the lowest . . .
how the blessed waters descend from on high to visit the dead . . .
affiicted in darkness and shade . . . The cloud sustains them . . .
and the cloud waters the plant.,, Here the imagery becomes that
of the Osirian Resurrection. Ibn Umail has said iurther: ..They
name this water also the Rain that revives the Lower -$7odd,

,l{ [bt] all this fis to be understood] the pure Silvery Watei
which is the Gold of the Sages. The excellent master Hermes
named it the God with Many Names.,,1e Indeed in view of the
certain closeness of these passages from the Ibn Umail with
Greek thought, we may take also the foliowing:

I n this water will be found the stfength of the Highest and the I-<>west.

As Hermes, the excellent sage who is the Ocean of \Wisdom, saicl:

Give it predominance ovei the Highest and the Lowest. It will thcn

perform 'irondets-the thing and its opposite-because it will both

irlu"k"n and whiten. It will also redden. It will harden the Moist and

soften the Dry. Its brother is the Ash which has been extracted from

the Ash with iheit Second White Body, which they named the Sanctified

Thirsty F;arth; and the Ash, which is the Ferment, they named the 
-Fer-

ment of Gold. The Gold is their Divine $Vater; and the Divine \Vater

is the Fetment of the Bodies; and the Bodies are their Eatth' The

Ferment of the Divine \Vater, which is the Ferment of the Bodies, is

the Ash and it is the Ferment of Ferments'
Maria the Sage, in several places in her books, named it the Rennet'

$ecause it .oagilrtes their \qater in their Second Earth, which is their

second Body.-It is the crown of victory; and they called it Gold on

account of iis excessive whiteness, in connection with the expression:

"their \(/ater in their Second Earth, and their Silvery \Vater"' They

meant by thei? words ..Mix Gold with Gold" the admixture of \Vater

and Ash, and their $Vater and the Second Nflhitening Body' 
-Her-.s said: O my Son, cultivate Gold in a \7hite Silvety Earth'

Hermes hete cailed their \7hite \qater Gold because the Tincturing

soul is concealed in their \(atet when the Spirit becomes predominant

over it by feason of its colour and \Thiteness. He called their \Thitening

Body, \7hite SilverY Earth.2o

The Alchemical Lexikon gives: "silvery stfeam, vapouf of sulphur

and mercury"i and the phrase Silvery \Vater or Water of Silver

is found in at least four other places in Greek texts. As for
the comment about.'becoming a single thing like Marble" in the

previous text, we have the parallel in-Demokritos-Bolos: "If the

medicine becomes somewhat like marble, great is the mystety'"21

Rennet, howevet, does not seem to occur in Greek writings, n-or

does \rhite Silvery Earth-though Nrhite Earth is often found.

\7e may add that aMarta the Egyptian or I{opt is.also men-

tioned. A Book attributed to ostanes tells how the philosophers,

having seen a mysterious stone vrith an adrnirable colour, could

,rot -ik. out what.it was, and so rnade a seatch all over the wold
to find the mine from which it came, but could learn nothing.

Then they wfote to Maria to tell her of the wonderful colout and

substunce of the stone, about which they had inquired in vain.

They added that the characteristics of this stone wefe that it was

,oftio the touch and shone in darkness. They begged her to tell

them what it v,as if she knew. she replied that her predecessors
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in the great work had been of the opinion that this stone came
from a mountain in the midst of the sea and. thatit shone rro,o irr.
bottom of abysses like a torch in a dark night. we are "i* i.rathatMaia wrote to ostanes to ask his advile on certain -"r*andthat he replied.

$Thether there was any such Maria or whether she was merery
an invention of the Egyptian school, meant to outshine M; ;;
Jewess, we have no idea. probably she was a merepropagandist
fiction. The second passag-e, however, makes f-r., l"Uiia-irry it
the Iranian school. The co#usion ir rori.-y.t more obscure by the
fact that an Arab treatise (known tn a Latin version undei the
name of calid and Morienus) attributes to Ma,iathe discourse with
the. philosophers that I{eopatra pronounces in the Greek text,
and that the Fihrist refers to the-Book of Maria tbe Kopt ,;rn ii)
Sages.22

37. Kerotakis or reflux apparatus, as shown in a Greek I{S

L2

Kleopatra

Tnr alchemist I{leopatra seems associated with the school of
Maria.tWe have undei her n me aflimportant sheet with diagrams
and a Dialogue. As we noted, she was linked vith the famous

Queen Llleopatra, to whom the Arab writer lbn-Wahs-Chiiiah
attributed a book on poisons and to urhom the Romans gave a

book on cosmeties. From Aetios we carl recover some fragments
of the latter work, fot instance the recipe for a smEgna or unguent.l
There is indeed nothing improbable about the Queen being
connected vrith a work on cosmetics; and as the manufacture of
cosmetics and perfumes contributed to the working-out of
alchemic methods, there may thus be a slight link between her

and the art. The practical aspect of Kleopatra the alchemist

appears in the assignment to her of a work on weights and

measufes.
In the school of Kleopatra and Maria we find Komarios, by

vrhom we have a fragmentary thesis. He was called high priest,

philosopher, and teacher of Kleopatra.z Het contact with him
ieems like that of Isis with Amnael or Thessalios with Asklepios:
a revelatory initiation. For he is described as seated on a thtone
and she learns from him the doctrine she transmits to later

philosophers. His name is possibly derived from the Aramarc

Komrr, high priest.s Indeed the Dialogue may be a translation
from the Syriac into Greek.a Horvever that may be, it is a work of
the utmost interest for the understanding of alchemic ideas and

images.
First, however, the single page called her Goldmaking. The

title is at the top. Three concentric circles enclose axioms. In the

first ring we read: "One is the Al1 and by it the All and in it the

All and if it does not contain the All it is nothing." In the innet
ring: "The Serpent is One, he who has the Venom with two
Compositions", sltnthemata.s ^fhat is, the effective force comes

J

{srco,i1a11t;
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from the unity achieved out of the fusion of two opposites. In
the centre are the signs of me{cury, silver and goldj the rayed
sun-sign is that found als o in Assyria and in the heret*ical valentinian
writings. Below on tfe. left is the serpent Ouroboros making a
circle with his tail in his mouth and enclosing the axiom, ..dne
the All". On the right is an alembic with lvo points; on its
furnace is the wordplota, flames,lights.6

Here we see cleady combined the Hermetic doctrine of unity,
the Marian stress on experimental work and. on the alembic in
particula4 and the triadic formula of what constitures develop,
ment. The Dialogue of-Kleopatra is in tone close to the pnruugi,
attributed to Matia and Flermes by Ibn umail. The imagery of lhe
'waters reviving the dead is very Egyptian:

Then I(leopatra said to the philosophers, "Look at the nature of plants,
what they come from. Some come down from the mountain. u.rd gro*
out of the earth, and some gro.w up from the valleys urrd ,om. lom.
from the plains. But look how they develop. Fot it is at certain seasons
of the year you must gather them; and you take them from the isrands
of the sea and from the most lofty piace. And rook at the ait that
ministets to them, and the nourishment circling round them, so that
fhgf.maf -"9t perish or die. Look at the divine-water that gives them
drink, and the ait that governs them after they have been giien a body
in a single being."

ostanes and those with him answered Kleopatra. "rn you is hidden
a_ strange and terrible mystery. F',nlighten us, throwing your light on
the elements. Tell us how the highesi descends to the l6west, 

"rrl 
ho*

the lowest rises to the highest, and is united with it, and what is the
element that accomplishes these things. And tell us how the blessed
u/aters visit_ the-corpses lying in Hades fettered and afficted in datkness,
and how the Medicine of Life reaches them and rouses them as if
woken by their possessors from sleep; and how the new watets, both
brought forth .n the bier and coming aftet the light penetrat., th.m
at the beginning of their prostration and how th"e cltud supporting
the waters rises from the sea."

.a1d $e Philosophers, pondering what had been revealed to them,
rejoiced.

_ I(leopatra said to them, "The waters, when they come, awake the
bodies and the spirits that are imprisoned and *.rt. po, they agaii
undergo oppression and are enclosed in Hades, and yet in a rittll w-hile
they grow and rise up and put on various glodous colours tike the
flowers in spdng and the spring itself rejoiceiand is glad at the beauty
they wear.

"For I tell this to you who are wise. when you take plants, elements,
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ond stones from their places, they appeat to you to be mature. But thcy

,ue not mature till the fire has tested them. \7hen they are clad in the

glory from the fite and the shining colout of it, then rather will 
^ppe 

r
ii",eii niaa"n glory, theit sought-for beauty, being transformed to the

rlivine state of fusion. Fot they are nourished in the fire and the embryo

grows little by little noutished in its mother's wombl and when the

iLppointed month comes near is not held back ftom coming out. Such

is the procedute of this wothy art. The waves and surges one after

anothJr in Hades wound them in the tomb where they lie' \fhen the

tomb is opened, they come out from Hades as the babe ftom the

womb."7

38. Reconstruction of Kerotakis (M:Metals; p:Palette)

'fhe whole background of this passage is essentially Egyptian'
The imagery of ihe dead trying in their underground caves and

waiting ior the waters of resulrection had immemorial roots in
Iigypt. If we look at some of the ancient Pyramid texts we,seem

to ti very close in idiom to the alchemic wotks though the

cadiet phiases refer wholly to the personal immoftalisation of the

Pharaoh in a cosmogonic situation. Note how in the following
passage the waters are both those of the reviving Nile and tho-se

ito*1h. divine father's penis, the mother's vulva, so that the

fusion of natanl and sexual imagery in l{leopatra's parable is

cxactly paralleled:

I
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The waters of life which are in the skn the waters of rife which are in
the earth come. The sky burns for you, the earth trernbles for yorr,
before the birth of the god. The mountains divide, u god .o*., irrt.'
b_eing, the god has po'n/er over his body. The two mountains crivicre
N:".*:r-i11" being, N has power over his body.

Behold N, his feet shall be kissed by the pure waters which comc
into being through Atum, which the penis of Shu makes, which-the
vulva of Tefnut brings into being. They have come to you, they have
brought you the- pure waters which issue from their Father.' They
purify you, they fumigate you, N, with incense.

You lift up the sky with your hand. you tread down the earth with
your foot.8

I{leopatra continues with her metaphor of the womb and then
carries on with her exposition:

The_philosophers contemplate theit beautifur work, just as a roving
mother does the baby she has borne, and then th.y s.ei. how they m"y
1"":fh it, just as the mother does het infant. Bui for this art th.y ,s"
the \waters instead of milk. The at imitates the in{ant, since it is foimecl
just-as the baby is formed, and when it shall be brought to perfection
in all things, behold the mystery that is sealed up insi'de.

But now I will tell you cleady where the erements and plants arc
found, and I'll begin by speaking in riddles. Go up ,o ,li" hi;h..r
point.in the rugged mountain rmong the trees, and looL, therJi, o
rock in the mountain-ddge. From this rock take arsenic and use it
for the divine process of whitening. And look, in the middle of thc
mountain, below the male there lies the mate with whom he is unitecl
and in whom he delights; for nature tejoices in nature, and without
her there is no union.

Then go down to the trgyptian sea and bring up with you from its
source in the sand the substance called nitron and onite it with thc
other things, and it brings forh the all_tingling beauty, and without
it there is no union for the mate in d.re mea*sorJ. see how nature cor-
responds with nature, and when you gather together all things in
equal measure, then natures conquer natures and diight in one ano?her.

See, you wise men, and understand. see the fu'ifilment of the art
in the joining-togethet of the bride and btidegroom and in their
becoming one. See the plants and their different [inds. See, I .p."t i"
you all the truth and againlll say to you: see and understand that the
clouds, which bear aloft the blesied $%t.r, come up ftom the seal ancl
they watet the lands and cause the seeds and flovzers to gtow. In the
1ame way our Cloud, coming fotth from our Element, biars on high
the divine r7aters and gives drink to the plants and Elements, airl
needs nothing from other earths.

Again we note how mu.ch more vivid is l{leopatra's writing than

nr.rst alchemic texts. Though she treats natufe symbolically,

we feel that she has her eye on it and loves it:

See, my brothers, the incredible mystery that is entirely unhnown.

See, tfre truth has teen tevealed to you. See how you water your earths

ancl how you nourish yout seeds, so that you may cause the fruit to

be borne in its season. Hear then and undetstand and inquire closely

into ril/hat I say.

Take from th" folrr elements the arsenic which is highest and lowest,

the white and the red, the male and female in equal balance, so that

they may be ioined to ofle anothet. For iust as the bird v/atms her eggs

witi, te. heat and brings them to their appointed term, so youtselves

warm your compositioi and bdng it to its appointed term' And when

yoo,ve botrre it tut and caused it to drink of the divine rJ7atets in the

6or, 
"nd 

in heated places, cook it upon a gentle fire with vitginal milk'

hceping it from thi smoke. Then shut the ingredients up in Hades and

stir car"efully until the preparation becomes thicker and does not fun

lrom the fiie. Then t".ttoi* it from the fire; and when the soul and

spirit are unified and become one, proiect upon the body of silver and

ytu will have gold such as the treasuries of kings do not contain'

llades, the underwodd of the dead, is the lower part of-the

"ppuruto, 
in question. \7e shall later explore the symbolism of the

ni.tt.-i. 
"ppntutot. 

Kleopatra goes on to describe the processes

,rf transfofration as u t.iott..iion from Hades, from the black-

ness of the lowest forms of matteri

see the mystefy of the philosophers which out fathers swote to you

not to reveal or publish. It hal a divine Form and a divine Activity.

For that is divine which, by union with divinity, fendets substances

clivine. In it the spirit acquiies a body and mottal things a soul and by

receiving the spirlt which escapes from the- ingtedient:-th:y are over-

po*"."i"rrd o^rr".po*.. one aiother. Fot the spirit, full of vanity and

irailty of heart, orierpowets bodies so that they ate not whitened and

do oot receive the beauty and colour with which they are endowed by

the creator. For the boiy and the spirit and the soul are weakened

through the darkness that extends over them'

The divine, in this idiom, is not afl abstract quality, something

outside existence; it is simply the very quick of life, the element

of qualitative change and of tfansfofmative leaps which cannot

be reduced to any irechanistic formula; it isptesent in- all.things

insofar as they possess qualities and organisational cohesions of

KLEOPATRA 2t7
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their distinctive own. The alchemist seeks to grasp the laws, thc
dynamic and dialectical systems, ar work in tt fving pr"...r",of change and development; and it is because fr" iii", o"fy
baffied glimpses, despile his conviction of having ?oorra in.
essential clues, that he feels-a darkness clogging ,nd Jbscuring the
free and clear movement thar he intuits i'ia ,"..t , to ,.proio...
Identifying, as he does, his own mental and. emotion"f pr"..rr.,
with those of nature, he feels his own confusions, aiil.iti.r, una
uncertainties reflected in the behaviour ofthe substances he treats.

But when the spirit of datkness ancl of foul smell is rejected, so that
no stench and no shadow of darkness appears, then the body is .tott-r.a
with light, and the soul and the spirit ,"i"ir. 

^t 
darkness p'"t i" nigh,

from the !ody. And the soul,..1!rg to the body "";d"ii;i li;Tr,
cties out, "Awaken from Hades ! Riie up from the tomb and to"use
yourself from darhness ! Fot you have clot-hed yourself with spirituality
and div-inity, since the voice of the resurtection has soondei and the
pltarnakon of life has entered into you!,,

Such statements must not be read with the modern connotation
of the words. Just as the divine is the life_force, the spirit is
pne,/ma, a mateial substance or force, which is merely ,1rbtl.r,
freer, more volatile than matter in the ordinary sense. Above all,
Plxeuna is that in each individual which links his share of the life-
force with its universal flow and gives him fellowsr-rip -itr. "rrthings inside the system of complex correspondelces and
affinities. The resurrection that the 

^archemist 
s^eeks in himself

and in his materials^is not a disappearance into ,ome qoitl
different dimension of time-space; itl. something that exists'and
manifests itself here and now, on earth; it is the Lovement from
a lower level of life to a higher lever, from one level of conscious-
ness to a level with a. qualitatively higher centre of organisation.It is hardly too much to say that th! concepts of d&elopment
and evolution which in variously limited aid imperfe.r'ror*,
have begun to come up since thi rgth century were present in
alchemic thought in an obscurely intuitive \ilay, incapable of
basing themselves securely on u'ud.qoate scientific -.rrria"r"gy,and yet passionately stirring the alchemist with a ,..rs. of g""rpiig
th.: :or: of_1h9 life-procesi. The intuitions of developrr,?rr, ino?
fall back all the while into mystical formulationr, i.rto ,t.ril"
recipes hidden in esoteric diction and symbol_as much ,o pror..,
the alchemist against tecognising his inability to apply his inosis as
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to exclude the profane who would mock at his weaknesses without

bcing able to'share his deep fugitive glimpses of the formative

and integrative processes of nature'

For the spirit is again made happy in the-body, as- is also the,soul'

;;;;". iri tt 1"y"i. haste to .*b?u." it and does embrace it' Darkness

r" f."g". ftrs'dtminion over the body, since it is a subiect of light'

;;J;#y will not suffer separation again -for 
eternity' And the 

-soul
reioicesin her home, b.cuui., after thJ body had been hidden in dark-

;;;ili;"Jiimr.a with light. And she united with it, for it had

tr."o*. divine towatds her anJit is now her home. For it had put on

irr" tilrr, of divinity and darkness has gone from it' And the body and

ifr" r&f and the spi.it *ere all united in love and had become one: in

which unity the dystery has been concealed' In their union the mystery

hu, b."n u..orr.pliih"d, its dwelling-place sealed up and a monument

built full of light and divinity. 11 - t
For Fire haiunified and transfotmed them, and from the hollow of

its Womb they have gone fotth, exactly as from the\7omb of thewaters

and of the Air which minist"rs to tht*' And Fire brought them forth

from Darkness into Light, from Grief into Joy, from Sickness.into

Health, ancl from De#h into Life' It clothed them wiih a divine

;itt# glory such as they were not clothed with before' For in them

t' , b"..t'fridclen the whole Mystery which exists as something divine

and unchangeable.

She goes on with het statement of the complexity of dllamtc

tran#ormatj.ons in matter. Nature is seen, not as a series 
. 
of

mixtures in which the ingredients all exist on the same qualitative

level and are thus .ornpoiubl. in arithmetical terms or reducible to

;;;;;;-t."metrical utomi" patterns' The mixtures and the

;;;;;t &irt u.td are relevantio the inquily; but-the problem is

io *".r. beyond them to ^ grasp of the unseizable moment of

i"rri.ttu"g., in which there ii bJth continuity and discontinuity'

Fot the bodies coalesce with one another because of theit vittue [theit

"rr"nti"t 
and dynamic quality, which makes them both what they are

and what theY maY be].--In 
coming iotltfrom the eatth they clothe themselves with light and

a drvine gl&y, since they have gro.wn accotding to nature. and have

;;.;;";" u Jh^ng.in form and have arisen from sleep and !ay1 sone

fotth from Hades. Fot the \7omb of Fire has given them birth and

at*y tturr" clothed themselves with a gloty from it' It has brought

ifr.i". a single unity. Their likeness his been perfected in body soul'

soul, and spirit, and they have become one'
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For Fire has been subjectecl to !,ater, and Earth to Air, i'the same

yuy.r. Air with Fire, and Earh with Vrt.r, and Fire urra W"t"i .itf,Barth, and \Water with Air, and they have b""o_" orr".
For the One has been formed from plants and Vapours; and fromNatures and from Sulphur a divine .rrbrturr." hus'been'pr.d;;,

which pursues every Nature and ovetpowets it. See, natures haveoverpowered and conquered Natures, and as a tesult they chanseNatures and Bodies as well as things ,i.,u, prol..a f; ril;ii N"r".";As the fugitive has entered into the non-r,,rjitr,r", and that which over-powers into that which does not overpow.r] urrain.y hr"";;;;;;i;to one another.

" 
That is the,Mystery we have learned, my Brothers, from God andrrom our _t,athers, the high priest Komarios. See, I have spoken toyou, my Brothers, all the truth that has been hidden ^* y #il;;;;

sages and prophets.

The philosophers then end the meeting. ..you have amazed. me,I(leopatra, with what you've told us. 
"Blessed 

is the womb that
bore you."

Indeed her discourse is the most imaginarive and deeply_felt
_19."^*:"j left by the alchemists. Ir has i strong personal tone.
Y: f.".1in_its- deep sense of life and its possibf,ities, an i.rt..rre
delight in the beauty of the earth as well as a sustained conviction
rn the powers of men to find the most fruitful and harmonious
ways of-integrating themselves with nature. She is inspir.J ly ifr.hope of an elixir, a pharmakon of life, and sees ,fr" ,.i.irtii.
:::1t: not as a thing in itself, an abstract search for knowledge,
but as a means of unimaginably enriching human life by irrt.grit_

z6t
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ing it consciously in the unitary process of the universe. She seems

to have been the thinker who, for these reasons, most fully set the

imagery of conception and childbirth in the heart of the alchemic

idiom. But before we examine that imagery further, we must

consider the Serpent Ouroboros who appears in l(leopatra's
Goldmaking. The snake curving round with his tail in his mouth
is an obvious emblem of the unity of the cosmos, of eternity,

where the beginning is the end and the end is the beginning. It
summatises the creed of up-and-down down-and-up, 'a circular
movement of energies and qualities. It symbolises the Philoso-
phers Stone ot Egg in which All is included and yet a ferment of
ihanges is going on. \7e have seen it in Kleopatra's Goldmaking,
wherl it appears in both direct and abstract fotm. In another MS

the serpent is made of three concentric rings. The outermost is

scaly, with head and three eats shown in bright red, while the

eye is white with a black pupil. The middle ring is also scaly and

is coloured yellow, while the inner one, with four feet, was painted
all in green. The four feet represented the tetrasomia, and the
three ears the vapours (perhaps sulphur, mercury, orpiment). In
a tlrird MS we Frnd a stylised version of the last design; two
concentric rings with inscriptions close to those of Kleopatra's
Goldmaking. A fourth MS has yet another variant; the axioms
are there in red, but the circles are missing. Perhaps a copyist
forgot to put them in. There appear also the signs fot gold, silver,
mercury, with those for lead and cinnabar (or the egg).e

The tail-biting serpent has a considerable role in magic. A
Leyden papyrus gives a good example. The text is in Egyptian
hieratic with Greek inscribed on the inner face. It deals with rites
brought about by Love envisaged as 

^ 
gteat thaumaturgic power:

the evoking of phantoms, the construction of images of Love,
the making of a philtre composed of various plants. Recipes tell
how to succeed in an undertaking, to get or send dteams, con-

sult a deity who appears with a snake's head, bring someone

bad luck, put a stop to someone's anger; then processes f<rr refin-
ing gold, and how to make a talismanic ring by engraving on its
jasper the figure of the tail-biting snake, which encloses the moon
with two stars and the sun above. Love, we may note' appears in
alchemic texts: in the midst of a recipe for transmutation in an

incomprehensible phrase that seems the shred of some old
mutilated treatise. And J'Love Gold-extractof", where we are

dealing with a work by an enigmatic person, Kron-Ammon.1o

d

39. Ouroboros: St Mark's MS 299 frBSv
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Another papyrus, after a long logos made up of many magical
words addressed to the sun, sets out these directions: ..t'he im"age,
ydrlat engraved on the srone is a rion-faced Helioros holding"in
his left hand an orb,polot, and [in the right] a whip, and roind
about him an ouroboros, and under trie blttom of t^h. stone, this
name, keep it secret: acha ac/tacha cbach cha*chara cbac/t.,, $7e may
note that the grotesque Bes on the back of the Metternich stele
stands on an elliptical cartouclre formed by a serpent with tail in
mouth which has been taken as a symbol of the aByss.lr

On the 
-engraved 

gems we find the Owroboros enclosing a large
number of different objects, inscriptions or symbols. Fo, i"rrrturri,
on lapis lazrii, osiris as a m.rmmy; Sarapis with Iterberos at his
feet; on haemarite, the womb-symbol ulot. which stands rsis-
Tyche with sceptre and horn-of-plenty, and probably Anubis as
mummy (? Thoueris); rhe womb-symbol over whiih are four
deities, Anubis as mummy, the lion-headed snake Chnoubis, Bes,
Isis with the horn; again the womb, here globular, with Neph_
thys (?), Anubis and Osiris as mummies, Iiis_Tyche with horn;
on red. jasper, Harpokrates seated on a lotus in a papyrus_boat;
a scarab,; three ring signs; a rider design; a si*_ray.i ring_sign,
a-n amphora with two drooping boughs that grow l.uvIs irrd
fruits, or buds-below eutbem, probably an error for eulheni
euthenei, "flourish"; a rough figure thai seems il";l, ;';;';
trident-end or an object like an E turned forward over his head-
compare the trident piercing the Evil-Eye on Syrian bronze
pendants.lz On a carnelian seemingly distorted by heat we find
a Mithraic scene: inside the ouroboros is a head. at the top with a
small oval under five cross-marks, perhaps stars; below,^charac_
ters and letters; in the centre a table or couch with bundie, also a
serpent with oxhead, a monster with ram-head on a snakeis neck
supported by the hindquarters of a goat; at the bottom, a jackal
or fox._ 01 one gem the encircling serpent has a seven_rayed
human head which it turns in to the iightf facing a seated Sarrpis;
there are stat, scarab, crocodile, under the throie, nrrd u .r.rJ.ni
and a ladder-sign below the serpent-head.rg

Generally the Ouroboros has in such designs a cosmic force,
which magnifies the spell. $(/ith such figurei as Sar-apis or th;
mummied osiris there may be an underwodd significince. The
snake which entwines the body of Aion on Mithraic monuments
certainly shows the strong Time-aspect of the symbol. The word
aian had expanded its means from lifetime, in ilomer, to a long
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space of time, and then at last to eternity by the latet flelleni^stic

lrcticrd. At Alexanclrcia a cult of Aion as the god oj'Iimc h"r<l

llrown up, in association with I{ore, the earthmaiclen' ()n the
'5th 

J"nuiry a statue of the god was brought by torchlight into.the

op.r, fro-"un under-earth sanctuary dedicated to I(ore; and while

pip"s and tambourines played, it was cartied seven times round the

i"-pl., then taken below the ground again. We are told that the

rite signified the birth of Aion on this night by I(ore- At Alexan-

dreia,-however, the images do not show the entwining snake;

we see the god seated and naked, his head, hands, and knees

decorated wi"th gold seals. A statue found at Rome shows a god

in a short loincloth encircled by a snake, its head resting on his;

in both hands, pressed close to his body, he holds the ankh, the

life-symbol; beside him stands a goddess, smaller in size, with the

Isiac sistrum or rattle. A third statue found at a country-site
where Domitian had a villa shows the loinclothed god with four
arms, fout wings, an eye in his chest, and lion-heads on his knees

and stomach. T-o serPents creep uP on eithet side (one along a

tiee-trunk, one on a ieat-arm); a lion-head and a water-snake

can be seen on the tree-trunk and a three-headed l(erberos sits

by his left foot. Lion and hydfa, water-snake' represent.the union

and stroggle of fire and water, while the four atms and wings stand

for the Four winds as the four cosmic forces. Macrobius in his

Saturnalia says that the three heads of Gerberus stands for present,

past and future. Aion became merged with Mithras as god of
ii-", and we see the snake twining round his body; sometimes

4o. Ourolroros: Paris MS z1z7 fi96
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the snake bites its own tair. As l{elios-Mithras he became a highgod by the znd century a.o., but still had rri, .*a.r*aa
aspect.la

The way in which Aion merges with Ouroboros can be seen in
i,r*:l:l t::le from a magici papyrus, with its .-pt 

^tr--onclfculaf motton:
Hail whole strucrure of the pneuma of the afu, Hail, pneuma thattraverses a1l space from-heaven to earth, and. after atu .u'rrfr,"auLr, ,othe central hollow of, the world, right up to the extremities of theabyss. Hail, pneuma that.enters into"me, Lk., porr...ion of me, andleaves me as God wills 

-in his_ goodness. Hail, principf. 
""a 

^.riJ"f
immoveable Nature. Hail, revoru"tion of the ,tui.'thrt ,ila"rrrf ;.;--pany your service. Hail splend6ur of the solar rays i" tt . ulrrri." ofthe universe. H:all, circle bf the Moon that lights up ,fr" 

"lgni 
*i,}'runequal lustre. Hail, all the pneumata of the iidota of the iir. i^rl,you to^whom one gives the hail in benediction, Brothers urra iirt"rr,Holy Ones.

,O gl":r, very great, inconceivable citcular edifice of the wodd;celestial Pneuma, inside the sky; aitherial, inside aither; u/atery, .urrfrfy,igneous, aerial ; lumin_ous, daik ; glittering _i.f, in. igl-t-;1 il';;;r,humid-burning-cold! I praise yoi, god Jf gods, yoo"who t u_r"-o",together the universe member by melber, _"t 
" t u.1.;rd.;;;"";,

of watets of the abyss by setting th.m on an invisible fo"rrd;;i;;,
separated heaven from earth, and covered the heaven *itr, .i.r"^r
wings ofgold, fixed the earth on eternal bases; you who have suspended
the aither at the culminating point of the heavens, sptead the air dis-persed into all places by theielf-moving winds, and set the ocern in ucircle all round; you bring srorms, wto thunder, launch liEhtnings
yh9 aake rainfall, who shake the earth, y"" *fro ..rgil;;;;;tri;;
God of the Aions. you ate grear, Lord, Cod, Master if ,fr. U"l*r...?,
$7e can feel how Aion could be a great snake_form spiralling
round in the courses of the stars, twiiing round 

"il 
tr-ti"jr 

^ 
irrlo.:"T: serpenr, the very pneuma or llfe_force of th."..in.orr_

ceivable circular edifice,,. If we look back to the consecration ofthering for bringing success mentioned above with an Ouroboros
encroslng sun and moon cut on a jasper, see how tlre enclosing
s€rpent is directly linked with Aion. On the jasper th, ;;_:
Abraxas is set over the sun and on the back of th.'rtorr.;.;;;
gold circlet of the ring ..powerful holy ever_efficacious ,u_. IuoSabaoth". During the consecration, with its sacrifice and other
details,-a przyer invokes the gods oithe heaven, the gods of tt.
earth, the gods of the middlq the magician presenrs hirnself as a
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s<rrtof all-god,pantheios. Heis the Sun, Aphrodite Typhi, ltrr>nos,

Mother of the Gods, Osiris, Isis, Souchos; he is "Faith lPi-r/i'rl
that has been found among men, and the prophet of the lroly

names"; he is "the ever-equal (?), he who is born of the Nryss".
Also, "I am the sacred bird Phoenix. " Then he invokes the Univetsal
God, the ancestral god:

Come to me, you who rise from the four winds, you who have breathccl

into man pneuma so that he may live. Master of all the beauties of the

wodd, listen, who own the hidden and ineffable name. At this name

the demons are gripped with fear, the sun on heating it, the earth are

smitten with venigo, Hades is thrown into agitation- At this name,

rivers, sea, pools, fountains are frozen up. At this name rocks are

brolren. The heaven is your head, the aither yout body, the earth your
feet, the water surrounding you is the Ocean. Agathos Daimon, you

are the lord that begets, noutishes and makes all things grow.

The Good Spirit here seems certainly Aion. Soon after, the text
asks, 'oWhat Aion, nourishing the Aion, reigns over the Aions:
the one immortal god|"ro

The Phoenix whom the magician identified himself with 'uas
here a sort of doublet of the Ouroboros, ancl Aion a symbol of
perpetually renewed time. Another magic text declares, "I-Iail,
tyche and Daimon of this place . . . Hail, the Envelopper; that
is, the earth and heaven. Hail, Helios! You are he that is estab-

lished on the holy foundation in an invisible light. You are the

father of the ever-reborn Aion. You are the father of the unap-
proachable Plysis lNatare]. You are he that contains in yourself
the rnixture of cosmic nat:ure, who have engendered the five
wandering stats [the planets], who are the viscera of the heavens,

the entrails of the earth, the flowing of water, the impetuosity of
frre. , .."u Time is thus identified with Nature, with the mixture
and the flux of things as also with the enduring structure. A
pruyer to Apollo (assimilated to Abrasax, Adonai, Ancestral

God, Self-begotten, and Helios) cties, "I adjure the eternal god,
the Aion of all beings, I adjure Phlsisborn of herself . . ."18

In the symbolism of I(leopatra and dne alchemists in general,

then, the Ouroboros was used to represent the A1l, which was

One, in its aspect of Time: that is, as'a system in ceaseless develop-
ment, yet revealing a comptehensible structure which could be

defined in the triadic formula. The cosmos had a beginning and

an end; it had no beginning and no end; it contained and was

265
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contained; it was stable and unstabr e, a forminside the flux and a
flux inside the form. These ideas appear in the magical nrra ,.ii_
gious textsj but they have a coherent and concrete aspect in the
thought of the alchemists which they lack ersewheri. For th.
alchemists alone were Tyi"g to apply ihem in the exploration of
mattet and its manifold changes.

.Imagery similar to that suriounding Aion appeared in connec_
tion with Hekate in the chaldean oricres. Theie as zoe she oro-
duces the life of blessed immortality ; as prycbe rt . ..rrooir'rrr.
wo-rl-d.s; as Pfutsis (Anyk1 Necessity) she ruies over the qph.;,
as Heimarrztena (Fate) she dominates tire earh-zone. ..Do nit look
at Plrysit, for her name is determined by Destiny.,,t, She is also
a Girdler, encircling andholding all things tog.ih.r. Tti, "rf..tis brought out by the windinginakes oi her-statue. She is'the
universe with her hairs visibre "!r th. glaring terrifying rigr.J
of the fiery snakes that symbolise the sphJres. Sie is also ;gir?i;,
as.representing the Zone of Dreams; ior dreams are broolht by
daimons of the moon or the aeriar sphere. she is the mistiess o'f
the daimons and thus is the dream_sinder. Her girdle ,,urra, fo,
the limit of the aitherial and the sublunar woddsin eu.h of th,rr.
wodds her ensouling pow-er works differently, io, orr. *"rfJl,
seen as composed of regular motion, the other of the conflicting
powers-of spirit and mattet. psyche comes in here as the ensourini
principle. Created directly by the Father, without mother of othe?
intermediarl, she "ensouls the All with her warmth,,. fn a way
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wc can refer these images back to the f inaios with its iclca oF

"evil encircling materia"l nature and our earthly dwelling-placc

with necessity".2o
Ideas about the ouroboros found theit way into the litef,;rry

world, e.g., im Artemidoros and Macrobius' The formet' in his

.ft*--Uil, remarks that"thedragon also signilie-s Time !"t^Yt:
it is long and undulant". The latter declares the two-heatlctt

Roman god Janus is the wodd:

that is, the heavens, and his name Janus comes from eundo lby going]

,in." ,fr" wodd always goes rolling on itself in its globe-form ' ' ' .So

the Phoenicians have ,.frres.,,t"d iiin their temples.as a-dragon curled

i., 
" "lta" 

and devourin^g its tail, to denote the way in which the'wodd

feeds on itself and returns on itself' ' ' '
It is also clear that it's the Sun honoured under the flame of Mercutius

tHermesl according to the caduceus that the Egyptians have con-

#;u..J; d* g"3 i" the figure of Two serpents' rnale and female'

intedaced. Theiiupper "*t'"ititi"t 
bend round together' and' embrac-

inE one another, f*^ ^ 
citcle, while the tails' after forming-a knot'

;;il;^;;;;;h;; u] tn. nuft of the caduceus and are provided with wings

that start off at this Point.21

Even more interesting is the passage that ends the second book

of Claudian's poem, Ai iltu Consul'rhip 1f Stilicho' Claudian came

i-- Rgypt "ni 
hi, imagerv shows tbl Egyptian idt'"f,tn:l'il'-

inrrrn.v"tt the sun thto'-tgh a cave or tunnel in the earth' tiut the

i"itna".,it" of the O"utoboros in association with Natura

fir4tUt>,the various metals, ancl the Aged Seer strongll' suggests

),"" of an. alchemic visions of revelation or initiation:

Far off, unknown, beyond thetange ofthought',
s."..e teu.h.d by gois, the yeats' rough haggard mother'

staflds a primeval Cave in v'hose vast Lrreast

is Time's- cradle and tomb' A Serpent encloses

the Cave, consuming all things with slow power

and green scales always glinting' Its mouth devours

the b"ackbent tail as with mute motion it traces

its beginning. At the entrance Natute sits'

the th"resholf,-guatdian, aged and yet lovely'

and round heigather and flit on every side

Spirits. A Venerable Man writes down

immutable laws. He fixes the number of stars

in every constellation, makes some of them move

and othets hang at test' So all things live

or die bY Predeterrnined laurs ' ' '

lcz\6 oTrJ:rT HC )Cf rrr0* t.t*

4r. Ouroboros: St Mark,s MS 299 frggv
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\flhen the Sun rested on the cave's wide tlueshold,
Nature ran in her might to meet him; the Old Man bent
grey hairs to the ptoud rays. Of its own accord
the adamantine door swung open, revealing
the huge interior, displaying the House
the Secrets of Time. Here in appointed places
the Ages dwell, with varying Metals,rrurki.rg
their aspect. Those of brass ate there upheapid,
there stiff the iron, there the silvet gleaming;
shy of earth-contacts, in a distinguished ...tiorr,
is set the flock of golden years.z,

The Sun chooses one of the richest substances to be marked
with Stilicho's name; bids the rest follow him and addresses rhem
as they pass. "The consul is come for whom we have delayed an
Age of nobler ore." S.omething of a golden age is prophesied.
Then the Sun enters '.his Gaiden stirred witln neiy dew, the
valley round which there runs a river of flame that'feeds with
bounteous rays the dripping weeds on which the horses of the

:un c.rop.pasturing". As often with Claudian we find a genuinely
imaginative reconstruction of the ideas of his period in"terms of
the.contempor^ty situation: here, the neecl Lf the Empire to
find some way of transforming itself.

- thep is yet another source by which we may judge the ideas
held about the ouroboros. Horapolon-his daie'is inclear, but
was probably 5th century-attempted to explain in Greek the
meaning of Egvptian hieroglyphs, with a slighf amount of genuine
knowledge and a great deal of the fantasiJs charactedstil of his
age. His work is thus of much value in telling us what that age
made of various symbols. He gives the ouroboros three maln
meanings: Eternity, the Universe, power or Dominance. First
the question of time:

To signify-Eternity lAionl they dtaw the Sun and Moon because they
are eternal elements. B^ut when they want to represent Eternity
giqerel!]f, they draw a Serpent with his tail hidden by the rest of thl
body..Thr-s 

thg Egyptians cill Oaraion, but the Greeks a Basilisk. They
make it of Gold and set on the [heads of] Gods. [Eternity] because of
the thtee 

-kinds of serpents this alone iJ immorial, the 
'othets 

being
mortal. Should it blow on any creatures, even without biting, th!
victim dies. So, as it seems to have power of life and death, thJy put
it on the heads of the gods.za
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'I'he three kinds of snakes were pt1as, chersaia, and clte/idottta;

C"t.r, says that ttre ptlas "spat poistn into bodies with a goocl

aim". Horapollon's ldea of it blowing rr-raY have t.o-?.to"llt.
t-i." -irf, plewna. But the uraeus(the cobra or asp)-with which

the Egypians crowned their gods, did not stand for eternity;

it had"been worshippe'J from iady times and was taken by the

clvnastic Egwtians ; a sign of sovereignty' The disk of Re (the

i;;t hrJ;-;Jbra coiled rJond it. However, an afP sacred to Isis

was called Thermouthis and came to be regarded as immotal in

Egypt; Ploutarch calls it unageing'2a I(yrillos of Alexandrera'

42. Ourobotos: Paris MS ezz5 f8z, stylised version

in his attack on Julian, says that the snake is the emblem of the

heavens becaose tf its circular coil and that of time because it is
;;iottg uta many-spirallecl". Attemidoros in his Dream Book sees

the Jkin-slooghi"g serpent among othet things as time'zs The

ty-i"rit- *"us fi.k.d up again at. the Renaissance' Marsilio

Fi.ino, translatoi of Plotinos" remarks in a- gloss on,a passage

declaring the hietoglyphs to be Platonic ideas macle vrslble:
;v."t ift."ght of ii-., for example, is manifold and mobile'

-ri*ui*"g That Time is speedy uttd by a sort of revolution joins

,r* Gr"ttl"g to the enal it ieaches prudence,- produces much

una .l."rtroyr"it uguirr. The Egyptiani comptehend this whole

discourse in one itable image, 
-painting 

a vringed serpent that

holds its tail in its mouth."26
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Next the Ouroboros as the emblem of the universe. Hora_
pollon says:

wishing to represerit.the cosmos, they draw a serpent devouring itsown tail, marked with variegated scaies. By the scales thev ..rn?..,
the stars in heaven. This beast is the heaviest of animals, 

".'rn. Ei"r-',is the heaviest [of elements]. It is the smoorhest, like *u,.r. AiJo,
each year it sheds its skin, it lrepresents] old age. But as .u"t 

-..rro'
of the year successively_ retorns, it grows yoorg again. But the fact
that ir uses its own b:.dl f":. food s-ignilie, thut"-fiut."., if,i"f u,.
genetated in this world by divine providence are teceived bacf intoit by diminution.zz

He is punning on ,qeras, which means both .,old age,, and the
"sloughed snake-skin". servius inhis comment^rycri the Aeneid
says that the Phoenicians use the image of the snake curred in u
circle and devouring his own tail to rJpresent the urriverse which
revolves out of itself and into itself. He adds that .,Th. y.oi -r,indicated U-y tl. Egyptians before the invention of lettels 6 ;.
drawing of a dragon biting its own tail; because it --.r'U^.f.upon itself."28

Thirdly, the Ouroboros represents pov/er or perfection:
To show 

1 yely pou/erful king, they draw a serpent represented as the
kosmos with its tail in its mouth and the namJof the king -*,.,'i'the rnidst of the coils, thus intimating that the king ,"1'", 

";;;-;h;kosmos. And the name of the serpent 
"Lo.rg 

the Egyitian s i" MArl-.'
. To show the king as guardian in another i"^y, ttiyhru* ,h. ;;;",in a state of watchfulness. And instead of the name of the kinE thevdtawaguatd.Forheistheguardianofthewholeworld

Again when they consider the king to be a cosmic ruler and wish
to represent this, they draw the serpeni and in the middle th"y r.pr.l"rrt
a grc^t palace. And reasonably, for the place of the king,s p"fr.'. i. if_r.
kosmos.

- NThen they want to symbolise the king ruling not the whole world
but a patt of it, they dtaw a serpent cut in half."

They,symbolise the Pantokrator by the perfect animar,again drawing
a complete serpent. Thus among them thrt which pervad?, tn" -noi'"cosmos is Pneama.zs

-The development of absolute monarchies in the Greek wodd
after Alexander, who in various ways made claims to divine
honours, led in turn to an increase in henotheistic tendencies in
religion. Especially after the larer Stoics produced upotogrti.,
for the kingship, with the centralisecl State supposed to ,!fl..,

+1. Ajon: nude lionheaded figure on globe, serpgni enlwinjng-thrtc,g

with head over skull and about to enter mouth (sketched Dy Dartort

from account of Mithtaeum found in Rome in r 6th.century) ; and statue

from Mithraeum at Ostia, serpent entwining six -times -w1th 
heacl

restins on skull; wings with symbols of seasons on back; hands nold

ffi;;?i;;;;ii"i.r'"'iJ.'uolt Jngraved on breast; at base' hammer and

i'#;;f V"il"rlfl"ptraistos, pin"e and cock oF Aesculapius-Asklepios

(? o"r Sun and Attis), and caduceus of Mercury-Hermes'

the divine guidance of the cosmos' the earthly and the. heavenly

ruler became ever more entangled; ideas and practices in politics

off..ted ideas and practices in-religion, and vice versa' The old

notion of a King a-s necessarily t oid of the Cosmos was revived

on a new level. With the Rornan Empire the notion of an Al-

mighty on earth and in heaven inevitably g{ew stronger' ""I'here
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will be a Kosmokrator and ali things will be subjected to him,"
said the astrologer Hephaistion. From Carac alla on,Kosmokrator,
Ruler of the lJniverse, became a termfor the Roman Emperor.

The symbol of the snake with tail in mouth attncted also the
Gnostics and writers of apocrypha. fn the Pi$is Sophia we read,
"Outer darkness is a huge dragon with its tail in its mouth; it is
outside the wodd and surrounds it completely."ao The serpent
here has connections, however, with Leviathan the dragon of the
Old Testament, which must be annihilated before ihe lower
wodd can be redeemed.sl That dragon, depicted also in the
Ophite diagtam described by Origen, appears againinthe Acts of
t/te Apolle T/toma.t, "f am the offspring of the serpent nature,,'the
son of him "who encircles the sphere" and who "is around the
ocean, whose tail lies in his mouth". The same Acts has the Song
of the Apostle Judas Thomas in the Land of the Indians, com-
monly called the Hymn of the Pead; there the desired pead lies
"in the middle of the Sea which is encircled by the snorting ser-
pent". The quest for the Pearl symbolises the saviour's descent
into matter in search of the soul. fn the Jewish Axs of l(yriakos
and lalitta the hero in his travels meets a dragon, "king of the
worms of the earth, whose tail lies in his mouth . . . the serpent
that led astray the first Adam."

Another passage in the Pistit Sophia depicts the dragon dif-
ferently,3z as the supreme sun-god: "But the disk of the sun v/as
a great dragon, with its tail in its mouth, which ascended to
seven povers of the left and was drawn by four powers in the
shape of white horses." The Pistis has been taken as the work of
Syrian sects known as Barbelo-Gnostics, but the original text is
in Koptic (Sahidic); and here we see a strong Egyptian image.
Macrobius in his Saturnalia comparcs the setting and rising of the
sun to the sloughing of the snake-skin, and ascribes the odgin of
the symbol to the Phoenicians.ss

The serpent biting his tail was worshipped at Hierapolis in
Phrygia; also by the Naasenes. The Gnostic Ophites worshipped
the snake; and Ophiouchos, both a mart and a constellation,
played the main role in the mythology of the Perates, a secr of the
Ophites, snake-worshippers. Ophiouchos, snake*masterer-the
author of Philosopboum€na compared the Logos, Christ, with him.3a
The Ophites declared, "We venerate the Serpent because God has
made it the cause of gnosis for mankind. Ialdabaoth wanted men to
have no recollection of the Mother or of the Father on high. The

Scrpent, by tempting them, brought- them gnosis and taught the

*uir uti #o-ut the compiete knowledge of the mysteries from

ffiGh. itl"t it why fits]-fatherlaldabaoth, mad with fury' cast

i, al.i" from the h.^rr"rrr." They argued, ,.ouf bowels, thanks to

-fri.f., we nourish ourselves utti l1f", do they not reproduce the

form of the serPent?"35--?n" 
pti*evai serpent existed all over the Neat East as well as

m ngypt. It is, howiver, in ancient Egyptthat we find the clearest

""[3Ji."" 
of th" alchemic ouroboros' There the cosmic serpent

"oo.urc 
as Sito, who is shown with many coils or with tail in

,rij.]i|:r" ,h. g"oL of the Dead, chapter lxxxvii, the sloughing

motive is used, "I am Sito dilated with years' I die and am reborn

;;;t. I ; Siio dwellins ': th: fartheit regions of,:|'y-?lt9:,-T
As'scribe of the Divine Book, the serpent has hrs llnk wltn

ifroair-g"t-.s.3? Amun also was identified with a serPent

;;r;;;t,and of the ogdoad, the eight cosmic deities at Hermo-

oolis. four (female) urJ shot" with snake-heads'38 A hymn from

i;;'e#;i;;-rio*, that the creative word was utteted bv the

;;ilJe"nt. "I bent right round mqs-elf' I was encircled in my

;;;l;, ;;.ko made u plZ.' for himself in. the midst of the coils'

Hi, t ,r.rurr.e was what'came forth from his own mouth"' At the

."J "f time, The Book of tbe Dead says,the wodd will revert to its

iri-uro stui.. urrd Atoirr, or Re, wiil again become a serpent'3srfr;li";;.l."m""f 
Zepithitall-eotterisrepresentedassymbol

of the cosmic ocean surroonding the wodd; and in the innermost

r;;. of Tutankhamen ^ muimy-like- fisure"is,,1iT:1*:T
and below by two encircling serpents,-those of sky anct eartn'*
'We also find a f.* i.p,.,tiltati6ns of osiris bent right tound'

h;;J;; feet, encirclirri the Tuat or Underwodd' A long snake

surrounds the Sun god'i,, his boat; the solar.eye appears enclosed

i' ovul (cosmic) *i'r"ir; and the night-sun is depicted encircled

bv u g.r.-t .aded snake. Osiris, tranJformed into a serpent' takes

agantheform of the primotdial abyss'

Relevant too are tlie ancient representations of the cosmos as

44. The Consort of the Sky-goddess in his circular form
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Nut standing on the- earth and bent right round, supporting
herself on her hands: her elongated middle as the sky. Under her
Geb lies flat, These two figures, female and male, enclose all
things. T9 !4ng the point out, Geb is shorvn touching Nut,s
hands with his toes and reaching out to touch her to., irith hi,
fingers. Once he appears as a snake. fn another design, between
him and Nut, is a snake biting its tail to repeat thE pattern of
enclosing earth-sky.al The twisted-back posiure thai Geb at
times assumes is connected with the acrobatic dance, which r
have elsewhere shown to be a ritual dance of rife and death. It is
especially linked with death, and the circular twist-back of
the body must have something of the sense of completion, of
Slgtged ends and beginnings, which emerges in the duroboros.
Though this death-birth dance v/as very ancient, its significance
was still strong in the minds of men who were interesteld in sym-
bolism; for its imagery pervades the Dionjtsiaka of Nonnos of
Panopolis in the 5th century a.o.a2

A gmall point: the star-scales of the cosmic serpent have their
anticipation in what seem pbolider, scales or beasi_dapplings, on
the body of Nut, of Hathor the sky-cow, or of tiri ,.ip."t.
Ailian remarks, "'tr- hear the I(ings of Egypt wear speckled asps
on their diadems."aB

. Inevitably the serpent as the cosmic encircler, as Okeanos, at
times was confused with, or merged into, the serpent as the enemy.
In alchemic myth he was seen then as a guardiaiof the secret that
had to be gained, the initiatiorr--onrt.] that had to be slain or
outwitted. After the design of the dragon with three ears and
four feet we read, "The dragon is the guardian of the temple.
Sacrifi.ce him, skin him, separate the fleih from the bones, and
you will find what you seek."4a Then appears the man of trass
who changes colour and becomes the man of silver, who in turn
becomes the man of gold. The destruction of the serpent reminds
us of the ancient Egyptian ritual for demolishing Apepi, who
sought to swallow the-sun. Only by continually bieaking Apepi
up could the course of the sun be kept safe and the daity rising
assuted.as

In a passage in Stephanos, as in later alchemy in general, the
serpent in his annihilations seems to represent the koment of
putrefaction.
As for the field, know that it has many unprofitable fatmers, and
unless you cast these out you'll get no profii from the field. There
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arealltheSixBrotlrers|metals]attendantonklaudianosandtl-reothets
;;;;"t:-;;;.pt fo, thi ' usei"l ones, thev are not one' And all the
-hf,knrgruor;noiknown 

elsewhere] is useless'Ior the field has a Serpent

^"i-frl 
dri., op the place with his breath, where also men grow

enfeebled. And I savr him and the spotted scales of his body' The

;;;""tC of tti, tuit was white as miik, but his belly and !1t1.*".t"
.u#-n-tti"a and his head vras greenish-black' You should divide the

;fi;;"- r, ,he 4 brothe* o""!utt "ld tl: great stone one part' for

irt"r ifr" "ltients 
sought to do with the field' as I found out' For so

does Theodoros the Magistrianos, and so Iakobos the lapidary

teaches.a6

Klawdianos occufs eleven times in the alchemic colpus; it has been

interpreted as a copperJead alloy perhaps.plut :tT" :ll:i::5
vulerrt to aes Claudiinum'a? Bwt this is dubious; it is ranked wlth

*irr.ruf, rathet. than metals' The description of the colours of

oarts of the dragon are found in two anonyrnous fragments of
'on.ert"in date.ailn the poem by Theophrastos the serpent rs botn

Ourobotos and the moment of whitening:

A Dragon springs ftom that' For twenty days

""pot"i 
in horse=-dong, he'll devout his tail

tili nothing is left of it' This Dragon's name

is Ouroboros. He is white to see,

his skin is spotted, and his form and shape,

^re 
vety strange. At birth he was-produced

out of ih" *ui^ wet substance of mated things'

The close embrace of male and female kind'

a union clasped and working in the sea'

brought forih this Dragon, "-]-:4d, 
a Monstea

itur.ittg all earth vrith iiames' \fith all his might

and atmour shown, he swims until he reaches

a site within the curtents of the Nile'
His glistening skin and his engirdline ban{1. 

.

nr" f,righ, as"gold and shine with,points of light'
Thei sieze"and slay with skilful art this Dragon

there in the sea, and quickly wield your knife 
-

two-edged with hot and moist' And when you've clett

his carcass through, lift out the gall and take

its blackened fort that's heavy with eachy bile'

From it ascend gteat clouds of steaming mist'-

which, when thJy've risen dense enough' canbear'

the Dtagon ftom the sea and lift him up

to a warm station' The air's moisture upholds

his lightened shape and form' Be cautious then'
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Don't burn his substance. Rather change its nature
with quenching draughts. Pout out the mercury
into a gaping urn; and when its stream
of sacred fluid ceases flowing, wash
the blackened dross of earth away with care.
So, when you've brightened what the darkness hid,
inside the Dragon's entrails, you will bring
an unspeakable mystery to light. For thete,
extremely bright and lucid, it will shine,
and, tinged throughout with perfect white, will stand
revealed vrith marvellous brilliancy-its blackness
changed utterly to white. Srhen cloud-sent rffater
flows there, it cleanses each dark and earthy stain.

Thus easily he frees himself by drinking
nectar, though he's quite dead; and all his wealth
he outpours for moftals. Abundantly the earthborn
are sustained in life when they have found at last
the wonderful mystery, which, being fixed,
rvill turn to silvet, dazzling-btight in kind,
a metal pudfied of earthly taint,
so shining, clear, and marvellously white.

4;. Aion, relief in white marble (found in same Mithraeum as no. 43a);
naked to waist, then wide trousers; extended arms hold torches; four
wings ftom back, two pointing up, two down, with serpent rourid each.

Circular burning altar vrith gocl's breath, pneuma, connected
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'fheonhrastos descdbed also the stage of'yellowing. as.a killing

"f 
;h";";g"n. Now liquid mercury can be disoensed wlth; onry

heat is needed. Th. k'];:;;;;;Jph*s-rhe dtubb-edged knife

of hot and moist.

Then seize again the Dragon changed to white

(a chanse divinely achieved' as I have told'

i;y;X oi *t'tiL"i"g-twice performed)' Again

kill him witfr a knife Jf fire' dlaw all his blood

*hi.h gosh"s blazing-hot and.red as flame

gfi*tiig as it ignites' Then dip *.t:*
into the blood ihat spurted from the wound

;;"p i" his betly (as yorr would dip in dye

of murex-putpt" u *'nitttted.robe)' You'll gain

a shining glory lustrous as the sun'

of noblJform and gladdening the heart

of mortals who behold its excellence'ae

The whitened metal is melted over a frre' pteparatory to- the

addition of the Storr. of-fowder of proiection' Drawing off the

melted metal is t","t" atJ"iUed us irawinE out the blood of

the dragon, n.ra rti"Lf i"-'ftt f"*aer as diiping the skin in the

blood. In the alchemiclexicon mercury It ttte Stea or the Bile of

il;;;g"" as well 
^t 

tftt ruilt of a Biack Cow' \Vater of Silver'

Wu,., o? the Moon, River \Vater' Dew'5o
" i;;;;;t;p, ""ti;;i";u"t 

to end this section with a remindet

of the important part played by-the.Ouroboros-image in a great

chemical dis.ove.y' Fii"ititf"t i(ekul6 in i865 had a vj-sion of a

snake seizing hold "; 
i;;;;" tail and ril/as thus led to formulate

his theorY of the benzene ring'51

x
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Womb Furnace and Vase

Wr, have noted some examples of imagery from mating, gestation
and birth in alchemy. Now we had better look at the extent to
which such ideas penetrated ancient culture. The division of ores
and metals, stones and precious stones into male and female was
very ancient. The Mesopotamians had made it, using shape,
colour and brilliance as criteria. An Assyrian text spoke of ..ihe

mtlsa stone, male fin shape] and the copper stone, female [in
shape]". The male stones were thought to be those with a more
vivid colour; the female ones were the paler. The ancient ono-
mastica and recipes recognise male and female forms of various
minetals or chemicals; the male here being in general the harder
or darker modification or chatacterised by some sort of structure
that suggested maleness.l Stones were thought to have their own
force or magical powers; they were thought also to grow like
organisms, though more slowly, and at times to produce their
young.

In Babylonian ritual texts we find a sexual division of salts and
ores; and the general outlook survived into the medieval wodd
in alchemic writings and in lapidaries.2 Syrian alchemical works
speak of female magnesium; the lapisjadaicws was male or female.a
In dealing with stibnite (a common antimony sulphur, brittle
with a metallic gloss like galenLa) Plinius writes, "In the same
silvermines is found what we might best describe as petrified
foam, white and shining, but not transparent. ft is variously
called stimmi, stibi, a/abastrum and larbasis. There are two varieties,
male and female, of vrhich the female is considered the better.
The male is coarser, rougher, less dense. fts surface is not broken
and it contains more grit. The female on the other hand glistens
and is easily broken, showing a lengthways cleavage instead of
crumbling into small lumps." Dioskorides makes the same dis-
tinction. In ancient Egypt the Ebers papyrus mentions $imnti,

and speaks of true and male stibnite no less than thirty-six tim.es-a

&d Ptirri,,, tells of the male and female sandastros (possibly

aventurine quattz);

. . . golden particles that shine like stats within the stone' always within

its itr,'c1,re and never upon its surface. More, there is always. a

;;i;; ;pect declating their affinity with the stars' because the

"*6"Uirtlin[ 
starry partijes genetally conform in number and arrange'

*"* ,o tt"" pt.lni", and Flyud"s, They are therefore regarded by

astrologers as caeriwoniae [ritual obiects]'5

Plinius further respects the belief of Theophtastos and Mucianus

that ceftainstones^had offspring' Theophrastos in On Stzner states

that some have the pov/er "to act on other substances or to react

to th.rl ancl to fail io to feact. Fot instance, some stones can be

melted while others cafinot be, some are combustible, while

o,fr.tt are not, and so forth. More, in the very pfocess ofcombus-

don or rather of exposure to fire, stones exhibit many differences'

Again, some stones , the smaragdws for exarnple, hlve tlt p::::^?:
co"mmunicating their colour to water, and others that of completely

oetrifvinE obie"cts placed in them' Some have a pov/er of attraction'

;;;A;?t ;; testi'ng gold and silver, like the so-called Herakleian

u"J r,yaa" stones.bit the greatest and most rematkable power'

if it b; true, is that possesseJ by the stofles that bring forth other

stones."6 Futher hehakes suctr remarks as: "the stone known as

;;;;i;;rrt:*Joich is black and does not differ greatly from.the male

f.iia of h1anot." And dealing with the lyngourion (which"was

thought tlo be rnade of lynx-urin:) !: *It that the urine ot the

*ut"'tyn* prod,uces u bittet (probably darker) stone than that of

the female. Plinius tells us:

The paeanis [Apollo Stone], otherwise known as gaeanis [earthstone] is

said to become pr"g.r"na r,td give birth to another stone' It is thetefore

.orrrid"r"d to ,"ti.i" labour fains' Its birthplace is in Macedoniz' neat

the Tomb of Teitesias, and it looks like ice'?

The name-link with Apollo and the place-link with Teiresias

suggest also some mantic conflection'
We find the sexual differentiation of ores also in Aftica' e'g'

among the I{itata, who consider as male the hard black stones

found"on the surface, as female the soft red ones from down inside

ttr. *in.-that is, deep inside mothet earth' The mingling.of the

tvro kinds of stone is' needed for fruitful fusion in metallurgy'
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In ancient china, Yu the Great, the primeval smelter, could tell
male from female metals; and he *- u parallel between his
boilers and the cosmic forces of .1tang and,iin, which also had a
sexual basis. s A common instance of sexual differentiation all over
the wodd is provided in firemaking rires, where the hard male
stick is rubbed or twirled into the Jofter female stick, which at
last butsts into flame. Nonnos applies the distinction to fire-
making stones:

As the female stone is struck by the male stone,
one stone on another brings flame to birt.h as crusht
and beaten it loosens a shower of sparks from itself,
so the heavenly fire is kindled in clouds and murk
crusht and beaten, but from earthy smoke,
phin by nature, the winds are brought forth.
There's anothet floating vapour drawn from the waters,
which the sun, shining full upon them, milks out
1nd {r1ws up dewily througli boiling tracks of ait;
this thickens and produces the cloudy veil . . .e

Trees and plants wefe more naturally given sexes' Nonnos has

the male andfemale palm-trees pledging lovd. Artificial fertilisa-

tion and the grafting 
^of 

dut" and tig-tiees had long been known in

il;;tp*^*i7; at i-.^rt t*o paragraphs of Hammutabt's Code

a."i iti ft the practices. The latter vere seen as a ritual' Maimo-

,rrid., ,uy, thai Jews were forbidden to use lemons from grafted

trees so as to prevent them from being dra''rsn into orgiastic

activities of the neighbouring peoples' Ibn Washya, whom he

.it"r, rp"rk, of grafttgs " corttrary io nature" of lemon-bough on

,r ir"tlf o, oliv"., andieclares that the graft onlysucceedsif itis
lo"" tit"Af y and during cettain coniunctions of the sun and

-oo". A v.ry beautiful"maiden must hold the bough .yh,ile.a
man from behind has anal intercoulse with her; and while he is

ift"r 
"";oyi"g 

her, the girl grafts the-branch on the tree' Thus the

human'ait o] i.rt.r.oolr. inrot"t the matriage of two different

trees.ll The Mesopotamians classified vegetable species as male

and female, concerned especially with any likeness to the genitals

and with the role of the plant in magical operations' Cypress and

," "ii^j"r"were 
male; fhe shrub n;Eibn ltiquid-amber orientalis)

*r, -uh or female according to the form or the ritual role'

Suirkrit terminology shows thi close comparison of plant-forms

with male and femiie genitals; and' Caraka, in Kalpasthana' writes

.iif-t" r.*rrrlity of plan"ts.rz The Jewish exegete, BahyabenAsher
(died raao) stated ihut m^1. and female distinctions were found'

;;;"I;ilphnts,but in allvegetable species and also inminerals'13.. 
ih; 'rr-i g".t.tut applicati*on of tG principle can be found in

ancient GreeJe and Rome, even if thete was nevef any attemPt at

,yrt"*"ti. development. The Perates said of the sea that it was

,id" 
^rrd 

f.-rle; and Horapollon tells us obscurely, "To symbotise

il;th;it;;r they [the Egyptians] draw.a beetle [scarab] and a

,rofror.; and Athlne, 
" 
i',iltot. and a beetle' For the universe

,."-, at them to b. compos.d of the male and the female' And

,tr.y at"- a vulture in place ofAthene;for only these gods among

ifr"h "t" hermaphroditic."l4 In fact thete was a strong herma-

phroditic elemeit in eady Egyptian teligion, since there was. 
-a

;;;; idea of the creaior..g-"d ut .tt"tding bg.'l *Y inside

f,imself. We can find the ,u*Jt,,ttt in Greek religion' Ploutarch

cites for his day a confused vetsion of Eglptian cosmogonic

images:
Apis" they say is the animated image of Osiris; and he is conceived

;t;; ; g'"n"oti-r" light falls strongly from the Moon and touches a

WOMB FURNACE AND VASE zBr

46. The still

and ends by coming down as rainwater. Here we have the two
vapours of Aristotle, but Nonnos adds an alchemic touch with
his idea of-boiling air, TllDyaks, we may note, call aheavy fall
of rain male. Tbe Book of Enoch divides thl cosmic waters: .'.The
upper water will fill the role of man, the lower that of woman.,,
And the Zohar says that a welr fed by a stream symborises the
union of man and woman,lo
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co\v that is in heat; for which reason many of the decorations of Apis
resemble the appearances of the Moon. Thus, he blackens orr", iri.
shining patts with dusky robes, since it is on the ne.w moon of the
month Phamenoth that they hold the festival they call the Entry of
Osiris into the Moon-which matks the beginning of spring. So ihey
place the power of Ositis in the Moon and say thaf Isis, as thi cause of
his birth, is also his wife. Therefore they call the Moon the Mother
of I(ronos and hold that she is of hermaphroditic nature, as she is fiiled
and imptegnated by the Sun, and again she emits and disseminates in
thg 7i1 generative principles; for she does not always express the
mischief wtought by Typhon [S.th], but, being later conquer-ed by the
birth and bound by it, she all the same emenges again ,rrd nghti t 

",way thtough to Horos-this latter being the universe that surrounds
the earth and us not wholly exempt either from generation or
destruction.ls

In Horapollon's statement Hephaistos would stand for ptah, and
Athene for his consort Neith. On a Ptolemaic ring the ideogram
of the scarab completes the writing of the name ptah; anJ the
Theban cosmogony of that period told how an Egg fell from the
heavens and out of the Egg came Ptah-Tanen in the form of a
serpent with scarab-head.16 Seneca also reports that:

The Egyptians recognise four elements, then they divide each into
male and female. The male air is the wind, the female air is that which
ishazy and stagnant. The vrater of the sea is male, all the other warers
arefemale.In fire the part that buffrs and devouts is male; the luminous
and hatmless patt is female. Finally they call male eatth the rocks and
stones which owtl more sttength, and the female earth that $/hich
lends itself to cultivation.u

The idea of a male-female deity was buried deep in eady Greek
thought, but it was pushed out by the strong sense of male
dominance that appears in the Olympian system. ft was reborn as
a philosophic idea in the 5th century, if we may judge by the lines
of Aischylos that speak of Zeus as both the min out of heaven and
as the fecundated earth. Aristotle sees male and female as the
mimdmata, copies, of the formal and material principles at work in
all things.re But it was with the growth of StoiCideas and the
reformulation of Pythagorean doctrines in the later 4th and the
3rd centuries that the concept of a male-female principle seems to
develop strongly. Iamblichos thus describes Pythagorean posi-
tions tha.t probably dare from that period:

The Pythagoteans call the Monas not only God bt also htelligence

^,na 
ttlok-id-Fenale.. . . In so fat as itis, in a general way' the seed of

;ii-thi";t, they define the Monad as both male and female' not only

b;;;r;",i.y regurd the odd as male as being divisible with difficulty,

,h" E-r.., ", 
f"iut" because easily divisible, and the Monad alone (or

o" i* o*"1 is both Ottd ail, Eien-but also because it is conceived

as father and mother, possessing logos of matter and of form' of worket

and thing wotked-on.
And iideed it is able to produce the Dlad because it is moved by a

ao"Uf" motion; for it is easy fot the worker to dtaw the material to

himself or the matefial on its side to draw the wotker. As for the speed,

*fri.ft, fot what it is of itsel'f, is able, once 
-sorfi/fl, 

to ptoduce both

f"-ul.. and males, it presents in an indivisible manfret the nature of

A; ;*" up to a ..rtutipoint in its development' Only when it-begins

to beco-i the fruit or'animal of plant Joes it henceforth admit of

r"pr.rai"" and diffetentiation in oni ditection or the other; for it has

;;";;a f-- potentiality into actuality' pn the other side' if thete is

in the Monad ttte po.tibility of all number, the Monad should be an

int"fUgibf" .romber^ fi.e. a nwmber purely thought or abstract] in the

"orr""? 
sense, for it does not yet manifest any actwally tealised numbet

-rll ,ro*b.it being together in it in a purely conceptual manner'

Besides, accordiig io a certain way of defining,things, they.call

matter also UniuersalReceptarle in so far as it is not only able to produce

th" nyud, which is matt; in the true sense, but it is also the receptacle

"rar 
*" seminal logoi,if it is correct at least that it is the universal

burvevor and dispenser. In the same v/ay they call it Chaos' namely
'tt 

" 
pirrtbor. Chaos of Hesiod from which evefything else comes as

from the Monad. Finally the Monad is conceived as Confusion ar'd

Mixture, Absence of Lighi and Obscaritl, since.all that will later emerge

is still in it witho;t diffetentiation or distinction'le

Iamblichos here is latgely paraphrasing the work of Nikomachos

of Gerasa of the znd century A'D'

In an Orphic hymn that goes back at least to the znd or eatly

rst century B.c. we meet the line: "Zews becomes Male' immortal

Z.o, b..o*es Bride." Valerius Sotanus, cited by Yarto' imitated

the vetse in Latin. There is perhaps Stoic influence here; for

OLg"o.. of Babylon, aboot ,-4o-t5t n'c', 'wrote a Stoic type of

;kg%tt in which Zeus is represented as.all things, all gods' and

,o Eotit male and. female' -hrysippos in the 3rd century n'c'

had called Zeus Aither "both Father and Son"'20

There thus seem converging Pythagorean and Stoic ideas on

the creative principle as male-female' Perhaps some eastern of
nlypti"" infloen.es piayed a part in the development; but the

f
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ideas can be explained well enough as originating out of the Greek
syst:m!. They ate of interest here as providing one of the philo_
sophic bases from which the alchemic idea of the unitary pio...,
with its inner dialectic was built up.zl The chaldean oiailes see
the Mother in the Father, and speak of the wodd-forming Ideas
that "move about the terrible $7ombs like bees,,. These Wombs
are in the Cosmic Body. The same sort of imagery however goes
far back, for Diogenes Laertes tells us of Liukippos that-the
heavier atoms in their winnowing whid form a pirmiry spherical
system. "This parts like a hymen, enclosing within it atoms of all
kinds; and as these are whirled through the centre,s resistance,
the enclosing hymen becomes thinner . . ." Hymen was used for
a thin skin or enclosing caul, membrane; its link with sexual ancl
generative functions appears in the fact of the marriage-god
being called Hymen.2z

The sexual classification of opposed forces or principles entered
also into astrology. Ptolemaios says:

Since there are two primary kinds of natures, male and female, and of
the forces akeady mentioned that of the moist is especially female-
for as a geletal thing this element is present to a greater digree in all
females, and the others rather in males-with goodleason the opinion
has been handed down to us that the Moon and Aphrodite are demale,
and. that the Sun, I{ronos, Zeus and Ates ate male, and Hetmes com-
mofl to botJr genders, inasmuch as he produces dry and moist alike.

They state too the stars turn male or female according to their
aspect to Sun. When they are morning stars and precede the Sun, they
turn male, and female when they are evening stars and follow the sun,
More, this happens also according to their positions with regard to
the horizon; for when they are in positions from the orient to mid-
h.1o:r, ot again from the occident to the lowet midheaven, they turn
male because they arc eastetn, butin the other tvro quadrants, as.westetn
stars, they tutn female.

Likewise, since, of the two most obvious internals making up Time,
the day is more male because of its heat and active force, and niglt more
female because of its moistute and gift of rest, the tradition hu, 

"om"down that the Moon and Aphtodite are nocturnal, the Sun and Zeus
diurnal, and Hermes common as before-diurnal when a moroing
stat and nocturnal as an evening star.23

He adds that six of the zodiacal signs were taken as male or diurnal,
six as female or noctumal.

The Hermetic writings carried on the theme. The Poimandrct

assigns to the Primal Man the Narcissus-myth: he saw his own

reflJction in the Water and wished to inhabit the sphere of nature.

"Then Nature, having received into herself her beloved, embracecl

himwhole, and they mated [mixed],for they were filled with love'"

So man alone on earth is double, mortal and immortal' "Though

in effect immortal and owning power over all things, he submits

to the conditions of mortals, subject as he is to Fate' Hence'

though above the composite framework [of the sphetes]-he is

also ihe slave of it, male-female as come from a male-female

father, and exempt ftom sleep as come ftoma sleepless-father, yet

conquered lbv love and sleep]."za Note that the father-bias is

,ro#ro tttotg in thought thai even when speakilS 9f an herma-

phroditic beiig, the wiiter calls him a father. St Ephraim in his

refutations of Mani vrrites:

"Darkness, in effect," he says, "has loved Light," its contrary; and

how should water love frre that absorbs it? or fite the watef that puts

it oot? and how should fite love light? what use, I ask you, does it
draw from it? For fire, indeed, lovis 6re and wind loves wind and

water loves watef. of is it indeed that the natufe of Darkness is male

and that coming from the good, female? othetwise what is the sense

of all that: that they loved one anothet?z5

one of the Gnostic texts found at chernoboskion thus explains

the mystery of unitY as two in one:

If you vrould see the fulfilment of this mystery and the ilaSe. of this

mitacle, considet the way in which bodily union is affected by the male

withthewomafl.Whenthemaleattainstothesuprememomentand
the seed spdngs forth, at that moment the woman teceives the strength

of the male 
^id 

*t" male receives the strength of the woman' ' ' ' It
is because of this that the mystery of the bodily union is ptactised in

secfet so that the conlunction of natures should not be degrade.d

tt roogl, being seen by ihe multitude who would despise thar work.26

Hete is the sott of reason that the alchemist would give for his

secrecy. The writer continues with an interesting-development

of the idea of the unity of above-below' "Do you know, A-skl9-

pios, that Egypt is the image of heaven, or, better still, the dwel-

iirrg'of heavln and of all the pos/ers-that ate in heaven ' ' ' Our

."rih i, the temple of the universe." A magical papyrus ctes'

"Open the holy temple, the cosmos founded on the earth!"
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And another expands the theme in a spell for opening doors by
means of Aion's name:

Open, open, four regions of the world, for the Lord of the inhabited
eatth is _c9mi1g out! Joy for the archangels of the dekans, the angels !

For he himself, the Aion of the Aions, the unique, the one over all
thingg, traverses the place invisible. Open, door, listen, bolt, split in
two, lock, at the name Aia! Sent out, Earth, from youtself, foi your
master, all that you contain! For it is he himself, he who launchei the
storm, he who holds back the frost, the Ruler of fire. Open, it,s
Achebouktom who bids you.2?

47. Sky-goddess with consort; Shu supporting her, aided by two ram-
headed figures

The Chernoboskion text goes on to dravr the conclusion that as
Egypt, the image of heaven, is now conquered and oppressed
(by the Romans and the Christians), so the harmonious and stabi-
lising relation of below-and-above is disturbed and the whole
universe about to collapse. The day is coming, it says, when all
divinity will leave Egypt for heaven because ..the foreigners
will invade Egypt and dominate her". The Egyptians will be
prevented from worship and will be tortured; the country will
be filled with tombs, not temples,"and you, O river [Nile], a day
will come when you will overflow with blood instead of w"tei,
and when the bodies of the dead will be piled higher than your
banks." Men will'frreep more for the living than for the dead, left
with nothing but their language. Then, 

"*all 
that I have taught
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you-you, Tat, Asklepios and Ammon-will be accounted as

vanity. The physical universe will break dovzn in disorder, in
"atheism, dishonoor, and urireason", as the three seals of the

world's old age. Then a calamity will prelude the restoration of
things, when ihe gods "will be re-established in a towri that will
lie on the borders of Egypt". As usual in "prophecies", what has

happened in the past oi it huppe.ting in the present i-s attributed
toiir. future, to thut it will seem a dead prophet has foreseen the

whole thing. Note the suggestion that a counter-movement will
arise, locatid in some southern centre. The gnostic author is

filled with a pag n nationalism.
\7ith such- a universal application of the sexual principle it

will not surprise that even geometry comes into the scheme'

Ploutarch says:

Now the better and more divine nature is made up of Three: the

Intelligible, Matter, and That Formed of these Two, which the Gteehs

denoriinate Cosmos. Plato called the Intelligible "Idea, Model,

Fathet", and Matter he terms "Mother, Nurse", the seat and teceptacle

of genetation; and that which results ftom the pait he is 
_used 

to call

"Isiue, Bitth". S7e may coniectute that the Egyptians [revere] the

most beautiful kind of Ttiangle [the right-angled], since they compare

it v/ith the nature of the cosmos and Plato seems to use this 6gute in
his Repubtic when drawing up his mariage-scheme.

The Triangle too has this property: 3 the dght angle, I the lasga-l
the hlpotenu-se, being of equal value with the lines containing it' \X/e

must iherefor" .o-put" ttrJ 11ne forming the right angle to the male,

then base to the female, the h;,1>otenuse to the child of the two-the

4s. Sky-goddess bent """' t3,:1.,;r.f;itf;;b* atm, her back-bending
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one as Osiris, Final Cause; the second, as Isis, the recipient; the third,
as Horos, the result. As for ,, the first, it is uneven ind, petfect; 4, a
square with- a oerfect side, is the product of z; 5 pardy r6sembl"s ih.
fa-the4 pardy the mother, being made up of 3 ind i. Also the All
derives its name ftom y ftpanta, pente], and to reclon is called ..counting
by fives",.for 5 produces, when squated, the same number as that of
the.letters of the Egyptian alphabei and also the number of years that
APis lived.ze

The logical result of the sexualisation ofall forces and energies
acting on one another is to see the cosmos as made up of male ind
female genttalia operating inside a womb which is t-hus fertilised,
and to go on to the vision of the whole cosmos itself as a gteat
womb enclosing all the lesser centres of fertilisation. The setf,ian,
imagined the entire heaven and earth as a pregnant womb, with
the naval in the middle- They said, "Let anyon" examine the belly
Zf aly being soever when it is pregnant, and they will find there
the imprint of heaven, earth, ind all that,s situated immovably
in the middle." The first principle to be born was a violent wind,
come out of the water and causing all vegetation; the surging of
stirred waters was similar to the rhythmic spasms of the-wJmb
to.bting fo.gh it-s offspring at the time of compietion; the whistling
wind was like the Serpent with his hisses. TLr^ gerrerution begair
frgy lhe Serpent; when the Light and the Spirit-from above iet
with the dark chaotic Matter, the Serpent (lrind out of the sfaters
of the Abyss) penetrated the latter utrd b.got Man. As the serpent
was the-only form known and loved bylhe impure Womb, the
L1S1t 

-"9 
the T,ight had to take on that form in o-rder to copulate

with Matter. The Logos descended into the body of a Virgin
and relieved the anguish ptevailing in the Darkness. After en6r-
ing into the Womb, he purified himself and drank the Cup of
Living rwater that alone could redeem and transform the seivil.
form of the body into a heavenly garment.

We see how close such a doctrine was to that set out by
Kleopatra, and yet how different. Here the horror and, fear of
earthly life dominates, and the elixir, the pltarnakon of rtfe, the
cup 9f living water, is desired only as , meuns of escape into
a-nothe-r sphere; with Kleopatra the pharmakon -", *u'rrt d ",the redemption of life here and now, the transformation of life
here and now. And it was sought, not by magical and sacra_
meltl means, but by scientific procedures, by thJactual handling
and changing of matter, of matedal conditions.
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Now let us look at some alchemic formulations' We are told that

the male rises east, the female sets west, and the work is accom-

plished by their union. The Earth is often defined as the Virgin
ihat hus io be impregnated. "The Earth is virgin, and bloody,

igneous and chame^1'";Virgin the earth will be found in the vagina

o? tfre virgin." Stephanos in his fourth lectute cried, "Fight

copper! nilht silvei! Mate male and female! The copper. in his

.o'ni"r, wiih silver is destroyed; the silver by her combination

with copper is fixed.,,2eApassagein Ibnumailattributes to Hermes

un eluiirut working-ou1 of the analogy between the processes

of gestation and those of transmuting:

Hetmes said, Know that the Secret of everything and'the Life of

everything is vzat.r, and this water is susceptible of treatment from

*"n'urrd itlt.rr, and in the \ilfatet is a gteat secret' This is the \yater

which becomes Ferment in \7heat; N7ine in the Vine; Olive Oil in
the Olive; Resin in the Turpentine-tree; Oil in the Sesame, the diffetent

kinds of Fruits in all the Trees.

ih" b"gittning of the Child is ftom the \Vater, because when 
-the

seed of m'an fatli into the womb of the woman, the womb is locked

behind it for 7 days. The seed, when it falls into the womb, becomes a

Subtle \Vatet, and it remains in the womb for 7 days till it penetrates

into all the limbs of the woman through its fluidity and subdeness'

ii"o lt p"rr"s over the flesh and becomei flesh, and ovet the bones and

b""o*"i borres, and ovet the haits and newes [ot tendons] and becomes

like them; and so on with all parts of the limbs' Then it gtow-s hatdened

on the 8th day, and becomeJtke curds. Then on the r6th day it tums

red, its .oloot like that of flesh. Then on the z4th day, it becomes

manifest with its limbs distinguishable like hait' Then on 3znd day it
takes shape and becomes a human being.-- 

ll" ,uy', in the Book: .,Then we produced him by anothercteation."

On the 4oth day the Soul [Breath] becomes manifest and' apparcnt

in it. Then frorn th" 4oth day blood begins to flovr into the Embryo

,ft-"jfr its navel and'becomls its food. Then the Soul, by tea-son.of

the biood, becomes visible and intedaces with the body and begins

to grow little by little and becomes strong' Know that \Vatet serves

thJEmbryo in the Womb fot the first t6ree monr-hs. Then the Air
serves it for the second three months. Then for the third three months

Fire setves it. Fire makes it undergo coction and perfects it. $rhen nine

months ate completed for it, the blood urhich used to give it su-stenance

through the na'iel, stops, arrd tises to the woman's breasts, becomes

thete iike snow, and is iurned there into food fot it, after. its emergence

ftom the womb to this Middle \fodd.
All these are fdescdptions of] the manipulation of their Stone; and
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in this way they manipulate it. Then understand this manipulation
and these meanings.

By the NTomb is meant the interior of the pot and those things that
are in the Pot. Its mouth has been closed and shut up so that"it [theproduct] may be collected in the mouth and will not find anv exit irrt.,
the aio. Then it wili be coagulated by itself as Khalid rbn yazid [bornabout a.o. 673] says, "!7hen f saw the \fater coagulating itielf I
became sure that the thing was right as has been de*scribedl Do not
be in doubt, for your Lord is po*"ifol. \fhat you have spent on it and
what has been iost will sutely be restored to you.,,so

$7e see in the last quotation that $[omb and Alchemic vessel
were identified. rn antther passage Ibn umail attributes to Hermes
the imagery of union in maniage, followed by conception, gesta_
tion and birth. "I{now that the Marriage and conclption"takes
place by putrefaction in the lower partlf the vesser. The Birth
of this child that will be born to thim will be up in the Ait, i.e.
in the head of their vessel. The head of the vesserls the top oi the
Dome and the Dome is the Anbiq.,,Bl $7e may recall a]so the
ouroboros surrounding the womb in the magicui g.mr. Similady
the Furnace was conceived as a womb from irery Jady <lays. The
earth was a woman, crevices and caves her vaginal ori6ces;
stones grew in her body, and river-sources were the waters she
let loose from it. The dead dwelt in her like some sort of shadowy
embryos. "O you who are in the vagina of Neith, in the Hall of
the Tribunal."3z

Plinius remarks that the galena mines in Spain were reborn..after
a cefiain time". If we look back to the eallyer days of Mesopo_

1am!an, metallurgy a text from the Assyrian llbiary of Assur_
banipal shows that the processes were heavily hedged with dtual.
A propitious month and day were selected; tt e f,irnace-area was
consecrated; the uninitiated were prevented from coming in;
the workmen were cleansed with inlense and. a beer-libatioriwas
offered up to the ores; sacrifices followed. A special wood, cut
in the month of Ab, bark-stript and stored. in^a skin_eno"iop",
was used for the fire. The term ku-bu is uncertain: it has been
translated as divine embryos, a sort of demon, abortion, fetishes
t_o protect the smelting. But it is used in the Creation Myth to
designate the monstrous body of the slain Tiamat,from which the
world is made and which is likened ro a foerus. The ku-bw in the
furnace-ceremony were thus probably the ores, considered as
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earth-embryos, but they may have been foetuses and usecl in

some sacrifi.cial dte.33

In Africa today among the Achewa of Nyasaland a sorcercr

brings on a miscarriage so as to use the foetus for the success ot

i"rl.-"; he burns it with other medicines in a hole in the ground'

and the furnace is then built over the hole.3a The Atonga thro-w

into the furnace a part of the placenta to ensure success in smelt-
-i"g. 

Th" Baila sing during theiork:"Kongwe [clitoris] and Malaba
-ii7 

Uorp [vaginal"lips] fil me with horror. I found Kongwe 
-as 

r

funn d ttre flXmes if Atr. Kongwe fills me with horror' Pass from

me, pass fat, yov with whom we have repeated intetcoutse' pass

froil me.', fhe Baikitara treat the anvil as a bride, bring it-into

the house as if in nuptial procession; the smith tells his wife he

has brought " ,..otd wife in and sprinkles the anvil with water
..so it maly beget many children". while the Baila build a furnace,

a lad and'girigo inside and crush beans (imitate the crackling of

frte); later-they must rnaffy one another'35

r(nimal sacrifices are linked with metallurgical processes'

Among smiths of Tanganyika medicines are put inlo th9 furnace;

childreln sacrifice chicf,ens before the mastersmith and sprinkle

blood on the fire, ore, charcoal, a child goes into the furnace to

t"t rfr. medicines in a basin hollowed in the base, deposits there

i*o h.n-tt.uds, and covers the whole with earth' The smithy is

sanctified with the sacrifice of a cock, its blood is scattefed ovef

the stone anvil with the words, "May this forge not blemish my

iron, may it bring me wealth and fortune'"tu 4g-^itt qte smiths

J iu"gi"yika mide several kinds of hole in a kiln' The widest

had the"name of Mother; out of it at the end came the dross slag

and roasted ore. The opposite hole was called the Father, and to it
was attached one of the test bellows' The intermediate holes were

children. The furnaces of the Nashona and Alunda were woman-

tfr"l"a.t The Arabs called hard iron male and soft iron female'

W.ipo"t, as forged out of metals, were given sex, especially

;rir. tt'r. po.irun Errumi refers to the male cutting-edge.and

the female Ulade. Swords, as well as drums and bells, were given

sex in China.38 In European metallurgical terms the kiln where

enamelling matenalwas imelted was the mattix or womb' Mutter'

scboss. WJ find similar imagery used for many other kinds of

vessels used in fotging, .ookittg and other pfocesses-using heat'

Human sacrificeln 6hirr.r" *"t'll"tgy is suggested by the tale

of Mo-ye and I(an-tsiarig' man and wife' I(an-tsiang, a smith'

d
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could not get the metal to fuse; his wife reminded him that a
human sacrifice was needed. He told her that his master had
brought the fusion about only by throwing himself and wife into
the furnace. Mo-ye agreed to sacrifice herself if he did likewise,
but they managed the mamer by giving a partfor the whole, hair-
cuttings and nail-parings for their bodies. fn another version
the smith says that his dead master wedded a gid to the furnace-
spirit; so Mo-ye rhrew herself in and the casting took place. In
other accounts a smith consecrates cutlasses with the blobd of his
two sons, and oxen and horses are sacrifrced for the production
of eight sv/ords.3e \)Ze may recall the I{abeiric legend of th. mor-
dered brother in Greece and wonder if there wele actual human
sacrifices or ritual mimes of death-rebirth.

Of particular interest are the customs of some tribes in Central
India. The Asurs are a tribe of smiths who seem to have lived in
the North Punjab till expelled by Aryan invaders and driven to
the mountains of Chota Nagpur. They have been connected with
the Asur and Asuras of the Vedic hymns, those enemies of the
gods in endless conflicts. In one of their myths the supreme god,
Singa-Bonga, is annoyed by the furnace-smoke, and sends his
messengers the birds to have it stopped. The smiths refuse and
mutilate the birds. Singa-Bonga descends and, unrecognised,
he persuades the Asurs to entef the furnace, where thiy are
burned. Their widows become spirits of nature. The Munda tell
how at first men worked for Singa-Bonga in heaven. Then they
saw their faces mirrored in water and they knew they were like
like God and thus his equal. They refused toserve and were huded
down to earth, where they fell on a place with iron ore. There
they built seven furnaces. Again the smoke displeased the god,
whose bird-messengers \rr'ere disregarded. He came down himself
as a sick old man. The furnaces broke up and the smiths asked the
old man's advice. He said that they must make human sacrifices.
No one was ready to die, so he offered himself. Going into the
white-hot furnace, he stayed there for three days, then emerged
with gold, silver and precious stones. So the smiths u,ere kien
to follow his example. They went in. Their wives, operating the
bellows, were disturbed at their outcry, but the old man told ihem
they were shouting as they divided the treasure. So the smiths
were burned to ashes, and the wives were turned into spirits of
hills and rocks. This last story is of special interest since it shows
the idea of magical production of gold in the furnace.ao
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49. The Cat killing the Serpent at the foot of the Heavenly Tree

The notion of the fvtnace, the alembic or other such apparatus as

wombs has many ritual links. Take the breast-shaped vases used

by Maria in her kerotakis operations to catch the divine watcf.

Ii was certainly no accident that these were called mastaria.ar

Later in Zosimos' vision we shall meet bowl-shaped altars' The

breast-shaped vase had naturally a fertility-aspect and- we find it
linked with Isis, who was represented at times, says Macrobius,

with many breasts or else suckling Harpokrates. In the pro-c:s-

sional freico that ran along the three sides of the precinct of the

Iseum at Pompeii, , yootg man cartied a rounded situla, which

symbolises the goddess's breast. such situlae have an important
ritual significanJe in Mesopotamia and Egypt and are connected

with refirth as well as fertility. The young rrran at Pompeii does

flot seem a priest; he is ptobably a mystes, atinttiatelike Lucius in
Apuleius' Me la m orP bo s e s.az

to t.tottt to alchemic vessels: Stephanos \il/fites, "True is a
certain moist vapour and the dry vapour. The moist is sublimed

by the phanoi which have nipples. But the dry vapouf fis distilled]

by the pot and bronze cover, as is the white vapout-from cinna-

bLt." Pbanos usually meafls "torch,lamp, lantern"' Olympiodoros
uses it as equivalent to cup: "a cup or phanos of glass lying on the

top." But Stephanos' des-ription clearly sees it as a breast-vessel;

,rripo.r* coilelt in it as mid in the breast, and come out through
the nipple. It seems, however, to have also had a serpent-form'

ZosimJs remarks, "It is possible to fix mercury in the phanos a'd
similar appafatus with, as it were, a serpent-shaped base"-
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presumably an enclosing se{pent like the Ourobr:ros. The alembic,
in which the Stone was born, was modelled on the *omb, ,oa
the retort or vessel-with-a-nose- represented the pracenta. M;;g
took place in the lower part of the alembic, while the child, the
resulting spitit ot pneuma, was born in the upper part.
observe closely the fire in the art and the birth of the spirit that does
not remain fixed. Then arso mistakes become previous irdtutio.rr, it 

"female coldness, the slow-to-move, the miscarriage. Therefore 
"r;; ;h"

womb, lustful and virgin and the place of the man, all desirous when-
ever it may be made quick, is thaiwhich is the aphrodiriu" ,yr''Uoi-of
joy and love, which is laughter. So also the melters^ of gold, ""e;;;;ing what they say, say ,.They laughed,, . . . (Stephan6s).

In the last sentence 
,he 

is. tryllg to explain, ir seems, a passage
from the D-i?ksis of Eugenios:..Burnt .opp., , parts, gold'r par"t:
melt and throw in arsenic, calcine and^yoo'ir find it"brittld- ;h.
trit*rate with vinegar 6 days in sun, then after drying melt silver-
and it laughed." Even if some yery earty .'opiist has made
some mistake here over his text, the meaning is^in accord with
the message of I(leopatra: that both the *it^ili. body and the
alchemist suffer and feel joy in rhe processes. Not oniy do the
substances rnate in the alembic, the alchemist also ut ih. ,u_.
time mates with nature. The word phanot, u/e may add, with its
:t_19_"9 

suggestion of brightness, suggesrs a Breasi of Luminous
Milk, a thing of beauty and delight. -

. ft- is a shorr step from the mystery_cup of the divine breast to
the baptismal bowl, such as the Heimetic Krater or the Cup of
Living S7arer in Sethean theology. A Syriac poem by N"rsai .rn
Baptism (5th century) gives us an alchemic view of ihe bowl,

The Supreme Artisan has ptoduced a New Art.
\Tithout Composition, Man re_makes Man.
A,n unptecedented invention found by divine symbolism:
NIan begets without Seed in the \7omb of \fater . . .
Even if \Mater begets reptiles and birds,
we have never heard befote of it getting humans . . .aB

The reference to the artisan with a new art which does not use
composition shows cleady that Narsai has the alchemists in mind.
Men are changed in the bowl as metars are changed in the alembic.k is again only a short step, though a crucia'i one, to imagine
the person reborn through the magical or regenerative fluiE as
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somehow metamorphosed into the vessel that holcls thc immor-
talising fluid. The body sioughs its mottality and becomes the

divine vase itself. After death the Valentinians thought they coultl
render themselves invisible to the powers encountered on the

u/ay up to the light. To the pov/ers of the Demiurge they declated,

"I am a Precious Vessel worthier tiran the female creatute wh<-r

made you. Your Mother knows not her origin,but I know myself."
That is, they had become the vessels of regeneration and thus

could reject the eathly mother. They had been reborn in the pot
like the substances of Ibn Umail's alchemic account.

Above all the martyrising fire could thus transmute the body
born of an earthly mother into a vessel that was wholly the

father's wotk. We saw this idea exptessed in the account of
Polykarp's death.aa Here we may add further material bearing

on this point. Theodoros of Mopsuesta in the 4th century wrote
on the theme of baptism: "It becomes you then to think that you
fall into the water as into afr oven fiurnace] and that you are

renewed and reformed so as to be changed into a perfect natlrre

and to leave your old mortality and completely receive an immortal
and indestructible n^ture."45 Behind this imagery lies the tale

of the men in the oven in III Danied which was much used as a

patable of baptism and tesurrection. The version made by Theodo-
tion told how the three men "fell into the midst of the burning
oven". This chapter was one of the liturgic readings in the course

of the solemn vigil of Easter in the basilica of Constantine at

Jerusalem while the arival of those to be baptised was awaited-a6

In the Brihadaranlaka Upanishad we read: "And as a goldsmith
takes a piece of gold and gives it another form, new and more

beautiful, in the same way this I, after rejecting its body and chas-

ing out all ignorance, makes it into a ne.w and more beautiful
form, whether it resembles the Ancestots or the Ganharvas or
the Devas or Prajapati or the Barhman or other beings'"a? The
Christians used similar language of the glorified body. Ifrillos of
Jerusalem in his rSth Catechism of Bapti:n says that the body will
survive in eternal life, but transformed, "just as iron in contact

with fire becomes fire". The bodies of the just will shine.as

The Christian writers on baptism pondered much on Daniel
(xii, 3): "They that 

^re 
wise shall shine as the brightness of the

firmament," and on I Corinthians (iii, r 5), which they misunder-
stood because of their obsession with the cleansing and trans-
muting frre: "If afiy man's work shall be burned, he shall suffet

z9t
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loss; but he himself shali be saved; yet so as by fire.,'The actual
reference was to ordeal.ae John of Lykopolis (about 394) wrote:

Exactly as iron, put in the fire-and the 1ite penetrated it and is in_
corporated with it-is united udth the fire and takes its likeness and
its colout, and does not show itself under its old aspect, but becomes
like fire, since the iron has been absorbed by the fite and the fire by the
iron, and they have become one, in the same way when Christ,s love
has entered into the soul, that love which is the living fite burning the
straw of sin to deliver up the first, the soul that was old becomes new,
it was dead and it becomes living; and the likeness of nature is changed
to the likeness of God.5o

The idiom was already well worn. Methodios of Olympos (about
3 r r) compared Man, God's rnasterpiece, to a fine statue made by
a skilled artist. Destroyed by an evil-minded person, it can be
recast and remade. It is the same with Man deformed by the
Devil. "The recasting of this statue is here the death u.rd dis-
solution of the body; the renerval and restoration of matter is here
the resurrection. Further, restoration is easier work than the
original creation. Look still at the artist. ft is not so hard to give a
bronze vessel the same form after having cast it as to make ,o*.-
thing new from raw matter. That demands more work. The metal
must fi.rst be burned, then cast: that is, purification and then the
creation of an atistic fom." Augustine took up the symbolism
in his Enchiridion. However, though many eaily Fathers com-
pared the creative activity of God to rhat of a skilled worker,
they usually chose the potter.51

In later times, however, the theme of the rejuvenating smith
.was common in folktales, popular plays, and the like. A typical
example is the following from Middle English. A smith in Egypt
i_s dch and proud, an unequalled masrer. To punish his piide,
Jesus Christ comes and asks him to forge an iron rod thit can
show the way to a blind man. The smith wants to know how that
is possible. Christ replies that he can do it, as well as giving youth
to the old. The smith gets his old, blind and lame mother-in-1aw,
and at Christ's orders puts her on the fire till she is incandescent
without feeling pain. Christ then places her on the anvil and
forges her without breaking a bone till she is as she was at thirty
years. He then refuses to hand on his lore to the insistent smith.
The latter, however, tries his hand on an old, blind, paralysed
woman and smashes her up. Scared, he runs offand prays; Christ
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in pity blesses the woman, rrho revives. Christ promises the man

that he will be the mastersmith but must not butn people' In

variants, Christ, wandering with St Peter, takes off a horse's feet;

the smith imitates and fails.5z

The motive of the apprentice or aspirant who tries to imitate

some magic al acts utta fms is very old. Philostratos in his Ltrt of

AjoilonioT has the story of the apprentice who tries to use the

bucket of the -urt.r--ugician to iaise water and cannot stop it'
Aitir' tells a tale of the tJmple of Asklepios at Epidauros with its

miraculous cures. A woman wanted to be cured of tapeworm;

a servitor cut off her head and removed the worm, but could not

;"; ,h. head back; the god,- summoned, duly did the rniracle'

?hi,,r1" vras a piece of Epidauriartpropa'g nda to outdo a tale

from Troizen. c^ircumstant^ial details wefe uaatd and we hear of

the woman, Aristagora, lying all day with severed head'53

Behind all the ideas and itug.t of a forged immottal body of

metal ot gold there lies the ancient idea of gods whose incorrup-

tible bodies were made of such substances' We noted such ideas

at the outset of this book. They v/ent back to the days of the

nyrr-ia texts. The god is indiitinguishable from his deathless

i;4". A New-I{ing?om address io Thoth (in the form of a

squatting aPe) declares :

Ape with white hair and pleasant, form, with friendly nature, beloved

of"all men. He is of vhrei-stone, he, even Thoth, that he may illumine

the earth with his beauty' Tharwhich is upon his head [moondisk] is

"i 
rJ jrtp"t and his penis of quartz. His love leaps [?] on his eyebrows

and he opens his mouth to bestow life.sa

Ptah blesses Ramses II in the Abu Simnel temple, saying' "I
have wrought your limbs of electron, your bones ?.f 

toPPtt'

foo, otgutti of iron." And a rnagic papyrus has a spell€ntitl€d:
l'nfhu, ihe eight great gods or primbtaial origin say when they

render hom"{e tJthe god *ho it umong them, whose bones are

silver, whosJflesh is go"ld, and whose h aii is atrue stone of azwfe."

In the ritual of embalming:

In a long speech the deceased is addtessed and told the liquid [immers-

G ntr f;uJtUon"1 is "secret", and that it is an emanation of the gods

Stirr and Seb, and that the resin of Phoenicia and the bitumen of

nyUfot will make the butial perfect in the undetwodd, and give him

his legs, and facilitate his moiements, and sanctify his steps in.the Hall

"iS"fi. 
Ne"t gold, silver, lapis-lazuIi, and turquoise are brought to the
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deceased and crystal to righten his face, and carnerian to strengthen his
steps; these form amulets which will secure fot him 

" 
fr"" p;;;;;];

the underwodd. Meanwhile the backbone is kept in oil, and iir" ru?" or
the deceased is turned towards the heavens; *a tr.*, arr. g.idi; "rthe nails of the fingers and toes begins. SThen this t * U...r?orr",'^rra
portions of the fingers have been wrapped in linen -"a" ,, Sril ,fr"following address is made to the deceased:

"O Osiris, you receive yo_ut nails of gold, your fingers of gold, and
your thumb o! sry [or utasm].metal;-thJiquid of Ra Jnters i";" ;;; ;,well as into the divine. members of Osiris, and you t."*.t ;;;;;;
legs to the immortal abode. you carried your hands'to tfr" nooJ" of
::..*]rJ, 

you 
^te 

rn,u$. p."rf.:t il S91i, you shine brightly in ,;; ;;;i,
llrd your fingers shine. in the dw-elling of Osids, in the sanctu 

^ry 
oi

Horus himself. O Osiris, the gold of ihe mountains comes ;;;;l;
is a holy talisman of the gods in their abodes, and it lighten, ;;; ;;;in the lower heaven. you breathe in gold, yo., 

"pp"i, in tmu metal,
and the dwellers in Re-stau receive yoi; tnose -rio ,r" in the funerai
chest,rejoice because you have transformed yourselF into a hawk of
golcl by means of your amulets of the City of Gold.',EE

5o. Serpent enfolds ithyphallic Osiris

There is yet one more point about the urgent desire that was fert
to transform the flesh. The male -urrt.Jto become a statue of
gold, a thing of purified metal, a vase of fire_harde".d .ilt, ;
l^ong9r subject ro the accidents and corruptions of the flesh. The
female wanted all that too, but she, the ,iweaker 

vessel,,, startei
with a disadvantage and had to become male in th. pro..rr, ,o
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utter was the contempt for the mother-body' There was a belief

that ali femaleelemenis must become male in order to unite'wrth

the angels and enter the Fullness , the Plerona' Thus the gnostic

TheodZtos believed. And in Tbe Gospel of St Thoruas' used by some

Gnostics (such as the Naasenes), the last logion tuns:

Simon Petet says to them: Let Mary go,fr93 our midst' for women

"r" "", 
worthy'of Life. Jesus ,uy'' S"{ I will draw her so as to make

her male so that she als"o ,"^y b"to*" a living spirit like- you.males'

For every woman who has become male will enter the klngdom or

heaven.56

The rejection of the mother, the female,-appeal:- in the.saying of

;.t"rt'*W"man, what have I to do with {ool' Tertullian con-

i.-rs womerl: l'Yoo Me ttre gateway of the Devil' you are the

onr.ul.t of the forbidden tree,"you aie the first rebel against the

J"i".law, you are she who peisu'd:d ST whom the Devil was

,rof ,,totti.toogh to attack'-So easily did you shatter. the"imlpe

of God in man." And so her only hope was to cease berng temare'

On- Judgment Day "women wil Lave the same angelic sub-

stance, the same sex as men"' Jerome taunted women with trying

;;;;k. themselves like men as the result of such condemnations'

Cfr"y ".ttunge their garb and put on men's dress' they cut their

iir'una[fiup their'chins in ihameless fashion". St Gregory of

Nazianzancoins the patadoxical phrase: "to be malelandrirysthaif

in female matters".s?---a.lo*punying 
this wish to abolish femaleness was a wish to

abolish s." its.d ln The Gospel according to the Eglptians:

\X4ren Salome inquired when the things about which she asked vrould

i" t no*tt, the Lord said: Nflhen yorr huve trampled on.the garments

;i rh"*" and when *" t-" become one and thJmale with the female

is neithet male not female'

Tbe Gospel of Pbilip declared, "Christ came to re-establish what vras

,r."ria#iaJat in ihe beginning attd to rzunite the two' Those who

died because they *"r? i" sJp^ration he will restore to life by

;;;;"; them."' The Second izplstle 1dCle.ment:58 
"When the two

shall be one, the outside like the insiie, the male with the fernale

neither male nor female." The togia of Jesus repeated, "when you

make the two become one' you i"itl bito*" the Son of Man' and

if you say, Mountuir, ,""'L-" yourself, it will remove itself'"

And there wete close parallels in the New Testament' Calatians
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(iii, 
18) stated, "There is neither male nor female, for you arc all

one in christ Jesus."se It followed that in the beginning there had
been no sex.60 Simon Magos caled the primo"rdial slirit mrr.-
female. The Naasenes saw the celestial Min, Adam"r,'u, urr.rro_
thelys; and gveql man still held inside himself the power of be_
coming a celestial hermaphrodite like the Logos. hhe Eplstle of
Eugno$os the Blessed saw the son as the first"generative'Father,
also called the Adam of Light; he mated wittihimself, with his
Sophia, and produced a grcat male-female light ..which is by its
male name the Saviour, cteator of all thingi, and by its female
name Sophia, the all-mother, also called piitis. From these two
ateborn six other pairs.of spiritual hermaphrodites, who produce
72, then 36o other entities.,,61

The Mother is thus smuggled into the cosmogony as the female
aspect of himself with whom the son mates; but sire is tolerated
only in this disguised and inferior form. As the deities with whom
urrion was sought were always conceived as male_in the Chris_
tian formulation, triply male-the notion of mare and female being
absorbed into unity was felt emotionally as a tt nscendence of
femaleness and thus an elimination of sex. Hence the extreme
hostility to women that keeps breaking through the abstractions.
women thus had a double urgeflcy in the d-esire to rise above
the flesh; and perhaps it was natuial that a woman, Maria, led
the way in devising the pot or Transformative \7omb ly *t ict,
Matter might, it was hoped, be changed and lifted on to Lhigher
level -that of the stable purity of gold.

5r. Osiris breaks out

14

Agathodaimon

Wn now come to what is perhaps the rnost problematic -figure
amoflg all these problematic figures, the founders of aichemy:

At",n?aui*orr. t'h" name is plain.enough in meaning: the Good

Sfirit; and we have seen that Spirit akeady turning up in a num-

Ui, "f connections, though not with any clear character. There

was a geogfapher Agathodaimon, apparenlly of the znd century

a.o., 6ut 
"theire is ,rL ,"rro, to think this man an alchemist.

Under Agathodaimon's name we have an alchemic commefltafy

addressei to Osiris and dealing with The Oracle of Orpheus'

aflother of the znd.-century apoitypha, which was held in high

esteem by the Gnostics. Theri he speaks of the art of whitening

oi y.U"#i"g metals as well as giving various recipes'l We find

elsewhere ai aphorism of his: "After the refinement of copqef

and its blackening and later whitening, there will be the solid

yellowing.,,2 He ii also linked with Hermes in the Riddle of the

Stone.
Olympiodoros says, "Some say he is an ancient, one of the old

philosophers of Egypt, others, a mystic angel or ggod da.in11'

bgyp,'r^ Prot..tor.-Oihets call him the Heaven, as his symbol is

,#i*ug" of the wodd. Indeed the Egyptian hieroglyphs, )valting
to derroi. the wold on obelisks in sacred characters, depict thete

the setpent Ouroboros'"B \7e may surmi-se th^t Agathodaimon

was coinected with Outoboros because of his own serpent-form.

Certain Gnostics, who adored the serpent as his emblem, kept

dornestic snakes called agatbodaimones, house-guardians. The

Agathodaimonites, indeed, have been taken for alchemists'a

iVe shall soon have mofe to say of Agathodaimon as a snake.

For the moment let us look at him as a pefson linked vzith

Hermes. A Discourse of Hermes to Tat, On the Cornmon Intellect

(Noas), states:

I
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rs not the adulterer bad, the mutderer bad, and so on rrith all the others ?
The man who has the logos [word], my child, does not sotr"r throrrgh
having committed adultety, but he suffers as if he had; not throuih
having killed, but as if he had kiled. Fot if it's .rot por.ibl" ro .r.ri"
the condition of change any more than that of birth,the who poss.ssies
nous has the power of getting away from evil.

.^ 
That's-why, my child, I-gy" always heard Agathodaimon say_andif he had written and published it, he wourd lave render 

"d ^ gri^t
service to the human race: fot he alone, my child, because aJ the
fitstborn god he had truly contemplated all the assemblage of b.irrjs,
would utter divine words-I have then heard him rry 6r" duy tiat
"A1l is One, and, above all, the Intelligible Beings; thai we live by the
power, by the energn and by the Aion; and thaithe nous of the latter
which is also its pslche, is good.,,s ' '

Psjche here means the I, perhaps the Double or Ka. A magic
papyrus says: "You are the soul of the Daimon of Osiris, [t:hesoul] which revels in.every place." And ploutarch calls Apis the
image, eidolon, of Osiris' soul.6 ..All is One', we have -lt u, 

^basic alchemical axiom, which perhaps goes back to Herakleitos:
"Listening not to me but.to-the Logos, it is wise to acknowledge
that all things are one."? And it has been suggested that a gathJr-
ing of Herakleitan "oracles" served as the bi'rl, fo, an Eg'iptian
collection of Agathodaimon's logtn.,I(yrilos of Alexandreil't rr.-
of a lagos of Agathodaimon to Osiris. d

We have three passages from I(yrillos in which the name
appears. In the first, indeed, it is only used in an address to
Hermes by the servitor of an Egyptian sanctvary, who wants to
know what t!t2 Logos is. Hermes ielrs him that ii is '.generative
and demiurgic". fn the Hermetic treatise, The Ke1, w! are told
that the universal nous is the Agathos Daimon.l0 szith the second.
passage from I(yrillos, however, we seem to touch a more distinct
character, whether deity or man. Hermes is talking to Asklepios.

Then Osiris asked, "S7ell, very gteat Agathos Daimon, how did the
earthappeat in its entitety?',

- The great Agathos Daimon replied, .,According to a system and a
dtying-out, as I have said: the mass of v/aters ieceived, from that
instant on, the command to recoil upon themselves ani the earth
appeared in its entirety muddy and shaken with ttemblings. For the
test the sun-spread out its light and did not cease burninglnd drying
out things thoroughly, and the earth was soridry fixed in"the midst o?
the waters, surrounded by water on all sides.,,rr

AGATHODATMON 3ot

In the third passage Agathodaimon is again instructing on the

origin of things:

And Osiris said, 'oO thtice-great Agathos Daimon, by what cause has

risen this great Sun that we see?"

The great Agathos Daimon replied, "You want me, Osiris, to set

out theiun's generation-by what cause it has risen? It has tisen by the

ptovidence of the Mastet. of all things."rz

Again the discourse turns to the creative kgos. All these passages

do not, however, give the shadowy figure any clex features. He
appears as a vague doublet of Flermes, except perhaps that his

-"in .ottr"ttt is with the cteative or cosmogonic process, which
is suitable enough for an alchemist. And this point brings us to
Kamephis, whoieems identified with him, and to a passage cited
from the Kore Kosruoa eadier in another relation, that of the

Black Earth.ls Isis tells Horos:

You heat here the secret doctrine that my ancestor Kamephis learned of
Hetmes the Memotialist, who telates all the facts; then [I learned them]

from Kamephis, our ailcestor of all, when he honoured me with the

gift of the Perfect Black; and now you ftom me.

This Kamephis, Kmephis or I{meph, is in effect an ancient god
under his various Greek forms. The name should correspond

with the Egyptian I(amutef, which denotes the God Father-of-
his-Mother: that is, the first unbegotten begetter, autogennetos,

who is identified with Amum-Re-I(amutef or with ithyphallic
Min. Kamutef is thus a fotm of the ancient hermaphroditic
demiurge whom we discussed in the last chapter.la

His only aPpearance in a Greek text seems in Damaskios, in a
passage that deals with Thtee I(amepheis, a demiurgic trinity.ls
The first god came from the original pafu of archai, principles:
the water and sand of Egypt. The second came from this first;
the third from the second. The triad constitutes the intelligible
wodd in its totality. Damaskios says that such is the account given

by Asklepiades, apparently the Egyptian whom the Souda

dlscribes as having a deep knowledge of his country's theology
and who wrote hymns to his native gods. He is said to have

written a book on the concord between the different religions;

and Suetonius gives him the name af Mendes-so that presum-

ably he came from the same to.wn as Bolos.16 The third l{amepf is,

we are told, was the Sun and also the Intelligible Intellect.lT $7e see
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in the Ka_mepheis one of the forms of the Neoplatonic trinity. In
the Kore Kosnou the name seems chosen so as tb make Isis'revela-
1""- go infinitely back in time-just as the pseudo_Manerhos,
cited by synkellos, links his gnosis with books in the sanctuaries
of temples that date back to the second Hermes, son of Agatho_

i"tg"-" and grandson of the first Hermes. In ihe Kore liormon,
indeed, the author as a _result has produced. an illogicality:
Kamephis is the most ancienr of all, yet he gets the guo1i, froio
Hermes. Efforts have been made to reorganiie the teit so as to
make him the first owner of the lore whichLe hands on to Hermes,
who hands it on to Isis; but they are probably unnecessary,ls

__ 
Kamephis-Kmeph is further somehow entangled with Khnum_

Kneph, so that Kamephis merges with the ram-headed creator-
god of Elephantine ald the Ffust Cataract, who was wotshippecl
in many sanctuaries. I{hnum made men and women on his poti&,r_
wheel; "Maker of things which are, cteator of the things which
shall be, the source of things which are,father of fatheri mother
of mothers" he was called in the New Kingdom, and thus appears
as another hermaphroditic demiurge.le rie fine of d.sc.ni i.r.-
of Kamephis from Khnum, is not all at clear and has been denied.26
However, the link o{_Kneph and Agathodaimon is attested by
Philon of Byblos: "The PhoinikianJ cafl it [the Living Snakel
the Agathos Daimon,whjle the Egyptiatr, ,ru*" it l*ieph and
attach to it the head of a falcon." The same Falcon-headed Snake
is identified with Kneph in the pseudo-persian source found in
Philon and John Lydos.zl

The-magical gems do much to fill out the picture. Here indeed
we do find the god l{hnum linked with a serpent: On one side
'we see a bearded serpent coiled on the right; on the reverse is an
inscription Cbnoubis Nabis Bienout-a corruption of a common
formula, Chnou.bis Naabis Bienaoatb, which is normally met in
connection with the bearded serpent. chnoubis is a laie variant
of Khnum.zz Naabis seems linked with the Egyptian toot, fthp,
*li..h denotes the potter's-wheel or else an hypostasis 

"f 
th. god

existing independently or under the form Kbiin-Nph.zs Bienniuth
corresponds qo an Egyptian term meaning the soul_of_the_god.
This name suits Khnum in particular, since-the Egyptian for fram
yas -hgmophonous with the word for the Soul. The Egyptians
liked this sort of serious pun, which was felt to ,.rreul"Lidd.r,
connections; here they built up theological subtleties on the

similarity of sound, making the Divine Ram the soul of the Gods

and associating the four folms he assumed in his four sanctuaries

with the fouigreat elementary gods.2a Thus we find that each

term of the ins-ription on the gem links with l(hnum'
But how did ttre serpent thui come to merge with a god who-

was supremely ram-he-aded? Here we seem to find a fusion of
Kneph, t ot-rlly shown with a lion's head, and Agathodaimon,

who is bearded. How it occurred will become cleater' as we go on'

Agathodaimon as a snake was natutally associated with the

Eartl. This relation is brought out by another intaglio where we

see him coiled up with a pscbent-cro.wn on his head and the word,

Gaia (Earth). There *uy be a reference_ to his creative forces

here; the picbent recalls royal power-Manethos calls the third

ruler of th-" trt dynasty Agathodaimon.zs On a third intaglio an

Ouroboros encitcles tlre womb, which is closed with a five-

toothed key and surmounted by Isis, Chnoubis the lion*headed

snake, a dog-headed mummy and Nephthys. Here Chnoubis is

clealy the ieator-god set between two goddes_ses- associated in
the clremonies th;t attend birth. Inside the field is inscribed

aei o E oad, and tound the Outoboros' shr^Lftlter'hergar ' ' ' riourin,

in which we see fragments of a formula often linked with amulets

protecting the womb.26 wrat mattefs for us here is the evident

iorrn..tiJn of Khnum-Kneph-Chnoubis. The gems show us the

welter of often strongly-felt associations going on busily at the

AGATl{ODAIMON toJ
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popular level in the Graeco-Roman wodd. we may add that in amagical papyrus we meer both the Ouroboros and Ctrnouptri;
and that in the Greek alchemic Lexikon Cnowphionis;il;l; ,
synonym of the alembic.zl

Further aspects of Chnoubis can be seen in other magical
gems. A"s we nored above, he is one of the g"as th^t g;;j;"
y?Tb (which was regarded rather as a thirr"g o, for."-ln irr.tf,
liable to move about and cause much dama!e). He also helped
the stomach. A talisman against stomach-troible is doubtr.rs't.,
be seen in a grey-blue piece of chalcedony, shaped fif.. 

" 
p.*fl_

stone or persea-seed, on which is cut the chntubis_snake withnimbus and seven tays-pesse pe.rse on the other side (disultt
digest!-the word mean, arip.r, or soften by ;;;";-;; ir.?r;f.
Galen, writing of the medicinal powers of certain minerals,
states:

The.testimony of some authorities attributes to certain ston€s apeculiar,quality which is actr-ally possessed by green jasper. Worn asamulet, it benefits the stomach ani oesophagor. so,,'. aiso set it in aring and 
-elgrave o" I ,h." radiate-serpentl just as King N;;.pr"

prescribed in his r4th B_o9k. I myself tuve mude u ,"ti.fuEtory "r.."fthis stone. I made a necklace of small stones of ,t 
^, ""rirry-^ird;;"git from my neck at just such a length that the stones touched the oosi-

uon ot the cardiac orifice. They seemed just as beneficial even thiush
they lacked the design that Nechepso presc.ibeJ.rr 

- -- -'-" """*6'

Galen. thought the stone radiated, some virtue, but deprecated
the value of_the magical inscription or design. 'ihe snaki-desisn
he speaks of was no doubt the typical Chnoubis, a thick_bodie"d,
lion-headed snake, but we ao hna ,o-. ,^y.a ,;;k;; ;;l;
serpentine in form.

The rays are of importance, bringing out the astrologic con_
nections. In the sacred book of He*rmEs to Asklepior, ih. firr,
Dekan of the Lion is Chnoumis, who has a lion_hJad *, "" "l_rgarilg coil6, and who rules over all affections of the heart. Birt
the thitd Dekan of the Crab has the name Chnouphis, with a
design, however, of a bust resting on a base und L-rring t-o
female faces turned in, opposite di"rections.ze In Hephaisti"on of
Thebes, chnoumis is the-ihird Dekan of the crab and is helpfJ
as a phllak*rian of the stomach. charkhnoumis is the first Dekanof the Lion but nothing^ is said of his appear'rnce or powers.
Flis name may appe* in forms cholkhnoubis and chrachno.rnis

AGATIIODAIMON to7

found on a few amulets of this tyPe.to In the wotk Aboat Stones

by Sokrates and Dionysios we read:

Engrave on it [some sort of onyx] a serpent coiled vrith the uppet patt
or head of a lion, with rays. Sfotn thus it ptevents pain in the stomach;
you will easily digest every kind of food'31

Generally the rays number seven or twelve; at times they are six
or else twelve in six pairs; occasionally there are seven pairs.

S7hen thete ate sevefl, the seven vowels are sometimes set at the
end of the rays or between; we also find the letters of Chnoubis
thus treated. Several times the serpent is on or just above a little
altat or. base. Variations of the serpent-form include a human
trunk and arms under the lion-head; the man-section wears a
cuirass, with a short-sleeved tunic under it, which falls belovr
as a kilt; the lowet part of the body consists of large snake-coils

either side. The head has six rays; the dght hand holds two short
daggers pointed upwards, the left has two stalks of grain. (The
stalks are common in representations of Agathodaimon, thrust
into the coils of the snake-tail.) In one instance the body is nude
save for the kilt, and the hands hold a sword and a palm-leaf ; in
another, there are two swords, with the words Chnoubis naabis

biennouth. (The use of military costume, imitating the statues of
Roman emperors, is not uncornmori for Egyptian gods, a.g.

Anoubis. And we meet terracottas of Isis which give her human
arms and a tunic from which a snake-coil emerges.) In other
variants a human-headed snake twines round five small ovoids or
a snake with lion-head has several eggs around or betvreen his
coils. These snakes must be guardingtheeggs. Yetanothervariant
has the snake with rayed human head and body apparently
swathed as a mummy. On the revetse of one Chnoubis design is
the inscription, "I(.eep Proklos' stomach healthy." Anothet
prays, "Place the womb of so-and-so in its proper place, O Circle
of the Sun."32

One ordinary Chnoubis stone has on the teverse, as well as

Nabis Biennouth, "Watet for thirst, Bread for hunger, Fire for
cold." The phrases are probably liturgical. For instance, at the
time of Akhenaten, we find:

"You are the father of the mothedess, the husband of the
widow. Pleasant it is, the uttering of yout name. It is like the
taste ofllfe. It is like the taste ofbtead to the child, a loincloth to
the naked." An Ethiopian hymn, used on Palm Sunday, declared:

$ il
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"He is bread to the hungry, spring-water ro the thirsty.,, And we
may compare 

^ 
prayer to Thoth in the New Kingdom:

You great dom-palm, sixty cubits high, on which ate fruits. Stones are
in the fruits and waterin the stones. You who bring water t o aplace far.
away, come, deliver me, the silent one. Thoth, you sweet *.li fo. o.r"
who thirsts in the vrilderness. rt is closed to him that finds words, it is
open to him who keeps silence.aa

13. The Sungod ofNight surrounded by the Five-headed Seroent of
Many Faces; on his head the Beetle of Khepri, the rising suriof the

next day

The formula on the chnoubis stone reminds us of the archemist
aim of driving out hunger.

We may now try to draw together some of these scattered
pieces of evidence. Agathodaimon, given a snake-form, becomes a
demiurge as well as protector; in his Hermetic role he is linked
ot merged with Kamephis or Kneph (Kamutef); and one litetary
source calls I(n€ph a falcon-headed snake. Then comes the morl
difficult merging with the demiurgic ram-headed. Khnum, who
becomes linked with l(nEph and I{meph. A magical lion-}readed
snake chnoubis is in tuin associated with Khnum-. That these link-
ings went on at the popular level revealed by the magical texts and
q.Tr-_t_. supported by the fact that it is in a magicil papyrus we
find l(hnum as a solar god called Kmeph with ttre form Lia huge
serpent. Taking over from the Theban demiurge, he has shed h-is
ram-head in favour of the lion, a strongly solai beast.Ba

- Certainly sound-similarities played alarge part in these identi-
fi.cations; but there were also astral influences-. Snake-forms were
cornmon enough in Egypt, though there seems also a Greek
element in snake-Agathodaimon; the radiate lion-head is solar
and strongly Egyptian. Astrological names and images played a

considerable part in the series of associations we are examining,

though the process was never at any point simple and direct.

Chnoubis of the amulets had doubtless no original relation to
Khnum. He was merely one of the Dekan-gods who presided,

each ovet a third of a zodiacal sign: over roo of the circle.ss The
Dekans determined the night-hours by the passage of certain
stars or constellations through a numbet of fixed points. The
system was taken ovet by Greek astronomers under the in{luence

of the work attributed to Nechepso andwas set outintwo treatises,

one under the name of Hermes Trismegistos, the other undet
that of Hephaistion of Thebes. Chnoumis, we noted, was a

Dekan-god of the Crab; an astrologic text' which gives him this
name, also describes an amulet of the Chnoubis-type for persons

whose birthday falls under the Chnoumis-dekan. Such a persons

were particularly liable to digestive troubles. Chnoumis as a
name is almost certainly linked with I(hnum; but it seems un-
likely that the Chnoubis-amulets were at first devised under
astrological influences. Perhaps the name Chnoumis was attached

to a Dekan aftettheamulets were being turned out, and rePresents

an effort to bring Khnum into the I{amephis-Agathodaimon
sphere. In any event it is notable that a sign, vety common on
ihnoubis-amulets, is also linked -vith Chnoumis-Knm of the

Dekan. On Egyptian monuments it appears as an upright snake

crossed by thtee horizontal snakes. On amulets it is shown as

three similar wavy lines crossing an upright straight line.36 (We

seem here also to touch a vetsion of the Irzakb-caduceus which we

discussed.)
llowevet we analyse the dekan-gods, Chnoubis and Chnoumis,

and the ways in which they came into out complex, they certainly
ended as part of the Agathodaimofl-system. \7e get a further
insight into the syncretic tendencies at work by looking at_two

moie texts. Iamblichos, dealing with Hermes' account of the
univefse, tells us of "the most ancient principles of things"-
the self-born Father dwelling in the solitude of his own unity-
which are set above the ethereal and igneous gods and the celestial

gods. Of the igneous gods Hermes has left a hundted works, of
Ihe etherial another hundred, and of the celestial a thousand'

Iamblichos goes on:

In another ordet he sets the god KnEph at the head of the celestial gods

and calls him the intelligence that thinks itself and tutns towards
itself other thoughts. He puts before him an indivisible being that he

ilt
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names also the firstborn and Eikt6n; in him is the 6rst intelligence and
the first intelligible, which is worshipped by silence alonJ Besides
there are other chiefs of the demiuify of visible beings; for the
intelligence is demiurgic, guardian of tru*r and wisdom;lescending
into generation and bringrng into the light the hidden power of secret
discourses,. he is called 4*ol in the Eg-ypti".t to.rgo" j accomplishing
all tliings without falsehood and aristiciiln trut[fuiln he ii called
phta-the Greeks change Phra inro Hephaisios, attachinghim only to
his art; as creator ofthe good, he is called osiris and tafes according
to his various powers different names.

Kn€ph-Khnum here appears as supreme demiurge, taking over
some of Ptah's qualities as creator by means of thought uid b._
coming a celestial god, perhaps through chnoumis of t]re Dekans.
The Egyptian basis of the name Kneph means ..he who accom_
plishes his time". Chnoumis is the snake-cteatorplaying apattin
the Theban cosmogony; Porphyrios knows him as ,-d"-iorg"
connected with the cosmogony of the primeval Egg, but givis
him a human;hape. Indeed there is a point whereif,e .rrtrigl"_
ment of identifications in the late pedod becomes confused beyJnd
sotting out. There is a further link with raldabaoth Sacla, Gnostic
demiurge, whose name sometimes alternates with that of
chnoumis in astrological texts.s? we see how this sort of identi-
frcation went on pullulating in the popular imagination from a
Pnyer to the Sun:

I invoke you, greatest of the gods, eternal lord, ruler of the wodd, you
who ate on the wodd and under the wodd, powerful ruler of the ser,
who glitter at the moment of day, who rise up for the whole wodd in
the ea-st and who go to rest in the west. Conie, you who tise coming
out of the four winds, gracious Agathodaimon, who have taken foi
festival hall the entire sky.

I invoke your sacred names, great and hidden, that you rejoice in
l"iolg. Under your beams eatth has blossomed, the planis have borne
fruit by grace of your smile, at your command the living have begotten
other living beings. Give glory, honour, favour, ,o.J.rr, andlagic
force to this stone, for uihich today r caffy out the consecration [ir,
this phylactery f consectatel against NN. I invoke you who 

"r" 
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heaven, Sabaoth, Adonai, great God, glittering Helios who shin"e on all
tfre earth.

- I-ol are, the great Seqpent who walks at the head of all the gods, you
hold-the 6rst place in Egypt [the first nome of Upper Egyp"q that of
Elephantine, Khnum's seatl, which is also the hif of inliatiied land
[at the First cataract in the far south]. you have begotten yourself in

AGATHODATMON irt

the Ocean, Psoi, god of gods, you are he who manifests himself daily,

who sleeps in the northwest of the heavens and who tises in the south-

east. . .
Yes, Lotd Kmeph. I call upon eatth and heaven, Iight and darkness,

and the gteat god who has created everything, Sarousis, you, Agatho-
daimon *tt" tia me, grant me complete success in this opetation by
means of this ring and this stone.

(Sflhile yoo operate, say: There is only One Zeus Sarapis.)38

Dragon-snake and Lion, a magical papyrus tells us, are alike

"physicai principles of frre".In the sun-prayer, tcmgP!' Agatho-
daimon, H.lios, Psoi (Psois) are all directly identified with one

another. Psois deserves a glance, for he helps us to understand

how Agathodaimon became integrated in the Egyptian system'

He was one of a par of old deities, having as consort Ther-
mouthis (EmuteQ-a name traditionally given to Pharao!'s
daughter who found Moses. As the deification of good luck (Jai

in Egyptian), he was naturally merged with Agathodaimon. As

Psai #al the Egyptian name for the city Ptolemais, we may deduce

that he was th; divine snake ot guardian there. Ptolemaios I had

founded that city; and if Psois was known in it, we may guess

that he was already prominent at Alexandreia and perhaps al"eady

identified with Agathodaimon. Certainly the latter was established

in the capital by the lrd century s.c. and his female counterpart'
Agathe tyche, was most likely equated with Thermouthis. At

,
54. Gem.rith Chnoumis above analtat and insc-ription, onreverse "I

evet I am the Good SPitit."

il
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some-time, probably late in Hellenistic times, the pait of good_
Iuck deities were identified further with sarapis andisis (wnZ naa
her serpent-form and-wa.s also a Tyche, a F+ortune). Wiif. pr"i,
u/as fathef swallowed in the new equations, Thermouthis survived
better in separate form-as indeei atso Isis grew in i-p;;;;;..
at the expense of Sarapis. The females of th! protecting hoor._
snakes were called rhermoutheis, and -.r. trio, Isis, iinisters
in punishing sinners. The two snakes, by the way, that ptolemaios,
a sober historian, says guided Arexandlr the dieat to the oracteof Siwa and back across the desert, were certainly meant as a
91"9. sign and may be taken to represent psois and ,ihermouthis.
If this is so, it looks,as if psois wai arready identified *i,r, irrrpi,
and stood for the Agathodaimon of the new political dispenla_
tion.se

Sfe also find Thoth brought in. A haematite gem shours a
deity with neck and head oi ibis and crowned siake; on the
reverse th9 Ia| palindrome, Cltnoubis, and the words pisse pesse,
showing that amulet was for stomach_troubles. The 6aa fi"r"may be taken as a fusion of Hermes_Thoth and Agathodairion,
as found also in the inscdption Thaut psae on an aiuret reverse
with rhoth's ibis on the dther side, holding a caduceus onder itJ
yi"g Td bearing on its .head a tiny fiiure of Hurpot r"t.r.
Tlt?-ut -Psy gives us a dialectal form of Iiopt wordr'-.urriig
"Thoth Fortune of Thoth,, (Agathodaimoo;.no A .h;t;il"
shows a crowned snake, with Isii standing in a shrine on th.
obverse; the snake might thus be Agathe Tyche or Thermouthis.al
A figure on ahaematite amulet agaln shows a fusion of chnoubis
and Thoth; it has rv/o heads, oni of an ibis with atef_cto;rr" ,h.
other of a bearded serpent with pschent. The desigri i, .rr.iLi.a
yr:h i" inscription arponchnoupii brifnta]te-naphi imithouth; aid,it has been shown that the second t.i.t ir applied to choumis-
Choubis especialll in- a solar aspect.4z The fiist -"y .orrtui, tL
Egyptian Har [Horos] and Chnoubis; the third, Herm.s_Thoth. i'
any event Ernithouth is an anagram of rbernouthz, the vocative
of Thermouthis.

Chnoubis is further a pr otector ag^inst the Evil Eye; and among
the epithets most usually applied to him ate gigantorbektes ani
barophita. The first we find ai gigantEhonte4 gigaitipantorbektes and
gigantopniktorbektes: he is called giant-kild, giant-annihilator,
giant-render, and _apparently giant-throttler. 

'Birophita 
u".-, ,o

mean sefpent-crusher. aa
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We could follow up the variants and the shades of significance
in the amulets much further; but enough has been said to bring
out the main points and to show how important was this Chnoub-
Kneph-I(hnum figure in the world of magic. Exactly how the
fusions came about, it is hard to say; but in part through astrology,
in part through the sycretisms of magic, the serPent-creator. of
Theban cosmogony was merged with creator Khnum; Agatho-
daimon with his head of a bearded serpent was drawn in;
Chnoumis as first Dekan of the Lion gained himself a lion-head-
Hermes the astrologer described him, "He has a leonine face
emitting solar rays; his whole body is that of a serpent rolled in
spirals, turned upwards." But probably the general tendency
towards solar identifications has helped to bring in the lion-
image. !7e saw how snake and lion were now both solar creatures,

and the sun-prayer showed how Agathodaimon, I(meph and

Helios were connected. All these developments viere of the Graeco-
Roman period, indeed largely the product of the Empire; and
the identifications cannot be refuted because they cannot be

found to exist in eadier Egyptian religion. \)Vhat is obscure is the
precise step taken to bring this and that figure together; the
sequences are lost in the confusion ofpopular fantasies.

This investigation has not been irrelevant, since it has shown us

further the workings of thought and emotion in the shadowy
underwodd of culture in which alchemy was being nourished;
but it has led us away ftom, rathet than towatds, any historical
figure who can be given a role in the eady history of alchemy.
Thete is one area, however, in which Agathodaimon does have
some claim to represent such a figure, but that is far from Egypt'
among the Sabians of Harranin northern Mesopotamia. We have
aheady briefly noticed them, and rrow we must pay them some

closer attention.
Hattan, a Syrian town, lay on the big western bend of the

Upper Euphrates and survived till the roth century A.D. as the
last outpost of Sumerian, Hittite and Babylonian cultures. fn
the process it went through many changes. About 5 z8 n.c. it was

incorporated in the empire of the Medes and Persians; and it
has been suggested that in the following Achaimenid period,
when Egypt also became a paft of that empire, a widespread
fusion of cultures went on, which laid the basis of franian ideas

in Egypt. A further intermingling of cultures went on in the

i. iii " I,,'i.i!11
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5 y. Osiris enthroned on the mound with snakes

post-Alexander period, when presumably Graeco-Egyptian ideas
penetrated Syria and the Harran region, bringing rhe names
Hermes and Agathodaimon. Arab sources show that Harran was
connected closely with India (Sind),the Syrian towns ofDamaskos,
Tyre, and Hieropolis, Heliopolis in Egypt, and Balkh (where the
fire-temple of the Barmacides seems preceded by a temple of the
Babylonian Moongod Sin, and yet earlier by one of the Sumerian
Nannar of Ur). As a metallurgical ceritre it was linked with the
mines of Asia Minor, Kurdistan, Persia. Successive Mesopota-
mian dynasties seem to have used it as an important market for
gold, silver, coppef, tin, as well as mineral substances like sulphur,
arsenic sulphides, borax; with the later pafi of the znd millen-
nium r.c. iron and lead must have been added to the list. A men-
tion of I{harsini in connection with the temple of Hermes
suggests some amount of trade with China, but how far back that
'$/efit we have no idea. In any event Hartan was well-situated as
a place concentfating metallurgical lores, techniques, and myths
from a wide area, and playing a key-part in their development.
$Vhat we know of its cult-systems emphasises this point.ai

The temple of Kronos had an image of the god in Lead; the
associated colour was Black, the geometrical structure of the temple
was hexagonal, and the number of steps to the image,s throne
was Nine. The corresponding systems for the other six deities
was as follows: Zeus, Tin, Green, Triangular, Eight; Ares, fron,
Red, Oblong, Seven; the Sun, Gold (hung with Pearls), Squate,
Six; Aphrodite, Copper, Blue, Triangle (with one side longer

than the othet two), Five; Hermes' an Alloy of all the tnetals

(with Mercury in the hollow interior), Brown, Hexagonal (with

,qour" interior), Four (circular); the Moon, Silver, \7hite' Penta-

gonal, Three. At the wednesday servjce in the temple of llermes,a

Eto-tt Youth, who was a good scribe, was killed and quarteted;

the quarters \il/ere sepafately burned and.the ashes thrown in the

image's face. Hermei, with his inner spirit composed of Mercury,

-ur"rho, the principal god in many ways-though in eady time.s

the city-deity'-u, th" Moorr, Sin. But we must temember that all

the evidenc" ir lut" and does not prove such elabotations at an

eaily date. For instance the account of the number of steps is

dated about A.D. r3oo. sThat to make of the sacrifi.ce of the Btown

Youth is not clear, except that the story must link with alchemic

notions of death-rebirth centred on mercury.

All the evidence we have of Haffanalchemy is also Arab. There

is a translati on, Treatise of lf,/arning ascribed to the Sabian prophet

Agathodaimon; and Al-Dimashqui stated in the r3th century

thit the Sabians considered he had derived his lore from Enoch,

who was also Idris or Hermes Trismegistos' The following is a

summary of the doctdne:
The Heavenly Art depends on One Thing' To gain the re-

quired knowledge from ihe sayings of Hermes in his books, the

stoderrt should itick to the single illuminating sentence: This

Stone by vrhich the Work is performed is a Stone and not a Stone'

It is noian ordinary stone, for it melts and comes out of the essen-

ttal nature of the ,tott.t, a Cleat \Vater and a Pure Spirit' After
being mixed vrith whatever is necessary, 

^nd 
heated, it coagulates

into ihe Etesian Stone, through which alone tincturing is possible.

Copper, correctly tteated, becomes Silver, afld, after more treat-

**i, (addition of liquids, trituration, repeated coction), Gold'

Instru.iions are given about mixing the Stone with the Mercury

(Spirit) of the B,irnt Body of Ashes according lo tle prescribed

-.ignit of the art and exposing the moistened mixture to the

Sorr] Cur. was needed to keep the Mercury in moist union with
the Body till the latter became soft, fusible, divided into its
Elements; for, if the moisture lessens, the Tincture will be imper-

fect. As fire vras the worst enemy of the opefation's success,

much attention had to be paid to the degree of, heat reached, to

pfevent the Moisture diminishing to such a degree that the Body

would not aftetwatds accept the Spirit.
The clisciples then ask fiom what is the Stone got, what are its
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properties and how the att is to be carried out by experiment.
Agathodaimon tells them that the art was given by"Goi . srri r,
ibn Adam, who was ordered to keep his Lowledg. r..r"r. it.
Stone, the Light of the F;arth,,.rr.i, as a guide io all created
things and makes hidden things manifest; itls most resistant to
fire, which.only makes it purei and more excellent. .,Earth 

does
not cause it to decay or undergo cofruption, on account ofwhat
the creator has combined in it]' In the-operation various colours
?!pr?!, Red, Yellow, White, Black and 

-Gr..rr. 
Its tasre is sweet

like blood; its smell pleasant; it originates from the .^rth, wher.
there ts temperate heat, proper combination, and the dust is
loose and moisr. rt is the dinsist of alr things. The first op.rrrio'
is very difficult and can be carried oot or,Iy after many'a"f, "fcoction, trituration and repeated heating folowing tr.. uaaiti""
of moisture. Much patience is needed in lhe first staL of $/ashino
vhitening and Ruiting. The order of colour-ch""g.t i, irrii
$Thiteness to Redness: any Blackness at first pr.r.rr? i" tf.r. i"_
organic T^tl:t being eliminated and the mattei capable of being
endowed with- spirit (of being transmuted) thos ivhitened. Aj_
mixtureis firstly between the water and the Earth, and the BoJy
and the spirit; and secondln between $/ater and $/ater. combina-
tion is then effected by means of Fire, so as to unite Natures into
a..Single Thlig. Sflhen the Body has been reduced to fine particles
like ashes, "Blackness wil most rapidly change into wiriteness
by which the Noble Gift and m&t aosprcious Boon wil be
attained." Next comes information abooi the Recepta.t" to b"

AGATHODATMON ir1
used, the heat of the fire (like that of the brooding hen), and the
all-important separation of the Spirit by solution "so that the
grossness of nature will remain . . . and its essential-nature \fi/ill

have disappeared".
The agent for bringing about this required subtility in the

material, which makes Tincturing possible, is the Fiery Poison
extracted from the Natures by means of Fire. S7e are told how to
treat Copper with this Poison till the Single Gum (or ptoduct)
white as snow is obtained-called by the sages the \fhite. This is
put in a retort, and heated, first on hot ashes from burnt horse-
dung, till the Blackness that again appears ceases to appear, and
then on a frre of horse-dung. The product is transferred to
another instrument, where similar process of heating, distillation,
and drenchiflg Me caried out, till no Blackness at all survives in
the Nature of the substance. Then the Royal Colour appears,
the Purple, "from which comes the Complete Tincture which
eternity and the lapse of time cannot efface. Neither Water nor
Fire causes it to perish, nor will it decay or change as long as the
world abides." One mitbqal (24 carats) of it suffice to transmute
an unlimited quantity of whatever is to be dealt with.

The treatise ends with further warnings against the Enmity of
Fire, the need for subjecting substances to "decay" by many
days' exposure to the heat of moist horse-dung, which reduces
the compound to fine soft particles. Also the need to remove the
Spirit by solution. Patience is again advised for the work and for
penetrating the enigmatic language of the instruction. Disciples
must be of good understanding, loving wisdom, studying the
books of the sages and, as well, ready to devote themselves to
prolonged meditation.as

There arc mafly links between these formulations and other
works we have examined. Thus the opening aphorism about the
Stone is accompanied by the statement that the One Thing is

found "among both rich and poor, and ftom it no spot in the
market is free." (The aphorism itself is found in the Arab version
of one of Zosimos' treatises to Eusebios .) Maria, as cited by Ibn
Umail, spoke of coction of Soul and Spirit into a single thing like
Marble; the Arab version of the Zosimos treatise refers to the
Etesian Stone as like marble in its extreme whiteness; Agatho-
daimon compares it to Snow-appafently a local touch, since

Tlav.rar' had snow-capped mountains on both north and west.
Zosimos in The Key of tbe Art explained that the Stone wasy6. Silver from Samara with encircling grifiin (I{ermitage)

I
i
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called Etesian, Annual, since it was teborn every yeaf : showing
that the rebirth-imagery of alchemy was linked with the earth-
revival as well as the death-rebirth of initiation-ritual. We savr
Agathodaimon in a Greek MS referring to the purification of
tlr.e minerals as producing something "ltke acacia-gum or drops".
We found both Hermes and Kleopatra insistent on gentle heat;
like Agathodaimon they looked to the Sun rather than to violent
Flame. Exposure to sun and dew appears in the recipes of Demo-
kritos and of the Stockholm papyrus. The Single Gum of Agatho-
daimon seems argJrlkolla, comparable with the chrysokolla of
Hermes. Though a visible product resulted from the operation,
kolla (gum) may be taken as expressing the operative pov/er
inside matter, through which the constituent opposites, Body and
Spirit, are linked in the White or Red Elixir. (Atomic valency has
been suggested as a parallel in modern chemistry.)46

The list of five colours given by Agathodaimon are the primary
ones of the Chinese, who take Yellow as the colour of the Centre.aT
However, when he comes to describing the operations of change,
he uses the Greek system. According to Hermes in Tlte Liule Ke-1,

the ancients meant by Purple and Purple Stone the Rust of
Copper. Another name seems to have been komaris. Not that
these narnes imply that verdigris was the elixir; they apply to any
preparatiofls of any substance thought to be of use in bdnging
the elixir about. By the action of Fire the Spirit (Mercury) of the
materials in use was set free, until at last, after variows other
operations (especially solution and further heating), the Spirit
was reunited with separately purified Matter into an elixir, which
to some extent owned the creative and transforming energy of
the All or the One.a8

Two commentaries, those of Jamasp and Asfidus, seem to
belong to the Harrar tradition. Jamasp's treatise is ostensibly
dedicated to Ardashir, the first Sassanian king (a.n.zz6-4r). Such
evidence is not, however, trustworthy, as authors or latff scribes
were liable to insett a dedication that seemed to prove the anti-
quity of a work. Still, the commentaries are of interest in helping
to establish the fact of a definite Harar school of alchemy, which
looked on Hermes and Agathodaimon as its founders. Axioms of
Hermes on which the school based itself were: Whatever you
sow, you will reap; make the bodies bodiless and the bodiless
bodies; cultivate gold in the white silvery soil and drench it with
the watet of life. The first two of the axioms we know well frorn

our Greek manuscripts. The two commentatots cite Demokritos

as saying: "My Master'Ostanes used to submit the Nature to

coction irom ootside' then to triturate it, and [finally] to make the

Poison pefletrate into its inside."ae
Whaf is distinctive about the Ha'an school is its sttess on

the sole use of minetals and metals in the operations, together

with a dualistic theofy, which suggests a stfong Ifaflian basis. The

minetals, created by tire One out of the One, were made up of two

opposites, Matter and Spirit. Further the metal used in dne ptepar,a-

tifn of Gold and Silveiis Copper.6o Though Lead appears in the

Flanetary Table of the Metali, it is absent from the alchemic

writings. On the other hand, Lead is basic in the alchemy of the

Greelioperatofs. In order to suppoft the uniqrre natufe of the

Harcan Jchool it has been asserted that only there does copper

play a serious paft, and that where Zosimos mentions it, he is

osing the t.t-^ur a synonym for the stone (because the red hues

of .Jpp.r show up at some stage in the ptocesses) or as part of
the nime nofi,bda-ihatkas, lead-copper. Such a statemerit, however,

indeed go"rloo far.It is true that it is usually hatd to tell_if an

alchemiit is using any term in its literal or its symbolic sense ; but if
we were to apply our doubts about literal meanings in-a rigid way,

we could asl'what it was the Harran alchemists really meant by

Copper. This, however, is carrying scepticism too far' We often

-."i .opp.t in Gteek formulations: Stephanos thus writes:

So there is no need to be afraid of butning and reducing to ashes all

these bodies. For they come again to a cettain Po'wef and virtue and_ re-

bitth, since they own 
^ 

flut.ult" imitative of the whole univeme and of
th" "i"-".t, thlmselves, whence also the rebirth, a communion with a

certain spirit, as of things coming into exist€nceby a matetnl spirit. So

copper, like a *a.t, has both soul and spitit.
ito, it.r" melted and metallic bodies, when teduced to ashes, are

joined to the fire andagain made spirits; for the fite gives freely its
'spirit to them. As they 

-manifestly 
t1]<e- it from the air that makes all

things, just as it also makes men and all things, thence is g,rven t9 them a

-rituirpirit and a soul. So also the fusible bodies, reduced to ashes urith

the nietallic bodies, recover their soul by a certain method, as if
becoming akin to the fire. And likewise all the elements have creations,

destructi6ns, changes, and testorations ftom orie to anothet'

So also coppef, ifter it has t,een many times butnt and restoted with
oil of roses and expelled, becomes without stain, better than gold_. But

it is necessary to 
"l1o* 

of this being threefold, for the untinged, the

being-tinged, and the tinged.

AGATHODAIMON tr9

l
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The last sentence there ptesents the triadic formula in new terms.Again Stephanos says:

This.copper, suffering all things and being futher roasted, becomes theEtesian Stone in .ol,o.rr, Eteiian ,. ,ori.,hirrg bindi;;. Air., U.i"groasted, it is quenched in the divine moistor"e, whicli tfr"y .ri ,fr"divine water, the dissorved o', and it becomes the thicknesJ oi *rrr",and thete remains for 4r,days in-the genile heat of u .,rupo*_,iit,
vessel, the martet being destroy-ed .om"plet., ;L,.'"g;,'#;;;;;:r,
mystery, holy and sought_for of the wut., .f ,rtpil;;-;;d riir'r,r.Stone that does these things.

The Etesian or Annual Stone we have already noted; as a sub_stance, apartfrom a symbol, it seems something pyritic; .,roroo,
:Td., ae-r wtum, may be meant here fo-h;;p;'.;:;irr, ila"being of colour like i* r:9dr:l_purple of the ir"'rr'""ia. g"riro_burnt pyrites. Al-Razi inlns Shaiaabld.ii., H.rmes as sayinE that"The Great Tincture is formed from oo, ;;;;;il;;r;E;,
strong water. From other than these nothing .r"'i"-f*rrr-a.
Fuse them together until an the copper is merted and mixes withthe water to form the Great Storr.iiut

However at Haffafl we do seem to meet a local school firmlybased on copper and its preparation' url i, *^y U. 1""];;;
that the lore of Harru. goi., Lack to a period *h; ;"p;.;,;;;;"
chief metal in use, i.e., roughty 41oo io r2oo B.c. or a rittle laterwhen the Iron Age comes J.nlii.ry in. (Iron rust is mentioned irithe.commentaries, though not in ihe tre^tise of Agath;J;;;;"itself. "The subsrances *itt U. formed in the Fid Op.;;;;,just as fron Rust is formed.,, The referen.. to iron there, it willbe:roted, has no pdmary importance nrrJ.ootd be intrusive.)

This concenftation og gopper, to the exclusi"" 
"f 

irr_r"jf.r^a,
iJ 

certainlr striking and doi, ,o a""tt foint to an ancjent tradi_non; but to c^try alchemic theory, oo ihi, evidence ut""., iu.Lto the znd millennium n.c. is going too far. No doubt brclro_alchemy_proper could rrot hurr."d."&rp.a *ir; ;;r*;;; :fi#_
gence. of a gumber of facors, of which Greek phil;;"phy';;,
one. At most we can suggest that in Hauat some vefy old metal_lurgical ideas and imagei, carded on by local craftlfr;;r;i;i;,
coale^sced d:ring the Hellenistic and Rom'an periods with methodsand formulations from Eg{pt and Syria totproduce ,h";;;;fi;school of Agathod"imon. I? still remains n.ld thut ,rr. 6r..r._Egyptian names of Agathodaimon and Hermes were used to

AGATI{ODAIMON t27
denote the founders of Harrar alchemy. Attempts have been
made to find the name Hermes or something like it as that of an
ancient earth-god among the Kilikians and Hittites-Arna
among the latter, with the Greek Herwax re7ated.Ez The origin
of the Greek god Hermes is indeed obscure, but one line of inquiry
has been to link him with herna, hermax, rock, stone, ballast-
with the heaps or cairns of stone piled by roadsides or at holy
places. At least we can certainly say that he was often worshipped
under the form of a stone and that the berns orlterruaiwhichbear

y 7. Serpent-enclosed ithyphallic Osiris

his name were not statues at all,, but square pillars, tailing in a
little at the lower end, ctowned with a human head, and owning
a penis stuck half-way up the front. There is nothing unlikely
then in his having a primitive stone-god as at leasi one im-
portant aspect of his origins, or in this god having a wide eady
provenance in Asia Minor. But it is a long jump from the [Jr-
Hermes to the learned alchemist of Harran. Hermes may indeed
have had eatly metallurgical connections; for he was credited
with inventing fire and was identified with I(asmilos (I{admilos),
one of the I(abeiroi. However, in the case of Hatran there is no
evidence at all for the persistance of a cult of Hermes-Arma,
connected with copper-smelting craftsmen, who was merged with
Hermes Trismegistos during the period when Syria and Mesopo-
tamia were included in the Greek Seleukid empire (3rz to 65 n.i.).
At most we can say that during that period, or eady in the Roman
Empire, the prestige of Hermes and Agathodaimon were suffi-
ciently high in the sphere ofthe occult sciences to be taken over at
Harran to lend importance to the local lores, and that in the process
many ideas from the Egypt of Demokdtos-Bolos and Hermes
Trismegistos were drawn on-but not strongly enough to drive
out the copper-basis of the local lores and practices. What is
most impressive in the Harran alchemy of Agathodaimon is its

I
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insistence on keeping to metals alone for its operations. That fact
doe,s strongly suggest a close link of the ideas with metallurgical
craft-fnternities who, in their mystery-revelations, had many
consetvative and ancient elements.

15

Zosimos

ioto a.iti"t or mythical charicters: Zosimos of Panopolis' He is

;i*d;y the Synkellos and by Photios; and all the later alchemists

,p""k of him with respect. He is the Crown of the Philosophers'

ii. i^"g""ge has the Depth of the A!r9s' The Sowda says that he

and hi-s slster compor.d t-.ttty-eight Books, an Alchemic

n".y.i"p.aia, with'the title CieiroAruen like that of Bolos'

Poriiorrr'survive in Greek, or in Syriac versions'l It has been said

that the numbet twenty-eight was used for his books because he

named each one uft.t ott.Lf the twenty-four Greek letters, plus

the four mote of the I{opt alphabet' But he may have been.think-

i"t "f gt""ps of four books,^each undet one of the seven planets ;

or"of rt. lular month. He was a pagan, but his text suffers from

ihrirti"r, interpolations, and the Llchemist called The Christian

cites him. FIe was well read in general Hermetic literature, and

t t.* of ttre krater-baptism, the fall and the ascent to the Fitst

Man, Antbropar, the hlavenly mirror where the soul sees its true

nurorr,and so on. But he was still a genuine-ptactising alchemist'

whatever his views on the wider aspects of theory' He was cer-

tainly not the same man as Zosimos the historian'

He cites Demokritos and Afrikanos' The latter was almost

certainly the Sextus Julius Africanus, at whom we have aheady

gl"rr..d. He seems J Syrian and lived.mainly at Emmaos' The

3f"f.af". says that hs wrote on medical science, agriculture'

chemical matiers, geography, warfate and the histoty of Armenia

at;;;g on the1ib"lZrn oi Edessa;' rrts Chronikon tn f,ve books

i."tt *iltn events from the Creation to A'D' 227; parts of it vrere

extracted by Eusebios in his Chronicle, and some f,ragments

survive. He wrote to Origen impugning the authority of the

Bnk of Swsanna; his letter u"a Otigt" s teply are extanl Also,he

wrote"to Aristeides on Christ's genlalogies in Matthew and Lupe.
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Another work of his was Kestoi (Girdles) named after Aphrodite's
Gitdle, in twenty-four ,Books (says the Souda), fourLen (says
Photios), nine (says the Synkellos): a sort of commonplace book
on a wide vatiety of_subjects. The Geptkika includes-recipes of
his on the preservation of wine. \Vhen Emmaos was b'urned
down, his .fellow-townsmen sent him to solicit Elegabal for
its restoration; he succeeded and a new town, Nikop-olis, was
built in zzr. The historian Sokrates classes him with clement
and origen as one of the most learned christian writers. However,
the souda tells us that his remedies consisted of written characters.
incnntations and magic words. He is quite tik.ly;h;;;;;;;
alchemist. He is cited among alchemic authoritiis and in an initial
list.2

Zosimos was interested in apparatus, like Mana, whose work
he knew. He wrote a treatise On Instruruents and Farnaces, and,he
referted to the pneumatic and mechanical work of Archimedes
and Heron.s He deals with the tribikos or three-pointed alembic
and its tube; the description is illustrated with figures showing an
alembic, head, tubes, recipient, phials on a firnace, with"the
axiom: "Above, the heavenly things; below, the earthly. By the
male and the female the work is accomplished.,' Thus he carries
on in the idiom of I{leopatra. His counsel is the traditional one of
silence. "Reveal nothing ofall that to anyone else and. keep these
things to yourself. Silence teaches virtue. It is very fine to-under*
stand the transmutation of the Four Metals ; lead, copper, tin and
silver, and to know how they change into perfect^ Gold." In
On Lime he ends, "This is the secret one has sworn never to
teyeal." As a result he uses the circuitous and allusive language of
the art. "This stone which isn't a stone, this precious ttring ;hict
has no value, this polymorphous thing which has no folm, this
unknown thirrg which is known of all.', And ..here is the Mithraic
Mysterf, the incommunicable Mystery".a

y8. Serpent containing the four cardinal points

Zo SIMO S ,2t

It is often said that though of Panopolis he must have worked

in Alexandreia; but there is no reason why he should not have

mainly lived in his home town, which was a lively centre of
cultuie, with its own mixture of Greek and Egyptian elements

and with a strong pagan nationalism. The letter that he wrote to
his sister, cited in Chapter II, shows that he shared the Pano-

politan outlook.s His date seems aroulld a.o. 3oo' In hk Con;'
-nentary 

on tlte Letter Oruega he often cites Hermes, especially his

On Natures and On Inmaterialit-1t. The Conrnentary may represent

one of the twenty-eight books of his encyclopedia; if that work,
arcanged. on a planetary basis, began with the Moon, the Omega

Book*would belong to the section on Ktonos.6 The text is not in
a good state, but it is worthwhile to attempt a rendering:

The letter Omega, the round one, the twy-fotmed, the unconquered,

belonging to th-e Seventh Zone of. Ktonos accotding to the bgfily
.".rr"lfo-r according to the incorporeal sense, it is quite anothet thing'
inexplicable, as alone Nikotheos the Hidden [a Gnostic to whom.an

"po.ulypt" 
was attributed] has known-according t"i'9 t"tre Uoflty

.".rr., ihrt which is called the Ocean, "origin and seed of all the gods",

says the poet lHomer] . . . this grand and admirable letter Omega

cont"ins tire tteatise ottih" 
^pputitos 

of the divine watet fsulphur] and

on all the fufnaces, mechanicll and simple, and generally on all things.

Zosimos to Theosebeia , may all go well with you'
Timely tinctures, woman' have turned the book on furnaces into

ddicule. Many men indeed, on account of having enioyed the favour

of their osrn'daimon so that they succeeded with timeiy tinctures, have

mocked at the book on futnaces and appatatws, as not being ttue' And
no afgument could convince them th^t th^t book was the ttuth. only
when-their owt daimon left them at the time marked for them by Fate

and they were controlled by anothet daimon, a disastrous one, have they

been petsuaded. Then, aftei all their art and happiness has been brought

to 
" 

,lop and the same-formulas of chance have been tutned into con-

trary edects, they have been forced in their own despite- to. face the

eviience of theii Fate's atguments; and so they have admitted that

thete was some truth in thoie procedures that previously they scotned.

But such men could find no rdmission into the presence of God or of
the philosophers [alchemists]. Let the times indeed change afresh in
form and gto* b"ttet from one moment to the next, let the daimon

gmnt thenia material benefit, once again they'll change-their opinion

i.rd agtee to the opposite of what they w"re sayilg' They forget. all

the ea"rlier factual irrid".t.", and, always at the pull of Fate, whether

towards the afotesaid opinion ot towards its contrafy, they can conceive

nothing but matetial things, nothing but Fatality.

l

f" l :r lri ! l. j.r I r.'ii &;',
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These are the men whom, in his book On Natures, Hermes called:o'Men without intellect, simpre puppets in Fate's procession, without

ayy idea of incorporeal things, noi Even of the Fate itserf that dghtly
drags them along-thoug! 

Jh.y neyer pause in protesting uguirrr? fr",
cgrporeal corrections, unable to imagine nothing b.yorjthl benefits
she gives."r

This is all part of the argumenr against submitting to Fate, to the
deterministic view of life. Such iview, it is argu"ed, is in.oitrbi.
in men who cannot rise to a true consciousness of the nature of
things; for they are indeed at the mercy of forces they ."nnot
know and so cannot control. For a while perhaps .,timely
tinctures"-that is, work operating on a schematc ryit.rn of the
cofrect "times" for its experiments*may produce good resuJts.
The men are then impermeable to argument. But ivhen things
start going wrong, as they certainly*ill_rirr.. abstractschem!,
cannot bring the same consistent results as tfl.]e knowledge _
then these men are ready to accept the arguments they deiied,
but h,eir, acceptance is made witiout unde-rstandirrg ,rrd is use_
less. Zosimos makes clear that he is speaking, not o?y or crafts-
qen in general, but of certain ptu.titiorr.rs of his own art
whom he considers to be on the iroog tr^.k. thoogh;.-d;
not here gpecify their methods, we m"f ,rrom. that ihey lacked
in his opinion a grasp of the necessary theory; that thly werettlilg to apply recipes and formulas without understanding the
triadic principles of transformation and the unitary ,rutoi" of
matter. He goes on:

lletmes and zoroaster have decrared the breed of philosophers to be
above Fate, as they do not rejoice in the good fortuni she gives. Rather,
they are m.aslers_ of pleasures and are noistrickenby th" Jvils ,h. ;";l;
i|:1.I truly look beyond all their ills. And they do not accept the fine
gifts that come from her, since they pass their life in immatJriality.s

Here he widens his argument to take in not only alchemists but
all sages who claimed to be above earthly things and the ,otroi
planetary po\r/ers. For the moment he is not dis"cussing ho* .o"_
rect they are in considering that they live in an ,,iinmaterial,,
sphere.

The whole bias of his argument is against astrorogic determin-
ism, with which he links the questiJn of timely J, 

"pp"ri"".mo:ne-nt, as fixed by the stars. The astrologers claimed to'be able
to {ind out such filoments and thus to settl"e what was the co'ect

t
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time for starting on all enterp rises, katarcbai. They held that each

section of time, large ot small, was dominated by a particular
influence, by a chronokratur star, one that controlled time. Calcula-

tions of opportune moments were made especially with-the Moon
as cbronokritor; her tevolution was cut into sections of z$ days: the

time she took to cross a Zodtacalzone. But the principle could be

applied to the Sun or any planet. The system was particularily
ri-ttg in Egypt where each of t},Le 36 dekans in tutn was the

ruler of one of tlne 76 dekads; and opportune moments were

worked out hour by hour. (In the account of Alexander's birth
by the pseudo-I{allisthenes, the magician Nectanebo twice held
up the babe's emefgence so as to make it occur at the moment
favourable for wodd-empire.) As metals and minetals were

thought to grow and be born, the methods used for finding the

timely *ottt.ttt of katarcbai could be applied to metallurgical
process. Cleatly many alchemists had given pre-eminence to these

astrologic principles, which Zosimos sees as diverting them from
the real problems of formative Process and change. Incidentally
rrre noti; that the descent of Amnael to Isis was determined by
the astrologically timely moment (in one of the versions); Zosimos

would have objected to this detail as an interpolation by the

deterministic school.

That is also why Hesiod shows us Ptometheus warning Epimetheus:

"What is in the eyes of men the greatest good-fotune?
"A lovely .woman and a lot of money."
To which Prometheus ansvers:
"Beware the acceptance of gifts from Olympian Zeus.
Put them afar from yot."

Thus he counsels his btother to reiect through philosophy the gifts of
Zeus, that is of Fate.

Zoroaster declares ptesumptuously that by knowledge of all the

things from on high and the magical virtue of cotpoteal so-unds, aman is

ableio ward offali the evils of Fate, both theparticulatandtheuniversal
ones. Hetmes, on the conttary, in his book Or Innaterialiti takeshold
also of magtc; for he says that the spititual man, he who understands

himself, mo.t not redtess anything whatever by magic, even if he tates

it as good, nor must he do violence to Necessity. He should let it act

"."ot-di.tg 
to its nature and its choice, and he should advance solely by

the quesiof himself-holding fitmly, in the knowledge of God, to the

ineffable Ttiad, and leaving Fate to deal in its own way with the mite
that belongs to it-that is, the body.

And thui, he says, by this way of thinking and living, you'll see the
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son of God becoming all things in favour of the pious souls in order
to draw the soul from the region ofFate and raise it to incorpoteaiity.
S.:.Iry becoming all-god, angel, vulnerable man. For, sinceire can do
all, he becomes all he w1sh1 [and-he obeys his Father]. penettating the
body, illuminating the intellect of each man, he gives hlm tt . imfrolse
to climb towards the happy region whete this inGilect is found bifot"
becoming'corporeal, it makes him follow in its track, p"t, ti- i" u
state of desite, and serves him as guide up to that supernatutal light.

Zosimos' text of Hesiod was somewhat interpolated; and his
interpretation 

_sophisticates the simple meaningi in the manner
of the later allegorisers. But what he says abiut zoroaster is
important. He rejects the idea that some kind of direct gnosit,
aided by magical forms of compulsion, is rhe way of mrsi.ring
Fate_. The position he sets out for Hermes ,..-, ui first grance tt
be close ro that of the stoics with their emphasis on inne? bahnce
or justice; but for an.alchemist the quest ior self-knowredge was
necessarily linked with the quest for the clues of inner chalnge in
metals. lil/hat Hermes and Zosimos are rejecting is the idea that
gl. :1" defeat Fate (all the deterministic mechaiisms, which are
identified with the servile elements in society and with bodily
necessities) by sacramental-magic means ot by a sheer effort of
will or some short-cut to ilrumination. These means are con-
sidered as much a dereliction as the mechanistic approachwhich
the eadier section of the treatise criticised. The true iay is that of
the.Furnaces and Appyltls: presumably the way shown by Matia
and Kleopatra, in which at evety rtug. .*p"timentar action is
joined with spiritual illumination.

The latterpart of Zosimos'text given above seems to have been
in pan changed or interpolated by a christian scribe or comffien-
tator. The phrzse "and he obeys his Father" is an obvious intru-
sidn, which attempts to convert the Gnostic saviour into christ.
vlhat zosimos has in mind would be easier to state if we knew
more of the gnostic Nikotheos whom he cites at the outset. rwe
know this thinker only from various references. He was disliked
bI t. Neoplaronists; his Apocafupse was attacked by the disciples
of Porphyrios. But the Manicheans counted him among'the
number of their prophets. In the Gnostic treatise known i's the
Bruce Codex we are told of the Monogene, the Only_begotten,
tlaj ::to speak of him as he is,- wirh the iongue of flesh, i, I-por_
sible". However some specially favoured rien have been abL to
read the rnystery:

I
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That is why the powers of the great Aions paid homage to the powe't

that was in Marianes, saying, "Sfho is this man, who has seen such

things face to face?". . . And Nikotheos spoke about this, for he saw

who this being was, and he said, "The Father exists, supetiot t9 :]-ttl
perfect thing.;He has revealed the Triple Power, perfect and invisible.0

The Neoplatonists classed him among the Mages. Porphyliol
remarks of t-o men whom he considered backsliders: "They had

departed ftom the ancient philosophy and. possessed a great

trotrrb.t of works by Alexandros of Libya, of Philkom€, of
Demostratos of Lydia. . . They also made show of Reue/ations of
Zoroster, of Zostrian, of Nikotheos, Mesos, and others like them'

They deceived many people . . . Plotinos often refuted them." What
was there about Nikotheos then that made Zosimos admire his

account of being rapt to heaven? Srith the paucity of ourmaterials
it is hard to say; but perhaps it was an emphasis on the unity of be-

ing and at the same time on the triadic nature of its manifestations.

Itieems we may attribute to Nikotheos the doctrine that the Son

of God, the Monogenes, could become anything-that is, under-

go any transformation. If so, that would explain why Zosimos

ihoogirt he held the great clue which was denied alike to mecha-

nist-minded seekers and to those relying on magical forces for
short cuts, to those who thought a philosophic asceticism enough

in itself and to those confident in gaining special favours from aloft
by use of appropriate formulas. The alchemic '\,'r'ay cut across all

these methoat utta held that one coul.d truly save one's soul only

by concretely and scientifically entering into the transformations
oinature, which were also those of the Monogenes' who expressed

the unitary character. of process.l0

59. The cold still of Zosimos
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"Z-o;iygs 
goes on about this Monogenes, the primal Man, also

called Adam:

,cinfael as well the picture that Bitos drew and fwhat has been written
lyf ,L" thtice-gteat Plato and the infinitely gr"ri H"rrrr"s: you will see
that Thouth is.interpreted in hieratic langriage as the First Man, the
lnterpfetef of all others, he who gives a name to all corporeal things.

Bitos is ag1in an obscure figure, but he seems cleady the same
person 

3s the prophet menrioned by Iamblichos us interpreting
Hermetic thought; for here again wi meet a context of Fate and
its overcoming. The Egyptians, Iamblichos says, do not attempt
to solve cosmic matters by reason alone,

but invite men to ascend, by the aid of hieratic theurgy, towards more
lofty and morc perfect beings, superior to Fate, towuid, God and the
demiutge, and do not work bn thi matter ot catry anything oot e"ceft
at the exigency of a timely movement.

--.H"tT.r has taught this way; and the prophet Bitys has madeKing Ammon acquainted with it, having found it -ritt.o i' tt.
sanctuaries, in the hietoglyphic inscriptions of Sais in Egypt. He made
known that the name of God *""n, *ir"t"ver is spread oIi in the whore
wodd. But there is in his thought many other ways of dearing with the
same subjects, so that you don,t seem to be ri ht when io., brirr'
everything down among the Egyptians to physicil causes.ll o

The pantheisric note that Iamblichos attributes to Bitys may well
explain why zosimos thought highly of him. Just as'NikJtheos
(if I am right) saw the divine foice undergoin"g transforrrrutior*
into anything and everything, so Bitys s"* thlt force at work
everywhere and anywhere. Zosimos, by the way, in the last
passage of his cited, makes a common pun on Hermes and
bemtenew (interpreter). He goes on:

The chaldaians, the Parthians, the Medes, and the Hebrews cail him
Adam: which is interpr,eted as Virgin Earth, earth the colout of blood,
earth red-fire, earth of flesh. we find all this set out in the Libraries oi
the Ptolemies,-and deposits of these writings were made in each ,.-pt;,
especially in the Sa-rapieion, when Anesas the highpdest of Jerosai"mwas invited to send an interpreter who ttanslat.I ti," Hebrelw text t;;the Bible] into Greek and into Egyptian.

- Ir.arian speculations on the primal Man went farback. Hippo_
lytos tells us that the Chaldaians called him Adam, th. Arryriir^
Adonis or Endymion, the phrygians Attis, the Egyptians Oslris,
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and the Greeks Hermes-while the Hlnn to Attit resumed these

names, adding that the Samothracians called the Primal Man

Adamna, the 
-Haimonioi Korybas, and the Phrygians also u,sed

the name Papa.Lz As for Adam as the Earth, Olympiodoros adds,

"He becamJthe first man of all out of the Four Elements; he is

called also the virgin Earth and the Fiery Earth and the Earth

of Flesh and the Earth looking like Blood: you will find these

things in the Ptolemaic Libraries." \7e have here a set of puns

worfed out by Alexandrian Jews: Hebrew adamab: Earth, and

Gteek adm|s:Virgin. Hesychios has "Adama: Virgin F;a-rth",

and Josephos suyt of Adam: "which signifies one that is flame-

colorlred^as he was made our of frery [red] eatth; for such is virgin
e^rth."Li Zosimos seems drawing on Jewish-E'glptian sources

for his remark on the Bible, which replaces the name usually

given, Flleazar, with Anesas, and adds a (non-existent) version

into Egyptian.

So, the First Man, who is Thouth among us, these peoples have named

Aiam, with a name borrowed ftom the tongue of the angels' {"d 19'
only tilat, but they have named him symbolic-ally, using Fost Stoicheia

[Leiters, bl"*"ttti1 drawn from the totality of the sphete,. according to
it 

" 
Uody. The A olthis name of this name expresses the rising sun, air;

the D expresses the setting sun, the eatth which inclines downwards on

account Lf its weight; [the second A expresses the notth, water] ; M
expfesses the matuiing fire which is intermediary between these bodies

anb which refers to the intetmedraty zone, the foutth'
Thus it is that the sensual Adam is named Thouth accotding to the

external patteming. As for the man who is inside Adam, the spiritual

mu.r, he'has similtaneously a personal and a universal name' His

personal name I have not learned so far; only indeed Nikotheos the

irnmatchable has known it. His universal name is Pltot fLightl: hence

the way of calling men Pbotes.

Whin phos *"i in Patadise breathing in the fteshness [the Archon-

tes], instigated by Fate persuaded him, as- something hatmless-and

*liiroot #ter-effect, to put on the body of Adam which came from

their hands, which had iJsued from Fate, which was formed of the Four

Elements. ile, being without guile, did not refuse and they glorified in

the thought that henceforth they held him in.slavety'
Indeeithe extetnal man is a bond, as Hesiod says, the bond by which

Zeus bound Prometheus. Then, aftet that bond, Zeus sent him as

anothef bond Pandora, whom the Hebrews call Eve. In allegodcal

terms, Prometheus and Epimetheus compose together a single man:

that is, soul and body. Ai one moment Prometheus [Man] tesembles

the soul, at anothet he resembles the intellect, at another the flesh,

fl
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because of the refusal of Epimetheus when he refused to risten to hisown [intellect].

_-In effect the Nous, our god, declares: ..The Son of God, who can do
all things and become a[ things as he wishes, shows himselir. rt" -irrr*to each man."

. 1{1rd. "p !o ,H-r day, and on till the end of the wodd, in secret and
ln nrdden ways, he comes to those who are his and communicates withthem, counselling them, in sectet and by means of their i.rt"il..t, to
separate themselves from their Adam, who brinds them and who
grudges the spiritual and luminous man.

Thus it goes on until there comes the falsely_imitating daimon,who
grudges them and who 

-vrants, 
as before, to send them 

"slray 
Uy .rfii"g

himself the Son of God, though he is hideous of soul ,"d nJap n",
they become wiser since they received into themserves him #rr" i,truly Son of God, they deliver over to him their own Adam ,o ,t 

"i 
t .

may kill him, while they save their luminous spirits for their o*r t o*"-land-there where they were before coming into the wodd.
But at first, before teaching these audacites, the farse imitator, the

jealous one, sends from persia his-precutsot urho launcher ;;;;-lyi"g
discourses and who drags men artng in the procession of Fate. His
name has nine letters, courrting the dipihong u, i*o, whi.h .ortesporrd,
to the number in Fate. [The name is Maichaios: Fate is Heinainene.f
Then, after about seven Petiods, he himserf will come in his "-" "r,"r..S7e find all that only among the Jews and in the sacred fr".U, "fHermes, c9n9e1{ng the luminous min and, his guide the Son of God,
the terrestrial Adam and his guide the false-imi#or, who calis hi-r;lf,
by-a blasphemous lie, the Son of God. The Greeks call the ,.rr"roi"r
Adam Epimetheus, who receives from his intellect [that is, hil b;;rh;4
the advice not to accept the gifts of Zeus. Howeveiafter having fanen,
:"p:lt.q,- and lought.-the 

-blessed 
land . . . [As for nro-.tt irr, tt 

"intellect] he explains all and advises in all matters those vrith ,firir""r
ears. But those with only corporeal ears belong to Fate, f., tfr"i "*"ftand admit nothing else.

Those who succeed in 
_timely tinctutes assert that there is nothing

outside theit afi, and mock at the great book on Furnaces, tlr.y ao ,ro't
even heed these words of the?oet (Homer): o.So far rfr" goa, h"""
never given to men all good_things all together,,, and -tu't folo*r,
and they-pay no attention,.they do not loatd igains, ,fr" "iai"rrlcourse of human affairs in the sense that, i,ith rejard to a given ati,
success is various, vatious the practise, from the fictthattr,Jdivetsitu
of human manners and astral figures make the att i" q".rtio' ut.l
divetse, that one artisan takes ihe lead, anothe, ,"*ri., ; ;ilpi;
ctaftsman, while another remains backward and yet another, stilr worle,
makes no ptogtess at all.
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tVe see then that in all industties men practise the same art with

tools and methods that differ and show themselves to possess varying
degrees of intelligence and success. But more than in any othet it is-in

the Sacred Att above all that one can make this statement- Tahe fot
instance the case of a bone-fuactute. One finds a bone-setting priest

and he, strong in piety towatds the gods, te-sets the bones so well that

one heats a gtatingnoise as the bones fit into one anothet. If one cannot

find a priest, in oider to stop the aflicted man from feallnq that he"ll

die, one goes in search of physicians who own books filled with line
drawings shaded in the manner of paintets and vrith all sorts of designs.

Then, according to what the book says, one binds the patient all around

with a dressing, and he lives a long time vrith his health tecovered' So

there is no question of leaving the man to die, just because one didn't
find. a bone-setting priest. But the persons of whom I speak, on

meeting a fallure,leave themselves to die of hunger because they didn't
take thi uouble to understand and to tealise the "bone-setting" model

of the Furnaces, which would have made them, happy mortals,

triumph over poverty, that incutable evil.

I have omitted some brief Christian interpolations, which disturb
the flow of the argument.l4 The imitative spirit, Antimimos,

recalls the Counterfeiting Spirit of the Gnostics (considered in
Chapter II); also the Antitheos of the Mazdeans and the cheat

of II Thessalonians (2,4). The precursor from Persia seems

certainly Manichaios (Mani), -n'ho died under Bahram I (e.n.

274-7i. As for the Seven Periods, Zosimos has drawn these

from the works of the Magousaioi who taught that the life of the

wodd was divided into seven ages or millennia, each under a
planet of its own and beadng the name of the metal associated

with the planet. \7e noted this creed at the outset of out inquiry
(in Chaptir II). Such Magian views developed into the Jewish-
Christian chiliastic creeds. Lactantius amoflg the Christians in
particwlar set out the schemes, drawing onaMazdean source. The
wodd was to last six thousand years; then the reign of Christ
would be established on earth for a millennium of felicity; in the

eighth millenium the universe would be destroyed and recreated

in a form that would last fotever. Lactantius noted with gratifica-
tion that in this matter pagan wisdom agteed with Christian revela-

tion, and he specially praised Hystaspes, whom he considered a

"vety ancient king of the Medes", an inspired man. He therefore

had no scruples in incorporating passages from The Apokafupse

of Hlstaspes into his Institutions'
We may note that the person who is to come after the seven
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periods in Zosimos'formulation is probably, not the Antimimos
Qs the grammar would make us suppose), but the true redeemer.
the Monogenes. fn the final pu*"g. the hit-or-mir, ,kili;;;h;
priest is compared with the fully-grounded knowledge of the
physician with his books involving both theory anjpractice.
As for the main sources of ZosimoJ exposition, ire himself indi-
cates them: the work of Nikotheos, vadous works of Hermes, and
ana]le9glcalexegesis of Genesis. We may add anallegodcal work
on Hesiod' Philon of Alexandreia shows us how Hellenised Jews
explained their Bible in highly fanciful and elaborately symLofic

feno.wn.l? First comes the letter to his sister on metallurgy in old

Egypt.He goes on:

some persons then reproach Demokritos and the Ancients for not

#i"d mentioned these two atts' but only those that arc termed

i.Ui"lfftit reproach is futile. They could not do it, these m9n wlro

were the friends of the Kings of Egypt and who gloried in holding the

first rank in the class of"proptrets. ttow could they have openly'

ug"inrt royal otdets, set outln public their knowledge and give others

the sovran Power of wealth?
Even if ihey could have done it, they would not; for they were

careful of their secrets. It was possible only fot Jews, secretly'- to

"p"*r", 
wdte,and publish these tlrings- Indeedwe findthat Theophilos'

,in of Theogenes, has described all the country's goldmines and we

have Maria'slreatise on Furnaces as well as othel writings by Jews'

\7e see his Egyptian pride again obtruding; also his wish,to

enlarge the prJstige of-hit .ruit by painting the greatness-9|hit

pr.diessors', theirigh tegard in rlhic\they were held' "I{ing's
hriend" was arr honodfic title, often found in the astrologers;

and the rank of prophet was the highest one in the priestly

hierarchy. Bolos in Phlsika and lufustika speaks. of.his ldt":*-
Prophets.ra The Herm6tic idea of the Prophet is given in Kore

Kosrnouz

They are those who learned from Hermes that the atmosphere is filled

-ith dri*o.ts and have engtaved it onhidden stelai'

They are those who atne, instructed by Hetmes of the. secret

otdin#ces of God, have made themselves for humanity the initiators

and legislators of the arts, sciences, ar'd craft-.activities of all sotts'

fn"! ut" those who, ha-ving learned from Hermes that things below

have received from the Demi-urge the otder-of-being in sympathy with

ihor" ,borr", have instituted Jn earth the sacted functions linked

vettically with the mysteiies of heaven.

in"t 'are those, who, having recognised the cotruptibility of bodies'

have ingenioosly-crerted the ferfecied-excellence in all matters of the

pi"pfr"t-., so that never is a p"rophet, destined to lift his hands to the

nodr. inrro."nt of any of the beings-and so that philosophy and magic

;;;;titlt the sorrl, and medilne cure thebodywhenaffiictedwith
any ill.le

Zosimos continues with his accouftt of tinctures:

But neither Jews nor Greeks have ever made p-ublic timely tinctures'

These tinctu"res, indeed, the Jews deposit in the [treasudes] where they

f", ,fta. riches, giving thein to diiine images to guard' As for the

ittzo srI\do s

6o. Cosmic serpent enclosing Hermopolis

terms; arrd though the allegorisers worked mainly on Homer
among the ancient poets, Hesiod .was not forgotten.l5

Aftet his long introduction, Zosimos says, .Gut enough on this
point: let's return to ouf subject, which concerns apparatus.,,
He tells his sister that he feels repugnance, since he ca^n-not hope
to do better than the ancients, yet he'll submit to his pupil's
wish and compose his treatise on Furnaces. However, ull thut
s-ulviv9s is a passage on the alembic. But we may assume that the
following account of tribikls and tube is a pari of the promised
treatise.l6

fn a treatise called Final Account--4pparcntly the concluding
part of his encyclopedia-Zosimos again sets out his positionl
but this time he speaks mainly of tinitures. The full Aie is fil
First Book of tlte Final Account of zosimos the Theban: some scribe
has perhaps added the name of Thebes as that of a place of
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treatment of minerals, which disers much from timely tinctures, they
do not show themselves at all as jearous-b."ror" this art cannot bur
show itself outwardly-and whoever tries to practise it [cannot] r".rrri.,without punishment. If in effect a man is .u.rgrrt diggi'q a mine bv the
inspectors of State ManuFacture, or, ,..o.rnt"o f rci,it,?"."r., :: . o,
because furnaces cann_ot- be hidden away, while timely ti.rcto*, 

-^..

carried on quite out of view, That,s why-you don,t see'rfrra u"f"i rfr.
ancients has published secretly or openly, anything whute-r./ on ihe
subject. In the whole series of the ,rrii"rrtr, I -have found only
Demoktitos making allusion to it. . .

It is clear that formerly, in the time of Flermes, these tinctures .were
called natural, 1l +"y had to be described in terms of the general titie
of the book called Book of Naural Tinctare4 dedicated to l"tidorot. B,ut
yhgn they became the object of the jealousy of the daimons of the
flesh, they became timely tinctutes and tooL o.,,r", that name. Stin,
reproaches ate made to the ancients, and above all to Flermes, for rrot
having published them, secretly or openly, and. for making 

"o 
uttorio'

to them.
only Demokritos has set them out in his wotk and mentioned them.

And.as for them [the ancient Egyptians], they engraved them on their
stelai in the datkness and depths or tn" i.-pi.s ii symboric chatacterc

-both the tinctures and the chorography of Egypt_so th"t, 
"rr.r,thoysh one carried boldness, to the-poini of pei.itati.rg into'those

dark depths, if one had neglected t6 learn tfr. t.n o# could not
decipher the characters for all one,s boldness and trouble.

The Jews, then, imitating the Fgyptiu.rr, deposited the timely
tinctutes in their subterranean chambeis together with their formula's
of initiation; and they set down this warniig in their testaments: ..rf
you find my treasures, leave the gold to tho-se who desire their own
ruin; but if you find out ho,qr to understand the characters, you will
gather all the wealth again in a short while. On the other harrd, if yoo
take only the wealth' you.will go to your ruin because of the jealousy of
kings, and not only of kings, but oi all men.,,ro

These passages give us another reason why the alchemists were
so s€cretive. The harping on the ..jealousy of kings,, remind.s us
of the probable persecution under Diocletian; oid.r either the
Ptolemies or the Romans anyone known to be dedicated to
goldmaking was sure to 

^ttr^ct 
the unwelcome attention of the

authorities and be exposed to ridicule and persecution.
There are then two kinds of timely tinctures. one of them, that of
stuffs, the daimons who watch over every place have handed over to
their o'urn priests. That is why, besides, ih.y ".. calred time[t, because
they operate according to the timely moments through the 

-will 
of the
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supposed daimons; and when the daimons cease from giving their

assent [they fail to oPerate]. . . .
The-other kind of timely tinctures, that of genuine and natutal

tinctutes, were set down by Hermes on the sldlaiz "Melt down the sole

thing which may be greenish yellow, red, sun-colour'-pale gree-n,

yelJw ofochte, gteen verging on black, and the rest." As for the eatths

ihemselves, Hermes has called them with a secret name, "sands", and

has revealed the kinds of colouts. These tinctures act naturally, but

they are gtudged by the tertestrial daimons. llowever, if anyone, after

being initiated, dtirr"t the daimons away, he will obtain the sought-for
result.

How far Zosimos was really worried about dainons and how far

he is using allegorical language is hard to say. The comment about

the timely tinclures being "handed over to the priests" whom the

daimons i.-., .oggests some sort of tivalty betureen the al-

chemists and the priesthood-though how it could operate is not
cleat. Timely Tinctures, in their opposition to Natural Ones, cer-

tainly mean those operations catried out according to ast-rologic

syst;ms which deteimined the cotrect time and place of wotk.
W" ut" reminded of lamblichos' temark about the Egyptians

refusing to "catty anything out except at the exigency of a timely

movement". There he is apparently giving this attitude the

authority of Hermes and Bitys, two of Zosimos' mentors; but he

may be citing those thinkers, not fot the particular point he has

iusi made, but for the general Egyptian scheme of the cosmos

he has been outlining:
There is among them anothet hegemony of all the elements diffused in
generation uttd fot.es tesiding in it: fout female fotces and four male

Fo.."t. This hegemony belongs to the sun. And thete is anothet
ptinciple of univirsal nature existing in generation that is attributed to
ih" *oo.t. Dividing the heaven into two, fout,adozen, thirty-sixparts,
or double that, ot in some othet number of some sort of patts, they put
at the head of these, hegemonies more or less numerous. But above all
is set the One that is their superior. And thus among the Eglptians the

procedure is to start from above, from the principles down to the last

Leings, while giving to them all the one as Otigin. Everything ends in

" *iltitod" o? b.it gt tuled by a One, and indeterminate natute is

govetned by a determinate measure that is the supreme unity. . . .zr

Zosimos seems to dislike the astrologic schemes as expressive

of determinism and the rule of Fate. Sometimes, he has said, the

calculations come offand convince theit adherents; then they fail.

What he wants is a complete unity of theoty and practice; and

fl
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this it seems is embodied in what he calls Natural rinctures. For
such operations were achieved by making the laboratory work
reflect and repeat the actual processes of nature in their fullness.
By "natural" then he means, not ..catried out by natufer', but
"carried out in the same way as nature,,. He goei on about the
dairuons, who, in their pestering v/ays, have somi analogy with the
watchful inspectors who prosecute the infringers of Jtate rights
and controls.

Thus then the watchful dainons, once repelled by the powerful men of
old, resolved to take control of the Natural rinctures^ in our stead, so

3s 
to_be_n9 longer chased off by men, but to receive their prayers, to be

invoked by them, and to be regulady noudshed by their'saciifices.
That is_ then what they did. They hid all the natural procedures, which
acted_through themselves, not only because they w&e jealous of men,
but also because they were concerned with their own subsistence, so
as 1ol to be whipped, chased our, and killed vdth hunger through
recelvlng no more sacrifices.

This is what they did. They hid the natural tincture and intoduced
in its place their non-natural tinctute, and they handed these procedures
on to their priests, and, ifthe village-folk neglected the saciifices, they
prevented them from succeeding even in the non-natural tincture. Ail
those then who learned the so called doctrine of t}'e daimons of the
time fabricated waters, and, by {eason of custom, law, and fear, their
sacrifices multiplied.

However, the daimons did not fulfil even the false ptomises that they
had made. But when there had resulted a completJ change-round of
the klizzata [meaning unclear hete, apparently some mattei of astrolo-
gical zoning] and the region was devastated by war and the human
race disappeared from it.22 Sfhen the temples of daimorc were nothing
but a desert and their sacrifices wete n.g1e.ted, they began to flattei
the suwiving men and persuaded them by dream, on account of their
falsity, i"1 !y many presages, to adhere to the sacrifices. And as they
renewed theit false promises of non-natutal tinctures, all the unhappy
men, devoted to pleasure and ignorant, were filled with rejoicing.

They want to do all this to you too, .w.omafl, through the inte-rven-
tion oftheir pseudo-prophet. These local daimons flatter you; for they
hunger not only for sacrifices but also for your soul.

Cleady Theosebeia has come under the influence of alchemists
whose methods are considered wrong-headed by Zosimos.
Hence his long diatribe. We could make more sense of his remarks
if we knew better just what he means by the Tinctures. He sug-
gests a considerable amount of work being done on them;

ZO S IMOS 3t9

6r. Cosmic setpeflt, two-headed

perhaps, however, he is speakin g of a particulat area, presumably

it 
"t "t 

Panopolis. For, afier using general terms, he comes dolvn

to a single region which has had avery bad time and been almost

depopulated. He iflfers that both the villagers and the priests had a

stfong interest in the rnanufactures connected with the tinctufes,

and tf,nt the methods of which he disapproves were linked with
particular cults, which profited from the work being done by their
-devotees. 

I-Iis language suggests the local gods of the Egyptian

nomes, but the general toni of his protest implies gods involved
in the astrologii systems. It is quite possible that the tegion of
Panopolis, -hi.h l^y downstream from Thebes, Dendera,

Abydos, in Uppet Egypt, had suffered from warfare not long
beftre 3oo. In ryz tieie had been the revolt of the Boukoloi,
native auxiliary troops stationed in the Delta. An Egyptian

priest Isidoros led the revolt, which was marked by a fierce

nationalist feeling. Further, the social and economic crisis that set

in in the mid-3rd centuty led to a weakening of military controls'

and there weie incursions of desert-nomads, Libyans and Blem-

myes. The latter had appeared in the Thebaid, it seems, from
zj3; the prefect-usurpator organised an expedition against them

aLoot ,62. And Firmus, v/ho occupied Egypt (probably in the

name of the Palmyrene princes) was allied with the Blemmyes,

who figured in the z7J tiumph of Aurelian. Worse, under

Probus, these tribesmen made a fresh attack and reached as fat
as Ptolemais, not far upstream from Panopolis, where the rebel-

lious townsfolk welcomed them' Between the years 258 and 294

I
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we do not have a single dated ostrakon that comes certainly from
the Theban region.z8 There is thus every reason to think that
some areas around Panopolis, especially perhaps those nearer to
Thebes, had been badly hit by incursions of the Blemmyes in the
later 3rd century; and this fact helps us to fix the date of Zosimos
round ,oo or the eaiy 4th century.

That other alchemists rrith rival claims were at work nearby
is shown by Zosimos' appeal to his sister cited above. Again
in On the Treatment oJ Magnesia he writes, "My blessed gid, turn
away from the useless principles of those who confuse youf ears.
I have heard that you're in converse with the virgin Paphnoutia
and other uneducated persons; and you attempt to put into
practice the useless and empty fables that you hear among them."
Of these opponents of his he names also "Neilos, your priesl".zc
Unless the phrase is used ironically, here is further evidence that
the priests played a leading part in the tincturings that Zosimos
disliked. He now makes a final call on his sister, setting out his
ideal alchemist.

Then do not let yourself be drawn this way and that, like a woman, as
I have aheady told you in my book According to Energl. Do not be
agitated off in all directions in the quest of God, but remain seated at
yout hearth and God will come to you-he who is everywhere and who
is not limited to the lowest space like the dainons. In ttris calm repose
of bodn lull to repose also your passions, greed, pleasure, anger,
chagrin, and the dozen lots laoiraif of death. And so, correcting your-
self, call the divinity to you and it will ttuly come-it being what is
everywhere and nowhere

Then, without even being invited to do it, offer sacrifices to the
dainon4 not those who ptofit from them [the false alchemists], not
those who nourish and comfort them, but those who chase them off
and make them disappear, those whose formula Mambres gave to
Solomon I{ing of Jerusalem, and those who that Solomon himself has
wfitten out of his own .wisdom. By acting in this .way, you will gain
the genuine timely and natural tinctures. Do all this until you attain
perfection of soul. And when you realise that you've been made perfect,
then, having gained the natural tinctutes, spit upon mattet, find your
refuge with Poimandres, and, having received the baptism of the Krater,
hurry on to rejoin your own people.

I now come however to the task that Your Impetfection sets me. But
I must fitst expatiate a little mote and consider afresh the object of our
inquiry. I must not show myself infedor and the theme is one that is
easy to get out of focus.

zosrMos i4r

This eloquent passage makes clear further why ancl how Zosimos

dislikes those who seek magical methods of compulsion, formulas
or procedures for seeking out a deity. His moral and philosophic
posltion implies a similar sort of patience and acceptance in deal-

ing with the processes of matter. There must be no forcing of
conclusions, no attempts to find short-cuts. The alchemist must

learn by atotalacceptance of the phenomena and of their systems

of inner organisation or dynamic transformation. If he has any
use for magic, it is in a wholly negative sense: in otder to drive
away all outv/ard interferences of man or sPirit. His Mambres

may be a transcription of Memra (The \7ord of God personified:
Mmra or Mambres), but is more likely a form of fambres, whom
we noted above as one of the Egyptian wizards opposing Moses.

There was a considerable apocryphal litetatute of Solomon, to
whom exorcisms were particulady attributed.zs Zosimos, we see'

knows the Hermetic Poimandres and accepts the idea of the

krater-baptism.26 , The ironic use of the form of address, Your

Inperfection, suggests that fully initiated alchemists formally
called one another Yowr Perfection.

After the'above Passage there is ^ ga9' He apparently cited

Hermes; fot he goes on, "Listen what he says soon after: The two
Eggs, having been drunk down, are only a simple thing, which
has become divetse, with one part humid and cold, another part
dry and cold, and these two make up only a single work:" Th.,tt
aftet repeating, "But now I come to the assigned task," he deals

with piocesses of timely tincturing, one by raw tincture, the

other Ly cooking. The second kind he subdivides according to the

liquids used (water or wine) or the furnaces or the duration and

stiength of the fires." He concludes, "These tinctures are then the

faculty of corrupting a large quafltity as well as a small one' ilr
the sense that one obtains them as well in glass furnaces [?] as

in large or little crucibles, and in various apparatus by means of
fires and through the force of fires. Experience is what will prove

6e. Outoboros on a magical gem (with inscription IAOABRASAX)
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it together with uprightness in all matters of the soul. As for tl-re
demonstration of the fires and all the things in question, you have
them in The Letter Onega.It is from this point then rhat I am going
to begin, purple-adorned woman."2?

He here brings out succinctly how the ascetic way of life, reject-
ing all the lures of the wodd, is seen as only the other side of the
intellectual and technical struggle to strip material process down
to its essentials. The devoted concentration of the alchemist is
one aspect of experimental work which includes the discovery
of the pure pattern of change and development.2s

6
More on Zosimos

X(/rrn Maria,Kleopatra and Zosimos we have then entered upon

solid historicd grJund. Bolos of Mendes certainly existed and

made a crucial contribution of some sort, linking the more daring

aspects of the thought of Demokritos with I:atian and Egyptian

ryit.*r; but it is hard to distinguish hirn cleady. With Herme.s,

dstanes, Agathodaimon, Isis, Pebechios and the others we ate in
a .onfosediertitory, where mythical figures are usecl iry a blurred

series of writers and at best we can make out cettain tendencies

or schools. Mada with her inventive love of apparutus ancl

Kleopatra ryith het lyrical sense of the renewal and transformation

of life "r., Lo-.rr"r, f"lt tt definite characters, even if it is hard

to make outwhere theywotked and what were theit circumstances.

With Zosimos, despite many difirculties, things are quite diffe-rent'

Here is an indubiiable practitioner living about 3oo in Upper

Egypt, at Panopolis, who is making a strenuoLls effort to maintairt

tlli practial side of the art, while responding to the- various

ten.lencies of his world (Gnostic, poetic, philosophic) and seeking

to build a stable system of theory. One interesting aspect of the

development of alcherny in the Roman era is the role played by

*o-.ri. Apart from the important work done by Maria. and

Kleopatra, ihere is Theosebeia and Paphnoutia. Though Zosimos

indulges in one quip about woman's fickle mind, he clearly takes

the dlvelopr,'""t-of hir sister as seriously as if she were a brother

of son.
-His treatise on virtw gives us his imaginative visiofl of what

alchemic process meant. This work and l(leopatta's Discour-se are

the great documents of alchemy, which give us a rich and pro-
fourid insight into the minds and spirits of practitioners when the

whole thing was still fresh, in its first full creative outburst' The

tfeatise cleals with the composition of the Watets, but is in fact an

account of what the alchemist saw. and felt as the innermost
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meaning of the process in which he considered himself as much
involved as the minerals.

The composition of the S7aters, the movement, growth, removal and
restoration of bodily nature, the separation of spitit ftom body, and
the fixation of spitit and body, are not due to alien natures, but to a
single natute teacting on itself, a single species, such as the hard bodies
of metals and the moist juices of plants. And in this system, single and
many-coloured, is comprised a research, multipte and varieJ, sub-
ordinated to lunar influences and to the measute o?time, which de the
end and the inctease according to vhich nature transforms herself.

Saying-these things, I went to sleep, and I saw a sacrificing priest
stand up before me on the top of a bowl-shaped altar. Fifteen steps led
up to this altat. Then the priest stood up andlheardavoice from above
saying to me, "I have completed the descent of the fifteen steps of
darkness and the ascent ofthe steps oflight, and it is he that .u.rifi..,
who renews me, casting away the coars..tess of the body, and, being
consecrated priest by necessity, I become a spirit.',

So I heard the voice of him standing on the bowl-shaped akar, andl
questioned him, wanting to find out who he was. He answered in a
frail voice, o'I am Ion, the sanctuary's priest, and I have survived
intoletable violence. For in the morning one came headlong, dis-
membered me with a sword, and tote me apart according to the rigours
of harmony. And flaying my head with the swotd held iast in hiJgdp,
he mingled my bones with my flesh and burned them in the fire oF the
treatment-till I learned by the transfotmation of the body to become a
spirit."

- While_ he spoke these words and I compelled him to speak, his eyet
became like blood and he vomited up all his flesh. And I saw him as a
mutilated little image of a mzn, tearing himsetf with his own teeth and
falling away.

And I awoke in my fear and I thought, "fs this not the situation of
the \Taters?" I believed that I had undetstood it all welt and again I
fell asleep.

And I saw the same bowl-shaped altar and at the top the water
bubbling and many people endlessly in it. And ther. wrs no one outside
the altat u/hom I could ask. Then I went up to the altar to see the sight.
And I saw a little man, abarber whitened by years, who asked, ..Nfhat
are you looking at?"

I replied that I wondered at the boiling of the water and the men
burned yet living. And he answered me, "It is the place of the exercise
called preserving [embalming]. For those men who vzish to gain virtue
come here and become spirits in their flight ftom the body.l,

So f said, "Ate you a spirit?"
And he teplied, "A spirit and a guardian of spirits.,,
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And while he told us these things and while the boiling increased-

and the people wailed, I saw a man of copper with a writing-tablet.of
lead in h'is hand. And he spoke aloud, looking at the tablet. "I advise

those under punishment tJcompose themselves and each to take in his

hand a leaden writing-tablet and wdte with his own hand. I advise

them all to keep their faces upwards and theit mouths open until youf

[rzr] gtapes are growrl.' fi" action fJlowed the word, and the master of the house said to

me, "You have seen. You have stretched your neck on high, and seen

what is done."
And I said that I'd seen, and I said to myself, "This Man of Copper

you have seen is the sacrificing priest and the sacrifice and he who

vomited out his orvn flesh. And authority over this \Vatef and the men

under punishment was given to him."
And having had this ii.iott, I woke again and said to myself, 'l\Vhat

is the occasio-n of this vision? Is not this the white and yellow \(ater,
boiling, divine [sulphurous] ?" And I found that I understood it well.

Ana f?ia that it was fair to speak andfait to listen andfair to give and

fair to receive and fair to be poot and fait to be rich. For how does the

nature learn to give and to receive?"l

The cherfiical basis of the vision is doubtless the reaction between

metals afid. a feagent, the breakdown of the metals, and their

final restoration to a metallic condition: the change from body to

spifit and then to body again at ahigher-level) a different quzlita-

tive level. But because the process involves all natutes, all lives,

it is also a human drama of suffering and renewal' The bowl-

shaped altar is the alembic-womb of tfansfofmation. In Vedic

India the sacrificial altar, uedi,'was female, and the ritwal fte, agni,

male; theit union btought forth offspring. The uedi is comparcd

with the eart1-naval, n;blti, the centre, which was also the womb

of the Goddess. Thealtaf*womb is again the cauldton of tenewal,

vihich we meet in Greek and celtic myth and ritwal.z Further,

the Brahnanas depict the making of the individual (a micto-

cosmic e*pression-of the general cosmogony) by means of dtuals,

-in which ihe priests collect and assemble tt'e atman in order to

bring abowtaiedect whole. The model of their procedureappears

in tf,e myth ;f Pniapati' vrho becomes "unstrung" ?n4 is put

together 
'again; 

his'putting-together. is identified with the con-

str"uction Jf ^ ftt -uitar. "With his ioints unstrung he wa.s in-
capable of stancling up, and the gods put-them together again by

-lrtt of sacrifices." Thus sacrifice, which is in one sense a

rending-apart of the unity of things, appears also as a restoration

i

_t
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of the unity, and the altar is the place where this breakdown and
reunification (or rejuvenation) takes place; the sacrificer, during
the rite, becomes the whole universe, its demiurgic energies. The
three stages of P''japati, v/e may note, corresp&a to tfre triadic
formula, the three stages of alchemic change. First comes the
embryonic stage (the return to chaos and pritary matter), which
is extremely dangerous; then the formation of the new body and
the successful birth; then the achievement of power o, ,trbility.
The rites of consecrating ating (i.e. of t.r.*itrg cosmos) in this
third phase take the form of esrablishing him as kosmokrator; h.
raises his arms, symbolising the setting-up of the wodd*axis. At
final consecration he stands on the throne with arms thus raised,
imitating the axis fixed in the earth-navel and reaching to the sky;
his asperging symbolises the descent of the xzat.rJ out of the
Heavens along the a*is to fertilise the Earh; and he takes a step
towards each of the four cardinal points and symbolically mounis
to the zenith.s The body here, set in the axiai line of ttre flow of
cosmic force, is repeating the up-down pattem we ffaced in
Intaklt-sa-Pueuj. rn Greek craft-my'th chalkos the man-of-bronze
must have been considered a product of bronze_process; and
we find related names-Chalkodon, farher of ^Chalkiopeian

(bronze-faced) which in turn suggests chalkis in Euboia 
"rid 

i ,
btonze industry.

- The hoary-headed barber may seem out of place in the situation;
but barbers had always been connected with .ormeti., urri
beautification, which were regarded as works of transformation.
They themselves concocted cosmetics, or else bought them from
the ungwentarii and rhiqonte4 botanists, who as part"of their trade
made perfumes. $7e may note too that the barbir here comes in at
a moment of preservation or embalming; he could be viewed. as a
surrogate of the embalmgr. To change looks and especially to

MORE ON ZOSTMOS t+l
give a youthful life-enhancing 

^Ppear^flce 
had its magical values;

ih. pto..rr.s originated in a mixture of religious, magical and
medical rites. The dead were unguented and perfumed to aid their
resurrection; the living used the materials on festival ot ritual
occasions when the earth was momentarily merged with the

spirit wodd. The Edwin Smith Surgical Papyrus, dated- to the

r6th century n.c., has recipes on its back that probably belong to
. the period of its transcription. Transformation and beautification
are identified:

I.ecipe for transforning tbe skint Honey r, ted natron r, notthern salt, r'
Ttiturate together and anoint with mixtute'

A nother riipe for beautifling the face z Alabaster grains r , natron kernals

r, northern salt r, honey r. Mix together artd anoint.

One long tecipe tuns thus:

Beginning of the Book of Transforming an Old Man into a Youth. Let thete

b" bro"ght a large quantity of fenugteek fruit about z khal It should

be bruised and set in the sun. lffhen it's quite dry, letitbehuskedas
grain is husked, and it should be winnowed until only the fruit
iemains. Everlthing that comes ftom it shall be measured and let the

husks be sifted after the way of the threshing-floot with sieves' Also
measure everything that comes from these fruits and make them into z

equal parts. One made up of these fruits, the other of the husks. Treat
one like the other [make them alike].

Let the whole be set aside mixed vdth \niater' Make into a soft mass

and let it be set in a new iat over the fire and cooked very thoroughly,
making sute they boil, evaporating the iuice and drying them till it is
like dry, without moisture in it. Let it be temoved from the 6re. Now
when cool, let it be put in another iar so as to wash it in the river' Let it
be washed thoroughly, making sure they ate washed by testing the

taste of this vratet that's in t}'e ia4 till it has no bitterness at al[' It
should be set in the sun, sptead on the launderet's [bleached] linen'

Now when it's dty, it should be ground on the grinding quern' Let
it be mixed with watet. Make like a soft mass and let it be set in a iat
ovdt the fire and thotoughly cooked, making sure that it boils, that

little dtops.of oil may go out from it. A man shall dip out the oil that
has come of it, with u dipp.r. Put into a hin-iat aftet coattng the inside

with clay, Knead and make thick its consistency. Dip out this oil and

pour on a linen sieve into the top of this hin-iat. Afterwards it should

be put in a vase of costly stone [alabastet].
fDirutions] Anoint a man with it. It is the remover of wrinkles from

the head. When the flesh is smeared with it, it becomes a beautifier of

1

T

63. Seven forms of Osiris, serpent-enclosed
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the skin, a remover of blemishes, of all disfigurements, of all signs
o! age, of all weaknesses that are in the flesh. Found effective myriids
of times.a

This recipe is on the same line as the mixture s of oatmeal orarmond-
meal and, water, used by modern cosmetic-experts to remove
wrinkles. We can see that a barber is not so out of place in
Zosimos'Visions as we might at first think. Zosimo, goJ, onl
The Coppet Man gives and the watery stone receives; the metal gives
and the plant receives; the stars give and the fowers receive; thJsky
gives and the earth receives; the thunderclaps give the fire that darts
from them' For all things are interwoven ,nd repurute afresh, and. all
things ate mingled and all things combine, and thittgr 

"r. mixed and
unmixed, all things moistened and all things dried, anJ all things flower
and blossom in the bovrlshaped altar
_ 

For each it is by method, by measure and weight of the four elements,
that the intedacing and dissociation of all is catried out. No bond can be
made without method. It is a natural method, breathing in and
breathing out, keeping the arrangements of the method, incieasing or
decteasing them. When, in a_ word, all things come to harmonli by
division and union, without the methods being neglected in any way,
the nature is transformed. For the nature beirig tu-rned opon iLeF i,
transformed; andit is the nature and the bond of-the virtue of the whole
wodd.

This insistence on consistency and pervasiveness of method is in
the key of the ConmentarJt 0n Omega; and it seems odd to us in the
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post-Galilean world that Zosimos did not see the need to follow
ip this fespect for "method, measure and weight", by attempting

piecise quantitative assessments of his experiments and their

ingredierits, at least to the extent that the existing crude instru-

-E rt, andappantus permitted. Once the alchemists had seriously

begun the quantitative inquiry they would soon have refined the

inirumentsl But the deep concentratiot on qualitative changes

blinded them to this ,tp..i of the situation and its vast possibilities

-just 
as the discovery of quantitative methods by Galileo and his

,o.."rrot, had the effect of btinding scientists to the importance

of moments of crucial change with their qualitative problems'

In the passage with which Zosimos follows on,'we meet again

the symbtl ofihe Temple for the Universe conceived as a single

region of living forcesf but this temple-cosmos is also the alche-

mic laboratory.

And that I may not wtite many things to you' my friend, build a T:Tpl:
of One Stone, like cetuse in'uppeuian e,lihe alabaster, like marble of
prokonnesos, with neither beginning nor end in its constfuction. Let it
have inside, a spring of pute water glittering like the sun' Note on

which side is the entiy to ihe temple, and take yout sword in hand and

go in quest of the entrY." For irarcrrv is the piace whete the temple opens. Before _tl-" :tty
lies a serpent guarding the temple. Seize and sactifice him' Skin him,

take his fesh-and bJnes, and separate the pafts. Then teunite the

members with the bones at the temple-entfy, make of them a stepping-

stone, mount on them, and go in.
You will find thete what you seek. Fot the priest, the man of copper,

whom you see seated in the spring and gathedng his colour, do not

regrrd him as a Man of Copp"i H" hur changed his nature's colour and

beiome a Man of Silver. Ifyou wish, after a while you'1l have him as

a Man of Gold.

The second Lesson resumes the story. The seven steps are

those of the planetary ladder and of the Mithraic ordeal-stages;

Zosirnos elslwhere, we tecall, named alchemic process the

Mithraic Mystery.

Again I wanted to climb the seven steps- and look on the seven

pri.rirh*"t at, and, as it came about, on only one of the days did I
Lrrr"g" th" 

"rcent. 
Retracing my steps, I then-went up many times' And

then on my feturn I failed to find the way and fell into deep discourage-

-"rrt, orr"tl" to see how to get out' and dropped asleep'

Andinmysleeplsawalittlema.t,abarbet,wraptinaroyalrobe

t

I

I
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royal dress, standing outside the place of the punishments, and
he said to me, "Man, what ate you doing?"

And I said to him, "I stand here because I've lost my way and don't
know what to do."

And he said, "Follow me."
And I went and followed him. And as I came near the place of punish-

ments I savr the little barber vrho was guiding me cast into the place of
punishments and all his body as consumed with fire.

At the sight I fled and trembled with fear, and I awoke and said to
myself, "\)Vhat is it I've seen?" And again f reasoned, and then, seeing
that the little barber was the Man of Copper clothed in red clothes, I
said, "I've understood it well. This is the Man of Copper. He must
fitst be cast into the place of punishment."

Once more my soul desired to ascend the thitd step as well. And once
more f went along the road, and as I neared againthe place of punish-
filent, I missed my way. I lost sight of the ttack and wandeted in despair.
And again in the same way I saw a whitehaired old man of such white-
ness as to dazzle the eyes. His name was Agathodaimon. This white old
man tutned and looked at me for a full hour. And I asked him, "Show
me the right way."

He didn't turn towards me, but hastened on to follow the right
route. And going and coming thence, he soon reached the altat. As I
'went up to the altar I saw the whitened old man and he was cast into
the punishment. O gods of heavenly natures, at once I was wholly
embraced by the flames. \W{hat a tertible story, my btother. For from
the sttength of the punishment his eyes became full of blood. And I
asked him, "$[hy do you lie there?"

But he opened his mouth and said, "I am the Man of Lead and I am
undergoing intolerable violence."

And so I awoke in great fear. and sought in,myself the reason of this
fact. I teflected and said, "I cleatly understand that thus the lead must
be cast out. And indeed the Vision is one of the Combination of
Liquids."

Thus ends the Second Lesson. S7e feel throughout the alchemist
staring into fire and into the changing metal with all its minute
and, large modifications of texture and state. In a semi-trance
condition of absorption he draws the picture into himself and is
himself drawn into the seething mass. Patterns, momentarily
stark and immediately evanescent, 

^ppe^r, 
meaningless and

sharply evocative of meaning. Everything is revealed and under-
stood, and nothing; for the hurry of change is beyond the grasp
of the lagging mind and what is seen and grasped is a small
mornent of a vast involved whole. In the violent landscape of the lil
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fire the human image survives, suffering and indomitable' And
because the trancedlbserver is not simpty delivering himself up

purposelessly to the flicker and fury of imptessions, but has. a

.lrit idru of an undedying structure in the chaos of change, he

finds a direction and a coherence in the images which emerge'

When, later, he seeks to sum up his experience, he finds that the

union of man and matter, which was the strongest emotion of
his trance-absorption, obiectifies itself in a series of images,

drawn from initiation-rnoments. Those moments arc felt to
express a pattern which is shared by both man and matter, by

,ruior" in all its forms and manifestations; for in it is defined the

pufe pattern of change.

. 65. EgyPtian ladY using liPstick

Along some such lines I think we can explain the Visions as

also the imagery of Mating, Gestation, and Birth in I{leopatra's

discourse. The.accounts afe not merely inventions of an intellec-

tuai kind; they ate true poetry. In them t}re nanatot is convinced

of the .leep eisential truth of what he says; he feels that he has

grasped ihe pattern which tantalisingly eluded him as he watched

andlt ut he is not at all imposing this pattern on the experierlce.

Lesson Tliree is shorter than the others:

And again I saw the same divine and sacred bowlshaped altar., and I
saw a friest in white clothes celebrating those dreadful mysteries, and

I said, "tWho is this?"
And he replied, "The priest of the Sanctuary. He wants to put blood

into the bodles, clear the eyes, and raise up the dead"'

I

i
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- And so I 
-fell,again and slept for anothet little while, and then, asI went. up the fourth ,step, I ir* orr. coming from the Burt _ii'f, ,

sword in his hand. And I saw another behind him, who *_i.a,,.""a
ylil"..rH"gg *j..t beautiful ro see, of which the name ;;. ;"Meddian of the sun (or cinnabar). Andas r neared rrr" pi".. .rf""iri
ments the one rvith the sword spoke to me:

"cut off his head and sacrifici his meat and his muscles in sections
so that his flesh may first be boiled according to method and that he
may then experience the punishment.,,

, Ard.:o, waking on.e more, I said, .,I understand thorouEhlv thatthesethingsdealvziththeLiquidsoltheArtofMet,l,.]]
And again the one with trre sword said, "you have completed the

seven steps below."
And, at the same time. as the casting_out of the load by all liquids,

the other said, "The work is pedectedi'

Y.::"" link the.imagery of the men of metal with alargenumber
:t rqTS about living or divine srarues of the period, as-also with
the idea of the alembic-womb which prod,r.es u ii"i"gl.i"g.rn turn we could look forward to the medieval ideal of th'e
homunrulrc begottefl by magical or alchemic means. Th, /ro*i)_
culas alteady appears in the deeds attributed to 

^rrt ^^g:io::^nSimon Magus:

I, l by-ry power, turning ait into water and watet againinto blood
and solidifying it into flesh, formed a new human creature_a boy_
and produced a much nobler work than God the creator. For he crea'ted
1 -.r" q"T the eatth, but I from the air, a far more difficult matter.And again I unmade him and restored him to ait, but not until h" h;;
placed his picture or image in my bedchamber, as a proof and memorial
of my work.5

And an interesting passage by an Arab poet Ibn Shuhaid (e.n.
99-z-rq5) about a laboratory shows that i practice had gr"_;i"f
of constructing starues to represent the met of lead 

"E "i;;lAof pimary and of liberated matter, and to set them u, gourfirrm
or presiders over the..scene of operations. The poet i: "*id;;about al-Faradt and telling how he got on bad terirs with him. 

-
I got on ftlen{ly terms with him some time ago, at the time we $/entto.flive a!) al-7.a1rotu, url"l these places riere still ,t"rrdl.rg, ioiobliterated, and brilliant with the family of 'Amir. $fe were - ";;discuss together branches of.learning pikel literature, tradition, juris_
prudence, medicine and philosopfryl Vet amongst _ir. p.opiJ _".
[as useless] as the otiose waw in^'Amir or the cri-toris in a volva. He
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was cheating and deceiving, without my knowledge, stealing lnoncy
and living on the proceeds. But it became as evident as daylight or
the sound of a reed-pipe. If he touched full moons they would be

changed into counterfeit coins; if he handled suns he would cover
them with eclipses.

I went to visit him one day, not knowing his character, to rest with
him and entrust him with some matters,6

In so doing, he blundered by chance into the laboratory. Such an
intruder was liable, it seems, to violent treatment; but the poet,
realising where he was, bluffed his way out by pretending to be a

fellow-alchemist:

Finding his door open and the doorkeeper absent, I went inside and a
callow boy apptoached me and said, "How long have we been waiting
fot you !" He walked in front and I followed him into a room blackened
and covered with smoke like fragments of rain clouds, and smelling
of the foul stench of arsenic, sulphur, cinnabar, and carcocolla. I
temembered [the verses] "The day when the sky brings conspicuous
smoke to covet mankind. This is painful punishment." I sensed the
presence ofevil and wanted to flee. Then I looked around and behold!
I saw heaps of coal, apparatus for the extractiori of gold, and black and
yellow statues,

Then I arrived at a room full offigures like executioners, black and
with pincers in their hands, standing in rows and grasping hammets.
NThen they saw me, they shouted, "This inttuder has discoveted you.
Destroy him immediately,"

I saw death and feated the issue ofthe business. So I laughed at them
and said, "You have fallen shott of benevolence and missed the path of
wisdom. Are you so hasty, knowing not whom you seek?"

[They said, "Who are you?"]
I teplied, "He who took amianthus and powdered it with a pesde,

and who extracted with the hand of intelligence the essence of things,
thus announci4g the birth of sons to fathers."

They said, "[Do you use] fire or watet?"
I answered, "Both, and air also."
So they looked at me laughingly and welcorned me, apologising.

They said, "By God, you were on the point of being devoured and
cartied off by death."

I asked, "Sfhere is Abu'Abd Allah?"
And they replied, "Gone off to dilute the fluid of eggs and concen-

trate menstrual blood. His aim is to extract the tinctute of the Philo-
sopher's Stone."

I said, "Is it a new fluid ot an old?"
And they shouted, "Ah! here is an expert."
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_ T_hg" I bore myself pleasantly till I left, my feet flying under me.
God in his mercy had kept my blood inside and rescued me from the
hands of death.

Apart from the mention of the Black and Yellow Statues, this
passage has a striking picture of alabotatory of the period, which
was certainly on a more ambitious scale than anything .we can
imagine in the period of Zosimos. The pincers and hammers
suggest some breaking-up or treatment of ore and minerals as
distinct from purely chemical work. r$That may have been a
laboratory of the 6th-7th centuries has been found to the south-
west of Siut in Egypt, at the foot of the mountain, in a Moslem
cemetary established amidan ancient nekropolis. About rz to ry
metres deep was a fanerary chamber belonging to a deep burial-
place already robbed. This ted into a room serving as a hLoratory
as shovrn by the smoke grimed on the walls. There was abtonze
furnace, abronze door (about 35 m. high) coming from a larger
oven, about fifty spouted vases of bronze, each in a sort of trun-
cated cone also of bronze-the upper hole being the larger one.
There were also seven basins of ilabaster, u toottd.d Old-t<ing-
dom vase of diorite or green jasper, spoons of alabaster, objects
in base gold (weighing 96 dirhems) composed of pieces that had
the look of large rolled-up leaves, and a twisted bent mummy-mask.
These latter objects seem to have been prepared for casting. The
room must have been the work-place of an alchemist or forger.?

Finally, with regard to the Visions we may note how the whole
idea of a series of transformations harmonises with the ancient
Egyptian funerary ritual in which the dead man changes into
animal. and other forms. The ultimate basis of these ideas lies in
the shamanist death-ritual in which the performe4 in a state of
semi-possession, rnimed the various dangers, eocounters, ordeals
of the dead man on his way to a secure place in the spirit-wodd.
At the Egyptian stage the impromptu performance oflhe shaman
has given way to a carefully codified system of magic; but the
essence is the same. In the Saite recension of a chapter (XX) of
Tbe Book of the Dead the rubric reads:

If this chapter be recited regulady and always by a man who has
purified himself in water of natron, he will come forth by day after
he has come into port [is dead] and he will pedorm all the transforma-
tions which his hear will dictate, and he will come forh from the
fire.8
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Note that the ttansfotmations are imagined as the result of a

p"rrug. thtough fire. One transformation is into a hawk of gold'

I have tisen, I have risen like the rnighty hawk [of gold] that.comes

iotrn fto- his egg. I fly and I alight like the hawk which has a back 4

cubits wide urrdirrt o." wings ate like the mothef-of-emerald of the

south. I have come from thelnterior of the Sekhet boat, and my heatt

hasbeenbtoughttomeftomthemountainoftheeast.Ihavealighted
ofon tfr" Afribout,and those who were dwelling in theircompanies

h'ave been 6rooght'to me, and they bowed low in paying homage to

me and in saluting me with cdes of ioy'
I have risen anl I have gathered myself together like the 

-beautiful
Hawk of GoId which has tf,'e head of a Bennu bitd [Phoenix]' and Re

enters in day by day to hear my wotds' I have taken my seat among

those firstbotn gods of Nut.

There is thus a direct line of tradition from the shamanist initia-

tion-ritual of sky-ascent and underwodd-descent and the alchemic

initiation-ritual of god-revelation and transformations in body-

spirit. The alchemic system has lifted the ideas and images on to a

n'ew level and integrated them in a complex of technological and

fhitoroptti.al posiiions which give them a new signifi'cance; but

ih" li.tt it none the less real and illuminating'

Zosimos does not seem to have introduced any radical new

methods or theories. !7e may take his work to have consisted

mainly in an attempt to bring together, clarify' co{if-1', andrutiorn-

lise wirat he consiiered to bi the best elements in'all the previous

ideas and experiments. At the same time, as we saw, he widened

the whole horizonby drawing on Gnostic and philosop-hic systems

of his wodd when he felt that those systems helped in illuminating

the alchemic position. Alchemy in its various ramifications had

,i*"dy had much effect on the general world of thought, so. that

,o ,o-" extent Zosimos -u, thot reclaiming for his att ideas

which had ultimately originated from it'
In the Visions he metritions Agathodaimon' His role there is

not quite clear. He appears afterlhe [ttle barber is recognised as

the Man of Copper, and leads the way,to the altat-appantws

where he turns into ih. Man of Lead. Zosimos thus seems to link

Ag"thodri-on with copper, which, if our sources ate at all

co"rnplete, is correct; bot since Agathodaimon ignored lead'

Zosimos either show, ignorurr.. otr ihit point ot else deliberately

makes the connection-as a soft of refutation of 
^tt^ck 

on the

il _tl
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Harran-position. The lead-phase, he insists, is necessary. fndeed,if we are-right in taking 6is Omega to belong to l{ronos in a
system of correspondences,linking letters, pli'nets and metals,
then O-mega here may well be . ,yiory* foi Lead. The associa_
tion of metals and planets .was ne.,er' rigidly ,yrt.-utir.d,- bot
lead u-sually went to l(ronos; such a iruiy,'d.rll metal'was
naturally joined with the slowest_moving planei. The only other
claimant for lead was osiris, whose sore"similarity to r<t""* tryin his mutilations. osiris was at times identified with the water
into which he died and from which he was revived, the water of
death and resurrection-fertility; and as water he rouy hurr. b..n
associated with lead in its easy fusibility. His Tomb was connected
with- mercury. Olympiodoros comp ares chdruia to the Tomb of
osiris in whichlhg god's members-were hidden though his face
was shown Q.e.. the body mummified in its co€[n_cas.).;How.v"r,
l(ronos was the main deity identified with read. so in a treatise
9n-. QmegaJ(ronos-Lead Zosimos would be expressing his
belief that in lead was the basic substance on which ihe alch"emist
must build, crcating his primary ,matter and then going 

"p ,fr.sca1e. Agathodaimon was symbolically forced ,o ,E ogiir.' ,t i,
point by_ being plunged into the lead*death in person. 

a ----

TheHarnn school, as well as taking .opp., u, the basic metal,
refused to allow any other substanJes iri^n minerars in their
experiments. In opposition the school of Bolos_Ostanes dis_
covered the use of sal-ammoniac distilled from organic substances
such as eggs: which must have given a strong iirputsion to the
imagery of the cosmic.or seminil egg. We ,J.* ?o distint,rish
here a point of conscious conflict -b'.t*..r, 

Zosimos ^ni the
Hartan school, which makes all the more likely that his or" of
Agathodaimon as the Lead-Man was polemical. He seems to have
found it hard not to believe that Agathodaimon *a, ,p.ukirrg
figuratively and that by the Stone f,e actaally meant .iri". ,?
dung., from 

_which sal-ammoniac could be got. In an Arabic
translation of one of the treatises to Theosebe"ia he savs. .,rn mv
opinion it [the Stone] is sal-Ammoniac."10 Ar-Razi t.m"rks tt^'t
a.s eggs could be got for a small sum, the saying of Demokritos
about a Stone not a Stone was confirmed.

Zosimos then for all the extensiveness of his work was no mere
compiler. He had definite ideas about both the correct procedures
and methods, and the true theory. He reiected the atiitude that
only minerals should be involved in iransmutation, u"a t.
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denounced the empirical school that had grown up in Egypt.
But though he cleady had a strong nationalist feeling, he admited
and used the work of Maria the Jewess. In him the alchemy of the

ancient wodd reached its height. His insistence on the unity of
theory and ptactice does not seem to have long survived him.
The further history of Greek alchemy is almost wholly one of
repetition and of rhetorical exploitation of the previous gains,
rrith a weakening gtasp of practice.ll

66. Scotpion"goddess t"t9""l.::otet serpent-boat propelled by a
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The Later Greek Alchemists

T''n apex of Greek alchemy was reached with Zosimos: the fuflest
development of cornbined theory and practice. No doubt a
certain amounr of practical work was doie after his period and
various recipes added to the repertory; but it ,."-r'clear that
nothing of any importance was discovered and no extension of
theory made. More and-more the exponents turned to glorifica_
tions of the art in a lofty rhetoric in which the paradJx.r ut a
antitheses of the alchemic idiom were exproited for tteir own sake.
The practical side shifted more to Syria. However, to .orrfl.r.
our picture we had better glance at the names that now .o*i op.

rZe have seen abundantly how one side of alchemy linked witl
the many esoteric or mysrery cults of the epoch, with the whole
vast development of magic and theurgy. In those cults and rites
there had been uttered the enormous Jespair of the masses of the
Flellenistic and Roman periods, the dJsperate sense of being
cornered in a hopeless 

-situation, together with an endlessly
r.evr-ved attempt to break through into a*new life, whether through
the lonely incantations of the magician, the resistances of isoh#d
groups such as the Gnostics, or the large_scale struggle to affirm
a total opposition to.the ..$/orld', (the existing Stif,-for_, th.
cash-nexus, and all the forms of ciass-divisioi; in a creed like
early Christianity.

It is indeed of interest to note the severar points of rikeness in
that creed and in the alchemic outlook. There were many aspects
of the secrer cult among eady Christians. origen vra, stiil ab're to
declare to Celsus, "Then, and not till then, we invite them to our
p{rl!tr-.r: Lteletaih for.we 

-speak wisdom among the perfect
lylriy-i, initiated]." He echoed what paul had said, .:n", 

-"'rp"utGod's wisdom in rnystery, the concealecl wisclom, which ilod
ordained before the Aions into our glory, which none of the
Archons of this Aion [Rulers of this l"iiod] i.r.-; fo, if thef had
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known, they had not crucifi.ed the lord of glory." Among the

Gnostics, the perfect or initiated formed a higher group, of whom
much was said by the Chdstian attachers of heretics. Mark states,

"lJnto you is given the mystery of the kingdom of God; but unto
them that are without, all things are done in parables: that seeing

they may see and not perceive." Matthew certainly referred tci

secret instruction: "Nought is covered that shall not be revealed,

and hidden that shall not be known. What I tell you in the datk-
ness, speak you in the light; and what you hear in the ear, pro-
claim from the housetops."l

S[e seem to hear there the tones of triumph of the section that
wanted to break through the original secret cult and proclaim
its message abroad.

Further, Christians developed the Last Supper into an act of
communion in which ordinary substances, btead and wine, were

thought to be transmuted, by the effects of ritual speech and action,
into divine substances, the actual flesh of the Saviour, which the

worshipper consumed. Behind such a rite was a long series of
communions in religions of the nlystery-type, which gave the

devotee the conviction of becoming one with the god, a Bacchos

of Bacchos, and so on, and which went back in odgin to the

tribal ceremonies of eating the totem (which was of one flesh

with the tribq) on special occasions. But in the Christian eucharist
the primitive kind of communion-meal was made far more precise

in its idiom: the substances were conceived as undergoing a

process of transfotmation. Here we see a clear imprint of the

alchemic idea in its elixir-form.The term eucharist seems estab-

blished by the time of dne Didaclte, which implies it as a sacrifice.

St Ignatios calls the eucharist "the breaking of one bread, which
is the medicine of immortality, the antidote against dying".
The idiom is exactly that of Kleopatta in her Discourse, urhere she

speaks of the medicine of life. Again we are told, "Those who
deny the gift of God, by their disputing come to death. But it
would be far better for them to keep the agapE [the love-feast] so

that they may rise again."z The eucharist was an immortalising
pharnakon. God's power was thought to take up its dwelling
in the consumer of Christ's body; hence the phrase, "We thank
you that you are Mighty." Jesus became in the patristic tradition
the Great Doctor, Our Great Doctor. "He tteats them by the

process of a sublime medicine."s

i
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Following Zosimos in the later 4th century there seem to have
come sevefal iesser figures such as Pelagios, Dioskoros, Synesios.
Pelagios the Ancient cites Zosimos as well as the dictum about
wheat producing wheat, gold producing gold. Dioskoros seems
to have been a priest of the great temple of Sarapis at Alexandreia;
Synesios addressed to him his Commentary on Demokritos.a
This Synesios has been identified with the Neoplatonic friend of
the astronomet Hypatia, who finally became bishop of Ptolemais
in Kyrenaika. If the identificationis correct, Synesios was an alche-
mist in his youthful days; for he was born about 365_7o and the
Sarapieion was destroyed in 39o -though it is barely possible that
he was writing to a man who had been a priest of the temple in
the past and that he deliberately ignored the destrucrion. He *as in
fact an eclectic in his beliefs and had his bishopric thrust on him not
long before 4og;heaccepted itnthet as a social duty than because
of any religious urge. "Philosophy is all I am equal to," he said in
dismay. He was certainly interested in the science of his pedod.
A letter of his to Hypatia has the first known reference to an
areameteti he wrote a treatise on dream-interpretation-on the
alchemic side we may recall the treatise at the beginning of the
St Mark manuscript as well as the recipes for procuring dreams in
the Leyden Papyrus. In On Prouidence he tells an historical tale of
administrative oppression and the fall of Gainas in terms of
Egyptian mythology. I{e sets out the doctrine of pneuma and
universal sympathies in arguing for the legitimacy of divination;
and in Dion he puts the prophets Hermes and Zoroaster beside
the Christian hermits Amous and Antonios as representing the
supreme heights of wisdom. His hymns are full of Neoplatonic
and Gnostic touches; he cries in true alchemic idiom, "You are
father, you are mother, you are male, you are female, you are
voice and you are silence, you are the nature producing rr^tute.,,E

There is thus nothing in the character of the man that precludes
a certatn dabbling in alchemy. But aparr from the difficulty about
the Sarapieion, the work of the alchemist Synesios is dry in
style, quite lacking the sophisticated elegance of Synesios of
Ptolemais. It also lacks his careful modesty. In the dialogue the
author sets out his opinions authoritatively, with his audience, a
priest, grovelling in admiration. "You have excellently settled
the problem, philosophef." "You have spoken wel1."6 !(/e may
then conclude it is unlikely that he was our historical figure.
Another possible claimant for the dialogue is the Synesios of
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Philadelphia, a Lydian, His son Androkleides taught at the time

of Porphyrios, who attacked him as one of the empodoi technologoi _
a difficult phrase: empodot means "obstructive, causing difficulties"
and technokgo.r means a"writer on the art of rhetoric, one who lays

down the iules". Presumably tl:le Souda, from which the phrase

comes, meant that he was a seYere over-systematiser' As profes-

sions often went from fathet to son, the fathet Synesios was most

likely also a rhetorician of some kind; and the connection of the

son with Porphyrios suggests that the family lived in Egypt'
However, the details are too meagre to lead to ary conclusion'?

With the 5th century'we come to Olympiodoros. fn this case

there seems no doubt that the alchemist was a known Titenry

figure, who wrote a history of his own times. A native of Thebes

in Egypt, he took pafi in an embassy to Attila under Honorius
in 4tlitturelled arnong the Blemmyes in South Egypt and visited

the priests of Isis at Philai, where p^gan survivals persisted _till
562. Photios called himloietes'poetin the original sense of maker

-here 
alchemic operator; poiesis was a synonym for the great

work. To him was attributed Oljtnpiodoros the Philosophcr to

Petasios King of Armenia on tbe Diuine and Sacred Art-which is

also called in other manuscripts, Commentary on lhe Book of Energl

of Zositztos and on tbe Saings of Hernes and the Philonphers. The work
is vrorth citing at some length to show the ruminative tone, with
its effort to think back over the whole scene of Greek philosophy

and to find f 
ust where alchemy came in and developed out of the

main body of thought.s

Fire is the primary agent, that of the whole art. It is the first of the

four elemerits. IndeeJthe enigmatic language of the ancients as to the

four elements refers to the art. Let your virtue examine with care

the Books of Demokritos on the four elements. It's a m tter of Physics.

He speaks sometimes of gentle fire, sometimes of violent fite, and of
charcoal and all.that has need of fire. Then of air, of all that derives

ftom ait, animals that live in the air. Likewise of watet, of the bile of
fishes, of all that's ptepated with fishes and water. Again he speaks of
earth and of what is attached to it, salts, metals, plants. He sepatates

and classifies each of these obiects, according to colour, specific

characteristics and sex, male or female. I{nowing that, all the ancients

veiled the art undet multiplicity of wotds.
The art indeed has complete need of these data; without them nothing

is sure. Demokdtos has Jaid we can constitute nothing without them.

Know then that I have written as well as my stlength allowed, being

feeble not only in discourse but also in spirit. And I ask you for your
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prayers to deter divine justice from being wrathful against me for
having the boldness to write this work, andlo bring it tJbe propitious
to me in all ways.

The w_titings of the Egyptians, their poesies, their doctines, the
oracle of the daimons, the exposition of the prophets, all treai the
samesubject...

Prove now your sagacity, Many names have been used for the
Divine \ilfater. That water denotes what one seeks, and one has hidden
the object of the quest under the name Divine \Vater. f am going to
set out for you a litde argument. Listen, you in possession 

""r 

"i.tyvirtue; for I know the torch ofyour thought and ihe tutelary good. I
want,to, set before your eyes the spirit of the ancients. philos6phers,
they held to its language and came to the art by way of wisdom,
without harming philosophy in the least; they have all written cleady.
rn that they have been false to their oath; for their wdtings deal wiih
doctrine and not with practical works.

In what follows it must be remembered that the Greek word
archi means both "beginning,' and ..principle',, 

since the quesf
for cosmic origins in the ronian philosophers had invol.r.d u
quest for the first element or substance from which things arose;
this element was the principle of the cosmos. e

some of the natural philosophers bring back the atgument on the
elements,to the archa, in view of the fact ihat archai ate simething more
general than the elements. Indeed the first principle resumes thJwnole
of the art. Thus Agathodaimon, placing tie n rlre in the end and the
end in the arclta, wants it to be the serpent Ouroboros . . . That is
evident, O initiated . . .

Agathodaimon, what is he? Some hold he is an ancient, one of
the oldest persolts who occupied themselves with philosophy in
Eglpt. Others have called him the Heavens-perhaps because the
s:rp:1lt is the image of the univetse. Indeed cerain Egyptian hiero_
g-llphics, wanting to tr^ce the wodd on obelisks ot ."ptJrr it in sacred
charactets, show the serpent ouroboros. His bodv is ionstellated with
stars. That is, I've been told, because he is the oriba. S.,d' is the view
set out in Tlte Book of Chania, where his figure is drawn.

. r see now how it happens that the arcbe Is something more universal
than the elements. Let's state what is for us an eremeni and at the same
time what is the arcbe.

The four elemenrs are the plingiple of the body; but every principle
is not therefote an element. Indeed the Divine, the Egg,'tt " trrt"r_mediary, the Atoms are for certain persons the archai Jitringr; t .,t
these are not elements.

Let's seek then, according to certain signs, what is the principle .f
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things. Is it one or multiple? Is, it unique, immobile' in{inite' or

dete?mined? Are there s"virul archai. If there are several archai' the

same questiofls come up' Ate they immobile, determined' inf,nite?

He then begins a catalogue of the eady philosophets.with their

"i.-t "" 
a1cha, origin aid principle' \7e need not discuss here

f't"- tigl-t, o, *rorrf h" is in the details of his assessment' 'What is

ririfa"g is the d.ismlssal of the notion of some immobile substance

;;;;J-"t the ultimate basis, though immobility or-unchangeability

;;5;;." regarded as the mosr disirable and noble condition that

.""fa U. iriagined by so many thinkers, eady or late'.Plato's

Ideas vrere set-outsideihe wodd of change or motion; Aristotle's

God was the great Unmoved and thete was circular movement

bo, ,ro .hutgJ in the spheres above the- moon in his universe'

Ho-..r"r, uiuirrrt the ihole metaphysical current of ancient

ifr""gft,, brlfiopi"aotos, speaking foi the 
-alchemists, 

declares that

;*firy .orrrir,, of "mov6ment ind 1s51"-1fi21 is' these united

opporitt, make up the real world' 'S(/'e see then to some extent

#hy tf't" alchemislt tradition attached itself to Demokritos' the

outstanding example amoflg those thinkers of whom we saw

Aristotle piotesting angtlly,;Th.y say there is always movement'"

I

I

i
I

6T.Laterarchemict^"Fi,:to:!:u",].;|,7|iinlfi""tingtheSun(rtom
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The ancients admired one principle of all things, unique, immobile,
andinfinite. Thales of Miletos speaks of the Egg [a confusion or perhaps
a delibetate glay on words here between egg, don, and being, 

-on]. 
Ii,s

a question of the divine water and of gold: it,s a principle, blautiful,
immobile. It's exempt from all apparent movement, and more, it is
infinite, endowed with infinite po$/er, and no one can numbet its
powefs,

Parmenides also takes for principle the divine, unique pdnciple,
immobile rrith determined power; it is, he says, immobile, and 

^the

energy that derives from it is determinate.
We note that Thales of Miletos, considering the existence of God,

calls him infinite and endowed with infinite power; God is endowed
with an infinite power. Parmenides says that for his productions God
has only a determinate power; indeed it is throughoot .1.u, that what
God produces corresponds to a limited power. petishable things
correspond to a limited powet-though not so intellectual things.

These two men, f mean Thales and parmenides, seem to be tJjected
by Aristotle ftom the band of natural philosophers. Indeed they ate
theologians concerned with questions alien to physics and they aitach
themselves_ to [concepts of] immobility. But all physical thingi move.
Natute is the principle of movement and rest.

He then goes on to discuss the ideas held by the eady thinkers
about the archd as odginal and fundamental substance, stressing
the aspect of movement.

Thales admitted water as an unique, determined arche of things since
it is fecund and plastic: fecund as giving birth to fish, plastic ri tuLi.rg
any form one $rants to give it. It takes the form of aiy vase in whicf,
it's put, whether the v.ase is polished, tercacott^, triangular, quad-
langular, ot what you like. This arche is mobile. \Vater indeed -oo"r;it is detetminate and not eternal.

Diogenes held that the archE is air, which is rich and fecund: it
engenders birds. And it shows itself plastic, taking any form it is given.
But it is one, mobile, and not eternal.

have taken fire as the arche of all things,
of all things. An arclte indeed should be

,flera.Krerros ano Etppasos nave taken fire as tbe archd of all thir
since it's the active element of all things. An arclte indeed should
the source of the activity of things issued from it. As some say, fire
is also fecund, since animals ate born in warmth.

As for the earth, no one has made an arcbe of it except Xenophanes
of Kolophon. As it is not fecund, rro one has made an elemeni of it.
And he vrho is in. possession of every virtue [the intedocutor here]
remarks that earthis not signalled as an element by phitosophers, sinci
it isn't fecund. Indeed llermes associates the idea of earth with that
of the unimptegnated virgin.ro

'Herakleitos and Hi
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Anaximenes declates that arche of things, infinite and mobile, is air.

He ,rgrres thus: air is the neighbour,of the incotpoteal and we 
. 
enioy

its effi"u*. It must be infinite aJ it produces without losing anything' 
-

Anaximandtos says the archi is the Intermediary: that which

denotes moist vapour and smoke; the moist vapour-is intermediary

between fire and earth; in brief it is the intetmediate between the hot

and the moist. Smoke is intermediate between hot and dry'

Let's come to the opinion of each ancient and see how he seeks to

direct his teaching aJcotding to his viewpoint' Here and there an

omission is to be fJund as the result of the complexity of the discourses.

And now let's recapitulate by groups and show how our philo-

,oph"rr, borrowing ftom those others their point of depattute' have

built up our Art of Natute.
ZoriLor, cto\r/n of philosophets, whose language ha-s the abundance

of-O""u.r, ih".r"* Dioin" orie, follows in general Melissos on the art

".r&ruy, 
ihut the art is one like God. That is what he sets out to Theo-

sebeiain countless places, and what he says is true'

Here he repeats the advice which we saw Zosimos gives to his

sister: words of pantheist quietism, which reflect the deep patience

^fld 
acceptan.. if rcahty that has to- go with the active quest into

the pdniiples of riatural process. Taken-together-with.the argu-

meris of 2osimos, these statements of Olympiodoros bring out

cleady the points where the alchemists differed from all other

ancient thirikers. They alone combined an esseritially materiaUst

outlook with a deep faith in the creative force, the formative

pattern, woYking ooi itt natvtal process' of which they saw man a

purt-und, then went on to t.ik itt a laboratory' in 
-scientific

L*perim.rrt, for the precise way-s in which the force, the living

prlar.rrr, expressed iiself. The fantasy-aspects of their thought

ianrrot d.truct from the essential drive and pufpose in their work'

canriot obscure the great ne\il syflthesis at which they were arriv-

ing. The eady Stoi; and Epikoureans were inspired -by 
some-

thing of the same sort of pantheist. materialism, but they could

not make the decisive step ?rom trying to evolve the laws of life

^nd. 
matter out of their rninds alone, the step into active experi-

mental verification.

He exhorts us to seek out tefuge in the one God' He speaks thus. to

it " 
*o*un philosopher. RemaL seated at your hearth, recognising

ihra it.." i, o." god and one art. Do not agitate youtself this way and

that in seeking fir anothet God. God himself will come to you' he

who is .'o"ry.rih.r" and who is not confined in a lowermost space like

ttle ilaimon. Motionless of body, immobilise also yout passions' And
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thus, having corrected yourself by your own action, summon the deity
and it will come truly to you, it which is every'lrhere. And when you
have recognised yourse[ then you'll recognise also him who is really
God. Operating in this way, you'll obtain the genuine and natural
tinctutes, spitting on matter.

Similady Chymes follows Parmenides and declares: One is All, by
it All is, fot if it did not conrain All, Ail vrould be Nothing.

The theologians speak on divihe matters as the naturai philosophers
on matter.ll

Agathodaimon, inclined towards Anaximenes, sees the absolute in
air. Anaximandtos said that this absolute v/as the intermediate which
is moist vapour and smoke. For Agathodaimon it is altogether sub-
limated vapour faithah, often used for mercury in a volatile state].
Zosimos and most of the others have followed this opinion, whel
they constructed the philosophy of our art.

. Hermes also speaks of smoke in connection with magnesia. Sepatate
them, he says, in front of the futnace, . . . The smoke of the magnesia
being white, whitens bodies. Smoke is intermediate between hot and
dty, and here is placed the sublimated vapour and that that results
from it. Moist vapour is intermediate between the hot and the.moist.
it denoted the subilimated moist vapours, those that alembics ancl theii
like distil.

As well as Hermes, Agathodaimon, and Zosimos, he names Maria
the Jewess and Synesios. Though he refers ro the authority of the
Bible, which he seems to know very little, he has nothing notice-
ably Christian about his work, whereas he refers to the oracles
of Apollo and those of the lesser daimones, invokes the Muses, and
mentions the inscriptions in rhe temple of Isis. The Tomb of
Osiris is his image of alchemy. He seems then to be at heaft a
pagan, cherishing the Egyptian tradition. He repeats the old tale
of gold being engendered in the land of Ethiopia. .,There a kind
of ant extracts the gold and brings it up to the daylight and
delights in it."12 He cites the Ptolemaic libraries and uses Egyptian
names for months, Mecheir and Mesore, which he relates to the
four-month systems of summer and winter. He also repeats
Zosimos on the role of Egyptian kings.13

He is still interested in practical r,vork. He speaks of maceration,
washing, roasting of minerals, and distinguishes volatile and
fixed bodies:

The ancients admit three tinctures. The first is that which promptly
disappears [volatilises], like sulphut and arsenic [not in the literal
sense]. The second is that which fades out slowly, like sulphurous
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materials. The thitd, that which does not fade at all: these are the

*"i"it, if't" stones, and the earth' The first tinctute' made with arsenic'

;;;;.pp"; with white' Arsenic is a kind of sulphur that quickly

".lrtifit'"J; 
all that is like arsenic grows volatile through fire and is

called sulphurous matter.l 

He adds, "Mercuty whitens all, draws out the souls of all' changes

colouf, and survives."

Olympiodoros is intelligent, but lacks. the fervour of Maria and

Z;"iltt. The growth Jf Christi"oityin.the 4th and 5th century

t.a-,o .o"rid.ribl" disorders and confusions. Many philosophers

were murdered. \7e sa\M how Hypatia fell early l_"i:tiT to the

;;;k- Alchemy, with its deep pagan roots visible in Zosimos

orrJ ofy-piodoios, must have^btt" ttig}tty suspect' and.many of
its practitioners must have suffered death or persecution' The

u-t-*trpn"t. of the period is powerfully brought out in an account

writte'n in Boharein, with the insctiption, Enkomionfpanegltric)

,irrro h1 our Patria'rch, oar Holr Archbishop of Alexandreia'.|'aint

ilork.ir. (Dioskoros vre have met in relation with Synesios as

,h. ,ru*" of a priest of Sarapis' In a demotic spell-book- we find

ii .it.a u, u ,ruirr. of powet, "Pronounce this name on the prow

of ubourwhen it is goi.,g to iittk to the bottom' and because of the

names of Dioskoros wh"ich are there, it '\I/itl be saved"')15 There

-us ut Egyptian m rtyr Dioskoros, commemorated on 18 May;

urrott'r., t"ltt.a u, Alexandreia under Decius and commemorated

on ,+ p"..^ber: the Patriatch was dated 454andcommemotated
on both 4 September and 14 October'16

To the west 6f the watet there was a town where dwelt the servants

of rn" idot named Kothos. The idol was set up in the niche of a house'

and vrhen they crossed the doorway of the house' they bowed their

heads before it and vrotshipped it'- 
The town's ptiests u.ti,,ti and told their Father afi' that the pagans

diJto them: titrt they tried to catch little Chtistian childten as sacri-

4.". fo, their god l(oihos; they laid snares for them' and when they'd

sot once hold of thern ,they miltreated them' they sought o-ut Christian

lLrii.." i" r".rial on th" ayar of their gods' Also, when caught,

jailed, and interrogated, they had c.o{esse.{,rlathout being put to the

tortute: "Yes, we make litile Christian children come' we lure them

*l.ir glfr. "f ilir. 
of bread and a handful of food' and then we shut

;;;-;p i" hidden places so that no one outside canheat their voices'

Then we kill them, we Pollr theit blood on.the altat'we take their gut

and stdng it like cords'on oru guitats, and we play music in honour
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of our gods. we burn their_bodies and sptead the ashes on places
whete we know treasutes are buried, and wi take up as much oith.-
as we wish."

However the arrested persons have had recourse to ways of cortup-
tion and been saved, because the chiefs of this district aie gr.edy fir
money,

68. The Alchemical Assumption (fuom The Rosa4lfi

There was, of course, no human sacrifice in Egypt, and it is more
than unlikely that the pagans would ha-.e reoiried to such prac-
tices when they were under special scrutiny and attack. The
christians themselves had eailier been accused of cannibalism and
il::l,t and they later were to accuse Jews of the very same
villainies as they now laid at the doors of the pagans.

Sfhen the loly bishop,,the Apa Makar, heard this from his priests,
he rose and went with them. \Ze set out with him, I and t*o i''.r, oi
high rank; and two priests went with us. when we had traversed some
five miles on the lowet patt of their territory, we saw their temple.
My father went that way, brrt the two ptiests cried, ..Father, let's go
away so that they won't kill us."

He replied, "As our saviour lives, even if they kill me, I won,t give
way till f enter here." And he went to the temple-door.

Then the demon who dwelt by the doot and the idol Kothos cried
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out, "Go and hunt Makarios out of Tkou." Fear gripped us when we
heard his voice. If the fear had held us a momeflt more, we'd have gone
away, we'd not have returned thete, nor should we have come back
to ouf homes to see you.

Nfhen the pagan priests heatd that, they came out of the door with
arms, javelins and axes in their hands; and the women climbed on the
temple-roof to thtow stones at us. They shouted at Makarios,
"Makarios, you are the criminal of Tkou. NThy have you come and

what do you want here? Our gods have warned us of yout hate. Go
back to your o.wn place. SThat have you to do with us?"

The saint teplied, "If I have nothing to do with you, what have you
to do with the childten of Christians that you sacrifice to the idols?"

They said, "It isn't true."
The saint then said, "\fon't you let me enter and see the temple?"
They answered, "Come in."
llowever the two priests were scared and didn't enter.
Then twenty men rose up, closed the doors behind us, and prepared

to kill us. \(/e were only four, and they shouted at us, "Your life is
finished today. The moment of your death is upon you."

At once they threw themselves on my Father, seized him first as a

spotless lamb, and then us three. The p^gafis rose up and set us as

oferings ofl the altat of their god Kothos, and the women tejoiced,
crying, "Let us glorify out god today with these Christian ctiminals."

However the chief among them said, "\(/e must refer the matter to
our highpriest befote killing them and we must call him here about the
sactifice to our gocl I(othos."

The others agreed with him. Homeros was the name of their high-
priest. They sent a man out to find him. I said to my Father, "You are

seated here without praying fot our presetvation. Come, the hour of
our death is here,"

My Father ans#ered, "Don't be afraid, my son Tonoution. Christ
will aid us."

And at those very words the holy Apa Besa knocked on the door;
and as no one answeted, he ctied out, "Gteat all-powetful God who
drew Peter out of ptison, unfettering his hands and feet and making the
door open befote him, so that the guards didn't hold him back and
the soldiets watching at the door were asleep and the angel of the
Lotd followed and led him out by the door of iton giving access to
the town-make this temple open of its own accord." At that instant
the temple-door opened and the holy saint Besa entered with monks
to the number of foty.

\7hen they entered, the pagans were scated. They were like soulless
stones. Sfe were at once freed from out bonds and the holy Apa Besa

said to my Father, "Let us both get to work. You make a fire and I'll
pray-or you pray and I'11 make a fire."
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My Father replied, "No, let us stand up together, one by the other,
let's pray together that fire descends and butns this temple.,,

And standing thete the tvro prayed until a voice ftom on high was
heard, "Save yourselves by the temple-door."

Before we had even turned our heads, a gte twall offite surrounded
the whole tempie and its walls crumbled away and the fire consumed
it all right down to the foundations. My Father cursed the temple,

,saying, "Let no tree yielding shade ever grow in this place. Lel it -
become the dwelling-place of wildbeasts and reptiles of the earth.,'

Then a foul demon entered flying into 
^ 

man, who ran offinto the
town, howling, "Let all the pagans flee. Besa and Makarios of Tku are
there."

My Father then met Homeros, their leading man, on the road. He
was the highpriest and my Father knevr in his heart that he was the
chief they'd sent for. He said, "$7hen they ptepated to slit our throats
and kill us, why didn't you come to glotify your god Kothos?,,

He answered, "You're not a fit sacrifice for our god, you,re an old
man."

Then my Father made a sign to the Brethren. "Seize and bind him.',
And this noisome priest cried, "Gteat god Kothos, supreme

soveteign of the airs, brother of Apollo, save me. I'm your highpriest.,,
My Father called to him, "I'm going to burn you alive, you and

your god l(othos."
Then they went on their way, they went jnto the town and a crowd

of orthodox followed them. He bade them make a fire. They thtew
Homeros in and burned him up together with the idols found in his
house. Several surviving pagans accepted baptism and became
Christians. The others refused, took theit belongings and threw them
in the river and the lakes, then went offwith theh idols into the desert.
\7e counted the idols destroyed on this occasion and found their
number to be 3o6. In the houses of the fugitives the Christians were
established.

Apart from the miracle of fire, this account may be taken as a
realistic version of what happened again and again. Some
Chdstians forced their way into a temple, were resisted, called
up the monks, and proceeded to smash the ternples and murder
the pagans. A character like Homeros might rvell have been a
learned rna17, 

^ 
philosopher, an alchemist.

Alchemy tended to shift more to the norh. We saw in Chapter
III how Aeineias of Gazain the lateryth century knew a group of
alchemist artisans. The art developed in Syria, rvith part of its
writings in Aramaic, and it is significant that Greek Fire was
effectively worked out in this area.
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The Greek alchemists who carried on writing dealt now in
compiiing extracts from the masters' each a short chapter; the

comprehensive view, which sought to link theory and practice,

was iading out. Soon even the anthologies began to break up,

with loss of the flames that gwannteed the worth of a recipe'

The manuscript of St Mark, the oldest we have, is fairly faithful'
but has suffered many mishaps, leaves in the wrong places ancl

gaps in the texts. The next in age, Patis 2325, is purely practical

and mentions as authors only Demokritos, Synesios, Stephanos-
whereas St Matk still kept a considerable place for theory. In
Parts z1z7 the many errors make it seem the work, not so much of
a professional scribe, as of a practising alchemist, who paid.atten-

tion to the recipes but v/as not much interested in the general state-

ments. We can perhaps make out three types of manuscript that
have come down: (a) texts like that of St Mark which have already

lnad a long development behind them, but maintain a strong
theoretical interest and appeat as a collection of doctrinal works
with names of authots attached-the items set out in an order
which has its atbiaary aspect but which still does riot suffer

unduly from the predilections of the compiler; (b) ptactical works
mostly of anonymous recipes, with the signed sections kept down
to a minimurn; (c) composite collections which include doctrinal
works but without any system and with an aimless irruption of
recipes-the copyist seems to put in anything he thinks relevant

to the alchemic art.17

In due time alchemy became a pursuit also of Christians' We

have an aflonymous writef called The Christian, who seems a

Byzattine monk of the eaily 6dn ceotury, acquainted with
Gnosticisrn. Fie speaks of the unquenchable source of S7ater in
thd midst of Paradise. "The divine oracle says; Let us make man

. . . and make male and female." He has learning and mentions

the shadow of the cone of the earth which reaches to the sphere

of Mercury; cites, in the usual eclectic way, Atatos and Hesiod,
the Bible and Hetn:res, as well as Agathodaimon, Demokdtos,
Petesis, Zosimos; sets out in philosophic language the varieties

of gold-making according to kind and species; reproduces the

geometric concept of the elements from the Pythagoreans and

Flatonists; only his frrst paragraph is otiginal. Near the end of
his treatise he abridges Zosimos' definition: "Such is the image

of the wodd, famed in ancient writings, the mystic science of
Egyptian hierograms." 'Ihen he turns to the substantial natures,

!

i
I

I
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showing a gnostic and theoiogical bent of mind.l8 His diction is
like that of Olympiodoros.

He dedicated his work to Sergios, who may be Sergios Resain-
ensis. The latter lived in Alexandreia in the ea{y 6th centuty and
translated into Syrian the Greek medical and philosophical writers.

With Stephanos we reach the culmination of the rhetorical
tradition, in which both theory and practice are exploited for the "
outpouring of flowery and exalted encomia of the sacred art.
He was a philosopher and public professor at Alexandreia under
Heraklios, 6ro-4r. He lectured on Plato and Aristotle, on
geometry, arithmetic, astronomy, music-leaving a commentaty
on Aristotle and an astronomical work, Apotelesnatik€ Pragma-
teia, as well as his alchemic treatise, which consists of nine
Praxeis or Lessons, of which the last is dedicated to Heraklios
in extravagantly adulatory terrns. Attempts have been made to
argue that the treatise is ofthe 9th century and not by Stephanos;
that public lectures on alchemy were against the law. Bur this
latter pointfalls down. Alchemy had nouz emerged into the open-
at least as a recognised art, even if the operators still carried on a
secret tradition. True, the style of the treatise is different from that
of Stephanos' other wotks, but it is free from the barbarisms that
crop up in the later alchemic texts, and there are many references
to mathematics, astronomy and music-suggesting the wide
interests of the philosopher, who might well feel called on to use
a specific kind of idiom, declamatory and excited, for expounding
the mysterious art. Further, the treatise was known to the
Anonymous Philosopher, who does not seem as late as the 9th
century, and is cited inthe Kitab (probably 8to)..n

Stephanos has read widely and grasped the main ideas of
alchemy; but he quite lacks the incisive grip of Zosimos. A Chris-
tian mystic with a confused mixture of idealist ideas drawn from
any school, Pythagorean or Platonist, he wants to feel stirred and
uplifted by suggestive enigmatic images or doctrines. fn the last
fesoft the ideas ate playthings, instruments for his edification and
for the display of his rhetorical and rhapsodical powers before
duly dazzled audiences. We may take his first lecture as a sample.zo

Stephanu of Ahxandreia the Uniuersal Philosoplter and Teacber of tlte Great
and Sacred Art of Goldnaking. Lecture I with Gnd'r Help.

First we ptaise God the cause of all good things and the hing of all,
and his only-begotten Son resplendent before the ages with the Holy
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Pneuma, and we earnestly beseech for outselves the illumination of
the knowledge of him. Next we shall begin by gathering the fairest

fruits of the vrork undertaken, of this very Tteatise, and we trust that
we shali track dovzn the truth. Our problem now must be to ptoceed

from a true theoty of natute.
O nature superiot to nature conquering the natures. O nature

become supetior to itself, well-regulated, transcending and surpassing

the natutes. O nature one and the same yielding and fulfilling the All.
O union completed and sepatation united O identical and not alien

nature ptoviding the All out of itself O mattet immatetial holding
matter fast O nature conqueting and reioicing in nature O heavenly

nature making the pneumatic existence shine forth O bodiless body
making the bodies bodiless O course of the moon illuminating the

whole order of the universe O most generic species and some specific
genus O nature ttuly superior to nature conquering the natures-tell
what sort of nature you are.

Thus he expands the triadic formula of Ostanes, but in 
^ 

way
which merely inflates and diffuses it, not a way that applies or
extends its meaning. He now launches into a further ecstatic

series of synonyms for the aft of the Stone, the Egg, the Water:

That which in a family sort of way foikeios] received itself from
itself again, indeed that which yields suiphur without fire and has the

' fire-tesisting power, the archetype of many names and name of many
forms, the experienced nature and the unfolding, the many-coloured
painted rainbow, that which discloses from itself the All, O nature
itself and displaying its natute from no othet nature O like bdnging
to light from its like a thing of like nature.

O sea becoming as the ocean drawing up as vapoutits many-coloured
pearls. O coni unctio n of the t e r tato m i a ffour-bo dy system] adorned upon
the sgrface O inscription of the threefold triad and petfection of the
univetsal seal,body of magnesia by which the whole mystery is btought
about.

O golden-roofed stream of heaven and silver-crested spirit sent
forth from the sea O you that have the silvetbreasted robe and ptovide
the liquid golden cutls O fait exercise of the wisest intellects O wise
all-creative power of most holy men O sea inscrutible to uninitiated
men O ignorance seized-on befotehand by vainglodous men O smoky
kindling of disdainful mankind O uncovered light of pious men O
countenance contemplated by virtuous men O sweetly-breathing
florvet of practical philosophers.zl

O petfect preparation of a single species O wotk of wisdom ha.ring
a beauty composed of intellect O you flashing such a beam from a

singleleing upon all O moon drawing a light from the light of the
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sun O single nature itself and nr,r other nature, rejoicing and rejoicetl
ovet, mastefing and mastered, saved and saviour, what have you in
common with the host of m ter.ial things since one thing is natural
and is a single nature conquering the All?

Of what kind are you, tell me of what kind?

Genos, genws and eidos, species, seem to have a specific meaning.
The genera seem to be metals which own a proper phlsit, a term
here refrerring to an object in which the four elements cornbine to *
characterise it and give rise to its properties. The species were
such substances as stones, salts, and so on, which were not
counted as bodies with such a pfuisis. The system was worked out
by the Anon in the 8th century, but his explanation of the terms
does not quite accord with earlier usages. Stephanos' playing on
the concepts of body and spirit, matedal and immaterial, is based
on the fundamental alchemic use of these terms: the notion that
chemical reageflts destroyed the body (metal) and released the
soul, but that the dead metal (some compound in fact) could be
revived-turned again into a metal.zz But he is as much con-
cerned with the further series of ideas suggested. Thus, he is
certainly thinking of the endless arguments on plysis in theolo-
gical contfoversies, on the relation of the hurnan and divine
natures of Christ.

I dedicate this great gift to you ofgood understanding, to you clothed
with vittue, adorned with respect to theoretical practice and settled
in ptactical theory. Of what kind? Show us, you who have indicated
befotehand that we should have such a gift. I shall declare, and not
hide, of what nature. I confess the gtace of the giving of light from
above, which is given to us by the lights of the Father. I'Iear as intel-
ligences like angels. Put av/ay the material theory so that you may be
consideted wotthy to see the hidden mystery with your intellectual
eyes.

For there is need of a single natural [thing] and of one nature
conquering the All. Of such a kind, now clearly to be told you, that
the natute reioices in the nature and the flature mastef,s the nature and
the natures conquers the nature. For it rejoices on account ofthe nature
being its own, and it masters it because it has kinship with it, and,
superiot to nature, it conquers the nature when the corporeal operation
of the process fulfils the initiation into the mysteries.

For when the incorruptible body is released by death and when it
transforms the fulfilment which has become spiritual, then, superior
to nature, it is like a rnarvellous spirit. Vhen ii masters the bociy that
it moves, then it rejoices as if over its own habitation, then it conquers
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that which in disembodied fashion haunts the !7hole which is begotten
of the \fhole, that is admirable above nature.

\Vhat I say to you is the comprehensive magnesia.

After he has worn thin the concrete formula by this tireless ancl
weakening repetition, his conclusion about magnesia comes {ls lrn
anticlimax. Magnesia is often mentioned by alchemists, but none
of the substances they mentiofr is more obscure. Plinius describes
five kinds, which seem to be rnagnetic oxide of iron. But the
alchemic material, which can be reduced to a metal 111<e nojbdo-
chalkos (lead-bronze), was perhaps a lead or antirnony-copper
alloy. It was to some extent volatilised b,y heat as we hear of
"mercury from magnesia". The body obtained from its reduction
was thought to be equivalent to the tetrasomia or alloy of the
four base metals. Here Stephanos seems to take it as the basic
undedying substance of the universe. He raises the question
r,vhethet the work of transmutation could be done by one eidos

(species) or by several eid7. There was disagreement on this point
among alclremists. The fragment On tlte Assenblt of tbe Philoso-
phers, attributed to The Philosopher (Demokritos), sets out the
view that a single species 'was to be used; but the coritrary view
is expressed h That tlte Species it Cornpownd and not Single and lX4tat
is its Management.zs

STho viill not wonder at the coral-of-gold pedected from you. Ftom
you is the whole mystery brought to perfection, you alone will have
no fear of the knowledge of the same, on you will be spread the tadiant
eastern cloud. You will beat in yourself as a guest the multiform images
ofAphrodite, the cupbearer again serving the fire-throwing beater of
coals-then catrying such a brightness fiom afar, yo,t veil the same in
bridal fashion, you receive the undefiled mystery of nature.

tWhereas'I{leopatra spoke openly of the processes of coition,
gestation and birth, Stephanos describes coition in a hidden
allusive way, using the pretext of the bridal veil. The cup-
beater could be either Ganymedes or Hebe; the fire-thro'wer is
Zeus who huds the lightnings. As sexual intercourse is suggested,
the cup-bearer is probably Ganymedes, who would suit alchemic
imagery as being snatched up from below to the upper regions.2a

I will show you as well the lustre of your nature, I will begin to indi-
cate your multiform images. For then he who intelligently interweaves
you that have fire without you, rekindles the {iery thing. Looking on
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your many-coloured visions, I'll be impotent as I circle round its
beauties. Yout radiant pead blinds the sight of my eye. Yout pbengites

[moonstone] rekindling astounds all my vision, your shining radiance
gladdens all my heart O nature truly supetior to nature, conquering
the natures,

You the whole are the one flature. The same by which the whole
becomes the work. For by an odd number your all-cosmos is systema-
tised. Then you wiil understand in what respecrs you will look ahead,
then you'll find out in what piaces will be your ambit, then you'll stop
the struggles of sedition, then you'Il disclose the kingly purple which
also you'll bring with your Maiden's aid.25

69. The alchemical death of the hermaphrodite (fuom The Rosary)

The struggles, agones, of sedition, stasis, with the following
advent ofthe royal purple, seem to refer to the conditions before
Heraklios and to his accession. In the preceding reign of Phokas,
selected by the army, there had been a confused popular triumph;
bloody clashes .weot on all over the east between the Blues and
the Greens (the circus-factions organised as something like
political parties), between the Iding's Men(Melkites in Egypt) and
the masses with their vafious economic and political grievances.
Heraklios, son of an exarch, was finally sent by the magnates of
Afrtca to overthrow Phokas and festore r.vhat they considered as

order. As he was a strong supporter of Orthodoxy, the Maiden
who helps to bring the purple was perhaps the Virgin Mary. He
indeed had the role of Defender of the Faith forced on him in
wars against the Persians, a crusade to regain a piece of the True
Cross which u,as said to have been carried off from Jerusalem
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'fhe piece was worr back; the Persian holy-city, considered thc
birthplace of Zotoastef, 'was burned down; and the statue of the
Persian king Chostoes (round which hovered winged images of
sun, moon and stars) in the temple of the Sun was smashed.

Then there will be, not the tecent labour, but a couch canopied with
gold; not a multiform ability, but an allwise sagacity; not a deprivation
of virtuous men, but a fruition of perfect mefl. For suchis the measure of
it to be found in the Odd Number.

The odd number is the natural monad, about which Stephanos
elaborates in the opening of his second lecture. S7e need not cite
the rest of the first one, siflce he now divagates into pious remarks
about "all-ruling God" and links the divine water of alchemy
with the grace of lesus Christ that enables mefl "to gush forth
rivers of living water". FIe cries, "\)7hy should we marvel at tl-re
species Chrysokorallos? We should wonder rather at the infinite
Beauty." It is an exarnple of his distance ftom Zosimos ot Olym-
piodoros that when he goes on to discuss the monad he says

that "it is so called from its rernaining immutable and unmoved.
For it displays a circular and spherical contemplation of numbers
like itself." This Fhytagorean mysticism of flumber is as far as

could be fiom the alchemic acceptance of the wodd of movement
and change as the real wodd. Stephanos shows the decadence of
the tradition in almost every respect.

Indeed a neo-Pythagorean mysticism keeps on blurring out the
alchemic insights which Stephanos glibly repeats and elaborates.
His second lecture has rnany Pythagorean comments on numbers,
and he declares:

For they wfo pluck the strings say that Orpheus made melody with
rhythmical sounds so that the symphony should re-echo the co-
ordinated movement of the elements and the sounding melody should
be harmoniously perfected. Fot {rom the one instrurnent the whole
composition takes its origin, hence also the organisation of the articu-
late body is ordered in the bones and joints and parts and nerves, and,
by the plectrum of the air, given forth in the fashion of a moving
instrument, a voice is sent forth to the One vrhich is 

f 
oined to its essence

and which conquers and otganises it by its own life: the very mode and
blending of the ait.

For of two extreme qualities there is fcrund one mediator and concilia-
tor rvhich preserves the qualities of both on account of its resemblance
and close kinship to them.
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There we see a deep sense of inner organic telations, such as we
find in Galen, but also a collapse of the true alchemic doctdne
of the fusion of opposites. Stephanos returns to the Pythagorean
doctrine of a reconciliation of opposites, which Aristotle also
developed in his own way: the middle-class idealisation of a way
of life that kept down and controlled the unruly opposites of the
aristocracy and the plebeians. Stephanos uses this coficept, which
ultimately implies the arrest of development, not its driving-on
to the crucial points of change, in the key of his exposition of the
emperor Heraklios as ending the "struggles of sedition". Alchemy
has become respectable and accommodated itself to the wodd of
powef.

The same doctrine of arrest, which abandons the view of the
wodd as ceaseless movemerit and change, appears in Stephanos'
formulation at the outset of the third lecture:

How the fwodd] is fashioned and how the divine patts of it, being well
pudfied, fly upwards, which, being level, draw up after them the more
level parts. For the method mystical chemistry consists of symbols

[here appeats the sign fot oaranos, heaven, and the zodiacal Scales], and
what is required is operated by method. So also the bodies, made
metaliic, and being changed from the conttary nature, becorne by
certain method level and aitherial.

Thetetm epipedos,level or flat, suggests the arrivalat a space where
the process ceases to operate, an etherial level outside the universe
of change. The pantheist concept of Zosimos excludes thd pos-
sibility of such a conclusion. The "change from the contrary"
has become here in Stephanos a change to a state where contraries
do not function.

Treatises were attributed to the emperors Heraklios and Justinian.
A part of the work under the latter's name survives; Heraklios
was brought in because of his patronage of alchemy. The Anony-
mous is a sciolast, later than Stephanos, whom he cites. He writes
on gold-making on the divine water, gives the fitst list of oecume-
nical philosophers; and feels nothiflg odd in mixing their names
rvith the Christian Trinity and Biblical references.26 Then come
sorne late unimportant compilers, Pappos (probably of the 7th-
8th centuries; Salmanas, who seems a century or two later by his
style; I(osmas, found about tooo, who uses barbarous terms like
salonitron, tqaparikon; Michael Psellos (ror8-78), the famous
literary man, who composed two minor and unoriginal works,
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which howevet helped to spread alchemic ideas in the West;
Nikephoros Blemmydes of the r3th century, an inhabitant of
Byzantion, who still looked to Demokritos and his school; and

nameless writers like the man who compiled a Lexikon of Gold-
making, in which magnesia is explained in three quite different
ways,27

Sfe spoke above of the movement of serious alchemic work to
the Syrian area. From the mid-5th century Nestorian and Mono-
physite heretics in exile had been carrying Gteek ideas of medicine,
astronomy, alchemy, throughout Syria and Persia. The reign of
Heraklios saw the first expansion of the Arabs, who wete soon
to take over atrchemic experimental work.

There are also four poems on alchemic themes, all written in
iamtric lines of twelve syllables, with caesura usually falling after the
seventh syllable. Each poem has the name of a different author
attached to it-Heliodoros, Theophrastos, Hierotheos, Archelaos

-but the style and treatment are so similar throughout that there
seems no doubt they are all the work of a single poet, who had
soaked himself in the writings of Stephanos. There is nothing new
in the poems, but in many passages the ideas and images of
Stephanos are ingeniously expanded. The Christian idiom grows

7o. The winged hermaphrodite Vmbolising the red stone (from Tlte
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stronger as the basis in laboratory-work grows weaker ancl the
whole thing is conceived almost entirely as satisfying matertal
for an allegory. The similarity of sound in baptein, to dip or
tinge, and baptiqein, to baptise, is felt to be significant; allusions
to the New Testament grow more frequent; and mystical extra-
vagances take over the place held by symbolic correspondences.
Imager,v of death and resurrection are dwelt on for their own sake.
\WesawaboveTheophrastos on the Ouroboros ; as a furtherexample
of the style v/e may take a passage from the poem of Archelaos:

Then longingly she cries at what she sees.

Freed from her body, how may she again,
she wondets, there remain, now spirit-like.
So modified in shape and fotm is she
no trace is left in her of darkening mist,
no trace. Instead, she wears a spJ.endour now,
changing her mutk for white and glistening light.
Her former instrument she views out-stretched,
struck motionless, with loss of speech and life,
awaiting resurrection from the tomb.
The prey of many torments and assaults,
she comes nearby with bright and ioyous looks,
and thus her body's prostrate form addresses
with tranquil voice-with signs and not with words.

"Come 6ut! Rise up from Hades' deadly pit!
Cast ftom yourself the datkness and the gioom!
\Trench offthe shroud ofdeath again,tlne clothes
that matked you, up till now, as one condemded,
in which so many burnings were endured
that you might show yourself in all refined,
transformed like spitit and tevivified
by her the Soul who lately uprose from you
and who will quickly live in you again
when Spirit comes, a third, to crown the whole,
You were a corpse before, a thing corrupted,
and empty of life you dwelt inside the tomb,
empty of form, of breath, quite lacking gtace.
Defeated in battle now you avoid the sttife,
in closely contested conflict you've been beaten
and seem a fugitive to one and a71..

Conquered within, you may no longer stay
to watd off darts that assail you from outside.
Ry swimming a\\ay on the element of, watet
you do not wait till the woman's joined with yor-r
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in marriage as you desired. You do not check
the clash of female conflict, but your bloom
is ravaged by het power. Thick datkness then
hides all your shining beauty in a tomb:
breathless and lifeless, a corpse wrapt in a shroud,
you expose the face alone of all your ftame.
Cast out and naked you seem to all beholders,
waiting without a voice fot life to come,
saying by signs: \7here is that living soul
which left me once and took its life away?
Unite us, make me brighten with het again,
my likeness now is all defiled with murk,
immetse my form and wipe it off ifl cleanness
that I may be a shining habitation
made fair and glorious, O Soul, for you.
Bearing no blackness and no stain of filth
but rather like a strong and powerful light
pouting its rays out, in a flawless splendour,
so that a victot's crowri may be deserved:
reconquering the one who stuggled with me
in close combat, I'11 show a handsome home,
a worthy dwelling-place for both my guests,
the Spirit and the purifying Soul."

These Three united in a steady bond
of fitm affection and of constant love
shall dwell together, truly unified,
the Body, Soul and Spirit: not subdued
by fellowship but rather beautified.
They fight the fite with light and cripple fire
by tingeing at their will. They feel no fear,
a stronghold triply fotified and stable,
to one anothet intimately mated
in fourfold manner,by the elements.
\7ith penetration they abide. They tinge
add give to bodies evety kind of colour.z8

There we must leave Graeco-Rornan alchemy. The foundations
in method and iheory had been laid. The Arabs were to pick the
art up and hand it on to the West. No new ideas emerged; but in
the application many new incidental discoveries were made, and
the tensions betrveen the practical side and the insufficient theory
were to build up till modern chemistry began to develop with
Boyle and others in the rTth century. All that, ho.6'ever, is not
pat of ouf, story.
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Conclusions

Ws have now viewed the birth of this strange science-strange
in itself and strange in its whole way of development. It emerges
and gror,vs during its vital formative period in secrecy and does

its utmost to temain sectet and to avoid connections with any
social or economic forces in its wodd, despite its strong links
with many technological processes. The secrecy, 'w'e may say,
'was not altogether its own choosing. Through its connection
with "gold-making" it was liable to bring the whole weight of the
authorities down upon it-though its true exponents were not at
all concerned with making gold for their own enrichment. They
sought the clue to the nature of process, the nature of life itself,
and nothing less. But, reinforcecl by the various cautions, there
was the deep bias towards secrecy brought about by the two main
bodies from ,uhorn the whole impetus towards the new science

came: cratt-fraternities and mystery-groups. Each of these in its
own 'way had a strong tradition of keeping. secret its essential
lores or discoveries. The alchemist thus from fhe outset felt bound
by a passionate devotion to his art, which he opposed to the
wodd of power, money, accepted usages. FIe had staked everything
on his personal quest into the unknown, and the demands of the
world were fetrt only as shackles, corruptions, diversions, distor-
tions. His lonely dedication became the pledge of his worth, of
his right to the quest and its revelations. In all this he had affinities
with the devotees of the various dissident religious groups,
including early Chdstianity, but he also has his profound difference
from those groups. In his pantheist-materialist way he .was con-
cerned with actual process, with the structure and laws of the
nodal points in material change.

In a general way the notion of scientific tesearch as somehow
identical with mystery-initiation was widespread. Dion Chysos-
tom remarked:
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Here is a couect enough compadson. Suppose you invited a Greek or a
Batbarian and took him into a mystery-temple of a prodigious beauty
and gtandeur. He would see there all sorts of secret visions, he would
hear all sorts of mysterious voices. Darkness and light would alternate
in his eyes, not to mention an infinity of other spectacles. Besides, as is
usually done in the ceremony of Enthronement, after installing the
initiate on a throne, the initiators vrould dance in a choir around him.
Is it ctedible that such a man would feel no emotion in his soul and that
he would not grasp the idea that all that was accomplished in vittue of
a design and of preparation full of wisdom? . . .

Ftrow is it different, he asks, in the Cosmos which is also a beauti-
ful Temple? Seneca evefl more directly links the mysteries of
Nature with those of Eleusis:

There are mysteties where the initiation is not completed in one day.
Eleusis feserves sectets that it reveals only to those who return to see

her. Nature too does not reveal all het mysteries at once. \7e think we
are initiates vrhen we are still only in the vestibule. These atcar do not
unveil themselves in a hurry, nor to all men. They have been withdrawn
to the depths of the sanctuary, well apart in an inner chapel. Our
century has seen a p^rt of them; the age to follow us rviil make out
others. \7hen will they come in theit entirety to out knowledge? Great
discoveties ate slow, especially when effort languishes.l

The alchemist, fot the various reasons we have noted, drew the
logical conclusions: that the scientific mysteries should be revealed
only to the initiates. In so doing he was making the best of a bad
job: for certainly in the PtolemaicandRoman periods any attempt
to practise and to teach in public would have meant prosecution
for countetfeiting and for meddling in matters strictly reserved
for the State. For quite differeflt reasons the State and the alche-
mist were concerned .nrith gold, considered the purest of metals.
The State,because of its woddly economic value; the alchemist
because of its unwoddly spititual-and-scientific value as the
supposed highest level of matter.

In our first chapter we sketched out the main attitudes, the
undedying and unquestioned preconceptions, of the wodd from
which the alchemist arose. I-et us glance afresh at the limitations
of the classical outlook. Aristotle's synthesis had been specially
weak, almost blank, on mechanics, as men like Archimedes and
Hipparchos could not but grow 

^w^re. 
The Greeks were able to

deal onlv with combinations of forces or motions that were in

t

t
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the same straight line or were parallel, as with levers. \Without
something like the calculus no notion of instantaneous velocity
could be worked out; hence Aristotle's inability to deal effectively
with planetary motion or free fall. In the Hellenistic age, Archi-
medes made the first step towards the infinitesimal calculus and
Hipparchos was feeling his way towards the modern concept of
momentum; but these explorations could not be carried further
in their society. The Aristotelean categories of motion held the
dominant position, and were inherited by the medieval wodd..
In the sublunar sphere a71 nataral motion was rectangular, light
things rising from the earth's centre, heavy things falling down to
it. As that centre was a fixed point, there was no problem about
defining up and down, lightness or heaviness.z All deviations
from the rectilinear were thus seen as the result of violent motion,
with some force deflecting the light or heavy body from its natural
straight line. In the celestial spheres above the moon, however,
motion .was natural, in a circle, as on earth rest was natutal,
violated only by the application of force. Aristotle did not state
the proposition that the application of a constant force imparts a
constant velocity to a body, but it was implied in all pre-Galilean
mechanics.

Special cases where the Aristotelean system did not apply kept
coming up, but it was not till the advent of projectiles (i.a. gun-
powder and its blast-power) that such a case proved so difficult as
to break the whole systern down. Already, however, among the
Greeks there had been much strain on Aristotle's two main
dynamical principles: that movement required a continuous
efficient cause to keep it going, and that space had an organised
qualitative structure with different natlrtal directions for different
substances.3 As a result, the geometrical space-systems ended by
having so little relation to the accepted systern of dynamics that a
distinction came to be drawn between mathematical and physical
theories, with two citeria (stated by Ptolemaios) for choosing
which was to be used: the one that saved the phenomer^ -ort
acctrateLy and with the smallest number of necessary assump-
tions. This distinction was taken up afresh in the \)7est in the
r2th-rtth centurics.

Gunpowder, ballistics and projectiles were the force that blew
up the ancient systems inherited by the medieval world; but the
discovery and use of gunpowder did not arise technologically in
a social vacuum. That discovery and its concomitant problems

CONCLUSIONS

v/ere the expression of the new bourgeois forces slowly breaking
through the old balances: the interlocked feudal system of hier-
archies which had replaced the ancient system of freeman and
slave intedocked in what was more or less a technological im-
passe. For the systems which fundamentally resisted any deep-
going change, the wodd existed in a condition of "nataral rest",
which was only disturbed by directly interfering (and in their
sense, unnatural) forces. The Aristocelean tradition held that the
interfering forces resided in the medium (air, water, etc.) where
the motion took place. The medium did not move but was charged
with the capability of moving; it resisted movement but was
locally and temporarily defeated by the application of, a consrant
force, though it still expressed its nature by limiting the attainable
velocity; it thus had a contradictory effect, reducing a body to
rest, yet protractiflg movement after the force's effects had ended.

A little thought will bring out the way in which the Aristote-
lean scheme of things ideally represented the problems of move-
ment and change in a slave-society. And it could in turn become
the expression of a feudal society, which, though discarding
slavery, reposed on an equally stubborn and inert basis, serfdom.

However, in late antiquity the glimmerings of a di$erent system
appeared in a thinker like John Philoponos of Byzantion (6th
century). Men began to argue that when a stone was thrown or
slung, the efficient cause maintaining the velocity was an inner
tendency imparted by the thrower to the stone. Behind the new
conception there lay the considerable social changes which had
gone on in the Byzantine wodd, the shaking of the ancient bases
without the ability to break through into new forms, arld so on-
histodcal changes we cannot probe here, though we may note
the accompanying growth of new projectile mechanisms cul-
minating in Greek-Fire, the precursor of gunpowder and cannon.
Philoponos' notion of the fmpetus reached the S7est in the r4th
ceritury through men like Jean Buridan, and eventually, linked
with the technological advances of the r tth-r6rh centuries (espe-
cially the complex of physical, mechanical, chemical developments
centred on gunpowder), issued in Galilean mechanics and New-
tonian physics. "The classical scientists had studied bodies at
rest, or bodies acting in each other with relatively steady forces.
The new wodd .was to consider the problem of bodies in violent
motion, and on this basis was to found a flew and much more
comprehensive rnechanics, "a

38J
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There then is the dilemma of ancient science considered fr.orn a
new angle. !7e have seen that the Aristotetrean systems did not
catty a\ without various challenges, of which the main one was
the Stoic concept of pneana as a tensional force pervading the
whole universe. But this concept, however fruitful in a general
way, could not develop effectively a system of physics to supplant
the Aristotelean. Similady Plato's ideas of symmetry-asymmetry
as the source of movement or development, and his triadic
schemes of vital structure, could not do other than impact as

general ideas on a stubborn wodd of "natural rest". Galen had a
remarkable sense of growth as a continual reassertion of structure
in new conditions of tension. "This nature which shapes and
gradually adds to the parts is most certainly extended throughout
their rvhole substance. Yes, indeed, she shapes and nourishes and
increases them through and through, not on the outside orily."5
But he saw this process only in terms of the individual (isolated)
organism and thus could not apply the symmetry-asymmetry
principle in terrns of fused inner-and-outer tensions at work.

Where, then, do our alchemists conie in? They took over many
ideas from Aristotle about the elements, metals and the like, but in
effect they brushed his physics aside. They accepted the Stoic idea
of a wnitary process and proceeded to see where it led thern, not
merely as a general ot a motal idea, but as a guide to scientific
action. Thus they were able to apply the Flatonic triads in a con-
crete way and to discard the whole notion of natural rest. They
attained at least a parial consciousness of the revolutionary step
they had made, as we see from Zosimos' account of the unity of
all processes, his insistence on the use of the triadic formttla in a
way that embraced theory and pttactice in a dynamic unity, and
his rejection of both the empirical and the magical-rnystical way.
\il/e see it a"gain in Olympiodoros' rejection of the notion of the
absotrute, of a changeless reality. But these men could not possibly
have comprehended anything like all the implications. For one
thing they were not interested in the speculations that finally led to
the impetus theory. They were not interesred in the mechanical
aspects of the wodd at all.6

In this fact lay both their weakness and their strength. They
contributed nothing to the line of ideas which led through Philo-
ponos into Buridan and Galileo; and on the whole they would
have considered that this was an incorrect line for science to take.
Cleatly they could not have deniecl the new grasp of phenomena

coNCLUSToNS i\l
that was thereby made possible, but they wciulcl have argucctr that
the grasp had been obtained at too great a cost, or that the results
it brought had been misapplied. The consequellces, in the alclre-
mic view, were to divorce man frorn nature, to give mechanistic
aspects a vastly undue importance in the scheme of things, and to
lose sight of the flashpoints of change or development.

\)7hat the alchemists took over from classicatr Greek thought
was the concrete sense of the object, the concentration on its
qualities; but they attempted at the same time to break through the
limitations of this attitude, flot by ignoring qualities and concern-
ing thernselves solely with the quantitative mechanics and dyna-
mics of objects in interrelation, but by putting the objects into
interaction with one another as units cornposed of qualities.
Their problem was that they could not effectiveiy explore and
extend this method without quantitative systerns to provide a

secure t'asis fot their experimentations; the only way tristorically
open for the creation of those systems lay thtough Phitroponos
and Galileo. Men were not able, as they still ale not able, to deal
simuitaneously with the absttact world of quantities and the con-
crete v/odd of qualities.

History shows that the feasible way forwatd vzas through
Philoponos; but that does not simply wipe out the alchemists as

misguided enthusiasts. On the one hand there is the mere prag-
matic defence of their work. However fantastic the theory, the
work itself did draw attention to probiems of chemistry. In its
development or expansioll over the centuries, especially tlrrough
the Arabs and various 'weste{n alchemists like Paracelsus, it rnade
many incidental discoveries of great importance. And fir:ally in
the issues it raised in its declining years, in the ttansitional schools
(such as that of the Phlogiston Theory) which it evoked, it led
the way to chemistry on a quantitative basis-chemistry r,rrithout
the vision of unitary process and of nodal points of qualitative
change. (&'Iodern chemistry lvas riot just alchemy without the
nonsense; it .was alchemy tamed, reduced v'holly to a quanti-
tative level, and thus giving up its ghost.)

On the other hand we can put up a defence that would have
been more to the taste of the alchemists themselves. We can adnlit
the rveaknesses, the enofmous scope of the aims and hopes in
comparison with the technical resources on which they were to be
realised. We can admit that without precise forms of control-
those afforded by quantitative methods ot checks, and by much
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more effectiye apparutlos-the art was doomed to go round for
the rnost part in wasteful circles, unable to find firm ground on
which to advance step by step. We can admit that fantasy and
intuitive guesswork played an inordinate part in the art. And yet
'we cafl still hold that the alchemists were on the track of something
that still eludes scientific method and inquiry. Something that is
nowadays becoming more and rnore televant to the scientific
comprehension of reality. Just as thermodynamics in the rgth
century brought physics back in some respect to undedying ideas
that owned certain afiinities with classical Greek ideas, so the
advent of atomic physics and quantum mechanics brings science
up against problems that remind us of both stoic field-theory and
alchemy. It might be argued that the unifying theses which are
so badly needed by the physics of our day will tum out, when and
if they are found, to be closer to Zosimos than to Galileo in some
fundamental aspects.

The unity of human and natural process, as set out by the
alchemists, may have many fantastic elements; yet it m^y vety
well hold an essential truth which was lost with the appeara;nce
of Galilean mechanics and its method of excessive abstraction.
The reduction of the wodd to quantitative elements banishes man
from the scene, for it banishes all concrete objects with their

essentially qualitative existence. Life becomes the ghost in the

machine. Ttue, the gap is partly bridged by biology and its con-

nected disciplines; but in a wotld of thought dominated by
quantitative mechanisms, biological issues can only be realised

in limited aspects or through a distorting mirror. The problem
posed by the alchemists, tltat of founding a truly human science,

without the abstractiori thtusting between man's senses and the

external world, is still to be solved. In this sense the alchemists

were not daydreamers of a confused moment of the past; they

were the prophets of a fi'rture yet to be realised.

I have spoken of the final role played by alchemy in the transitional
schoolJ that lead up to the chemistry of Priestley, Lavoisiet,
Dalton. The role of alchemy in the rTth century still needs to be

fully assessed. It is a noteworthy point that more alchemic books

appeared in English between the years 165o-8o than in all the

time before and after that period'? The effect on cuiture appears

strongly in the poetry of the rTth century, in our so-called

Metaphysical Poets. But the point I should litr<e to make hete is

the way in which a flew sort of attention was paid to Co/oar after
the triumph of the new mechanics in Newton. The Romantic
Movement was founded t'y the poetry of Thomson and Savage'

in which appears a rrcu dlnantic sease of colour, oJ' ligltt as a sort of

fornatiue priaciple. These ideas were developed by the romantic
po"tr, wiih spicial attention to the changes of light, colour-and
io.r. ut morning and evening. Ann Radcliff called the dusk "the
transforming hour"; and the way in which the poets used dusk-

imagety to express the merging of vast elemental and human

changes r.vas in a Pure alchernic idiom. In Smart's Jabilate tl.e
.orrriioot defiance of Newton breaks out in a Fnea\7 to colout as

the creative force, a denial of the Lockean position that the qualities

derived ftorn sense-experience were subiective and unreal vrhen

set next tg the laws of mechanics and the quantitative analysis;

in Blake this anti-Nervtonism teaches a rmarued philosophic
position. In turn ihese romantic positions beget the great colour-
irt of Turner and Delacroix, the increasing concentration on
light which cutrrninates in the fmpressionists. There is no space

here to elaborate these points; but it is highly significant that

iust as the alchemists developed theit belief in the primaty impor-
tance of colour in their teaction against purely geometrical and

arithmetical notions of matter, so the romantics developed theit
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7r. Alchemical resurrection (from The Rosdtl)
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retort of colour-arts to the Newtonian mechanism. Sfe may adcl
that the last word has by no means been scientifically spoLen on
the nature of colour and its function in the universe.

Now to return to the more direct problems raised by alchemy, we
might say that what happened with Galileo was nor the tver_
coming of the problems raised by the Aristotelean schema; it was
rathff simply the reversal of the situation. In the classical Greek
view, man was cut offinside his own qualities; in the post-Galilean
view, he is cut off outside the woddbf quantities. The alchemist
sought to work outwards from the isolated bundle of qualities
into 

-the,grasp 
of processes where objects remained whole and

yet fused with one another into new unities. He failed in his
objectives, because he tried to do too much with too little in
hand; and with all his vasr hopes he had far too limited a view of
what the problems of material transformation involved. \fith his
newly-found faith in the possibilities of transformation he had no
sense at all of the stabilities or symmetries of organised. matter,
of the depths to which he must penetrate before Le could touch
the levels and the systems of transformation, of the minute and
fugitivelomqlexity of rhose systems. Despite the many tributes
paid to Demokritos, no attempt was made io consider transforma-
tion at the atornic level. With the poor meafrs of measurement at
the disposal of scientists in anciJnt days we courd not indeed.
expect any attempts to define elements at that level; but we may
still wonder at the lack of any general theorising on this poini
especially as Plato had given a basis for the discusiion of diliering
geometrical structures among the atoms.s

However, when the worst is said, the remarkable natrue of the
alchemic aim rdmains. ril7e may definitely claim that the alchemists
were the first scientists in the full sense of the word. That is, they
did not 

_merely contemplate phenomena and seek to deduce regu'_
larities from them; they did not merely make models on matire-
maacal principles to reflect the operation of phenomena. They
took a fully active attitude. They sought to giasp the natore of
process itself and to test out their ideas in thE hboratofy, to re-
create and repeat phenomena under controlled conditions. That
their controls were too often inadequate and crude is beside the
point, They did make the attempt to grasp and recreate processes,
andthat is the crucial thing.

In this they show their link with the craft-wodd; for there the
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question of understanding processes so as to be able to repeat

tiiem is the essence of the whole business. The alchemists thus

reveal the breakthrough of the craftsman into the wodd of
scientific contemplation and model-making. Contemplation
becomes the theoietical side of the active effott to control and

change matter model-making becomes the practical work of
grasping, modifying and changing rcahty. The alchemist accepts

intot. for what it ii, in order to change it into what jt might be;

accepts himself for what he is, in order to change himself into
whai he might be. The lonely sttuggle with substances in still or
alembic becomes the struggle of all men to free themselves from
existing fetters and to advance into a qualitatively new sphere-of

e"perience, a new social union. Zosimos in announcing the in-
dissoluble link of theory and practice has brought sornething

quite new into culture; and it is this more than anything else

tirat sounds the doom of the ancient wodd with its bias towards

contemplation and its sense of the active sphere (apatt from war

and government) as servile.
Irithe last reiort it is this wnitl of taft-process witb tlteoretical

thought which is the great revolutionary mark of alchemy and

which explains why it could find no accepted place in the systems

of the aniient world. When in the rTth century an assured scienti-

fic method was at last established with a mixture of the particular
and the general, with an appeal to experimental method, this was

not the Ju*" ut the alchemic unity; for the concept of nature in
perpetual qualitative change was omitted and in its place was

pui the .ott..pt of perpetual quantitative movement. Therefore
ihe qoestion of direitions and of values w-as not present. For the

expo^nents of post-Galilean science this lack has seemed a proof
of'virtue and of oblectivity. The alchemist would reply that if yo-u

exclude humanity (the concrete obiect of qualities), you exclude

reality in any essential sense and your results have a limited and

ultimately anti-human aspect. This book is not the place to argue

such pJoblems out; but I should be failing in my love and respect

for the alchemists if I did not add that in this matter I am on their
side. That is, I consider a trwe and complete science to be one

which includes the alchemic viewpoints, but with the addition
of the various methodological ptecisions which are dne gre t
achievement of post-Galilean developments. The complete

science T visualise would then be one capable of dealing with more

than symmetries in natute, the stable states which quantitative
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analysis can compass; it would know how to grasp and define
at the same time ail crucial points of change, in which new qualities
ernerge; and it would vitally link its inquiries into natural process
with the needs of a humanity that knew where it was g"irrg.

- 
S7hat is implied by these comments may perhap, b. ,rrud.

cleater by a passage from the writings of a great critic of the
unconscious assumptions and preconceptions of modern science:
The assumption, that cause equals effect, dominated the later phases of
Greek philosophic thought, and determined the entire development of
exact science. Plato asked "how ca.,d.'^t be teal which is never in the
same state?" Aristotle held that ,,in pursuing the truth one must start
from,things that ate always in the same state and never change,,. Greek
atomism and, until recently, modeln atomic theory founl the real
basis of nature in permanent and unchanging constituent units.
Quantitative physics abstracted ideal reversible proiesses from observed
phenomena and constructed quantitative energy-functions which wete
conserved-in the processes which it treated as isolable. J. R. Mayer
based his formulation of the principle of the conservation of 

"t "tgy'orta general law of the quantitative indestructibility of cause.
So remarkable has been the success of this assumption that few have

noticed that it is an assumption, and fewer still have seen grounds to
question its adequacy. . . [But] the invariant factor in process need,
not itself be timeless, but may consist in a universal tendency towatds a
defined end-condition. The clue to the order of nature may not be a
pdnciple of permanence, but a universal pattern of process displaying
an invariant one-way tendency. For it is not change, but only uiAiiroiy
change, which eludes the rational intellect. ( L. L. NThyte.)e

This, in my opinion, is the sort of science that the alchemists
glimpsed; and it is perhaps a heartening thought that the men who
founded the unity of scientific theory and practice in consistent
laboratory-work had such a system in their minds, however
inadequate were their methods for realising it-.that their essen-
tial positions were opposed to mechanist aisumptions which, in
place of the real universe of irreversible process, put an abstract
symmetrical construction where action and reaction are equal and
opposite. \7ith all their limited applications they yet saw r-ahty as
unitary, concrete, involving critical or nodal points ofchange, and
consisting of interrelated hierarchical levels of organisation; and
theywanted a method above allwhich brought all these aspects to-
gether. They saw human values as implicated in every phaie of the
vrork and as determining the direction of research from within the
processes, not metely as a system of ends imposed from without.l0
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no tef, to cteator, everything seen as a process of becoming ftom a unitaty infinite
and eternal Timespace (ptimal mattet). Four stages lead to the full cosmos.

In genetal, for tte nuances in tlle stfess on the impoftance of the theotetic life and

the wiak form taken by the "mixed life": R. Joiy, Le Thime philosoplsique de Cenru de

Vie ry56. R.elations of slavery to all this: P. M. Schuhl, Machinisme et philosopbie

ch. i, iyS; A. Aymard, /. de Pslchologie ry48 3 z9 ff; G. Vlastos, Philosoph. P'eu. t94t
289*3c4 etc.

II. HISTORICAL REFERENCES

r. Koch no. 3r8 : Zonatas 1366 (dealing with noibdinonfot nofubdon). \Wilamo-

witz thinks it of unknown poet' Berg: lacerna, cf. Schol. Aristoph' crouos ro65.
z, Ettnan (6) +:; Lorimet 20 n i. Cf. Etman (6) 3r n 5 of the divine setpent'

Pindat, Isth. v. Golden gods: P. Walcot, Hesiod and N.E. ry66 67.

3. Prob. ftom-Latsa: Dussaud. Lotimet 16 f fot exs. of patt-gilt statues-of deities,

or figures ofgold, Ras Shamta, Egypt, Shushinak (Elamite), Phoinikia, nude goddess

with gold boss in navel (LAAA xxi 39 ff); Bel-Marduk in gold (Hdt' i r83 etc.);
cow of Myketinos (Hdt. ii rz9); golden calf of Israel. Gold in Min.-Myk. images;
Greek, r 8-zo. The Gteek chrlsos is Semitic: Assytian hurasu, Aramaic hara, Hebrew
charutt.

4. Od. vi 229*ij, cf. xxiii r59. Alkman, Lorimet zz, Diels, Vors. i z9 Q3-4),
ultimate soutce Atistotle; Louk. Ahx. 216. Divine kingship with gold animal;
gold:putple (Mact. Sat. iii z, r), Lotimet 3z f. GoId hait as divine attribute: A.
Aifdldi, Ron. Mitt,l ry5 r4z f; Caligula and gold beard, Suet. Cal. lii.

5. Vorks and Days rc9 ff. Dan. ii 3t-5, cf. vii r-ro whete 4 winds and 4 great

beasts prelude the day of judgment' See also Ilippol. in Dan. ii' t3.
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^ 
6. BC | ?tl ff,ii 367. Yasht: i r ff, ii r4ff. Othet persian dreams: \7indisch,46 ff;

Cumont (r) 7z tr; RE 43o f, su Hlstaspes, ,42, j tr.
7. BC ii zr8 f. Christian reuse of the system: \Tickenhauser,
8, R (rr) 39 ffwith refs.; Ruska (z) 5z'BCi zo6.

. 9-. Rqn-.+tob, with dyeing imagery in 43o; Paroemiog. Gr. (Leutsch-Schneidewin)
i 46 and li 9r,727. Deinarch. cited }larpokr. k 6, 13. Saada su.; Bekker, anec. gr. i
3_16 has gloss to gold-smelting : to go whoring. It would be going too far tJsee
thete an anticipation of crucibl.e or still as womb. The mo.keriei in tj',.e soaida
anecdote suggcst a flyting tite.

ro. Plin. xxxiii ro3 f; A4M v rro and 9y. Diosk. said to r;vrite also books on
Poisons, Poisonous Animals, Common (or Family) Medicines Simple and Com_
posite. I{erbal in Antiquity: Singer (r), r9-29 for Diosk

r-r. P. Ho1m. iv. 33 and ii 38; Synesios 68b and 69b; the two lsltdrarg., quicksilver
and metallic arsenic, Plin. xxr,tii 6, 32, 99.rz, P. Leyd. 66 (Reuvens); B (z) 68 f. See also B (r) 33.

r 1. NH xxxiii 4. Lucan ix 424-5 , "The earth is not cooked (smelted) fot copper
or gold." Apocoloc. iv (lines 6-9).

r4. Manil. iv 243 ff.

. -r5. f(n z6o-3; the imagety hete however comes from greed-totured man
identified with the earth he ravages.

t6, Saltr.76; cf. Columella iv r,7, "'Ihe soil of a ttenched plot, newly btoken up
and loosened, swells as if by somefermentuz.', AIso ii 14, t aidxt z, ti; Varto RR
i 38, r; P1in. xvii z, z (r5); x-xviii 8, z8 (ro9).

r7._ Col. ix t4, 6; i pre.f. 32, cf. i r, 7, with hfago as to setting of vineyards; viii
!, Z,_ how to keep kesttels at home; xi 3, z (his Georgtkon) as to-garden walls; xi 3,6r, for doctoring seeds with iuice ofhouse-leek.

18. Col.xi,3,64;justbefore,hesaysseedssoakedinhouse-lecksareavoidedby
caterpil la rs.

19. Coi. vii 5, r7.
zo. Plin. ux z; xxiv 17; xxv z; Solin. iii (Saumaise r3).
21. !en. ep, xv jz f: Diels (5) ii (5th ed.) zr8 n. And Vitruv. praef.vji. See I(unz

r6 for belief emeralds come from jasper. Ep. lxxix t4 fot tale ofAbderites thinhing
D. Tnd and,calling in Hippokrates to cure him. Flin. xxxvii 7j G9i. Alch. MB
427[ r47. Also BC i r94 f; rVellmann thinks plin. is citing Baphika oifrolos.

zz, Ail. t 39. Cf. Cramet, anec. gr. ii 235, 3z; also Kore _R. T^le t"L"n on to Apion,
Hotapollon (itzc[.iry),Pfut:iologas(iz:339atgpitta;5, r Sbordone). See^aiso
PI9u1, gayst. :2np. iv 5, z; Macr. sat. i zt ,16 f; Solin, 27, r3 (X{omm. znd. ed. zr9);
schol. I I/. xi 554; St. Eulog. of Alex (Pitra p. lxvi and 4zj 4z5b); F (z) iii p. ccvi.

,23, Tac. alxn. xv 141' also found as Pamenes and pamenasis- MS 427 tz9 AG
4.6,7o;T (z) rr8, no wotk of alchemist has come down. See also Synk. i a7, (Oi"a.;
+ BC ii 3 r ; Diels (z) t 94 n r ; BC ii Srz n 2i Gundel g) z4z. AG j9, I and ;4g, rj'i
Pammegethous (not Pamrnenous); Steph. calis Demok. the pamnegas(all_gteai):
Preisend. RE, xviii 1633, ro;F (1) i zz6 n; I-agerer. P. Lloln. ro5 f. -

Phimenas: Leyd, x rr, r5. Probably not rhc same.
chaldeans: a tribe of lower Euphrates and rigtis; already c. is used fot magician

inBook'of Daniel. Especiallyfamedforhoroscopes: Batdasanes sphite.ginn (cut"eton)
r 5 ; Ilout, de ir. xlviii. A late Jewish book on \*/isdom, God, star-motions, is called
IYirdatn of the Chaldeans: Gaster PSBA ryoo 338. Also Strab. xvi r, 6; A.il. peri ryon,A xxii (Hercher); Diod. ii z9; Lewy (z) 425-5.

za. l!n. ii z3; vii 49; lu-v.vi 5 8 r. Plinius has '.Fetosiris, Nechepsos, the Fythago_
teanFhilosophers..."

. _25. Theit system rvas that used by Dorotheus of Sidon, Firmicus Mat., paulus
Alexandrinus: Bouch6-L. zo6-ro Ptol. tetrab. i zo; fot fiags., E. Reiss. Date:
Kroll (r); Neugebeuer (r) 5, zB, r85. Galen, simpksx.

26. Fng. r (Reiss).

27. NFI vii 49 (t6o).

"i. L"tt"rt z4r9f5z. Petasios: 427 fi5ol' zz49f35v. Ostanes: 2249fu5 and75;
Matk 7v.

29. T (z) rr8.
3o. S"i Ath".t. iii rt4c (Atistoph., Daagbtert of Danaos): "Sing too of our sout

(rtylhstis) and of Petosisis."'"3r Nechepso: Firm. Mat' iv zz, z:fr' z8' 4:-Reiss (t) ll9' Stoics: Prantl'

Diut, Viertetj. (rsy6) r5o. Ennius: Comm. in Lacan. Bern. (Usenet); BCi zo4n' t'
Plin. xx r; lVeidlich 1894 r8 ff.

32. Epiktet., Nestle i 88 and ii zo7; Stob. ftags (Schweig) compaies the gold-

testing stone and the faculty of teason'

33."Faceinmoonxxi. Seeulso cess.or.xxxi iv andxlii: evaporation, also asbestos-

cloih. Face vii-viii on gravitation as sympathy' like to like'

34, Matc. Aur. iv 36 f; Lippmann (5) 14.

i j. otig"", C. Celi. vi .r. A 61 5 5 f; Cumont $) ii 5 z5 and (4) rzz, r45 ; Kroli (3)

63; Lobeck 932; Bousset (r) 165, 47; Cook, Zeus ii tz9 etc'
-36. 

Iftonioi-Noumenios: Ptophyr. de antr- zt.ff (Leemans r48)'

i7. A sort of Pythagotean Platonist: Cumont (z) ro1; Dill (r) 6oo; Julianv qzae
etc. N. said that Plato was Moses talking Attic.

38. Vetmaseten rt7 etc' In gen., Cumont MMM i 36 tr; ii 3o'

i9. Elements:F(z)iv45,nn.zo6f:fireastheoneincotruptibleelement'Vetmas-
et"n ryS f: cf. mosaic of 7 Gateways.where we meet vessel and snake (appeating

fro* tir" rock) with faven of eagle, on thunderbolt. Often a lion is by vessel and

snake. Vase, snake, lion, bird, bolt on Ttiet relief of M.'s birth'
4o. Edsman (r) zzz-4. Lion: Cumont () ao6 f, also Eitrem (z) 43'

47. Latet the scheme was made rz-fold under zodiacal influence. otigen and

histoty: in Joh. i zo; Angus 388. Laddet-symbols of ascent have a tich history ftom
Siberianshamanismetc. to Egypt, Orphism; takeninto Christianityvia Jacob's Ladder.

Chitty r73 f. In Chald. otacles: ptecipice and seven-fold ladder: Lewy (z) 294, 41,:-5 '

4". Fo* io *ooo 28,g4d;Kubeliplgr- 9r,65o and Cumont (z) fi3l' Haussouilliet,

R. de Philol. xsiii 6. See F (r5) r74.

43. Reville, Relig, d Rome sous les Stuires 94; Jwlian y6c.
+i, T.rt. de catti zb; de idot.ixd1' de caltux; apolog. xxvc; and B (r) rz f-

+i. ff : CH xxiii 24,4,4r; Scott iv r4o n. r. The legend appears in the Sytiac

Zosimos: B (a) ii 238.

46. Fitm. i.drt. o-6 (Ktoll-Skutsch i l, t+); Lowk' gall. xviii; Raz' Bibl' x|vlii 46

n. t; Scott iii 4911.
ii. f (i 3t9 ; nC i index stelai ; Boll (3) 7 f ; cf . Plato, Krit' r tgcd; I'Iekat' Abd'

264F7, 4 i; F (r) i z3o n. 6.

nohu^"tot, Jn oo-y RE sv, vi 963 f; FHG z63Fr Euhem' Q T3,P 3C' 46,3,8'
Isis: Peek; Diod. i 27,4.

48, Plato, 4x.37t^; Cumont (z) a8 tr
49. Face'in moon xxvi, 94zc; C (z) ry6 n' 3 on night of demons setving Ktonos

(94;d) in ilonh sea.' 
5o. Ftag. 3, P. R.ain. col.ii r7-zo (ro6 Manteuffel).

ir. ccac vii 6z {r77: viii +. ro5' 4; Cumont (z) rcz f; F(r) i zo7 and 3zo'
CdAC vil tg frtT: tbeasdslos stolos. Boll suggests Trebizond coast in Pontos'

52. Tetrab. i zr (47 fi,
i5. Delatte (q) ii, tr; F (t) i 3zz; Steele (4). Fot-the stone, cf' the talismanic

monuments set up neaf towns by Arabs to ward off hatm: Blochet 49. Al-Razit:

Ruska(9)esp.z4o:z.Fot"iealoust',cf.33of.AtabGhaiatal-hakim(Latin,Picatrix):
Ritter 34.

54. i)elatte (g) ^tl;F 
(t) i 323. Boll (3,) 136 f; Ruska (e) ch. iv, 6r ff' Arabs:

Blochet 
"9 

f; Riii.t t4. E"tittot,-CCAG v r (p. 98 n. 4) a.d Stapleton (z) r 31' \['orld-
end: see AnlePiut xxvi (CH iv 37o).
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III. MORE HISTORICAL REFERE,NCES

r, Enx,vi7, zz;Bt5hiet (z) 43; Rist97, GoId: em,i 14,4;Bt6h. (z) 33. Souls:
em. iu_3, z f and. 5; iv 8, 6, soul as active organising pdncipie.
, z. Peregr.xxvii.Anisteni:1/.x<iv55r andAisch. 2g.ryei.W"Ue:up;Il,x3zetc.;

disease, Soph, Tr.9l9. Enn. ii 4.
3. Pers. :at. ii 58; Petron. saty. 58, 6; Lodmet 2t n. 2.
4. Tten. i 6, z.

5. De m.1tst, v z3; iii 27.

ry64 ii zt5 tr (ptp. 47l; and YaIe (Beinecke) pap' !96) no 79' Aryyrion, Johnson
ii-raW""t,'Coiircl in'R.'andB1q. Eg'. t93r. See also Michaelidae no rz. For doubts as

biocletianic sopfression: W. l. Wit.""" O$ti: 1936 ii z6z' Magic: P' Ma* Leid' lY'
74, 38,

' ,i.'f O r8 f; B (r) 49;F (r) i 275 f and 3Q f. Thitd text: Olvmpiod' F (t) i
276 n. z. Smelting, ep$sis' seties of ops', akolouthia, ^ ,

zz, Diod. iii rf,-ci. v 38 on Spanish silver-mines; G' Thomson (r) z4z f ' Cumont

(t) SZ t . z and 49 (monopoly); undet Tibedus , a ne.tallarches in chatge: Lettonne rec'

i iil ^"a 4r4 CjGI (16o,'r'. Genually wotkers in mines were free ftom 4th c',

A. H. M, Jones, Econ. Hist. I.eu. ry56 t97.
23, Reclpes: Bro.rne (t) zoz T (d 4?.Making of 

-sllver: 
poidtis

"i. fo^. iii t5 in nono lico; iv r6"Ind B (r) z+ and,3-z' Olympiodotos. (Fabricius

o ln. e; attdbs lead to Ktonos, electrum to Zetts, gold to sun, btonze (copper) to

Aphroiite, tin to llermes, silver to moon. Cf. Matk f6 (Ares iron)'
25. Ptok. in rem' publ' 7o (ii 234, q).
,G. Io Ti*. Coni. z4b (i +1, t); S (t) tS f; B (r) 48 f'
27. Ib. y7e (iii' 1zt, z4) ; S (t) 6o.

28. BCi z46n.r;Boll(z) r55 ff.
29, Tetrab. i z (2, also 3 and l). Aither is,the 5th element'

3L. 
poik;to, nni'it" rei"tion io Dionysiac and alchemic concepts of dynamic

change: JL (4), esP' 38o ff.

lr] p"pif t? Hi"toll"r and friend of Prokopios. Fot_ the te1' to Zacharias and the

thJ gro"p of S"vetos of Antioch, Chitty ro4 f. Authotship ofworks of "T)ionysios",

Chifiy rzo n. 59. For Aineias: Sheldon-\Williams 484-8, with tefs; ps'-Dionysios'

ib. 457-72,523-5.
32. Theophrastos (Bathius r@) 7r; ! (r)-7+ f'
|. ru.7e , Colorent is ftom Boissononade edition; also Galland'

34. Fourrhpraxh: MS z3r7 f5o; Ideler ii z-r5'

;;. M;;"J"" v4 f ; Edirnai 168 ; Crutwell'97' \yhen P' was stabbed, his blood

spited out and extinguished the fue.
' 

36. Euseb. HE iv il ; Am6lineau 4r r ; Bardenhewer ii (znd ed') 67o; \7' Reuning'

Zir Erktarang d. p. mar4triums tg..i,; H. Miillef, Ron. Qtnrtalrchr, xxii r9o8 8;

Knopf-Krugei, d, Apoc,-i t5, Ausgewr)hlte Miirryrerakten ry29 5' f '
37. Ed.mao (z) 9r and (r) r7r; Mobetg 3r.
38. Greg. z,3otb1' Guignet r47.

i9. Dt t-rin. ia; PL xvii545b. Edsman (r) 196 f, and fu)'
4o. PL xvii 544c.
4r. Kedtenos 359a;Malat' 395, 8; Theoph. r'3d'
1". S 1t) t;e-6o; phit"p ' *ii*n. 47, tt ie opificio nando iv rz (r84, z6); Simplik'

de melo 89, 4.
i.l. S (r1'tor Philop' de anima tzo,34. He accepts Aristot' idea of metals ftom

enciosed "vaporous exhalations"" Menor. iii 6.

44. Browae (r) zr3 f.
ii, SrAieir,'E tti. Chr*. Aninad' .,6o6 258; gtnkellos means personal attendant

on a pattiatch etc.

-. 46. 8 (r) r3o f.' 
il. di +ei ; for stlpteria noteP. Holm. r 6, 3 z ; see also fot alum monopoly, Oxy'

t4z9 and zt6,

IV. TI_IE NAME ALCHBMY

r. Atistot. HA 55ob z7; Diod. xvii 75; Aik. i z3; Ptol' tetr' r9; ingots, IG vii

3q, ao4, 442P,6 and r43z AB i ry; Agathatk. z8'-.
' i. sv[r.. ioindotf; "4; 

oi"l. (z) to9; B (z) 9a-olvlp:r-J9^hl. f:' ts, I (FltG. iv

5a.t1; i*utn'rr duro.r. CL,i*tio: anonlnri-e,1.3 cod' ft' r65 6I-IG iv 6or); cr:d' Patis';

NOTES 399

5 5. PGM vii 862 ; viii 4r ; rxiva : OZiizgS ; iv 883. F (r ) i 3 4 and,z87 f. CCAG viii
4 (p. rc5,-r ff); PGM xii 4or. F (r) i zo7 and, zzr n-. Linariim, nlenodinion, coll. of
passages_ for grch day of moon-month. The names were symbolic u"a ." .oriJ ilJ
to mistakes: F (r) i zzz n, r.

5 6. KK t7 and zz, cf. CFI lxv 7 f and lxix 6-r r.
. 1l: Elol! vii t (26, z f) ; viii r, 3 f Q6) ; rt-r j ; .-1*zo. Medicine : F (r) i s 6_q and
Q). Svnkellos ?6.lh:sin against the animals is-eating rhem: Bousser i.i ,e; ti. i;
Enoclt:Flemning-Radetmacher; R. H. Charles ii r63.-tr. Ethiopic: n. bi"t"igl'a*
see l-1mn Jlgr1dyt<9 i 34o, aJI ch. xiii. Aschpia: 

"5; 
Dor"rr"^"o9 (str"ss onlnetal,

workers) CH viii 16 f and 14. BooA dEnoib,lii z; lxv 7_a; xviii; uiv; xxrii_
mountains, Secrett of Enoch, xxvii-cteation.

58. Enocb viii.(26, rr R.). Ethiopian adds paignia as does Bolos, pfus. baph,, AG
z4z, ro (Hetmes). rVellmann (r) 53; Diels (z) :l;,,t;F e) i zz3.

59. Poin. i 4. Autltentia: CIG z7or, 9 (Mylasa); p. Lips. xxxvii 7 (4th c.) CH i z;
Zos. ftist.) ii 33.

!o. KK xxiii 14-6, xf.:aiii etc, Ps.ychosis:, CH iv z8 n. 55.6. CE x. 62, 66.

- 62. De Buck 47; Drioton rr4 f; Doresse z7z and ro6, Medinet Habu, alleged
Jewish influences in llermetic cosmogonies, pi;n, iii, cf. j. Kroli (r) tlS,

63. Diod. i 7, t; G. Thomson r57 ihinks this the ilonian tvpe oi ihinlino. p r"i
iii 66 f, fr, xv. Yeast inhanian c9smog., L. A. Campbell, Miir. tronog. ,9eE ,o).'

6,4. Slnpnoia is esp. a Stoic notion. Date of teatise: Doresse, 275. 
"

65. Spell, Lexa ii l'46 (Lond.. & Leyd. p. t9, 32 to r9, a). Simplik. : T (z) 3o.66. Meteor. iv;Fatington(z) 42,
67. Plantsiii 23,4,cf. Galenxi 45.The passive appears with Diodoros etc.
68. Diod. ii 5z; cf. Heliod' Aitb. ii 3o, r.

7. 
-Eunap. 

Littes Phil, 458; cf. plato phaid.64b for laughtet. Boissonade 15.
8. Ib. 459 ar'd 47t.
9. MS z3z7 f 266 f. Amm. Matc. xxx r, 16.
ro. Lippmann (r) i ro3 tr; B (r) 72. Reptoduced by Souta,
rr. Bolland. Julii rr, jr7^;B Q) 7z f.
rz. Paul. sent. y 23 and hg, Cornel. de Sic. et aenef.; Cod. Greg. xiv, ,it. de malef. 6,

^ 
r3. Rauschen rz7; Boissiet ii z7r, 296; CT xvi r9, ro (zo Feb. 39r); Constaitius

CT ix 16, 4; ix 16,8. Amm. Marc. xxvi 3 ; Zos, (hiit,) iv 13: feat ofionspira.i"*.
14. RA xxx 1924 r44.
r5. cr ix zr, r; Grierson z5t f,Btonze countetfeiting seems not always covered

by legislation or the iurists'lawbooks.
r6, CT ix zr 5 and, 6 : the latter, to the p.p. of the I7est, may have been issued Nov.

348, ptob. from somewhere in Asia Minor.
t7. Qigest xlviii ro,9 (Aiexandreia): Dutilh, Grierson 244.
rB. CT ix zr, z; S. Reinach zr5; E. Thomson 36. Liban. Or. xviii r38.
19. SHA Awel. xrxviii z; Soz. HE v 15; R. MacMullen, Enemies of'Rone, q7.
zo. Order: Oxy. r4rr. Malt.xxii r5-zzl Dotessc 72. pap. from panoiolis [iublin)

I
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suda su Diokretianos and cbdmeia, Iriad. xviii 47o ff; Hes. tbeog. 863 ff. choanewin;
Aristoph. tbesn, 57 cf. 62,

- _?. V""j : r. and B (z) fi9, ry z ; Olymp. q e) s 4. Ctt-yn ia : Hoffmann in Leidenburg,
Hist. d. Cbenie 1884 ii 516 f, 525, Zoi.B zio. Cheieurikar: Olymp. n S";-r/rri.:.
Soada p Zosimos.

4.- stephanides (6) detives clt1tna ftom chjneaein,toprepare a clryma,but the ,rotd is
not found. Chlmeasis is found in EM 63o, 5 "; 

E"stath. tzl, fi;iri. oa Urr. n-.-r"r.
zachatias assumes clytneutes to be a Helienistic term fot a man preparing foods and
medicines, rt9 and tz4. Futthet, Strange 3. See Liddel_Scott"fot other
tefms.

y. Partingdon (r); Mahdihassan (x) 93 f for details.

. 6' De z'"r. xxxiii. R (r) r4o, to Isis. Attrib of land: phit. Bybr. in E'seb. praep. Ea.i ro,38,

-.7, 
Athen. xiii 6o3 f to 6o4b.place and date: Thoukid. i 116. rn Ernapios,Lires

Phil. 45g, the Etos raised by Iamblichos has golden hair, the Anteros h"s thct hair.
8. KK 3z and PGNI vii 4gzf.
9' Zielinski takes as chemia; also F (s) 116; but F (z) iii p. clxiv*viii, the Land ispreferted. Note Lippmano seems in ertor in iinking k piic chonnet (;.pd;t;;

chSma: Fotbes (r) ix 6o.
ro. F (r) i 253 tr; Scott iv r4y ff.
rr. F (z) iii p. clxviii; R (r) ry7-43.

__ 
rz. Doresse ro7; F (r) i 288 ; pGM xiii 14 ff. Book of Moses : pGM xiii, Leyd. W.

Hermetic school with Books of Thoth: Dieterich (z) 165. Srephanos: f16-+l f.
There is an odd sign that rnay be ..rainrratet,,

_ Ostanes used only the metallurgiczl way: B (z) iii 6r n. 3 and,i 59 ff. Note Ep. to
Leukippos (BC i zor), where.Demok..rejects the way of tf,e ngyptlr.rs: S t"fi li,S-ff (badly_edited), S5y, zz,,,We don,t do it like that.', Ak" ftiius G) ;J;4:, ;d k.
Mote on Ostanes: BC ii 33tl" AG 264, 19.

13. Lexa ii ry4;Leyd. i 3B5, r, rr to a4, az.
r4. R (r) r87.
15. MS z1z7 f zr4v and, tzg; 2zjo fr(t3;Mark r78. MS 427 fz6o.
r6. B (r) r7r.
17. Revillout, RHR 4th s. viii 421. Letter of D.: AG 53 tr; Diels (5) 63, 55; B (r)

3oo, cf. Dr ix 34. Plato and mages of phoinikia: BC ii' jo.bat" oii""ti ft1* i;)1344, 3: { thrl{s Synesios knew it. See BC ii 1,t4 r-t. r and. cf . Zos. AG 49.r8. RuEn. HE xi 26.
19. Ilatmann.
zo. Etman (4) v r3o, rz; t2g, rz,
zr. Fotbes (5).
zz. P. Masp. ro7, ry (6th c.)_and perhaps p. Flor. 286, z3 (also 6th c.).

. 23.*Arist..HA t j+^ t7; 19Gbq;,Theophr, Hp ix r, i. Animals: Arist. HA 556bzz; PA 676a fi. Genetal, Met, 3}obz, 3z^. Taste, ph1ts.' 241a9.
24. Tetrab. xix.
25. G,ildermeistet 536; Mahdihassan (r) 84, to whom I owe these plant*refs.
26. Mukand Singh r9; Mahdihassan (r) 33 f.

..zn Ramsey t6r-7ofor tefs.Also aratgeartarwithpapaionry^tvetestonsinamri
(AI4 1^Avi 46o). Hierapolis: Ruge s, i. in RE; Humann, ;hert. y. U;rra. (ii,
Judeich; commenr. Cichorius, 5of); CB i rr9; ii 545; Wadiingt"" 

"" ""7.'nut."ythinks Jewish. Notes poppies,on bronze coins, John tJyrkanoi r35-o6 ,.1., r"*ii
36.-Shamans or prophets and drugs: A. R. Johnson, Ctttt;c nriplet in Anc. Israel
t96z zo-r; also G. Sandulescu (collective intoxicati,on by honey at time of the
Anabasis, La Presse Mddicale lxriii (no 36) zB Aug.*4 Sept. r965 zojo.

- 
28. Ramsey suggests pappa underlies words urrd ,ru-". such as pepericin

Paphyios, Papoukome Ch6tion (CIG 913r,8), pappaios Zeus (Skythian;. Zers
Papamios (God of dead, Bithynian). Fot tbreptos, Rarisuy 52.
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Hemp (used by Skythians as drug) grown in Asia Minot, Mesopnt., Egypt in n'c'
petiod: Fotbes (r) iv 1956; H. Gotdon, Antiquitl xli 1967 4z-9;M'I' Afiamonov,
Sc. American t965 z:'z:5, ror; Ellis 32.

Opium well-kno-tt "t 
dt.tg and medicine in anc.ient vqorld: Ellis 44*52, evidence-

fro- Swist lake-villages, Plinius, Celsus, Dioskotides, Diokles, Galen, Rufus of
Ephesus. Plin. xx 76; Xen. banqnetii; Plin. xxv 17; Loukian'True Histor2 has City

of Sl""p surrounded by fotest of poppy and mandragora, etc'
zg, I{eterryi frg. 4o.
3o. trl"ttdltt"t*n (z) yr ff; G. Thomson (r) frg 4etc.; Strong r3o pl' r6; Bliimel,

Ci. S katpt. d. sechsten a. faenf. Jahrhund. a. Chr. A- r 2 on p. t r tnd plates zz-4'

3r. G^. Thomson zr9; Mahdihassan (z) 54. Note N. Gdrard (Mykenean doc' about

perfumery) AC r966xxxv zo7-9- 
32. JL'(r) r8r*3 citing Apoll. Rhod.; in genetal, q4f'
33. Exhot. 16; Cook, Zeus, i to7 f; JL r85 f.

34. P. Roussel; Eliade (r) 7o.

i j. H, """ 
Fritze, Z.f. Num' r9o4 pL. t, z7; L. Fotter, Cat, IYeber Coll' no zzgr

and' zz98; gem, Futtwzinglet, Bescltreibung no 736t- Bonnet (r) 326 and 255',

36. Bonier (r) roo f; and Detchain (z) ttos 325,327 (both ofPsyche, see hete-ch'

vi ir. r7.r. For eariy lron-worls inlda: Homeric Eprgx. (ix): "Another sortof pine shall

bear a better fruii [iron] than you on the heights of furrovred windy rda. Fot there

shall motal men get the iton that Ates loves . . ."
77, Fot ditect alchemic rels., Alleul.

3S. Ker"nyi q7-8o. Clem. protr. ii zt,3; Arnob. ad, tnt. v z6; H1w z8o f also

47, 5o, ,oo f! Ovia met. v 45i: Plin' xviii 72. Fefmentation: A' N. Skias, Epb' arcb'

igoi ig tt; against, J. N. Svoronos, J. Inst. d' arch, nan- iv t9or1793nd R' Leonatd,
RE ktinot*i 3r3, on ground that there was no time for fermenting in the Hymn' But
a mythical ui.onttt nied not take time into account. Drink out: Delatte (rr) 39'

39. Pindutft. rr4c Bowra; Q. Sm. ii r8z. (Plout. Perik' 38, illness.) Herakleito-s:
PIowt. de garr.5 r ic; Diels Vort. A 3b; I(. Fteeman (r) ro5 ' Hipponax: Antb', !r' ft'
42, F,ffec--ts: A. Hoffttutt in Kerenyi; Delatte (rr) 38-4o. Baumeister thou-ght

aphtodisiac (I!ynn. hon.3oo); R. Pettazoni, stightly intoxicating; othets confuse

with poppy: b-. E. O. Brien; Nfagnien; M. S. Lagtange, keu.Bibl' rylg,73; see also

Ovidfasti iv 53r; Loisy suggests a fetility-chatm.
4o.- Onniniibia: Isid, of Seville, orzg' xvii 9, 63; see also Diosk. iii 3r; Plin. xx

r5z zlnd 156 (wild, the same); Ps-Apul' berb. y (Howald and Sigerist 168); carmen

graecum de uirt. berb. rz; Hippok., Littr6, sv index.
K,ltkeon thought to quench thirst, Nikandr. met.: Anton. Lib. z4 and Lactant'

Plac. v 5; cf. Hippok. 7e morb. nat. iii t7 (L. vii 16r). Pancea: H. Lecletc, Bull' des sc'

pltarnai. xxxix r 93 z r 84-9o and Prdcit de pl4ttbothrirapie (ry5 3rd ed.) r48; A' M' van

Prooijen, Pharn. Tidscb. u. Belgien rgto rr.
4r.'Kerenyi(z) 34fr;HatpokrationrzNikeAthene;Paus.iir74;Paestum:Kerenyi

G) tgS f; Saflund 55 and fig. io. Note also how poppy is assoc. with D€meter
(i"uiiriyl, $ybele, Hera, Attemis, Aphtodite: Mutt r83 ff; Steiet. Note Mykenean

ring: Evans JHS xxi (r9or) ro8; P. rtf M. i 34r Dussaud (.) lg,;Kato r49,

41. S"hol.-Lookian dial. meret. vii 4; Arternid. i 73; Paus. .viii 31, 7; Potph' 
-de

abi. iv t6. Haloa: Schol Loukian /.c.; Jane flartison, Proleg. r45-5o etc. Seeds:

Clem. protrep, ii 19, 3; Errseb.2r. eu. ii 3, z8; Deubnet Att. Ferle 58.

43. Paus. ix 25, r; Philost. imag. ii 29, 4.
4i. Apollod. bibl.i4,3;Ketenyi,Godszo3 (Pelican ed,t79);Paus.iii zz,tr;riii

28, 3; Dionys. de aucaP.7.

4j- Ket"nyi (r) r3 j for links with Rheia (Rhea); Diod' v 62, r f; Sch. Lykophr'

57o; Orria *it.tii65r-4. Link with apples and figs, Kerenyi r34; Dionysos, wine
apple and pomegtanate on Atk of Kypselos etc; Melos, called after apple, had pom'
Jn- coins, 

-Cook iii r, 8r7. Ketenyi fig. 4r, TC (late classical or soon after) of gitl
kneeling (with Eros) on half of a pomegtanate, revealing hetself. See further,
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Rohde, Pryche (F'r. vetsion, Reymond) r98 n. 5; 7j n3i trg1' r3o n. 6; r38; Plin.
niii 6 (59) rro; Heckenbach, de sacra nud. 84.

46. Matt. Cap. ii ro9 f;Boyanc| (r) 95; PIin. xxiv ror, also xx zo; Carcopino RA
rgzj 'L*zz; Basilique etc t9z6 38o1' Hubaux, Masie belge 19z6 ry1 ff and ry28 berbe aux
ceilt t6tes (tties to distinguish seryngo and leucas). See Delatte (4), cf. Kyranides
(Mi,Iy) r 7, z and Delatte 48o.

47. Boymce (4).

48. Plin. xx zo; Disok. iii zr (\Wellmannii z). Damaskios: Phot. cod.243 (3to,
r o).

49. Psell. vii 478 (Kroll); ad.x 3o5 and 268 ff. Theopht. ix r5,7; Diosk. iii 54.
Pythags. on moly as immortality or transformation: Boyanc6 (l zry f . Intetpolator
also calls it himerlos, d. Orphic tablet, Kern 3zc (Iine ).

5o. Boyanc6 ($ n6 f; Catcopino, basiliEte z93.Fot leap, Roscher su LeukalFot
L. as Countty of the Dead: E. Janssens, AC 196r x<x 38r-94.

5r. Read r3.
;2. Plin. xxi r9, 6; see note 3z above.
j3. AG 48; T (z) t3o;Lagetcrantz P.Itrolm. p, r9r,
54. Anagallis: Synesios, AG 66, 9 and Zos. 16o, 7; Moses, 3o6, 24, Plants in

magic: Betl. pap. ii 35.
Leyd. mag. pap. v has symbolic names for plants and stones.

55. Partingdon (z) 8; Forbes (r) i roo f.
56. B (r) rz3; MS 427 f 268-78 etc.
57. Mahdihassan (r). Lippmann thought alchemy ptoper teached China from

vr'est in 8c aftet Kanton opened to foreignets; fust Arab ship there e.o. 7r4. Rich-
thofen also thought iike that and considered the Chinese forged ail the documents,
asctibing antiquity to them or intedarding passages in genuine wotks. See Holm-
yatd (fi zy. Aiso Eliade r9o-z for refs. Fot the tetms: Dubs (") lt-S; B. Kadgren,
Gratnmata Serica nc;s 65za and Soon (Soon and 686f). Lie-sein Juan (M.'I{atenmark,
Le Lie-:ien tchouan ry53). T'ang emps.: Y'ang-shu 3:tz a (Be-na ed.). 1'ang graves
have many images of moslem and other foteigners. Fot Chinese reis. with Syria
and India; Needham (r)i t5o on; also hete ch, x nn 44-1. Rhytons: ILN Atch.
Sea. zz66 (zz April 1967) figs. 6-8.

58. Eiiade (r) r3r and (5) 278 f.
59. Sl:atapathaBathmanaxxiT,r,T.Indianalchemy,tefs.Eliade(r)r9z-4.Indian

atomism, Loring r.
6o. Mahdihassan (r) 85, also citing Mrs. Postans, Calelt, ry7.
6r. N. R. Dhar, r95z: Mahd. 85.
62. Mah<I. 85-9 for fuller discussion.
63. Chtistensen i ae; Schaedet zz5-9, esp. zz\ f.
6q. Zath-sparam x z; Christensen 2j, zj and 5z (diamond). Partingdon (t) 297

and 4ry.
65. Zaehnet 267.
66. Zaehnet 88. See 85-94, Indian patallels etc. For Soma: E. G. rVasson,

Soma the Diuine Masbroom. . . (also on Chinese ling chi and Manichees).
In general: support of clsemia, Lippmann (t) i z9z*8; Gundel (3) z4o f. Fot

clgtmia: Diels (z) t4 f . See futher Ciba Sjtmposiam; r94o 322.

V. DEMOKRITOS AND BOLOS OF MENDES

t. MS. 427 fr63;Matkf79;B r (t) v7-g; F (r) i z4o f.
z. Mark f7v.
3. Patis MS: B (r) iz9; AG 25. Couid Thrace refer to Abdeta, looking back to

Demokritos?
4. Euseb. HE i +.

5. Sen. de ira i to; Ail. VH iv zo' Aim: DL ix 45 ; Cic' de fn' v z9' Life: Cic'

t.ci; Aul. Gel. x r7; DLix 36; Cic. Tutc, v 39; Plin' rxviii 16 (58)'

6. Cic. de fn. v r9; Strab. xvi 7o3.
r. Diod. i 08. q ; Ail' VH iv zo; bI- i* I 5 ; Clem' stron' i 3o4' IambL rle tu1 sl' i r

(Biyp|. O. u"i uitt""., Olmstead, H. of Pers' Enp' 33r-42'' 
a', ff""pttt. de nnsu 75. Fot aphorisms, Diels-,.'rho defends authenticity: note

g ii Gii/"J. w . Ktun"j. Atistoile on D.: Santillana t47' D' wtote on !'t/hoso.ro1'
,nfiftrl.yff* called him a Pythagotean' In genetal T' Cole' Democritus and the

Sonrces of Greek Antbropology ry67.
9. Plin. xxx z, 8-rr (also on Ostanes).

rc. PhiloPt. 3z f .
;;. Pi""i. {aaest' conu, viii roz (Diels, aors' 552 77)' Dodds (r) 369;,Delatte (7)

46 fi. ihi"is i theory of teiepathy; whete sendets ateinanimate, it is clairvoyance.

'ih"re is also a ceed of diviie eiiota to explain ptecognition: fr' 166'--;;: 
A. Co*. o 7,6; Dodds (t) tzo. Clement, Exb'.v, savs Leukippos.and Metro-

doros?lnculcated z {iist principi". ifoutr".* ut d vacuity. D. of Abd., while accepting

these t$/o, added the eidola."
r3. DL ix 38.
ii.i* SirAt and Eudokia's Violarian; Steph' Ryz' o Apslntltios; schol'

Nikandt. theriak' 164; Plin. xxiv rcz (16o1)'- -tf 
Vi t"t. i* z; iliels uors 68 (5) b3oo(5th ed' ii zro);\Tellmann (r) ro'

,6. Arir,ot. neteor. ii r, 6t u"ii['chriroknieta fot devices taising watet above its

level.
i7. Plin. xxiv 99 (r56).
r8. JL (r) r8z.
t 9. i'f;J. ki-, ,o" (16o); he goes on about a contracting.flower and," t*d:ti]ll"l

fror|r Apollodoros, .ia Follower of D." Tracbinia, uxvii, rr4 (t4t), "1 th1nk.lt

unttue, 
^and 

the asiurance of D. fantastic, that, used as an amulet' it consumes the

spleen in 3 days."'"". pfiti.^iv5(r3Q.Bitd:x4o.T'ylon:JL(r)zr3'Glaukos:ib58'ro9'2og-2o'
zz4 f 

" 
zz8, 45, 382'

)r, ptin. **uiil ,9 (rrz-8) says D. wrote whole book on chamaeleon' giving

".;;;"r; 
attention to each p^r, of;,t body' See z7 (92-to6) on.hyena' to -vrhich

m'agi attdbuted gr"ua po*i, "to take away the seoses and entice men"' Touch

il;tp;;;;;t.h ifr utooa and mages ," *ud" po-"tless' Mote on mages' 51 Qor)'

;; G;8t, rz (r7). And"** "4 
(s,; and (s4)' Tialesabout snakes: viii zz(6t) andx

,.'<iui. CLa-. p1^nt seems pinethistle or black type (plob' Catdopatium

cotymbosum).-";'". 
Pil. *'xvi 9 (ra-zo). On mages he may dtaw on Peri Magou of Apion: \rell-

mann (ro) zr7; Messina (z) z5 f; tsC ii r f. . -- 4. i;it"",'itnpks 6 1i; 7y l<1; Delatte (6) 64, 9o' 
rWeilmann (6) and (7) shows

listJ of names of Gte"k, I'iiin, iatbxia" ro"gt"t in Diosk' u/ere not in otiginal

but added pnder Empire; Pamphilos may be soutce' Note Plinius uses magi in

-id" *"rrr.'ro co.r"r ,itrgi.irns of Arabia, ngypt etc' but must be latgely dealing

-irfr ,rrug". proper. For Fersian plant-beliefs, Larnoy HERE su Magic 295 f; \flesseiy

(3). Bolos not a Forget: Kroll (4) 238'
"'elir1", -ry have"used 

^ 
L"ti' i'ri.r.rr.diary,(?Valgius Rufus) : BC i r 19- Ot may

have dtawn irom Anaxilaos of Larissa, who-drew fiom Bolos. This is unlikely but

see 'Wellmann (r) 48 ff and (8) r48. Anaxiiaos: F (r) i zzz'--Date 
of Bolos: krol (a)'lof;\Teilmann (S) l-t6; PteisendanzRExviii.16z9'

zz (Ostanes) denies any i"l of n"to. and ps'-il'i llammer-Jensen RE-Suppl' Bd'

iv )zz-67 jates ps.-D.";th c. A.D. (!)' See also B' E' Perry; Hammer-J' 9l:.Pi 
t

rr8; Jacoby FCit ,Ca. F (i) i zzn6 sees the line asBolos, Anaxilaos' an.-bgypttan

"tti*i.'11ffu-ene"ts),"then "ditot 
,rf P. I-cyd; and B', Anax', J' -Sextus 

Afticanus'

an,l ediLt o€ P. HoLn. Anaxilaos: Ctamer, Astrol' in R' Law 81 f'

{:11 1



4o4 NOTES

24, AG 4r-r3; Comm. by Synesios,5T-69. Ps,D.: Lippmann (r) i z7*46;BC
i r98-2o7. zro f; F (1) i zz4.

2t. Mattet of goldmaking : fuild, cf . Galen ix 494 with lrJle as :r,taljty of medical
mattefs.

26. F (r) i ry7 and (z) iii 396 (326); Wellmann (g) +: Rohr 77-86. rJse of /heio:,
Rctht 86-8,

Examples of plysika: Ps.-Manethos, znd-rst c. BC; Nigidius Fig.; Demetrios
plrysikot, Piin. viii 59; Apollodotos, Plin. xxiv 59, under Tiberius; Xenokrates of
Aphrodisias, under Nero; Pamphilos, Gepon. xv r, 6; HT with Koiranides, end,
of rst c.; Polles of Aigai on sympathies-aotipathies; Neptunalios,phlsika, c. tzo
Aelius Promotus, pblsika dynanera (natutal symp. remedies); Apollonios (Balinas of
Atabs: seems A. of Tyana, CCAG vii 174 f,Thotndyke, Hist. of M, i 267, ii 44fl;
agtonomist Didymos, 3rd c.; veterinafy Apsyrtos, 4th c., Syria, Caesarea; ps.-
Aristode, Book of Things in Nature, c.6oo, Syria-of it, Liber Aristotetfu de tapidibis is
apatt: rVellmann (r) I f; also work on animals by Timotheus of Gaza, wndet
Anastasios I: $Tellmann (+) ry tr.

27. AG 57, tt f; BC ii 3r3, ro.
28. AG 55, 16 f ;MS 427 f 258.
29. F (r) i zz5;Lippmann Q) i 4and zt7; Diels (z) tz}, Klaudiano; nor a proper

name, cited r r times. B thinks a copper-lead alloy plus perhaps zit:'c, cf . aes Claudiaiuru
etc. But it is classified with minerals,

3o. AG 25, r; PGM vii 862.

3r. Lakshmi: Goosens CE xxxiv tg42 32ri Mailri le arli Jan. 19391' Zanotti-
l?nco JHS lix zz7 f ; Ippel, Forscb,u.F. xv z6 ry36 325-7; Areh. An4. r93g S:,oi
GBA 1939 i 44;rwtreeler (z) r35 etc.

32. AG 42, z ff; BC ii 3t7, AG, with 2rt-zt, A3-7, fot mofe texts on evocation
of O.; Preisendanz (z); F (r) i zz8 f. Evocation: Hopfner (3) and magic (r) ii par.
328-76. Stapleton (4) z9 n. 8 thinks the tale unknown to Zos. and thus later than
A.D. 3oo, but such argument has little weight. Temple of Memphis (ptah): in
Synes. BC ii 3r3; Kees RE Memphis 678, z5 tr, citing Lucan vi a9g f; also B (z) ii
zr4, t4 (Hephesteia) and Book of Krates : B (3) iii 6r (no name); B (z) ii 26,248 ; Kees
45.

Jews: Sa$ng of Our Lord fi97, Frowde rz; New Sa$ngs t9o4 rt. Dedicated quest:
Nock (y) ro7 ff; Loukian Menippos; tale of 3 proselytes (Goldfahn Monats. f.G.
u.I{/iss d. Iudy:x1i 1873 5z; Confessio of Kyprian of Antioch (Op. ry55 rto5); Acta
Sanct.Septvii zzz; Loukian Nigrinos; lwstindial,c. Trypb, z-S; vision of Mandoulis,
Nock (6). In gen., F (r) i ay tr, 3og ff.

y. F (z) i 16 (Poin. z73o);Lewy 9r n. z; R (r) 337, zo and 365, Setheans, Hippol.
v t9, zt (W. rzo, z5). Scott: "I insctibed in my memory" could mean ..I set down
in writing for myself," d. Oxy. t38r, 166, after vision of Asklepios, Siience CH
tfeatises x 5; xiii z, vii 3; Porphyr. de abs, ii 34; Cumont AJA xxxvii r9y 263; O,
Casel, etc.

l+. F (z) i z7; Poin. 3o1,Iren. i zr, 5 (H. i r+, +); Johnx to, d. prophet (Orig.
c.Ce/t. vii 9). "Beating ta pfu,tsika" means bearing the holy things (of the mysteries).

3 5. F (r) i 3 3 z f, The polemic seems interpolated; one of the few alchemic passages
whete word sympatheia is used; alchemists ptefer syngeneia, ot use matiage-
imagery: Rcihr 75 f; ps.-D. 5r,6; Kleo. 294,28 etc. Diels (z) r3r notes \r/e must
trarislate "a r:al.:tte", not "the nature". For Synes.: AG lZ, 13; BC ii 3tz, A4a;
Chtistian, AG fg,9; BC ii 3zr A8.In gen., Kopp r3o; Diets (z) rtt-Lagetcffitttz
P. Holm. p. tto.

36. 428, 15; F (r) i 253.

n. B () iii 17; BC ii 3zo,47.
38. Stapleton (.) tl1, MS of Rampur; cf. Ruska (ro) i zo5 with n. z.
aS. JL (r) t49 and r 87 f. Apollobex: BC ii t3 n. 19; r t n. 3 ; 3o9. Also Reiss RE

i 2847, 39.
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4o. R (r) t63 n. 4; \Weilmann (ro) 6s (55) B3oo, t3 p. zq; and (9) r5 n. 8; also
(rr) rz f n. 6; 14 n. 7.I Kings iv z7 $t); Jos. Ant, Jud. vl1i z, j Q); Fulgent.
(Mjttbog. lat. r4t) says D. published a magical tte tise DJnamera.

4r. Dardanos: next chapter for Swotd. Also BC ii t5,83;288 line r7; R (r) 163

n. 4; rJ7elimann RE iv zr89; \il/unsch; Delatte mut. belge xvii t9t4 tro z6 p. 64;
Hubert, Dict. Antiq., Magia r5o4b. Also, Col. x jJ7 tr; Dietetich (3) a f; Apul.
apzllg. xl; BC ii 289 n. 5 ; Tettul. de anima lv 5.

42. St Gall: BolI (3) r37;BCii 14n. zz.

$, AG 2220,8; and BC ii 3o8 (PGM i p. tll).
44. Apotelesnat.v (%, r83z ed.); B (r) 38; Steele 4. Iambl. de myt. i z, cf. viii 5.

4j. Ant, Jad. i z,8.
46. Fabic. cod. ps.-YT r:r3 t47 ff; CCAG ii r9z, z6; v r, rr8 {t. ri y 3, t)6, i3

andr4o, r;vii87,3;vi1it,16o.Apoc. Marri(Tischendorf)r9; JoeI,chron. (Bekker)

34;BC i 45. Seth as founder of asttonomy, Malalas, 5, zo (Bonn): Kiihn in
Feslg. R.a.Rotb. 1893 zt9.

47. CCAG viii 4, toz f. Seth as Zotoastet: Bousset () l8r, z: rVindisch (z) 24.

Sethean gnostics: BCi +6; influenced by Iranian dualism: Bousset () tr9 f and 378.
48. BC i 46 aid 53; ii rr8*zo. They wait age ofl age in grotto of Mt of Victoty

for the Star. Mattls. t-rt on mages; Messina (3); BC i 5r, Zotoastet chtistianised by
gnostics BC i 54; attacks on mages, t 5.

49. Lippmann (3) z4; Horten 66; E&isi, Ceag. (Jawbett t\6) i rz5 .

5o. Ahmun: Sigge, Islan xxiv t937 287 and.299;Lippmann () ,+f also fot
Bailak of Cairo (r 3th c.) and Ibn Battata (t4th), Psellos: Ruska (z) 6r f and r 5 5 ff;
Lippmann (r) ii zo7;BC ii 3o9 f; CMAG vi 12, 15 ff. Atabs: F (r) i 3zr f; Ruska

Q) ll-g; ao9; n3 f and r8r; r38 f. Krates B (3) iii 44-75.Book hidden in cave ot
chambet, oft with motive of tevealing god ot angel: Picatrix (Ritter p. z7-9; M.
Plessner; R (7) rr3, told by Hetmes, cf. R (7). Balinas on Talismans; MS of Treasure

of Alexander; discovety of book, Secret of Creatioz, in secret chamber,

5r. Nama, neat end; Delatte, Ball, ac. r. belge CLFeb. ry36; R (rr); Ruska (z)

5 z. Discovery in Egypt of old books : CCAG vii 4, rcz f ; Kroll RE sv HT 7g4, zz fr
and 8oz, z9; Roussel BCR r9z9 r43.

52. Etllaan (5); Lexa ii z3r.
t3. JL (r) 4 of; Paus. viii r5, r f. Atkadia was an alea whete rites could sutvive

directly from Myk. wodd.
Some more details on ste/ai etc, Doresse fi8-9o, A Reuelalion b1t Dositheot on ilte 7

Ste-lai of Setb. (A Dositheos was said to be master of Simon Magos; Philastros cites
a D. on his catalogue of hetesies, sttaight aftet Setheans: Puech (z) tz4 n. 6), Snlo-
graphiai: AG 264, 19; BC ii jT b).

Note the conflict of Seth and Hetmes: Dotesse r9o and ro7. Synkellos hands over
to Hetmes the stelai of Seth: Scott iii 39r; Dotesse (4) 62.

Clearly much of the mystery abort stdlai etc. grew ftom btoodings over the
hieroglyphs which men could not read: Sbordone (r) intro. and F (r) i 278 n. 3.

' vI. MORE oN Bol,os

r. AG i67,'zo tr F"(r) i 233 f argtes these chaptets are only an extract from a

$/ork by Zos. Also Matk fr4rv-r6rv; here fr49v. Out I-,ead: 49, r. Primary matter:
52,6f andlipprnann (t)iyf. Bitsof P. dz M,inTtba:Ruskaz75.

z. Book of the Sanctuary cited as source of tecipes for making emetalds and
hyakinths: 425 fr6ov ard z3z7 fi47.In genetal: Forbes (r) i 136.

3. Leyd.Pap. 1347 lx rrz;Lexa ii 57. Apepi: 8-r3; Lexa ii 98.
q. B G) 3t. Idsis T (z) ry3; A. J. Hopkins (t); T (') +S.

t. JL (r) zto f and 57; Attis: Delcourt Q) 52. ITerakleides speaks of the empyto-
mantis of the Iamides, so they were closely connected with 6re: Schol. Pind. O/.

t4



4c,6 NOTES

vi r r9 (i r 8o Drach.) and Hepding RE Iamos 6\, n.The white ios is said to be the
giilyflower; the dark, the violet. The violet is often linked with Persephone's tape
and blood, cf. what said of the pomegranate above. Arist, Ausc, nzirab. 8z; Diod. v
3; Athen. xv 684c; Ovid net. v 394; against, Pamphds in Paus. ix 3:r, g. Vioiets and
pzthor connected with funerals: Halliday's note to b. Hon. Cer. 8 (p. r3o).

Note also link of ios vrith I6n, to whom it vras.given by Ioniad nymphs: Nikandr.
On Farming, Athen. xv 68r, also 683ab. Iamides: Strab. 356; Paus. vi zz, 7.

6. Stephanos:zr5,3o(Idelat);AG136,ro.Forseparation:Plato,Phaid.64cKrates
B (r) iii 5z with tefs. n. 3.

Difficulties: T (r) 56 notes that conversion ofcopper and othet metals into black
sulphides accounts for blackening; smelting to a yeilo'fi/ metal fot yellowing.'$Thitening 

is harder to explain. If black product vras dried befote smelting, it might
be whitened as effect ofe€flotescence ofsalts derived from the Divine \7ater. Or some
white material (compounds of metcuty, atsenic, or antimony) may have been added.

7. Anon: AG zr9, t35 f, cf, r99, t. Zos: zr5, 8. Ibn Umail: Stapleton (;) l+f.
Pibechios on whitening etc.: AG zzo, 8.

8, AG 55, r3*r8; BC i zor, ztof,
9. XXMII z9 $tz-t8); also x (r17); goes on to bramble-toad.
ro. AG x tz. Geponika; cf . Gep. xix 9 etc.
rr. F (t) i 44f and DL i ro (Egyp|.
n. AG 47, z.
r3. F (r) i 236. Also 48,4;48, 161'49, z. Efudrior: P. Holm. xi 16; Leyd. x 68:

AG 48, r. Paul. Aig., medical writet 7th c., iii z.
14. Ibid; AG 5r, 6.
r5, AG 5r, rr. Not cackle, triqein-i.e. hatdens; tin leaf crackles as it chills, cf.

16r, 8. Geber mentions the Greeks raised the question of getting rid of tin's noises:
B (t) z3o.

16. AG r5o,4;F (t) i 257.
17. Papyrus: Nock (z); PMG iv qr6-44 (Teubnet 126); R (z) 19 tr and 8o ff;

ITessely, Denks. d.k. Ak.d. l(/its. PH Kr, xxxvi z, r888.
Gem: Moutetde (r) and (z); d. Derchain (z) no 3zz fot ttre fidiog..
18. Syigmo:: R (z) 8z; Pap. Leyd. rW vii 27. In general: Dietetich (z) r9o; O.

Weinreich (r) l+S; Hopfnet (r) i par. 78o (p. zor). See Pythag. of Rhodes in Euseb.
pr. ea. a 8, r f (Hopfner zo3).

r9. De Riddet: Cat. Coll, de Chrq vii z, 3474 (p. Z8t).A wotd like aspasmot
understood,

zo. Moutetde (r) 58; De Ridder vii z, 3474,On right Aphrodite holds miror;
tings marked on ankles.

Other refs. for Etos and Psyche kissing, Mouterde t8 n. 4, with unintelligible
fotmulas, e.g. intaglios showing link of Mithraic cult with magic: Delatte, Mus.
belge xviii t9i4 j-zot R (r3) 5z n. z; Fabretti, S1nt. Inur. j3r, a4.Abraxas (Coil.
Fabtetti), scene with no legend: Mondaucon ii, znd pt., pl. ccxii (r). On tight here
a winged god like one o{ the pantheoi: Hopfner (il i fig. zr f (pp. zr4 f); Budge (5)
t3z f.

zr, Aphrodite also found on magic Syrian stones standing naked and doing
hait: de Ridder, di 2,5473,78o, Andriphrasis. AIso on back of lion with drapery
rolled round right leg, hands lifted to falling ttesses, u7. vii r, 1169 (p. tgz): Saba-
lhianadia Iad Sabadth Ai6n.

zz. Mouterde (r) 59; Nock (z) r54 n. 1; Cook ii z, to47 frg. 9oz; Kekule Terra-
kotten a, Si{lien xlvi; Laborde Vaus Yambert i +Z; S, Reinach Rep. Vases ii r9:r;
R (r 3) 5 z. Burnings : Derchain (z) nos 323-4; ttee, jz4i pil7at, 328; b:utterfly, 3zj f.
For embrace oflovets, no 329, "Reciptocal Love ofmy Soul." From Tarsos,

2r. Delatte (ro) 8z-6 for gem with inscr. Nicharoplix, assoc. with solat god;
Love alone or Love with Psyche. Cf. a second pap. Nock (z) r57 f, Chaid. oracles:
Ler*y (z) 95, rz6-9, rzz; Psell. conn . rr4tc (K. +i; BC i r59.

NOTES 4a7

24. Syn., AG lS, 6; Sophe, zr:', 13. Stapleton (4) 35 says of Atabs, "Jamasp
infotms Ardashir that, owing to their possession of the Sectet, 'the Sages ate prc-
served from povetty and hunget.' " See also 34.

Hopkins () +", +S: Read r3 f. Fot Egyptian lapidan ticloretz Liber Hermetis 83, z4;
Cumont (r) 96 n. 3; Lippmann (t) i 277 f; Hopkins (6).

zJ. Diels (z) r3r.
26. Fotbes (r) i r38; E,wseb, tbron. Olymp. r88; Iren. i r1, r; Epiph. adu. haet. i

3; baer. t4 (i r3z, Colon r6sz). Plin. xix 4; xxv 95; xxviii 49; xxxii t2; xxxv to.
27. Pfister (r); Reinking. Koptic MS, Berlin 8316. Tinting: MS 427 fz4;

Stephanos, ib, f64; Ps. Demok. ib. rt8-ct, r;. See also Cayley, J. Cbem, Educ. iii
t936 rr4g and ry37 4g;-g; J. M. Stiilman 8o

28. MS z1q fzr ; B (r) r 6rf. Pap. Leyd. x (ror recipes) & P. Holm. (r 5 z) were found
in the same tomb with z magic pap. (xii-xiii of Pteis.); xiii and the t\ro first a1e in the
same firm hand; not rolls, but books. Date mid-3td c. (Reuvens, Leemans); c. 3oo
(Lagetcrantz); 6rst quarter 4th. c. (Preis.). P. Holm. twice mentions Aftikanos
(Sextus Afr. a.o. zc). also Demok. & Anaxilaos; has 9 recipes on metals, 7z on
precious stones & peatls, 7o on stuffs.

29. F (r) i zzof; P. Holm. iota-zeta z8; P' Leyd. i ro,9. Isis to I{.: F (r) t1g.
Lagetcrantz, P. Holm. p. r43. Terms: Lippmann (r) i rr, 325 f; ii 59 u Decknamet.

P. Leyd. v : PGM xii 4or f.
3o. AG x rz; Plin. xxviii z9 (rr8).
3r. Sat. 88. Fot D.'s theory of Nile floods, Diod. i n; IL (5) 35' Barbaroi: BC i

24o-2.
32. K. Reinhatdt 479 f; Delatte (7) z5 ff (specttal emanations).rJtrindischmann,

Zoroast. Stud. rtQ 288 thinks eidola are the Fravashi <u tuaterialirtisch Aufgefes:t;

but this is not likely. Herakleides seems to have criticised D.'s theory: DL v 87 "Of
Nature. Of Eidola, Against Demokritos." Zeller, Ph. Gr.ili (ath ed.) ro38 nn 3-4. In
Placita of Aetins, D. is joined with Herakleides and EmPedokles: iv 9, 6 (Diels 397).

33. Demett.xlviii;rhet.gr,(SpengelrS56)iiiz78;Stamfotd(r)58;\fellescr47f.
Papyri:LeemansPGiir88556n.r(p.r7linesz8-3r;p.14lines3r-6);\7ellesc146.
In genetal: F. Cabriol, Dict. Ant. Chrit. et Liturgie r9o7 i r 268-88; iii z6+f ; Dornseff

5t tr.
34, Ruelle (") * (l); Poir6e; A. Gastou6, Bull. nasicol. i r9o7 z4-7r; H. Leclerq

DACL i r 268 ff (Gnostics); (B (z) ii zr9, 434; G. Reese, Mu$c in Middh Ages r94o
85 f; K. Wachsmann, Unt.4, aorgreg. Cesang ry35 z4-34.

35, C. Ja* Mas. Sc, Gr. 176 f; also D'Ooge, Nicomachos, Intrl. lo Arithmetic i 6,

r89 f. Eudoxos: Santillana; ITassenstein 9o.

3(t. Jan z4r; Ruelle (r) Iten. adu. baer. i r4 (PG vii 6ro). Lewy (z) 391 on Mesode-
mes and Silence as fitst arche of Pythags.

37. Excetpta MSG 277, 6.

3s. Sige: PGM ii t93, 34; Wellesc r45. Dotnseff, Stoicheia rrii rgzz 13. Archytas
took music of spheres not accessible to our senses: Diels zarr, i 23, 33o Cotnford on
Tim.7z; D'Ooge 98, Examination of melodic structures of exs. ftom P. Leyd.
and P. Bed. show one set meant fot amulets, one fot invocations: \Tellesc r4o f.
The melesmata are not based in any Jewish, Syriac or Greek musical system; so

Ruelles'idea does not work. Papyrus: Oxy. 2728.

39. Rev, i 8; Stamford (r) sz and (z) +l f. Add 7 Pleiads and Hebrew Tetra-
gtamtnata for God, 7 atchangels: RE s Hebdomar (z); Cabdol i 56-8; Batb rrr;
Dornseff u fr,6 ff,-82 ff; London P. 46 (Kenyon 66, z4) cited Dotnseff47 !.

Numerical cdlculations also; Holy Ghost as Dove, Peri$era, at Christ's Baptism
: 8or - Alpha Omega, So "I am the A & O" : "I am the Trinity": Contenau (r)
Gems: Bonner (r) 186 f; Mattet iii pl. zA, 6.

4o. Standford 82, See him also on the law of "incteasing numbers" and rhopalic
lines. Mute pfayers: BCi 47.

4r, Stamford 8z and rr-5.
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42. Stoics etc.: Grube, Tbe Gruk and K. Critict 1965; p, de Lacy, AJp lxix 1948
z4r & 7t lx ry39 85*gz.

43. Dionysios, i 66, fi & xii t 34, 9, cf, xi r 24, zy ; Long. sabline xsix; Stamford
17. Note also the wtiting of sigma-less poems.

VII: OSTANES

_ r. qL ix 34;BC i 168 nn r-2. Against nartow Hellenism: DL i 9; BC i fi5 f;
Empedokles and Persians, BC i 4B-4o; Hekataios and Demok. on Jews, z4o*z;
Aristoxenos and mages, z4z*4. Diaphora: Lagetctantz (z) u3 fi.

z. Plin. xxx 8 etc.; BC i 168 ff. Heptathongos: porphyr. fu pltit, ex or. haur. i
(r 3 8 \7olf): Euseb. pr. ea. v t4; BC i-i 284 (r r), also i rl j-7. Various O,,s: BC ii 268
n. 7a:DL Pt. z; Souda su; BC i q2 n. j; Kopp i (r369) 4o7 tr; Lippmann (r) 66;
Priesendanz(z);\X/ellmann(r) r5n. r;B.ii3r8 6,&n.g,also r4n, z6;plin.xxxrr.

3_. Plin. xxviii 7o (z6r); rVellmann (r) 78. Cf. recipes, ib. ry $) on not exposing
self when utinating to sun or moon, or letting drops fall on anyone's shadow; b. safs
let one's morning piss fail on foot as protection against magic potions: cf. Am;.
Marc. r.'iii 6,79;DL viii r, r7 €ythags.); Joseph. BJ ii S, 9 048), Essenenes-
quetiedWellmann(Abb.Pruss.Ak. r9z8fasc. 7,p.f .il butcoriect; H. Brunnhofer,
Ar, Urryit rgto j24 tr, d. Hdt. i r13; Plin, xxx 17; Cumont TMM i ro5 n. 4; BC i
297 f . How to disgust women with love: Plin. xxviii 77 (25(to cf , xxx z4 (82) and
lo<xii r8 (a9). See also xxxii 38 (rry f. For Plin. and sources: BC i r7r-3, '

4. Plin. xx z (8 1T).

. _ l. Pli* xxxviii z (4 ff); goes on to other rvtiters with barbarian recipes. Djels aors.
(68) 558 joo, tJ^, attributes to Bolos. Xenoktates, aphysician, wtotJatteatisewith
such recipes (human bodies for materials), see Galen, simples x i (xii z4B K.). O. and
Oktateuchos,BC i ry3; O. as descendant of Zotoaster, r75 f.

6. BC. i r88 f.
7. BCii zy(r5):orat.adGr. xvi(r8,3 Schwartz), BC i r89 n, r; ii 29, n.2.

Note tecipe of o. linking coral vsith peony and root of solanum. Similarities of
works attrib. to O. and Z.,BC i rr4 tr.

8. BC i r89; rWellmann RE Diosk, rry8, 63; lrtg, 20; Hermes xxxiji $o ff; BC i
u6.

9. BC i r9o with refs.

- ro. BC i ryt.Iatrika of Aetios of Amida (6th c. a.o.) ii: some MSS give exrracts
from a_ book on Stones by Diogenes (? Demosthenes), which Wellrnann thought
might be a corruption for Ostanes, then fot Demokritos. Aet. ii 3o & 3z' Rose 4iz;
BC ii 3o3 & 482 ; Wellmann (ro) 68 (5 5) B3oo, t z (r t z16 n.) & (l)So. ; V. Rose 4S4 tr
Change of mind; \Tellmann (8) 13r.

. .rr. $7ellmann(8) rlS tr, and RE Euax. Otphic: Hopfner RE Lithika 765, 4z &(r) i pat. ti4; ed. M6Iy r37 ff. Witbelauer 4z ff. Aetios: V. Rose; S7elimann /.r.
Slnoichites: Piin. xxxvii (r9z); \flellmannF.E Euax,

- tz, BC ii 3o4, 6 ff. Damigeron, original, may have dtawn on lapidaties of Chal-
deans, Soudines and, Zachalias. Fot Psellos & M€liteniotes (Byz. poit, r 3th-r4th c.)
and connection with Damigeron: BC i rz9 & t93; \Tettmann (8) 8fi, roa, ro7;
\Wirbelauer.

r3. Arnob. adu. genl, i a3 Qth c.).
14. BC i 5-7. Xanthos prob. took name Zaratbu$ra via .west Iranian form

*Zarabaslra; the second half swggested aster (star), so provided fanciful etymologies.
Ps.-Clem, breaks as ZA(sQ rho@) atteros; BC i 44. paus. v 27, 5 & vii 6, 6; Tac.-ann.
iii 62.

_ 15. Dionys., schol. Hdt. iii 6r; SchwartzRE Diorytsios no rr2, col, y4, pedion:
Strab. xiii 4, t3; village, RE iv ezrz. Anaitis: RE Auitis zo3o, 3r;Bttiesc}^, Aut
Igdin 66 ff; Kiel & v. Premerstein, Zweite Reiu in Lldien 89 no. ,7ti; ,oo ,ro. i97.

NOrEs 4og

16. Picatd Ephise et Claros tgzz t3o ff, t64 ff. Petgamon: Bitt, Plt. Woch. r91z
' 159*66; perhaps cults here and at Ephesos went back to Achaimenids and wete
developed by Stoicising Attalids. Relief: Cumont (rz) 4th ed. 13t,frg. to; z7 j n. zg.

17. G. Thomson (r) r34 f, also ch. xiii. \Theelwtight ft. 72,
18. Chemiss (t) llt; futher (r) and (z). Vheelwright rzr-5.
19. \Theelwrightft.3o-z & 35, with pp.4j f: W. Kirk 356 (both on fire in

genetal and on celestial fite); dox. 275, z, Fot lI. and mages: L. Steila. Oracle:
Lewy (z) r3z.

zo. Refs. etc., BC i ch. r. For Et: Bignone (r); Bidez () ,ll tr & (8) zy7 tr
Atistotle: Bignone ii 84, 342 & BC i 16; also F (r) ii ch. viii.

Image of \Wodd as Temple: Aristotle, F (r) ii 43-8. Kleanthes, Bywatet 79;
. Bernays, Die Dialoge 166 f; Manilius i zo-4. See also here ch. xii n. z9; xix n. r.

This leads into the idea of the \fotld as a City, ult. from Zenon with his teaching
that there was no need to build temples as the Cosmos in its wholeness is the
substance of God. Chrysippos compares to a City; Poseidonios takes up: DL vii
r 3 8; Stob. SVF ii 5 27. Alexandtos (bto, of Kassandros gov. of Makedonia 316-298)
was given land on peninsula of Athos and founded (after 3ft) city of Ouranopolis
(otsite o{ Sand); inhabitants, Ouranides, with Zeus Ouraniddn and image of Aphro-
diteOurania, Cf.Cic.nat.deor.ii3r,78;62,I54(SVFii rrzT & rr3r);Ateiosl)id.,
SVFii5zs.AlsoCic. defn.iii r9,64(SVFiii ll);deleg.i7,zzf (SYFili534);derep.
i r9 (SVF iii 338). Adam as Kosmopolis, Philon de o?. m. t42*4 (i 5o, z C.); d, Op.
19, r43i Jos. 29; Mos. ii 5t (rz). Cosmos as Magalopolisl. de spec. hg. i n-6 (SVF ii
roro, , etc. Dion. Chtys, Or. xxxvi zz f ; Sen. ad Marcian 18, t.

zr. Bidez () 256 tr & (6) 8r & 83; Cumont (9) 69; Wettet ror ff. No Gteek
vetsions of the sacred lit. of Mazdeans till Alexander: BC i 57.

zz. Proklos in remp. ii tzz ff & rr4 ff (Ktoll); Hirzel i j34 & to9 n. 3. Axioch.
37ta; Ctmont; Ganschinetz (+) ,+tS ff. Tale of mage Gobryes sent to save Delos
from pillage as the natal isle of Apollo. There is still a sttong tendency of classical
scholars to make Greek culture "autonomous," see Medan (z) on Noumenios and
on daimons, 34*6; conttust Dodds (3).

4. ZelTet, Pb. d. Gr. iii ro A; t. ro38; RE viii 476, 16; BC i r5.
24. Augustine, ciu. dei xxii z8; Menippot vi and at the start.
25. BCi 34-6. New names: Zatatos,Zaratas,Zatades. This Babylonian chatactet

grew so diffetent from the Petsian Z. that some wtiters postulated two prophets;
there were expansions,links, fusions, localisations. Ptiests at Hierapolis (Mabbug)
annexed Z. and set in fotests atound there the place where he had been in retteat;
a demon was shut in well by Z. getting the goddess Simi pout seawater in, etc.

26. Strab. xv ,, rt.
27. Paus. v 2j, j.
28. Ep. 258; Cumont MMM i ro n. 3. Much variety in scattered groups: Plout.

de is. 45-7; de latenter uiu.6 (tt3oa).
29. Schaedet U rfor n, r 4o fr ; BC i 69. Ttiad in Chaldean oracles : Lewy (z) r 41 ; 4q tr.
3o. BC i 69-7r; dualism (fue and water), R (ro) 7o & 75, cf. Hippolyt. ref. i z,

re*5; R. 74n. j;Diels uors 3Z (62) A 3 & 5;6o (+Z) AS; Lagetcrantz (3) 4or &
4r r f; Stapleton () ry4. Oxy. contt^ct, P. Oxy. zTzz; "Beloved," Roschet v 888.

3r. BC ii zo5; Iatet compilation 34t 3jr,9. Ostanes seems to know ptocesses
that his follorvet Maria the Jewess petfectioned so as to give gems phosphorescence;
the Demok. provenance hete is not sute. Ruska in Lippmann (r) ii 87;B ii 424, t3 &
i zo5.

32. BC ii 1t3 f & 5 8, r z; "metals coloured by means of watety simple vatnish or
quite superficiil alloying," B (z) iii 5r n.3 and i 59 ff. Leukipp.,B. intro. zot f;
AG 53, r.! (badly edited) & 55, zz. Also Reiss ($ t34a,36tr.

57. BC ii 3r5 n. 6; AG 6r, 5-9. "And that you may v/onder at the man's wisdom,
look how he had two catalogues dtawn up." Also Lagerctantz, Holm. p, tog.
Tannerg M6ru. Scient. ix t41 fr; Ruska (8).



NOTES NOTES 4rr4to
34. B G) iii ro5 ' Ruska (z) 5 r ff shows it from Greek, like Book' of Kratet' See also

Blochet ro6.

3y. Synesios: BC ii 316 At .t. 3; AG lg, 4; 6r, t7; 67, z5; rzz, 65; 58' 19'

$. B () ii 3261'BC ii 3r1.
i7. Ai'59itr.;67. Kedren. zr3 (Bonn)cf'.Fitm' Mat' Math'vii r, z' Porphyt'

in rinp. ii io5, z1-5; to., i-7 & j.+-zi; he insists that men must think in images.

38. BC ii l*'gi tO zBr ff. Note fire is alhikton, not to be touched, vitgin:
? kanian.BC ii yG n.6.

39. Olympos: MMM ii 36 n. t.
i6. n".it.'nC i zoA f. He appears in a lexikon and z lists of goldmakers, and is

calied King of Atmenia in title of a treatise : B (z) i 69; CMAG i 4r '

ar. B (3)ii 49n' t & 259; Lippmann (r) 68; C-umont (rr) z7z f; AG 35, ro; BC ii

3r j Ay..'-S.t.""..: Kopp (rs69) $i, 353 t.,)o;Hoefer i 274'
'i".sCii34t*7;813i iiit3ffe.itttt,,tt6ff;Blochetror-3'Thetef'toAndalusia
shows late additions;ihe auihot cites the Almagest of Ptol'

43. Ktates: B $) iii 7z f.
qi. ptin. x"xvi'-zr (r+S*lt); BC ii zor; B. intlo' 234' Found in street: d' Theo-

ptirrto* Bto.wne (r)'47,Avicenna, "It is found in the dirt of streets and is trodden

underfoot by men." Ibn Umail: Stapleton (5) 75'

45. Bali,Belati (Lat. Baltis) OuiLady in Syriac, identified with planet Venus,

REraii z\4z;BCiiu6f.
1e.s ei ;19-zSiBCii 341-52; Blochet ro7 n' 6' For HT: R (rr) 35' Ishtat:

Ktoll (r) zo6 ff.
;;.bai 4o; Gottheil 35; Theodore bat Konai Littre det Scholies, BC ii ro3 f, who

" 
yJ zor, was Jewish buiiet out teachings in 7 languages: Greek, Hebtew, Hytkan-

i"i, of lt"tn, 2atnaq(Ztang, cap. of Seistan),,Petsian, of Sagastan: BC ii r3z f'
+S. M".rg", i 5 r3bl bC iilz1,Tnnrrog. regis Calid et resp, Morieni. Atsicanus seems

Ostanes. Ruska (+) i ++.- 
lg.l Aguth"a"imon: 

'Ganschinietz (4) 495,'6r' Fot Hermes: Zos' in AG ro9 &
il i'tr; niska (a) i r7 ff' Urine: B (3) r38 n' s9. Blochet rot f: The strange b€ast.is the

cri^tio,,- of the'alchemists who have put all theit wisdom in it: 4 faces each with 4o

tongues, and one of them said that in heaven's sphete ate 36o degrees, it a year

36o days, so each degree cotresponds to a day'

Jo. Stapleton (z) 68-ll; Q) l+.
!r. AG 34t f;B $) ri 3zo f; R (ro) 35.

ir. Y"/"i,i>;'nit;g.Bout.i35i;Dhotme,Relig,assjtro-bab'r2t9zt1f1 P-o-rqlvl

dr;u."ii 27. Ch.an t931 ,rk; Citcopino R}IR cvi 1932 592 ff; Eissfeldt' Molk a!
Oi*rt'srif ry5 1niii. z.Rel' d.Alt., 3' Halle); Guev, Mdl' Ec' Rone lvii tv7 88 tr'

fi. B (t) ii 3o9;BC ii 336-4t.
ii. ptll.igf.'., N-B' Pb.i.i"s, pbekis, Pibechis, P1br.chgs' The name P' hete shows

thJ soutce oT the te*t was Grlek. Paris Mag' P': R (rr) 33 n' z & 36' Jealousy' cf'

nC I ili e. 3o9, with n. 3. Philosopher as doctot o{o.ccult sciences: Cumont (r) rzz'

F*ii#(rr.fi "]j "u[. 
piL. a pupiiof Ostanes: BC ii 3o8 f with notes. Ps' says he

"covered with ihadow" the mysteries, that is, veiled them'

t t. R (r) 763 & :'o4, ro; Bi ii z1o ft. 6 where O' is called the Roumi' D' to L' :

Ai J;;;{.i";trs.6s (55) B3oo, r8. Kings: Reiss- (!-rl++,3r ff, who compares Zos

1lC' 19 fl.Diels notes iiac"s oi l<rrrian forms in his lettet. Crown, a pafticulaf $rork,

t o, , .Jt.'r. R (r) 363 takes; cf' rrcork of Gebet, B (3) ii p' xxxviii n'-3'-

56, H. G. C. i*tt iot., ffrP tlte Bible cane to t6, a95g, to9' Letter of Ari$eas' r9t7'
(H. St. J. Thacketay) ptob. r5o-roo a.c'' 

y7. io-ottt (ro); Pat. z4t9 f46v; LQ 
-z6t-d' 

B (3) ii 3t9'
':6. ii'in. pitt.'i* or. horr' i (r 3a Volff: F;useb' pr'.ea' v 14); BCii 284-6 (r r) fot

,"t1 io H"ptutrrongos etc. Also Nichomachos: BC ii 283 (ro). For Chtistian tels' of
O. to angels, BC ii 289 ff.-'si"-iF*. 

i,aguefleluely ii1; sC ii 3 r5 n. 8; Cumont (r) 154n' 3i HTRxxvi r5z ff'

6o, Zos. AG rz9; Stapleton (4) 35.
6r. Hetmippos irote- on tbe Mages: F (r) +r. zorozster had wotk on Natare, a

lapidary, books of astrology, also alchemy: BC i r3r-52'-6". XC zz9, t6 fi;BCii 243;F (r) i 266 f & (r4) rz; f'

VIII: HERMES TRISMEGISTOS

r. CMAG vi t9z8 44; BC ii 1o9 f. Text goes on, "For one sees at once that the

names he gives to the art's ptu"iit"t are mostly unknown, e'g' samari, pbaktilon,

Plakdton." Phaktiton seems Latin,rfzc\itius.
Steph. cites Kleidion of Hermes: Idelet iii ztz, cf DeFalco riu' di flol'-t226 ll'l:'

AG xr, r 5 ff & 19 ; Ruska (z) t7 & 5(t, z9; Ktoll viii 799, 3i & 795, 5 ff; Dieterich
'(") 

7r. iritmico"t'Motlt. iii i, r (Kroll i 9r, cg ry6, zz), mentions an Hanubius'

d"porituty of Hermes'secrets, cf. CCAG ii r59 & zoz ff; RE rz Annubion (Anubion)

& suppl. i sv. But this is possibly only an astrologei.

".'Ii 
(l) 48. Msdom vii i7-zt. in a Gnostic sott of way, \flisdom is made the first

.r"rtrrr"'of'Yrhweh, befote.the cosmos; \Wisdom is seen as man's quest' Philon

supplanted SoPbia with Logos.
' 

3,. Kl^ror, k. Bors.h r8l9; Potphyr. pbil ex or. haur' (G' w'olff r856)' Forgerics:

Orac. Chald., Kroll (r); Dodds (z).

a. KK (CFI xxiii) 3 f.
y. Ot""L., n"yutt.e (3). Magic: Hopfnet (r) ii pat' 16z f' Theurgy: Iambl' de

myst. iii , f.E*s.iPoiroiirer; Oxy. r3Si (Imothcs appeats); Preis' SB 4r2.7 :Nock
HTR xxx 6r ff Christians: Pastir oi Htr*ot; Patsio Perpehae iv z f[, vii z ff, x i,
xi-xiv. Gnostic: Iren' i ra, i (M') :i a27 ffHaw' (Teradappears to Markos);

Flippol. vi 43 (Logos to Valent.); ix 3 (vision of Elchasai)' Eaang. Petri Y 1o :t:.
e. 1.16 5 (S.Ltt13s6, zo). CF. what said above of $elai, e.g. thar of Hephaistiaion

of Memphis; Isis'Atetologies (Peck r93); CCAGviii 4(p' rcz) etc'

7. nnlnl. fib; Phaittr. z74c-e,275c. He also calls the god Ammon'
8. Diod. i 16.

9. Sonitla,svPhatmos;Tett.adv.ualent.xva;Iamb'den-yst'viiit-z;Gale.n.adu'.ea
qt; n H. in g".t"t"l, B (r) r33. Olymp' "The ancients had the habit of hiding the

irottr, of veiliig and obscrritrg by allegoties what is clear and evident fot ali the

*otld," S (t) ;91. Originally Gt"it. hud 3 Seasons; later Autumn was added'

ro. Boylan 6o; Breasted (r) r7.
, r. Boyla.t 6o n. 4; Naviile Hora: M.ltb; swnboat, Boylan 5 8-6r ' Staff, ib' ch' r 3 ;

Magic, tz4*35.
rz. KK vii & ixvi.
r3. \We know a priest there of the name: Sethe (r) 8 f; Brugsch thes' v 866 f;

MaIlet N a:r-el-Agou1. Tenple: Otto : r 3 5 f'
r4. Clem. aroi.iLr, ry4(p.39il; Sethe (r) 6 ff; Gtiffith (r) 4; Btugsch WB rzzr;

JEA April tgzJ tzi. Ri;i'tt8 f tefuses accept identity of Theban Hermes and

Teos-p-hb of texts.
15.-R (r) rzo f; Boylan 167 f. Advents: CCAG viii (4) r8r, 20;257 n' r'. 

.

t6. c.'{. Hoghes (i) and (r); also for Osetapis and Anubis' Request fot bitth of
chiid, rvith condi'tionai vow to Amenophis son of Hapu, on wooden tablet, Malinine,

cf. Gardiner (z) i pl' 5o, z. In general Gardiner (r) ec (z) i pl' 8o; Simpson'

17. H"ghes'(rj r79; Edwatds i, xxii; Thomplgl JEa ry4r 77i Volten ro7; P'
' n"ti. \al, ,. t'& 4.iy, also 4. ro; Thompson PSBA xxiv 7912 227-33' Sentence:

P. Insinget 8, 19; Volten (z) 78 f'
r8. Hughes r79; JNES xvii 9 n' l; P. Or. Inst. t94zzl7'
r9. A. klasens, Magicat Statae Base (Soc/e Bdhague) in Mas' of Ant' Leiden, r95z'
zo. Skeat zo8 fot tefs.
zr. OnIy previous proof fot otacles of Thoth-Hetmes 'vas P' Paris r, with astron'

pap. Skeat zo5 & zo8.

$

f

d
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22. Diod. xxxi, frags. tj^; t1-c. Skeat 2o7 for discussion of znd fr. and P. Tebt. y'
r53n, and of exclusion of Panop. ftom amnesty rr8 B.c.

zg. Elrr,an (7) z5; Neugebauer (z) i 85.
24, KazatowRExv zzz; Roeder (r) r7r,
zy. Kruse RE Va ro76; Eittem viii 698 & 7o6 ff; Trismegas in PGM vii y5r

(Gordian zt8-44). For oldet view: Webet Archiu f. Relig. ry4wi r73. A theosophic
work (Delatte, Anec. Ath. ry27 j 1,a, ro-32) names a Hod6n the Ttismegistos whose
docttine is Christian. He seems aByz. imitatot Fotm: Great God HT in Or. Cr.
Invr. 716, r, shows T had become a proper name. Fot play on r and 3: Martial v
24, cf. CI1 xvi 3.

26. Synk. 7z;Loeb Manethos zo9;F (z) iii p. clxiii; Scott iii 492 f;R (t) ,19;
Hopfnetfontes 74. Seriadic: Joseph. JA i 7r; R (r) r83; JL (5) ch. iv.

27. Seshat: Ettnan (z) 396 f & (r) y6 f; Lepsius denk. iii 169; Laqueut. Celsus:
$Tellmann (;); MS has emmanetos.

28. Asclep. xxxvil
z9 . S tron . Iiv 6, 4 ; no proof that Books of Thoth wete in temples undet Pharaohs :

F (r) i 76, despite e,g. Book of Dead ch. 64.

3o. Ghalioungui 32.
3r. Hotap. i 38 (Sbord. (r) 85), also Roedet RE viii 4fi,Mzgic prestigiae,Lauth;

also F (r) i tz4. PatI: z Tirn. 3, 8 & Exod. 7, 8. Plin. xn 3 ff (Mayhofr iv 4zo tr);
BC ii 14 n. 23. Noumenos (Euseb. pr. eu, ix 8; Leemans fr. r 8); Origen C. Cel:. iv
5r, Talmud: Ganschinietz RB Jannet; Schutet Gesch. tud. Volks ili $rd ed.) z9z;
Cumont RHR cxiv ty6 19 tr; Apuleius apol.xl (Hellr' roo, 9); Plin.: Messina (z) 25.

32. Lexaii rz9-34 & i r58; demotic speilbook of Lond. & Leyd. 6, r to 8, rr,
cf . ib. q, r-zr ; Lexa ii r z4 f . Also r 6, r*t 4 (Lexa ii t zz f) : aftet many names, "Tat
Tat bring Boel (thdce). Tagttat eternal, bting Boel (thrice) . . ."

33, P. Anastasi no. j74 3R 4-8, 32 8; Lexa ii t57.
14. Kopt formula &om Greek spellbook of Paris, z R 33, 3L to 7: Lexa ii r y 5 f.

Texts: Erman, Z. -f. aS. Spr. si. r 883 ; rVessely Gr. Zauberpap. Paris a, Lond. 1888
(Denks. d. k. Ak. d. \Wiss., Vienna mvi); F. L. Gtiffith Z."f..aS. ftr. xxix r9or.

35. Lexa i 16o; Mag. pap. Leyd. i 384 N r-5, In the fotmula we find "Mommon
Thoth Nanoumbte" i.e. Egyptian "Nanou p Re : Good is Re."

36. Mag. pap. Lond. 46, z4o-9b; Lexa i 16z f. Lexa sttesses Egyptian chatacter,
even the incotrect use of 3rd personal singular of the petsonal pronoun in piace of
the znd.

37. Hartis mag. pap. 1, r-4;Lexaii 39 Q oth dyn.). Action: "Say 4 times and set
the Divine Eye, in which is made the image of Enhutet, in the man's hand."

38, Scott i 97; Chwolsohn i 638; in gen. Chwolsohn & Segal,'with Bousset (y).

39. Scott i ro8. Ahaydimon: Lemay; Chwolsohn ii 13; Massignon 368; Fiick 14

n. 18; Stapledofl (t) 70.
4o, Kahane n9 f ; fot Krater, tB f . Ktatet appears in att scenes of prophecy, e.g.

with Lykophron and Kassandta on Berthouville silver cup: \7ebster, Helleniilic Att
ry66 36. Krater of Alexander seems first btought in by Ploutarch, prob. going back
to gte t kratet ofDateios used on state occasions (captured by Alex, at Sousa); the
mixing-bowl scene should ptob. be set at Sousa (when policy of mingling Macedon-
ians and Petsians was in4ugutated), not at Opis whete shating was limited to
Macedonians: E. Badian, Hiiloria r958 vii 42j-44.

4r. Hetmes: CH i 43 (ftag. iv,4); Scott ii r4o; Angus 343' Also Frags. xiii 3,
trb, t3a, 14. Thoth: F (r) i 63 & 86 f; R (8) ll-Bl; Bousset (+) lS tr. But see Otto
(r) i 15 n. 3; Boylan rrz ff & rzz f. Inscts.; Brugsch (t) +S & t7; R (8) T & 0)
59-68.

42. ; Cltapters Zos. to Euseb.,AG 169. 5;F (r) t 244 (rr); and AG r5o, rz; F (r)
i za3 $). Swblimated: aithald.

43. AG 4o8, 4. AG z8z, 14. AG 89 9 f, Olymp. citing Zos. See also Isis to Hor.
F(r)i253 &z5g.Cf.Olymp.84,rz,"Chernes,whohadbeendiscipleofPatmenides,

NOTES 4rt
declares: One is All, though which the All is; fot if the All does not have the [One],
Nothing is the AII": F (r) i z5z f.

44. AG roo, roo, l8 to lor, ro; F (r) i rz6 f.
45. Math,iiipraef. z-4; Astr. Cr. t85 fr'
aG, Cf. motn.ia zz,2; iii r, r f. He says (iv ptaef,5) that he has ttansctibed "all

that Hefmes and Anubis (Hanubis) have revealed to Asclepius, all that Petosiris

and Nechepso have set out in detail, all that Abtaham, Otpheus, and Ktitodemus
as well as bther men leatned in astronomy have ptoduced." R (r) rz5 f ptefers

Chnabis; Settuys, reu. philot' xxii r9o8 r47 f et Hermanabr'r. In gen. F (r) i ch.v.

47. AG rzt, to; F (r) i z4s f (23) connection with Nile: AG z@, 3 fr; BC h 33o
and y3 n. ri; AG rzo, tg, stone with pneana. Living: Anon, AG r3z, 16. Silver

as moon, CMAG vii r and passim' Thedrdtikdlalos Hermet: B (3) i z6t.

43. AG rrt, ro; OIymP' 93, t4.
49. AG zo, 13, (Egg: Mark f ro6): F (r) i 253 $zl.
5o. AG t12, :.9. Text not sure: F (r) i 74.
y r. AG 424, 8; F (r) i U.Text bad'

52. AG t56, 4;F (r) z4 f ; Ruska (z) rr f, Cf. AG fi2,3 on softening-whitening;
trl, t5,lye-washing for 6 months' cf. Olymp. 69, fi and 72, r. Also r3z, 16 and

4rr, t|. Term "flowet" can tefer to actual yellow flowet used fot colouring metal

of to emofescence (flowet of coppei or of salt. saffron at times seem to fepfesent

a metal. Acacia-gum is Arabian. Olymp. 99, 12 says H. often advised, "boil it in a

stuff of thick linen."
To Pan, the A11, at times means vafious preparations: 192, 2t' it is symbolic

name of metallic body of magnesia, Lippmann (r) i 7s. For magnesia F (r) i t45-7'
Beginning and end: ano kai kato, aboYe and below, may be patt of the fotmula:
Lippmann (r) i index ano-kato.

fi. LG z8r, t4. Also the fotm Pauseras.

i+. F ttl i z5r f: items 2, 3, t,9, lf, -.5, zg f, q, zz f, 28. Olymp. says both H'
and Agathodaimon call lye-washing the Great Treatment, AG 72, zo.

yJ. AG r7y, rz.
56. F (r) i 255 f: cited by Synk.
y. I Cor. rt, ro; Cen' vi, z.

ie. F (tl i zo9f. Koiranider must go back at least to ist c: inspited Matcellus of
Side in poem on Fish under Hadtian.

59. Ii. ztr f. Hatpoktation's book was gtaved on a slild of tempered iton;
Euphrates, Hermes in Syriac otr 

^ 
sfile of fuon.

6o. I(1rao. zo, to-4;F (r) i zrz; koakoapltat, Egyptian wotd, cf. Horap. i 55;
PGM iir s and vii 4r r (diminutive) ; kakoapl:as iii 424. Poapos seems deformation of
Lzt\n upnpa (Ftench huppe). Koiranidet:content of Kyanidu II-IY.

gr. AC 2o7, t-4; Zoi. ro7 ff. esp. r r r, r 9; B. intto r z7 on Pads MS 7147 f 8o etc'

62. Olymp. ror, r r ; F (r) i zrz-r4, cf. Koiran. 54, r and 286

63. CCAGviii z (167, 3); Delatte, Herbarias index piuoine.Cf. I(7r.6, r. Sacted

Book: K.yr.7, zz.
64. I(yr. zr,25.
65. AG zr3 f;F (r) i z5af. Komarisz Lippmann (r) i zz. Heton: llotos: Per-

dtiiet $) 8-r i ; Cumont ( r 3) i t ff, esp' 6 f. R (r) r44 n. 3 suggests Heron : Agatho-
daimon, which is unlikely. A TC of a falcon-headed Hotos has on back Heron:
Petdtizet (4) no rro, p. 36 and $) 9.

PG, v 247 ff (sun-ptayet): "I am Thoyth, finder and foundet of phatmaka and

letteri . . . I am Heron oi high t"pot", egg of the ibis, egg of the falcon, egg of the

evet-roaming Phoinix,"
Another exttact of Book of Sophe (AG zrr) has as subtitle (f. z5r f): "Mystic

Book of Zosimos the Theban." F (r) i z6 n. r thinks it might be by Zos. of Panop;
it tepeats the phrase about conquefing povefty. But the author might well be citing
Los.
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Sun and Eyes: Sext. Emp. adu. aslr'y 1li Porphyt. Itag'xlv, cf' CCAG v 4,2t7,
rz ffand vii zy,8;BIum 97; Cumont tbdol, solaire z3 l+691, on sun-king, 1 l4t3l n' r.

66. AG 4,8-t7; rrt, ro; 267, 16 to 268, z. Demok.: MS 427 fzy.
67. B(r) r35 f and 356;Cardanetc.Mitc.Berol.iry; Fabtic.xii Q7z$696;S1b'

Books i r 4r. B (r) r 34 says Hymn of Hermes fuom Poim, was tecited by alchemists.
Bythos: Crutwell zrr. Sophia, last of aiones, longed to know the Bythos; pined

and wandered to melt into infinitude; met Hotos (Limit) who assuaged het madness;

she bote prematurely Enthymesis (Reflection) who was excluded from the Pleroma
and sought tefuge on e tth, 2rz . Charis: ken. i r; Bonnet (r) r78 f: Koptic
Gnostic treatise. Also PMG xii zz9 and Hippol. d 37 tr.

68. Ruska(z);Steeleforfulldetails.AlsoFetgusoni39;Holmyatd(7)56f;Rod-
well 6z; T. Thomson i ro; \Vaite (z) ii 243.

Galienus is gen. taken as fotm of Galen, but thete was a latet alchemist of this
name, a bishop's sctibe: Paris 6514. Anothet Galienus is said to have summarised,

or commented on, a coll. of natural magic, Liber Vaccae, Liber Institutionan, ot
Liber Anagnensis: Steele 5. Fot rel. to Apollonios (Balinas): Ruska r78; Steele 5;
Nau-, rea. de /'or. chrdt, znd s. ii t9o7 ro5. Holmyatd rashly thinks the Table "one of
the oldest alch. ftagments known"; Ruska is mote cautious.

69. Ruska r14; Steele 4.
7o. Read r48.
7r. Read 148*52, plates gz and 35. The Table was known in r3th c.; referred to

by Albetus Magnus. Holmyard found a corrupt Arabic version in work asctibed
to Geber.

72. Stapleton (5) 76, xi, and 88; AG r8*zr.
73. Stapleton (5) 75, ix, and 87'

74. Ib. 8r, xxi, and 89. Subtle and Gtoss 
^te 

tep. in Gteek by pneuma and p.ltsche

opposed ro soma, Stapleton 8o, xvii. High and Low, 84, xxix; Up and Do$/n of
Vapours, 77, xiv; rel. to Atistotle, 9o.

7t. AG y3, 13 and r38.
76, Stapleton (5) sz, rxiii, Dialogae: AG 295'

77. All this from de Rachewiltz (z) 169-75, figs. 8o f. Ttanslations of nadi: De
Campigny, J, Matques-Riviete, Evans-Wentz (Le Bardo Thadol). Evans-W' rz5
fot Brahma-danda, Aion has meaning spinal matrow, FIlnn Hermes 42, 1r9'

78. Stele (Betlin Mus.): Matucchi, Il Grande pap. Egi{o 1888 p. t n' r; Kopt:
EGW i 297 f ;Pyt. 386b,4oa^, zoSTa.Imakh: EGW i 8r f; Gatdinet G) +65 n.F D;
Dawson JEA nii ro7. Night-sun: EGW i 8r n. 12; P' Leyd. T 7r Sa: EG\fl iv
8 n. 14 and iii 4r4. Also Schiapateiii, Libro dei Fanerali 387.

79. Lewy (i +l f ; Porph. in Euseb. pr. ea' v 8, lt f' Noises: Iambl. de nlsl. iii
6 etc. Cf. Montanos, "Behold the man is like a Lyte and I fly up to him like a

plektron," Epiph. pan, haer. xlviii 4, t, and Odes of Salomo: Lewy 46 n, r47; also

46 for theory of possession.
8o. Detchain (z) no 448 and no zr4. Goat-headed staff or sceptre, no zr r ; beatded

god (? Satapis) with stat on head holds a snake-trvined tddent and cadeceus in his
two hands, no zo8; cuitassed male figure holds an undulating setpent each hand,

with a trophy on his head, zo 287; man ca:r:yir'g thtee whips rralks on a smallet
prostrate figute, each has a star on head, while on the tevetse a daimon with two
Leads (lion, cock) holds an undulating setpent in each hand, no z5 8 ; a skeletal ibis-
headed figute holds a snake in each hand, no r97, etc.

8r. Hyppol. rd.v tz;Johnx7.
sz.Hyg.astr,vii:cf.Oxy.z688. IngeneralJ.F.M.de\7aele, MagicStaf of Rodin

G. R. Antiqai[t (esp. pl. opp. zr3). The papyrus has 3 snakes in the caduceus.

Fot Salt: C. J. Bleeket, Eg. Fests, ry67 t36.
Macrob. sat. i t9 says the Egs. intetpret the cad, as gmesit.

NOTES

TX. I5IS

415

r. AG 2835 and y-5; MSS z3z7 fz56 and z5z9;Hoefet i z9o; Scott iv t45-9;
R (r) r4r f; F (r) i 253 fr, cf . MS 427, f z6t.

iu". .3"9. For oath: PGM iv r7o5; Cumont (t4) t5z r-5 and r54; BC ii 3r5A'
4b and 3i5 ". e; AC 57 f. In magic: Hopfnet (r) ii pat' 3t; Vett. Val' r5r r f and

r72, 27.'To 
Son: CH xiii 3; Vett. Yal. 36r, 17; KK i 3z; Cumont (t+) tll and rt8 f;

Hopfnet (r) ii pat. 35 and i pat. -7281' Dietrich Q) 5z f .
z. AG 89, 8; F (r) i 253.

3. PGM xiii 19: ; T. bar Konai : BC ii tzG-g. Star: Luke xxi 25.

i. Bo.trs"t (3) 382 connects 'rvith doctrine atttib, to Setheans by Epiph. baer'

xxxix 3, y (Hoil 7a, r5), which also links Seth (assimilated to Zoroaster' BC i a5)
with Jesus.

5, Hermes: Zielinski 556-a;F (z) iii p. clxviii' Psais: R (r) r4r-4.
6. De is.Iii, 35zab, cf. R (r) ry6 n. 4'
7. PGM xxiv-a r and viii zz' Diod. i z7; inscrs. of Ios and Andros (F. Hiller de

Gaesttingen), I.G. xii fasc. \ pt, 1 7go3; Peak; Harder; F (3) and (4) etc"

8. CH i 6Z-S $,6 and rr); pai' 8 uses analogy ofpainting or statue.

9. Diod. i 25, 5f . Heteditaty priesthoods: Egypt, Otto ii zoo f; Chaldeans, Diod'
ii z9 ; mages, Rapp Zeit. DMG xxTo ff; MMM i ro n. 3 ar'd 49 n. 4; Batdasanes in
Patr. S1r. ii 6oz; Kosmas Hietos, in CCAG viii 3, p. 12o. .

ro. CH iv zr f (fng. niii 65-8). Philosophy and magic: Cumont A) fi4 n' +;
medicine, rzz arrd r5i ff; Plout. de san. tuend. r; Galen scr. min. z, r (Mtlllet);
Delatte, anec, athen. ii t939 456.

rr. $Tilcken chr.7o76'
rz. Dolger (r) i 86-9; 66-72 and 3r7 (Mithras); Tett. de prcescr. baer. 4o. Dolget

ii (r93o) rro-6 (Attis); 297-3oo (Dionysos); z9v6 (Atatgatis). EadyMesopotamia:
Contenau A) ,ll.

13. JHS 1888 r; BM Cat. E3or. Jane Hardson (t) +61.
14. De ser num. aind. xii; also Phanokles in Stob' flz, p. 399 v r3. Ridgeway,

Earlr Age of Greece i 398, atgues pre-gteeks tattooed, but the Achaians did not take

it over, Babelon rz8 atgues for scats left ftom blows as titual matks. Dolger 294-6'

Simeia also means omen, Poftent.
r5. PSI xn6z; Cumont (t+) rSS f. Herald: IG v r, r39o (Dit1' 736, line rr5);

CIL vi 5oo and p4 (Dessau 4148,4t5);RE keryx esp' ,ir; AJA xviii -'914 2441'

Satdeis VII i, inscts. ed. Bucklet-Robinson p. 12 no 8, rz f' Also the Krater:hete
above ch. 8 n, 4r.

Kabeiric: \Wilcken AfP x t93z; Sarapiastai with Ka- as Kanopos aod Jewish
influence at beginning: Momigliano aeg. xii t3r f. Augustus ; Dion Kass. lv 3 r '

16. Budge () 247 fot tep.
17. Proshym.tos: Clem. 

"protr' ii 3oP; ptiest, stron. ti 4, 31, r. For atchangel of
dekans see latet.

t8. Met. xi rt.
r9. Amelung, Scutpt. Vat. Mus.iipl. vii, 51; Petddzet (5) 48*5o pl. xii; AA xxi

tgoG t39; Schede angelos i t9z6 pl. iv; J. Cotin ltem. Ec, Fr. Rome tgzo pl. t;
trancini' n.sc. t9z5 t37:9; Ttan Tam Tinh 95. Cf. also Aula Isiaca on Palatine, Rizzo

h pitture dett' A.L 3z fi'g. 5z (cf. figs. 34 f.) Contents, not phallos: TTT, d Clem'

stiom. vi 4, j7, r; Diod. i 97; Plo:ut' de is. *.J. Leipoldi angelos i t9z5 rz1;,Dolger
v r93o t5,3-87, esp. 156 ff. Dekans: CH iii p. xlv ff, sons of dekans assimilated to
daimons, p. liii-iv

zo. B'(i) tz9 and 36; MS 427 f z49v; AG 26, rr. B cites Diod. iii tz f and

Agathatk. bCll i t"e for theseplaces as metallurgical centfes. The list comes after

a iieatise of John the Atchptiest: Mark f r38 entitles it Of Metallic Stoner. Fot John:
421 fz43-9-; B (r) rS7. In the tteatise which shov's interpolations, he invokes in
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Gnostic terms the celestial and demiurgic natures, Unity and Triad, and cites
Demok. and Zos. Date: prob. yth c., B (z) ii 261 and t3o, 4; T (z) rfi.
. zr. Synk. ro5, in Loeb Manethos 44-6, ft. r4; Euseb. (Synk. ro6) ib. ft. :r5;

Atmenian (Chron. i 9), ib. fr. 16. For Zos's book under patronage of Sophe
(Souphis): B (r) 58 and rt9.

zz. R (r) 141 n.3i F (r) i e56 n. z. Egyptian months in alch. texts: MS 427 f z}o
and f z87v:,B (r) 33 f. Eglptian language: mixtures of Egyptian (hieratic or demotic)
in Leyden papyri, B (r) 84. Zos.: zz59 f8r; Olymp. 427 fzrgv B (r) r34. Note 7
springs in Mag. P. Betli 235, Orphics: see JL (5) 36.

23. Cumont (r); Gundel (r); Nock (r).
24. Euseb. HE vi 32, z.; Jerome uir. i/1. lxiii Synk. 359b, Sok. HE ii 3y. He

seems to have known Hebrew.
25. Vit. Hilar, xi (PL xxiii 38). Temple of Imhotep at Memphis famed for magic:

PGM vii 628; Hopfner ii par. 14 f, r8r f and zo6; Synk. z48b (Dind. i 47ti uoft.
68 (15) B 3oo, fi); Cumont (r) 163 IIand a7o tt. 2.

26, Cumont conjectuted he was T. of Tralles.

_ Plin.xxix 5; Galen metb. med.i:'f;4f;8; rof;adu.Jul. r etc. Method of metasltn-
,Q.risis:Caelhx Autelianua, demorb.acut.ii3S (r73);Soranus,dearteob$et.tz};
2ro, ztz. The Latin version of the stoty cails T. a philosopher, which could mean
physician, e.g. Galen: AG z9z ff Kleo., R (q) tl, for alchemists. MetltodiAoi: O.
Temkin, Dambarton Papers 196z xvi, 98; Dioskorides studied at Byz. as great botanist,
ib. too.

27. Letter to 
^King: 

Hopfner (r) ii par. 36. Here Claudius ot Nefo. R (3) tzj tt. t;
Nero, Delatte (6) 8or, cf. CCAG viii 4, 254.

28. Thotndyke ii 324; Cumont (7) and (8); R $) rz7-3t ; Nock (5) ro8 f and (r)
r63*y; F (5). Latin version adds, "Thete arc more herbs and stones on earth by
whose mediation man may win immottality; but it's inconvenient that some men
should know theit operations; for, while orvning a brief life, they do not hearken
to, ot obsetve, the god's laws and precepts; how much wotse would they be ifthey
had immotal life." The god then ascends.

For thtone: cf. Komarios, R (3) rz9; F (5) 6z n. 26. Theia pl:Ane : phrase consecrated
to revelations: ib.63 n. 3t.

29. S trom. xxvi 46 (816) adds, "The priests are said to have been mostly astrono-
mers and philosophers," goes on about their astronomy and calendat-lore. ..They
attribute to Hermes all rrisdom of this patticular kind."

.. 3o. Hopfner (r) ii par. 7o-t; F (5). Theurgy: PGM iv 475 ff. Medium: Hopfner
11 p^t. 273-92.

3r. Hippol.iv3zand.35;Hopfner(r)iipar.r5zf;Ganschinietz,Hippol.Capitel
gegen die nagier, TU xsix z, r9r3, Hippol. goes on about an advent of llekate,

32, Gans. 63; K2ranides i 3, tz; Hopfner (r) iii par. rz. Phosphotescense, B (z) ii
t j3, j; g4-7. r ro ff. Against wall, not on gtound: Hopfner ii par. r 52. Cf. marion-
ettes,Hetonautometlp.xxx r. Otherlight-effects: Hopfner iipat. t53;Bidez($ 79f;
Cyptian of Antioch conf, 3-6 (Baluze no7); R (q) tr.

ll. F (l) 69; PMG iv 286; in gen. Delatte (6) 7vSz, There are phrases ftom the
LXX. See also two magic texts for gathedng: PGM iv z86 tr;F (5) 7o; see Delatte
(6). Addressing plant to be gatheted, not snatched, petsonifying it: F (5) 70 n. r;
Delatte (6) 6o on kathartic value; F Qz) 299 f. Myrrh personified and prayed to:
PGM iv r49b; Hopfner (r) par. 485; P. Oslo i (PGM xxxvi 333 ff); raising-up of
plants, Lewy (z) 4t.

34. PGM iv 2978; F (l) Zo f. Isis of Dew: PGM xii 44,Ka: Hopfner-priesen-
danz takes it as Mnevis, citing Plout. de is, zo. .[tbyss: b.ltthos.IJsed in Gnostic sense,
cf. PGM xii zz9; Hippol. vi 37 ff. Not Agathodaimon: F (5).

3 5. Contenau (r) r 5 5f; Q) ftt; 3rB n. 4. based on S, Langdon (3), Seleukid text.
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r. See Eliade (r) chs. 9 f; Tegnaeus, Le Hdros Ciuilisateur; K. Meuii, Hermeslxx
1935 rzt-76; H. Ohlhaver, Der german. Schnied ,!. reifl lYerkeag 95 ff; R. Eisler,
Dat puainryichen r r r ; R. Andtde, Die Metalle bei Nataraiilken etc.

z. F,liade 99 f.
3. Forbes (t) i rz4; kohl, ix 165 f; in gen. Anbix 1938ii 3-16.
4. Forbes (r) i rz8. Much more might be added on secrecy:F (r) i tz7' Contenau

(r) r88; Ghalioungui 47; Clem. strom. y 7; Plout. de is.7 etc etc. Cf. crypograms in
Egyptian texts; magical alphabets etc.; iargon in magic, Bonner (l) rr and 196;

lerome ep.lxxv 3, r (CSEL 55); palindtomes; iumbling-up of names.

5. Reports ofexcavs. in 1968.
6. Dubs (z) 4 f; Singer i 58r-4.
7. Dubs. 24.
8. J. A. Knudtzon, Die El-Amarna Tafeln; S. A. B. Metcer, Tell el-Amama

Tablefi: no ro, lines 19 f; also 7 lines 7r f.
9. Singer as in n. 6 above.
ro. Forbes (r) i rz5.
rr. Lucas (r) 85 tr Akkadian tetms: Forbes l.c. tableix.
rz. Holmyard (z) 13 f. Gulkisar: C. Thompson (4) and Contenau (r) r87 f.

Continuity in sevetal teims, e.g. shadanu: Atabic shadana (haematite); sipru seerns to
lead to sapphite and to mean "scratching stone". \7e meet kibaltu,bwt are flot sure
if it is cobalt.

r3. Lucas 259 ff. Refs. to fine gold in records of zo-zr D1ns. Holmyard 6 f for
terms. Medes and Egs, as goldsmiths at Sousa under Dareius, Olmstead 168.

r4. Diod. iii r ; Petrie (z) 94, Goldplating, Lucas 26j i electron 267.
r5. Glass: Lucas zo7 ff; cobalt zr7 f.TilI late in Egypt matetials fot glass were

quartz sand, calcium catbonate, natron or plant-ash with colouring matter.
16. Lucas r78 ff: he thinks sequence may really have been glazed solid quattz

before powder, finally glazed steatite.
t7. Glazes: Lucas r78 ff; faience r8y ff; uncertain when lead glaze came in-

Ptol. or Roman? r9o-e; Origins of glazing 194-8.
18. Orph. Litb. zor ff; Plin. rxxvii rz4.
19. Forbes (r) i rz8; Langdon (t) llS.
zo. Light-dark: Langdon (r) 339. See also Langdon (r) llt; BM, CT 24,49. tb,

Kq49; tablets,YAT 9874, K rrr5r. Forbes (r) i rz8. See Table of metals and
planets in Partingdon $) 6z f.

2r. T (r) 19;B (t) zz4.
zz. R. Clarke 6o f; Budge () v-6.
4. T (r) 3t-7ibr^ss,T (z) tz7 f; alloys, T (r) lt.
24. Only evidence for ptivate ownetship, dubious leading in P. Iand. r44.
25. SEHRE 342;ilrgen.688-9r, nn. roo-2.
26. fhilostr. Apzllzn. vi z; Lucas; copper in Fayum SPP xxii 48; BGU r97;

copper and kadmeia, Cyprus, Plin. xxxiii r3r j66); tin. P. Holm. and Leyd., cf.
Leontius, aita S. Ioann. Eleon. iii 15, Clelrl paid. ii 3, laments use of gold and silver
vessels, but does not say whete ftom,

z7; BGU trzj1' A. C. Johnson no. zz8 addressed to Achaios presiding over the
Tribunal at the Palace.

28. Lond. 9o6; \7ilck. chr, jtS; Johnson no. 236, Fot wording cf. P. Amh. 9z;
V. ehr. 3rr, Herakleia ,+,o, 16z-3; Johnson no. 2ro, tax on sale of oil for press,

29. Y. Mattir. Logislerion: private or official bureau? Chryvchoos in Od, iii 425
for gilder of sacrificial victim's horns.

See also P. Strassb. 92,4 (3td c, B.c.); Ostr. Bod. i 3o4 Qnd, c. B,c.); Baillet
inscr, gr. el lat. des lomb, des rois ro76.

3o. Oxy. rr17.
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,r. Atchives Isidot, ed Boak and Youtie 196o no. 62. For the law: rWenger,
puelhn d. riin. Recbts 469 f; Schonbauer JJP ix-x tgj6 9j.

Blanchet, Pr. aerb. Soe . fr. Num. r 899 pp. xvi ff and xlviii ff; Et. de Nan, ii tgot
r9t ff and 224 ff; Mau, Ron. Mitt. xvi rgor ro9 tr; SEHRE i 96. (Taken as miflt:
RM xxii r9o7 t98 fr; Nun. Cltron. rgzz z8 S; Hermann, DenA. Malerei 37.) Nego-
tiator: Della Cotte, Ria, Ind,-Gr.-Ital. vi 1922 ro4. Cf, shop of Pinarius Cerialis,
caelator. For blacksmith's shop: Brusin, Aquileia t9z9 rt8; SEHRE 176. Smith,
seated in chair, holds with tongs the iron he hammers on anvil; a boy or slave
behind blows futnace-fire with bellows fixed to a protective shield. Products shown
on right: tongs, hammer, spear-head, lock.

32. Fuad Univ. P. viii no 7. Text is bad; may mean, "I paid you 3z dt. fot the
long cloth of the embroiderer. I didn't write you by letter to get 8o dr, from Hierissa,
for the temaining . . . on account, fot the mirrot."

y. Oxy. 1582.

34. Oxy,r87o.
3y. Ptol., Tebt. ro86; 89o; also rzr (94ot 6r n.c.), payments to vatious minor

ofEcials, etc. including goldsmith, line r 8 ; includes barber and chalkeus. Goldsmith
in Oxy. z7z7; chalkeus, etc., in Panopolis Pap. (Dublin),

36. As goldsmith: Philostotg. HE iii r5; St. Gteg. l.laz. c. eunon. zgzcd and
z93d; SoL. iii r1. At Alex,, Philost. /.r.; Theodoret }{Eii z3.Irreverence: Epiph.
ada, haer. pat. z d, 6 (p, 9zo), also 761, praef, ap. S. Ep. cf,4; morals, ib, 76 pat. 4.
Wtitings only cited in Epiphanios.

37, JEA xlii r 95 6 rzz f ; xxx 1944 76 f . Cl. fabrica aeraria, oficina aeraria, olfcina
aerariorun; Tltec. Ling. Lat, su.; H. Biuemnet 324, cf. Quint. insl. ii zt, ro.

38. Oxy. 989; tgrz; ryr3, cf . roz7. Oxy. 84; Od. i1i 432 and ix 39r.
39. Oxy. r35. Lead at Syene: Tait OP 3 ro. For Smith at work; Oxy r r 3 ; JL (4)

46. Names for iton in Gt.,and Latin: L. Detoy, AC x:ad ry62 98 tr
4o. Lucas 156 ff; Plin. xxxviii; Theophr, lap, Blanckenhorn, aeg2pten zor I[.

Magical stone found at Thebes, GGM 654; see also Johnson 349 n. 29.
4r. Budge (+) i gt f.
42. Plin. xxxvii 75 f(r97-zoo).
43. Clen. protepr. iv 41P; FHG iii 487 f ft.4. Apis: Diod. i 8y; Plout. de it. 43;

Budge (6)i 6o, 397 ff etc.
44. Wheelet; Filliozat.Yirapatnam may have been on the China-route. Embassics :

Needham (r) i zoo, See tables, t9z fz cotal and peatls from Red Sea, ambet frorl
Baltic or Sicily-via Syrian merchants?

4y. Hitth (t) ,+l; Needham (r) i r99. Cobra-stone: Riddell.
46. Hitth (r) 48; fot glass see Johnson z4r. Note how work by men like Ting Huan

and Ma Chiin takes up mechanical toys of the sort developed by Ktesiphon etc. It is
my opinion that Chinese contacts with Sytia wete eatlier and fullet than is generally
recognised and that many ideas ot practices taken as Chinese detive from Syria. Scc

Needham 2oo-3 on blssus and storax; watet-clocks zo3 f; Trepanation and theriaku
204-6 etc.

47. Needhan (r) i r97.
48. Johnson z4r.Topazos: Plin. xrxv 39; caer. xxxiii 16r f; Vittuv. vii rr, r;

Theoph. lap. y5. Frit: Lucas r39 ff. Paraetonium (Plin. xxxv 36; Vitruv. vii 7) and
sinopis (Plin. xxxv, 3r, 35) ftom Egypt are prob. gypsum & red ochre. See furthcr
Johnson 35o.

49. Dyeing : Llacas t7 z-7 ; Muschlet ii 7 98, 91 9 ; Hdt. iv r 89 ; Lotet ken i iii t 9 3o- 5

4,32;Plin, xxxiii 57; xxxv 2t, z7; Vitruv. vii, 14, z.lVoad: Oxy tzj9, j93,7zg,
to5z, t685. Dyes: P6ster (r) 4o fand (3); safflower Pf. (3), Lu cas 176, Secret methods;
Plin. xxxv ryo. Ancient natute of purple dying in Phoinikia: Akkadian form ol'
Canaan is Kinakhkhu (purple), B. Maisler, Ball, An, Soc. Or, Res. ai ry46 7-rz;
cf. Phoinikia, E. A. Speiset, Langaage xii 1936 rzt-6.

5o. Temple: PP xxii r83 (e.o. r38); Johnson no 397, Goveroment-control:

NOTES 4rg

Mich, rz3R vi 16 f; undet Claudius, ib. rz6, 6. Lessot: Lond. 286. Priestly monopoly:
$Tallace laxalion zoo.

5r. Tebt. 287; Wilck, cbr. z5t; Johnson no. 396. For guilds: Hattis 73. (At
Thyatita: IGR iv 1265.)

52. Ryl. 98 with various refs.; Johnson r'o. 239.
j3. Oxy. 2575; Teldnes bapbikes not elsewhete attested, but cf. Ryl. 98.
y4. Oxy. 1648.

tt. Oxy. ro4r; Pdngsheim aeg. xiii 3-4 19t2 4o6-t8'
56. Rees, Hetmop. no 3o. Fot legai fotm: J. Modrzefewski JJP 7-a ry53-4 zr9

n. 34; V , L. \i7estetmann JJP ii 1948 9 ff, esp. 24. The coniectute por (pfurai) hete
might be wtong, e.g. pro (baton), cf . Hib, i 32, t4, 16.

Other Byz contracts with purple-dyets : Grenf. ii 87 (SB a5 o3) t.o. 6o6; Erman &
Krebs, Aus d.Pap, d. k. Maseen; Johnson and West, 811"' Eglpt t24 no ztg, made by
purple-dyerofThiswithputple-dealerinPanopolis;cf.PSIviiigoz (Mich.v355).

57. Rees, no jz*3.
53. C. P. Jud. iii no 5rr: P. Ross. Georg. iii 38;F. Zucket BZ rxxii r93z 87 tr;

Pistorius indicio antinop. t939 18, 29, 3r; Ta,tbenschTag, Law of GR Egypt (znd ed.)

,6, n.+;366 n, zr, Fot lease, aeg. xiv 8o ff; Hetmann,51,1. Bodenpacht 9z fr;
Steinwenter Das Recltt d. Kopt. Urk. 38,

See also Oxy.756 (e.o. r); rzy (rr715); r519 Q57-B); Abinnaios tlos. 7r-t.
59. Doresse zz3. Philip, Matthew and Thomas are cited as those to whom the

task of gospel-$/riting $rere allotted by Jesus.
6o. Oxy, 2567; managet fot the O. riome got a duplicate. See notes in Oxy. xxi

^s 
to ePitropzr Hermaz;. For items: Gazza. Misitdion, diminutive: Galen xix 736; Diosk.

v too; tcbi$eq Plin xxxv 186, commin recipes, Gazza ro4; J. R. Hattis r85 ff; P'
HoIm. index. Pfistet (r) thinks alum maybe found in fissures of certain schists'
Psobthis: O:.y. +Sl, see also Caldetini Rend. k, lst' Lomb.lviii t9z5 529;VlIck. cbr.

32r proves alum on camelback from Little O. to Fayum; but all the oases had alum
and ochte. Uses of alum: \Teidemann (z) 6to'

6 r. BGU 697 ; V . chr. 3 zr ; Johnson no 3 49. Tax:? diapylion (Oxy. r43 9). Advance
P. Col, r R4X(a.o. r55,cameltranspott);BGU r564(.r.o. r38,clothingrequisition).

62. Oxy. z116; Johnson no z4z-wtiting through secretary. Cf, Oxy. 977;
F^y, 93;'W. chr. 3r7; ib. 257.

63. Fotbes (r) iii 5; 4t n, tzt 44 tt, tj and n. r3.
6+. Ib, ++ (zr). Egyptian god of scents. Chesmu: BIFAO lviii 3r.
65. Perfumes: Lexa i ro3 f. Hatshepsut: Urk. iv 279. ri to zzo, 6. Incense:

hieratic pap. Betl, no 3oj j t, z to z, 4 (Amun). Funelal fumigation, a.g. Naville TB
tab. ii Ag; iii Pe, Ia, Da, Le; iv Ba, Le. \Vith offerings: index Pyr' texts. Capture:
Tab. Piankhi, lines 97 & rcz f ; Urk. iii 35,4t 38, i-5.Mazat fot perfume (balm)
factoty of King Josiah by Dead Sea at Engedi on royal estate where the folk (? a

guild) gtew and made balm; workshop may have been in a fotifred settlement on
Tell el-Jurn.

66. L, & L.6, r to 8, rr.
67. Repel: Betl, pap. 6,3-5 (Lexa ii ro5 fl; Lexaii 136. Vase: L. &L't, S-lS;

Lexa ii t35 f .
68. Resins were used and some of ingredients must have acted as fixations;

classical authors well awate of this ptinciple, which must have been long known'
Egyptian terms: Forbes (r) iii rz.

69. Forbes q & n. 37. Galena is lead sulphide; black galena is coupled rffith gteen
malachite in the texts. This copper compound is found in eaily Tasian graves up to
rgth dynasty; galena eye-paint ftorr' Badatian times up to Koptic. Stibnite and
galena imperfectly differentiated: Forbes ix 165; medical uses, z/. Kohi: iii r8.

7o. Fotbes (r) iii rS; 201' 22 nn 57f. Colouring petfumes, 3r; Theopht. odouts.
Alexandteia: Plin. xx xii 59; Forbes 36, Johnson 4 and 473 (ptices).

7r. Sublease: Fay. 33 (e.o.) 16r ; Johnson no 238- See Oxy. 9zo, mustatd; rt4z,
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pepper; 2144, frafikincense; BGU 9, jtd-c. tax of 6o dr. a month paid by aruilxdlo_
pohs and. myopoles of Arsinoe.

72. Mendes: Athen. xv 688 f; Forbes iii r4; plin. xxxiii r64and xvi 4o, Seplasia.
\fhite iead much used by Greek ladies on faces; found as round. tablets in-Atienia.
tombs of 3rd c. o.c.; Roman ladies used it, earth-of-chios, or white excrement of
crocodifes; Fotbes iii 39 f; Xenophon oikor. x; Martial i 72, 5 etc. The use of lead
ptoduced many poisonings and deaths. Mlpos (frIth): in magic text, p. Mag. Osl. i

)Jz

73. Philon, beir to dht, things xli.
74, Kiddasbin 9zb.
75. Forbes (r) iii rz, table iv.
76. AG r4j p^t.1;T (t) 36.

.77. ^J. 
P.Arnoid, Origin 6 H*t. of Beer r9r r; H. F. Lutz, Viticutt. ds Brewing itt

Aw,,Orient 1922 :.8; P. Montet, Les scCnes de la yie priuie 253 f; Lucas zo f. Cooks ind
ritual: Athen. xiv 659 ff. And J. M. Stiilman, Paracelwt 37,

MARIA THE JE\rESS

r. MS 427 frzz & zo4; T (z) rr8.
,. yS 4r4 (9th c.). We have also seen names like petasios, petosiris; pammenes,

cited by Olymp.; Pibechios (Pe-Beck, Hawk of Horos); Epibechios, 427 fr38.
3. I(leo. 427 f74; Alex. in Markfz; Julian 427 fz4z.
4. B (2) ii 3oo-r5; z1z7 fz6S.v.Tteatise: B (r) :'4, r7t, also 5 5 arrd r4 Moses, 7(r.
5. Matk.r85; B1') l+, 83; AG 38 f, 13-29, 4. T e) 3a-6;iiz) tz9.''
6. Lexa ii r4r ; BM ro.o7o; Leyd. J. 3 S3 is p"tts of the book; Crimtfr e) eatly

3td v. e.o., v t2, \-r3',9.
7. _Mark 

y)zv, cf . zz49 froro, and z3z7 f zt t ; B (r) r7r. Exorcisms,seals: Vassiliev,
anecdota 332; P. Iand. 14, i 6 (Christian rext) ; CCAG vi 84 tr; Schl'mberger REG v
7r-93; Moutetde etc.

8. Zos. z3z7 fSz; Bible zz49 f9B, Mark r9ov. Recipe, Leyd. 75a.
9. Dotesse rc7a; E . Petetsen; "Mithr. Lit.," F e) i 3q tr.

- _t9. y_S 427 fzo; zz49 f98 (Hoefer i 534); MarL frgo; B (r) 64 f. Note also namc
Matia Kleophas, B (r) r7z. Adam and 4 colners : 

"o.-or.r-r. T (r) 37,f and figs. 3 f; the accounts ofoperations and utensils here depend
mainly on Taylor. B (r) 6o.

_ B99k of Sophe the Egyptian_(atttib, Zos. AG zrr, rz) cites Maria and may bc
Jewish. Note Sophar in Anon (AG r2o, .,g: given incorectly to Zos. in paris A
fr68v: AG rr8: see BCii 33r f; CMAG ii 6 fand zr (fzv, no 4); Lagetctantz (q)
r8 ff): seems Shapur (Sapoi), cf. CMAG iv 39b. Bes pintheos: 'o"r.iuii 

1r1-rii.rz. B(r) 45 TQ) fi.g. 5
13. T (r) 4z f andfi"g.7.
14. T (r) 47 tr.
15. T Q) 49 f.
16. See above ch.7 n. 34.

- .r7. Stapieton (5) 7r, ii. Fot Atabic ideas ofbody, soul, spirit in roth c., Stapleton
(z)'

r8. See above ch. 6 n. t6; Zos,,,\G 266 par. 16. Stapleton suggests term Angel
here is translatioo of Pneama.

r9. Stapleton () 72, iii. Many names: AG r 82, 14 (Hetmes).
zo. Ib. 72, iv, cf. 73 v and vi.
zr. AG 5; Stapleton (5) 86. Marble: AG fi2, t4.
zz. Rlochet ro6; BCii 352 & 325-7.;Manget, Bibtiotb. clten. rToz i 5ry f; R (9);

z4699; Ruska (+) i +l.R (S) Zr n. r thinks Book of Mary the Kopt is an Egypti;
vetsion of Aramaic original.
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Fot Christian taking-ov* of alch. idiom: Cod. Batocc. 5o flZl G.Bentley, cf.
Malalas 686, Bonn). "Oracleof OstanesontheTheokotos. LetushonourMariarn as

having beautifully hidden the Mystery." Chtist's Bitth (and Death) ate seen as

alchemic. In genetal: von Premerstein.

XII: KLEOPATRA

r. Chwolsohn (z) rz9 n. Aetios: Iatri,ka. Het books cited as late as 7th c., Paulos
of Aigina. \Teights etc.: Hultsch i 253; z3z7 f 15 f, Mark fro8v; cited, Galen etc.,
B (t) r73.

z, B (z) zsq; (t) r73;Hzmmet-Jensen: taken as eatly and of Egyptian origin.
l. R (r) 7n4 takes het as avatat of Isis ; BC ii 3zG n, t ; B (r) z9o ; R (9) 24, also 7 ;

R (z) rz9, Komar. Cf. vision of Krates after ascent to heaven: R (r) 36r. Ostanes in
dream : BC ii I 47 and 3 r r-5, invocation; Zosimos, AG ro8 ff; R (r) 368 ar'd () 3 r z f .

4. AG 289 ff; R (S) zr & (ro) 65 n. z, also on Komatios; F (7) 74.
5. Sjnthena: whole made up of patts, Apollod. poliork r8o, 9; ointment made of

several ingredients, P. Mag. Betol. i 256; medical mixtute, hippiatrika zz; chemical
compound, ps. Demok, 55b.

6. Matk fr99v1' zz49 f96; 427 {4; AG a9z. Sun-sign: B (r) 63.

7. Foilowing Taylot's translation; see refs. end of ch. xx xi; Btowne (3).
g. JL (l) (5) 5r; the whole ch. thete; also Cumont $z) 4th ed. z4; Vielet AfR

xs rgj t z4 fr ; R (9) zo fot botrowing; AG 298, t z ; Lake xi 21, cf . BC ii 333 n. rc.
9. Thtee rings: z3z7 fi95; f278, two citcles of snake; stylised, 425 f8z and 427

f zzo, Metal symbols, z3z7 fzzo; no circles, 427 f9o.
ro. B (r) 84 f; PGM xii 238. MS 427 fz74v and f zt 5. Chrysoricbtes not in Lidell-

Scott. Leyd. Pap. 75 continues with the numerical table as to illness; fotmula for
separating married couple; cause insomnia causing death; ftiendship philtte made of
plants, minerals, magic letters; explanations of mystic names of plants etc.

rr. PGM i rq tr; Bonner (r) 15. Magic work in the O.: Bonner r94. Metternich
stele: Bonner l58;Btdge godsii 273 etc. The composite fotm ofBes is often called
pantheos, Pantheos: Nock (5) 294.

rz. Bonnet (r) tS+,D5; 256, Dr7 cf Dr8. \Womb: z73Dz9, Dr3r, cf. DrSz*42,
Dr45 ; Harpok., 287 Dzo5; scatab 294 Dz5r; thtee tings 3oz Dz93; rtdet Dz96f
(Chnoubis symboi, tev.. 296); six tays, 299 Dz73; ttident 278 Dr;3 ; inscts. Dzr7,
z7r, 286 f, z9o. Also Chabouillet nos. z. 176 f, z. r8o,2. \94,2. t96, z. zot *b.

See PGM ii pl. i fig. 4, amulet of O. with heads of Aion and Kmephis : F (r) iv
r9r. Much more might be added ftom Detchain (z), but we have enough here for
ouf pufposes,

r 3. Bonner 265 D7 z, aniconic obiect on table may be form of Amun; ar'd D 3 5 4,
bloodstone, on rev. Harpok, on lotus. In gen., Kopp palaeogr. rit. iii 3j (gems);
Hopfner (r) ii par. 136 f.

14. Aion: F (r) iv r5e fl esp. r8z ff, mag. pap.; Vetmaseren rz5-8; Helios
Mithras c.g. PGM iv 516; Nilsson (z) 6z f.

r5. PGM iv rrr5. Stats, tloicheia; tevolutions, dindsit.Lc:ve as assim, to Aion, F
(r)iv r86 f,.3,e.g. pap r78r ff.P*r1,,get: wingedasroof of celestialvault.

16. See n. ro above.
17. PGM vii 5o5 ff. Mixture, slnkrasit; ever-tebotn, palingends. This invocation

is a slntaxis with the daimon of the place; see H, Hanse RGW xxvii r93g 14 fi. t;
Preis.'on PGM iv z16. The 5 Planets are in gen. the othets than Sun and Moon.
R (r) r9o n. 7 thinks Sun and Moon : Aion and Physis and the 5 planets : the t
Iranian elements.

r8. PGM i 3o9. Aion as god of fite and light, PGM iv 5 16 ff; Helios as Mithas,
ib. 587,64o,482, also 6oz. Serpent as red, see above Ibn Umail. Cf. AG I v zr "and
from (the serpent) comes the Red of Cinnabar, as they say, and this is the Cinnabar
ofthe Philosophets," see Stapleton (l) l+n.
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19. Psellos conm, rrj bc and Prok. rep, ii t33, 17; Lewy (z) ch v etc.
zo. Lewy 9z f and. 9 8 ; also 86-8 and 95. Dreams : Rohde py che ii I 4, 3 ; Matt. Cap.

ii.r5r. Limits: Psel!, fup. 14 (p. 74,34). Psyche: Lewy 85 & 87; Pseli. ex?. tttra.
Plato, tltaiet. q6a7.

zr. Artemid. ii 13; Legley Mtil. Ec. Rone lx ry48 t36 ff; Deonna (r) r3o IL
Macrob. sat. i t9 arfli 9; RA rgzo i r3r. Also BCH ryr3 z6z.

zz. Clatdian was much interested in phenomena like the Magnet; the imagery of
the Phoenix etc. In some respects he is the foterunner of Nonnos.

4. Hotap. i t.
24. Snakes: Galen theriaka viii (K. xiv z3y); Budge (5) 9a. Asp: Ail. x 3r; plout.

de is.74; in gen. Diod. i rr & Plout. 4t & 4t. Diadem: Ail. NA vi 38 cf. x 3r; on
basilisk ii y, cf. Nikandr. ther. 4o8; Heliodoros iii 8.

25. Hopfner fontes 657; Migne lxxvi 96r; Artem. ii 13 (Hetcher ro6).
26. Boas z8; for serpent ii aft linked with time: Panovsky ttudies in icoxog.

"Fathet Time" esp. pl. xxii, miv.
27. Hotap. i z. Note these are his first two items, app. the most important symbols

he could think of. Weight, cf. Ailian vi 18. Plout, de is.lxxl,..The asp, aa being
immortal and capable of motion without limbs, with equal facility and suppleness,
they liken to a star." Both texts have leiotatos as adjective. Cf, Clem. stron. v 4.
Ceras: AiI. ix t6; Pb.ltsiolog. 37 f; Philon bybl. in Euseb. pr. n. i ro, 48. yeat,cf.
Setvius ad aen, i 269. Fot year as ring, the cult of Anna Perenna.

28. Sew.adaen.vS5,Prckintim,iii(iiza1D)attributestoPorphyr,thestatement
that Egyptians have symbol ofcircle round a cross fot cosmic soul. Euseb. pr, eu. i
ro, tr says Egyptians iep. the cosmos as air-shaped and fite-faced with a bierako-
tuorplrlt snake in middle, calling it the universe with Agathos Daimon in middlc.
Meii: Sbotdone t4.

zg. Hotap: i 59-& and 63 f. Hephaist. i r (Engelbrecht 65). Astrologers, d. ptol.
tetr. ry5; Vett. Val. ryo f, 278, 3r4,36o; HT (Gundel 7J)iFfum. Mat. i ro8 and 23.
Caracalla: IG ad res R. pert. i ro63 ; Cumont CRAI r9r9 3t5-4 andTextes Mith. rB9<1
i 289-92, Isis as kosmokrat. Oxy. r38o line zo; oniy a few lamps show her sphero
(znd*3rd cs.); prob. goes back to mid-znd c., of popular origin, confined to Rbman
Egypt.

3o. Pistis Soph. (Mead) sect. jtg, p. 32o.
3r. Leviathan, Job. Sheppatd,88, cf. Greek Okeanos.

22, Axy Apo:ile Tb, rxxii; Jonas 116; Origen c. celt. vi 25,35; Liesegang rr7;
Hilgenfeld 277 ff.

33. Pistis: Schmidt ch. 136,p. z6z,24, who takes as Barbelo-Gnostic. Macrob.
sat. i zo, t & i 9, rz; Philon Byb. (a.o. 4z-rt7) FHG (Miillet) iii 572, who citcs
Sanchouniathon ofBeirut, legendaty figure given as 9th c. l.c.

34. B (r) 6z f; Philos, iv 48, 7 fVendland 7r); cult of constellations, Manil. v
289t93.

35. Ophites, Jonas (z) i 36o; R (rz) rst patt. ch. iv. Amann, Dict. Thiol. Catb.
xi to63-75 ; R Liechtenham, Ophiten, Herzog-Haupt xiv 4o4-r3,

Naasenes held Naas the Serpent to be him from whom"ate all that undet heaven
ate named Temples," lVaai: Hippol. reJ. v 4; cf, v r 2, the Peratai consider ..the Son the
Serpent."Atextof theBook.of tbeDead, rTt, saysthattheendof theworldAtumthe
demiurge will transform himself into a serpent (resume the form of the ptimotdial
abyss from rvhich he came, Derchain (3). Osiris, no.lr completely spirit, will thus bc
sutrounded by the serpent; Derchain (") U f, gem with mummy snake-twined
(lion-head on snake?); mummy has three-pointed crown, Derchain no 9r.

36. R. Clatke z4o f ,
37. Ib. 5o; Pyr. text r146.

38. Sethe Anun 63 and rz. But Khnum is typical demiurge.
39. CT iv spell 3zr; Clarke 5r f----also Uniu. of Birninghan Hi$, J, v 26.
4o. Zepi in Louvre; Clarke 8r 69. rr,
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4r. Ositis: JL(+) tS (5) 8z; Budge (l) l1a: Sungod' JL (;) ;l; Budge 97-.Five-
headed snake:-n"dg. ioj. N"t, Budge y 36 f. Serqet on her snake-boat propelled by

crocodile, 97. Snake Geb,, 46. Snake between: Lanzoni-di1' cI:x 8 ; two more exs' in
book of Amduat (J',qwiet, Liare de ce qu'il .1t a dans l'Hadls)' Osiris and abyss:

Detchain (3)'
More r"is for O. in Egypt: Osiris, Champollion, mons',rctet dest' ii pl' 61 1' In g-en'

Hopfnet(4) ry6(Diesiiarge);Lanzonidi;",pl.clxxxixr;cclxvi2r;lxs(BesonO');
Ua, X|ntrri. u'OudbedenLeyden xxiv 1943 z5 fffigs. t5 f ;Pettazzoni (z) pl' v 9-r I ;
vi rr; RA tgzo i r3o to-";'RHR xviii 1888 55;Ptinz 9 pl' r'z1' pI r 3 f'

42. JL (a) ch. iii.
il. b"a'# 6) S+t,Nut and stars. Poikilia and Dionysiac ttansformation, JL (+)

180-t.
44. MS 427 fr96v ar'd z79iMarkt94'
4y. Budge (y) yr6 etc.

+6. st"pi""l,t i T (4) 39 and 46' Petrifaction I T 'in Anbix i 45 f' Tetm for lapidaty,

kabidarios, seems not before ;th c.

47. T (4 j6 n.74.
48. AG iii zt-3.
49. Btowne (r) eo4 fand zo8. Note on powder: Btowne zo8 f'
5o, Browne 17.

i r. Read z4r. The brief flag of ..Independent Fiume" had the Outobots .vith the

TStarsoftheGreatBear:De6nna (r)tl+:seettt-t,fortefs'fotpost-classicaluses'
More Outobotos refs.: Hittites, Deonna (r) z8; Phoinikia,Mact' tet'i9; J' Asiat'

1895-6 r5r; ii 1878 49; RA rgzo :r3r n. 3, Mesopotamia: two intetlaced serpents

ti"i't i"g t^it., ToscanJ,'mim. ddiig. perse xxi rgrr 296 frg. 394; Roscher Lex' Sterne

r47, frg. 4l-; votr Buse t3; RA rgzo i r3r fl Deonna (+) ,61. ,,'X"iriut"a 
spheres: fj"otmu (r) rra-21. Beginning and end: Hetakleitos; Cic'

nat. deor,ii ra;bL vii 35; Cumont (6) rz3 n (Pythags.); deity as sphete: Xenophanes,

Dielsuors(5)irr3, riiiil,,+;r^t'tt;a21";a2;Platotim3Sb;-Sereca,ep'1xiiiz9;
Cumont rci trli; Deonna (r) rr9 etc. Globe as. univeise: Schlacter; Brendel;
p (r) ii lli; De6nna (r) rzo-1. Also animated wheels, Kitke, Circus, Anna Petenna

etc.

XIII: VOMB FURNACE AND VASE

r. Boston 73; Eliade (r) 37; Forbes (r) i rz7.
z. Eislet rt6;K.'-z r88; Eliade 37. Lapidaties: Ruska (r) r8, 165' Living stomes:

Plumpe. Fusion of otes, sexual, Kumarbi myth: \Walcot , Hesiod and N 'E' z'

3. Lippmann (r) i lgl.
i. pfiti. xxxiii lor;-Diosk' v 99; Forbes (r) ix 16r' Ptob' male is gtannular tlpe;

female, acicular. Bailey seems wrong in taking male as stibnite, female as antimony.

1. Plin. xxxvii ror'
t. m. xxxvi z 5, 3 9 ; Theophr. lap' 4 f , ilso 11 and, z8 ; F:icholz 36 f ; ro8 f' Sapphite,

lapis lazuli; kltanot, dark azurite crystals.

7. Plin. xvii r8o.
8. Cline rr7; Eliade 36. Amd Gtanet (z) 496.

9. Fitesticks, index Frazet GB; Nonn. ii 491 ff,

. ro. Dyaks: A. Betthelot 23. Enoch liii g f; Zohat fr4b, rt, r5z'
i r. Eliade (r) 35 and app. b; S. Tolkowsky, ltuperidw 56, rz9 f ; Nonnos: JL (4)

3zr. Mages saw fite as bisexual, Fitm. Mat. de ert. 5 (Zieg')'
re. Eliade 36;' Caraka v 3.
13. Eliade (r) n f.
r4. Hippol. ref, v t4, 3. HotaP. i tz.
t5. Di it. xliii, cf. Plaa slnp rgob; E. Sparziono, Caraeallzs 7'



16. Iauth for ring; Sethe Aman 63; Sbotdone e) 34fot play on Tan & Ncit
(spelt backwards). Ptah-Tanen; Budge gods i 5n and Sethe lB i; Lanzone 255 il.
Amun and Amunet as father and mothet, hermaphroditic: Sethe 33 f. In ge-netal
Delcourt. For Orphic Egg and 4 Elements: R. Turcam (Mar. Cap. ll r4of nfftt
196r clx trz3,

17. QN iii 14.
r8, Aisch. ft. 7o and.44, N (znd ed.). Atist. met. A6,988a7; phys. rgz 2Si Simplik.

256, r4a, matter'is opposed to efficient or final cause..as the female to-the male oi thc
ugly to the beautiful." See also Athen. xiii ittd on king instituting mattiage in
Attika, "regarded as having a twofold nature.,,

r9. Iambl. theolog. aritlt. (3.2:,, 4r7 Falco). Accotding to H. Opperm*nn(Gnomon.
y rg29 ,4j ff eso. 5;7 f) the TA is a series of extracts pfob. of 7th Book of Sl,nag1ge ol-
Pythag. doctrine by Iambl., cf, Arist. met. At, 9}6ar5 tr.

zo. Nich. Gerasa, in Phot. bibl, t43Becket. Oriph: fr. zra K. ya| Sor., Aug
clrl. dei vii 9 (287, 1-7 Domb.). Diogenes: philod. de piet. Sz f; Gomp. dox, 5 4tb, 4ii;
SVF_iii 2r7,9 ff. Chrysipp. ib.8o dox. 547b 16; SVnii 3rO, ,r, &. SVp-ii li1,'rri
also Serv. aen. iv 638. And F (r) iv 45 n. r, and Kleinknecht.
,zr. Oncle cited by Potph, de pbil. ex or. hau.r. t856 r45 ff; Norden zz8 ff, based on

Plato and Pythags. Xenoktates and opposition ofmonad and dyad, dox. 3o4b t ll'
and F (r) iv 48 f; Norden zz9*3r fot eastern basis; F, replies 47.

- zz. Lewy (z) rzt; Hekate as cosmic soul: 6 f. Hymen: DLix 32. Aristotle uses ir:
for both foetus and bowels.

4. Tetr, i 6 f; goes on as to assignment of the two destructive stars; Loeb ed.
4o-z fot v.iew of Cardan; Bouch6-L. roz; cf. also tetr. i tz. planets grow female by
occidental position, whete they oppose the sun; and v.v. when oppor" -o.rr.Bouchd-L. 3j3 n. 3. See tetr. iii r4 fot effects in making women tribadei,'etc.

24, CH i r r f (i r y); see zr lot barmonia.Male-female, zz n. 43 and n. 44 as to sleep.
25. 

-C, 
1J7. Mitchell, St Ephtaim's Prose Refutation of Mani etc. rgzr ii zro: CH iv

t5z,d"Mact. somn.i rz,8; Pi$it Sophia t3r (Sch. zr7, rst ed.; 246, znd.); Scott iv
164 n, z.

26. Text no. z6; Doresse 24j,7. The Latin text is milder. Symbolism of mystical
union among Pythags. carcopino rzo f. Among valentinians we meet the heavenly
mattiage of Sophia and saviour, compared with the Husband and rwife in a cherno-
boskiontext(Dotesse zz4),andtheunionoftheperfectrviththeAngelssurrounding
the Saviout when the elect have entered the pleroma : Sagnard ryl and 413_,5, .f.
Extraits de Thtiodote 64f . Also Marcos (Iren. i r3); Manichees and Mandaians, \{/iden-
gren (z) ch. viii; Fendt.

27. lcM vii 326. d. Psalm x 4 and II Kings zz, 7. And pGM xiii ,2j; O.rVeinreich (r) l+S f; F (r) iv ry6. Aia as magical name, cf. Aiaia etc., Kiike ancl
Medeia: JL G) l, xo1, 63, 24j, 367.
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28. De is.Ivi. Setheans: Doresse (r) 5z; Philosophoamena! ry-zz; Jonas (z) i1 J42.
Btuce codex with its ,".i", of *o-LL G. C;;ti;^;";;;d.;."' "'

29. B (r) 64; Zos. in Mark frgov; B (r) 63; Matk fr6Sv,
3o- Stapleton(5) 76f (xii,cf.xiii). Twovapoutsandthteesisters; thteemarriages:

xiv. Marriages with 4 wives: xv. Cf . pur'an Sara xxjii tz.
3r. lb.76,x.
32. Cf. above about stones gtowing. plin. on galena, xxxiv 49 cf. Sttab. v z;

Eliade (r) ch. iv for these and other exs., e.g. cherokee shaman feeds crystal twice zi
year with blood or it flies off and attacks humans, 4t. Neith; Harris -ug, pup. 5o, :BM io.o4z (9, y to rz)f Lexa ii 38.

33. Enuna elish iv r36line 3; Eliade ch. vii for discussion.
34. Eliade 67 f.
35. Ciine tzt and rr8; Eliade 6o.

36. Elaide 6t f . Bronze and magic, G. Germain, Genise de l,Od. ry54 t53 ff.
37. R. P. \7ykaert, anthropos ix t9r4 372; Eliade 38; Nashona, Cline ii.
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38. L. rWiener, Africa awl Discouerl of Amerha rgzz ili rt f. Swotds, Eliade z8;
Schwartzlose r4z; Lippmann (t) +ol.China: Kaltenmrk ,9; Graflet (r) +56.

39. Eliade (r) 38; Eisler (r) rr5. Mo-ye: Granet (z) 5oo f. Othet cases, L. Lan-
ctotti, East 6 West vi 1955 rc6-r4 and 316-zz; in gen. Kaltenmatk (z) 45 fr and
r7o ff.

.4o. Ritual measures in smelting in Africa, esp. continence, Eliade 57 f. Satat
Chandta Roy, The Bibors tgzj 4oz ff;F.Dakon dest. elhnol' of Bengal fi72 t86 ff. Ct.
Otaons, P. Dehon, Mem. Asiat. Soc. Bengal 19o6 rzr*8r (esp. rz8-3r); Rahmann
antbropos xxxi ty6 37*95.

4r. See ch. xi n, rz.
42. Tlan Tam Tinh pl. iv 3; p. 94.Mact. sat. i zo, r8. Suckling, TTT 88 n. r. B.

de Rachewiltz (r) and M. Lichtheim JNES vi ry47 169*79. Phanos: Athen. xv
699; Schol. Aristoph. lsis.3o8.

43. Steph. : T (a) and 46, n. 8o ; Olymp. AG 7 5 ; Zos in Apparatus and F urnace s AG
zz4, cf Stapleton (+) +o n. 76. Thete developed, at least by Atab times a comparison
ofupper halfofalembic and a cupping-glass, with blood conceived as vehicle ofa
man's spitit; in the top half the vapourised spirit of the mixtute collected.

AIso Steph., T (+) +1. Ittitations: proerelhismos, used by Galen (I(. xv 6zz) for a
condition, befote disease, that could weaken the body. Place of the male, androka-
thistria, wnknown elsewhere. Diplosis: AG n,9. Note that in Chaldean Oracles the
Soutces are the Mixing-Bowls in which Etos mixes fite; the Ideas spting ftom the
Ptimeval Source, the Paternal Intellect-they ate connectives, powets giving fotm to
matter, and guatdians: Lewy (z) 728,345 f, and 349,

44. Natsai: P. Btouwets 186 f. Ref. is to Genesis i zo' Natsai founded the school
of Nisibis. See also ch, 3 nn. 47^52.

45. Edsman (r) 78 and (3) rc7 n. z.

46. Smalz 56; Edsman (r) 78.
47. SBE xv 17; f, M. Mullet. B. Upani:had iv 4, 4.
48. PG xxxiii ro4oa.

49. Cf, Dan. vii ro; II Petr. iii 7.
5o. \Wensinck z5;'Wildengren q7 (Syriac).

5t. De resarr.i 4,3 f and ii zo, 8; Edsman (t) S6 f, d. Aineias oF Gazainott
ch. iii. Pottet: Edsman (z) Z7 tr. Enchir. xxiii pat. 89.

52. Hazlittiii zor-zo; Edsman (r) ro4 f. llotse: Edsman 84 ff. In gen. Bolte-
Polivka, Ammerkangea . . , Grimm, ii t49 tr.

5 3. Edelstein i zzo f ; Ail, NA ix 3 3 ; ft. Hippys of Rhegion; Halliday (r) 287.

54. Etl;r,an (6) 3o6.
55. Hatris mag. pap. 5or : BM 1o.o4z,4,9 on : Lexa ii 36-8. The spell stats

"Amun who hide yourself in the pupil of yout eye." Action: "Say on at image of
Amun with 4 faces and a single back, made of clay, the feet of which is the ctocodile;
the 8 gods of Khnum on his tight and his left sing his praises." At Abu Simnel Ptah
blesses Ramses II, "I have wtought your limbs of electron, your bones of copper,
your organs of iton," Fotbes (r) ix 62, Embalming: Budge (7) r87f; G. Maspero.

56. Clem. ftag. xxi 3. Thomas: Dotesse 234.

57. Tetul. cultafen. pt. i; Jerome uirgins profession (Wright, Fathers oJ tbe Churcb

1928, 253); Grcg. i 797D, Guignet 253. Cf. Diakgue of tlte Saaiour (Gnostic), Judas
asks, "Why does one live and die." "And the Lord said, 'He urho is botn of the
Truth does not die, he who is born of woman dies."' Adds, "Ptay in the place

where theie is no woman , . . Destroy the wotks of femaleness," Doresse zzo f.
y8. Clem. stron. iii 13, 92; Doresse (4) ii r58; James rr' And Dotesse ii r57.

Eliade (6) ro3-8.
59. Logion ro6 (Puech), ro3 (Grant); Dotesse ii ro9 no rro, d. log' 4,rr,4P;

J, ro,24 G. Also John xvii tr,2o-3; Romans xii +f ;ICor.xti 27.
6o. Grant r44. Jertrish trad. in midrasbin: "Adam and Eve 'were made back to

back, ioined at the shoulders; then God divided them with an axe-stloke, cutting

I

I

I

I
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them in half," Bereshit rabba. Again, "The fitst man was a rnan on the left side, a

woman on the tight; but God split him in two halves," Eliade (3) 36r. Scot Erigena
cites Maximos Confessot on Chtist unifying the sexes in his nature, for in his Resur-
rection he was o'neither man nolwoman, though he was born and died a man:"
De dia. nat. ii 4, ii 8, tz, 14; J.Bvola, La metaftico del Sesn, r958, r8o.

6r. Hippol. ref.i 18; and v 6. Eugnostos: Dotesse (4) i zrr ff; Eliade (6) ro5.
See furthet Eliade (6) and Delcoutt (r) and (z) for many more details.

XIV. AGATHODAIMON

r. AG 268, j to z7r, z5;MS 427 fz6z;Kern orplt. fu. fi3 @. n).
z. AG rry, 7. Atttibuted: Insttuction on the probapb,rba (substance viewed in

fust stage of alloying) : Zos., B (r) t93, cf , zrz.
3. MS 427 fzoz.
+. B (r) r37; Ganschinietz (r) iii 54.
5 . Treat. xii 7 f; F (z) i t76 f. Being here is somata, bodies, persons. The noeta

lack qualiry of individuation, "One is Al1": Nordeo (r) 246*5o; Scott-Fetguson iv
r5z.

6, PGM iv 2987; de is. xx.
7. Wheelwdght no rr.8 (D. fr. 5o); cf. rJ7. no rzo, "the intelligence by which

are steered all things through all things"-the end there has an alchemical ring.
8. R (r) rz7.

9, Kyril. c. Jal.ii 588ab; R (r) rz7 thinks a coll. of aphotisms; W. Kroll denies,
RE viii 8oo, yr.

ro. F (z) iv r35 andi rz4f stith r35 n,78.
rr. Ib. iv r31 f. Taxis and anaxerassis go oddly together. For cosmogony cf.

Tin. 3oc; R (z) 78; J. Ktoll (z) r4z, d. also R (z) 84 n.3; Scott iv zt j rt. i4 and z16
n. 9; Fetguson iv 488.

tz. F (z) iv r39.
r3. See here ch. iv n. 8; KK 32.
14. Roeder RE x 183z-6; F (z) iii p. clxii.
15. De principiis izj quater, i t"+, 4 and 6 (Ruelle).
16. Suet. 

^ug.94; 
schol, iliad viip. t47; Athen. iii 83 cites his Egyptian history;

Souda sv Heraiskos,
17. 324,8 Ruelle.
r8. Scott; R (r) r37.
19. Budge () rtS; fot Khnum, JL (t).h.+.
zo. R (r) tr7-44; Zielinski 356-8 against Roeder RE xi 9t3, 17-27. For Agatho-

daimon of Greek period, Ganschinietz.
zr. Euseb. pr. ev. i ro (4rc and 4za):HopfnerJontes 291. BC ii r57 (Orr) and z7r

(7). Khnum with hawk-head: Roscher lex. Knuphis rz58; veneration of hawk in
Egypt: Hopfner 8o3 sv accipiter. John Lydos iv 16r (r77 \7u.).

zz. Detchain (r) r79 no 5. Seties: Bonnet (t) 56 f; Kopp pal. crit. it r9zg t58
sought meaning in Hebrew "bound with incanations"i HTR xxv 165. N.B.
formula seems only on Khnoubis amulets: Bonner r99 and 57,

23. Hypostasis: Edfu vi r85, 3; Khnum-Nph vi 327, tt.
24. Kees (r) +lt.
25. Derchain (r) r8r no 6. Snakegods and eath: Derchain (z) no 43, Manethos:

Loeb ed. 15 (ft.3, Synk,, 3z).
26. Derchain (z) r 88 no r 6. Bi*h: Bonnet, Reallex. 5 zo. \Womb in gen. : Derchain

(z); Stdcket i 45 ff. Lion-headed snake: Bonnet (r) 54ff and Delatte, Mas,Belge xviii
ry14 69 tr.

27. B (r) 332;Betl. p^p. i 27, 236, Lcx.: MS 421 fzo1'B (r) 32,
28. Bonner (r) 53; Galen simples x r9 (K. xii zo7); Aetios, tetr. i 2,36. Lion-

headed type: Drexlet in Roscher. Marcellus Empir' zo, 98, lapidaty of Sok' and
-Oi""y.i.'t 

(Ruelle ii t77, t cf. 12) etc.: generally tecommend use of iasper or

onyx.
29. Ruelle (r); Bonnet (r) l+ f.
3o. 52, z6; ii, 2z-4 (Engelbrecht). And 54, rr' ^
ir. Itl3ty-n"itt" ii r77. Hephais-tion puts under 

-Crab'
i). n"i"t (r) 55-9;'stone and colout, 59 f. Vowels: Budge (r) 2o4' Proklos:

King zz3. Womb: Mattet, PI. iiC, 4.- 
;, Sfu stone 5 6z6o; ,."^HTR **r, 365-7 aod JEA ry1 r 9z' Ethiopia : G"I*i"i

Jdi "iv tgzz ti and E. Cetulli Etiopi itt f/yt\ t943 i rz5,',.llo.ly watet: JL (5)
'"it. 

""ii, 
a!(o 286 f and roo. Thoth: Erman (6) l?6 : Pap' Salliet i 8' z lt-- 

3a. E^d^* i 13. Khnum-Chnoub: Sauneron Esna ry63 9o n' 6' PGM iv t635 ff;

Derchain (z) 57.
as. Drexler denies the relation.

;:6:.8;;;; f4 "5; 
n"dg" (r) zo4 

-and 
(z) r4,.compates to inake and staff of

As'kl"pios, *hi"h h"'."yt iras'taken-from Sumerians, and compates. Nun' xxt 9'

il;;;;;'oio "r.-logy 
into magic'1 Delatte (z) 56' Sign: ibid, connected

*iin alf."" knn. Dtexler li"ks wit6 the design in astronomic texts at Edfu and

Derrdera; name of dekan Knn tz64-also Brugsch //e'r' r8'";;-ffi;i;t 
+. ir*tf. de n1tst. vlti-z,f; Porph' (Euseb'P!' e:)' ii 45 f)' Delatte (z)

sel trr" t"rr;iying aspecr of the first dekan of the Lion no doubt came from Kneph.

38. PGM iv 1598; R (r) z8 f.

ig. PGA{1" if9.'n."it'Tarn (r); Veber 4z ff; Roussel (z) 9-r; Ganschinietz'

f-i.i", O"v. ti'iizo; Roussell no-rr9. Thermoutheis: Ailian NH x 3r' Ptol' I:
Artian anab. iii 3, 1;Tatn CAH vi 378 n'

4o. Bonner (i) zo5. Crum coptic dht.46za; 544tb'
4r. Bonner zo5.

;;. B;;. t(iz; petdrizet (r) for insct. Thcrmouthis later identified with Isis.

See two more stones, Bonnet iq f and zo4 f' Delatte-Detchain no zz3' Sarapis'

Asathodaimon: z8s as ? Aion Ploutodotes, &' 47 etc' Glykon: ib' pp 67-72 and

no"s. Sr_+ with,ef. io cult founded by Alexandros ofAbonouteichos, znd c. Another

assimilation of the dekan: Junker, bnilrisleg. 4z ff: three inscriptions. Derchain (z)

no r9o for ibis connected with lion-headed snake'

43'. F,y"; Delatte (z) 7z f (no 89 bis). Giants: Bonnet (r) 168 f'
ai. Stapleton (+);'foi fatt, 24. He goelinto the question of magic squares etc''

*frl.l f omit. Harran's site: Seton Lloyd, Eady Anatolia 9'

45. Stapleton' aPP' B.

;a. R"ir. i.r not"., Stapleton 4o-3.Fot matble: hete' ch' xi n' r7' Steph': T !+)

+t1"alillr.ry-utd 1s; 4"6. G..*s: h"te. ch' ix n' 5 z : heat' ch' ix n' 16' Chrlnkolla:

l{, i" ".'e" ".td 
n 1t; t+z; LG z7z, 4' Suo and dew: LG 45, zzv; t55,b' ro; Zas"

rr3, r8,--il.-Crun 
r(i ,lC; Stapleton (+) ,gn. 33 (fot.aztte instead of green),' Little Ke1'

toi, i. -"ntl"""a ly-Cttti.ti"", Ab "gt, 
id f, evidently dealt.with purple stones (in

one place identified .vith iochalkos, so may be cuptous oxide)'- 
fd. St"pl"to.t (4 +z n. Komarios: hete, ch' ii nn' 5 3 and 64" see Stephanos in

T (+) tS znd 46 n.8z'
)j.'iu^ "p', 

Stapleton (4) z6' zB f*rcn Demok' e9' See list 3o f'
Jo. Stapletofl (+) 16-5.

ti. i t:l 4t; i, n99. No 4t not sure; Ideler etc: T (5) nn, ror and rzz' Coppet:

see also Browne (r) zro.-- 
5.. I-ipprnur,"li; ", with (r) i zz4and ii ro7, citing Btandenstein RE Suppl' vi

r8r.
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XV. ZOSIMOS

r. Phot. cod. s clxx' MS 427 f zqv; B (t) q7-87; Syriac, B (3) iii z ro_68 and
t971o8. His z8 Books: R (r) 266 f; the Christian, Riess RE i ry48,3o; F (Z) Zl.List of 

-wotks: 
T (z) n9 f,,also Gundel () 246 f and, 25, f.DateiRi*-. ne ii3ir.

z. Africanus: see here ch. x n. 24. Phot. cod. xxxiv;Euseb. HE vi 4 an{ i 7(extracts) Gep. Needham r78r p. xlii; Fabric. iv 24o, etc.
3. AG 44 f ; Ruska (z) 3o f (he points out it is not in Farnaces); MS zz4g f94v_

roz, also Mark fr86 for variants; AG 46*S;F (t) i 273 f.B e) i zz,
t B (, r8n;4zj fg, cf. fro6 and, t49; f4o,,,wlnat men write, the gods ate

iealous of." Stone: zz49 fro and 427 fB, with Matk fg5v.
5. Here ch. iii n. zt. The Souda calls him Alexandrian. He may well have spent

some time in the capital.

* 6. Cf. CCAG iv 146 (each sign related to z letters): Boll (r) 469 ff. Dornseiff zy;
Et1n, Mag. zg4,29.

Z. R (r) 267;a\G zz8, 7-rr._R (t) rcz-6; AG zz9, to to 4j)i BC ii z4; AG
zz9, ra-zo etc. BC ii 24, n. r; Scott iv rot-r ro,

Nikotheos: Forph. z. pkt._]6; Scor iv 116 f; R e) 267 f; C. Schmidt TU (NF)
v 4, 58 ff;.Bay.nes 84 f n. 7; Homer, Il. xiv zot-46. Divine water: cf. CMAG viii p.

" lo J t ; A-G iii 8 n.-z; Iippmann (r) i 8 and index lbeion h.1,,dor. But Omega is also oie
of signs of Iead and of Kronos to whom lead belongs; AG g, r 3. TimJly tinctures :
F (r) 1{'a n. ro; Ruska (z) zz f. Procession, d. CH (Krater) iv'7.
_ 8t qCii 24tr;F (r4).Katarcltai:Bouch6-L,chaptersxiii-xiv,esp. 47j_9;S^t^pior1
in Cod. Flor. 99 etc.

., 9._Puech r45 and r5r; Bruce cod. pt. z; Doresse 96, r55 f, 313, tlri plot. enn.
ii 9; Porph' /. pl,t' R^pti Ep. to corinthians xii z-4. Nikottreos anJfau of pdmitive
man: B_ousset (3) 186 trand R (") +l ffwith rel. to enn. ii 9; BC ii .45 n, 5,
. ro,- Stress against asrrologic detetmination: BC ii 244 n.3; fion 1i; ana 15);A^tnob. ada. nat. ii;RE su Heinarmene, z64o; R (3) 3or; Cumont 1rz; jifr ea. ioj
1S ,lt ff-.Orientalising Hermetics with ascetic ways: Bratining"r 33ir"i. to Stoics,
RE w Alcltin. t347, 24. BC ii 284 f : Heptaphthongor, and prayeis, iood, -ormru"d,mute. Oriental gods v. Fate, eg. Isis, Peek t4 line 55.rr. Iambl. de mjst. viii 1 f, Fot Bithos of Dytrachium, Bitys, and pitys the
Thessalian: Kroll (6) :'56 n. z.F -(i ll; BC ii 3o8 : pGM i r3y no iv, zooipitlos
agoge (?,Bitys): R (r) ro8 n, z and ro7 n. r ; Hopfnet e) ii pu.l67 tr, .'rz. Hippol. ref.v 7.Iranian ptimal man: Bousset $) ztf tr; d (7); Cumont HRH
1936 39 n. z,

11. Olymp. AG 89, 3; Jos, ant.i r, z; Euseb.pr. ea, i.6, ro; Scottiv rzr.
- r-4. Thus: "To_Adam is joined Jesus Christ [who] transpotted [him] thete when
he lived befote those who are called phans. And he appears stiil to men totally
impotent like a man born vulnerable and stricken with rods, and in secret he takes

^w^y 
the pbdter that $/ere his, co_nsidering that he does not suffer in any way but

shows ho.v one tteads death underfoot and makes nothing of it.,, Adam: ..*ho*
they have sttuck down and-put to death.,, ..They kill the-ir own Adam.,' (plta*s:
poetical for "men, mortals,")

_ r5.- fntitQos: Cnmont $z) 278 n. 49. Chiliasm: S7ikenhauser. BC i zr9 f; Boll_
Bezold etc. sternglaube (ath ed) zoo-5 ; cumont (ro) 93 f. Monogenes 

"o*", i 
s"ott

iv r3z; Ruska. Prometheus as intellect: Plout. de fori.-98c Syn{ cbron zSz (Dind).
citing Platon, comedian, soVlisn1, i 136 Koch. Allegoty: J. Galenos, Allegor.
Huiod; Gaisford, Poetae Gr. Min. ii r8z3 58o. F. suggesis amoirg Hermeti" -orir,CH iv and i. Fot Fate: I Cor. i_ rz and iii 4. Eats, cI. Math, xi r5; xiii 9, also 16 and.
19. Antim,imos: Doresse 297, those of two souls in Dead Sea sect. Th" p"ssag" on
poverty also in Boo,k of Sophe; and Synesios atttibutes it to Demok,, AG 59,2, cf.
ztt, g.

16. F (r) i 273 f; Ruska (z) 3o-2.
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r7. AG 49fr;F (r) i 275 ffwithR (t) zt4tt.t; Scottiv rrr f and 136-44; Ruska

(z) r8-4. F 215 n.2 on title; also z6z n' t.' 'ra. Title: OGI too, z; Cumont (t) i4n.3' Prophets: Cumont (r) rr9 n' 5'
r9. KK CH rxiii 67 f.

"o. 
f 1t; i 278 n,4 on epitaph of Akmonia (Moz. Asiae Min' Anl' vi 335 oo 3r5)

or op"rirg a katheton (prob.-Jewish term), suggesting"alait beneath the surface

or the floor of a herdon."

zr. De n1st, viii 3' Tetrestrial demons: Ptokl. in kratll' 69,4; CCAG viii 4, z5z,

r r ; Wolff, 
"Porptyri1e phit. ex orac. haur. fi56 rtz n. 5. Porph' de abst' ii 36, 4z; Alug'

,;r. dt; *i'tgii"monl (r2) 296; Tert. apol. xxii 6; Hopfnet (r) i pat zz4 (index

Naltrung); Min. Felix oct. svi; Cyprian qwd idola vi.
zz. Zjokataslasi: restoration, re-establishment. I take it to mean a completion

of the cycle, a feturn, a flew start'
23. Bi"mmyes: Sttab' xvii r, z (786); Cltron. pascb',(5o4 f Bonn) for 253; Firnas

SHA iii 3 and Aartl. xxxiii 4, Probusxvii z f ; Zos. (hist.) i 7r, 4' Ostraka,: 
-Pr6aux

actes aii cingrls int. dc pa\. r95z : Mas, Heluet,x 1953 zr 8 n. 79' Blemmyes: J' Maspeto

zt6-g; pr!m. on ttre wars-(considered late 4thc. ot ealy 5th): Schubatt-ry_ilam.,

Bert. Ktl nxn v t. r9o7 ro8; Dtaeseke, Pb. I7och. xxxiii r9r5 r5; Schmid-St2ih' ii z,

959:aHomericimiiation;cf.poem,YitelliAt.e-R-omatirgo314g; Comparetti,

nip. nnn* to tt4;Loeb Set' pap. iii nos r4z-3.'Why not date them c' 3oo, ot at

least the first poemi Als o,Pr€aix, Mas. hehtet. x t9i, zrSi Oxy. r r94. Discoveries of
Emery at Qustul Balliana have shown the B.'s wealth from the 3rd c., including

many Alexandtian attworks-result of raids?

24. AG r9o f. Principlest Stzitheia.

"j. f 1t) i z8o n.4. iambres: ch. ix hete n' 3r. Also R (r) zr4 n' r'-Solomon's

treaiises itt -"gi", C|AC vii z, r43-(t5;Harl. 5596 (Anec' gr' 397 ff); Testanent of
J.3 MacCown;lxis.z4rg (Anec. gi. 47o tr); also Anec' g' 6+9 fr;B $) ii z6a-6'

About rooo Lc. th6 so-cailed Solomon's Seal was in Palestine the symbol of a

planetaty god (Kronos): Stapleton (+) ry n;Lewy inHroTnlt Fest' iv r95o (Ptague)'

See ch. xvi n, 9 hete.
26. CH i an6 iv; hete, ch. ix n. 3r. Your Petfection, teleiotds: R (H'd' non') rc9nt1'
27. "Cotrupting": sepasthai, iot' mouldet, decompose (wood), motify (flesh),

pro*or" forrnatio*n of a laudable pus (medical); also used of food reiected aftet

digestion (Atist. met. 38rb rz).

"g, 
Not" how Zosimos' "question" has a Taoist note'

. XVI. MORE ON ZOSIMOS

r. MS 427 {':68v-r71; AG ro7-rz, rr5-r8, Ttanslation based on T (+)'

z, Shat ipatha*B',i 9, ., zr; cauldron ofrenewal: JL (5)'

3. Eliade (6) :-1r ail 153-6; Kausitaki B' iii s; Ait' B' ii 40, 1-7i Satapatha B'

oi'r, ,, ,t. "Vith'his iointi unsttung he was incapable of standing up, and,the gods

put ttrem together again by means of sacrifices," Sat' B' i 6, l, ZS f; the ptiest

i"p"ut. th" cieation, rhe tetnited Ptaiapati totally and entitely," Sat' B' d 2, 
-2, 

tr'
tti..t"t-* Q) 7,6t, ry ff,67; suctificJ as universe, to,29 etc'i unjon ofmale and

i"-rl" -ut"rs Bri'fr; mattiage with the people J2 ff; putification of watets by gold

t7; Hocart r 89 ff. irlavel: Auboyet 79 ff; Gonda 8+ ff; Eliade (i q-56' Chalkos:

Jeanmaite, RA r956 xlviii 3o

4. Forbes (r) iii 15 f.
5. Butler 8r; Palmet and More 16.

c. ni.ki". I owe Prof. Dickie thanks for bringing this item to my notice' sarcolla:

Diosk. ii z8r iii 3t-g, resin of a tree of Persia, bittet and malodotous. vetses:
pur'an xliv ro f .

7. B (t) 46 f.



4to
8. Budge (3).

NOTES

9. Olymp.'4 z7 f zro ; Matk fr 74v. Mercu ty i 23 27 f95. Ositis as lead and sulphur :

Steph. fiz) f zr, Tomb of O. in magic conjutations: Leemans 1939 (rstissue) 7'
In gen., T (t) l+. Assytians and Babs. named lead Anu aftet the skygod with some

likeness to Kronos.
ro. See ch. vii n. 5o; Stapleton (4) 34 and 4o. Zos. knew Ag.'s work: Stapleton

26. Sal ammo.nia known to Assyrian cuneiform texts: C' Thompson (z) rz; Parting-
ton (r) r47, 3r7; Stapleton 34 n' 68;' Lippmann (r) iii 116' It seems used first in
Iranian alihemy in Sassanid times; thence to Chinese, Indian, Arab, and Greek

aichemy: Ruska (ro) and (rr)' Ltab nwiadir is from hantan noshadqr: Cotbin 53

n, r5. Stapleton tries (6), cf. (8), to show Itanian noshadar and Sansktit flAaasard 
^te

fuom Chiiese naa-sha.'fhis is iricorrect: Laufet (3) 5o5; Eliade Q) ryaf.
rr. Many mote small points about Zos. might be followed out; but I do not

want my main points to be blurted by discussing small obscute interpretations,
substances etc., though futhet details come up in c' xvii.

Fot Zos. the Theban and On the Letter KaPpt, see B (3); Scott ry36 iv r4o and

r43; Doresse 278.

XVII. THE LATER GREEK ALCHEMISTS

t. C. Cels. iii 59; I Cor. ii 6, 7; Markiv 34; Mattb. x z6 f; \7. B' Smith 34-45'
z. Gavin 7o wiih tefs.; Lietzmann 235; Vcilker 136. Power: Lieamann ro7 and

45 fr; Gavin 93 and.77; Did. x 4; Pr. lxi rz; IYisd, xi 24. Immottality in this context:
Sarapion anapbora t3:r5;Lietzmann 76; Gallic litwtgy ib,96; Bed. pap' ib. 257 n' z'
cf. 45,257; in general V<jlker ro6 f.

Cf ngyptirnioioflation tite: Smith pap. xxi, 9; xxii,7-ro; xx r, 3-8; Bteasted

$) 482 and V. Loret.
3. Gteg. Naz r, rozoa; z,3z8c,d. z,44oa;i,757c' Also Euseb. HE 853a. Sublime

medicine: Grcg. 2,549b; Guignet 146'

4. MS 427 fzzz;Markf 6zv.Pelag. is cited by Olymp'
j. At"o*"i"t, Glovet 323 f. Dreams: rz85ab; Lacombrade r5z: Diorr r 69'

Demok. only cited once, banally, in his wotk: Lacambrade 7o n. 32. Hymn: ii
59 ff, Indeed Synesios shows much the same sort of exalted vague antitheses as

Siephanos. Hymns i r9r ff, "You are the child produced, you are the unb€gotten . ' '
Yo^u ate the displayed, you are the hidden," etc.; ii 80 fl "I hymn you blessed one

by voice and by silence," v 63,"yot ate father you ate mother you ate husband yo-u

aie wife . . ." Synesios and Chaldeans: Lewy (z) 73, and his Egyptian myth, 3o5 ff;are wife . . ." synesios and Lhaldeans: Lewy (2) 7r, and n1s .lfgyptlan fi
Syn. on daimons and, on pneuma as pyche pbantastike-. Lacombtade 166 f.

6. AG @ and 6; etc; MS 427 $r; T(z) rzo; AG 56.

1. Souida: Androkhides; Lacombtade 7r n35.

s. nir) z5aff; Matk f r66v; B(r) r93; AG 6q; F(r) i z8r; T(z) tzof;
fr97; Hoefer i 273. Abundance of Ocean: see JL (5) ro4f.

9. Arche as beginning or otigin in Homer and Hdt.; as principle in Anaximan-

dtos, acc. to Simplik. in Ph. t5o, 23.
ro. Earth is hele considered as one of the four elements, as an arehe.

rr. Here he slips into conventional ttibute to "theologians," but the whole bias

of his fotmulatiois as of those of Zos. is to pantfteism, god as the fotmative and

active aspect of matter of pfocess. Fot Unmoved Movets in Atistotle: netaph, c,h,

S (ro73b 3 fl; Lloyd (.) t+l-Sl. Fot materialism of Stoics: Meian(z) rz4fr;'
matetialist ttends in Theophrastos, rrr.

rz. Muses: zz5of69; oncles z3z7 fzro; Isis, 427 fzrg; gold 225c., fr4, cf
Plin. xi zr and ruii 4, zr; Solin. xxx; Philost. VAT v r; Hdt. iii roz. His Gnostic

speculations seem from Zos. Fot the Arts and gold, note Kallimachos' lanbixii 58*9
(Loeb): winged ants.

MS 427

NOTES 4tr

r r. Kinss: zzzl fzo6isee also zo7 f' Months: B (l) 195 ; 427 fzo6'

tla.. nnS"rarl't i99; Matk fr65; B (r)t94'
r s. Kopt cod. liv puu' ay-2J"g 'to 

f ; 
'tp"ll' L' and L' spellbook xxii (z)' v r 5 ;

,# riiioL i.ig"". {*rul* niln oiii iait ..j 'aa, 43t, 4)4 For Dioskoroi: see

I. Maspeto, index: Diostorest' 
;;:"i;;;. i'*. v"'Adonis, Usuardi; pattiarch' Cal' Fthiot'

rz. F (z) 78 fr fotd"tailJiloestig^tiot'' t se€ no reason to doobt the tradition

that Kallinikos of H"tiopoiir^ i6;?i ; crucial patt in developing Gteek Fire'

;"tii"eili;l ,3 ,r,i,'*' it ot"f ii'"t"r'emists in Bvz' devised it; but we have no

evidence of such groopt tn5'" ;;r''ir" iiit "r""t 
there was much alchemical activity

" iJj?'(r) zoz-5 ; AG t,ts, 3ee; ii 4o5, 4o7,.-!o? f' .4r4 f' T (z) tz..' YS '2'J
rr; ;; ;;;;ie, i^,u iJi,' iiJ L"' Ciiia'i"'rci"/' citations: z3z7 rroo' fe5' reg'

fio3v, fro5, frrz.";:'S;#.,-K;mbacher 6zr, holds alchemic works to be late; Usenet too' 1879

and r88o (de Stepb. Ztr*.1;il"i-iitrnks the alchemists to be qth c': Lippmann (r) ii

zo4. Usener thinks Steph' ;;1d";;; it;;e lectured publicly on alchemy' but this

*u.- 
""a 

the 4th c.: LiPPmann i ro3 ff'

Fabric. vi ch' 7; xii 694:'il;dJ'with S.tephanos of Athens who left medical

works; one of the seven ;tdil;;;:coll'-works of Galen in 16 books; also

Bussemaker an doi.rz(rrni.ii uippor. et Galen,i r, pref' xix)' But the.argument is not

il;;t;;;;"* i" iaai" 
^L"i'in 

Attegotiae ytnlnn (Bib/' chen' i 472-8)' an

onuscule whete Herakles < 

j rl"t""rtrttf"Ja?t*"t 9i9qrt' 
of Aiexandtia' Alex' schools

""#"t""H 
ffi;;;;';,lrr'"' i"'' ni Mevethof' (n. Alex' nach Basdad rs3o'

2(-. Pizz^mente,t-rti.rpr."'pnt^t"'575;i(4)Ideletii rgg-25JiR(6);Lagercrantz

CMAG ji 318, with f",."' * ii""Joiot i"t"ip"tuted between znd and 3rd lectures:

; ao; i;.;;. i make much use of ravlot's version'.

z r. Fireless sulp ,,t" t h';; ;;; ;'' *i iot *lptt"r' but Zos' mentions a whi tenin g

agent: ? orpiment. 8."";;;'1k;'o;;;' okianiloa:a' Perfection (of soul): Pizz'

translates exatyisma ^t "p'p"ial"'-cJa-toof"dt 
?ibry-sorrhophon: Pizz' has:.o-.aari

ilii'Jrirriiiti"s. Gold cuils: chrl|soT,mion bostrlcb-on:Pizzhas aaream gefetls c4esafrcn'
t'*3.'T'(oi',ff{ ,;;;i';;B f i "b r' 

Released bv death: apothanatose'

"r.AG 35,:'8andz7z-s'
,i. N*Jlr,;irr,."gl"oJon" had trvo sexes (P^lin' xxxvi r49-5r; Ail' NA i 35;

Diosk. v 16o; Solin. "*"iiinnot"t'r5g'g\ 
BC.ii zoo-r and r95; Cep'x't r'3o;

f)amiseron i z,z4andtel &iit l'iiit' iitli);."ia" pregnancies and births; has a

.tnuttiao". inside a larger' Eagle as Year: tsc tt 332.n' z"

25. Phengilesz rn .tu"it"iiii'ipri"'-3"*i"-ii'd 'tott"' 
possibly only marble

(B;il;;;;i;;*pr'. p-uliv *i' ii 
^' "q"i'' 

to Moonstone; not in other alchem'

texts. Gold-coral: tecipe J bt-ot'' (AG 
-44j 4); its making (AG 56' 16);'seems a

pigment or cotal-Iike,o'"1*1"t"i t"u'"tint' i-apis co-ralius BC ii r99' with powet

asainst lightning, .rpo";;'6ilJ-*ut"t-ttt"kes: DamiE' ch' vii; also fertility-

effecr: against *i.,dr. ourr'iol-lg" t r C*l +e n' 85 ; Zuretti z3 f (signs n61; r3t7)'

Emperors: T (z) rzz "' ;';;;';;"t"t''i 
oupoot'' stapleton (s) 8l' s8f'9o' Fot

Pvthas.ideaofoneemu'jti"goiJ;"J'eo"t"Atit'ot' met'A5'986a15tr;linkwith

i^1.f,"a female, 986a 23, ff; F (r) iv+8 f'

::. +"3':::" f;f3,YTLn"','t?*:;,'3ii;^x?3; ',,r, 
pse'os, MS z3z8 rro'

,J|tir,"'tri rr, crtl'q'i"i; Nikephotos lG +s:; Lexikon AG 4'*;L.-';;;;;;trj 
tA gl.'i*"'t'i'iiun'r"ti"n as basis' Ideler ii; Fabtic' iv 7eo-7'

R. and Goldsmiat p,opo'Jfr"i"ao;;t ;"th"t of all the poems' IIis work is ded'

," it."a"ri", the ilreat Kirrg. On style: R (9) and Btowne (f) tl-82.

Ruska takes Dlabir b' d;i;;"";' f;;;a"i'Jr v"'t"rn alchemv; see also Haschmi

etc.
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XIX: CONCLUSIONS

_-r. D-ionxiiyf;,vii 3r,d.Plout. detranq.xx;Cic, hg.iirt;phil,spec. i66etc.
Idea of maths, (and star-contemplation) as initiation: Epinom,986b-8ia. Sen. eNvii 3r.

z. Toulmin, Listener Feb. rr 196o & Pbilosopfur of Sc. ry53,
t. A, C. Ctombie dinouery (Aug. 196z) 24. on Aiistoteiiii t"sn of motion giving

the ptoportional relation of velocity to force or power of the moving ,g".ti; thit
could not explain a projectile's velocity after it lefi the agenr ofpropuliioi or rvhat
increase in power occutred to make a heavy body accelerate as it iell. see A. Lejeune
for virtues and limits of ancient method, esp. rg4*6. cartucio for struggle of the
Greeks towatds the integral calculus,

4. Bernal 48 f , Science in Historjt 1954. Philoponos: Sheldon-r$filliams 477 ff, with
refs.

5. Nat. Fac. ii 3 gz).
6. lTeight: Browne (r) zrr.
7. Lloyd on Plato and esp. telation to medical science. Medicine needed to refer

to practice and actual cases, but did not attempt to re-cre te phenomena under
tested conditions. \7ith the new dynamical concepts of the stoici we feel that men
could have got past the geomeffical outlook ofPlato; but the "swerve" ofEpikouros
(inttoduced into the atoms fot moral teasons) seems the only addition ttiud". s""
9am!1skV (r) 7o ffon fmpetus; Hipparchos and storage oipo*"r,7r,74.Note
how_Philoponos links his concept of rmpetus with colour+incting. "tndeed, we can
see from the colours which stain corporeal bodies exposed to ih"-, thai cettain
forces of an incotporeal form ate emitted when the sun', ,"y. pr., thtough a
transparent coloured object . . . It is thus evidbnt that certain forc;s Can reach bo=dies
in anincorpotealway from other bodies.', Pfur.642,9.

- 8.- !"" \l Sunny Ship and Lives of Turner and C€zanne, 165o-8o: J. Ferguson,
J. of tbe Ahhemical Soc. r9t4 ii 5.

9. \Xzhyte, Unitary Principle in Ph.ysics and Biologjt 1949, 15 f.
ro. As I type this last chapter, r note the comment by E. H. Flutton (New scientist

zrDec. 196T,"Theinvestigationof elementaryparticlesliesoutsidethescopeof
quantum mechanics. rt has more tesemblance to the wavs in which the inGtnal
structure of living cells is revealed. compatison between physics and biology, at
the ptesent stage of development, should be useful. rt may herp us in co.tstt,.rcling 

"new model for the elementary particle, just as previously we learned a new meani"ng
for 'atomicity'-through quantum mechanics, going beyond the simple .orr""pt oi
chemical atom."
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Nana 8z; Neith z9o; Nephthi's r7o' 235,3o;; Nun 17z, 286{; Nut r74' 355' 421'

Omanos r 38; Ophiouch os z1z; Otmuzd 3 5 ; Osiris i, 12, 5c., fizf, q{' tl!'' tSl{:
- 

""i,."if,'"5i, 
16",265,213, z8:{.,288,298, 3oo-3,37o' 

"4> 
3zr' 556' 5613' 4zzl'

43o; Outanos 39.

Pan eo9; Persephone 17,4c,6; Pluto 37; Proserpine 37; Psais (Psoi) 196' 3rrf;- 
ryt"(" ,.r5,irg-rr,'"G6,4ot,4o6;Ptat' ;.7, i9, \t9, q6, zt6f, z\z' 291' 3ro
(Phta), 4z4f'

Re r53, :i7z, 174, 269,213,298,3o3,412; Rhea 4or'

Sarapis, 90, r99, zz7f, z6z,5r1, r3o' 36o,167,^4rt,4r'+-t; S1lulr 6o' 46' t53-;
-"il;6"'t 

iti, irur's"st'"t-'6s; sliin z'42, zlz; Shu 286f, 297; Simi 4o9; Sin 3r4f;
Singe-Bonga z9z;Sito 273; Souchos 265'

Tat 16o, 168, r7o, 171' 24r, 287, 3ot Teos r63f; 'I'hetmouthis 269, lrtf;'Ilhr:er:is
,59, ,rt, ,"1, 26.; Thoth 65, 'lz' 11r',. t57., r59 66, r68f, :.7o-2" 174' r97' 211'

275, zg7, 3oi, 3t2, g1r., 4oo,'4i"f, 4t6;;I'iamat z9o;'l'vche 77f, fi51' z6z' 265'

3rrf; Typhon 69, t94,242,282.

Venus 6o.

Zewan t39; zers 26,35, 39,69, rtz, .-16, zo9, z}z-4, 1r:', 327> 35tf; Zotoastet: z6'

(As god-{igutes such.as Hermes, Agathodaimon, Isis, etc', metge with alchetnit:

.hr"it"tu,1dd to the above the names in Index lII')

IT, RULERS

Akhenaten zrr,3o7; Alexander the Gteat zo' 4r, t3tl, t36, t85, 27a, 3.r2' 1.27' 4oy'-it"; 
a-u.i. 

-tej 
; At"""hotep 39, 163; Ammon 33o; Anastasios ,64' t461

Ar,"*.t*", r14,156 Assutbanipal 29o; Augustus 12i' 2oo; Autelian 56',t9'

Caligula 29,51,t46,3g5;Cancalla z7z; Chosroes 377; Claudius ror; Constantitrt'

the Great 54-6; Constantius 54.

l)areicrs, 114, $5,4r2; Decius 367; l)iocletian 54, 516, 4oo'

lilegabzl 124.

Galienus r85.

lladtian 77; Ilammurabi 25, z8o; Hatshepsut 234; Heraklios 776-t,4t; HonoriLrs

36r.

Kassandrcrs 4o9; Kher:ps .-4,72,2o2 Kieopatra 4r, 168" 253; K:roisos zr3; K-vr"s

t34, t18.

Neto e9, zo",f , 4o4; Numa ro9.
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Flaccus Aftieus 4i ; F-irmicus klaternus ) j, 39, 60, 17 5, t96.

Galen u r, 75, 16z, r8y, zo4, 3o6, 318,4o8,4\4,425, 43r; Galienus 4r4; Geliius, A ,

tt5, a24. George S1'nksllos 43, 54, 65, 68, t68, t96, 523,4o5; Gnostics r9, 38f,
4t, j2, t8, ro4, tz1f, i34, r9", zoz, L24 (Boborian), 225,2rz,243, z1z,285-7,
3o7, tzJ,3"8, ttj, j4j, jjr,358{, 37t,4o5, 47r, 4t4,4t6,422; Gtegotios 7z;
Gtegoty Naz.54, z9g.

Harpoktation 4of, r8o, 4r3; I-Ieliodoros 379; Hephaistion z1z, 3o6, 3o91' Il.etz-
kleides r36, 4o5, 4o7; Iletakleitos z, 34, 8of,9o, t75f, 144, 164, 44; Ilercn 1t6;
Hetmes Trismegistos 4ff,658, :'o(), r13f, r47, t"jt, r55f, r89f, t86f, ry6-8, z5o,
2j4, io1-4,3o6,3o9,1:14-8, 3zol,3z5-8,31of,335-7,34r,36of,366,4o1,4t:'-4,
see Hermes (lndex I) etc.; Hermetics j, zt, 37f, 40, 43, 72, 7o9, trJ, 16o, t73-5,
t79, r89, ry7t, z4t, 285, 294, 3o2, j23, 335, J4r,4z8; Hetmippos rr7, 47\;
Hermodotos 136; Herodotos rJ,70, rya, 134; Hesiod z6t 69,281,527f, yt,
134, 37t,393; Hesychios t7o, iia; I{ierotheos 379; Hippatchos 383f, 4z;
Hippokrates 5; Flippolytos t9z, zo8, e8r; Hjppasos 364; Hodon 4rz; llomet
364, 4cx; Hotapoi.lon r7o, r84, zt9-zo,396; Hotos 6o, r98; Hyginus r93;
Hystaspes r34, tjj.

Iakobos z5; Iamblichos tz, 5zf, to1, t6z, z}zf, )o9,3io,337; Itenaios rz7; lsis
ro2, tj9, r9z, t94l[, z4j,252, 327,4az.

Jacc;b z4t; Jercme 299;,]ews 47, 12,755, r59, t7o' r9z, z3z,24t2,252, z8t,71o z,

314f, $8,4o7,42o; John ofAntioch 14; John Archptiest 2o2, 249,415; John ol'
Lykopolis z9t1; .[osephos ro6-8, 33r; Julian, see under Ruiers; Juvenal 92, 2o,4.

Kaliisthenes (pseuclo) 327; Kedrenos 64, t4r; Klaudianos 9r, ror,4zr; I(leantircs
zr; Klearchos 116; Kleopatta 66, roz, r71, :.86, 24o, 243, z5o, 255ff' 288, 291,

\18, 324, 128, 34t, 55a, 359, 4zt-3; Komatios 251, z6a; Ktatinos 24, z1; Kton'
Ammon z6r; Kyptian 4o4; KytiLlos 269,3o2.

l,*beo t37; Lactantius 333; Leukippos r, +,92, roi,284,4o3; Loukian 5{,9"1,
\29, r37, jo4, 4ot)Lucan 396.

r\Iacrobius 263, 267, z7z; hlago 30, 3g6; Malalas 64; Mancthos 32, ra7, 't62, r6t1'

3oy ; Mani r48, 245, 285, yzf ; Manilius z9f; Marcellus of Side 4r 3 ; Matkos ro4 '
\z7t 4rt; Maria Jewess 71,1 ro2, a4o,7ro, 239, 24off, 2t3, 343, 357,365,31t,
4og, 4zof; tr4aria Kopt 66, 4zo; Marsanes 329; Mattianus Capella 83; Meljssos

365; N1esos 129; Methodikoi zo4; Mettodoros 4o3; N{ontanos 4r4; N{oses 81,

go, raj, t68, r7o, z4o, 243, 4oo,

Naasenes 4zz; Natsai 294, lzi; NazaLean 65; Nechepso 3zf' 42,6o, fi9, q6,
za4, zo6, )06, 3g7,4r3; Neoplatonists 7, ro, -'9, zzf,48,5rf, 6o, 62, q4, 3o4,

3e8f; Nepoualios r33; Nikomachos tz7,283; Nikotheos 525, 728-3:., 334, 428l'
Noah z4r; Nonnos 274, z8o,4zz; Noumenios 35'

()lympi64otot r8,6o,65, 68, r4r, r75, 1T7, r8o, 164, t96, z4o, 243, 3or' t37' 356,

36v1, 372, t77, 386, jgr, 4rt-3,4zo; Onatos 66; Origen jr, n1, z7z, 5z7f ;

Otphics 82, 9t, r14f, zoz, z4o, jor, 377, 4o8, 424; Oseas z4r; Ostanes 3of, 33'
65f,99f,1o2-tt to7, rt1, r1tff, ry7, r8zf, 196, zoz, z4j, zirf, z55,1r9,3J6,375'
4o9f , 4zt; Orrid 8o.

Pammenes 12, 65, roo, roz; Pamphilos rao, a33,4o5f; Panodoros t4, 6t; Ilaphnotr
ti^ t41 Pappos 378; Patmenides z4o, 3(t4, 366;Pau1. of Aigina 4o6; Paul ofAtcx.

396; Pausanias 82, rro, r38; Pauseris r78; Pelahios 66,t6o; Petasios'14r, z4o'

36r, 4zo; Petesis ,3, 37r; Petosiris zzf,6o,9z, q6, 4t3; PettoniulSo, 82, tz4;
i't iioiuor {, 9, ri;' Philon of Alex. r14, 47f , fi4, 37r ; Phiion of Bvblos ,o+f,
4zz; Philon Mech. 69; Philoponos 65, l81), 387, 432; Philostratos-zr9, 297;

l?htynichosTr;Pibechios to1,ti4-6,42o;Pindat24'tt3, rz8;Plato 5f,9'tz-t6,
t8f, zzf, 27, 5:r,6r, Q,69, 9of, 93, ro7, tt6, tz9, t36f, t4t, r6rf, zrt, 287, )3o'
7$, 37rf, 386,39o, tg2-4, 4oo, 424, 432; Plinius 28, 3o'2, 6o, 66, 7o' \f, 9t*4'
gj-g, irj, az4, r1t-4, zo5f, zz7, 22g,237,l-79' 29o' 115,396,4ot,4o-4; Plotinos

7, i", 5if, 329;Plotratch 9, nf, 37,39,7o, 95, tog, rg7, 269,, 28fi,287, 4zz;
ioimandtes 14r; Polles 4o4; Porphyrios t2, t4t' t53, ryff,328,36t,4221'
Poseidonios 136, 4o9; Ptoklos 6of; Psellos 4, ZtS, 4o5' 4o8; Ptolemaios 32, 4o,
(:{,6s,75, 384;Pythagotas zj, 3c.,93, 97, to7, to9, 4o3; Pythagoteans a, g, T.r'

33, 1t,66,83f, y, rz7, tz9, z8zf, 77rf, y7f, 4o2, 4o7, 425f, 43r.

Qr-rintr:s Smyrnaios 8o,

Ruiinus 73.

Salamo 4.r4; Sanchouniathon 4zz; Seleukos 16z; Seneca z9*1t,66,383; Sergios

66, 312; Servius z7o; Sextus Emp. 6, r83; Simon Magus 3oo, 352 4ori Solvates
(lapid.) 3o7, 324,427; Sophar r57; Sophocles 7r; Stephanos (alch.) $,66, tr3,
r7J, *j, 274, 293f, 3r9f, 31t-9, 4t5, 43ol; Stephanos of By. 96; Stoics ro,
zo*7,33f,48f,5t, ro5, r16, r2r,129' t56, r57, ztr, z7of,282f,328,368, lgl,
4o8f,432; Sttabon t38,zo7,2zo,424.i Synesios(alch.)65,84, roo, ao4,'I4r'24J'
36of, $6f,3:.r, 43o) Synesios ofPtoi. 36o,367,43o.

'fatian t33; 'fertuliian 58, fi2" r79; 'Ihales 364; Themistios 9; Theodoros r13, 275;
Theodotion 295, 38o T'heodotos z9g; Theophtastos 6f, r8f, \, 93' 99; Theo'
phrastos (poet) e75, 379; Theopompos 136; Theosebeia ,s, n7f, 34t, t56;
'fhessalos zozr-8, 25 3, 4t6,

\/aleirtinians 52, :rB4,254,4i'1.,424; Valerius Soranus a83; Vaigius Rufus 4o3;
Yarro 283; Vettius Val. 3z; Vitruvius 96f;Yitgil z9f'

Xanthos t 34, 4o8 ; Xcnokrates t 34, 4o4, 4o8, 424,; Xenophanes 364, 1gr, 42t.

Zcnobios lg, rt3, rr8, r2rf; Zoroastet roo, roTt rz2, ril*1> t36, t38, r48' t57,
196, z4t, j\7, jz9, t5o, 377, 195, 4o5, 4o9; Zarathustta 196, 4o8; Zosimos 33-,

jbf,6Jf,68f,73f,86,96f,r57,ry4f,q7,179,r89,t96,2o2,216,24of,243,245f,
249, 293, 3r9, 3ryff, 341tr, 359-6t, 365f, 37f, 377f, 786, 388, 39r, 41i, 42o, 424,

428*y.
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IV. ALCHENIIC AND OTHBR ANCIENT WORKS

According to Enetgy ('Zos.') 196; Acts of Kyriakos etc' 27zi Acts of Propokios 54;
Acts of Thomas e7e; Aeneid 27oi Aetn 3o; Aim of the Sage 4r; Aphrodite 5;
Apocalypse of Hypastes y3' Apocalypse of Mithtas 728; Atchaic Rook r8of;
Argonautika zoe; Asclepius 41, 168; Assembly of Philosophets 3,75; Avesta
t48, 196; Axiochos 39.

tsaphika4t, roo: rz3, 19(t;Bookof theDead z1t,3541,4zz;Bo<>h of theUnder-
worid r90; Brihadaranyaka Upanishad 295.
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Calid and Morienus 2rz; Catechism. of Baptism 295; Chal.daian Otacles rzr, r1r,,

1!6, z!+;397, 4o9, 4rt, 4z4f ; Cheirokmeia sel, iil, 34; Chemia,n"of.oi, tolChemical Papyti, 44, 6t, 84,-99, rr"_4, ir.6, ,.r91,-1it; Chronika (Lf;.i ;4:chtonika (Fuseb.) zoz, 323; clementine'Ho-iti.r-a5l commentary o'r, s6oi, ,,rpnergy 366; Commentxy ofl Letter Onega (Zos.)' 1'2j, 342, i+A, C.*",,,,,Intelle*' on the, 3or; compendium of Gofu ai ; co"itii"tro" 
"f bir'J.*, 

'i 
1,,the, 5; Consulship of Stilicho (Claud.) z67f ; Cotinthians I, ,95; a;;;;:

DTIi:1 i5, z9i,3g5f; Dialogue of Komarios and Kleopatta ftg,253ff,343,35e.
Didache 359; _Dion (Synes.) 36o;_Dionysiak" .74; bir"olrr"i ri'?rrJi"rt"'ir,
Discoutse of Kleo., see Diarogue oJ Kon. inrl Kleo.; Domestic crr""rirt.y oi rir.'l.*z4o; Dosikles and Rhodanthe rrz.

Enchitidion 296, 42j; Enoch, Book of , -gf , ry9, 196, z8o; Enkomion by . . . I)ios
53ros 367; Epinomis r36; Epistle orCie'o""iirjz99; dpistle orr,..rgr'o.to. 3o,,;Exodus 237.

Fihrist z5z; Final Account (Zos.) y4; Futnaces and Applianccs 124,328, 13,1,425,428.

Ga.I2tiays..z99f ; G,enesis 46f, ry9,334; Genuine Discourse by Sophe 7z; Geograplry(Edrisi) ro8; Geponika aa:z, 243, 524; Golden Compendirm +r; b"iari"fli,,r,r87, z53f; Gospel According to F,gyptians 2g9; Gospel 
"f ifriUpls;,-;9r,

Gospel of Thomas 299.

Heptabiblon ry9; Fleptathongos 13r; Fletmenev\j\ ta r24iHerrnes, Iloohs ot, r69;
[t:::10'rat"!7a, 187,^197i i-Ii.totv of Egvpt (J\lan.) r6s; H'i.tory of p"r,;,,
(rjJonys.) t34: Hymn to Demeter go.

lmmatetiality 325; Instruments and Furnaces, see Futnaces; Isis . . , tr: Hotos r,;.1.

Kalpasthana z-8i;J(estoi, z,z4; Key r5g, 3oz; Keys io6; hels of the Art rr-z: Kr.r:.
9Lyr9ater Wrsdom r r4; Keys glMagic 66; I(hitab ai_Fihrist 6j, .'.z, 

";r'1.,;1rn.,r 
,Khirab ai-Habib,3+l; Khitab a,l-IjIu{q3; Kleida i58, arr; i<oir".rij"s 156, ,r,,,

4o4, 4r); Kore Kosmou 3Bf, 42, 44, 46, 7 t, r49, i6o, r9u, 3qF, 396; Kr.i.,l ,7.1 ;Ktates, Book of, ro5, ro9, at3, ral, aa;Xyriides 4oi rio.' ' "

Lectures (Sjeph.l 372-8;Lettet-ot Demokritos 73, ror, rr.4, r16, r4o, r55; I-ctrlKappa, On tie, 43 o ; Lett.. of Ostanes, 4t ; L"ii.t of-petosoris l, ; i;Jr: ;;,,,,.
P_.id :9+, Lexikon 306, j79; Lie Lovet (iouL.) 95; Lime, O;, ;;;Jiill; ,;.; ,Little Key qB, ;,t}, 121.

Nlilia +.e Kopt, Book of, z5z; Memotanda, Demok., ;,3, r4r; _Nfetamorphosor(Apul.) 293; Mithraic Liturgy e43; l\{oses, dook oi T"iMyriog*.,esis r76." 
-

Natural Tinctutes ,36; Nafure, On, t33, 3z5f .

"*:::t a5,,t37:zz6: 
OlyLnpiudgrgt . . .to petasios 36r; Opus tmperfbcturrr r,,f,;urganon (or Spher.e) of Demokritus rg4; Orgauon rlf llerrnes rg4; Organorr,,r

Petosiris 3z; Otpheus, Oracle o{ 3or.

Paradise of Holy Fathets zz6; philosophournena z7z; philosophy, on (Arist.) r3(,;
fhyglka and Mystika roo-2, ror, rrr, r4a, 155, t79{, r83, r89, 335, 4o4; pisti:;
Sophia z7z; Planrs (Theophr.) 96;-poiimad7."'aa t,,'ro7t,-iBj.';4'r:';r;: ij,,,,,.,i.()racle 39; Power and Nat.rie-of the Chameleon'ir5; prophecy of Zoroaslcr
r.96; Ptovidence, On, 36o; pumpkinilication of Claudiu"s 

"9; 
pyrnnr;. TgL.-
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Red Stone, Book of, 66; Rcpublic (plato) 6r, 287.

sacted Book r8r; satire of rrades 73; scripture in seth's Name ro8; septugint rJJ;
Shawahid rj2, 3zoi Shepherd of Hetmas ro9; Short Book of Hermes"T. r8o;
Sibylline Books r84; Sleep, Or-r, r37; Sophe (Souphis), Book of, tzt, r|z, 4r3,e;6, 4zo;428; Soti:is, Book of, r68; Souda, 96, tti,3zlf, 36o; Spangies of'Coia
ro8;-Species is Compound, That the, 375; Stone, bn ti,,e, 66i p1; Srvotd of
Dardanos to7, tt9, tz6.

'Iabula Smaragdina ro9, r85f; I'almud 238; 'Ihessalians 333; 
,lhitty 

Chapters
r47-tr; Thirty-five Chapters (Zos.) trt- Thoth, Books 

"i, iesf; Timaios, rzf,
267; Treatise of Warning 3r5; Treatment r:f Magnesia 34o; Twelve Chapters
142-4, r47, 152.

Virtue (Zos.), {)n, t75, 243.

Wing, Tl-re, 7z; Wisdom, {3ook oi 73; Wisdon-r of Solomon r;9f; Work of the
Sun r74.

Zohat z8o.

\T. OTHER NAMES

A.btaham 7j, r}j, z4r; Abraham, L:lut., zz6; Abramios 4z; Abw Ma'shat q3;
Achab (Achaab) t75, r95t; Achaios 417; Achewa zy; Adam to9, t1"4, r73, r4if,
2.72,,3oo-2, 323, tjo, 4o9, 42o, 4z5f; Aetios zz3*5; Agathoboulos, Aur., ze5;
Agathokles r7'.; Agathon z4; Akas 169; Alexandios zi5; Alunda 

"9r; 
Ammo_

nios zer, az8; Amnael 7r, r94*zor,327; Amous 36; Andieas z3e; Atidr.omachos
z3r_; Anesas 33of; Annan foses, A.rir., z7z; Anirana zz6; Apipi' r.tt, t63, 274;
,\phyngios z4; Apion zz5f; Atabs ar,7e, a1,88, ro9, :-zr, ,4r, t4B, zgt, 3Bt,
)87, 3.97,4o4; Aristagoras 2971' Ar"nald of Villanova 244; Asfidus ti8; A."rs
z9z; Atonga z9t; Attila 36r; Autelios z3r.

Bahya ben Ashcr e8r; Baikatara z9r;Baila zgr; Besa 369; Besarnnu 4z; Blake
389; Boyle 38r; Bryaxis zz7;l|utidan 385f.

Campaspe r15; Charun r37; Claudianos 4z; Cornfbrd 4; Crassus z3of.

L)alton 389; Damas z3r; Damnameneus 79; l)einarchos z7;Delactoix 389; l)cnre_
trous 2jr; Dinon 136; Diomedes 77; Dionysios petosarapis 167;- Iliosl.or.os
90, z3z; l)yaks z8o.

lJdtisi ro8; Elais 8a; Eleazat ro7 Enoch, see Hatoch;Bpeus z3r; Epirnetlrcus :.11,
3 3 if; F,snekenbo 16; ; Euangelos z r9f; Evax t 3 1 ; Eve r zo, 241,, 11r, 4.2 r,

F-eiicissimus 35; Forbes 74.

Gainas 36o; Gaius, see Cali.gula; GaIiIeo 3, rr,34.),381t, 3llti, )9r, \t)1 ; (;,rv{,rnrtt
88; Gebir 24a,4o6,4r4; Georgios zz6; Ghuloi 88,-rrz; (irihrye.s .t9,,trrrr,

Flarthonis z3r; Helmont, \ao, 84 Henoch rot3t, zr6, 3,r1; llcr;ris :r(r, llcr,rlilrtr
2o3, 237; Ilerminos zz6; llierissa 4r8; llipporrax 8r; I lonrcr,n I /,,; I I,l,!r t{,/.
273: Tlypatia 36of" {,i.
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Iamos rr3,4o5; Iannes to-l, r7o (Iambres) 34r; Iason 78; Ibn-Abi-Yakulr.Arr
Nadim 65f; Ibn-Arfa'Ra ro8; Ibn Etumi z9t;Ibn Shuhaid 3rz*4; Ibn LJrnrrrl

art, r43, 186-8, 248, 254, z89f; Ibn-Wahs-Chiijah 253; Idtis ro9, r7r, 1tj.
Io rrz; fon j44,4o6t Iosephos zz5;Ioutl: z3z;Isak, Aw., zjr; fschvtion ztr:
Isidoros 23tt 139, see Pelevi (Index III).

Jesus ro1, r j 4, z4j, g 5 9 ; Jesvs 47, 7 z, 1 j j 
" 

r j g, rj o, r9z, z3 z, z 42, z 5 z, z8 t.

I&llinikos 43r; Kekuld 277; Kephalas zz3; Krtatz 279; Koptes zer; Kotneli(o;r
zez; I(tissa zzz; Ktesiphon 4r8; Kyta zz1; Kytanos 4t.

Lavoisier 389; Liberaiis z3r; Longeinos z3o; Longus Priscus, G., zzo.

Makat 369; Makarios zz6; Marsiiio Ficino 269; i\{aty r48, 242, ar2r; Medcia 711,

425; Menas, Awt., zlz; Menippos r37.

Nectanebo 327; Neilos 34o; Neneferkaptah 27,3g; Ncoptoiemos z3z; Newtorr 7,

g, it, zz, 385, 389f.

Ochos r3,4; Oino 8z; Opos zzl; Orion 82.

Paapis z3r; Pamouthios, Aur. zz6; Pandota rza, 243, 327, 33r; Panouphis z3r:
Paous z3r; Papa 53:. Patacelsus 48,387; Pasion zz5; Paul, St. i7o, r7g,558;
Pelopsz5;Peratairyzf,eSr;Pcretz3z;Pet1otsatapiszgt;Petroszlz;Phibzzl;
Philologia 83; Philoneikos z3r; Ploutatchos z3r; Poiykatp fuf, ry5; Polykleit,,s
h;Pnjapati 34jf,429; Priestley, J. 389; Proklos 3o7; Prometheus 78,98, r97,
24t, j27,13r, 428; Proshymnos zoo; Protarchos e3r; Ptolemai<:t zz5.

t{hoio 8z; Rhosyne z3z.

Sabeinos 233; Sabians ro8, r73, jt3-zr; Sambusky ar; Sappho 83f; Satapias zlr;
Sarapion 2tg, zjri Sarrnates az5; Scaliger 61; Semthis 223; Senuti 73; Selen()s
zz1; Seth rc7f, r34,4o5; Sethians 288, 294, 4r5, 424; Severianos z3r; Severos,
Lwt., zz5; Side 8z; Sopdet z4r; Spermo 8z; Staphylos 8z; Statoetis e33.

'Ieitesias 289; Terathonis z3r; Tesenouphis 213; T'haesion zzr; Thamos r(rr;
'Ihtasyllus 92, rz6; Turner 389; Tylon 99, rrz.

\(h1te, L. L. 392.

Zara r85; Zepi 213;'ZoiIos z3t.

VI. PLACE,S

Abassos 78; Abdera 83,92, r3r, t36,396,4o2; Abonoteichos z;, 427; Abu Simncl
297; Abydos j39, 42J; Afiom Kara Hissat 77; Africa 51, rjt, 219, zgo, 316;
Aigai 4o4; Aithiopia %, 97, r7z, ztg, to7, 366; Akmonia 429; .?tktagas z;
Alexandreia 28, 56, 661,78, 9r, roo, 133, r55, rjj, tj9, t57, zoo, 2at-j, 2t9,
zz6f,232,46f,263, z69,3oz,3rr, rzt,33i, tt4, t67, 4tr; Amblada zz4; Amo-
rion 78; Anazatbos zz4; Andros 59; Lnkyta 77f; Antinopolis z1z; Antioch 54.
2tt, 4o4i Apkodisias 244, 4o4i Aphtoditopolis 4z; Apollonia 6; Appian \Way

37, zo3; Apsynthios 96; Apulia 18; Arabia 39,97, ..1J; Atados rzo; Archclais
z3r ; Atgos n z; Ltkadia rro, rgj ; Armenia j j, 97, zoz, z4o, tz1 ; Armida r14,
4o8; Arsinoe 42o, nome z3o; Asia Minor r38, t4t, .^16,2t4, tt4; Assytia rrof,
zr3, zrj, 254, 218, zgo, ?r1o, 49t, 4\9, 4to.

INDEX

Babel, Towet of, z5z; Babylon 98, ro8, tt1*9, 283, 4o9; Raktia 98; Beudos 77;
Bithynia 99, t16i Boiotia 8z; Bousitis r7z; Byblos r97,4o4.

Caesarea r85, r88; Capra 237; Carthage t9, J5, rt3; Caucasus 78, zrt; Chaldaia,

37,72,33o,j96,4o8,4tj,43o; China78,81-9,zz8,z8o,z9tf, rrr, lr8, 4oz,4t8'
43o; Chios jt, 42ol' Chota Nagpur z9z; Chrysapha 75, 78; Colonia Antiocheia

77; Constantinople 224; Cotinth q9, z56f; Ctcte 4o, 66; Cypros 76,9t,226,4t7.

Lfdessa66;Edfu7r, t63,zoz,4z7;Hgypt24,27,3ff,t7,t9f,42,46-9,13f,56,58f,
7o*4, 86, g1,, roz, ro4, ro9, rtt, tzz[, rz6, rz8, t34, 4of, t45f, t48, t5of, t54,

ry1f, fi2, 167, r7z, t76, fiz| r84, r89, t99, 207-3' 2o5, 2o9, zz1, z3o, 234-6,
z4of, 254, z6r,267f, 273,278, z8t, 286f,293' ,ot, Jo4,3r3,33o,3ti[, fiy5t4,
jj1, t5tf, 366, 57r, 4oj, 4o7, 415-7, 41o; Elephantine 98, zoz,3o4, 3ro; Eleusis

Sof, r35, r99,385: in Egypt 167; Emmaos 2o3, tz3; Emir Dagh 77; Ephesos 19,

8r, .'Sjl Epidautos e97; Esna ro8; Euagria zoz; Euboia 8z; Eumemetia ::o;
Euphtates 3r3.

F'ayum, zzg, 23t.

Galxia zz6; Gaza 6z; Gctase rzl; Gtcat Tarouthinos zz6.

Hattan :o8, tt1, 173,3r1-2r,336; Hebron r55; Heliopolis 39f,7o, t68, zt7, )r4'
43i; Hetakleides Div. 233; Hetakleopolis zoe; Hermopolis 165, r74' rg7' 2\7'

334; Hieropolis 77, 272, 3r4, 4og; Hierocaesareum t34, t38; Hormanouthi 7r,
zoz; IJlpaipa 134, rt9.

Ida7q,4or;India93, 97,Iot,r4t,rJo,r8g,zz6,zz8,z9z,3451,Ios19;Ismailiazzg;
Italy r, 32, m1.

Japan rtz; Jerusalem 285, 33o.

Kanopos 73, rggt Kappadokia 97, t38f, zz6; Katanis zzr; Katnak 46, 48f, 67;
Kilikia 28, 84,98, zz4; Klatos r5o; Knidos 136; Koiie Syria zz3; Koiophon 364;
Kyme 39.

Larissa 99,4o3; Leukas 83f,4oz; Libanos, X{tns', r4r; Lydia r34, t78, t43, zo3l,
2a1, 12g, 36r;Lyl<ta r4r; Lykopolis zoz, 296.

l\{antrheim 36f; Massilia 37; Medinet Habw 41, 163; Mekone 77f; Melos 4or;
Memphis 27, 39, 91, t63, zozf , zt6f , 4o4, 4r:', 4t6; Mendes {, 44, 67, 46f , 3o3;
Merse 97; Mesopotamia 25,86f, r38, :'4r, r4i, rii, 2to, zr3-5,46,278,28i,29o'
zgt, trl,, t2t,39t,4o3; Miletos 97, t14; Mysia 97.

Naasenes, z7z, z99f; Nashona z9r; Neilopoiis z3o; Nikaia 54; Nikosia 76; Nilc
2j5, zJj, 275, 286, 4o7; Nyasaland z9r.

Oasis z3zf; Olympos 5t, 296 (Lykia) r4r; Ophites rtr' 272; Opis 4rz; Ostia 35f"
z7r; Oxyrhynchos 67, r39, 224, zrt-3,47, (nome) 51'

Paestum 8r; Paktolos zr3; Palestine zot,226; Palmyra 3t9iPa,ficha,i^ 19; Pannonia

55; Panopolis t7, ro8, 167, zzo,274,328,358f,34o, J43,4r2,4t81'Patthie zz8,
a3o;PerJia 26i,34,72f,86-9,97f,r22'152,t36f,r41, rto' rt4' t56-8,r84f,2r5,
z4z, 2tz, 34f, yo, 376f, tjg, ,96, 4oi, 4o5, 4o9, 412' 43o;Petra 64; Pheneos r ro;
Philadelphia (Lydia) 36r; Philai 36r; Phoboou z3r; PhoiniLia 73, rc6, t85,267,
272,2g7,3o4;Phtygla zz6, z7z,33r; Piribeyli 77; Pisidia zz4; Pompcii tot' 221,

242, zg 3 ; Fondich&iy zz8 ; Pontos 96, r t7, zz6 ; Porte Maggiote 84 ; Prokonnegos

3r; Prymnessos 77; Psbothis z3zf; Ptolemais 5;f; ,t9 pibya).
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4to INDEX

Red Sea j9,93, zz9; Rha 84; Rhodes 136, zz5,4o6; Rome 36,18, 55f,8,tr, ro9, z(r1,

z8r.

St Gall ro7; Sais 32, 49, 33o, 3j4; Samara 916; Samos 7r; Santa Ptisca 36; Saqrltr,r
i67; Satdeis r34,2r5; Sekneptynis zjr,233; Seplasia 237; Skythia t8z, zz6, 4or
Sicily z, t9, ro8; Side 8z; Sinai zr9, z'29, z4t; Sinopis zz6; Siriad ro8; Siwa 3; :;
Soknopaiou Nesos z3o; Soloi 136; Spain r43, zz6;Synnada 77; Sylakousa 13(,;
Sytia 4o, 64,98, tr.9, tzz, r4o-2, 157, t12, i8o, r96, zt1, zz6, zz8, 253, 27z, z().1,

tzr, t23, 3t8, tjo,3j9,391, 4o4, 406,4:^1, 4\8.

Takcrna z4i Tafiganylka z9t1' Tanis r88; 'Iatouthinou Epoikion z3r; 'Iatsos zll;
Tauros r4r; Teis zz51' Teos 93; Thebaid 167, 2ozi Thebes 46f, rz3, :,6r, zoj,
zo7, 3o9, j34, 3t9f, 36t, 4tt, 4t3, 4r8; Thessalonika 7gi 'Ihr^ce 9r, 4oz; figtis
4o; Trapezoatik Coast 4o; Ttoizer: 297; Tuscany 79; Tathia 9t.

Virapatnam zz8, qt&.

Zakynthos 81; Zante zo8.

VII. SUBJECTS

.Advocate z5of; AIum 42|45,4rg; Ants 28, 166; Antimimos y3f"4z8;Appli'
ances, 243ff, )24f, 3j2, 3t4, 14r, 366; Atamaic i.jt, r.j9, 37o, 42o; Arians zz4 ;

Astrology 26f,32,34,38f,6t[, gz, ro8, tz4f, rjz, tjg, 166, r73, 1]t, 2o.', 2j2.,
279,284,3o9f,3t3, j32,337,379, j96, 4o4,4rr,422,427, see also Fatality; Atons
\j, r.8, 92, ro1, 362, j9o, 4jz.

Baptism 292,38o,4o7; Bankers ,r, z2j,43;Batbet 346-to, jtt; Biack 7of,7,1,
rt6f, zz8,279, z9z, 3\4,3r6f; Bythos r84, +r4,4t6.

Caduceus 188-93,3o9,4r4,427; Caletdat 6o, 16z; Camels, 2j3,419; Capticorn 3,r,
rz5; Cerberus, 263; Chameleon 114-6,4o3; Chtistians 56,62-4,9t, to8f, t62.,
rj4, zzj, z4o,286, 285f, 299,329,358f, 366-7r, 378-8o,382,4o5,4t2, 4zt; Citctts
factions 376 ; Colowt r.8f , z9, jt, fif , t8, 49, 5 1, 6t, 67, 8 4, 93, rcof , rot, r r r -4,

rzt-4, t38f, r48,'178, 182-4, r87, zt4-6, zr8, 227-tr,46,48, z4t, 246-8, zl,2,
zJ5,27J*7,jr6*8,3t1,36r,t73,389f,395,4o6f,4o9,4r3,4t8f,42,427; Cooking
47, 49, 64, r84, 2r1, 48, 249, 341, 396t Copper 59f, 84, 99, rrr, rr8, 146, 1j6,
r78, r83, 2tt, 217, 2r9, 241, 297, 3141, 3r9f, j24, j49, 4o4, 4o6, 4t3, 4t7, 427 :

Cosmogonies r-3, 43-9,88, zr7, 48, 255, 283f, 288, 29o, 3o4, 362-;; Countcr
feiting 54*6o, zz7, Spirit j8, 333; Ctab 35, 506; Cr^ft Process tz, aj, 2r., rjL,
i84, r97, zrzfr, 39t, 4r7-2o; Crocodile tl 2, zjj, z6z, 357, 4zo, 423, 425 ; Cupella
tion, 29, zr4.

Demiurge rz, i. j, 4j, 16o, q1, rgTf , zg5, jro, 3)j, 4t6, 422) Dioiketes 25t ; Diplosis
z4o,4zjiDivinationzoTf;Double rS2f,"o9,2r7,3o2iDragon 27,\og, rrr, r4jl,
146-8, rt6, t6r, 272-7, 3tr,

Egg rzr, r5z, r86, 235, z6t, 1,4r" 3j6, j62, j73, 4r3, 4z4i Eidoia 51, 95, rz5, 264,

3o2, 4o7) Elements z, tt, 17, 20, 27, 34, 36, 48, tz7-9, rto, r75, r83, 237, 257,

3jt, 337, 36t, 364-8,377; Embryos agof; Episttategos 23o.

Fallen Angels 58, 43f, r79, t96, ry91' Fatality r57, z4zf, 266, 285, 325*3t, 535-8,
428; Femaleness 298-3oo; Fetmentation 3o,63, t84,48f,25t,398,4or;Fire ry-t5,
tj*zi, 3c., 36, 45f, 48, 52f,5t,64,73,91,98 tzt, t35f, t58f, r4z, t48f, qo, r18,
r86f, r88t zo8, zz8, zJ7, zj9, z7j, 279, 286,289, 29j, 1o9, 3tj, tqf,36r,166f,
,75, 3gt , 405, 409, 4zzf.

Gems 49, zz6-8, z6z, 
"g7,3r2,396,4oj,4a7,4zz; G.ladiator swe t zt7; Giass 63,

2r3, zi5, 2j2, 34ri Glazes zt6,4i7; Gold 14, zg, z+-3o, 53, j5, 4r, 52, 58-'6:-,
Q|65,67,69,7t,76,87, roo, to4-6, t35, r77f, t}t3, r91., 2oz, 2t3ff, ztlf,
21o, 2jo, 253, z6r, 258, 274, 27g, 297f, jr4, 3a8, 324, 32t, 349, 3tj, t1r, 383,
39jf, $r; Greek Fire 84F, t43, 37o, t8j,43r; Gunpowdet 384I.

Ibis 1641, r1o, i7z,3rz; Initiation r4z, r47ff, r9}-zoo, zrr, zz8, 291', 1,r5) Isthmian
Games 79,

Kerotakis 186, 243, 246, 248, 293; Klawdtanos 275; Kohl 236; Kosmoktatot 346,
4zz;Ktatet z94,4\zi Kundalini rgof; Kykeon 8o.

Laboratory 553f;Laccha ror; Laddet 36,3g7; Lettets, 39, tz1-.g, 16o-2, r7z, tg4,
jz3,3jt,4o1f,4t7;Lion 32,36,14t{, z.6zf, 3o6f, 31r,3tJ,4o6,422,427; Lists of
Alchemists 9of ; Lyw z79.

Mages 36f, 39,83, 97" 99, too, ro8, rz5, r3l,f, t34-6, t3St, y3, 4oo, 4o3, 4oj, 4og,
4rt,4tj) Magnet ro5, rr8; Marriages (alchemical magical) ro6, r7r, t98,24g,
256, z6t, 285, 287-9o" 294, jja, nj, 4o4, see also Womb; Mattyr $f, zg5;
Mastaria z93f;Mercury 28,33, (t6" tzr, 156, r79, tB6, :l9j,24t, rtJ,3r8,367,
396; Metallutgy 68-7o, 12f,88f" l'24, t1o, 4or, 4rj,4z5; Metal-men r79, r8r,
274,296f,346tr;Metals :r4, ryf,26,28, 1'j, j9,88, rrz, t53, t7(tf, r8r, zro, zr6-8,
243-7,267f,27j-7, jr9,3zz; Microcosm try, :r7r, r8t-7, r98, zrr,285,324,314,
4o9,4rj,4r5; Minerals 49f,84, r78, r8r, 366; I4inets 39t; Misy 59, 232,4tg;
Mithraism r38, t47, r99, z6z, 27r, 324, 34g, 406, see also Mithras (Index l);
Mixture 18, 22, 42, 6o, r49, 249, 2jg; Mole r79, r8r; Moon 3r, 42,8c., ror, :146,
t56, t63, r7o, t76, r8j-8, zo9, 264,277, z8tf, zB4, tr4l, 32t,4o9,4r3,

Nadi rgof; Natron 63, r78.

Ouroboros r92, r.gj, z6o-77, zgo, 29q, 1oa, 3ojf, 34r, 362, 38o,423.

Panktator z7o-z; Peatl z7z, 376; Peewit r8o; Pennyroyal 8of; pefumes rj, r,84,
2zo, zj4-8> 419; Persecutiorr jz-7; Phallus zoo,4r5; Phoenix 64, ry2,26j, tl't,
4r3,422f Physis zr, 4,265f,267,3j4; Plants 74ff, 87,93, w, tnf, rqf, r33"
t6o, zo4-rr, 44, z6o, 4ozf, 4o8,4t6, 4zr; Pneuma zo-3, 42, 45, 4Bf, 52,6r, (t4,
'ttz, tx5, tzo, r2j, t16, r4g, r57, r74, r78, r83, r.9t-3, zo6, 42, z5t, 264f, 269f,
294,5jj,386, nS,4r3,4zo; Pnuematikoi ro4; Poppy 72ff,4ooft poverty rzr,
jr7,4o7,4r3,4281, Prefect zzr, 40, z3tlPtocutator 233.

Quaiity 5, ztf, tr6,387-9, tg2.

Record Office zzo; Rhubarb 84,89, rr.7; Romantie Movement 389; Rosetta Stone
fi6f.

Saffron 84, 4r1,,4rgi SalAmmoniac rjz, ij6,43o; Secrecy r4t^1, zr3 Selinon 79;
Sevens, 34*6, 43f, rz6-9, r3r, r39, t4jf, tjjf, tjg, t6of, t69, r1ff, z6z,261,32,5,
jtzf, j49,397; Sex in stones, etc.,278ff,36r,423, see also lfionb; Sheep zzx;
Slavery 8-ro, 72, 38ji Statue r4f, 26,63,65, t3g, 22r, zz7f, z9(t, 3o7, 3J2, 377;
Stelai 39-43, roz-4, 242, 264, j3o, j66, 4oj, 4o7, 4tr.,4r 3 ; Sulphuretted Hydrogen
rzz; Sun, t2,3j,j1,f,8o,97,t2o,146,t56,:163,t7o,r79,r91, r83, r8t-8, r9r"too,
zo3, zo8f,243,265,268f,275, z8z, z84,3ozf,3o8,3tof,3rt,3j2, j77,4o8,4r4;
Sympathy r3, zrf, roo, t;-j,2oB,3g7,4o4.
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4t2 INDEX

Tattooing ry9f,415; 'l'emple as Cosmos 34g, 1,93,4o9; 'l'extiles zzo, "z), z3o[, 4<2;
Thesmophotia 8r; Time r39,269f,395" 422, see also Aion (Index I);'I'tiadic
Formula 16, roJ, trzf, rt7, \48, rj4, r71, r83, 3o3, 327f, 371, 3Br, 4o9.

Up-and-I)ov,n r78, r80, .'86-93, rg8, zo9, z4hf, 254f,257,294,146.

Violet rrzt 406;Vetelan z2o.

Woad zzg;Vomb r97, zoo, 24J, 21,5f, 259, 218fr, 284, 288*9o, z94, toc), 3oj, t4j,
352, 796, 44-6.

Yu z8o"

Zetvanism 136' Zr:diac jj, 97, r3g, r7t, zar, 32-7, 397.
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